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THE MANAGEMENT OF CONTINUOUS IMPLEMENTATIONS OF NEW 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES 

Christian Korunka1
, Sabine Zauchner1

• 
2
, Andreas Weiss1 

1Institute of Psychology, University of Vienna 
2 Department of General and Comparative Physiology, University of Vienna 

ABsTRACT 
Modem workplaces are continuously affected by implementations of information technology. There
fore the management of the implementations becomes more and more important 
Io the "Vienna Implementation Studies" effects of implementation management on employees and 
the organizations were investigated. This paper presents the results of the studies with regard to im
plementation management, giving an emphasis on employee participation. 

In both studies implementation manageme_nt was investigated by using an interview guide for evalu
ating technology implementations and their management Developed incrementally, the guide con
sists of 139 questions on implementation characteristics, implementation management, and effects of 
the implementation. 

In the ,,First Vienna Implementation Study", effects of implementation management in first-time in
troductions were analyzed in a longitudinal study. The ,.Second.Vienna Implementation Study" fo
cuses on .,continuous" implementations of information technology; it consists of three parts: (1) the 
evaluation of the implementation management in a cross-sectional interview study, (2) a longitudinal 
study to investigate strain and satisfaction of employees related to the implementations and their 
contextual factors, and (3) a cross-national comparison of implementation management between 
Austria and the United States. 

The interview guide proved usability for a complete description and evaluation of implementations of 
information technology. Positive effects employee participation were found in the different study 
parts; compar:ed to th.eir Austrian colleagues, participatory measures were used to a higher degree by 
American project-managers. 

STUDY BACKGROUND 

Increased competitiveness and organizational flexibility can be provided by the use of information technology. 
Processes are steadily changing; triggered by information technology and accelerated by their immanent shortening 
cycles of innovation. Employees in computerized workplaces, therefore, are constantly confronted with changes. 
Since the first-time introduction of information technology, implementations are realized continuously, thereby, 
becoming an everyday reality in companies. 

In this context the management of the implementations plays an important role regarding effects for the employees 
and the organization. Involvement of users in <!ecision malcing processes generally has positive effects (e.g., 
Mumford, 1983). Type and timing of user information provided ·to employees play an important role in the accep
tance of the new technology (Carayon & Smith, 1993). Jn this context literature provides evidence that detailed and 
formal information (e.g., by company or depanmental meetings) is better than global and informal information. 
Involvement also means active participation in decision making on the part of the users, an issue that has been 
investigated mainly in system development (e.g., Barki & Hartwick. 1994; Ives & Olson, 1984). Active participa-
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tion not only leads to improvement of system acceptance, but aJso to system improvement itself. Possible effects of 
participation depend highly on its type (e.g., formal-informal, direct-indirect, competence of decision-making) and 
its organizational context (Cotton, Vollrath, Froggatt, Lengnick-Hall & Jennings, 1988). 

The scientific literature on the management of implementations of information technology mainly consists of sin
gle case studies, there are only few empirical studies investigating effects of implementation management on em
ployees respectively the organizations. 
One of the goals of the ,, Vienna Implementation Studies.. was the development of an interview guide for the 
evaluation of implementations, implementation-management, and effects of the implementations on both, employ
ees and organizations. The development of the interview guide and examples of first empirical applications of the 
instrument will be presented in this paper: Results of the ,, Vienna Implementation Studies" focusing on the effects 
of employee participation, and a cross-national comparison on participation between the United States and Austria 
(see also Korunka, Huemer, Litschauer, Karena & Kafka-Liltzow, 1996; Korunka, Weiss & Karena, 1993; 
Korunka, Weiss, Karena & Huemer, 1995; Korunka, Weiss & Zauchner, 1997). 

THE INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR THE EVALUATION OF IMPLEMENTATION MANAGEMENT 

The starting point for the development of the interview guide was a one-day "expert workshop". Six experts in 
organizational change discussed aspects of an implementation project with the research team. The main topics at 
this w9rkshop were: project management, information, participation, and training. The discussion was taped and 
subjected to content analysis. The outcome of this analysis was a preliminary interview guide for evaluating tech
nology implementation projects. Next, interviews, based on the guide, were held with managers responsible for 
implementations of new information technology. The outcome of these interviews served as the basis for the devel
opment of the final version of a stru.ctured interview guide. 
The instrument is a structured interview guide consisting mostly of multiple~hoice questions. To exclude subjec
tive answers, questions and possible answers were formulated as objectively as possible. Therefore, the data could 
be regarded as ,,objective" information about implementation characteristics, implementation management and 
effects of the implementation. The final version of the instrument consisted of 139 questions with the following 
structure: 

• Characteristics of the implementation (e.g., number of end-users, implementation type, installation type) 
• Implementation management: - project team (e.g., team size, team structure) 
• Implementation management: project manager (e.g., qualifications, experience) 
• Implementation management - management tools (e.g., organizational analyses, progress control) 
• Effects: troubles and project crises (person- and organization-related troubles) 
• Effects: Complaints (complaints of the management, end-users and customers) 
• Implementation management- passive participation (infonnation) (e.g., type of information, time schedule) 
• Implementation management - active participation (e.g., responsibilities for system selection) 
• Implementation management- training (e.g., length and structure of the training) 
• Effects: Complaints on the training · 
• Implementation management -maintenance 
• Organizational climate · 

For the following analyses, an indicator, based on the answers in the sections ,.implementation management - pas
sive participation" and ,,implementation management - active participation .. was calculated. A median-split allows 
a comparison of implementation with low or high participation in each of the following analyses. 

TIIE ,,FIRST VIENNA IMPLEMENTATION STUDY": LONGITUDINAL ANALYSES 

This study i~vestigated the effects of first-time implementations of new information technology on strain and sat
isfaction of employees focusing on the influences of conte:\1Ual factors of the implementations (implementation 
management, job contents, gender, individual differences). 171 employees in 7 companies (involved in construe-
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tion, office work and simple services) were investigated in a longinidinal research design. Measurements wen 
taken 2 months before, shortly after the implementation and 12 months after the implementation to new technolo
gies. 
Strain and satisfaction were measured by well-known German-language questionnaires. (subscales: subjective expe
rienced stress, dissatisfaction at work, psychosomatic complaints, job satisfaction). Participation of employees was 
measured objectively by asking the project managers using a preliminary version of interview guide described 
above. 

The figure shows the results regarding the subscale "dissatisfaction at work": 

before during after 

20 

15 ---- ··--·····----t-··-··-·----··--··-··-··- · --··-··-·-

10 ·-··-· ·--·-·----·- ·····-··-· ··-··--···········-·· --·-

low high low high low high 

Amount of employee participation 

:I: :t:Std. Dev. 
■ Mean 

Figure 1: Dissatisfaction of the employees before, during, and after the first-time introduction of information 
technologies 

A low amount of participation was accompanied by an increase in dissatisfaction over time, whereas a high amount 
of participation lead to a decrease in dissatisfaction. Furthermore, subjects with more opportunities for participa
tion showed lower baseline values in dissatisfaction (participation.: F=28,25, p=.00; time: F= 1.54, p=.21 ; part. x 
time: F=6.21, p=.00). Similar results were found for psychosomatic complaints and job satisfaction. 

THE ,,SECOND VIENNA IMPLEMENTATION STUDY" 

Cross-sectional study 

In the cross-~onal analyses, 59 managers of implementation projects were interviewed using the interview 
guide. The implementation projects fulfilled the follq_wing criteria: no first-time introduction of information tech
nology, at least 10 employees affected and at least eight hours of training per employee. 
Effects on the company (sum-indicator: e.g., project delays, overbudget) and on the employees (sum-indicator: e.g., 
dismissals, transfers, decrease in motivation) were analyzed in relation to the size of the implementation (less/more 
then 50 employees affected) and implementation management (two indicators: number of project tools [median 
split]; employee participation [median split]). The following table shows the outcomes of these analyses: 
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Dependent variable : effects on the c-0mpany (sum-score) 

i.ndeoendent variables small size lar2e size 
few project tools 1.89 (l.96t 4.80 (2.49) 
manv oroiect tools 2.60 (1.43) 2.69 (2.68) 
little participation l.87 (2.06) 4.0 (2.21) 
much participation 2.46 (1.45) 3.00 (3 .50) 
factor F p factor F p 
size 6.34 .015 size 5.08 .029 
project tools 0.93 .341 participation 0.03 .870 
interaction 4.96 .031 interaction 1.48 .229 

Dependent variable: effects on the users (sum-score) 

independent variables small size I ar""2e size 
few project tools 3.47 (2.69) 5.0 (2.87) 
manv project tools 3.88 (2.53) 3.80 (2.53) 
little participation 3.0 (2.54) 5.10 (2.51) 
much Participation 4.36 (2.58) 3.56 (2.60) 
factor F p factor F p 
size 1.05 .311 size 0.97 .332 
oroiect manae:ement 0.17 .680 oarticination 0.02 .898 
interaction 0.94 .338 interaction 3.46 .070 
Table 1: Results of analyses of variance regarding implementation size, implementation management and 
implementation outcomes. 

remarks: • mean (standard deviation) of the sum-score 

The results of these analyses showed that large implementations with fewer project tools were accompanied by 
increases in organizational effects. If simultaneously fewer participation measures were ~ more negative effects 
on the users resulted. 

Longitudinal study 

This study investigated the effects of .,continuous" implementations of new technologies on strain and satisfaction 
of employees. A similar design and similar instruments as in the .,.First Vienna Implementation Study"" were used. 
10 implementations (n=460 employees) were investigated. The implementations had to meet the .following criteria: 
(1) no first-time introduction of information technology; (2) at least 20 employees affected by the implementation, 
and (3) at least 8 hours training per employee. Again, the project managers were interviewed by using the inter
view guide in order to evaluate the implementation management 

Data was collected over a time span of22 months in each company. Data collection was finished in March, 1997. 
Therefore, only preliminary results can be presented here. 

These data show a quite similar picture as the data of the first-lime introductions: A high number of participation 
measures seems to have positive effects, not only Qn job satisfaction (increase in implementations with high num
ber of participation measures, decrease in implementations with a low number of participation measures), but also 
on subjective perceived stress (decrease with high participation, increase with low participation). These effects are 
not only visible shortly after the implementation. but also about 4-6 months later. 

Therefore participation seems to have positive effects also in "continuous" implementations. 

Cross-national study 

In a cross-national analysis based on the model of Hofstede (1983) the Austrian implementations (see ,.cross
sectional analyses") were compared to 18 similar American implementations. For this study part, an English lan
guage version of the interview guide was developed. 

The following figure shows the number of participation measures (sum-indicator) used in the implementation 
management of the implementations in both countries for small-size and large-size implementations: 
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AU-s AU-I US-s US-I 

Figure 2: Number of participatio~ measures depending on country membership (AU: Austria; US: USA) 
and implementation size (s:small; l:large) 

Analyses of variance showed a significant effect of C()untry membership (F=48.20, p=O0), a significant effect of 
implementation size (F=4.09, p=.05) and also a significant interaction (F=S.49, p=.02). 
In general, a higher number of participation measures was found in the American implementati.ons; in these im
plementations, participation measures seemed to decrease with the size of the implementations. 

DISCUSSION 

The interview guide 
The structured intetView guide for evaluating implementations, implementation manag~ent and implementation 
outcomes seems to be a practical and suitable instrument. which proved its usability in all study parts .. As demon
strated in this paper, the interview guide can be used in research. The interview partners referred to the instrument 
as a practical and useful ,,checklist .. for implementation management providing feedback and a valuable learning 
experience. The objective and fact-oriented formulation of questions excludes as much as possible distortions and 
biases by subjective answers of the project managers. Nevertheless, especially for the results of the cross-sectional 
study, limitations, mainly a possible underestimation of the effects on the users by the interview partners, have to 
be mentioned. 

Participation measures 
Positive effects of participation measures within the management of implementations of new information technol
ogy on the users were found in our longitudinal study of first-time introductions of information technologies and in 
the cross-sectional as well the longituclinal parts of our study on ,,continuous" implementations of information 
technology. · 
In both longitudinal studies, positive effects of participation were found not only in the implementation phase, but 
also in the measurements after the implementations. Employee participation in the implementation process seems 
to generate ct generally higher level of acceptance. This, in tum, seems to have long-term positive effects on the 
employees. 
As shown in the cross-sectional study, large implementations accompanied by low participation measures showed a 
tendency towards more negative effects on the employees. Therefore, participation seems to become more impor
tant as implementations increase in size. Concerning organizational effects, lack of professionalism in project 
management in large implementations led to remarkable increases in negative effects on the companies. This result 
confirms that project management should be used "as far as necessary and simultaneously as lean as possible, .. -as 
often stated in the literature (e.g., Gareis, 1994). But it should be considered that this result is based only on the 
number of project tools, not on their quality or adequacy. Considering the size of implementation, the analyses of 
variance did not show, however, relationships between participation and organizational effects, on the one hand, 
and professionalism of project management and effects on employees, on the other hand. Insofar as the number of 
the project tools reflected professionalism of implementation management. it prevented negative effects on compa
nies. Professional project management also enables the realization of organizational savings. The professionalism 
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of project management did not seem to prevent negative effects on the users. Therefore, the question remains: Is 
professionalism enough to prevent these effects? To reach the desired function of both, an optimization of effects of 
an implementation for the organization and for the users, participation measures O as demanded theoretically -
should be integrated to a higher extent into professionally performed implementation projects. 

Concerning the cross-national study, project manage.rs in the American sample seemed to include participatory 
strategies to a higher degree than their Austrian colleagues. This result was unexpected. Given Hofstede's concep
tual framework of cultural dimensions, we expected to find more participation in the Austrian sample. A reason for 
the unexpected result could be due to a different interpretation of 'participation' by Austrian and American project 
managers. Asking the project managers about the use of specific participation measures gives no information on 
whether these measures are used only as a "strategy" for increasing employee's acceptance (with a final responsi
bility of the project managers in decisions) or as ,,true« participation measures with full involvement of the em
ployees in decision-making. American project managers may perceive (and use) participation as a strategy for 
increasing employee acceptance of the new technology, whereas Austrian project managers perceive (and use) 
participation as a tool for real involvement of employees in decision-making. Therefore, directly asking employees 
about· their participation in decision-making could lead to findings more in agreement with Hofstede's model. 
Employees may tell us about th.cir level of 'real' participation and involvement in the technological change process. 
The American cases showed a higher number of active participation measures in small implementations and active 
participation was related to size in the American cases, but not in the Austrian cases. Again this could be a sign for 
a higher ,,strategic" emphasis of the American project managers on participation measures. 
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ABSTRACT 

Cross-Border Transfer of Technology: Pre-Investment Incentives, 
Host-Country Labor Market Polici4:5, and Vicious Circles_· 

Tahi J. Gnepa 

California State Univers_ity-Stanislaus 
Management, Operations, and Marketing Department 

801 West Monte Vista Avenue, Turlock, CA 95382 

Transfer of technology is commonly presented as a potent means for fostering economic growth in lesser developed 
countries even in the absence of an internal system for promoting the creation and accumulation of disembodied 
knowledge. To cast doubt on that view, the current paper~ a ne<K:lassical framework to argue that policies 
designed to attract foreign capital often inadvertently signal companies to choose production techniques 
inappropriate for the host-country. 

iNTRODUCTION 

Most economists and policy-makers agree on the desirability of economic growth. In his seminal contribution, 
Kuznets (1955) showed empirically that increases in GDP/capita will even reduce social disparities (the so-called 
"inverted-U" hypothesis) as it is relatively easier to divide a growing pie than a shrinking one. In the past, 
however, no direct theoretical link existed between a country's potential for sustained growth and its capacity to 
innovate technologically. Now, a new theory which emphasizes the accumulation of disembodied knowledge has 
made that link. According to this new growth theory (Grossman and Helpman, 1993), in contemporary economies, 
growth is highly determined by technologiell.l innovation, technological innovation itseif is fueled by competition, 
and competition is spurred by international trade. 

Given this "technology" link, it is not surprising that the investment codes of most less developed countries 
(LDC's) provide incentives to multinational corporations (MNC's) desiring to invest in these LDC's. The success 
of such programs, however, is always predicated on the belief that the appropriate technology will be transferred, 
and that strong positive linkage and multiplier effects ~1 be created, eventually. 

This paper presen~ a skeptical view of the often heralded benefits of north-south transfers oftechn.ology (NSTT) 
by focusing on the combined effect of recipient countries capital market and labor market policies. It argues that 
technology, so long as it is an exogenously determined variable in the economic growth equation, will play a 
limited role in fueling it. It demonstrates that policies attempting to promote growth while closing both the 
domestic savings-gap (e.g. attracting foreign capital) and the technology gap via NSTT will lead to choices of 
techniques by MNC's that are bound to be inappropriate fur their host-countries and will make these MNC's overall 
economic contribution even more dubious. 

LOW GROWTH AND VICIOUS C~CLES 

A contention in this paper is that to rely on NSTT is usually an act of desperation born out of years of frustrated 
attempts to grow the economy in the absence of an internal system for promoting.the creation and accwnulation of 
disembodied knowledge. A case of desperate needs, desperate means. What then are the vicious circles many 
countries with low per-capita output (PCY) are so desperate to get out ofl With a working definition of a vicious 
circle as an unpleasant state that tends to continuously feed on itself, making it hard for the victim to get out of, at 
least three vicious circles may be identified: physical capital, human capital, an~ international relations. 
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1. Physical Capital Perspective 

• From the supply-side of this perspective, it is argued that low PCY leads to low savings, which lead lo low 
investment, which leads to low productivity, which leads back to low PCY. 

• From the demand-side, it is argued that low PCY leads to low aggregate demand, which leads to low 
investment., which leads to low productivity, which leads back lo low PCY. 

2. Human Capital Perspective 

• The population argument asserts that low PCY leads to a need for child labor, which leads to high popu1ation 
growth rate, which leads to large labor supply, which leads to low wages, which leads back ~o low PCY. 

• The education argument states that Low PCY leads to low government revenues, leads to low education budget, 
leads to few or poorly educated pe.ople, leads to low productivity, leads back to low PCY. 

3. International Perspective 

• Here, the division of labor argument maintains that low PCY leads to low wages, which lead to comparative 
advantage in labor intensive goods (especially primary products), which leads to low income elasticities of demand; 
this situation, in turn leads to government policies to keep wages low (to maintain the country's competitiveness), 
which leads back to low PCY. 

THE TRAP OF IMPORTED TECHNOLOGY 

The need to escape the myriad of vicious circles imposed by a low-growth economic environment explains why 
most cowitries will attempt to grow their economies in the long-run, some even at aJI cost. A more immediate 
cause of the desperation felt in many lesser developed countries, however, has been the incapacity of the economy 
to absorb a fast growing labor force. To illustrate, in about half of the low- and middle income countries (52 out of 
102), the average annual growth rate of the labor force outstrips that of the economy (World Bank, 1996). In 
contrast, only 5 countries out of23 (or 21.74% of total) in the high-income economy group experienced a similar 
deficit situation. 

TABLE 1: Economic Growth and Labor Market Growth in Low-and Middle Income Economies (1990-94) 

GDP Growth Labor Market Growth 

Low- and Middle-Income 
Sub-Saharan Africa 
East Asia and Pacific 
South Asia 
Europe and Central Asia 
Middle East and N. Africa 
Latin America and Canbbean 

High-Income Economies 
World 

(%) (%) 

1.9 
.9 

9.4 
3.9 

- 7.5 
2.3 
3.6 

1.7 
1.8 

1.9 
2.7 
1.5 
2.3 

.6 
3.6 
2.5 

.9 
1.7 

Source: World Bank ( 1996), "World Development Report 1996." 
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Given the "technology" link discussed earlier, a challenge to these labor-abundant nations, however, is how to 
grow an economy in the absence of endogenously produced technologies. For many, the solution to this problem 
has been to substitute imported technologies instead by providing enough incentives to MNC's considered the only 
reliable agents to insure the transfer. 

I. Pre-Investment Incentives 

A swvey of numerous investment codes currently available on the internet clearly suggests that most 
pre-investment incentives offered MNC's are capital market related (see Table 2). Typically, these foreign 
investors are promised a combination of incentives: tax holidays for periods often exceeding five years. All, or 
most their imported input are outright exempted from (or benefits from very low) tariffs. Borrowing in the 
host-country is subsidized with low interest rates. Host-governments not only protect these MNC's against 
nationalization, but further guarantee their freedom to repatriate back to their home-countries most (if not all) 
profits realized, etc. · 

2. Labor Market Policy Constraints 

In return for the above inducements, many countries have quid pro quo requirements which a survey of current 
.investment codes clearly indicates are labor market related (see Table 2). For example, it is strongly suggested that 
MNC's pay substantially higher wages to their workers and provide them with health benefits. In many of the 
former European colonies, job security and job training are even frequently mandated, etc. Which raises the issue 
of how this combination of capital market and labor market policies will influence MNC's choice of techniques. 

TABLE 2: Capital Market and Labor Market Policies 

Capital Market Policies 
(incentives) 

• Tax holidays 
• Preferential tariffs 
• Preferential access to for. exch 
• Preferential access to credit 
• Free repatriation of profits 
• Protection from nationalization 
• Unrestricted ownership 

etc ... 

Labor Market Policies 
(requirements) 

• Higher minimum wage 
• Payroll taxes (social security) 
• Job security 
• Job training 

etc ... 

2. MNC Choice of Techniques: A Neoclassical Perspective 

As a concept, technology is frequently likened to "high tech" (e.g. heavy machinery, robots, etc) in the popular 
press. From a neoclassical perspective, however, the term "technology" is any combination of the two primary 
factors of production: physical or financial capital (K) and labor (L). Consider, for example, the familiar (and less 
restrictive) variable proportions model with its assumption of corporate freedom to choose any combination ofK 
and L, based on their respective costs. While a given firm A may choose a capital intensive production technique 
(i.e. large amount ofK combined with a relatively small amount ofL) to produce a certain level of output, another 
firm may elect to choose a labor intensive production technique Oarge amount of.L combined with a relatively 
small amount of K) to produce the same level of output on a given isoquant. 

Factor proportioning choices made by MNC's (i.e. capital intensive vs. labor intensive techniques) are not without 
economic consequences in the host-country, however. This is because capital abundant countries tend to benefit 
more from attracting capital intensive techniques, while labor abundant countries derive a greater value from labor 
intensive techniques. Which explains why, even technology starved countries would ideally only attract those 
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technologies that match their prevailing factor endowment (what is called appropriate technology). Thus, a 
question is how the combination of capital market and labor market policies discussed above influence MNC's 
choice of techniques. 

Consider: again the variable proportions, neoclassical, production possibilities. Within this context, the actual 
choice of technique on any given isoquant basically derives from a contrast between k (cost of capital in a broad 
sense) and w (wage rate or cost oflabor in a broad sense) to the MNC after the impact of pre-investment incentives 
and labor market constraints are accounted for. Thus, when k is relatively high (low) and w relatively low (high), 
MNC's are encouraged to choose a labor intensive (capital intensive) prdduction technique. 

Clearly, the discussion above shows that the more tantalizing a pre--investment package, the more its net 
contribution, albeit inadvertently, will be to reduce k artificially, while raising w to the MNC. So that public 
policies designed to promote NSTI may actually create a capital intensity bias that inevitably produces transfers of 
technologies that are inappropriate and fulfill only the prestige need of the recipient country. 

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

In an environment where so many countries (including the developed ones) are competing for the limited amount 
of foreign direct investment (FDI) flow available each year, the demand-side argument that countries not offering 
tantalizing incentive packages will fail to attract badly needed foreign capital investment to alleviate their domestic 
savings shortfall and technology gap is highly persuasive, at least on the surface. As demonstrated above, winners 
of such an escalating pre-investment incentive game, unfortunately, are likely to be shortchanged when the choice 
of techniques are finally made by foreign investors and when all domestic resource costs are factored in. World 
Bank (19%, Table 11) clearly shows that at the national level, growth of the economy is more related to domestic 
investment than to inflows of FDI. Although foreign capital inflows are not inherently undesirable, they are likely 
to represent only a short-term fix if more fundamental conditions are not met. So that for countries desiring to 
improve the conditions of their labor (especially with respect to wages), it seems the only durable way to do so is to 
increase labor productivity, which implies investment in its education and training. 

Given the above demonstration, a question is why such bad policy choices are still being made? Among the many 
possible answers, one is that a frequent source of confusion in many public policy formulation circles is the place 
the new growth theory accords technology: when the new growth theory identifies technology as a major source of 
economic growth, the reference is to technological innovation (Grossman and Helpman, 1993), the rapid 
accumulation of disembodied knowledge. A concept with a more endogenic connotation. 

Should one despair in light of the current atmosphere where competitive forces on the demand-side tend to lead 
countries into proposing "me too" pre-investment incentive packages? Certainly not! · 

First, it must be noted that China and India, the two countries which received the most FDI in 1995, are not known 
for offering the most generous investment incentives packages. In fact India's investment climate, though much 
improved now compared to the l 970's, is still considered restrictive by most standards. Which proves that MNC's 
will still come and invest if more strategically important conditions (e.g. market size, etc) are met. 

The second source of hope for the future comes from what may be termed "the South Carolina model" to attract 
and retain employers. In sharp contrast with most other states, South Carolina strongly emphasizes labor market 
incentives over capital market ones. At its 2-year colleges such as the Guilford Technical Community College 
(GTCC), the state is still the only one in tl)e nation to propose free-custom training of workers in the specific skills 
a company needs. Blealdey (19%) even.reports that to attract Konica Corp. of Japan (a filmmaker), officials at 
GTCC did not hesitate to travel to Tokyo a few years ago to learn the manufacturing skills required by the 
company and then teach them on their campus. Banner Pharmacaps Inc., a Dutch-owned pharmaceuticals 
company moved from Newark, New Je~ when assured that GTCC would custom-train 225 workers in process 
control, machine maintenance, packaging and other skills the company needed. Even existing businesses such as 
Convalec, a manufacturing unit of Bristol-Myers Squibb Co., benefit when their workers are retrained or provided 
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with remedial skiUs at GTCC's expense. Results of the Guilford county's efforts: a per-capita income that 
quintupled in 20 years to more than $22,000; an only 3.5% unemployment rate; the ~umber'ofnonagricultural 
employees now totalling 253,000, up from 140,000 in the 1970's; and the multiplier effect of a thriving service 
economy created by all these new manufacturing jobs. 
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The author reports on an investigation into the use of subliminal sound messages in a multi-media computer 
system, which he conducted at Uppsala University in Sweden. This study was done to investigate the potential for 
subliminal messages to influence the perceived usability of a system in several key areas. These areas were speed. 
functionality, perceived control, enjoyment and ease of use, as measured by system monitoring systems and a 
post-session evaluation questionnaire. 1bree versions of a computer system were created, each with embedded 
subliminal messages giving comments on the major measures adopted for the study. One system gave positive 
messages, one negative and a.control system gave only silent messages. Subjects were administered a pre-exposure 
questionnaire which attempted to measure the age. gender, handedness. physical coordination, sensory preference, 
concentration, locus of control, mood, expectancy, cooperativeness, concentration and previous exposure to 
computing. After the experiment a post-session questionnaire was administered which attempted to measure mood 
after the experiment, feelings towards the experiment, enjoyment of the session, enjoyment of the system, ease of 
use, speed, control, functionality, and use of sound. Subjects were randomly selected into one of the three versions 
of the system, using a 'blind' procedure in which none knew which of the three ve~ions was being used. All subjects 
were fully briefed as to the nature of the study before beginning their session and a full de-briefing session was given 
after the study, taJcing note of any additional verbal comments. Results showed some statistically significant 
differences between .the three groups but not in the predicted directions. Given the strict controls used in the study it 
is difficult to explain these differences by experimental error. The paper concludes with a discussion on possible 
follow up studies to clarify these results and on the possible applications for teaching and safety critical computer 
systems, if these results are to be replicated. 

INTRODUCTION 
The aim of the study is to investigate the potential for subliminal messages in a computer based task. Previous work 
in the area by the author and his postgraduate students have revealed statistically significant positive effects for visual 
subliminal messages. These messages had been limited to simple task based decisions in games and simulations. Up 
until the date of this study no studies had been conducted into the use of audio subliminal messages and their effects 
on computer use and no studies bad looked at the possible use of subliminal messages for influencing the way in 
which subjects felt about the system they were using. 

Subliminal Information 
Subliminal infonnation is that information 
which enters a mental process but without 
triggering any conscious awareness that the 
information transfer or input has taken place. 
The theoretical background to subliminal 
information processing, which is not 
universally accepted by all psychologists, 
proposes that subliminal infonnation transfers 
avoid the passage through the o.onnal 
conscious filters that monitor and· restrict 
input to our mental processes. 
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The author proposed in 1986 (Morgan. 1986) that such a meclium, if genuine, would provide many beneficial 
applications in the world .of computer based systems. For example in safety critical systems where alertness might 
be desirable subliminal messages might prompt the user to increased task vigilance. In ins~ctional systems, where 
students might lack motivation or confidence in their abilities subliminal messages might increase the effectiveness 
of such instructional methods. 

This remained only a possible avenue of research u.ntil the mid 
1990s when several postgraduate students, under the supervision 
of the author, expressed an interest in investigating the potential 
of subliminal messages in computer systems. These stuclies 
showed some promising results, reporting statistically 
significant effects from simple visual messages embedded in 
games and simple simulations. 

Sublimjnal Messages 

Presented below normal 
conscious perceptual threshold, 
but above absolute perceptual 

threshold. 

Produce Behavioral Effects on 
·exposed Subjects The results inclicated that such sublimii:ial messages were most 

effective when the user had no fixed preference for their next 
action. In circumstances where subjects had a fixed game plan 
or idea the subliminal messages appeared to have little effect. ln all of these earlier trials the subliminal messages 

were directed at task based activity and not the general feelings or attitudes 
of the users. 

Applications Evaluated 

Simple Games 

Real Time Safety Critical 
Systems 

Air Traffic Control 

Computer Based 
Teaching 

METHOD. 

The method used in this subliminal sruclies was to present a text based 
message on the center point ~f the users view for a duration of 
approximately 12-16 ms. The exact optimum timing proved to vary from 
user to user and from system to system. With the introduction of multi
tasking Graphical User Interfaces such as Windows this exact timing 
control of the screen presentation became increasing difficult. One extra 
process running during the subliminal presentation could result in the 
subliminal message becoming visibl_e. 

It was with this background that the a~thor ·wanted to find if non-visual 
subliminal messages could enhance the apparent usability of a system. 

1bree versions of an identical shareware hypercard stack called "Two Stroke Engines" by Barry McLarty were used. 
Subliminal sound messages which had been prepared in Sound.Edit pro 2.0 were embedded into a modified version of 
the stack. One version of these embedded sounds gave positive comments and suggestions, the other gave an 
identical number . of negative suggestions about the system, while the control system played silence for equal 
duration and at the same points in the stack. 

Subjects were male and female students from Uppsala University computing department who were completing a 
multi-meclia course. As an adclition to that course they were asked if they would like to evaluate a hypercard system 
for a series of usability measures on a post-session evaluation questionnaire. A pre-session questionnaire was also 
administered to allow for recording of feelings and pre-dispositions prior to the session. 

Subjects were told before starting their session about the nature of the study and that there were three versions of the 
system (positive messages, negative messages and a control), one of which would be randomly assigned to them. 
Subjects were then randomly selected into using one of the three versions of the system, using a 'blind' procedure in 
which the experimenter did not know which of the three versions was being used. Instructions to the subjects prior . 
to and during the experiment were strictly controlled to eliminate variations "in instruction or administration. 

EXPERIMENTAL MEASURES. 
Subjects were administered a pre-exposure questionnaire which attempted to measure the age, gender; handedness, 
physical coordination, sensory preference, concentration, suggestiblicy, locus of control, mood. expectancy, 
cooperativeness, concentration and previous exposure to computing. 
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After the experiment a post-session questionnaire was administered which attempted to . measure mood after the 
experiment, feelings towards the experiment, enjoyment of the session. enjoyment of the system. ease of use, speed. 
control, functionality, and use of sound. 

Details. 

Time & Date of Experiment 
18th of April 1995 through to 27th of April 1995. 

Subjects 
21 subjects 13 Males, 8 Females, 19 Right handed, I Left handed, 1 claimed right and ambidextrous. 

Average as:e 26.6 yrs, youngest 21 yrs, oldest 44 yrs. 

PROCEDURE. 

Recruitment of subjects. _ 

Subjects were undergraduate and graduate students at Uppsala University, Swecf'en, completing an examined multi
media course as pan of their studies. Subjects were asked if they would like to participate in an evaluation of a 
hypercard stack. Participation was voluntary. 

Subject selection. 
Subjects were randomly selected into one of the three versions of the system, using a 'blind' procedure in which the 
experimenter did not know which of the three versions was being used. A third party used a random process to select 
which of the systems would be used by which subjects. · 

Control of instructions to subjects. 

Instructions for completing the sessions were given to the subjects from a typed sheet to control for variations in 
instruction or administration. A transcript of the instructions given to subjects is provided as appendix 3. 

Control of sound exposure and sound levels during the experiments. 
Levels of sound were the same for all subjects. 

between sessions. Control for speed and machine configuration changes 
The same machine (a Mac Quadra950) was used for each 
experimental session with identical software running and no 
additional files or programs running during each of the Usability measures we attempted to 

manipulate were sessions. 

Subliminal Messages. 

Since the native language of the subjects was Swedish it 
was originally felt that the subliminal messages should be 
in Swedish. However since all subjects spoke and 
understood English and the hypercard stack was written in 
English it was decided that initial evaluations should be 
done with subliminal messages recorded in English. 

Content of messages. 
Messages were limited to short single words felt to contain 

a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
t) 
g) 
h) 
i) 

emotive references to the various features of the usability of the system. 
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Feelings towards the experiment 
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Enjoyment of the system 
Ease of use 
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Control 
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Use of sound 



Subliminal Messages Used 

Positive messages used. 

1 - Enjoy 
2 - Good 
3 - Fast 
4- Easy 
5 - Control 
6- Nice 
7 - Happy 

Coding of messages. 
The messages were recorded using Sound.Edit pro 
2.0 on the Macintosh onto a sound track and then 
hidden behind another more dramatic or familiar 
sound. The effect being that during use of the 
multi-media system both sounds would be played. 
The message being 'masked' by the other dramatic 
or familiar sound. 

Briefing of subjects on the subliminal 
nature of the task. 
All subjects were fully briefed on the nature of the 
study before starting their experimental session am 
the questionnaires. 

EXPERIMENT AL MEASURES. 

Questionnaires 

Negative messages used. 

1 - Hate 
2 - Bad· 
3 - Slow 
4-Hard 
5 - Uncontrolled 
6 - Nasty 
7- Sad 

i(iiiiill.. 

All questionnaires used a 7 point scale. Copies of the questionnaires are included as appendix one of this paper. 

Pre-Session 

Measuring : age, gender. handedness, physical coordination, sensory preference, concentration, locus of control, 
mood. suggestibility, expectancy, cooperativeness, concentration and previous exposure to computing. 

Post-Session 

Measuring : mood after the experiment, feelings towards the experiment, enjoyment of the session, enjoyment of the 
system, ease of use, speed, control, functionality. and use of sound. 

HYPOTHESIS 
We predicted that the multi-media system with positive subliminal messages would be rated significantly better than 
the identical system with negative subliminal messages based on a simple non-parametric test of differences between 
post-session questionnaire responses. We further proposed that the syste_m with negative subliminal messages would 
be rated worse than the control system and the system with positive mess·ages would be rated better than the control 
system. Although we did not think these last set of differences would reach statistical significance. 

It was also postulated that subjects who rated themselves as being highly suggestible in the pre-session 
questionnaire would show an increased response to the subliminal messages. No other significant groupings were 
expected. 
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RESULTS 

Final Control Against Bias. 

Each subject was marked as having experienced one of 3 different versions of the system, a, b or c, but to ensure 
unbiased results the identity of these three systems (control. positive, or negative) was not revealed to the 
experimenter until after the statistical analysis on mean differences between the post-session questionnaire responses 
had been completed. 

Rated Differences Between Systems. 
There were a number of interesting differences between the three groups but these differences were not in the expected 
directions. 

In all me~ures of usablity, enjoyment, ease of use, speed. control, functionality and use of sound, the control 
system was rated as being superior. These ratings were close to, or at the 0.05 level of statistical significance. The 
two systems with subliminal sound were rated as being roughly the same in these measures of usablity by most of 
the users. 

The only exception to this was those subjects who rated themselves as being highly suggestible in the pre-session 
questionnaire. These high suggestibles, when isolated as a sub-group (n=S), were found to have rated the system with 
positive suggestions as being superior to the control or negative versions of the system. These subjects rated the 
control and negative versions as being equally "bad". 

Discussion & Summary of Findings. 
The finding that the control system was rated as being superior in all the general usablity measures raises some 
interesting questions. The subjects were all Swedish university students and it is possible that, although they all 
understood English, the messages might have been more effective in their native tongue. It is also possible that the 
use of sound in the system was found to be intrusive into the task. Finally one must consider that they might have 
resented the messages being presented to them at some level of their consciousness. · 

It is interesting that the small group of highly suggestible usi:rs rated the systems in the manner predicted, however 
given the very small subject size these results must be treated as needing replication before any serious consideration 
can be given to the exact meaning behind this finding. 

The Future 

As with all pilot studies it is essential that this work be replicated. If these findings are replicated then the use of 
subliminal sound to increase the rated usablity of a system has many obvious applications in the world of 
computing. In addition it would be interesting to compare the effect difference between different sensory modalities of 
subliminal presentation in sight and sound. It is possible signals in both modalities might conflict in some way as 
yet unknown. 

Summary 

In summary then we have conducted a simple pilot study to investigate the possible role of subliminal sound in a 
multi-media system with the goal of increasing ilS rated usablity. Although the findings are mixed it does appear that 
the.re may be some effect for some high suggestible subjects. These results need to be replicated before they are 
developed. 
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Abstract 

Worker's compensation costs continue to rise in nwnerous industries. The injuries in the 
work place are often repeated due to the lack of proper classification of the causes of the 
injuries. In addition to safety guidelines, ergonomic intervention could assist in increasing 
awareness, decreasing injuries and worker's compensation costs. Soft drink manufacturing 
companies may. also benefit from ergonomic intervention. some injuries to be classified are 
manual material handling injuries, lifting injuries, and cwnulative trauma disorders. 

1.0 Introduction 
Ergo_nomics / human factors is the study of human characteristics and behavior with the intent 
of designing the workplace for the most effective, efficient and safe .use with respect to the 
human operator. There are several areas of ergonomics that may be studied. The areas may 
be divided into four categories: anthropometry, biomechanics, industrial engineering, and 
psychology. The area of anthropometry deals with body dimensions and size variations. By 
using acceptable anthropometric charts, the workstation designs can be adequate to meet the 
size requirements for the average population. Biomechanics examines the body in motion as 
it performs a task and determines the internal and external forces that are present. _Industrial 
Engineering considers the requirements of the task and the worker and designs an appropriate 
work station or plant layout. The final area of psychology, examines human cognition and the 
workers response to external factors. 

Ergonomists identify the human capabilities and limitations relative to human perfonnance. 
Conditions that may signal the need for additional intervention are repetitive motion tasks, 
awkward posture, manual material handling, absenteeism, trends in injuries, incidents of 
cumulative trauma disorders, or the presence of workers with reduced capabilities. In the 
bottling industry, some common conditions are awkward posture, repetitive motion tasks, 
manual material handling, long work shifts and high noise environments. This research uses 
a local bottling plant in the Central Florida Area as a case study. 

2.0 Literature Review 
Cumulative trauma disorders (CTD'S) are injuries that occur due to repetition and stressful 
activities that gradually damage nerves and tissues. They are often referred to as repetitive 
motion injuries. The process of the injuries .happens over a long period of time and often go 
unreported because they are viewed as normal aches and pains until permanent damage is 
done. CTD's account for 48% of all US illnesses (1993) and over 16 million workdays are 
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lost each year in the US workforce due to CTD's (Wing, 1991). The surge of CTD's in recent 
years has promoted a number of organizations and governmental bodies to address these 
injuries. Although there is an interest in the occurrence of CTD's in bottling industries, there 
seems to be a significant lack of literature and methodologies to determine the impact that 
these injuries are having on bottling plant workers. 

Ailments caused by repetitive motion tasks are the fastest growing category of workplace 
industry. According to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (QSHA), the 
estimated economic cost of injuries due to repetitive motion is $20 billion annually in 
compensation claims payments. If related costs, like absenteeism, are included in the total 
cost, the figure could rise to $100 billion (Lohr, 1996). The establishment of voluntary 
ergonomic "guidelines" by OSHA has been a key to industry that interest is increasing in 
ergonomic concerns. Awareness agreements with the automotive and meatpacking industry 
have been key to the increase in ergonomic awareness. These agreements have been used as 
guidelines to perform ergonomic evaluations of similar environments. The purpose of the 
research is to perform a work site evaluation using the OSHA agreement guidelines on a local 
soft drink bottling company and to establish an ergonomics program and guidelines for the 
soft-drink bottling industry. 

3.0 Methodology 
There are several conditions that may be present when ergonomic intervention is needed. The 
identification of any of these conditions may signal the need for an ergonomic program. The 
conditions include: repetitive motion tasks, the presence of CTD's, manual material handling, 
absenteeism, high turnover rate, trends in injuries, or workers with reduced capabilities. The 
ergonomics program would strive to reduce the risk factors and prevent the onset of CTD' s. 
Educating the employees about the risk factors, successful methods to reduce the risk, 
increasing ergonomic awareness, and tracking the conditions and factors are all goals of a 
successful ergonomic program. 

OSHA recommends that any job be evaluated that involves at least one of the following 
conditions. 
1. Perform the same motion / motion pattern every few seconds for more than two hours 
2. Work in a fixed / a':Vkward position for more than two hours 
3. Use vibrating or impact tools for more than·two hours 
4. Lift / carry objects heavier than twenty five pounds more than once during a shift 
5. work more than four hours without any control over the work place 

The methodology ofthis research includes the analysis of a soft drink manufacturing 
company. Areas evaluated include: the injury statistics, workers and task procedures, and 
training and orientation sessions. A method of performing the tasks that will reduce the risk 
of injury were developed that also promote a professional working appearance. A plan of 
implementation for the new methods was also developed. 
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3.1.1 Case Study of a Bottling Plant 
The bottling plant that was investigated had conditions present that would warrant ergonomic 
improvements. The plant is highly automated and requires a limited amount of workers to 
ensure that the machines are operating properly. There is an extensive conveyor system to 
tranSport the soft drink bottles during various phases of filling and packaging. The conveyors 
are located at low (knee height) and high (above the shoulder) heights. The workers must 
bend to the low levels and reach to the high levels to adjust the product on the conveyors. 
Due to the mobility requjrements, the workers are r!!quired to stand while performing their 
tasks. The tasks are performed repeatedly for long periods of time. The workers receive a 
fifteen minute break after the first and second three hour periods and are then released after 
the next two hour period. This results in an eight hour shift without an extended lunch break. 
In addition, due to the machinery, it is a high noise environment that requires headphones to 
communicate in some areas. The tasks are very repetitive and require awkward posrure and 
manual material handling. Some of the significant tasks include fork lift drivers, syrup bag 
straightener, CO2 tank filler, bottle cap filler, and placing plastic bottle shells on conveyor 
belts. 

When examining the ergonomic risk factors according to OSHA, there were several factors 
that were present at the soft drink bottling· plant. The workers must perform the same motion I 
motion pattern every few seconds for more than two hours, they work in a fixed / awkward 
position for more than two hours, lift / carry objects heavier than twenty five pounds more 
than once during a shift, and they rriust work more than four hours without any control over 
the work place. After an initial observation of the tasks, further ergonomic analysis must be 
completed due to the occurrence of more than one of the five factors at the ·plant. 

Additional risk factors that are present include adverse movements, wasted motion / energy, 
lack of comfortable posture, high potential for psychological stress, mental / physical fatigue, 
and static force application. 

3.2 Case Study of Plastic Shell Worker 
The worker must bend, twist and lift simultaneously. The worker is required to reach to his 
right with both hands, grasp two shells in each hand, rotate around to the front and then the 
left and place the shells on the conveyor belt. The shells are located on a pallet that begins 
above shoulder height. As shells are removed, the stack becomes lower until it reaches floor 
level. The conveyor is located below the knee height. This repetitive motion is repeated until 
it the fifteen minute break is allowed. Toe worker only stops if the conveyor stops due to a 
misaligned bottle. At that point, the worker must walk to that area and re-align the bottle 
properly. The bottle may be on a conveyor belt that is at any varying low or high height. 
Recommendations to reduce the risk of injury may be to provide additional equipment and 
workstation changes. The pallet that the shells are located may be replaced with scissor lift 
equipment or a load dependent riser. This will reduce the varying heights that the worker 
must reach or bend in order to grasp a shell. The shells will be at a height comfortable for the 
worker. also a swivel chair may reduce the need to rotate the torso with every reach and turn. 
Other improvements may include increasing task variation by allowing workers to rotate 
throughout the shift or work week and changing the break period. The break schedule could 
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provide three breaks during the day for ten minutes. Or a mandatory thirty minute lunch break 
could be required. 

3.1.2 Case Study of Syrup Bag Straightener 
The worker is required to bend and lift simultaneously. The worker must stand in a fixed 
location, bend down to reach syrup bag in the box, lift and straighten syrup bag, ·and then rise 
again. The action is repeated for each box. This repetitive motion is repeated until it the 
fifteen minute break is allowed. The frequency of the boxes is constant unless the conveyor 
stops due to a misaligned product. The conveyor belt is located at a low lever. There is 
minimum task variation due to the efficiency of the conveyor belt system. In addition to the 
break, rotation, and lunch recommendations for the plastic shell worker, the conveyor system 
could be examined. The location where the syrup bags are placed in the box by the machine 
could be analyzed to determine if the placement could be improved. 

4.0 Conclusion 
General recommendations for the bottling industry include task rotation throughout the shift 
or work week, work load reduction, or provide training in exercises that may reduce the risk 
of developing CTD's. The company could also establish an ergonomic log for regular review, 
establish an ergonomics task force and provide a medical management program. These 
recommendations are based on the initial observational analysis. Further analysis for each 
task will lead to specific recommendations on the workers' performance and to possible 
changes in the task itself. The soft drink bottling industry requires ~orkers to perform tasks 
that include an increased risk of developing CTD's. For this reason, ergonomic intervention 
is a necessity. 

5.0 Future Areas of Research 
Each individual task area will be examined in more detail by observing the worker, task, and 
work station environment. The employees will also be surveyed to determine if they are 
experiencing any of the symptoms associated with CTD's related to their task. 
Recommendations will be made for each task. In addition, the OSHA logs and training 
programs will be examined to determine if there are any workers experiencing CTD 
symptoms that may not have been classified correctly. The training. programs will be 
examined to determine if adequate coverage is given to areas that will reduce the likelihood of 
developing a CTD. 
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A SimnJation Study of Garment Manufacture 

by 

David Kohler 
San Francisco State Univasity 

Abstract 

Over a period of several years the .Depmtwe:ut of Trade and IDdusay supported the de\idopmem ofhigb-speed 
transfer and mampularion devices for use in the gannem industty. The main aim was to improve the dficie:x:y of 
gmnem rnarnifac:u.,. and specifically to provide an a!temative to the widefy-used "bundle system". Because the 
devices appeared to be so promising. and their impaa on gannem marn di!cmno: so uupredimblc, a simularion 
scudvwas undenaken to assess their likdy overall effect. An aaual. produaionline wa,, ec3111ioe'II in dea:11 and the 
effeds of the new devices were me,, siun rlaurl Ulldcl: conditioDs that -were as realistic as possible. This paper 
desc:Dbes bow operations researcb was used not only to predic: the dfi:ct of the tJt:W devica:s but also to affect 
their design. 

lNTRODUCllON 

For several years the Depanmctt of Trade and Indusay supported a program to develop ofbigb-speai trausti:" and 
manipularion devices for the ganne:tt mdustry. This program was felt from the Vt!rJ beginning to be partiollariy promising 
and the DTI decided tbt:refore that tNef'Y dibrt shouJd be made to a-void a pimll imo which many deveiopmcut projects had 
fallen the past. nameiytbe consttucrion of devices which function pemaly in the laboramry but DOt on the maory floor. 
Accordingly, a siunJlarioo smdy was undertaken to ascenain the operaring cbaraaerisrics of the devices aud to forecast their 
dfea on fil.ctory ~ and orgamzm:ion. 
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Toe primary purpose of the devices was to improve the efficiency of mar.c:ial band1ing within the garmem industry and 
soeciiically to provide an alt.cmarive to the widely-used "bundle system". The mamuann:re of a g:anncm typically involves a 
sequence of opcrarions eacli of wbicb requires a speciaiimi sewing machine. the most common type being an overlock 
machine. Usually the operate~ sit along.side a conveyor belt and worlc is passed from ooe stage to another in bundles, 
aormally of l-4 dozen gam,ems. In the earlier produnion stageS esp:cia1Jy the consriiuem pieces of the garmem are 
sepam.e and substaotial time is involved in bundling and unbundling. i.e. in typing and umying the bundle, and in gathering 
the constimc:m pieces or arranging them in near piles on the table of the sewing rnacbine The object of the new devices 
was to avoid bundles altogetbet by tra.usfeniog the garmems individually from one stage to the next. 

The r=vam: pon:ion oftbe engineering design comract read as follows: 
Ph421 . . .Y the point of termination ofnm of the fir.:r machining operation. the piece of material is to be gripped and 

moved up to sec feet away and held in an app1oximate posnion ( orientated adequately) to be rel.eased to the 
oca- madrinisr so that the receiving machinist can grip the componem with one hand and the minimum of 
mn manipula:lion. 

Phase 2 Dtspeming top or botIOm pieces from a pile of~ pieces !.ocaled wi:chin the 6 ft ~ of effective 
movement presaibed in Phase I. and so oriemar.ed tbst the dispensed componem can be easily gripped with 
one band and the mimrmun of arm manipularion. 

PJuzse 3. To inove mechanically both pieces of marerial as close as possible to the foot of the second machine 
recun:iog oriemation to enable the second overiocl: machine operarion to be a,JJllIM"flCel:1 quickly. 

From this ii is evidcm that the devices were to be dcsigoed to fimaion in a simple produc:rion line comisting of a series 
of overlock sewing rnadmJes ~ worlcing at approximately the same nac. One- mactrin:ing of an individual garme:at bad 
been comµlefed an one sewing machine it was to be transferred immediately to the DCXI stage. One furms a visual image, as 
one ~ the comraa. of a line of operaror.: macbioiug iq unison. rather lie rowers in a boat. Nobody, of course. believed 
that any real prociuaicu line was as simple as that. Toe comract was ~ as the first step in a lioe of devdopmem and 
our fimctioo was ta aSS5 whether this line of developrne111, OOl just the devices specified in the a>mract, was likcty 
ultimately to be beneficial to the industry. 

n,,- eugjor>!!:s' sohD:ion to this de!ign problem was both simple anti ingenious. The device consists of a hollow tube 
which is extended m,m one sewing machine to the next. Wrthiu the mbe is a magnetic shuttle which is sudced from one 
eod to the other by changes in~ ai either end. Attached to the cmside of the tube, and able to slide freely, is the 
ga:rmem gripping md positioaing device. By means of rnagneric amaaion. this device traeks the magnetic shuttle as the 
1aner moves t0 and fro' along the tube 

Whrn we joined the project the devices were in a very preiiminary design smge and their charaaerisrics of cost, 

reiiability, speed. and so on. were aot then known. As a consequence. the O .R. team became imirnateiy mvoJved in the 
de.ggn process iisdf" and bdped to influence the o:,im;e of devclopmem by specifying the penonnance and cost targetS that 
the designezs nmied t0 aim for. 

TBE STUDY AND SIMULATION OF A REAL PRODUCTION LINE 

The projca began with a Vf!:r'/ detailed study of .a real produaion 5ne wbich lDIUllefamtred child's briefs. The line was 
chosen because ofits past md amicipmed stability, and iis reiarive simpliciry. For conveoieocc. this line will be referred t0 

as the 'old line' and the term 'new line' will be used to denote any produaion line which incorporales traDSfi:r devices.. . 

The child's brief was produced in seve11 disrina machine operarions. Ail t0ld, there were 18 machines in the prociucrion 
line: three in eaciJ of the first four SlageS and two in eacil of the remaining srages. An inirial l'!JC3111i11acian of the line 
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confirmed that the devices cooc:eved in the design contract were too simple to be incotporan,ci i&'.l a real prochia:ioo line 
Additional fearures and capabilities were clearly oecessary: 

l. Production on the line was vey frequc:mJy interrupted for short periods. for example when bobbins were changed, 
threads 'W'ere mended. or operators left the line temporarily. It was decided tht:idO! e dm the new line must have 
buffer stocks (albeit small ooes to avoid bundling) between stage:s if a reasonable leYd of produa:ion was to be 
maimaiJwf · 

2. Production rateS varied with the operator and the production stage; consequently a new line coasisring of a single 
line of operators (the rowing boat concept) would have been very inefficient. It was obvious that the transfer 
devices had to be designed so that networks of them could be formed though which an ~ could send 
material to more than one operator at the nea stage or receive from more than one at the ~ stage. The 
production line could then be balanced by adjusting the IDm1ber of operators at each production stage. Toe 
transfer devices in such a aetwor1c would of course need to be synchronm:d electrically or l'IY't'.banically Pait of a 
production line netwOrlc is depicted in Figure I. It shows one machine (1N) supplymg partly machined gannems 
to two machines (Y tmd Z). and one machine ()') being supplied by two machines. Notice that the twO transfer 
devices feeding machine Y both deposit their gannems on the same buffer stock. 

0pwgror 

Sewinq 
ll'ICICniM 

Buff• 
SIIICX 

ManiDukn1on ona 
pos,lion,nq dfflee 

Fig. 1. Pan of a production line networlc 

I. In general, it is not possible to balance a production line when buffer stocks are small and the number of operators 
at each stage is also constrained to be small. Therefore it was felt necessary to remove this latter constraim and 
permit the new production lines to be larger than is 0llT'C!JtJy the case in gam'lent rnarn rfdaure. 

2. Faults often occurred in the marnrfaauI"" of garments and it was necessary to correct them. rather than discard 
them or sen them as "seconds". This is because the incidence of faults is variable and high (often as high as .30% 
for the line as a whole), and al.so because fabric costs far outweigh labor costs. An operation which is a filult and 
must be repeated is called in the trade a "repair". Subsequent operations which were not at fault but nevertheless 
have to be repeated are called "reiolds". Repairs and .refolds must be kept separate from regular production 
because their paths down the production line are differem and it was therefore suggested that they be transpOrted 
by band by the line 'supernsor and kept in boxes under the operalOrS' seats so that the operators could work o.n 
them whenever they ran out of regular production work or when the llUlllber of repairs or refolds reached the 
capacity of the box. It was expected that repairs and refulds would play-an importa.at role in the new system by 
providing additional buffers between the ma.mmcturing stages and therefore it was anticipated that the sizes of the 
repair and refold butfer st~ would have a great bearing on the efficiency of production. 

After a detailed srudy of the line and the factory as a whole. the old line was simulaied and the si.mulaied resuJts 
compared with aauaJ. The two were vey similar indeed, thus validating the data that had been collected and the 
assumptions that had been made. 

THE SlMULATION OF THE TRANSFER DEVICES 
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The oat step was to simulate the new production Imes using the data that bad aJn:ady been collected. The oorma1 
difficulties and set!)acics were encoum.e:red. In addition, this s:inudation program presemed special diffiauties of"ia own. In 
tbe first place it was not sufficimt to simulate one aew line. The program had to be gent:ralmd to deal. with vinually any 
cormgurarion of sewing machines, transfer devices and butfer stoclcs. Additional diffiatlties were caused by the faa that the 
p!"O'"#SSUl& o( one garment requires onJy a few seconds at each stage, less than the time ~ to simulaa: it mdividually. 
So for simulation purposes it was necessaxy to conceive of garments flowing down the produaion line in m:udi the same 
way as water flows through a network of pipes. The DeW' line wa:. , ep1e.sem.,d by a directed DetW0rk in which then: was an 
upper bound, a lower bound and a cost associated with each arc in the network. The nctWOrlc was consaucted. md the 
coStS -were assigned. in such a way that a n:rinirrolffl<ast cirallation of flow through the 1lll[WOdc (Fulkerson's out-of-kilter 
algorithm was used for this) com:sponded to production during a relatively shon time imerva1 oflcngth at. 

Buff•• stock nodes 

Slwi1111 TnlftSfaf Manipulalion s.-n,; 
mocniM ores ava arcs dt¥a ores rncx:ninl ores 

Fig. 2. 71,e network representation of the production line in Fig. J · · 

Figure 2 shows the networlc representation of that small section of a line which was depiaed in Figure l. The upper 
bounds on the arcs~ sewing machines, tramfcr and manipulation devices were set to the maximum mmiber of 
garmerns that couid be processed by those machines during the mterval of time .it The lower bounds on these an:s were 
mo. Two arcs were included in the netWorlc for each buffer stOcic: an cutty m: which was dim::ted into the buffer srock 
node and an exit arc which was directed away from it. (In Figure 2 arcs 11-3 and 3-12 are respectively the cutty and m 
arcs fur buffer node 3.) Row along an t:ntty an:: was used to n:prcscut the number of ganncms in the buffer stoclc at the 
smn of the imerval .1t, and the lower and upper bounds were both set to that quamity. Flow along an exit arc repre:semed 
the quamily of stoclc left in'tbe buffer at the end of the imcrva1 at.. The lower bounds in this case were set to mo and the 
upper Limits were made equal to the maximum capacities oftbe buffer stocks. To this nerworlc were added anificial arcs 
whose ?Wl)OSC was to ensure that flow could circulale through the network. The costs on ail arc:s were zero, except the 
arcs 1ep1t:sa.1ti.ug sewing machines which had a cost of minus one. These negative costs~ that the out-of-kilter 
algorithm fuund a fi:::asible flow of garments through the DCtWOrlc in which all sewing machines produced as tmJCh as 
possible during the interval t1t. 

The vaJue chosen fur .1t was aiticaL The run time of the simularion program iavmeiy depended on .11 but~ values 
of 6t give rise t.o inacancies. When 6t was large there was a possibility afbuffer stodcs reaching their upper limit while· 
sewing machines at the next smgc had nm out of work. The value of 6t was c:arefully cbosc:n to avoid both e::xttemes. 

At the end of each 6t interval a rather comple,t set of decision rules detenmoed the pi:oponion of time an operator could 
spend on normal production, n:pairs and n=folds in the next time inteival. This is rurn determined the production rate (the 
corresponding arc's upper bound) for the next .1t interval. 

During the simula:rion the simulated clock was advanced to the time oftbe next evt:rtt (machine breakdown, o~or 
leaving the tine. etc.) or by t1t. whichever OCQllTCd soone-. 

The etfec:t that the devices would have on the produaion mes of the sewing machine operators was determined after a 
careful work srudy aoalysis had been made of each of the seven stages of manufaaure. Those work study clemcms were 
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idemified which would be eliminated when the tranSfer devices were introduced: these were mainly those concerned wirh 
bundling and UDbundling. The improvement in production me varied between 7% and 49"/a, acconiing t0 the stage. The 
average improvement was 19%. 

Still unresolved when the simulations began were: 
• the best way of coatiguring the tranSfer devices, 
• certain basic operating characteristics such as their speed. ~ and cost, and the sizes of the normal, 

repair and n:fuld bu:fl'cr stocks. 

THE .EXPLORATORY SIMULATIONS 

The first simularions of the transfer devices were ccploratory in narure, designed primarily to idemify those fuaors 
which had the greatest effect on production and to establish an eavironmem in wbicll the devices could fimction adequately. 
The main conclusion reached was that the new lines were considerably less robust than the old ones. Productivity was 
affected dramatically whenever an operator, sewing machine or transter device ceased to function fur longer than an hour or 
so. The reason for this was, of course, the limited size of the buffer stocks. It was concluded that a factory of new lines 
must ensure: 

- that a pool of reserve operators be maintained which couJd be drawn upon when regular operaton were 
abseat from work (n was estimated that this would inaease the cost of labor by about 10%); 

- that repair mechanics must respond promprly when a sewing machine or mmsfcr device ceased to function 
. properly; and 

- that when a serious fault. say one requiring more than 70 minutes of repair time. devdoped on a transfer 
device or on ooe of the more common sewing machines such as overlocks the tiwlty machine should be 
replaced so that the repair could be made o:tf-line. 

The e,q,lormory simulations comirmed that it was easier to balance large production lines than small ones.. They also 
established that production increased with the number ofbu:tfer stocks between Stages; however, so also did the number of 
transfer devices. 

THE BASIS FOR COMPARISON 

The new lines were compared on the basis of three petformance crit~ cost, line balance, and production stability. 

Cost 
By far the IllOSI: important criterion was cast. This was measured, not by the eost of producing one dozen gannems. but 

in a way which was felt to be more meaoingfill to the designers: that is. in terms of the break-eom cost of the devices to a 
potemia! eustomer. This question ·was addressed: "If a garmem factory were considering the purchase of transfer devices 
to be configured in a specific way what would the price of each device need to be in order to made the cost of producing a 
dozen gannems under the new coatigurarion the same as that under the original line?" The break-even cost was important 
to the designer because it enabled him to gauge bow im.u:h profit might be involved in. a certain type of design before he 
built it. Our function was to ascertain what configuration and what perfonnance fuaors wpuld provide the highest break
even cost. 

Only those cost items which were affected by the transfer devices were considered. There were fuur of these: 
a) 11ze CDSt ef labor. The work study analysis ~as used to estimate the operators' productivity on the new 

line. It was assumed that they would be paid the same wages fur the same level of effort; in other 
words, that the work study performance ratings would remain unaffected. However, the overall labor 
cost was inaeased by I 0%., to allow for the cost of maimaioing '\ pool of reserve operators.. 

b) ODerheads and contingencies. These were assumed to be proportional to the physical size ofthe 
factory. The comnbution of the produaion line to annual overheads and coatingencies was taken to be 
roughly proportional to the number of opem_on on the line. . 

c) Work in progress: An interest charge of 7% per annum was used to compute the average daily cost of 
work in progress. There were assumed to be 200 working days in a year. 

d) Cost of tlie transfer deuias. Meridian wrote off their aansponers using saaight line depreciation over 
ten yem. The same practice was used to compute the daily COSl of the~ devices. 

The total daily cost of these four items over the duration of the simularion was divided by th.e number of dozen gannents 
produced c!ach day to give the cost per dozen gannents. ::,.io account was taken of cost items that were not affected by the 
rranster devices.. such as material. packing, and labor off the line. 
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Line balana 
This was measuffli by the average amount of time an operator spent waiting for'NOl'k each day. 

Production stDbility 
The coefficient of variation of daily produaioc was used to measure production stability. 

The duration of the simJlation period was set to IO days, this being the time calculated to bring the average daily 
production within 5 doz.en gannems of the true mean, with 95¾ coafidm::e. 

FINDING THE BEST CONFIGURATION 

The aim of the next series of simulations was to discover the most cost<ffective ~ of configuring the transfer devices. 
FJVe configurations - denoted by the letters A. B, C. D and E -were compared and these are depicted in Figure 3. 

---
c.o.,,,...,.,, ..... Cw-------,..,.~ ..... - ---
Contit"""'"" I 

Comi9vrarloft C 

Conliovnt- E 

Fig. 3. 1ne five simulated configurations of transfer devic.es 

Configuration A bas one buffer stoclc between each stage, as bas the original line 5001. In the other fuur configurarions 
each sewing machine bas its own buffer stock but there are differences in the numbers of sewing machines and transfer 
devices. Configurations D and E have more sewing machines than do ~Band C. ill configuration B and D the garments 
from one machine are passed to al most two machines al the nea stage while in comiguratiom C and E a machine can 
transter to any machme at the next st.age. It was expected that: 

- C and .E would be more stable than B and D which "in rum would be more stable than A; that 
- D and E would be better balanced than B and C, respeaively; and tha1 
- leaving aside the cost of the transfer devices, the efficiency of production would improve as the ll1llilbers of 

sewing machines and transfer devices increased. 
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Table I summarizes die results. In general they confinned e,c:peaarious as far as production stability and line balance~ 
co.ncemed. 

Old line A B C D E 

a - Number of~ machines 18 20 
- ----~ __ ___,, _________ . _____ ----- ··--- -~--

20 20 45 4S 

b - Number of transfer devices 40 58 73 130 304 

c - Buffer stock arrangemem s s .M :'\I( M .M 

d - Transfer device ammgemem 2 A 2 A 

e - Average daily production 229 281 280 296 637 721 

f - Production SEability 0.086 0.029 0.025 0.038 

g - Line balance 74 71 58 49 17 

h - Average wo:r:k in progress 425 24.18 24.79 22.75 39.24 32.52 

i - Labor COSt per day 45.30 51.97 51.97 51.97 113.61 ll3.61 

j - Daily cost of overllead 34.38 38.20 38.20 38.20 85.95 85.95 

le - Daily cosi: ofWIP 0.15 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

I - Daily COSt of transft.r devices 0.020x 0.029x 0.037x: 0.065x O. l52x 

m - Cost per dozen 34.860 0.0071x 0.0104x 0.Ol25x 0.0102x 0.02llx 
+32.093 +32.207 +32207 +31.330 +27.680 

n - Break even cost 390 255 352 346340 

In the table the cost of the transfer devices (the term which includes x) can be separated from the rest to show that if the 
cost of the transfer devices is ignored the efficiency of the line bas also behaved as expected: it is cheaper to cransrer to all 
machines than just to cwo machines at the ne:n stage and large, we!l-balancc:d lines are more efficient. However. both of 
these improvements are achieved by greatly inaeasiug the IIWilber of transfer devices in the production line. When this is 
taken into account. as it is in the last row of the table. an altogether diffion:m conclusion is reached: 

Tiie greatest profit margin is lo be frnmd in am.figuration A which also happtms to be the config,aation with tJ,e 
fewest (''fewest" is a re1atiDe term here) design problems. 

In configuration A there is no need fur a compie,c synchronization system to cootrol the devices and to decide which of 
two or more available transfer devices should efl'ea a mmsfer. Nor would the d~. have to oven:ome the problems 
which would arise when tnms1cr devices aoss over one another as they do in the other configurations. 

THE SYSTEMATIC SIMULATIONS 

Having established that configumion A gave the highest break-even cost, anemion then !UIIled to the e:!fect of various 
design filctors on the ~-even cost for that configuration. Five fuaors W'%'e examined: 

- th.e maximum size of each normal buffer stock, 

- the maximum size of each refold buffi::r stock, 

the maximum size of each repair buffer stock 
- the average rime between successive fililures of a transfer device, and 

- the maximum rate oftransfer of the uansfer de9ices. 
The results are shown graphically in Figure 4. (A certain amount of imagination was used in drawing rurves through the 
observation points.) 

From the diagrams one can deduce that 

- roughly speaking, a reduction of one dozen in the maximwn size of nonnal. repair and refold buffer stocks 
would cause a decrease in the break~en coSt of about 140, 25 and 120 pounds sterling, respectively. 
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- a rate of transfer of even as low as 40 doMl per hour is quir.e sarisfdaory; md 
- the reliability of the transfer devices is one of the most important factors a1fcctmg production; an increase of 

one day in the average length of time between &ilures would iDc:rease the value of the devices by about 45 
ooUllds steriin2! ! 
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Fig. 4. The ejfecJs of various design facJtJrS on the lnmx~ cost of a,nfturarion A 

SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENTS 

When these results wen: produced the engineas already bad au operational prototype. bad sarisfi~ the letter of their 
contract with DU and they and the DTI ~ swting to give serious coasideration to th.:: 1diuea«:ntS that woufd be 
necessary in order to market the devices in the gannem' industry. From the M5Ults oftbe O.R study it was apparent to 
them that they could not. bwld devices which bath met the operational rcquin:mcms that had been determined by the O.R. 
analysis and were al.so cheap enough to make a saris&aory profit. Both they and DTI therefure abandoned the idea of 
finding au alternative to the bundle system and thus avoided the substamial cost that would have been involved in 
devefoping marotable dew:es and mouming a selling campaiSJl 

The project was not a waste of time and money, however. On the contrary, it was soon cmoovered that the transfer 
devices could be usefully applied without costly refinements to a IDJtDber of purposes outside the garment indu.my, 
including cake cutting. bottle lubricating, bopper sw:lc:ing, and very many forms of spraying. paniwlarly ~ corrosive or 
poisonous chemicals are u.sa:L It bas in f.la been VP.rf successful - but not in the garment industry. 
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SIMULA TING A JOB SHOP IN A DYNAMIC RESCHEDULING ENVIRONMENT 

ABSTRACT 

Yi-Ching Eric Li and Wade H. Shaw. Jr. 
Florida Instiru1e of Technology 

Melbourne. FL 32901 

A dynamic job shop manufacturing environment was srudied using simulation modeling to predict the jobs' 
flowtime performance for a variety of heuristics. Discrete event simulation (SLAM In was used to construct a 
robust model of dynamic scheduling and to estimate the job shop performance. The simulation analysis confirmed 
the findings of earlier research using conventional scheduling heuristics. We reformulated the MST and A WINQ 
heuristics to take account of the state of the entire job shop and used this information each time a job was eligible 
to be scheduled. These improved heuristics showed the best perfonnance in medium load environments and 
conventional SPT continued to outperform state-based heuristics in the high job load case. In this paper we 
describe the simulation approach and how it can be extended to include machine maintenance and breakdown. 

KEYWORDS 

Jobshop, scheduling, flowtime. simulation. maintenance. animation. heuristic 

INTRODUCTION 

Scheduling of job shops has been studied e.'Ctensively over the last thirty years. and many articles have appeared 
in the literature reporting the results of job shop schedul_ing rcseru-ch. In a typical manufacruring environment. 
any schedule. once determined. is almost immediately subject to new .conditions. demands. and constraints. 
Dynamic rescheduling provides an effective strategy for sequencing the assignment of jobs for operations and can 
better optimize measures of production performance. In general process-time-based rules have been found to 
perform better under tight load conditions than due-date-based rules according co the rcscarct1 conducted by 
Conway[CONW65](CON65Al[CON65Bl(CONW671. 

The purpose of this research is to use simulation to evaluate different scheduling heuristics under a dynamic 
rescheduling environment where each workstation reschedules itS load with a dynamic rescheduling scheme. A 
workstation can adjust its schedule by the load of the queue. and may be varied by different perspective of the job 
requircmenL We allow the scheduling heuristic to be re-applied each time a workstation completes a job. In this 
way, all jobs currently in the queue to a workstation will be re~uated when the workstation is available for 
processing the next job and the state of the successive workstations in the pre-defined production process. 

In this paper, we are no( only considering the local workstation. but also the related workstations applied in the 
overall production process. This is distinctly diffetent than the traditional approach where a job is sequenced 
upon entry to a workstation queue. We arc able to configure the simuJation rapidly to account for stochastic or 
fixed routing, changes in job arrival rates. changes in job priority, changes in job due date. and changes in 
workstation capacity. We believe that this approach will allow us to model the impact of machine failure and 
repair as well as the impact of scheduled maintenance. · 

A five-product-five-workstation production· model as sbown in Figure I. is used as an C.'(l)Criment in this paper. 
under the following asswnptions: 

1. Every workstation is unique. and performs scheduling on its own queue of jobs. 
b. Each workstation c:in only pcrfonn one job a1 a 1ime. . . 
J.:. Each machine is continuously available for production (no setup or downtime is included in the current 

model). 
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:!: Production routing is set in advance and is a function of the prpduct type. 
~ Jobs are grouped into product rypes that arrive as individual Poisson processes. and each job type's proccs,s 

time for each worlcstation follows an exponential distribution with a mean ti.me set in advance by product 
and bv workstation. 
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Figure 1. A Five Product.1:ive Workstation Production Environment 

-

The job shop model in this research is known to be a NP-Hard problem. and the model is analyzed using 
simulation techniques. Job flowtime is the evaluation criterion and each estimate of flowtime is based on the 
mean of 1,000 S'imulation runs. where each run is 9,000 processing time units in length. CUJTCDdy, there are five 
scheduling hewistics used in this research: FCFS. SPT, A WINQ, MST. and EDD. Modifications of the A WINQ 
and MST algorithms are d.eveloped that take advantage of the system state knowledge aVililable in the simulator. 
The nuJI hypothesis for this research is that no significant cii.tference in mean flow time is explained by the load 
in a job shop, the scheduling heuristics. or interaction of these factors. This hypothesis is tested using estimates 
of flow time obwned by simulation of the five prod.uct. five workstation environment shown in Figure l. 

ABBREVIATED LITERATURE SURVEY 

Dynamic scheduling processes have been wid.ely stildied in the past twenty years. Baker(BAKE74] [BAKE941 
proposed the dynamic scheduling proo-..ss to be the active generation dynamic process with jobs arriving at the 
shop rand.omly over time. A dynamic production process is considered to operate with several similar or 
parallel workgroups where every job needs to be assigned and performed at a workstation based on the priority 
of the jobs when the workstation becomes available. Dynamic production system scheduling has been 
suggested as a useful strategy for job assignment to complete production orders. [n our earlier work we show 
d.etails of the penonnance of scheduling heuristics that take advantage of job shop state [LI96, LI95J. 

The d.ynamic production process has aJso been discussed as process-time-based rules under tight loading 
conditions to find which scheduling rule fares bcner than du~te-bascd rules. Most of the past researchers 
defined their manufacruring system to involve processing of similar pans on dedic:ned production lines. 
According to a swvcy d.one by Surcsb et aJ.(SURE93J, the general scheduling problem generates constraints for 
managemenL The constraints may be grouped under organizational policies and goals. physicaJ constraints. 
casual restrictions. availability constraints and. preference constraints. In a · dynamic process. a priority is 
worked out for every job which has its assignments and. routing, and the highest priority job is scheduled on a 
certain workstation. This dynamic process reflects the opponunity cost of time on an assigned maclune and. 
may look ahead to incre:ise the flow time span of the ~nt worksmtion in order to recaprure production time 
on a follow-on workstation. 
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Studies of dynamic processes frequently involve assumptions about management practices. Dynamic scheduling 
procedures for state dependent heuristics (like A WINQ) would require that the production system maintain 
information about the starus of production centers in the planL Titis is a modern concept that may not be 
feasible in many industrial settings. Also, different scheduling heuristics may be used in a production system 

at the same time. For example. it may be customary to schedule some machines FCFS and others as SPT. The 
literature is not consistent about the use of or definition of~dynamic". We chose to define it in .a gencraJ way 
that corresponds to the overall implication that jobs arc rescheduled at some point in their wait for processing 
time and that their sequencing to a particular workstation is not fi'<ed relative to other jobs waiting for the 
same workstation. 

Dynamic scheduling C3ll be viewed as the computation of a priority inde.'< for each candidate job waiting in the 
workstation queue. Both machine processing times and waiting time could be weighted based on a congestion 
level with a priority inde.'<. Sabunuoglu {SABU92J and Raghu(RAGH93) suggest models for prioritizing 
candidate jobs in the queue. Suresh[SURE9JJ groups scheduling processes under a dynamic environment into 
three approaches. conventional approach. knowledge-based approach.. and distributed solving approach. 
According to Surcsb"s survey, a priority is worked out for ail jobs at a given time and the job that has been 
given the highest priority is scheduled to be the ne.'<l process. Li et aJ.{LIRO9JJ found that the dynamic 
scheduling process made production process changeable and complicated. but it aJso offered the best 
environment for real production. Matta[MATT94J included manufacturing 0cxibility indices for his 
assignment procedure of jobs to workstations. Bouniercs [BOUR91] summarized the interest in dynamic 
scheduling as being driven by the need to deyelop robust contra! strategics that can compensate for the a 
typical behavior of the workshop. Ovacik[OV AC94 J showed that an intractable job shop scheduling problem 
could be partitioned in.to sub-problems and these schedules assembled into a schedule for the production 
syStem. However. Raghu(RAGH93 I proposed dynamic and globaJ rules consisting of three components: a 
process time component. a slack component and the component of waiting time for the ne.-a operation. Li 
{Ll95J shows modifications to A WINQ and MST that result in improved flow-time pcrfonnancc at mcdiwn 
shop loading. · 

SIMULATION METHODOLOGY 

The rescheduling procedure assigns a priority level to each job, and the job with the highest priority will be 
processed first. In a dynamic process. the job's priority varies according to the differcnc states of the system of 
workstation queues. Rescheduling occurs when any workstation in the job shop becomes available. The 
methodology used in this research is a simulation approach where each workstation and associated buffer are 
modeled as queues. The state of the queue and workstation are variables that can be sc:mned at any time. 
which corresponds to a modern production system characterized by real-time control and monitored by 
infonnation technology. SLAM II is the simulator used in this research. SLAM II was chosen based on its 
intrinsic block oriented network design and because many state variables arc· automatically maintained. Figure 
2 shows the dynamic rescheduling process simulation model as a queueing network. Each workstation is 
modeled in thjs fashion. The dynamic rescheduling occurs each time a workstation completes processing a job 
and is described below. 

Workstation information for gate ·-··----- --·· ·--· ...... .... _ .. __ .... ... ......... . . _ .. . _ .. . .. 

li ~'~ . l : 
o 000-0 [~0ev-- Q...;-R,_0-uc_e..,1( ~ 

•o BALK T 
Figure 4. TI1e Generic Worksmtion ,SimuJation Model 
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Toe simulation steps in the scheduling process are: 

Step]. Jobs are created from a Poisson process and marl(ed with a job type. priority, and due date. 

Step 2. The job goes i.nto the waiting queue and waits for the gate to a workstation to open. 
Step3. Each workstation can process one job at a time. [f the workstation is busy then jobs queue up behind 

the gate. Jobs arriving when the gate is closed do not receive a processing priority. Jobs will keep 
trying to go back to the single position workstation queue for the processing and -sALK" to the gate 
when they aie not at the head of the priority 10 be served. 

Step4. When a workstation completes a job and becomes available. a signal is sent to open the gate and 
release all queued jobs to the rescheduler. No simulation time is accrued during this signaling p~. 

Step5. The scheduler is ca.lied upon to select each job and rec:tlculate its priority based on the state of the 
system. The system smte (such as current flow times at other workstations) is computed and used as 
needed to set an attribute in each job that will serve as che sequencing variable. No simulation time is 
accrued during these computations. The gate to the workstation is now closed. 

Step6. Based on the priority index in step 5 the jobs are sc:inned to select the cum:nt highest priority job. 
This job is sent to the workstation and all other jobs are returned to wait at the workstation gat.e for the 
next iteration of the scheduler. 

Step 7. As each job is completed at a workstation an index variable is incremented to compute che stage of the 
routing and the job is chen sent to the next workstation in the route. It is then handled in the same 
manner for th.e gate and workstation pair to which it is routed. When tbis process has been completed. 
the job bas folJowed its rouce through the production system and is then sent to statistics gathering 
code segments and destroyed. 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND RESULTS 

Five sets of random seeds and their antithetical runs were used to estimate flow time for tJiis production system. 
Each run was sufficiently long for queue lengths to stabilize and remove startup error. Load was controlled by 
varying the time-between-arrivals (TBA) of the job creation process. Job shop parameters were taken from a 
real operational environment in a semiconductor manufacturer plant of a major US finn. For e:ich load and set 
of runs the five scheduling heuristics were used. This resulted in 9 loads by 10 runs by 5 heuristics - yielding 
450 experimental data pointS. 

Figure 3 shows an e:wnple of the results of this research. In the light load-level of the simulation. the mean 
flow time of every heuristic is almost the same. TI1e reason is that the jobs' interarrival time is longer than job 
shop processing ti.me: the job shop can very easily finish every in-processing job before the ne."<t job comes into 
the waiting queue. At this load. the length of the waiting queue is minimal. which means there is only one job 
in the waiting queue. Basically. there is nothing to schedule. As the load on the production system increased. 
the performances of FCFS and EDD degrade rapidly. SPT, AWINQ. and MST are much better scheduling 
heuristics at this poinL At loads in the 40% to 80% range.. the A WINQ and MST heuristics perfonn as well if 
not better than the conventional SPT algorithm. As the load on the system continued to rise. the A WINQ and 
MST heuristics do not perform as well as the SPT. 
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Figure 3. Mean Processing Tim~ by Load Level and Heuristic 

EXTENSIONS TO THE SIMULATION MODEL 

Research that we are currently pursuing e.'<1.ends this basic modeling approach to include more comple."< system 
events that make the simuJation even more useful in real manufacturing environments. The underlying 
structure of the discrete event model allows us to introduce sever.al new features. We are currently re-visiting 
the performance of our ~state-dependent" scheduJing rules with these options. 

Madrine Breakdown A real job shop e.xperiences machine breakdowns that effectively reduces the capacity of 
the shop. This will tend to make the utilization of the shop higher at lower levels of job load We e.xpect the 
modified A WINQ and MST rules will then pelfonn best at lighter shop loads. We can introduce this effect in 
the simulation by creating machine failures and preempting machine activity until a repair is completed 

Preventive Maintenance While breakdowns occur in a random and unpred.ictable way. preventive 
maintenance is scheduJed downtime. TI1e goal is to reduce the effects of machine failure that will normaJly 
take a machine off-line for possibly long periods of time. We cun introduce this effect by scheduling a planned 
machine outage for a specified maintenance period. The relationship between scheduJed maintenance periods 
and the distribution of breakdowns will be a critical fa~or that impacts shop performance. 

Stodrasric Routing In the current model we route jobs through the shop based on a product type routing table. 
This need not be the only way to process jobs. We can introduce stochastic routing by simply using a 
probability branch after each machine operation co select a successo~ machine. In this way we can more 
accurately balance machine load and compare the scheduling heuristics under an aggregate shop load. 

V',sual lnteracrive .Modeling The use of dynamic scheduling introduces complex. smte-dcpendent behavior 
into the job shop. We believe that animation of a work center and its associated queues wouJd faciliuue our 
understanding of its behavior. Funhennore. animation of the entire shop would allow c:m:fuJ incerpret.ation of 
the scheduling rules and the impact of breakdowns and maintenance. We plan 10 introduce cvent-orienied 
animation that will render the dynamics of the job shop in a reruistic. graphical fonnaL 
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CONCLUSIONS 

We conclude that the use of dynamic scheduling techniques imroduc::s a much more l'Cl.listic scheduling 
procedure where the . state of a production system is used 10 aid the sequencing of jobs at individual 
workstations. The flow time performance of dynamic scheduling heuristics is promising and 3ppcars to C."(CCII 
in mid-level load conditions. At low loads it doesn't matter how you schedule and at high loads the 
conventional SPT appears the best choice. 

Toe use of simulation modeling proved extremely effective in developing estimates of job shop flow time. This 
conclusion is well established in the scheduling literature and we were able to duplicate the findings of much 
prior research. Our success with this modeling approach encourages us to elaborate on the model to include 
aansfer delay. breakdown and repair. due date changes. multimachine workstations. and changeover times. 
Each of these factors introduces another complication into the model that makes the analysis more difficult and 
closer to reality. 
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A simulation model of a serial procass involving two work-stations was developed using the SIMAN/ctnema IV 
application. The purpose of the simulation model is to study the effects of flow line policy decisions. and in particular. to 
determine how to avoid latge job backlogs and increase fob throughput in the system. Large bacldogs are undesirable 
because of the elevated inves1ment required for the work in progress (WIP) and because of the increased tum-around 
tlme for completing jobs. Throughput Is the rate at which the operation produces revenue through sales of completed 
jobs. Reducing throughput time increases sales volume. The now line balancing challenge occurs because the mean 
service times for serial work-s1a.tlons are usually not equal. The simulation experiment results indicate that reducing the 
service time and/or increasing the availability of a work·stalion in a serial process flow with a bottleneck work-station does 
not have a great impact on the system's figure of merit. WIP accumulates at the bottleneck station. PtOcess 
improvement efforts and refined maintenance programs aimed solely at non-bottleneck facilities are a waste of 
resources. To remedy this situation the tradltlonal performance measurement system must be changed to eliminate 
departmental efflciency measures at non-bottleneck stations. 

INTRODUCTION 

Traditional production management planning assens tha1 if a work-station· s input equals its output, then the work
station load (or baclclog) stays the same. Suppose that a work-station initially has cwo parts in queue (i.e .• waiting on 
the shelf for service), it takes 100 time units (e.g., minutes) to produce a part, and a new job arrives every 100 time 
units. Then the number of jobs in the system is always cwo. Each arriving part fin~ one part exiting and one part 
just going into service. Each part must wait for the part in front of it to be processed. T11I1e at the work-station is 
200 units for the part, including waiting and servicing time. 

While this scenario is true for constant input and output rates at the work-station, it is misleading if the input and 
output rates are random variables. Blackstone [1989} argues that for random arrival and service times, the queue 
grows ever larger when the arrival rate equals the service rate. In order to explore this notion. Black.stone presents a 
simulation. The simulation h~ a single server and a queue of jobs awaiting service. In the benchmark case, the 
initial queue size is two. Arrivals and service completions are considered to be constant. each occurring 100 time 
units apart. In this deterministic model. the queue never gets larger than the initial two jobs. 

Blackstone subsequently models arrivals and service completions as random variables. In one case the work-station 
service time is modeled as normally distributed with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15 time units. 
Because in most situations arrival times are less easily controlled than service times, and hence exhibit larger 
variation, arrivals are set to a uniform distribution on the interVal [50, 150]. The arrival rate was chosen so that the 
mean equals the mean service time, and so tha1 the variation is greater than the variation of the service time. After 
processing 1,000 pans, replicated five times, the mean time in system is 691 units, almost 31

/2 times larger than the 
deterministic model. This simulation model was next run once for 20,000 jobs passing through the work-station. 
The mean time in system was found to be 2.932, over four times larger than when 1,000 jobs passed. The queue 
length continually lengthens, although fluctuating quite a bit, and reaches a maximum of 65 jobs. One may conclude 
that a random arrival rate equal to the service rate will cause the queue to _grow indefinitely, even with moderare 
variation in service time. 

In this study Blackstone's simulation was extended to a situation more analogous to a manufacturing flow line. This 
extension is needed in order to achieve an understanding of the potential incerplay between multiple work-stations in 
a serial production flow. Additionally an awareness of the effects on queue length. or back.log, due to flow line 
balancing administration is needed. Back.log represents an ·invesiment of all the production efforts co get a part to ics 
current status. Baclclog also continually incurs storage and handling charges and increases job throughput time. 
Planning approaches which reduce baclclog represent direct cost savings to any production openrion. Throughput is 
the rate at which the operation produces revenue ~ough sales of completed jobs. Reducing throughput time 
increases sales volume. 
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sIMULATION MODEL 

A simulation model of a serial process involving two work-stations was developed using the SIMAN/C'mema rv 
application. The purpose of the simulation model is to investigate flow line phenomena, and in particular, to 
determine how to avoid large baclclogs of jobs in th.e system. Large baclclogs are undesirable because of the elevated 
investment required for the wodc in progress (WIP) and because of the increased tum-around time for completing 
jobs. The flow line balancing challenge occurs because the mean service times for serial worlcstarions are usually not 
equal. 

The simulation model has an animation feature which is useful for observing the simulation events as they occur. 
The animation layout is displayed in Figure l. (n the line balance simulation, jobs arrive to the system and enter a 
queue for Work Station I (represented by a long gray shelf in Figure 1). The jobs are processed one at a time by 
Work Station I (portrayed by a drill press in Figure I) and upon completion, immediately enter a queue for Wodc 
Station 2 (represented by another long gray shelf). The jobs are then processed one at a time by Work Station 2 
(symbolized by a vibration test fixture in Figure l). Once a job completes processing at Work Station 2. it exits the 
system. The animation layout shows features used to capture statistics of interesL The work-station utilization levels 
are placed to the right of the work-stations and initially display 50% utilization. The jobs in WIP queue graph 
displays the baclclog at both work-stations individually as a function of simulation time. There are four digital 
meters at the bottom of the layout for displaying the current simulation time. the maximum baclclog up to the current 
simulated time at both work-stations, and the number of jobs completed which have left the system. 

Agure 1: Slmulatfon Anlm8Uon Layout 

The SIMAN/Cinema N applic:ition was designed to operate wilh two separate sowa: tile modules called frames. 
The model frame is a functional description of the system's components and their interactions. The experiment 
frame defines the experimental conditions under which the model is exercised to generate specific output data. By 
means of this modularized design, SIMAN/Cinema N easily executes multiple experimentS containing different 
experimental conditions using the same simulation model. 

SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS 

The arrival rate of jobs inco the simuJated system is uniformly disnibutcd between 55 and 155 time units. For 
modeling purposes it is assumed that this arrival rate is a function of customer demand and c:mnot be changed. The 
average arrival time for a new job is every l05 unics. This interarrival time is a little slower than Blackstone used 
bcc:iuse exploding queues due to equal arrival rate and service rate means are not of interest in this study. What is of 
interest is the effect of flow line policy decisions on throughput :ind backlog. 
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The parameters which may be altered in the modeled system are work-station service (or job processing) times and 
work-station availability. The adjustable simulation parametcrS are the experiment design factors shown in Table I. 
Work Station 1 initially processes jobs with a normally distributed service time wilh mean equal 10 100 time unics 
and standard deviation of 15 time unics. Work: Station 1 is initially available 95% of the time. meaning that ic 
randomly breaks down 5% of the time and requires unplanned maintenance 10 ~re operability. The unplanned 
maincenance interval is uniformly disaibutcd between O and 100 time unics. Work: Station 2 has the same initial 
service time and availability as Work: Station I. The initial work:-statio.n settings are the low level factor settings 
shown in Table 1. Through process improvement efforts, Work Station 1 service time may be reduced to oorma!ly 
disaibuted with mean equal to 90 time units, and Work Station 2 service time reduced~ a mean of9S time unics. 
Funhermore through an improved preventative maintenance program. both work-stations' availability may be 
increased to 100%. These improved settings are the high level factor settings in Table l. .•· 

Tab'e 1: Experiment Deslgn 

Factor 
Wonc Station 1 service time (A) 
Wane Station 1 availability (B) 
Wor1c Station 2 service time (C) 
Wor1< Station 2 availabi (D} 

Law t..avel (-
Normal-{100. 15) 
95% 
Normal-{100, 15) 
95% 

Nonnal-(90, 15) 
100% 
Nonnal-(95, 15} 
100% 

The shon-haod notation representing the experiment factors (A through D) is displayed in Table l. There are four 
factors which may be set at two levels each, resulting in a t experiment design. A z' full factorial design has a total 
of sixteen possible treaanents of different high and low factor settings. These sixteen treatments were compiled as 
individual simulation experimenlS in which the four parameters were altered between their low level and their high 
level. All olher simulation parameters were kept the ~e in the experiments. Each simulation experiment was run 
for a total of l 00,000 time units and the appropriaic statistics collect.ed.. Additionally each simulation experiment 
was replicated ten times. 

The figure of merit used in this srudy was number of jobs co.mpleted less ten times the maximum backlog of jobs 
waiting at the two worlc-stations during the simulated time period. The purpose for subtracting ten times the 
maximum backlog from jobs completed was to penalize large amounts of work: in progress. A penalty value of ten 
times the value of a completed job was assigned to account for thc-unrecovered -WIP investment and the storage and 
handling costs associared with backlog. The simulation figure of merit resulting from each experiment replication is 
shown in Table 2. The level of e3Ch experiment factor in a particular treatment is also exhibited in Table 2 using the 
- and + notation. 

Table 3 summarizes the experiment resullS in Table 2. This summary conmin.s the simulation srudy figure of merit 
average and variance for each treaanenL The average figure of merit value bas a range of 161.8, from 741.1 with all 
four factors at their low setting to 902.9 wilh all four factors at their high setting. 

From the data in Table 3, the r,ooled variance (s2) is calculated to be 1.450.36. Th1= variance of each effect, given 
independent errors, is (4/N)(s ) = (4/160)(s2) = 36.26. Therefore the standard error of an effect is 6.02 and the 

standard eITOr of the mean (sr./N) is 3.01. 

Table 4 has the grand average figure of merit value for .all the experiments and an estimate for each effecL The t
vaiue is calculated for each effect by dividing the estimate by the standard error of an effecL The effect t-vaJues are 
not independent because they come from the same dataseL Therefore a family of tests is necessary. An estimate 
was determined to be significant if its t-value fell outside of a 98.5% family confidence interval or confidence seL 
The Bonferroni procedure provides a confidence set of at least 985%. The Bonferrooi confidence limits are c(aJ2g; 
N-2) and t(l-a/2g; N-2) where et= l - 0.985 and g = the number of confidence intervals in the family (15). The 
confidence sec for each effect t-'!'alue is then (to.am: .,1 <·t-value < to.m,: m} or {-3.37 < t-vaJue < 3.37}. From the 
data in Table 4, it can be seen that main effects A. B. C. and D and interaction-effects AB and CD are the significant 
effects. 
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Tabla 2: Experiment Results 

T.tHtmBllt A 8 C 0 Rer,. 1 Rea. z Reo.3 R«J. 4 Reo.S Reo. 6 RtJD. 7 Reo.8 Reo. 9 RtJO. 10 
1 . - . . 699 r.r, 723 742 n5 805 675 m 714 768 
2 + - - - 661 755 m 775 792 649 781 TT6 785 840 
3 . + - . 817 826 754 758 n9 788 785 744 654 716 
4 + + . . 743 759 809 676 859 593 780 809 668 778 
5 - - + . 841 783 801 795 673 685 695 816 806 700 
6 + - + . 880 868 840 861 868 871 843 865 849 858 
7 . + + . 862 860 854 849 868 868 875 863 861 836 
8 + + + . 887 858 860 865 884 888 880 893 881 886 
9 - - . + 792 764 685 807 823 n4 832 739 784 780 
10 + . . + 878 835 886 849 858 848 876 881 846 886 
11 . + . + 875 832 839 847 841 867 873 869 876 885 
12 + + . + 891 857 902 881 872 896 882 885 900 906 
13 - . . + + 850 827 835 765 804 810 717 853 785 813 
14 + . + + 888 884 866 878 876 898 857 895 880 893 
15 . + + + 884 886 an 883 886 879 869 891 899 885 
16 + • + + 905 906 900 905 902 901 908 907 894 901 

Tabla 3: Experiment Results Summary Table 4: Figura of Merit Average and Effect Estimates 

Treatment A ·8 C 0 Averaae Variancs ldentitv Estimate r-VaJue St incant 
1 . . . 741.1 15n.88 Average 826.98 
2 + . . 759.3 3497.12 A 41.33 6.863 Yes 
3 . + . . 762.1 2533.21 B 41.48 6.888 Yes 
4 + + . 747.4 6382.04 C 54.00 8.968 Yes 
5 . . + - 759.5 4029.39 0 62.08 10.309 Yes 
6 + . + - 860.3 165.34 AB -28.90 -4.799 Yes 
7 . + + . 859.6 122.04 AC 12.18 2.022 No 
8 + • + - 878.2 156.84 AD 10.60 1.760 No 
9 . - + na.o 1822.22 BC 12.88 2.138 No 
10 + - + 864.3 364.23 
11 - • - + 860.4 350.93 
12 + + . + 887.2 226.84 
13 . . + + 805.9 1726.54 
14 + - + + 881.5 168.94 
15 . + + + 883.9 64.n 
16 + + + + 902.9 17.43 

BD 9.70 1.611 No 
CD -32.92 ,5.468 Yes 
ABC -5.80 -0.963 No 
ABO -0.13 -0.021 No 
ACD -16.80 -2.790 No 
BCD -14.35 -2.383 No 
ABCD 6.52 1.084 No 

Figure 2 contains the normal probability plot of the effect estimates. In this figure the effect cstimaics are plotted 
from left to right in ascending order: CD, AB, A.CD; BCD, ABC, ABD, ABCD, BD, AD, AC, BC, A, B, C, and D. 
Each effect estimate is plotted with a two-sigma error band. The dashed line rcpresentS the sigmoid cumulative 
normal curve. If all the effect estimates were the result of random. roughly normal variation about the mean, then 
each estimate would plot very close to the cumulative normal curve. It can readily be seen in the normal probability 
plot that the significant effects lie more than two-sigma units away from the sigmoid cumulative normal curve. 

.iiUIEDMODEL 

The calculated relation of the response variable (i.e., figure of merit) to the predictor variables (i.e., experiment 
factors) is: 

Effect A Effect B Effca C Effect D Effect AB Effect CD 
y = y +- --2-x,. +- --2-x, +- --2-.t,: + --2-.'to + 2 x,.x, + 2 XcXo 

= 827.0 + 20.7x,. + 20.7x1 + 27.0xc + 31.0x0 • 14.SxAx, - 16.SxcXo 

where :r, = -1 or + I corresponding to low level or b.igh level factor setting. 

A plot of the residual values derived by subtracting me predicted trc:1anent result from the observed average 
treaanent value obtained by simulation experiment is concaihed in Figure 3. The data pointS were standardized by 
dividing the residua.I value by the standard error of an effect The plo indic:ttes that the standardized residuals are 
randomly disaibuted around zero and are .all within the two-sigma limits. This plot implies the proposed model is 
adequate and yields acceptable results. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
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Flgur11 3: Standardized Residuals Plot 

All of the main effects and two of the interaction effects were determined to be significanL Moving from the low 
level to the nigh level of each main effect has a mcaswat:ile improvement 10 the figure of meriL Improved service 
time at Work Station I. from a mean of 100 to ame:m of90 units. inCICaSCS the figure of merit by an average of 
41.33. Incn::i.sing Work Station l availability from 95% 10 100% incr=.ses the figure of meri~.by :in average of 
41.48. Improved processing time at Work Station 2. from a m=n of I 00 to a mean of 95 unitS. incn::ises the figure 
of merit by around 54.00. lnd bener availability. of Work Station 2 in~ the figure of merit by an average of 
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62.08. There are some higher order effectS to figure of m.erit improvement due to the interaction of service time with 
availability at a particuJar work-station. Boch service time and availability improvements to Work Station 1 
compress the combined figure of merit increases by an average of 28.90. Both service time and availability 
improvcmentS to Work Station 2 reduce the combined figure of merit increases by an average of 32.92. 

A racbcr obvious result is that reducing work-station service time and/or increasing work-station availability 
increases the figure of merit; which means increased job throughput along with dccrcascd backlog. A little more 
imperceptive result is that reducing service time and/or increasing availability of a work-station in serial process flow 
with a "bottleneck" work-station docs not have a ~ impact on the figure of merit. A bottleneck is any n:solll'l:e 
which constrains throughput. For example observe the results for Trcaanents 2. 3, and 4 in Table 3 and compare 
them co T.rc.arment 1. In Treatments 2. 3, and 4, processing improvements are made to Work Station I and Work 
Station 2 is left unimproved. Very little system enhancement rcsuJts. If Work Station l has more capaci.ty than 
Work Station 2 and Work Station 1 is fully utilized, invencory simple accumulates at Work Station 2. Th.is implies 
that process improvement efforts and refined maintenance programs aimed at non-bottleneck n:soUICCS, without 
directing similar efforts cowards bottleneck resources, arc not very effective. 

Anolher observation is the main effects for improvements co Werle Station 2 (C and D) arc larger than lhe main 
effects for improvements to Work. Station l (A and B). 1bis rcsuJt holds even lhough the high level for Factor C is 
not as capable as the high level for Factor A. From chis result it may be recognized that variability in job arrival and 
processing times at a work-station will cause considerable flucruarion in the interamval times at lhe next work
station in flow. Some job arrivals will come very quickly and othm may take much longer than average at the 
down-line work-station, To prevent accumulating backlogs and to improve lhrougbput at the down-line work
station, improved capacity at Work Station 2 was qccdcd. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this study Blackstone's single server/single queue simuJation was extended to model two servers in .i saial flow 
process wilh a single queue per server. Blackstone's simuJation is useful for studying the effects of policy decisions 
for a single work-station on backlog (or load). To study the effectS of policy decisions on a manufacturing flow line, 
Blackstone's simuJation was enlarged to model two work-stations. · · 

On lhe basis of traditional performance measurement techniques, line supervisors are judged by the utilization of 
resources under the.ir conttol as well as processing improvements made in their area of responsibility. This situation 
contribuces to undesired large backlogs of work in progress. Full utilization of a non-bottleneck resource simply 
means that inventory will accumuJatc at a bottleneck resource. Process improvement efforts and refined maintenance 
programs aimed solely at non-bottleneck facilities ~ a waste of resources. To remedy this situation the 
performance measurement system must be changed co eliminate deparanental efficiency measures at non-bottleneck 
stations, whe.re the measures have little meaning. Line supervisors should be appraised by the amount of final 
product delivered by the entire operation. This will lead to interdepartmental cooperation in managing lhe 
bottleneck stations. 

Variability in job arrival and processing times at a work-station will cause considerable vacillation in the intcrarrival 
times at the next work-station in flow. Some job arrivals will come very quickly and othm may take much longer 
than average ac the down-line work-station. To prevent accumulating backlogs and to improve lhroughput at th.e 
down-line work.-station, improved capacity beyond what is planned to handle the average interarrival time is needed 
at this work-station. 
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A..11 of the main effects and two of the interaction effects wen: detcnnined to ·be significanL Moving from the low 
level to the high level of each main effect has ::i measurable improvement to the figure of meriL Improved service 
time at Work Starion I, from ::i me:in of 100 to a mc:in of90 unics. increases the figw-e of merit by an average of 
41.33. Incre:ising Work Station I availability from 95% to 100% inaeascs the figlll': of merit.~ 30 average of 
41.48. Improved processing time ::it Work Station 2, from a mean of 100 to a mean of95 units, incn:ascs the figure 
of merit by :J.COund 54.00, and better availability of Work Station 2 increases the figw-e of merit by an average of 
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62.08. There are some higher order effcctS to figure of merit improvement due to the inicraction of service time wicb 
availability at a particular work-station. Both service time and availability improvements to Work Station I 
compress the combined figure of merit incre:ises by an average of 28.90. Bolh service time and availability 
improvements to Work Station 2 reduce the combined figure of merit increases by an avenge of 37-92. 

A rather obvious result is that reducing work-station service time and/or incn:asing work-sr.a.tion availability 
increases the figure of merit: which means increased job throughput along with deaeased backlog. A little more 
imperceptive result is that reducing service time and/or increasing availability of a work-sr.a.tioo in serial process flow 
with a "bottleneck" work-station does not have a ~ impact on the figtR of meriL A bottleneck is any resource 
which constrains throughpuL For example observe the rcsuJts for Treatments 2, 3, and 4 in Table 3 and compare 
them to Treaanent 1. In Treatments 2, 3, and 4, processing improvements arc made to Work Station l and Work 
Station 2 is left unimproved. Very liaie system enhancement n:sults. If Work Station I has more capacity than 
Work Station 2 and Work Station l is fully utilized. inventory simple accumulates at Work Station 2. This implies 
that process improvement effons and refined maintenance programs aimed at non-boalencck resources. wilhout 
directing similar efforts towards bottleneck resources, are not very effective. 

Another observation is the main effects for improvements to Work: Station 2 (C and D) are larger than the main 
effects for improvements to Work Station l (A and B). This result holds even though the high level for Factor C is 
not as capable as the high level for Factor A. From this result it may be recognized that variability in job arrival and 
processing times at a work-station will cause considerable fluctuation in the interarrival times at the next work
station in flow. Some job arrivals will come very quickly and others may take much longer than average at the 
down-line work-station. To prevent accumulating backlogs and to improve throughput at the down-line work
station, improved capacity at Work Station 2 was 1c1eeded.. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this study Blackstone's single server/single queue simu.iarioo was extended 10 model two servers in a s.mal flow 
process with a single queue per server. Blackstone's simulation is useful for studying the effects of policy decisions 
for a single work-station on backlog (or load). To study the effects of policy decisions on a manufacturing flow line, 
Blaclcstone's simulation was enlarged to model two work-stations. ·· 

On the basis of traditional performance measurement techniques. line supervisors are judged by the utilization of 
resources under their concrol as well as processing improvements made in their area of responsibility. l1lis situation 
conaibutes to undesired large backlogs of work in progress. Full utilization of a non-bottleneck resource simply 
means that inventory will accumulate at a boaleneck resource. Process improvement efforts and refined maintenance 
programs aimed solely at non-bottleneck facilities a.re a waste of resources. To remedy this siniation the 
performance measurement system must be changed to eliminate departmental efficiency measures at non-bottleneck 
stations. where the measures have liale meaning. Line supervisors should be appraised by the amount of final 
product delivered by the entire operation. This will lead to interdepartmental cooperation in managing the 
bottleneck stations. 

Variability in job arrival and processing times at a work-station will cause considerable vacillation in the interarrival 
times at the next work-station in flow. Some job arrivals will come very quickly and others may take much longer 
than average at lhe down-line work-station. To prevent accumulating backlogs and to improve throughput at the 
down-line work-station, improved capacicy beyond what is planned to handle the average interarrival time is needed 
at this work-station. 
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ABSI'RACT 
This paper presents two aspects of a project whose purpose was to design and 

build an integrated lander/walking rover that would operate on the lunar surface. Tiris 
rover, called the Combined Lander and Instrumented Rover (CLIR), was to serve as a 
platform for instruments that would gather scientific information and engineering data for 
future manned luriar missions. Toe project was a cooperative effort between various 
universities and investigators at NASA Lewis Research Center in Cleveland, Ohio. In the 
conceptual design of CLIR, the electrical power for these scientific instruments and the 
other subsystems that comprise CLIR would be supplied by a set of batteries and a 
deployable photo-voltaic (solar) array. 

Toe flow of power from the photo-voltaic array and the batteries would be 
controlled by a Power Management and Distribution (PMAD) system. Toe focus of our 
research was to analyze the PMAD system under cenain conditions, and provide relevant 
data to NASA. One aspect of our work consisted of evaluating the efficiency of the 
PMAD system based on certain parameters: the angle ·of travel, the slope of the surface, 
and the configuration of the am.y. The ~econd aspect of our work involved developing a 
simulator, called CLIR-SIM, which would simulate the operation of CLIR's power 
subsystem on the moon, and dynamically determine the effects of different scenarios on 
this system. · 
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I. Introduc:tion 

The purpose of the Combined Lunar and Instrumented Rover (CLIR) project was 
to design and build an integrated lunar-lander/walking-rover that would operate on the 
surface of the moon for the period of one lunar day (approximately fourteen earth days). 
This rover would provide the platform for various instruments to collect and transmit 
back to earth scientific data relevant to future manned missions. This data was to include: 
soil elemental chemistry and mineralogical composition, solar wind gas concentrations, 
and lunar atmospheric measurements. The cameras on board would permit some 
topographical mapping of the hinar terrain. A secondary objective was to study the long
term effects of the various environmental factors, such as dust adhesio~ thermal and 
radiation effects, on the components of CLIR. ( 1] 

The project had the additional objectives of involving participants from various 
universities, industry, and other governmental agencies; and of maintaining the cost of 
the total project under $100 million. C.wiegie Mellon University (CMU), Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, and the Lunar and Planetary Instinne, to name a few, played a large role in 
the design of CLIR. This approach to design reflected NASA's commitment to smaller, 
cheaper spacecraft, with off-the-shelf technology, and the commitment to encourage 
collaborative efforts among academia, industry, and various government agencies. 

Figure 1 

=:-..._ __ ....,._ 

i:tl.all•J----

The dimensions of the rover were approximately five feet high. four feet in 
diameter, with a weight of 96 kg excluding scientific payload. The proposed design is 
shown in Figure 1. The main subsystems which comprised CLIR were: (1) scientific 
payload and instruments; (2) power management and control; (3) guidance navigation 
and control; (4) propulsion; (5) communi~ations; and (6) thermal conttol. The focus of 
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the project at Northwestern State University was the electrical power subsystem. This is 
described in the following section. 

II. Electric Power Management and Distribution 

The electric power subsystem was to consist of solar pho.to-voltaic (PV) arrays 
(better known as solar panels), a set of batteries, and a power ~-management and 
distribution (PMADJ system. The PV arrays were expected to use gallium-arsenide 
(GaAs) cell technology, which has been proven on several US military satellites [2]. The 
arrays would be stowed in a body-mounted fashion during flight from earth to the moon 
and would produce an average transit power of 88 W. 

Upon landing, the PV arrays would be deployed at an angle of 30 degrees relative 
to the lunar surface. This angle would provide some power at the lunar dawn and dusk, 
while still producing a peak power output of242 Wat lunar noon. The battery subsystem 
would augment the PV arrays for the power requirements of CUR. Fully charged at 
landing, the batteries would provide power for rover deployment and supplement early 
dawn needs. The batteries would also play· an important role in allowing continued 
operations through the lunar night. 

The team at NASA Lewis Research Center had performed a preliminary analysis 
of the performance of the PV array. The initial assumptions were: CLIR would always 
travel directly toward the direction of the sun. CL.IR would always travel on a flat 
surface, and the panels would be maintained at a constant droop angle of 60 degrees. 
The project at Northwestern was to attempt to generalize all of these situations. That is, 
first to develop the equations needed for analyzing the efficiency of the power generation 
system during travel in any direction, travel on a slopes, and travel with varying droop 
angles. Subsequently, the team would carry out an analysis of the projected performance 
of the PV array using a simulator and determine the feasibility of these implementing 
these scenarios on the lunar surface. 

m. The Efficiency of the PV Array 

The efficiency of a PV panel is equal to cos0 where 0 is the angle between a 
vector in the direction of the sun and a vector normal to the surface of the panel [5] . Our 

first task was to derive a general equation, based a. /3, y, and 5 in Figure 2 below, to 

calculate this efficiency. In this diagram, let a be the angle between the position of the 

sun and the zenith, /3 be the angle jn the hoqzontal plane between the direction of the $UD 

and the direction of travel, y be the angle between the horizontal plane and the surface of 

the panel, and for each panel §be the angle in the horizontal plane between the direction 
of the sun and the position of that panel on CLIR.. 
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Consider a system of spherical. coordinates oriented so that a unit vector along the 
vertical axis of the rover bas coordinates ( 1, 0, 0) and a unit vector in the direction of the 
sun is u_, = (1 ,0, a) . In this system, the coordinates of a vector normal to the surface of 

one of the panels is ii"°"""'= (1,5,1 ). The cosine of the angle between two unit vectors is 
simply their dot product. . Converting to rectangular coordinates yields 
urun = (sina,O,cosa) and u,'°""°' = (sinycosb",sinysino,cosy). Thus; the efficiency of 

the panel is given by u _, · unonna1 = sin a sin r cos 5 + cos a cos i5 . To compute the 
efficiency of the entire array take the sum of the efficiency of each of the six panels, i.e. 

s 
Efficiency = I ( sin a siny cos(.8 + 6On) + cos a cos(.8 + 60n)) . 

,...0 

The derivation of this general equation allowed for the analysis of the first and 

third variable conditions. By varying /J, the efficiency of the PV array could be analyzed 

in any direction of travel. By varying 1, the efficiency of the PV array could be analyzed 
with any droop angle for any panel. The former allowed for more realistic mission plans 
to be evaluated. The latter was important for the exploring the possibility of 
programming the rover to adjust the panels to follow the sun. 

The problem of travel on a slope is addressef:i by a linear transfonnation of the 
coordinates for the vector ii,.,,nna1. Suppose CLIR is moving on a surface along a path 
parallel to the gradient of the slope. Consider a rectangular coordinate system with the x
axis in the direction of travel and the z-axis along the vertical axis of the rover. If the 
surface makes an angle 0 wnn the nonzontal, then the vector (I, 0, OJ goes to the vector 
(cos0, O,sin0 ) , and the vector (0, 0, l) goes to (-sinB, 0,cos8 ), and the vector (0, 1, 
0) remains fixed. Thus, the coordinates· are acted upon by a linear transformation with 
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matrix[co;e ~ . -s:e l · Thus, the vector ii,_,,.,.-= (siny cos.i,siny sin5,cosy) goes 

sin0 0 cos0 
. . 

[

cosB O -sin0Isinycos8] [cosB sinycos8-sin8cosyl 
to the vector O 1 0 sin r sin 5 = sin r sin 5 . Thus the 

sinB O cos8 cosy sin8 siny cos.i + co·se c.osr 

new efficiency for each of the panels is given by the formula: 
sin a (cos0 sinycos.i - sin0 cosy)+ cos a (sin8 siny cos5 +cos8 cosy). As before, 
a sum is taken over the six panels to obtain the total efficiency, i.e. 

. _ y (sin a (cos0 sinycos(,8+6On)-sin8 cosy) ) 
Efficiency - ~ + cos a (sin0 sinycos(,8 + 60n) + cos8 cosy) 

IV. CLIR-SIM Simulator 

Computer simulation allows us to construct a model of a real or proposed system, 
execute the model on a computer, and analyze the execution output. The overall job of 
simulation is divided into three sub-tasks: model design_[3], model execution. and model 
analysis [4]. Our project focused on the first two of these sub-tasks, with model analysis, 
i.e. verification and validation. to be performed at NASA Lewis. · 

Why simulate? First, this was a system that could not be tested in real time in its 
real environment. By the time CLIR landed on the ·moon. NASA bad to know how its 
power system would operate under all scenarios. Simulation was the solution to this 
problem. 

The CLIR-SIM simulator focused only on the PMAD system. The objects of 
interest for the simulator were: the sun, the PV arrays, the various power requirements of 
the other components of CLIR and the batteries. CLIR-SIM is a discrete event 
simulator, in thafch.anges to an object's properties can only occur at certain instances in 
time. For example, the sun's angle begins with zero at dawn. and is increased by small 
increments over the course of the day. It is also an event-driven simulation. In the event
driven approach, the simulation clock is. advanced after finishing the execution of one 
event to the starting time of the next event Events include incrementing of the sun's 
angle, change in the tilt angle of the PV arrays, or a change in the direction of travel of 
the rover as a whole. A conceptual flow diagram of CLIR-SIM is given in Figure 3. 

V. Summary and Conclusions 

rn this paper, we have described the CUR lunar rover, the objectives for its design 
and development, and the electrical power system of CLIR. The focus of our work with 
CLIR was presented. i.e. the mathematical solution to one of the tasks and' a simulator 
designed for the P!vfAD of CLIR. The design of CL~-SIM was conceptually simple, 
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and quite easy to implement; and generates graphical and statistical output. 
Unfommately, due to budgetary constraints, the CL.IR project was put on hold jUSt after 
our simulator was complete, so it has not been fully tested (the model analysis phase) by 
the NASA project team at this time. 

Figure 3 
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Abstract 

Nurse's Role in Observing and Recording Vital Sign Data 

Steven Ringer, MD, Ph.D., Director of Newborn Services 
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Steven M Zimmennan, Ph.D., Professor of Quality and Systems Management 
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Current clinical monitoring methods and procedures have evolved under pressures from changing: 
technology; paradigms; litigation; caregiver training; and patient expectations. The current standard 
procedure for vital sign monitoring is: one manual observation and recording each hour, plus an alarm 
system based on individual observations. The responsibility for making th.e monitoring system work is on 
the caregiver who is responsible for minute-to-minute care, usually the nurse. 

Titis paper's objective is to compare the oxygen saturation values ofICU newborns recorded using current 
practice against a computerized beat-to-beat record of oxygen saturation. Comparisons of the two records 
!ed to the following conclusions: l) nurses accurately observe and record data; 2) current procedures 
record only a fraction of the infonnation available from today's monitors; 3) the value of vital sign data 
collected using current procedures for clinical decision making is limited by the current data collection 
practices; 4) computers can record and analyze data faster, more accurately, and at a lower cost (i.e., it is 
inefficient use of nurse skills and time to use a nurse for recording data when a nurses should be making 
clinical decisions based on analyzed output, not recording and analyzing data in their heads); and .5) 
vital sign records may become legal documents during litigation; therefore, the more complete and 
accurate the record, the stronger the caregivers' defense. · 

Introduction 

No one person or group is responsible for designing the current national standards for observing and 
recording vital sign data. Interviews with experienced nurses indicate that few changes have occurred in 
observing and recording vital sign data, although technology and objectives for data collection have 
changed. Specifically, in the ICU for newborns, the nurses manually collect and record infants' vital sign 
data following the current national standards. 

Presently, recorded vital sign data may be used for: 1) selecting treatments; 2) allocating resources by 
patient need, triage; 3) providing legal records; or 4) data may not be used at all. Patient data generation 
rates are as fast as heart-beat to heart-beat, while manual data collection rates maybe as slow as once per 
hour. For many purposes, the observation and recording of one sample per hour from 3,000 to 12,000 
heart beats plus is.inadequate. 

TI1e manner in.which vital sign data are used is limited by the training of caregivers. Many caregivers use 
the last number recorded as the representation of the parameter measured, that is, the current condition of 
the patient. From a statistical point of view this does not provide an adequate representation of the 
patient's condition. There is no way to select a single number that represents many vital sign parameters 
for an entire hour. Caregivers owe their patients the best clinical decisions possible which are based on 
the most accurate data available, and analyzed using the best methods. . 

The current procedure for observing and recording vital sign data is: 1) vital sign monitors produce data; 
2) a caregiver reads and records one observation once each hour, and 3) between observations, monitor 
alanns sound when vital signs go beyond specification limits. Depending on the potential use of the data. 
once an hour observations may be of limited value. 
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Experimental Design 

Vital sign data are recorded on a patient's worksheet along with other clinical information. Since the 
objective was to compare current practice with data produced by the monitor and recorded in a database, 
no changes were made in t11e nurse's sampling and recording of data onto worksheets. A computer was 
connected to the clinical monitor using the serial communication port (available on most medical 
monitors). The data from the serial port were captured and recorded by the computer. This electronic 
record was then compared to the worksheets. 

Data were collected for over· 30 patients (newborns). Since over 15 megabytes of electronic data were 
collected for patient #27, this patient was selected as the test case. The data were collected over six days, 
starting on August 10, 1995 and ending August 15th. There were some gaps in patient #27 data; 
however, this patient's record provided ·the longest and most co·mplete data set available. 

Figure 1 is a histogram which includes all electronic data plus the nurse recorded data. A frequency scale 
was used so that the shape of the two data sets could be compared. The shape of the two distributions are 
similar. Based on this visual comparison, it appears that the nurse data (bos) were an accurate random 
sample selected fro~ the universe of data as represented by the electronic recorded data {bar). 

Figure 1 Visual Goodness of Fit Test - Nurse recorded data versus com uter recorded 
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Table 1 Chi-square Goodness of Fit Test 

Observed 

90 
91 • 1 
92 •••• 4 
93 •••••••••••• 12 
94 ••••••••••••• 13 
95 ••••••••••••••••••• 19 
96 ••••••••••••••••• 17 
97 ••••••••••••••••• •••••• 23 
98 ••••••••••••••••• 17 
99 •••••••••••••• 14 
100 •••••• 6 

126 
--

85 95 
80 88 94 

Oxygen saturation results 

Frequency 
Cumulative 

0.0079 0.0079 
0.0317 0.0397 
0.0952 0.1349 
0.1032 0.2381 
0.1508 0.3889 
0.1349 0.5238 
0.1825 0.7063 
0.1349 0.8413 
0.1111 0.9524 
0.0476 1.0000 
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Expected( exp-obs)"2/exp 
DF 

3.330 
5.532 0.424 
8.323 1.624 
12.566 0.014 
18.665 0.006 
24.421 2.255 
22.828 0.00 l 
16.264 0.033 
7.266 6 .240 
2.720 

1 alpha 
l 0.005 20.27 
1 0.010 18.47 
l 0.025 16.0 I 
1 0.050 14.06 
1 
1 
1 

DF: 
10.60 7 



42 The Chi-square goodness of fit test may be used to compare frequency distributions of the nurse data to 
the electronic data (the universe). There were eight cells included in the test The test Chi-square statistic 
was 10.60. For alpha equal to 0.05, (95 percent confidence level), th.e critical value is 14.06. In statistical 
terms, there is no numerical evidence to reject the hypothesis that the nurse data were a random sample 
taken from the universe of data as represented by the electronic data. Based on the visual and Chi-square 
test, our conclusion is that current practice (nurse recorded data) is a good-representative random sample 
of the electronic universe. 

The monitors used in this study produced (heart) beat-to-beat output Newborn (premature) babies beans 
may beat 3 times per second, therefore, in one hour 10,800 data values may be generatecl. experience 
indicates that the number of heart-beats per hour is near 8,000 for most premature babies. Premature 
babies can breath as often as 200 plus times per minute. In comparison, adults breath approximately once 
per second or 3,600 times per hour. According to current monitoring procedures, the nurse records one 
observation per hour. Figure 2 illustrates the electronically collected oxygen saturation data compared to 
the single nurse recorded value for hour 13 . Similarly, Figures J and 4 compare the single nurse recorded 
value of oxygen saturation to the electronic data for hours 14, and 17, ~vely. 

Fi re 2 Patient #27 hour 13 Fi J Patient #27 hour 14 
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In Figures 2 through 4, the solid line that goes up and down (sometimes in steps) represents the individual 
observations. The box represents the nurse observation. The box is placed at the beginning of the hour, 
although there is no way to know at what time during the hour the nurse made the observation. The steps 
obsexved in the electronic data are possibly due to: 

1) sampling speed, the computer may be sampling faster than the body changes, or 
2) lack of precision in measurement instrument, in other words the precision of measurement is not great 
enough to pick up ~di.ly changes. 
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Auto-correlation is a mathematical measurement of the degree to which an observation is influenced by 
the prior observation. Clinical homeostasis is the condition when a patient's system is in balance. The 
clinical concept of homeostasis is related to the mathematical concept of auto-correlation; however, we do 
not yet know enough to draw conclusions about this relationship. Most patients in our study showed 
various levels of auto-correlation at different times in their oxygen saturation measurements. The 
researchers believe that this is an issue relative to understanding the meaning of these data. 

Oxygen saturation is measured to the nearest whole percent As ox-ygen saruration approaches 100 
percent saturation., the measurement preciseness seems to effect the data behavior. Without replicating 
this work using a more precise measurement tool, there is no way to answer the question., "what is the 
effect of poor precision?" Examination of Fi~ 2 through 4 leads to only one conclusion, that a single 
sample per hour is not an adequate representation of the patient's vital signs during thro11ghout the hour. 
Current procedure provides only a fraction of the infofl!13tioo available from today's monitors. 

Figure 5 illustrates the relationship between the nurse recorded data and average electronic data for 
patient #27. The electronic data varied in a range from 90 to JOO percent The nurse also recorded 
numbers within this range, yet, the correlation coefficient between the value the nurse recorded and the 
electronically recorded data is 0.2603, that is an r2 of0.0677. In non-statistical terms the reiationship is 
weak. · 

Human Data Filtering 

Whenever there is a human in the observation and recording loop, the danger of human filtration of data 
exists. Generally, human filtering consists of not seeing extremely low or high values. Human filtering is 
not a dishonest act, but is rather human nature. For example, a clinical observer walks over to a monitor 
and sees that it is registering zero. They rub their eyes and wait for the next number. Usually, a zero 
means a break down in communication between the patient and the monitor, or between the monitor and 
the computer. Such an event has no clinical significance unless it continues and requires reconnection of 
the probes. One advantage of electronic recording is that the computer detects and records extreme 
values. The researchers have not seen e;-.treme values of this nature recorded by nurses. 

The researchers know of no situations where the human filtering of data has had any clinical significance; 
however, when electric data collection replaces human recorded data these jumps are more readily 
observed, noticed., and must be addressed. Jumps are not the only information that is not utiliz.ed by 
current practitioners. Our hypothesis is that vital sign data behavior has a significant amount of 
information to tell us about patients. T11ere will be a learning period as the best methods for analysis are 
selected and patient conditions are tracked to learn what infonnation is available. 
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Fie:ure 5 Nurse recorded data versus electronic data 
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Nurse Utilization and Data Collection Costs 

Nursing skiUs are ex-pensive; therefore, it is an inefficient use of the nurses' time to record data. when a 
computer can capture and record data more accurately and efficiently. In addition, nurses have little or 
no statistical training. Nurses could be more effectively used to performing care giving, that is taking care 
of patients. 

Among the costs of vital sign data collection are the use ofe.~nsive equipment, training clinicians, 
setup costs, possible patient discomfort, and in the case of invasive sampling, some potential health 
hazards. As patients, the researchers would be disturbed, if clinicians failed to utilize da~ available from 
the sampling process. The collection of vital sign data is costly in terms of.dollars and discomfort for the 
patient and all available information contained in the· data should be utilized to diagnose patient's 
conditions and prescribe treatment 

Data Are Not Information 

Some clinical decision makers tend to discount the infonnation available from vital sign monitoring for 
clinical decision making, because current practice provides little information compared to what is 
available. Current caregivers' paradigms are often based on the following assumptions: 

l) vital sign behavior is only important when output is beyond the population limits 
2) monitoring is not a clinical issue 
3) recording data is not pan of caregiving 
4) recorded vital sign values are oflittle clinical value 
5) recorded vital sign values are not used by physicians 
6) recorded vital sign values are a legal record ,Qnly 

The researchers agree with caregivers that current practices of observing and recording data once an hour 
reduces the value of vital sign data. Also agreed is that one observation, which may not be representative 
of tl1e patient's vital signs. is of marginal value for caregiving decision making. Electronically collected 
data may be analyzed to provide infonnation in a more timely manner. More importantly, good data is a 
clinical tool rather than .simply a weapon that Ill.I¥ be used when a problem occurs. 

Altl1ough most caregivers do accurately observe and record data at a point in time, manual data may not 
reflect the true facts. while computer recorded monitoring provides a detailed account of the e.'<3ct 
performance of a patient's vital signs. The researchers also agree that data collected manually, according 
to existing procedures will be used by lawyers to make good caregivers look incompetent, Complete and 
accurate monitoring records are more usefyl in detennining e.-.actly what transpired with the patient In 
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our judgment, honest physicians are better off with accurate and complete data when fighting malpractice 
cases. 

Conclusions 

Nurses accurately obseive and record data; however, current monitoring procedures limit the value of 
these data by providing only a fraction of the infonnation available from today's monitors. Some human 
data filtering appears to be present; however, we cannot identify any clinical significance due to filtering. 
Current manual monitoring procedures appear to be an inefficient use of nurse skills and time, when a 
computer can record and analyze data faster, more accurately, and at a lower cost. 

The collection of vital sign data is costly in tenns of dollars and discomfort for the patient, therefore, it is 
wrong not to get the maximum benefit from the process. Toe· value of vital sign data for clinical decision 
making is limited by the current practice. We believe that there is a lot of information in the data. but a 
significant amount of research is needed to identify the infonnation. Vital records may become legal 
documents in the case of litigation. The more complete and accurate the record, the more useful the data 
are as an aid in detennining exactly what occurred. In our opinion, clinicians do a good honest job and 
will get the most benefit from good accurate records that truly reflect the vital signs of the patienL 
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Abstract 

Patient vital sign are available from: 

1) Computer recorded data 
2) Nurse (professional caregiver) recorded data 
3) Patients recorded data 

The issue is the value of patient recorded vital sign data relative to computer data and nurse recorded data for 
clinical decision making. The study uses statistical process control (SPC) methods to study the behavior of data 
recorded by a stroke patient to see what conclusions may be drawn from that data. 

Introduction 

Vital sign data are available from: 1) computer recorded data; 2) nurse .(professional caregiver) recorded data; and 
3) patients recorded data. Currently, nurse recorded data are considered the best and most reliable. A case study is 
used to examine the value of patient recorded data. 

Patients want to know about their own bodies and want to understand what is happening to them when they 
become sick. Many patient with non-medical backgrounds have no idea what the drugs they are told to take does 
to their bodies. Using vital sign monitors that can be obtained from many pharmacists, patients can measure their 
own vital signs. This paper focuses on one method of analyzing patient data using statistical process control (SPC) 
and the value of the data in pelping caregivers work with patients. 

Self Testing 

Patients have the right and the ability to test themselves. Once they have their data, how should we used the data? 
Can caregivers rely on the data or should they ignore anything that is not taken and recorded by a professional 
caregiver? 

Patients need help in learning how to use the monitors they purchase and then how to react to the data they collect. 
In particular, they must lean about variation so that they do not pick up the phone and call their physician every 

. time their blood pressure goes up four of five points. In addition the patient must learn bow to keep records, so 
that the results are of use to the caregiver. 

Instrument Accuracy, Consistency, and Training 

Accuracy is how near to the correct value an instrumelft outputs. Consistency is how well an instrument -replicates 
its results. Both are important in an home measuring device. We feel that consistency is more important than 
accuracy, because a primary objective of clinical monitoring is to identify changes. Both accuracy and consistency 
are important because the home user wants to know: 

l) are his vital sign readings in tl\e good range (accuracy) 
2) has l11eir been a change in his vital sign readings (consistency) 
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Generally, patients do not have training in using biomedical measuring equipment, however, a determined patient 
can usually learn tQ use any of the home monitors available. There is a danger that home user will react to the 
readings they are obtaining, i.e. a placebo effect. In our experience, th.e home user is more concerned to gelling the 
reading and the placebo effect is at a minimum because of lack of understanding of what the reading means and 
what it should be. 

The Sunbeam Model 7621, Digital Blood Pressure Monitor was selected by our patient due to ease of use. Our 
patient then spend hours reading and trying out the instrument before beginning to record her results. 
Toe patient used three agents: Tenoretic (50mg), Procardia XL (30mg), Calan SR (180mg), and Calan SR 
(240mg). The exact dates on which each agent was started was recorded. 

Data AnaJysis 

Toe patient perfonned an statistical process control (SPC) analysis for each of the vital sign measurement sets 
taken: pulse, systolic, and diastolic blood pressure. . Figure 1, 2, and 3 illustrates the SPC chans. Control charts 
may be used to identify when a change occurs or to study the effect of changes. In our analysis we are interested in 
studying the effect of changes in agents therefore, control limits are recalculated each time the agent is changed. 
In order to obtain a good base line, the patient searched he.r old medical records and obtained prior to stock data on 
her blood pressure. -The pulse data prior to her stock was not available, therefore, this chart starts later than the 
two blood pressure charts 

Figure 1 Pulse rate 

Figure 2 Systolic blood pressure 
------· 
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Figure 3 Diastolic blood pressure 
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All three figures include two process comrol charts. The top chart is for the individuals process conuol chart and 
the bottom chan is for variation. a moving range process control. There are four lines in the individual process 
control chan are: 

0 top dashed line is the upper control limit for individuals 
□ middle solid line is the average of the individuals 
□ bottom dashed line is the lower control limit for individuals 
□ solid (up and down) line connects e:ich individual observation 

The lower chan in figure l uses the range as its measure of variation. We usually use the standard deviation (SD), 
however, for subgroup sizes of two the range and standard deviation results are identical. The lines on this chan 
are: 

0 top dashed line is the upper control limit for ranges 
□ middle solid line is the average of the ranges 
□ bottom dashed line is the lower control limit for ranges 
0 solid (up and down) line connects each range 

Effect of Agents 

The charts indicate that the diastolic blood pressw; had the smallest reaction to the agents, which is consistent 
with clinical e:cpcctations. The first medic:i.cion given to the patient to control her blood pressure was Tenorctic. 
The patient experienced side effects to the medication and requested a change. The second agent (Procardia) 
caused feelings of elevated pulse rate which may be confi.nned by e.'GIIllination of the charts. She was the most 
satisfied with the tllird agent (C:i.lan SR 180), but felt it needed additional adjustment. The last change was co 
increase its dosage from 180mg to 240mg. The patient seemed to react slowly to the increase in dosage while its 
overall effect seemed to be 10 reduce the·:i.mount of-variation. In industry a reduction of variation is usually 
considered favorable. 

Techruc:tl Issue 

Sampling frequency for our patient recorded study varied from once a day during the time. period when the se:irch 
for an agent was taking place 10 once a mon~ or whenever the patient is feeling poorly! This sampling plan is 001 

desirable. but it is wha1 ii is. Data analysis must take into account the reality of the situation. One common 
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biomedical data problem is autocorrelation. Autocorrelation is a measure of the relationship of serial observation. 
Figute 4 illustrates the autocorrelation for our data scL An analysis of the relationship of serial points yielded a 
correlation ofO.O451. Computer data collection may have correlation values over 0.95. The patient recorded data 
collection scheme eliminates the autocorrelation problem. 

Figure 4 Autocorrei-'l""ao.a;.·o.;.n_Anal __ v_sis _____________________ ___, 
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Most caregivers arc not trained in data collection, recording, and analysis. Current clinical practice docs not 
produce quality data. Cunent practice is to observe and record vital signs once per hour, while vital signs can 
change between bean beats. Many caregivers discoun.t the value of clinical recorded data.. . The lack of confidence 
in clinical data may be e.~ed to effect caregivers attitudes towards patient recorded data. 

Conclusions 

Self testing is here. Patients have the equipment available and have the option to test themselves. The pharmacist 
has a role in patient monitored da.ta. Patients need t\le pharmacist help in understanding and using the data they 
have collected on themselves. Our case study, the heart patient has demonstrated that there are graphing methods 
that will enhance the meaning of the data collected and help patients, pharmacists, and physicians understand 
better the data that are collected. 

The monitors purchased by the patient should be studied by the pharmacist so that they can help individuals select 
the best device for their situation and so that the data collected is of ma:<iinwn value. 

The encouragement of self testing is a judgement call based on the patient, their skills, and their 
clinical condition. !t is imponant that the patient be able to learn to use the device corm:tly so 
that the data collected are of value. 

The statistical process control methods selected by the patient does indicate changes in the body's 
petformance as a function of the agent used. It is a simple technique to unde~d.. but does 
require calculations and graphing which may be performed through the use a microcomputers. 

The danger of patient reaction or over-reaction to the data coUected is present and requires that 
the best available methods be used to mc:i.sure. record. analyze the data. and review the results. 
The pharmacists role in guiding the patient is critical. Acceptance and use of patient self tested 
data is growing and we e.,-pect it will co~tinue co grow. 
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ABSTRACT 

Total Quality Management (TQM) has emerged as a potent competitive weapon in increasing productivity and 
improving quality in many manufacruring firms. Lately, many service industty organizations have started to 
implement TQM as well. This paper discusses the essential elements for successful TQM implementation in 
hospitals and universities, as well as the challenges that occur with such implementation. 

Keywords: Total Quality Management, Service Industries, Hospitals, Universities 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the eighties, American companies faced severe competition from high quality Japanese products. As a result, 
many American companies reluctantly adopted a "Quality Focus" approach to manufacruring. Slowly but surely, 
many quality management pl;lJ.losophies and techniques, such as CQStOmer focus, teamwork, employee 
empowerment, continuous improvement, and Statisticil. Process Control (SPC) have been introduced and practiced 
widely by most major manufacturers. The results have shown a significant improvement in product quality, and 
increased productivity and profitability, as well as competitiveness of American companies. 

In the last several years, there has been a great deal of interest among service organizations, hospitals and 
academic institutions in particu.lar, to adopt TQM concepts. TQM generally ref~ to an organization-wide 
com.mitinent to the continuous improvement in the quality of its products and/or services. Tiris implies that the 
process of delivering services should be guided by four key concepts: 
l. Serving the customer 
2. Respect for people 
3. Managing with facts 
4. Continuous Improvement 

In translating these concepts for use in their environment, hospitals and universities face many opportunities as 
well as challenges. Hospitals and universities are indeed at the edge of new territory when it comes to 
implementing TQM There is still limited TQM experiences in the service industries. However, more and more 
hospitals and universities are willing to leap into the unknown. face the challenges and reap the rewards of high 
quality and cost effectiveness. 

2. TQM IMPLEMENTATION IN HOSPITALS 

In recent years. many hospitals have been under constant pressun: to become more cost effective. The rising cost 
of health care, the increased government intervention, the pressure from insurance companies, and stiffer 
competition are all forcing hospitals to look for ways to improve and become more efficient. In addition, hospitals 
are now required to adopt the approach and methods of continuous quality improvement as part of their 
accreditation requirements by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Health Care Organizations (17]. The 
Joint Commission accredits approximately eighty percent of the nation's hospitals [16]. Since 1994, the 
accreditation standards are incorporating more extensive changes in quality improvement activities [4]. 

The quest for quality improvement by this S600 billion a year industry has just begun and TQM (or Continuous 
Quality Improvement (CQI] as it is usually called in health care), if applied intelligently in hospitals, might 
provide the necessary means and tools to make hospitals more cost effective and to improve service quality. 

Applying TQM philosophy and tools in hospitals is a ch,allenge, to say the least. McLaughlin and Kaluzny (12] 
state that the current direction toward TQM is a paradigm shift confficting with the way the health care industry is 
currently run. In reviewing the existing li~rature, hospitals implementing TQM/CQI are facing primarily four 
challenges. First is the commitment to quality efforts by health care professionals. Second is the question of who 
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the customer is. Third is how quality itself is defined. The last two of these are highly int.errelatcd. Fourth is how 
to define and manage processes with Statistical Process Control techniques in a hospital setting. 

COMMITMENT OF HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS 

Historically in health care, it has been the professional, and bis/her function/skill that has been the object of quality 
assessment To now begin emphasizing the process, which is integral to TQM, and take away control from the 
professional is a major issue. Thus gaining the professional's cooperation. and poSSibly acknowledging quality 
problems, may be a major obstacle. In addition to his/her initial cooperation. obtaining the professional's time 
commitment to quality programs is also vital for achieving success. Mueller [ 15] states that, to be successful in 
implementing TQM in health care, one should not suggest that improvements will be made in the professional 
provider's work but that patient satisfaction will increase. No implication regarding less than top quality should be 
perceived by the professional. 

Godfrey, et al. [5] cites problems regarding unsalaried physicians' willingness to attend time-consuming meetings 
during which their beepers o.ften go off requiring their exit The authors indicate however that doctors often 
emerge as champions in the TQM process and should be involved from the beginning. Lawrence and Early [91 
stress that the physicians play a crucial role in the management of health care quality. 

In his articles supporting TQM in health care, as well as the use of current statistical process control methods and 
voice of the customer smveys, Milakovich [131 cites the necessity of top management involvement to sustain the 
long range process. McCarthy [16] lists "if the CEO is charged up to lead a TQM change" as one of three criteria 
required before initiating a TQM effort. Godfrey et al. [5] indicates that CEOs, board members, and other senior 
executives must be committed to investing great amounts of time and energy for TQM to be successful. stating that 
TQM must be owned by the top of the organization. 

WHO IS THE CUSTOMER! 

A very complex issue presenting a problem with the implementation ofTQM in health care is the designation of 
the customer. This designation plays a major role in determining the focus oi the quality effort, the measures of 
satisfaction that must be gathered and analyzed and the processes that are initially targeted for quality 
improvement are dependent on customer designation. 

Physicians may be designated as suppliers as well as customers of hospital services as are nurses. In its preamble 
to the "Quality Assessment and Improvement" chapter from the 1992 ACCTeditation Manual for Hospitals, the Joint 
Commission [ 17] states: 

• A hospital can improve patient care quality-that is, increase the 
probability of desired patient outcomes, including patient satisfaction, 
by assessing and improving those governance, managerial. clinical, 
and support processes that most affect patient outcomes." 

Lawrence and Early [9] stress that, to be successful, a strategy must attract and retain customers making the 
customer satisfaction focus imperative. Thus, customer focus must be the bottom line as it is with quality efforts in 
other industries. However, the customer to be attracted and retained may well be a new physician just as well as a 
patient The Joint Comrni~on's preamble continues to emphasize the importance of coordinating and integrating 
the multiple groups involved in carrying out the processes that affect the patient outcomes, therefore, 
acknowledging the in~ customer. Omachonu [16} also strcBs the imponance of identifying the needs of 
internal customers, in addition to those of external customers, for quality specifications as is standard procedure for 
TQM philosophy. 

WHAT IS QUALITY! 

While the definition of quality is obviously dependent on· which customer is f!laking the definition, Morrison and 
Reineke [14} stress the comple.'City in the number of variables involved in providing medical treatment to particular 
typeS of customers and thus the complexity of the quality definition. This makes health care unique and, at the 
same time, difficult for specifying measurable quality outcomes. Gummesson [6] states that "Total quality is 
viewed as customer perceived quality." This presents another difficult aspect for quality assesswent in health care. 
The patient himself, by not following medical advice may decrease a previously high quality outcome. Measmes of 
quality may include quality as perceived by those providing medical processes, measures based on financial/cost
control attributes, or patient satisfaction indices. The question of the patient's ability to measure quality may also 
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be debated. While patients are often not technically qualified to judge the quality of the care they receive. it is a 
judgment that they often make. 

HOW TO DEFINE AND MANAGE PROCESSES WITH SPC 

Though many agree with the value of using SPC tools to assist in managing processes as well as measuring and 
controlling quality improvement efforts in health care. there still are few examples of the actual utilization of these 
tools. This may be due to the newness of the concept's application in hospital settings. Some early examples are 
beginning to surface, such as Jackson's (8] suggestion to use HPDDs (hospital processes description documents) for 
increasing the level of understanding. The HPDDs include flow charts on the various hospital processes involved 
just like those used in manufacturing industries. Morrison and Heineke (14) have also acknowledged the value of 
using the standard statistical tools ofTQM to assist in measuring quality in health care. Fahey and Ryan [2] report 
the use of flowcharts and fishbooe diagrams in Australia to asses hip and knee replacement related processes, while 
Matherly and Lasater's [10] report the use of Pareto charts and fishbone diagrams to describe hospital processes in 
a Tennessee hospital. In addition, the use of P-charts to control and improve the percentage ofC-Section deliveries 
bas been documented by Ziminennan and Stephens [21]. 

3. TQM IMPLEMENTATION IN UNIVERSITIES 

Lately, many universities have been taking their first steps toward employing TQM techniques in their operations, 
as well as in the academic side of business. Bailey and Bennett [ 1] cite that the challenge to implement quality is 
not from international competition but from the domestic competition for qualified graduates. 

Universities are very complex organizations. A typical campus encompasses a bookstore, dining hall (restaurant), 
dorm (hotel), public safety (police force), plant operations (maintenance and construction company), athletics club, 
entertainment center, and health center (clinic). All of which supposedly support and complement a collection of 
fiercely competitive (internally) academic departments that deliver the institution's core product. Each segment 
shares attitudes and technologies common to its industry, albeit tempered by its association with the others and 
with the traditions and expectations of academe. Hubba.rd [7] states that any attempt to slavishly apply Deming's, 
Crosby's. Juran's. or any other guru's model to every segment of an educational institution is probably doomed from 
the out.set. Nonetheless. the system in all of its diverse dimensions - from the registration of students to the 
presentation of ideas - can be managed in ways that maximize quality outcomes. Furthermore, while there are 
identifiable differences between manufacturing a product, teaching a course, and delivering a service, many of the 
principles and techniques used in managing manufacturing quality can be applied to managing educational quality. 

Adopting the philosophy ofTQM and its tools in universities could revolutioni:ze how higher education is delivered 
and managed. Unfortunately, Turn.er (20] has found l;hat most college faculty members perceive TQM as an alien 
business philosophy. especially when terms such as "customers.• "suppliers" and •processes" are used. Because of 
that, it is obvious that the road to TQM implementation in universities is difficult with traditional obstacles and 
many challenges. In reviewing the existing literature, universities implementing TQM are facing three main 
challenges. First is the faculty"s resistance to change and the traditional university system. Second is how quality 
is defined. Third is the question of who the customer is. 

RESISTANCE TO CHANGE 

Universities are very well structured systems that are built around professors, who value their academic freedom 
and are protected with t.enure. Universities are also "traditional," encourage specializations, foster 
"compartmentalization,• and do not subscribe to "competition." 

Definitely some faculty will play a major role in resisting change and TQM. Some will resist it because they 
believe it is a fad. Others perceive TQM as a threat to "academia" because it brings many business terms and 
concepts such as customers, processes, suppliers, accountability, efficiency, cost reduction, quality, etc. Some 
faculty may not trust TQM because, in their opinion, there is nothing "total." faculty exemplify "quality" and you 
cannot "manage" academia. . 
Faculty usually do great "descnbing" - course outlines, scheduling, what courses students should take to graduate, 
the qualifications of faculty to be hired, and so on. They spend much less time, however, analyzing the way they 
work, teach. advise, admit or register students, or attempt to become better at what they do in a systematic and 
continuous manner. Faculty are not bashful about recommending changes; that is for everyone else but themselves. 
!raditional university structures are designed to withstand change, not precipitate change. It is very difficult to 
institute change in a university where little perceived need for change exists. In many ways, universities have 
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institutionalized the old maxim. "If it ain't broke, don't fix it.• while at the core of never-fflding improvement is 
another, equally venerable maxim, "Standing still is moving backward.• 

WHAT IS QUALITY! 

Seymour (18] cites that there is prevailing "quality" paradigm on campus - "Quality is ours to define and manage 
even ifwe are not quite certain what it's all about• Therefore, many of the issues relating to quality are Processed 
within the boundaries of this paradigm; one that provides comfort and stability to professors, administrators, and 
staff in the course of their daily decisions. 

Traditionally, universities tend to define "quality" in their own technical term: the number of Ph.Os on the faculty; 
number of faculty publications published in refereed jownals or presentations; the size of hbrary holdings; size of 
the endowment; amount secured in grants; or gaining and maintaining accreditation from appropriate accreditation 
agencies. According to Seymour_[I8] these are th~ nuts and bolts of higher education, but it bas become evident 
that employees and students, the primary customers of universities, need and want more than hbrary books and an 
impressive set of faculty degrees enumerated at the end of the college catalog. Furthermore, many of the overseers 
and castanets of universities, such as federal agencies, parents, employers, and state citizens are increasingly 
raising their concerns regarding the quality of higher education. In addition, with the continuously increasing cost 
of higher education, more universities are being asked to define and measure their quality in a more meaningful 
term to their stakeholders. 

WHO IS THE CUSTOMER! 

Any TQM implementation begins with identifying customers, assessing their needs and requirements, and focusing 
the organization's efforts to meet or exceed them. Identifying customers in universities is a major challenge. 
Universities often work with many constituencies, including students, parents who pay tuition bills, employees, 
government agencies, surrounding communities, and state citizens. Fram and Camp [3] recommend that each 
university must determine, based on its own circumstances, how many of~ constituencies are pan of its 
customer base. 

Many TQM in unive.rsities model treat students as the main customers. This idea is probably the most 
controversial for educators according to Turner [20). This idea iJnplies a shift in power. Customer focus means 
that a customer's needs should be met, and success is determined by how well those needs are met. Therefore, 
instructors should measure success by how well students are learning and how worthwhile the students find their 
class experiences. In addition, instructors should become more open to student feedback since it is the most 
important feedback they cap receive regarding quality. Sirvanci [19) suggests that students as customers can play 
four different roles within educational institutions. In the first role, students are the product-in-process. They are 
the raw material when admitted to the school and the finished product following graduation. In the second role, 
students are the internal customer for many campus facilities, such as food services, dormitories, and bookstores for 
example. In the third role, students are the laborers of the learning process. Students are not just passive 
recipients of education; they are actively involved in the learning process. Lastly, students are internal customers 
for the delivery of course material. To improve this component of classroom teaching, the best feedback comes 
from the students taking the class. In this case, student evaluations and satisfaction are appropriate measures of 
perfonnance. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

· By its very nature, TQM is a never ending cycle of improvement The quest for TQM by the service industry has 
been and continues to be a complex process. However, many hospitals and universities have made significant 
efforts toward TQM implementation and all projections show a good future for TQM in service industties. For 
successfuJ implementation, a quality vision and strategy has to be led and supported by top managemen~ _and a 
wide program of communication, education and training must be followed by the use of SPC principles in 
managing processes. The total involvement and commitment of everyone concerned with quality and efficiency of 
service are essential for TQM to be a reality. 
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ABSTRACT 

Language communication barriers exist that make communication difficult, yet vital in some 
situations. This paper focuses on a proposed bridge to language communication barriers in a 
medical emergency care environment, specifically a hospital emergency room. Language 
communication barriers can be the result of an uncommon language between speakers or 
medical problems banning the communication. AJJ.y barriers between a patient and a care 
provider can hinder the patient's care as well as the emergency room's efficiency. Interpreters 
are a common resolution for overcoming communication barriers, but they are not always 
available and may not be knowledgeable in a variety of needed languages. A computer 
program was developed to approach the problem of language communication barriers in the 
emergency room. In siruations where uncommon languages are present and an interpreter is 
unavailable, ERCA- Emergency Room Communications Aid, would be valuable. ERCA's 
proof-of-concept demonstration includes triage cwestions and statements geared toward 
Spanish male patients with vomiting complaints. ERCA is intended to be graphic and audio 
intensive. Used in situations where verbal communication is difficult, ER.CA was developed 
using Netscape Navigator 2.0 I using a hierarchical structure including graphics, and links to 
sound files. There are various recommendations presented to aid ERCA in becom.in.g a full 
scale program that allow ERCA to be more effective for the health care providers and the 
patients in an emergency siruation. 

INTRODUCTION 

Language barriers decrease clear and effective communication between patients and care providers. In 
emergency medical care environments, such as an emergency room, miscommunications and language 
communication barriers may binder the patient's care. In the emergency room. providing quality care to patients 
in a timeiy manner is imperative. At Winter Park Memorial Hospital (WPMH) (a member of the Columbia Park 
Health Care System) in Wmtcr Park, Florida, management of the Level 2 Emergency Department is interested in 
projectS to decrease the time needed to treat patients in the Emergency Department, while maintaining, even 
increasing, the quality of their care1

• 

This paper deals with one such project: facilitating patienc-health care provider communications. 
Communication becomes an issue when care providers cannot obtain the infonnarion needed from the patientS to 
provide them with the best medical care. This occurs frequently when patients, and the relatives or friends they 
brought with them to the Emergency Department, do not speak English fluently or clearly enough to understand. 

Various methods of overcoming communication barriers exist in fonnats which may or may not be appropriate 
for an emergency environment. A few methods are overviewed prior to discussing ERCA - Emergency Room 
Communications Aid. ERCA was developed to meet the following objective: to utilize familiar computer 
technology for the user (heallh care provider), using a simple but powerfu.1 organizational formatting technique 
for the developer. and using aural and visual methods to help overcome the language barrier while reducing the 
possibility of mistranslated information and whil~ acknowledging cultural taboos. 
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OVERCOMING LANGUAGE COMMUNlCA TION BARRIERS 

There are various methods for overcoming language communication barriers. Cenain methods are more 
effective in different siruarion than other methods, for example in a medical emergency environment. The 
methods that will be discussed are: interpreters, compt11er based narural language translators., and alternative 
computer methods. 

Interpreters and translators are a common solurioa. Yet, for effective interpretarioa in a medical situation, some 
qualities an interpreter should possess according to Fuller and Toon? arc that the interpreter. 

• is fluent in both languages; 
• has some medical knowledge; 
• is available every rime the same patie.nt is seen; 
• is sensitive to the oeeds of the patient and the health worker; 
• will not allow his or her own beliets to override !hose of the patient or doctor; 
• can translate tine shades of meaning; 
• is able to tell the health worker when there are probletns and why; 
• is aware of the cultural expectations of both patient and health worker, and can explain them to 

both; 
• is the same sex as the patient; 

It may be difficult and costly to obtain services from such qualified individuals in the variety oflanguages that 
may be necessary in the emergency room. 

Computer based muwal language translators are another method of overcoming language communication 
barriers. However, in an emergency medical situation, they are not the best solution because of pre...:diring or 
post...:diting that may need to be done3. 

The Institute for Simulation and Training (ISn is a research facility oftbe University of Central Florida in 
Orlando, Florida. !ST has developed technology in the areas of language education and overcoming language 
barriers including software programs such as: U.S. Customs Service Forms Translator Assistant, Pedro and 
Friends, SUR VIVE, HELPS, aod Dispatch 4. These programs assist in situations with language barriers by 
providing other languages for the users or by teaching necessary phrases in the appropriate language for a 
particular siruation or event. 

ERCA - EMERGENCY ROOM COMMUNICATIONS AID 

ERCA is an approach for overcoming communication barriers in an Emergency Room. It cannot replace an 
effective interpreter, but is designed for use when one LS not available. The premise is that the heaJth care 
provider would use ERCA to assist in gathering information vital for providing effective care to the patient in a 
timely manner. ERCA is a computer program designed for use on an Internet browser such as Nerscape 
Navigacor 2.0 l. [t includes sound files, graphics, and links to all sections so that maneuvering in ERCA is easy. 

ERCA is designed to follow the triage form used in Winter Parle Memorial Hospital. The health care provider 
would first be asked to click on the patient's gender to start ERCA.. This way, links to sections for that gender 
would be available. The next screen is the language detenn.inarion screen. Here, the health care provider can 
ask many questions to the patient to determine what language he/she speaks. "Do you speak Spanish?" for 
example would be written in Spanish below the English and can be stated aioud in Spanish by clicking on the 
adjacent speaker icon with the mouse. Once an affirmative answer is obtained from the patient, the highlighted 
language is clicked by the health care provider. The next screen is an introduction in tile patient's chosen 
language to help che patient feel more at ease with using· a computer to help the communication process. The 
health care provider can then go do the necessary sections in ERCA to obtain the iriformarion needed from the 
patienL · 

The information will be asked of the patient in the form ofwritren and spoken questions in their chosen language 
by a native speaker of the same gender. ERCA is design~ on·a hierarchical strucrure so chat more detailed 
infonnarion can be obtained in a particular section by clicking on the desired link. An example will be discussed 
in the ERCA proof-of-concept demonstration section. Graphics are used to help communicate needed 
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information to the patient and are essential, as are the spoken questions. Patients can be asked to point to a 
picture of something they are allergic to or a medicine they are currently taking. The patient can identify 
information in response to the spoken questions or statements by pointing to a portion of a human body graphic 
to communicate where his/her pain is located, for example. The responses allow the care provider to make a 
decision about which section to go to next to inquire further about the response. Figure I outlines a flow chart of 
the basic core ofERCA and the actions of the computer, the user (health care provider) and the patient. The 
shapes designated for those actions are displayed in the key. 

As can be seen in Figure 1, the flow of ERCA begins with the computer display of the sections, the user (health 
care provider) then clicks on the desired section. In that section, questions and navigational tools are displayed. 
From this display, the user can decide to ask a question in the current section or continue onto another section. If 
the user decides to ask a question in the current section. he/she clicks on the speaker adjacent to the desired 
question. The computer then says that question prompting a response from the user. ERCA is setup to help the 
communication process by primarily using questions with a "yes" or "no" response. The patient may respond by 
doing any of the following: nodding or saying "yes" or "no" in his/her own language, pointing to a graphic on 
the computer screen, writing something down, pointing to him/herself, or holding up fingers . 

flow Chart Ke 

Action of the 
Computer 

Action of the User 
(Health Care Provider) 

Ae1ion of the 
Patient 

Figure I. ERCA Mod.el Flow Chart 

Because there is no interpreter, the health care provider needs to verify the patient's answer. These verifications 
may include any of the following: saying or nodding "yes" or "no" in the patient's language (if known), pointing 
to the same graphic on the computer, writing the answer down and showing the patient, pointing to him/herself, 
or holding up the same number of fingers. After the answer is verified, the cycle is repeated at the paint where 
the health care provider chooses to ask a question in the current section or go to a different section. The care 
provider does not need to know the patient's native language, except how t~ distinguish between "yes" and "no." 
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The questions and responses are made simple for both parties to undemand in their respective languages so chat 
communication can be achieved to provide the best and most efficient care for the patienL 

Communicating with a patient who does aot or cannot speak English can be difficult without an interpreter. 
Without an interpreter, there is little chance a care provider speaking a different language would understand 
foreign words. Because of this, it is important to train heath care providers that would use ERCA to distinguish 
berweea positive and negative responses in the languages provided in the program. Fuller and Toon (21 state that 
it is harmful in communication to ask questions that can be answered with "yes." The Center for Health 
Promotion of the American Hospital Association (1992) mentions that to convey and understand messages 
questions with "yes" or "no" responses should not be used5• Yet, Fuller and Toon's [2] and the Center for Health 
Promotion of the American Hospital Association's [5] statements concerning "yes" and "no" responses assume 
there is an interpreter available. ERCA is for use when an interpreter is nor available. 

Hardware and Software Need_ed 
A multimedia capable computer (may be a pon:able computer) with a large hard drive capacity ( 18 megabytes for 
ERCA demonsaation) is needed to run ERCA. ERCA is graphic intensive, has a large number of sound files and 
uses a significant amount oflocaJ disk space. It is important that the disk space be local because the speed at 
which the computer nms ERCA is important since time is a tilctor in an emergency room. The multimedia 
capability of the computer must include speakers connected to rhe computer, an audio card, a VGA video card, 
and a program to play sounds saved in wave files. No <;D-ROM is needed to operate ERCA at this time. The . 
graphics used in ERCA were from CD-ROMS. The CD-ROMS Pharm.Assist~ and BodyWorlcs 5.01 by Softkey 
Multimedia Inc. provided the medical graphics for ER.CA. 

While in operation, ERCA uses the Internet navigational program called Netscape Navigator 2.0 I. Navigator 
would also need to be on the local machine. lfERCA were run directly from the Internet, it could be very slow or 
disabled at times, even though Navigator is local. Therefore, ERCA should also be stored locally. 

In most situations, the health care provider will use a mouse to click on the speakers or links of his/her choice. 
All hardware and software is widely available on the current market. 

ERCA Proof--0/-Concept Demonstradon 

The ERCA Proof-of-Concept Demonstration was developed to meet the following objectives: using mainstream 
technology for the user, using a simple yet powerful organ.iz.ational formatting technique for the developer, and 
using aural and visual methods to help overcome the l~guage communication barriers. The demonstration is 
specific to the aiage segment of an Emergency Room visit It was designed for Spanish speaking males with 
upper body complaintS, specifically vomiting. 

Triage is an essential part of the Emergency Room process. Going through aiage is the fim thing a patient does 
when lie/she comes to the Emergency Room. A aiage nurse obtains important information from the patient_ such 
as his/her name, age, blood pressure, temperature, oxygen leve~ weight. allergies (fish, dyes, iodine), current 
medications. and most importantly, chief complaint. 

The ERCA Proof-of-Concept program uses Spanish as the example language. It is currently set up to easily add 
more languages. In Spanish, as in any other language, cultural nuances must be taken into consideration, such as 
masculine and feminine words, the use of"please" and "thank you," and, taboo idioms or phrases. The ERCA 
demonstration is geared specifically toward a Spanish male. Dr. Jose Sepulveda is a native Spanish speaker and 
recorded the questions and statementS in Spanish for ERCA. 

In addition to the name, age, blood pressure. temperature, weight, allergies, current medications, ERCA can help 
the patient commwiicate his chief complaint. A graphic of a male b09Y is included in ERCA for this section (see 
Figure 2). Once the patient pointS to the graphic, or himself, to communicate that his upper body is bothering 
him, the criage nurse clicks on rhe corresponding upper body link and that section comes on the screen. There is 
a zoomed version of the same graphic showing the upper body so the patient can commwiicace his complaint 
more specifically. When vomiting is communicated as the problem, the criagc nurse will click on the vomiting 
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link co go to a section of specific questions frequently asked of vomiting patients'. The above explanation is an 
example of the hierarchical nature ofERCA. 

Figure 2. ERCA - Spaaish - Males - Chief Complaint 

As can be seen in Figure 2, the demonstration provides a speaker next to eacli question. The computer speaks 
the question in Spanish when the speaker icon is clicked. The questions are also written in Spanish so that the 
patient can read the written information as well as understand the aural information. ER.CA also includes a Post
Triage section to instruct the patient on what to do and where to go next. Many of the questions can be answered 
by pointing co the graphic or answering "yes" or "no."' 

Evaluation of £RCA Proof-of-Concept DemonstratuJn 

ERCA was rested by Donna Holton and Karen Camp.bell of Winter Parle Memorial Hospital in Winter Park, 
Florida. They both learned how to maneuver in Netscape Navigator 2.0 l easily in a minimal amount of time. 
They also learned bow to maneuver and navigate with ERCA quickly. They both had positive responses to the 
various sections and to the statements and questions included in those sections. They also felt that using the 
tools of the Internet would allow ERCA to evolve into a program tliat could be h~lpful to Emergency Rooms that 
have patients with language communication barriers. A larger version ofERCA would require emergency room 
protocol to be followed in all the sections. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommendations for the ERCA program include expanding ERCA to include other languages and dialects in 
male and female voices, incorporating other aspects of the Emergency Room process, researching the capability 
to record the spoken response of the patient for future reference; creating-a reference map of the sections in 
ERCA; including graphic maps that link to other sections; researching the capability to print reports to a printer 
or a file for medical records. 

Increasing the language base to include other languages and dialects besides Spanish is important.. It is also 
important rhat male and female versions of the questions and statements are created by using native male and 
female speakers (2]. 

ERCA should be expanded to include not only the triage questions, but the registration, nurses assessment. 
doctor's assessment, and discharge questions and statements. Incorporating protocol statements and questions 
used by emergency rooms and emergency medical technicians (EMTs) will aid in providing a larger question 
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base for ERCA. Including many more questions and statements with deeper detail will enable the responses to 
result in more specific information thus providing better care for the patienL 

Recording the conversation between the computer and the patient for fururc reference may reduce asking for 
previously gathered information. 

An internal m.ap, like a flow diagram. ofERCA should be created to allow the health care provider to know 
where he/she is in the program at any time with respect to the other sections of the program. The map could also 
show what sections bave been visited, the preferred route between sections, as well as act as an active menu of 
rhe sections in ERCA. 

Graphics can be used as maps as well. For example. the graphic of the male body can be portioned and each part 
mapped to a different section via different links. When the user clicks on the right arm of the male body graphic, 
ERCA immediately goes to a more detailed section about the right arm. Touch screens could be used in this 
manner as well. The patient or user (care provider) could touch the screen of the part of the graphic desired or 
other various links desired. 

An additional recommendation is to have a repon for the patient's medical records automatically printed, or 
aUiomatically transferred into the hospital's computer database to updaie the patient's medical records. 

CONCLUSION 
This paper has provided a comprehensive discussion of issues associated with communication barrien in a 
medical emergency care environment and a proof-of concept communication assistance computer program, 
ca1led ERCA, that illustrates the feasibility and applicability of the proposed solution to communication language 
barriers in emergency medical care environments. 

Using ERCA can help alleviate the cost of interpreters and allow for many languages to be available for bodl 
male and female patients in gender specific versions at all times. The ERCA proof-of-concept demonstration 
shows the capabilities of tbe program to handle a Spanish speaking male patient with vomiting complaints at 
triage. More questions yielding a "yes" or "no" response can be used; but for tbe demonstration. the questions 
used currently by triage nurses at Winter Parle Memorial Hospital in Winter Park, Florida are included. 

ERCA has the potential for being developed into a full-scale system to aid those who enter an emergency room 
with a communication barrier that may hinder the quality of care they coulcl receive. Implementing the above 
recommendations will help ERCA achieve its potential. 
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ABSTRACT 

A traditional manufacturing engineering/clinical procedure for process control/patient management is to use: a 
single observation beyond the upper and lower specification limits (established using enginccring~caJ 
judgment) for quality control. History has taught us that using the one point out-of-specification limits inspection 
procedure (in industry) provided a poor quality output and poor process control. Current medical practice docs !Ill 
recognize SPC, our objective is to demonstrate the advantage of SPC in the clinical environm.enL We critically 
examine one experimental design used to demonstrate the advantages/disadvantages of SPC relative to the one~ . 
of-limits inspection (raw-data) system in the clinical environment 

INTRODUCTION 

Our objective to demonstrate to caregivers the advantage of statistical process control (SPq methods over the ooe
out-of limits inspection system currently used for vital sign monitoring. Our problems iDcludc: 

0 lack-of recording time; smtistical training; understanding of variation and n.arura1 patient limits 
D resistance to change . · 
D split decision making and responsibility between physician. nurses, and other caregivers 
D standard bedside monitors provide only raw data sampling systems 
O there is not a one-co-one relationship between current raw data sysrem and SPC 

Using the best current clinical documentation worksheets it is impoSS1"ble to replicate historical patient reaction and 
caregiver behavior. Owing periods of peak demand, data recording has the lowest priority. Standard bedside 
monitors provide raw data: measuring (inspection) devices that sounds an alarm when an observation :fulls out side 
of specification limits. Clinical specification limits are typically set by the bedside monitor but may be overridden 
by the bedside caregiver based on their value judgment and past rcsearcb. The relationship between the CWTent 
system and SPC depends on the value of the upper and lower specification limits rcl.ative to the nawral. patient 
limits. Curn:nt clinical practice is the legally required method. This paper reviews an ex:pcri.mcmal design aimed at 

comparing the current inspection-raw data system with SPC by 1. collecting vital sign data using computer 
communication and recording; 2. manually recording the type of each alann: true positive-clinically relevant; true 
positive-clinically irrelevant; or false positive; 3. running computerized control charts after-the-fact with a given 
set of default operating rules; and 4. comparing alarms with con.trol chart behavior. 

CURRENT PRACTICE 

The critical care environment presents testing problems not typically encountered in other domains. The human 
body can not be shut down and re-staned for experimental and data collection pwposes. The life~th.~ture of 
the clinical environment means we mUSt work within.lhe current system while testing the use SPC. Theoretically, 
cum:nt clinical practice is to have: 

l) the alarm sounds when one vital sign observation is beyond specification limits 
2) cmegivers e:camine the patiem after every alann 
J) c:iregivers talce action as required 
~) caregivers record the event in the patient record 
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The reality of the situation is: 1) the alann sounds when one vital sign observation is beyond the spcification limits; 
2) the caregiver is rarely provided an indication of the alann's significance; 3) the caregiver takes action as 
indicated; 5) the caregiver may or may not record results. Caregivers selectively react to alarms as a function of 
patient condition and work load. If a patient is in a constant alarm condition, there may be nothing that can be 
done. no matter how often an alarm sounds. That is. the caregiver knows the patient is in an "alarm" scue. There 
are no clinical actions necessary and/or available. e.'!.cept to let time pass and hope the patient will become more 
physiologically stable. In this type of situation, the caregiver does not react to alarms. An example of such a 
situation would be alarms sounding during administration of cardiopulmonary resuscitation; the monitor com:ctly 
alarms for low heart rate and respiration but caregivCIS know the problem are already, continuously, responding. 

When the alarm sounds for a patient (not in a constant alarm condition), the caregiver reacts to the alann by 
looking .at the patient. Casual research for any clinical problem may be as simple as reconnecting the monitor 
device or a complc."< response requiring many months or even years of research. The alarm and results are 
recorded if the caregiver: feels it is important and/or has the time to do so. 

Clinical specific:ition are usually nae related to the natural patient limits. If th.e specifications are inside the natural 
patient limits. over adjusting occurs. i.e. tampering. If the specification are outside the natural patient limits, 
sratisticaJ methods may provide an early warning of patient changes. 

OXYGEN SATURATION 

A widely used vital sign measurement for patients with respiratory problems is blood oxygen saturation. Monitors 
are available that generate oxygen saturation estimates using non-invasive (finger) probes .. Standard monitoring 
practice is to provide whole number estimates of oxygen saruration from O to 100 percent. As patients move 
towar<;ls homeostasis. health, their oxygen saruration measurement become more and more auto-correlated and the 
saru.ration approaches 100 percent. Traditional statistical process conttol methods do not work well when data are 
auto<orrelated and rounded to whole numbers. Our SPC syStem includes adjustmem for aut(H;(lrrelation and poor 
data precision. · · 

CONTROL LIMITS 

SPC methods control limits are numbers defined by the behavior of the process (manufacturing or patien.t behavior) 
during a base period. For research purposes, an automatic control chart creating and operating system using a 
selective set of configuration options was selected to :compare to the c:unent method. Figure l illustrates a 

patient's process controJ chart pair for central tendency: X (averages), and for variation: sigma, standard 

deviation (SD) using our selected SPC software system. The top control chart is for averages while the bottom is 
for the standard deviation. Build into the software is a procedure to change the background screen color: 

1) Blue when observation are beyond the graphing limits 
2) WlilTE when there are no identifiable changes, a stable system (clear background figure 1) 
3) Red when values are single digits, usually meaning bad communication 
4) Yellow when the system is resetting (light shaded background in figure 1) 

S) white when system is changing just prior to resetting * ( clear background in figure l) 

There is no way to identify in real-time that changes are occurring until, the system is reset. so the screen 
background will oe white up until the time when conuol _limits are recalculated. An outlier is a point outside the 
control limits. TI1e software counts the number of outliers to determine when the control chart resets. During the 
reset cycle the overall average. the variation average, and the control limits are calculated. The software is 
programmed to identify a sustained change. Jusc before the ,srscem displaying yellow there is a period of instabilicy 
(the color background is white}. When this change has sustained itself for a period ohime specified by the 
caregiver. the reset calculations begin. 
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Figure 1 X and standard deviation process control chart 

GLOBAL SPECIF1CATION LIMITS 

Control limits are patient specific while clinical out-of-specification limits are global limit for all patients. Figure 2 
illustrates a Pareto analysis of the frequency of alarms for 12 patients with 336 annotated events (alarms). The 
annota.tor documented alarm events an.d classified the events inro three categories: 

l) false positives meaning an alarm.sounded but did not correctly report the monitored signal 
2) true positive but clinically irrelevant meaning an alarm sounded but required no caregiver attention 
3) true positive and clinically relevant meaning the alarm correctly reported the signal and required 

caregiver anention 

Based on the weak assumption that we could identify alarms as they occurred. the Pareto analysis indicated that 
88.7 percent of the alarms were false positives, 7.2 percent were true positivc<linically irrelevant. and 4.1 percent 
were true positive<lini~y relevanL Analysis of the annotation demonsuated that there were rcc.ording problem.1 
specifically associated with the identification of the reasons for an alarm. We concluded that the task of using 
such a classification was interfering with the data collection., The event: true positive<linically relevant ( 4.1 
percent occurrence) was of interest to the caregiver. A detail data analysis of all of these occurrences indicated 
that in nalf the cases the.re were 110 data behavior changes in the neighborhood af the alarm. After review, we 
concluded that the events were false recordings. In essence, we were n.ot able -to identify the reasons for the alarms. 

Figure 2 Pareto Anal sis of Alarms 
,__ _________________ _ 

Pa:-eu:i An;ily:i_ls_•:rt,..._Al_arm_. s ______ -

Fal9 PoiiU- Olnically,w--,t 
Olnlcally l,..._,,._ 

CONTROL LIMITS 

Because the clinical decision making environment varies from daia rich (an observation per heart beat) to data 
poor (one or rwo observations per year) the software has many options including the capability to change from cwo 
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to three to four sigma limit levels. Most options may be controlled· with a series of configuration files. The 
settings for our srudy were: 

l) three sigma limits 
2) outlier count of 15 moving to 23 for oxygen saturation near 100% 
3) background color white when stable or just prior to ~ 
4) background color of ycilow during reset 
5) background color of blue when data outside screen graphing limit 
6) background color of red when a single digit number sent for hcan rate or oxygen 

The results of our control chan analysis for the patient set are shown in Figure 3, ordered from high to low. 

Figure 3 Pareto Analysis of Control Charts 

• 2 

... 
• 0 . 9 ... 

• • z 

E:rperimentJJl Design 

The objective of our c.~e.rimentaJ design is: to compare the use of control charts to currcn~ practice. For this 
preliminary work. we limited ourselves to running our control charts after the fact. The steps in our testing 
procedure were: 

l) data stream and alarms collected by a data collection program 
2) alarm type annotated and ~rtied by the data collection program 
3) control charts run after the fact 
4) control charts compared with data stream and alarms 

Terms and Aumm Identification 

The control charts tells us that a number of alarms could not have happened, the data in the neighborhood of the 
alarm was stable and there was no reason for the monitors to indicate a problem with the patient. In addition. 
many alarms were missed. data was beyond the specification limits and the medical monitor failed to annotate the 
event A review of these results indicated that the problems could be due to: 

l) inconsistent definition of alarm eventS 
2) recording inaccurncies by our observer 
3) communication errors (numbers collected did not match numbers on monitor) 

Retrospective Control Charts and Communication 

Figu.re ~ illustrates after-the-fact control chans pairs for oxygen saturation and b.can rate with annotation 
indicating the timing of a!anns. The line (D is grapb.ed nc:ir to the occwrcnce of the alarm and the number next to 
tb.e Line is the identificition number of the alarm. The screen was selected because th.ere is only a single 3.lann. 
number i28 .. ..\Jann 728 was recorded as a he::ut rate alann on 07n0/95 at 11:54:00. The cause was identified as a 
probe. There was a jump in the hc:ut rate in the neighborhood of the aJann. The control chart a!so tells us that a 
Sa02, o:-.-ygcn saturation. alann should have sounded at about the same time. The blue area on the top chan 
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indicates tha.t the value of SaO2 was out of the graphing range. 

Figure 4 Control Chans with annotation 

For our srudy, a Nellcor monitor was used to collect oxygen saturation. The Nellcor data were transmitted to a 
SpaceLabs monitor that collected heart rate and then u:ansmitted both oxygen saturation and hean rate to the 
computer for electronic recording. The double transmission of oxygen saturation was one of the weakness of our 
study. Figure 5 illustrates a con.trol chan screen for patient number 7 file xx070717.bqc. Red background 
dominates the oxygen saturation control chan meaning that most values rcccived were single digits. that is a val11t 
less than 10. Since the heart rate chan is stable and individual probes wen; being used for oxygen saturation and 
hean rate, it is likely that the problem was an oxygcn·saruration communication problem. The annotations for 
alarms 490 through 503 indicate either a probe problem or bad data format/bad connectio.n. 

Figure 5 

CONTROL LIMITS, ~ATURAL PATIENT l,Jl\flTS, AND SPECIFICATION LIMITS 

Con1rol limits refer to I.he average or st.i.ndard deviation of a subgroup. Natural patient limits (NPL) refer to 
individual observati~n and thus are related to the clinical specific:ition !units. The relationship between one poinl 
out-of-specification limits and control limits is a function of the NPL. NPL define the range of output from a 
process. :isswning a stable system of chance causes. A stable system of chance causes :l$SlllilCS that no outside 
pressures such as changes in agents and trc:ltments are :icting on the patient. process. The upper natural patient 
limit (UNPL) is the maximum value of an ·individual observation while the lower natural patient limit (LNPL) is 
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the minimum value of an individual observation. The three possible relationships between the specification limits 
and the NPL are: l. Tampering; 2. Equal (which seldom occurs); and 3. Early warning. 

Tampering means the process is being over adjusted. There are three ways tampering can occur: l.the patient is 
unstable, the standard deviation of the process is so wide that there is a probability, that obseivations will occur 
outside both the lower and upper specification limits; 2. patient stable, but the average is near the lower 
specification limit; and 3. the is patient stable, but the average is near the upper specification limiL We found a 
number of patients in all three tampering classifications. It was not unusual for a patient to have a small standard 
deviation for a period of time and then for the standard deviation to explode such that a probability of being both 
high and low existed at the same time. Following a one point out-of- specification decision making rule the patient 
would be constantly adjusted with very little result 

Early ~g is when the specification limits are wide relative to the natural patient limits. Vital signs that fit into 
this classification included skin cemperacure, o.-cygen saturation. and bean rate. Under early warning. the patient 
viral signs can wander through a wide range before the one point out-of-specification system will indicate a 
change. Cono-ol charts pick up these changes as early warnings of change. An early warning gives the physician 
time to react before the patient becomes critical. 

RESULTS-NEW FOCUS 

The faillll'C of our original research design (focused on the inspection process) tells us we must redirect the study 
towards control and away from inspection. Annotation must be: simple, in real-time, and dircctcd. towards 
caregiver actions such as: taking blood; checking temperature; performing a physical exam; adjusting the Fi02; 
patient movement; alarms high and low; and touching . Each ICU, ER. OR requires a different selection af 
caregiver actions. 

The objective to: "evaluate the effectiveness of SPC in the area of patient a1ann gcneratiq~ • was not 
accomplished. The experimental design assumed that there was a onc--to~nc relationship between alarms and 
control chans. The objective of the current raw dara is to alarm when observation are beyond physician set limits. 
The objective of process control is to control the process, that is real-time patient monitoring. SPC goes beyond a 
simple alarm system and the comparison is not a simple analysis af alarms. In addition, the identification af the 
cause of alarms on the fly proved to be imprecise. As a result alarm identification and annotation provided a 
limited insight into what was actually happening in the clinical environment and fu~ studies will depend on 
annotating both actions of caregivers as well :is evaluation of alanns 
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A System Engineering (SE) analysi_s of~g is descn~ as a p~ for co~tinuously m~g _a 
system's CUITCDt operations and companng them ~o best-m~lassnalpraco.lansces.

53
~ ms1dghts gamed~ this. analbcst~s 

. d the system with a foundation for developing operano p to an surpass competitors -Ill· 

pI°Vl ~ctices. This approach offers the opportunity to achieve significant improvements based on adaptation or 
cdass J n of the best present practice. Benchmarking represents a concise and thorough challenge to "beat the 
a op O 

· • nl ...... ~ .... , chan d incrcmcntaI odifi · best'', enhancing major improvements m com~n ~o o Y ~---- . g~ an . _m ~nons of 
the existing process. This analysis includes: planning. information gathcnng. unplcmennng the informaaon, and 
updating the information. 

To assist occupational engineers and managers, this paper {ollows an SE approach through various stages of 
the model and provides analysis of each situation by a practical example. The analysis is based on a ten step 
process that includes: _con~tion, pl~g. ~ data collection, bcst-in:=lass data collection, asscssm~nt. 
implementation planning. unplementation, rccalibrao~n. :ollow-ups, ~ repeaang the process .. The p~ IS a 
continuous quality improvement approach - an ongomg Journey of discovery, a cycle of evolvmg quality plans, 
implementing and evaluating those plans, and enhancing them based on the results and changes in the operation. 

2. BENCHMARKING GOAL 

Benchmarking for Quality Process (BQP) is an SE and customer driven state-of-the-an approach to continuous 
quality improvement that can be effectively implemented in today's work environments. Most orgaoizarions can 
greatly benefit from BQP applications. It is an approach not too familiar to traditi~nal managers that are more 
familiar with the Quality Assurance (QA) Style of management Implementation of BQP in traditional 
organizations may present concerns, potential conflicts, and encounter resistance by the hierarchical enterprises. 
This resentment is due to the fact that BQP is primarily a hands-on and participatory process different from QA. 
which relics on professionalism and an authoritative style· of operations. The primary goal of BQP is customer 
satisfaction through a hands-on comparative study of the best-in-class. Figure l is a presentation of the BQP 
primary goal and the criteria it encompasses. 

BQP is a managerial philosophy and approach that encourages synergy and teamwork by all members of the 
or~tion to continuously_ improve p~ ~d services in otdcr to meet customer's c."q)CCtltions and provide 
the high~ standards of scmcc. _Or~ons must have snong commitments by their top managers to effectively 
plan and implement BQP. 11tis 1s a conceptual approach and c:ills for continuous and proactive pursuit of 
impi:-ovements_. In p~cc. an o~tion ~~g BQP ~ regularly benchmark its processes, products, or 
se~ce o~~ons ~ the best-in-class and M_ll unprove 1ts productivity and competitive edge. Such changes 
will result Ill increases m employee morale, comnutments, customer satisfaction. and organizational perfonnance. 
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COST 

CUSTOMER 
S&lisfadion 

I OPERATIONS I EXCEUDICE 

SERVICE SPECIFICATIONS I 

FIGURE 1. BENCHMARKING GOAL 

3. QUALITY CYCLE PROCESS 

In BQP, the Quality Cycle (Qq process is presented as a closed cycle - a perspective that initiates a 
continuous evolution required to recognize additional opporrunities for "best-in<lass" and excellence. The 
process initiates: (1) business analysis and planning information to identify directions for the benchmarking 
activities and (2) information developments that enhance and serve as an input to BQP in order to fosters planning 
and improvements. 

The "Quality Cycle", Figure 2, is a presentation of this closed model and its elements. The QC achieves 
excellence and proceeds with an effective relationship between benchmarking and other related initiatives. QC 
initiatives are not an alternative to process managemen~ rather. they are a continuous and evolutionary process 
capable of adjusting and monitoring all phases of operations from the conceptual to the production phase. 

CORRELl.TION 

CUSTOMER NEEDS 

PROCESS 

PRlORIIY OF CUSTOMER 
NEEDS 

SPECIFICATIONS 

FIGURE 2, QUALITY CYCLE. 
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Benchmarldng is a systems engineering approach for continuo~Y ~uating and ~easuring ~t 
operations (system. process, product. or service) and comparing them ~ bcst-lll-C~ opcraaons. Comparanvc 
analysis of the benchmarking will provide an organization with ~ght for building ~rocess p~ t~ meet. 
maintain, and surpass the best practices. The most important critena of any ben~~g Pz:oces5 ID. llld~ 
includes: planning, benchmarlcing information gathering, incorporating bcnc~~ info~~n, ~d u~g 
the statistics. Modem organizations are increasingly integrating benchmarlcing with thCll' strateglc planning 

initiatives in order to: 

• Gain a competitive edge in the global market; 
• Maintain market shares and leads; and 
• Acquire world-class standards and recognition. 

In BQP, the Malcom Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA) criteria are universally used as the primary 
test of an operation's capability to meet and surpass industry's best practices and achieve world-class starure. The 
MBNQA rccognizes benchmarking as the pivoial, critical, and ~tial process in achieving world-class standards 
and recognition. 

4. BENCHMARKING 

U.S. Department of Commerce, in referring to MBNQA indicates "Benchmarking offers the opportunity 
to achieve significant improvements based on adoption or adaptation of cum:nt best practice ... benchmarking 
represents a clear challenge to beat the best, thus encouraging major improvements rather than only incremental 
refinements of existing approaches." Within most companies awarded the MBNQA, benchmarking processes arc 
an integral part of an avcrall assessment of all business operations. Furthermore. benchmarking activities arc 
incorporated in all phases of the business. 

Benchmarldng and application of the QC are discussed in Figure 3. The . benchmarking process ~nds 
beyond analyzing and identifying targetS and goals to a systeIDatic approach for collecting, evaluating, 
implementing, and storing benchmarking information. . Within the context of the BQP, the benchmarlting process 
not only provides anecdotal information, but also immediately concentrates on useful and pertinent results. Again. 
as part of the QC and BQP processes, benchmarking is again a closed cycle operation with the goal of achieving 
"best-in-class" status in the global market. 

In this analysis, the primary goal of the BQP is customer satisfaction, which governs the QC criteria of the 
following best-in-practices: semcc, operations, specifications, ~llence, variety, and quality. The above 
initiatives, enhanced with applications of the Taguchi principles, and the insight of benchmarking provide great 
potential to the best-of-the-best, in the global market, to ultimately achieve excellence and superior quality 
peifonnance. Companies tbat arc skilled in implementing BQP and QC arc well positioned to successfully 
implement the benchmarking process. 

S. HOUSE OF QUALITY 

:ne ~ to BQP is the relationship_ matri.'(, or "House of Quality." The House of Quality prcscms 
relauonships between_ the customer ~wre~ents and the business parameters. Although these relationships 
represent the perccp~on. of .the quality subJ~ matter ~'<PC~ gaining support from other analysts during the 
assessment process will signific:mtly reduce bias. The pnmary purpose of the matrix is to highlight the strongest 
relationships so they C3D be prioritized and addressed individually . 

. The matrix consists of seven sectors that arc dcscri_bcd as follows: 

• Customer Needs - The left sector of the matrix pertains to customer requirements: 
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• Priority of Customer Needs - The right sector, addrcsscs the priorities and their rdative importance. The 
factors pertain to customer's perception of the significance of various needs and relative utility of current 
products in comparison to competing produ.cts. 

• Competitor's Specifications - This sector, discusses comparative analysis and assessments of your own 
present product and competitors. 

• Process - The top sector:, explains the process used to identify customer requirements that are listed across 
the top of the matrix. 

• Correlation - The upper most sector, listed across the top of the matrix, this to evaluate and define 
relationships between the technical segments (e.g., Strongly Positive, Positive, None, Negative, or 
Strongly Negative). 

• Parameter Ranking - The lower sector, shows information used to determine the relative significance of 
the technical characteristics. They iDclu.dc: 

• Technical importance statistics that represent significant relation of each technical 
characteristic to customer requirements. 

• Scientiiic competitive assessments that represent the degree of satisfaction of the existing 
(targeted) product with respect to the competitors. 

• Organizational difficulty ratings illustrating the level of difficulty needed for a process to 
satisfy the assigned values for the technical characteristics. 

• Relationships - The middle sector, indicates the relationship between the customer needs and the industry 
requirements developed in the matrix. The matrix is prepared by using symbols for each relationship. 

6. CASE STUDY AND ANALYSIS OF THE MATRIX 

To clearly and thoroughly discuss the House of Quality while incorporating QC in BQP, a modem Video 
Cassette Recorder (VCR) was selected and benchmarked with the best-in-the-market Figure 4 is a presentation of 
the symbols used to measure and compute the strength of the BQP matrix. This case study is illustrated in Figure 5. 

The illustration reveals the assigned relationships between the customer needs and significant business 
requirements (e.g., technical cbaractcristics). 

The calculations described in the BQP matrix are summarized in the lower rows and columns to the farthest 
right in Figure 5. The row and column titled "Importance Weight'' summarizes the raw scores. These scores are 
computed by converting relationships to corresponding numerical scores, multiplying them by "Customer 
Importance Rating", and summing their product in the appropriate row or column. For example, the "Complexity 
to Operate" column's "Importance Weight" is obtained by summing rows l,2,J,5,6,9, and 10. The relationships 
that are blank have zero values and are not considered in computations. The "Importance Weight" values are 
ranked with the highest value ranked at 10, the second highest at 9, etc. Similar values are assigned equal ranks. 
The "Target Value" column or row is determined by prioritizing the Importance Weight values and assigning 
rankings of 1 to 10 (10 columns and rows). The highest value has a rank of I and the lowest a rank Hl. 
Evaluation of the matrix pertaining to relative priorities of the "Technical characteristics" reveals the tec~cal 
importance and shows how strongly technical characteristics are related to customer needs and specific:itions. 
These reJationshiQS also analyze the effects of criteria, such as environmental issues, on technical characteristics. 
Analysis of the main part of the matrix concludes that the most significant benchmarking and decision factors are: 

• Performance - For customer n~ and 
• Ease of use - For technical characteristics. 

Technical characteristics may relate to one another, and, therefore, there is a need to determine the correlation 
or interdependency between pairs of technical characteristics. A positive correlation indicates that achieving the 
target value for a specific technical characteristics makes it easier to realize the target value for the other 
corresponding characteristics. Negative correlation represems in wh.ich technical characteristics should the 
benchmarlcing initiative concentrate its resources to achieve the .. best-in-class" market among the competitors. 
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FIGURE 3, BENCHMARKING PROCESS. 

FIG'URE -', SYMBOLS USED TO MEASURE STRL~GTH OF THE MA TRIX. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

The bcnchmarlcing for quality process presented here is a SE approach descnbing a proccs., that continuousiy 
measures a system's current operations and comparing them co the best-in-the-class. This is a hands-on analysis 
and a tool that can be used by engineering practitioners and quality cxpertS. The knowledge gained from this SE 
approach provides the system with a scientific foundation for developing operational plans l0 maintain and SU1'pass 
competitors' best practices. The insight gained from this analysis offers the opportunity to continuously improve 
the system' s processes through adaptation or adoption of the best practice. This process rep.resents a thorough 
challenge to "beat-the-best" continuously improving the system in comparison to only gradual modifications of the 
process. This SE approach is a customer driven state-of-the-art approach that is applicable to today's modem work 
environments. It is an approach d.iff'erent than the traditional QA philosophy of management BQP is a 
methodology that enalwages synergy and team work by all members of the organization to continuously improve 
products and services in order to satisfy customer's requirements. 

BQP is based on the QC Style of management that initiates a continuous quality evolution to recognize new 
opportunities for achieving excellence. This analysis continuously evaluates and measures current operations of 
systems, processes, products. or services and compares them to "best-in-class" operations. The key to BQP is the 
relationship matrix that is based on House of Quality principles. The primary purpose of the matrix is to focus on 
the strongest relationshlps in the process so that they can be effectively prioritized and evaluated individually. In 
BQP, analysis of the matrix reveals the technical importance and determines bow strongly their characteristics are 
related to the customers needs and specifications. 
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ABSTRACT 

Typically, performance of make-to-order supply chains that manufacture invesonent goods is not on an acceptable 
level. The reason for this is tbaI the different functions of the supply chain are developed separately, not the supply 

chain as a whole. After-sales service is a very important business area; ics share of a make-to-order company's 
profit can be as much as 50 per cent. The objective of this paper is tO find out how after-sales service is organized 

in make-to-order supply chains. Benchmarking is used for locating the existing problems and best practices. 

Keywords: After-sales, benchmarking, one-of-a-kind manufacturing, supply chain management 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Moti.vationfor the papa-

In 1986, Japan's MITI's White Book looked at international competition in new terms: the authors predicted that 
after-sal~ and delivery services wouJd play an increasingly crucial role in the success of manufacturing firms. In 
today's competitive environment. service is a critical element. This growing phenomenon is especially visible in 
markets for complex equipment where increasingly sophisticaied customers are more and more apt to make 
comparisons between rival produces based on cost-of-ownership criteria rather than simply on ·the basis of 
acquisition costs. Effective support services ltave begun to play an indispensable pan in 'product performance'. 
(Mathe and Shapiro. 1993) 

For many companies a shift in emphasis bas taken place over recent years. Toe old srance was one of providing a 
product whose quality was adequate. and then providing a spares and maintenance service almost out of necessity 
because the product would require repair at some stage. 1bis approach to service tended to be rather low key and 
functional rather than seen as a major strategic activity. · 

The changing role of service is due to the changes in the environment. For example. industrial customers have 
become more dependent on the functionality of the produces. A reason for increased dependence is the widely 
approved production philosophies (JIT, lean) that make the production systems vulnerable to machinery break
downs. The fact that typicalJy 60-90% of the price of the product consists of pares purchased means smaller profit 
margins and companies mm to services to increase the value added (Vandermerwe and Lovelock. 1994). 

The tenn 'after-sales service' is used to refer to the servi.ce activities earned out after delivering and inscalling the 
product and final acceptance. This is the traditional perspective on service which is almost equal to maintenance. 
However, this definition is way too narrow and restricting. In this field. the definitions are not very clear, different 
terms are used interchangeably, and the same tenn means different things to different people. 

By putting ourselves in the customer' s position. any firm is visible to us through its services. The information we 
get in advertisements, the response we gee if the product bought fails and treannent of phone inquiries affects our 
opinion of the company. The flow of services can be bisected: services to gain new customers and services co retain 
old customers. In this paper 'after-sales service ' refers to all rhe serv(ces provided in order to retain old 
customers. In this broad meaning, services ltave a significant impact on the overall performance of the company. 
Also. it refers to after-sales services being managed in an orderly fashion like other business activities. The term 
·after-sales' is somewhat misle:lding because the planning has m be done long before the sale. 

This paper concencr:ues on service of make-i6-order invesanent goods. This service concept exiscs to ensure that 
tt\e full benefit of the produce is obtained by the customer, by assisting him in attaining his operational objectives. 
The product is seen as a bundle of utilities created by the manufacturer and released during product use and 
consumption. to assist the customer to optimise ies expected utility by ensuring that the product will provide the 
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desired service at minimum 'cost', particularly in time and effort (Bleul and Patton, 1978). It is very important for 
customer satisfaction to make sure that the product failure time is as short as possible, and that quick recovery is 
available. 

The second basic concept is the idea of obligation and responsibility. Produce service is seen ·as an extension of the 
manufacturer's process. From this perspective, the manufacrurer has legal and moral responsibility to make sure 
thac the produces made and sold will perfonn to the level of marketing claims. The industrial market producer has 
a double responsibility: for the perfonnance of the product itself and for the performance of an assembly of which 
the product is a part (Bleul and Patton. 1978). The view of the product as an extension of the company oifers an 
opporrunity for creating positive company image and good reputation. 

1.2 Background 

This paper is based on the findings of the LOGINET-project which is being carried out at Helsinki University of 
T~hnology in close co-operation with industry. In the LOGINET-project. make-to-order supply chains are studied 
and the aim is to improve their perfonnance similarly to the previous LOGI- and LOGIPRO-projeccs. The case 
companies are ABB Industry (electronic engines), Ahlstr;om Machinety (key equipment for pulp mills). 
Aquamaster-Rauma (propulsion units), Nokia Telecommunications (digital telephone exchanges), Nordberg
Lokomo (rock crushers), Tamrock (rock drilling machines) and Wartsila Diesel (diesel engines). 

All the companies are producers of investment goods and the delivered produces are tailored to satisfy the customer 
needs. Companies have global sales and after-sales o~tions. The after-sales business is a very important 
business area although it is often neglected. In the case companies, the share of nee sales varied between 20-30 per 
cenr of the annual turnover and its share of profits was considerably higher. Service bas been managed ever since 
large capital expenditures were first made for equipment and that is when the need for service to protect the capital 
investment was established. Service bas been a techn.iQlly oriented activity, and experienced technicians have been 
running service organizations with little or no business or ·managerial experience. The professional approach to 
service management bas been neglected. · 

1.3 Scope and objectives 

The objective of this paper is to find out how after-sales service is organized in make-to-order supply chains and 
what the after-sales service consists of in the~ companies. Benchmarking is used for locating the e.'tisting 
problems as well as the best practices. An ideal model for managing the after-sales service in make-t0-<>rder supply 
chain is constructed based on the benchmarkings. 

The hypothesis of this paper is that after-sales service in the case companies is not ac such a high level as it could 
be. The key issues benchmarked and analyzed are field service. service contraecs, spare pares availability and 
customer care. Solving the problems in after-sales service helps not only the end of the supply chain but also the 
supply chain as a whole. 

1.4 Methodowgy 

A multi.company benclunadcing is conducted with the seven global companies. These make~to-order companies are 
from different industries and they manufacture tailored investinent goods. The nature of the study is a functional 
benchmarking in the make-tO.:Order industry. The functional· benchmarking is defined here as comparing ourselves. 
not just against our competitors, but against the best organizations operating in similar fields or perfomting similar 
activities. 

The information was gathered from the case companies by using interviews. Based on the preliminary interviews. 
the problems and best practices were .located. After locating the best practices. they were described in cooperation 
with the case companies. · 

2 IDEAL MODEL 

For a manufacturing company, in the beginning of its lifetime. the term ·service' typically refers to corrective 
maintenance. The company's after-sales activities begin with repairing sold produces that have failed. The failures 
are cota!ly une~pecced. Repai~ ~~res resou~es n~ elsewhere. and the after-sales activity is an inconvenience, 
dealt with as a . necessary ~ttv1ty (Figure I) m order to keep sold produces functioning :ind customers happy. The 
after-sales services are pertonned by people from product design or manufacturing. 
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Figure 1. The development of service. 

Toe next stage is wben the company realises tbat by selling spare pans and accessories the company gets extra 
income. Furthermore. the margins are better in spare parts than in tbe primary products due to less competition. 
Some customers become more dependent on tbe function of the product sold and require preventive maintenance to 
reduce downtime. These customers are willing to pay for service contracts, which ensure tbe proper and continuous 
functioning of tbe product. Special service engineers~ recruited and trained to carry out tbe new tasks of :mei:
sales service. Service is still seen as a 'back door' activity with a low StalUS in the organization. The low staruS 
leads to the fact that the possibilities of development are non-existent. 

When the_service is expected to be economically profitable is when it shifts co being a 'profit center'. Toe service 
department is give.n a formal position in the organization but is still considered less imponant than other functions. 
To reach the given profitability goals. the service department develops new services like customer training. Toe 
head of the department is a service engineer who has a technical background and bis managerial sltills axe limited. 
With the responsibility for profits, the role of creating income becomes more obvious. The commercial role is 
stronger as margins on primary products are pressed and more services are sold. (Andersson, 1988) 

The final stage is to see tbe after-sales service as a strategic rcsoun:e; to understand that after-sales services can be 
used to gain competitive ad.vantage. Products rarely provide a maintainable competitive edge and tbcn:fore. they 
can be too easily cloned. True strategic focus means developing a selected set of knowledge factors; databases. and 
service skills of particulars importance to cuscomers - iri such deptb that the company is 'best in the world' at 
providing these to the customers. (Quinn, 1992) 

Instead of being a separate pan of the company. the after-sales function has changed co be a pan of the continuous 
business process (Figure 2). The :ifter-sales service is pan of marketing, leading to new sales procedures. A 
company which expectS to stay in business must ensure that the product will provide value for money paid. that is. 
a basic minimum degree of satisfaction, for the product's whole life cycle. 

► 1.5 years 

=-~"-

8 years 

Figure 2. A business C)·cle ar one of the case-companies ( Jahnulcainen et a~. /995). 
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3 LOCATED BEST PRACTI~ 

3.1 Field service 

The term field service refers to everyday actions perfonned to avoid downtime as well as to all the activities to 
support the maintenance activities. Field service typically consists of maintenance. reconditioning, upgrades, 
intervention for repair, self-diagnosis, telemaintenance • .renovation. on-site adaptation. upkeep and .remote control. 
Field se.rvice can be considered as the basis of after-sales services. 

The field service required and performed depends very much on the product. Therefore, field ser.vice varies a lot in 
distinct industries. One common thing independent from ·the industries is that field service is particularly a loca.1 
business. With the global companies the problecns arise from being coincidently global and local. 

The solutions for managing field service are efficient organization, support systems, distant operation practices and 
technical solutions. The organization structure should guarantee fast service with low costs, which is a very 
•difficult target to achieve. There are political and geographical limits for employees' movement. The solution can 
be e.g. the oursourcing of the service function or acceptance of the higher cost level. The supporting systems are 
standard procedures for managing field service. One of the case companies has determined a personnel 
classification system. which guarantees the required skills for every employee in a certain work task. The benefits 
are in efficient·use of the worldwide organization. the positioning of the service staff is more coordinated and the 
training is more consistent. corresponding to specific needs. 

Another solution used. is to time all preventive maintenance actions during the shuc-down period needed for the 
standard maintenance. The proper handling of field service establishes a solid base for developing advanced 
systems. e.g. distant surveillance. One of the case companies has created a remote control system via saiellite, 
which enables corrective actions and guidance. The number of experrs needed is smaller and the service is fast and 
accurate, which decreases failure costs. 

3.2 Service contracl$ 

One way to organize th.e field service is to build up service conlr.lets, in which all service provided is precisely 
defined and described. Only a high operating rate makes the USC of expensive equipment profitable. Unplanned 
downtime is not acceptable. For customers, a maintenance contract is a means to improve performance and reduce 
uncertainty and thus decrease the operating coses. For the equipment provider the conttllCt is a way to organize 
service and to charge for it. The concract has to be formulated for common benefit. ensuring constant flow of 
income and certainty of availability. 

Maintenance contracts also serve when the supporting infrastructure is created. Contracts set rules for the 
unfortunate case of product failure when there is no time to waste. The service infrastructure sets the limits to what 
can be offered in the service contnlet. 

The structure of the service contraet typically consists of both lhe technical descriptions and the legal text. Toe 
customer requiremencs include lhe technical descriptions, even a third party can be included. Toe service con.tract 
is one way to formulate the service agreement in a standard form. There are two ways to generate a service 
contract: some companies h~ve hierarchical service levels .between which the cuscomer can choose. At a higher 
level. more activities are included. The other way is to use standard modules of which the final contract consiscs. 

The companies have found contracts a superior way to handle services. Contracts define rules. share the risk. 
decribe responsibilities, increase commitment and. furthermore, provide steady income. As service contract is an 
es~enrial document _for th~ development of scrvic~ functions._ The measurement syscem has to be approved together 
Wlth the customer. mcluding the calculation formulas used for measuring performance. Service contracts also · 
protect from pirate manufacturers. 

3.3 Spare parts availability 

Spare parts availability is the most important single section. It is a very visible pan of after-sales services. All 
machines need spare parts because pans wear out an~ get broken. The company needs to decide the· ioc:uion of the 
~pare parts and the p_rofitable inventory levels. Typically, the turnover of spare parts is very tow. there are a lot of 
items and they are diffic~lt to control. [f some parts are manufactured by a· subcontractor, there is always the risk 
that the subcomractor will stop the manufacturing. Therefore. the after-sales service orO'anizacion should have a 
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close relationship with the purchasing organization and be able to affect vendor selection. Logistics is closely 
related to managing spare parts. The increasing awareness of ecological values encourages repairing. This stresses 
the question of how to handle the defective part that needs to be replaced. Furthermore. spare parts deliveries are 
typically very urgent. Spare parts have to be ready in a warehouse shelf. 

The questions to be solvedin warehousing policy are what kind of invent~ry levels for spare pans are reasonable to 
maintain, where to stock the spares, and who is responsible for control of inventory. There are different approaches 
for the warehousing in the case companies. The different warehouse are located at the manufacruring plants, ac the 
distribution centers or at the sales company or at the customer's site. The most cost-efficient way for the 
manufacturer is to have spare pans stocked on the customer's premises. The customer buys ail the special parts at 
the same time as the machine. 

For the customer, the data of availibility of spare parts is very important and valuable. 11tis problem can be 
handled by offering an electronic manual of spare pans. Some of the case companies have electronic spare part 
manuals with multimedia, which guides the customer in finding the defective part, orders the part, and finally 
gives the instrUctions for its· installation. 

Global operations set requirements for spare parts pricing policy. Country-specific prices may offer larger profit 
margins. On the other band, using the same prices glob~ly decreases speculation with spare parts sourcing. 

3.4 Customer care 

Toe aim of after-sales is to help the customer to get a full benefit from the product. From the company's 
perspective, the aim is to retain old customers. Both aims are served by creating customer satisfaction. Managing 
customer satisfaction ensures a steady flow of income also in the future. There are a lot of activities that can be 
gathered under the term customer care. These include consideration of response to customer requests, training, 
support, providing emergency service, operating manuals, information. problem solving, education. technical 
literature. demonstration. simulation and transfer of skills. · · 

Io the case of failure. the most important reso~ not to be wasted is time. One way of ensuring quick response 
and recovery is providing a 24-hour emergency service with a telephone helpline. In many case companies, there 
are plans to strut this kind of service. 

Customer satisfaction is a measurable quantity. Measurements just have to be created. When the data collected are 
exploited, a lot of valuable information can be gathered .. The most imponanc thing is to interpret the figures and to 
use them for improving activities. One of the case companies gathers daca periodically in a systematic manner. 

Customer satisfaction is a difficult area to manage. Knowing customer expectations. wishes and desires is the basis 
of building customer satisfaction. Customers' priorities have to be known and fully understood. Furthermore. 
measuring the level of satisfaction shows the way to superior performance. All the changes bave to be analyzed and 
the aim is to provide a better level of satisfaction to customers than the competitors do. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

Today, an increasing number of managers seek competitive advancage through different forms of customer service. 
This phenomenon coincides with the extraordinary growth in invoiced service activities occurring in industrialized. 
countries. Faced ~ch weakening gross margins on tangible products. m3.Ilufa.ccures in many industries find that it 
is important to rebuild profits by means of services, which will span the entire duration of the comsumption of th~ 
goods. 

The nature of make-to-order business secs the tenns for after-sales services. The prerequisite for selling expensive 
invesanent goods is to ensure the continuous functioning of the product. In this kind of business environment. 
demands for effective after-sales service are great and also justified. To.manage mer-saies services in an integrated 
manner over time. services should be tied closely to the product. Ideally, if the product is not only the tangible 
product but also its portfolio of services. a company would contemplate the same steps in designing. financing, 
producing. delivering and maintaining a product's accompanying services as it does for the physic:il. product. 
There would then be no need to refer separately t0 marketing the produce or marketing the service: one would think 
only of marketing the total produce. 
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Service can play a leading role in enchancing a finn's profitability and competitiveness. Firms that are able to 
develop the critical capabilities required can sustain competitive advantage. At the core of these capabilities is 
coordination. Its importance becomes clear when interfunctional relationships with other departments are 
observed. Service has a lot of valuable information, and relationships with sales and cnarlceting, engineering and 
manufacturing, product planning and development have to be clearly defined. Service should be considered as a 
part of the continuum starting from customer order and ending in after-sales service. The intent of after-sales is to 
generate new business, both spare parts. expansion deliveries and totally new business. The·supply chain 'thinking 
in after-sales business is not as common as it should be. 

There are two opposing tendencies in the structure of service organizations: the first orientation reinforces 
integration of the service department within the company's broader organization. The second encourages greater 
differentiation which leads to subsidiary creation or to subcontracting the delivery of after-sales services. The 
strucwre appropriate for a service department will depend on a multi rude of factors, some of which are 
controllable, but many outside its control. The ones most likely to have a serious impact on the sauccure in these 
companies are type of product and customer, and density of product popul.ation. The problem of the service 

-organization is local in nature. The actual service work is done on site. especially in products with large physical 
dimensions. On the other hand, companies manufacturing lhese products have global sales organizations but 
product lines are usually located in only one country. 

Service contracts are a powerfui means for managing service. Each case company has sec its goal in improving 
theservice contract concept and in having more produces under contracts. Contracts are a controllable way of 
managing service and they provide a const:mt flow of income. The customer's commianent will also be increased. 
Increasing the number of contracts depends on cusromers' attitudes. Companies believe that a change is coming. 
Customers want a guarantee th.at the problems will be taken can: of fast and right. 

· The after-sales function is a most valuable interface to tbe customer. The customer response gathered by yheafter
sales organization can be used to develop both products and operating practices. Service personnel sbould be more 
and ·more sales oriented, too. Their continuous cooperation with customers gives the best possible picrure of the 
needs and requirements the customers' have. Customers get their.opinion about the company based on the service 
personnel whom they work with in everyday life. 

The problems in the area of services in companies are similar to a surprisingly large extent. To all the problems 
there are various good solutions and the solutions found are applicable with minor modifications. 
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In today's global economy and competitive world. systemS. products, and services are developed. to de.light USCIS 

and customers with the objective of .. making it right the first time". However, in the real world, system 
characteristics, product and scmcc definitions, specificati9ns. and demands may change. In most rese:irch and 
development cases, schedules may be ddaycd and modifications may be required before de.livery of the products or 
services to the customer. After delivery, customers may find that the product or service docs not function as 
expected or cmnot be implemented as advertised. Each of these scenarios ~ a Systems Engineering (SE) 
approach; a systematic process designed to identify, prevent, and properly respond to potential problems. 

The costs associated with these additional work activities. are generally rcfemd. to collectively as the cost of 
quality, more accurately defined as the value of attempting to achieve quality with an imperfect process. 
Measuring and quaDtifying these costs are essential components of an SE approach to reduce or eli.minate the cost 
of quality. · 

The Cost-of-Quality Identification Process (CQIP) detc:nnines and measures the value and utility of work in 
progress. By initiating Cost-of-Quality Analysis (CQA). managers and quality improvement teams will identify 
areas of the project, system. or process that require enhancement Ongoing application of CQIP helps engineers 
and managers to reduce the need for activities that are directed at discovering and correcting failures and defects. 

This paper describes the CQIP, provides an app~ to perlorm CQA, initiates a step-by-step SE methodology 
that evaluates work activiti~ identifies effon enhancement opportunities, and estimates the financial potential of 
quality improvement for a product or service. 

INTRODUCTION 

CQA is a tool for underst.anding work activities, identifying process improvement opponunities, estimating the 
financial benefits for quality improvements. and monitoring the financial benefits of implementing the 
improvements. CQA information can motivate and prioritize: 

• Process improvement initiatives to increase productivity, efficiency, and profits. 
• Improvement efforts within a process. 

In most enterprises. CQA accounts for more than 40 pc;rcent of the sales price. It is a met.bod that allows 
quality managers and specialists to detenninc, select, an9 prioritize processes that need improvements. CQA also 
helps quality managers identify and recommend specific improvement opponunities. Implementing CQIP as a 
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foundation for quality improvement initiatives enables cxpertS, quality managers. and conc:cm.cd i.udividuals to 
realize its important potential benefits. These benefits include: 

• Performing cost and benefit analysis of the improvement efforts and selecting potential improvements. 
• Encouraging management commitment and support for necessaiy dfortS that establish quality standards, 

guidelines. and dm:ctions. 
• Identifying and prioritizing improvement poss1bilities. 
• Allocating cost benefits towards additional quality dforu. 
• Tracking and monitoring the improvement benefits and cost saving oppomm.itics. 
• Increasing product and service values to CUSU>.mers. 

CQIP analyzes the am of quality to various organizations and recognizes that the additional costs m; borne by 
customers when products or services fail 10: (1) perform as expected and (2) satisfy engineering specifications and 
customer requirements. Another cost associated with quality is the cost of lost oppornmities: the indirect costs to 
the developers for a poor product or service. Figure l demonsuates the impact of implementing the CQIP in a 
product or service development process. The downward arrows represent reductions in the cost~f-quality expenses 
that reduce the cost-of-quality improvcme.nts. The upward arrows represent increases in the e of the outputs and 
customer satisfaction. 

FIGURE 1, IMPACT OF IMPLEMENTING CQIP.· 

ENGINEERING VALUATION AND COST ANALYSIS 

The CQIP is used to identify, analyze, and track the following steps: 

• How co identify cost-4-quality. 
. • How co collect cost4-quality. 

• How co analyze cost4-quality data to improve the process. I , 
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As Figure 2 shows, implcmcnl3tion of CQIP bas positive impactS if the results reduce indliciencies, promote 
continuous quality impravcmcnts. or lead to cost-of-quality reductioos. Figure 2 is an analysis of the CQIP and the 
cost analysis process used to identify the cost-of-quality dcvc!opment A:. this figUI1: illustrates, CQIP helps to 
identify high cost-of-quality areas in a system. 

r--------------------1 
CQIP I 

I. Identify CQA 

2. Collect CQA data 

3. AJlal.yi.e CQA information to 
motivate and prioritize proc:ess 
improvement projects/activities 

• I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

--------
_________ _J 

' Use CQA information as input to 
develop/enhance quality 

improvement plans, establish 
CQA reduction objectives and 

implcmenc those plans 

FIGURE 2, CQIP PROCESS. 

CQIP can be succes.mtlly implemented if work activities are documented in detail. Detailed analysis of 
activities hdps SE to recognize potential impro~cnt opportunities. Dividing activities into subactivitics and 
prioritizing subactiviti.cs helps to di:ff'crcntiate the cost-of-quality work from essential first-time work. Scientific 
tools used to detcnni.ne CQIP include the following: 

• P.m:to .diagram; a graphical representation that is based. on prioritizing cost-of-quality work. 
• Trend chart: a presentation based on summary quantities of cost-vi-quality data in illustrative form. It 

depicts long-term variations to cost-of-quality work. 
• Cost-of-quality ratio; the ratio of cost-of-quality dollars to the incurred cost for the total work. It is used to 

evaluate productivity, efficiency, and effectiveness of the process. 
• Cause and ctfcct diagram; a relationship between a given effect for having e:ara cost-of-quality work and 

its possible causes. 
• Force-fieid analysis: identifies problem areas, their causes, and the driving and restraining forces that 

impact cost-of-quality work. 
• Nominal group technique; a SE step-by-step decision making process that helps to assign priorities and 

rank order cost-of-quality work activities starting from the most to the least important 
• Training workshop; a hands-on or practical method of training individuals and customers, through case 

studies and projects, to inform others and to impl~ment CQA. 
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The next step is to implement the CQA applications and CQIP results to direct engineering valuation and COSt 
analysis of the process. This . requires the motivating and directing of co.ntinuous quality e:fforts through 
applications of CQA Figure 3 addrc:ssc:s how CQA is used to generate mon: interest and to motivate the quality 
improvement initiatives througll CQIP. This figure shows that the coll.cctcd CQA information will enhance 
awareness in the early stages of a quality system implcmcntatio11. 

r • For EuvirounM:nt l ( Forprocc=es l ------ --------------· -------
CQ[P I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

l. Identify CQA wort I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

2. Collect CQA data 
I 
I 
I 
I 

3. Analyze CQA quality information to I 

motivate and prioritize process I 
I 

improvement projects/activities I 
I 
I 

L ------ ----------------
______ .J 

lo 

Use CQA quality information as input to 
develop/enhance quality improvement 

plans, establish CQA reduction objectives 
and implcmc:nt: those plans 

. . 

Establish the need Identify and prioritize 
for aad make the improw:mcnt 

sdectioa of proc:esscs opportunities for 
for im?'ovcmcnt the selected process 

I . ' 
FIGURE 3, CQA IMPRQVEMENT PROCESS. 

Basing the CQA .results on the collected information shows bow CQIP •• .1.. •• ,.... .,._..a;c ..,..,..= · t cffi - · · • '-WJ.dll,._ ~r-= P•..,......., tmprovemcn 
Orts at se\'eral pomts 111 a system. Figu.R 4 _depicts how CQA can be used to improve the quality of a system 

through use of the CQIP results and information. · 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Process Imprvvem.ent 
Activities 

Establish 
process mgt. 
rcspomlbility 

Define process 
(work activities) 

and identify 
customc:r 

requirements 

Define and 
establish 
measures 

Other QUALITY 
improvement activities 
( assess conformance to 
customer requirement, 

identify and rank 
improvement opportullities, 

set objectives, improve 
process quality, hold the 

gains. etc..) 

c. 

-

CQA Activities 

-----------
CQIP 

List sub - activities l. Identify I basedonCQA CQAwort 
categories 

Choose CQA as 2. Collect CQA 
&measure I data 

I I 

3. Analyze CQA 
information to 

motivate & 
Establish prioritize - CQA reduction ' improvement 
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l 
I 
I 
I 

-------r----

FIGURE 4, CQIP SUPPORT OF THE CONTINUOUS PROCESS. 

The CQA technique presented in this paper is a SE approacll that systematically analyzes and evaluates the 
cost-of-quality and its benefits. This approach is based on a CQIP that determines and mC3SWCS the quality value 
of activities and utility of work in progress. Through CQA initiatives. quality coDlrol experts, managers, and 
customers arc able to identify areas that need continuous improvements. · An effi:ctive, planned. and ongoing CQIP 
enhances quality cfl'ons by first focusing on activities that dircctly impact the discovery of potential failures and 
defects. After these defects and failures are identified, the process proceeds to completely eliminate them. 

Tb.e primary purpose of CQA is to clearly identify all woric-rdated activities., identify process improvement 
potentials. perform cost and benefit srudies., and monitor the financial benefits of impl.ementing the CQIP. It is 
~ed that implementation of CQA accounts fur more than 40 percent of the total sales price. CQIP is a 
process that prioritizes improvement needs and recommends ~ngineering solutions. Why is CQA essential to 
establish and implement? Because cost-of-quality is a cost that is added. to the price of products or services and is a 
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bo by the customers. If this cost is reduced through implcmenration of CQIP. the process becomes more 
~cie::nd productive., produc:t prices will be redua:d. and customers will be mon: satisfied. Why CQA? For all 

the good reasons. 
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ABSTRACT 

Global com.petition is forcing American managers to rethink the way they do business. 
Competing in a global economy is going to require firms to understand what ,.world class" quality 
means. Marketing will play an ever-increasing role in quality programs in the furore as companies 
try to ensure that the quality they offer is what their customers want. Quality efforts should focus 
on improving customer satisfaction at a reasonable cost. 

This research paper examined the premise that both a ·quality orientation and a market orientation 
do indeed improve company performance in the areas of customer retentio~ sales growth and 
return on invesonents. Data was collected from salespeople and marketing managers from three 
national companies to determine the relationship that market orientation and quality orientation 
have on company performance. 

INTRODUCTION 

Today's companies are experiencing vicious competition as never before. Much of this 
competition since the late 1970s was (ocused on quality and quality competition has gone global. 
Although over 26 srudies were completed in the United States during the last decade on ways to 
improve our international competitiveness, only a minority of firms have actually adapted the 
recommendations. 

:Many American companies such as Motorola, Hewlett-Pac~ 3-M, and AT&T have 
introduced various quality programs with startling success. Yet, more firms need to adopt quality 
practices to survive the fierce gJobal competition. According to John F. Welch. Jr., General 
Electric's CEO, "Quality is our best assurance of customer allegiance, our strongest defense 
against foreign competitio~ and the only path to sustained growth and earnings." Allen F. 
Jacobsen. Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer of 3M Company, says, "rm 
convinced that the winners of the 90s will be companies that make quality and customer service 
an obsession in every single market in which they compete." . 

This study will investigate whether market orientation as well ~ quality orientation positively 
affect perceived company performance. First, a discussion of quality-what it is and how it is 
measured will be presented. 
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Secondly, a discussion of market orientation and the conceptualizations of this construct will be 
discussed. Thirdly, the study's methodology will be addressed. including the measurement of 
quality orientation and market orientation. Finally, the results and implications for practioners will 
be discussed. 

Quality Orientation 

Quality is an elusive concept and one which is difficult to define. In fact, the defihiti~_ns of quality 
vary among the leading gurus of quality improvement. Deming viewed quality as reducing 
variation. Deming's quality philosophies were summarized in 14 Points, including such principles 
as "creating constancy of purpose" and "ending inspection as a means of achieving quality". Juran 
(1992), on the other hand, defined quality as "fitness for use" where products possess customer
desired product features and are free from deficiencies. The J\ll'ail philosophy of quality 
improvement centered around 3 basic quality processes: quality planning, quality improvement, 
and quality control. 

Crosby, another leading quality guru, defined quality as "conformance to requirement, not as 
goodness." Crosby believed that quality is created by a system of prevention, not appraisal. where 
the performance standard is "zero-<iefects"-meeting specifications 100 percent of the time. Garvin 
took a more aggressive and strategic approach to defining quality. He viewed quality as a means 
to pleasing the customer, not just protecting annoyances (Garvin, 1987). 

Quality has also been defined by focusing on "customer-perceived quality." One such effort was 
conducted by the Strategic Planning Institute via a series of studies called the Profit Impact of 
Marlceting Strategies or PIMS. The PIMS process for assessing.the relative perceived quality of a 
business unit's products and services involved a series of S steps: (1) identify non-price 
product/service attnbu.tes that affect customer buying decisions; (2) assign weights to each 
attribute relative to their importance; (3) rating the business unit's product line and those of each 
major competitor on each of the performance dimensions identified in Step l; and (4) an overall 
quality score along with various performance measures (e.g., ROI, ROS, and market share) were 
obtained and then benchmarked against similar businesses (Buzell and Gale, 1987). 

Zeitbbarnl, Parasurarnan and Berry (1990) also investigated perceived service quality in the 
banking industry. They defined service quality as the difference between what the consumers 
expect and what they actually receive. These researcqers developed a multi-item scale 
(SER VQUAL) that measured "service gaps" - the discrepancy between customer expectations 
and their perceptions. The outcome of their research was a service quality model consisting of 5 
factors: tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy. 

Achieving a quality orientation in a company can represent a challenge. According to Sussan 
( 1995), getting people to move in the same direction in an organization is difficult because it 
involves changing the culture and the structure of the organization. Quality does not necessarily 
require new tools or equipment, however it requires leadership and management that takes action 
in problem solving to understand the work process in depth. Quality doesn't juSt hap,pen. it 
requires careful commitment and planning (Sussan and Mazouz, l993). 
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The payoffs for introducing quality in a company's productS and processes are certainly 
.;,,orthwhile. Recognizing the strategic significance of quality by managers will lead companies to 
achieve a sustainable competitive advantage (SCA). Ultimately, quality will lead organizations to 
increase profits, stability, and market share (Tunks, 1992). 

Market Orientation 

Market oriemation evolved from the marketing concept. a philosophy which bas guided 
businesses for the past 40 years or so. Firms that practice the marketing concept focus their 
effons on clearly defining their target market and, through interfunctional coordination within the 
organization, creating continuous superior value for those customers. The marlceting concept also 
involves firms' analyzing their competito~ mengths. weaknesses. and competitive positioning. 
Finns that put into practice the marketing concept are said to be "market oriented." Market 
orientation then is the operationalization of the marketing concept. 

A great deal of research on market orientation has been conducted over the past S years. 
Narver and Slater (1990)·developed a measure for mark.et orientation and tested its effect 
on business performance. They found that market orientation was an important detenninant of 
business performance, i.e., return on assets. Slater and Narver (1994) found, in addition. a 
positive relationship between market orientation and sales growth. 

Kohli and Jaworski (1993) defined and measured market orientation in a somewhat different 
fashion than did Narver and Slater. They defined market orientation as the generation, 
dissemination and subsequent response to marketing intelligence. They also identified several 
antecendant variables which were hypothesized to affect market orientation. such as top 
management's emphasis on market orientation and their degree of risk aversion, inter
departmental dynamics ( conflict, connectedness) and organizational systems ( formalization, 
departmentalization, centralization, and reward systems). 

The researchers further hypothesized that market orientation would positively affect employees 
(i.e., organizational commitment and esprit de corps) as well as business performance. Their 
results showed that firms that practice a market orientation realized a higher business performance 
and had more committed employees who felt part of the team. 

Finally, Yarbrough and Stassen (1994) examined management styles in relation to market 
orientation. They found that an organic management style which inferred adaptability and high 
levels of interfunctional communication appeared highly correlated to market orientation. A 
mechanistic or bureaucratic style, on the other hand. seemed to be negatively correlated to market 
orientation. 

CONCEPTUAL FRA.t'1EWORK 

Although previous srudies nave examined the relationship between market orientation and 
business perfonnance (Kohli and Jaworski, 1993; Narver and Slater, 1990). none have srudied the 
combined impact of market orientation and quality orientation on business performance. 
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Figure ( 1) below conceptually shows that the practice of bo~ market oriemari~n ~d q~ 
orientation leads to superior business performance. The premise of such a relationship poSit~ that 
businesses that follow either or both of these orientations will be above average performers m 
their industry. Thus, the research question that emerges from this study is: How well does market 

orientation and quality orientation predict business performan~-

MARKET' QUALITY ORIENTATION I 

MARKET QUALITY 
ORIENTATION 14-----~ ORIENTATION 

BUSINESS 
PERFORMAN 

Figure 1 

MEIBODOLOGY 

The study population consisted of a large multinational chemical firm, including 3 of its business 
units. Questionnaires were distributed to ·approximately (120) marketing and engineering 
personnel in the company, only (85) completed questionnaires were received. The measures used 
to gather data in this study consisted of the market orientation sea.le developed by Narver and 
Slater along with the quality orientation scale developed by Sussan (1995). Both employ multi.
item, 5-poim Llkert scales. 

Business performance., specifically customer retention, sales growth, and return on investments, 
which were measured by the respondent's own ~em of these in relation to that of their 
direct product-market competitors. Previous srudies have suggested that direct and indirect 
measures of profitability were strongly correlated (Dess and Robinson 1984). The other 
dependent measure, Economic Value-added, was computed from objective measures. 
Economic Value-Added (EVA) measures a corporation's "true economic profit" after subtracting 
the cost of capital and is compl,lled as follows: 

EVA= Net Operating Profit After Taxes - (Total Invested Capital multiply by Weighted 
Average Cost of Capital). 
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Validity of the scales was confirmed through factor analysis. Analysis of the research question 
involved Multiple Regression and ANO VA tests of market orientation and quality orientation on 
business performance. 

RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 

Hypothesis # 1 
HO: There was no significant relationship between quality orientation and business 

performance. 
Hl : There was a significant relationship between quality orientation and business 

performance. 

Hypothesis # 2 
HO: There was no significant relationship between market orientation and business 

performance. · 
HI : There was a significant relationship between market orientation and business 

performance. 

H.vJ>othesis # 3 
HO: Quality orientation and market orientation have no interactive effect on business 

performance. · 
HI : Quality orientation and market orientation have an interactive effect on business 

perfonnance. 

DATA AL"lAL YSIS 

In our analysis we considered quality orientation. and market orientation as the independent 
variables (XI, X2) and business performance as the dependent variable (Y), which lead to 
measure Economic V aiue-Added (EV A) such ~ : Customer Retention, Sales Growth. Rerurn on 
Investment (RO.l). The statistical analysis was done by using the SPSS software to determine 
the correlation between the variables of the srudy, as well as the significant effect of the 
independent variables on the dependent variables by using ANOV A test. Finally the research 
model was presented by a regression equation. 

CONCLUSION 

The conclusions of this research were based on the hypotheses tested. Each hypothesis was 
discussed based on the findings of the statistical analysis which was presented earlier. The 
correlation matrix shows that there were a positive relationship between XI and X2 with the 
dependent variables. 

The AJ."\JOVA tests indicated that there was a similar relationship. According to our findings. 
marketers and engineers need to emphasize heavily on Quality/Market orientation in order to be 
competitive in the global economy. 
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Abstract 

Reliability Growth Analysis (RGA) is one of the tools used by suppliers as well as users of 
machinery and equipment to improve the performance of an existing machine and its next 
generations. In principle, RGA relies on continuous improvement of an existing design through 
root cause analysis of every failure that occurs or is anticipated to occur. 

J. J. Daune presented an approach to estimate meart · time between failures from prototype data. 
Using Duane's concept, a computer program was developed for RGA It requires entering two or 
more data points. Each data point consists of the cumulative time and the corresponding 
cumulative n.urnber of failures. Then, the program calculates and presents the cumulative mean 
time between failures (MTBF) and plots the data on a log-log paper. Using the Ordinary Least of 
Squares (OLS) method, the reliability growth curve is prompted, and the slope of the line is 
indicated. In addition, the analyst can determine the inherent MTBF at the current time, as well 
as: 1) the inherent MfBF at any future time, assuming that the continuous improvement program 
continues, and 2) the required additional continuous improvement time to achieve a given 
inherent MTBF. 

Introduction 

Survival and profitability of any manufacruring system depends on designing an efficient 
production scheme. One means of reducing the overall production cost is focusing on the use of 
machinery and equipment that yields quality products at specified rate without major 
interruptions. The process starts with using several reliability and maintainability tools and 
techniques to reduce the machinery and equipment design and development cost It progresses 
with the application of continuous improvement techniques to maintain and improve the machine 
performance during its useful life. 

To develop, operate, and maintain such equipment, a comprehensive cooperative relationship 
between the user and its machine tool builders is essential. Such a partnership requires 
continuous communication and exchange of information on the statUS of the equipment, and 
results in a better understanding of causes of machine failure and means of maintaining and/or 
improving its performance. 
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In today's competitive world, manufacturers sh~uld use engineering. ~proach to their machine 
selection, design, development, and manufactunng process. At a IIllmmum. a team should be 
assigned the task of following the design and development of machinery and equipment from its 
inception to its decommissioning and/or retirement. 

The team should start its task by stipulating the machinery specifications, and- work with the 
machine tool builder to improve and finalize the design. The team should collectively follow the 
design, development, and manufacture of the machinery and equipment to assure that the quality 
of the parts as per specifications is achieved. They should try to refine the original process 
continuously, to simplify it along with the improvements in the product/process design, as well. 

. During the design interaction process, the team bas repeated opportunities to enhance the 
reliability and maintainability of the equipment and make cost-benefit tradeoffs. The team should 
continuously review and refine the design with the absolute requirement that non-open issues 
regarding the reliability of the design remains unresolved at the conclusion of the planning 
period. The· net result is a machinery and equipment that all members of the team fully 
understand and support. 

One of the reliability & maintainability (R&M) tools and techniques that the design team has at 
'its disposal is the reliability growth analysis (RGA) which measures the degree of improvement 
in the design performance as function of time. This article reviews the topic of R&M in general, 
and RGA in particular, and introduces a computer program that can be used to eliminate the 
computational aspects of the procedure. 

Application of Reliability & Maintainability to Machine Design 

Design and development of a reliable and maintainable machinery and equipment do not happen 
by chance. It requires development of a design plan, by the builder, that highlights the following 
issues: 

• Management involvement 
• R&M analysis and prediction 
• Reliability allocation 
• Part selection 
• Supplier selection 
• Simplification of machinery design 
• Reliability growth management 

The cfesign plan should cover a.ll aspects of the design. A well-developed design plan starts with 
a senes of design assurance activities, goes through a series of reliability and maintainability 
ac~~~es and, finally, concludes_ with ~ seri~ of reliability and maintainability improvement 
actrvrttes. These topics are descnbed bnefly m what follows. For a detailed description, please 
refer. to Ford's Reliability and Maintainability Guideline (I], and the Societv of Automotive 
Engineers (SAE) reliability and maintainability guideline for machinery and equ'ipment [2]. 
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Design assurance activities are to assure that the design has gone through a complete scrutiny 
prior to its manufacturing. It covers topics related to: 

• Design margins 
• Macliine pans 
• Mainrainability concepis 
• Design reviews 

Reliability and maintainability activities are to assure that all applicable analytical techniques are 
being implemented. It covers topics related to: 

• Reliability analysis and prediction -
• - Stress anaiysis 
• Failure Mode and Effect Allalysis 
• Fault Tree Analysis 

Finally, reliability and maintainability improvement activities are to insure that the machinery 
and equipment will be properly maintained., and the supplier will be made aware of the 
perfonnance of the equipment on the user's floor. It consists of the following activities: 

• Reliability growth and rnaiorenaoce improvements 
• Failure reporting and corrective action system 
• Data collection 

The focus of this article is on the last issue, namely, using maintenance data to analyze the 
reliability growth. Reliability growth and continuous improvement process are the most effective 
technique for reducing warranty costs and improving future generations of the same machinery 
and equipment. Machine tool builders and their suppliers are expected to participate in the 
reliability growth and continuous improvement process during machinery manufacturing 
operations by assisting in the root cause analysis of all failures that occur. By iaentifying failure 
causes and implementing corrective actions, the inherent _ reliability of equipment can be 
improved. 

The most important input requirement for performing reliability growth analysis is having access 
to the maintenance data. Therefore, a feedback system should be established that provides for the 
orderly recording and transmission of failure data from the manufacturer's plant and user sites 
into a unitary database. This database should allow for identification of pattern failures and rapid 
resolution of problems through rigorous failure analysis. This resolution of problems promotes 
the reliability growth of equipment in the field as well as higher reliability for new equipment. 

The data collection task should not be considered as the builder or the user task, but as task that 
is equally shared between them. The machine tool builder and the user_ should jointly develop a 
system for obtaining equipment penonnance data. The data format should be mutually agreed 
upon and provide sufficient detail so that the machinery supplier can isolate a problem and 
develop a corrective action. · 

In this article, a computer program is described that uses the failure data to measure the 
performance of the machine as function of time: The software is based on the assumption that 
data. on the pattern of failures as function of time, is readily available. 
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Software Description 

Duane has shown that, in a continuous improvement environment, as the time increases, the 
cumulative mean time between failures (CMrBF) increases. If the CMTBF versus cumulative 
time is plotted on a log-log paper~ a line will be observed where the slope is the rate· of reliability 
growth. The rate is anywhere between zero and one, and the better the con~uous improvement 
program, the higher the slope of the reliability growth line. 

Using Duane's concept, a computer program was written in Visual Basic for Applications and 
Excel 5.0 for Windows that is intended for use by the test lab technicians and design engineers. 
Use of the software requires having two or more data on machine's failures. Each data consists 

. of the time interval, and the corresponding number of failures. Then, the program calculates and 
presents the cumulative mean time between failures (CMTBF), and plots the acrual data on a log
log paper. In addition, using the Ordinary Least of Squares (OLS) method, the reliability growth 
line is fitted and ~isplayed, and the slope of the line is indicated. 

CMTBF carries the baggage of all the failures, old and new, and can not be a representative of 
the performance of the machine at the current time. In a continuous improvement environment, 
the cause(s) of every failure is investigated and corrective measures are taken to remove those 

· causes from the design. Therefore the current MTBF, also known as the inherent mean time 
bet?1een failures (IMTBF), is a better representation of the performance of the machine at the 
current time, and should be used in future analysis. The program allows the analyst to determine 
the IMTBF at the current time. 

One of the uses of reliability growth analysis is to answer questions related to the reliability of 
the machine at a given future time, if continuous improvement program is to continue. The 
following two questions are 9f particuJar_.importance: 

• What is the inherent MTBF at any future time, assuming that the continuous 
improvement program continues? 

• How long the continuous improvement time should be continued to achieve a given 
inherent MTBF? 

The software allows the analyst to ask those questions . 

.... 
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Figure I. Log-log paper, data enter, and buttons 

Figure l depicts the input/output screen. After starting the program, the user clicks on the Data 
Enter button and is asked the number of observations that will be entered. The answer must be 
entered using a counter box from a minimum of 2 to a maximum of 12 observations. The user is 
presented with the screen that includes a data entty fonn that has two rows, asking for the 
cumulative time and the cumulative number of failures. The user can enter any pair of data (the 
cumulative time and the corresponding number of failures). When finished, the user can click on 
the Run button to perform the analysis. 

After running, the software will present the user with the slope of the reliability growth on the 
same screen. In addition, there are other buttons (namely: Print, Estimates, Clear, and Return). 
The user has opportunities to perform further analysis by dicking on the Estimates button or 
reinitialize the program with the Clear button. 
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Conclusions 

The reliability growth software is a simple, user-friendly, and useful tool for those involved in 
equipment design and development. and can be used to obtain answers to questions that routinely 
requires plotting data on a log-log paper, and using subjective opinion to •estimate the slope of 
the reliability growth. Its use reduces the computational time, and increases the a~curacy of the 
analysis, and is, therefore, recommended. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper discusses the implementation of a European project entitled Fashion-Net. Fashion-Net seeks to 
investigate the use of A TM broadband communications tor T eiescrvices and T e!eco-operation within the fashion and 
textile industries. The paper also assesses usability collaboration berween geographically remote fushion agencies. 
Its emphasis is on developing a ct0$$-European system which will be used by a network of designers, manufacturers 
and retailers geographically dispersed.. These sector actors can engage collaboratively. 

The system comprises of three distinct co-operative software taols. FtrStly, a multimedia database. FINS. which 
allows users t0 ~ fabrics.. currem designs and market intelligence information. This provides e:xi:ensive sourcing 
and forecasting infonnation. Secondly, an electroaic shared whiteboard. Scribble which allows designers to intertace 
with remote end users simultaneousty on the same shared worked design. Thirdly, a video am:i audio conterencing 
system. ShowMe enables on-line collaborative video conferencing thus allowing designers to communicate with 
retailers and mam.ua~. FINS. Scribble and ShowMe represent the fun.ire cechnologicai deveiopments of the 
garment industry. 

The usability of the system was assessed from two perspectives, namely cost-benelit analysis and human computer 
imeraction (HCI) functionality. The positive feedback ofth.e potential users and the size of the Common interest 
Group (PG) conrln:ned the potenrial telecommunicarion needs in. this industrial secmr. User.. oitbis cechnology will 
benefit by acquiring the confidence to use these applications in design and manufacruring scenarios. More 
importamly, by using the ATM infrastructure within Europe all participams will be e:q,loiting multimedia 
technologies across communication necworks. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Fashion-Net project demonsmttes the benefits of the application of Infurmation Tedmology and Computer 
lntemetworking to che Fashion Industry. Key to this were a ciumber of computer applications such as FINS (a 
multimedia ta.sh.ion database). Scnbble (a shared whiteboard and image annotation applicarion) and ShowMe (a 
videoconferencing application). The project conducted local trials on an Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) 
netWork at Queen· s Universiry Belfast (QUB). and international trials across the European A TM infrasmJcwre. The 
applications developed enable fashion designers. mam..ifi3ctuR:rs anci retailers 10 source for information relating to 
design (FINS). to design; transterimages and annotate sketches (Scribble), and to taik, see and work with remote 
partners (ShowMe). This toolkit is very powerful.. allowing designers to perfunn their work in novel, more efficient 
and more ettectiveways. User trials were conducted, which gave designers th.e opportunity _to participate in a series 
of realistic design wks. User trials were undertaken using 3 bandwidth conditions 2, 4 and g Mbsec. From the 
perspective of perceived usability, the higher bandwidths were p1era1ed:. 

The methodology developed from the analysis. design and evaluation of the project QUI be appli.ed outside of the 
tashion domain. namely to the analysis ofother Computer Supported Colla~orarive Workins (CSCW) systems. 

SCENARIOS 
An experimental procedure based on re:ilistic design tasks or scenarios had been developed. The approach taken was 
to develop 3. set of scenarios which might be compatible with different sector aaors within the fashion- design 
industry c.~ sponswear. mens · wear and womens· we.ac. The scenarios nave b= designed co be as realistic as 
possible m the industry. They required fashion designers to use all three aoplications in the sourcing and 
.:xploration or"icieas. chrough to collaborative design ;ind the presentation of final products. All scc.rrarios require the 
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designers to undertake the same activities at the interi'ace e.g. cut and paste, ~w. point. drag and drop. This 
allowed fur the performance and perception ofpertormance for each task to be directly compared across trials. 

The overall scenario identified was to develop an on-line portfolio with a colleague(s), which could be shown to 
different companies/retail outlets. The final product or sketches should be of a protessiona! quality, and should rtfiea 
an undemanding/awareness of future design trends. The role of FINS was to provide information which can guide 
the design with regard to choice of fabrics. manufacturers and future trends; the role of Scnbble to provide a shared 
sketchingidesigning facility; and the ShowMe video conferencing system was to enable the designers to 
communicate with each other directly with audio-visual links about their designs .. The scenarios were as follows: 

Sponswear for cyclists. The national cycle team want to inaease their 'visibility; in . furure cycling 
championships such as the Tour de France and the Milk Race. Their integrated sponswear should take 
advantage of new f.abrics and the design should reflect the idea dw cycling promotes ltealth and fimess. In the 
design you need to specify the gannent manu&aurers, the type of material the items will be made out o( and 
the badges ofthe sponsors. 
Womcn·s top. At a recent fashion show you were very amch impressed by a cnuiti~olourcd women's top 
designed by Clements Ribeiro. Using this as a starting point design a similar top in a liquids palette, which 

· might be used for leisure wear. The fabric should withstand. a lot of washes without losing its shape or colour. 
Men·s evening jacket. Predict the next direction in men's evening fashion. Using cum:m and future trends in 
the pop world. design a jacket which will appeal to those in the middle to bigh income bracket, aged 21 • 30 
years . 

Thesi; scenarios involve designers searching lir information. talking to each other, and actually producing a design 
(sketching:), i.e. the same wks will have to be carried out although the final products will be diffi:rent. In order to 
accomplish lina.l design ail three apptic.uions ltave been used - FINS to tind out the information. Scribble to do the 
collaborative design work, and the ShowMe videoconterencing system for on-line audio-visual coma.ct 

USABILITY E.."lfGJNNERING OBJECTIVES 
The overall objective was to support fushion design camg place over distance. More sp~c objectives were firstly, 
·co establish a series of trials which consist of usage scenarios and to nm these over a period as long as possible; 
secondly, to c:nhance the capabilities of the Fashion-Net infrastructure tllrough the introduction of new multimedia 
oriented collaborative applications; and thirdly, by increasing the size and SCO!)C of the trials, through additional 
end-users and aial sites. In addition, it was aimed to run several interactions. of the scenario aials over an extended 
period in orderto establish: 
l. minimum bandwidth requirements; 
2. lletWOric usage patterns; 
3. the impact ofthe netWork on HCI and usability, · 
4. to establish the nc:tWork requirements of distributed databases, co-operative design tools and videocontcrence 

packages and the resultant HO and usability issues; and 
5. to further enhance and verify the results of the cosrlbenefus analysis. 

Funhermore. it was important to verify and enhance models of the organisarional impact of netWOrk services on the 
fashion design domain; to develop and apply methods for establishing the business cosrlbenefu.s of introducing the 
technological innovatioos proved in the project: to evaluate and specify the cost benefits associated witlt 
implementing the proposed Broad!:!and services throughout the European Fashion Industry, and/or within the 
Fashion-Net Common Interest Group. Specific objectives con~ the application tools were as follows. For 
FINS, it was to test an online database (cunently CD-ROM) providing sourcing materiai for designers and to 
develop a·Business Plan ofafururePan-EuropeanMultimedia Databaseforfashion. Textile and Apparel industries. 
For Scribble. it was to trial and evaluate joint sketching and annotation application with audio-conferencing support.. 
enabling designers separated over distance. to see and edit each others designs and develop a Business Plan of a 
future Pan-European CSCW service for Fashion, Textile and Apparel industries. in the cornc:a of an iQJegrated 
CSCW/DatabasetVideoconfercncing coolkit. The objectives for ShowMe wen: to test a video conferencing tool co 
support and aid co-operative working. 

INTERNATIONAL TRIAL SITES 
Ten institutions from the Fashion and Telecommunic:uions indusn-y from four European countries were involved in 
the project. Research institutions included The University ofUlster. Queen's University. Belfast. :--fortingham Trent 
Universiiy. The University oi Derby, Trinity College, Dublin and The franhoia- Institute. Gc:rmany. The 
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Telecommunication _partners were CPR.M and ADETTL Portugal. MaConde in Porrugal, Ski & Sports in N. 
Ireland and CETER m Italy were the major Fashion industry partners. Figure l identifies the participant sites along 
with the interconnection network. At each site applications were installed.. connections oi equipmem were made and 
the trials undertaken. 

G G 
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Figure I User Sites and Interconnectivity 
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The Fashion-Net applications can be used by small. medium and large organisations if they possess the necessary 
computer and telecommunication iafrasauaurc (hardware and software). FINS ideally suits small firms who can have 
access to a comprehensive fashion database. Scribble and ShowMe can work with small numbers of users during any 
one session (2 to 3 persons where using the system over two and three way links) although the cool.kit supportS up 
to 8 users. Three main industrial parmers where involved, namely Ski and Spons (SME). Al Ferano (SME), and 
Maconde (Large compauy ). Fashion designers from other companies were brought in to participate in imemational 
trials (approximaxeiy 9 SMEs. such as CIVEC in Porrugal). 

:'lfETWORKING TECHNOLOGY 
The netWork technology chosen to provide the iafrastrucrure over which the applications operates is A TM 
technology. This high speed coMection oriemed switched system offers performance in the order <:f IO to 15 times 
that of cum:m ethcmet networks. It rcpresems the ne:a generation of performance giving throughput and functionality 
which is an order of magnitude higher than the current ethemet nerworking standard. A TM is also a highly scaleable 
technology, providing solutions ranging from loc:il to wide areanerworks and data rates ranging from 100 Mbit/sec 
to SDH standards. However. it is a technology which. is very much in its infancy and poses some severe challenges. 
A major problem is the current lack of widely accepted standards for intemerworking products made by different 
ATM vendors. The variation in pl.anbrrn configurations also present problems when using the ATM infrast:rucrure. 

Mu.ch of the etfortecpended by the partners in the Fashion-Net project has gone towards overcoming the challenges 
presented by intc:graring these comp(e.'( new technologies. Work is continually being undertaken in order to 
maximise the benents of the tedmologies used., in order to provide a higher quality of service forthe end users in the 
EU Fashion Industry (Fashion-Net/TEvfIN, 1996). 

USER APPLICATIONS 
Fashion-Net integrates the various packages and provides an A TM rabric which spans many European countries. 
enabling fashion designers from the parociparing interest groups in che EU member suues to co-operaie and share 
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ideas on a European-wide basis. Figure 2 below summarises the basic functionalities of ea.ch application. Additional 
information is presented in Patterson & Murphy (1996). 

FUNCTION AUTY FINS SCRIBBLE I SHOWME 
Infonnation exchan2e ✓ v 
On line database v 
Mwtimedia facilities v v 
Send ✓ v 
Forwardinll 
Retrieve ✓ 
Conversation ✓ v 
Interaction ✓ ✓ v 
Exchan2e ..; ./ 
Collaborative Interaction and ✓ v 
Forwardiniz 
lnteractive Retrieval and 
Forwardin2 
CoUaborarive Retrieval. and ./ v 
Forwardin2 
Interactive Retrieval. ./ 
RetrievaJ and Forwardin2 
Collaborative forwardina: v ✓ 

Figure 2 Summary of the Functionality of each Application 

FASWON DESIGN CSCW 

I 

Fashion design utilises diverse media in a wide variety of taSks. Designers. for example, create images of designs 
that are discussed and modified during meetings with other designers, managers. buyers, and clients. Designers 
receive inspiration for their designs and obtain design materials and components from a variety of sources. A typical 
design scenario might involve an initial search for materials and inspiration, followed by design and design 
appraisal. F requemly, these activities are realised collaboratively with design colleagues or mediated through staged 
group meetings. The three applications would support all these kinds of task and interactions betWeen parriciparns 
separated by distance. 

As pan of the usability engineering process. the designers were asked how they would normally perfunn each of the 
main tasks - i.e. sourcing infonnation, sketching and communicaring wiih colleagues. These questions revealed that 
none. of the designers used computers as e.-ctensively as the project required. Sourcing was normally conducted 
through attendance at shows searching and browsing through journals. There was some evidence that the Internet 
was starring to be used for tasks ·of this nature. Sketching of designs was nonnaily done alone. with pen and 
sketchpad. Final draft ideas were shown to colleagues as story boards. Scnoble goes beyond this. requiring 
designers to worlnogcther from the initial/concept stages of design. Communication betWeen designers and clients 
was mediated through conventional methods such as telephone. visits and faxes. Within the Fashion-Net toolkit 
(Scribble. ShowMe and FINS) all interfilcing could be achieved from one worlcswion. This represems a radical 
departure from current work practices. 

USABll.ITY ENGINEERING ME1JIODOLOGY 
All trials took place berween the sites with European ATM nerworlc conditions. The users at each site wee four 
freelance designers. Each group undertook the three afureincmioned design scenarios. under three different bandwidth 
conditions (2. 4, 8 Mbsec}. Show-Me and Scnbbl.e ran as shared applications. FINS ran sepantely on a user 
machine. Each session lasted for approximately one hour. Restricting the bandwidth creates a bottleneck of cells 
during ·complicaied activities. These are rejected or passed on later. The lower the bandwidth the more cells are 
rejected. ~pecially during complicated tasks such as joim drawing and image cransfer. The sc~os had been 
consrructed ro ensure that all raslcs (e.g. talking. drawing. image a-ansfer} ocCWTed under each bandwidth. The 
relationship between the tasks and bandwidth activity could ihen be determined. 
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[t was hypothesised that the applications would run better over the higher, unrestricted bandwidth conditions, and 
that users would notice and be able to quantify this difference in their answers to questionnaires. The foUowing 
measurements were taken preceding, during and anteceding the acru.al trial. The Usability Engineering techniques 
used wcn::-
1. The measurement of pnxomputer attitudinal scores were completed betbte and after participation in each trial, 

(Ba.dagliacco. 1990). If the applications performed well it was hypothesised that pre and poSt attitudinal. scores 
would remain constant throughout the trials. . 

2. Usability questionnaires relariog to each application were completed after each of the trials. in order to ascertain 
whether there had been any noticeable effi:ct on certain fa.cetS of syStem usability which could be attributed to 
bandwidth differences (e.g. speed, response rare. video and audio quality). 

3. All sessions were video recorded and subsequemly subjected to a task and breakdown analysis. (Urquijo et al, 
1993). 

USABILITY ENGINEERING RESULTS 
Appiication Bandwidth Ra11lls 
The evaluation of Scnbble and FINS running under optimum conditions, highlighted a number of areas where 
system improvements could be made. These results themselves will again be fed back to che system developers. In 
terms ofthe analysis ofbandwidth requirements, an application which rares poorly in terms of usability when run 
over optimum conditions will probably fair even . WITTC when the bandwidth is restricted.. Regarding usability over 
restricted bandwidths, the celeconferencing syStem (ShowMe) and Scr1bble were rai:ed least favourably in the lower 
bandwidth conditions (1 and 2Mbsec). Although FINS ran independently ofbandwidth condition. images had to be 
exported from it into Scribble. This was difficult fur subjects and sometimes resulted in system crashes (especially 
on the lower bandwidth conditions). The perceived usability of Scribble and FINS therefore co-varied. Table L 
summarises the mean scores that each application achieved, under respective bandwidths. The highest score 
attainable was 7. As FINS was run separately on the machines. it should not have been eflected by bandwidth 
configuration. The scores, although disappointingly low, would indicate that usability is better at 4 and 8Mbsec. 

Table 1 Application Bandwidth Results 

APPLICATION/ 2 MBSEC 4 MBSEC 8 MBSEC 
BANDWIDTH 
Scribble 3.99 4.56 3.92 
ShowMe 4.28 4.75 4.34 
FINS 4.44 4. 146 4.038 
Total 12.51 IJ.456 12.298 

Pro-Compull!r Attitudinal Scores 
The pro attirudinaJ computer scores dropped slightly during the trials, regardless of the order of bandwidth 
presemarion. The post trials scores were usually more negative than the pre trial ones. This was especially true rx 
the l and 2 :'vfbsec bandwidth conditions. A summary of the results from the questionnaires as illustrated in Table 
2, show an underlying trend that the users ' overall attitude to computers dropped furthest in the 2 and 4 Mbsec 
conditions. The highest score attainable was 140. 

Table 2 Pro.Computer Attitudinal Results 

MEASURE/ 2MBSEC 4 MBSEC 8 MBSEc · 
BANDWIDTH 
Pre trial score 110.63 99 103.75 
PoSt trial score 105.25 96.22 99.78 
.Diffcmtoe 5.37 2.7 4 

Breakdown Anaiysis Results . . . 
For the breakdown analysis. a representative subject pair was selected from each ccpenmema.l condinon. lt was 
hypothesised that firstly. as the bandwidth is decreased.. the number of breakdowns attributable co the sysc~m ~ill 
incrCJ.Se: 5econdly. that as usen; were trained in the use of the systems. the ·user stUCk' figure should remain ~ y 
stable throughout rhe trials and thirdly, the nature• of the speech oreakdowns would change JS a result or the 
bandwidth con:tigurarion. 
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Hypothesis 1 was upheld. More system breakdowns occurred in · the lower bandwidths. They were also of greare 
duration (18 minutes as opposed to 90 seconds). For example in lMbsec condition - despite attempts by the systen 
administrators - ShowMe remained unusable with poor sound quality, bad echo, subjects could only hear each othe 
when they shouted through the door! In 2.1',ibsec bandwidth condition, the trial ended with both machines crashing 
The users spent more time on Scribble, but had to wait 5 minutes for images to be tranSferrcd., during which time 
they were unsure as to whether they had perfonned the operation correctly or whether the system had crashed. In tht 
higher bandwidths subjects were able to spend more rime concentrating in the cask', and seemed more comiden1 
overall. -

Hypothesis 2 was upheld. Users experienced the same sort of problems on all the conditions, despite having bec11 
trained in the use ofthe systems e.g. chey found navigating in FINS di.flicult. could not remember how to cut and 
paste images, or how to draw and delete with Scribble. These problems were ex.acerbated by the la.ck of help 
facilities in both systems. These confirmed/exemplified issues raised in the usability evaluation. 

In Hypothesis 3 the munber of speech breakdowns inaeased with increased bandwidth. Thi.s could be attnoutable to 
the following reasons: fim.ly, in the higher bandwidths the trials went on longer, secondly, it was easier for subjects 
to engage in conv~on in the higher bandwidth conditions: thirdly, there was a qualitative as weU as 
quantitative change in the narure of the speech breakdowns, they became more cask oriented, rather than just asking 
for repetitions. 

Cost Benefit A.ssessmort 
The cost benefit assessment showed that major issues in the introduction of this technology would be inter and 
intta-organisarional benetits; resulting from increased communication, concern over security and confidenriality 
(which is a major issue in the Fashion Industry), retraining and recognition of new skills. 

CONCLUSION 
The Trials have successfully demonstrated the potential benefits of delivering multimedia services into the European 
Fashion and Teictile Industries. Each of the applications have been successfully integrated into the Fashion Design 
Scenarios and from these important infonnation such as usage patterns. minimum system and nerwork requirementS 
have been identified. Thi.s infonnation can now be used by netWork designecs and operators, equipment and software 
vendors. in orderto help provide optimum take-up ofbroadband services within the European Fashion. Textile, md 
related Industries. The trials planned within the project were completed with success. both at a local and 
imernarionai level. From the Technical poir,tt of view, all the work carried out during the trials provided a very 
important insight about the usage ofnerwork and transport protocols like TCP/IP over a transfer medium as ATM. 
Some very important conclusions about the performance of such protocols over ATM were drawn up. This 
iofonnation will be useful for funher experiments in multimedia distttbuted environments over ATM. These are 
summarised on the World Wide Web (Scrivener, 1996). 

From the Usability Engineering perspective, all applications provided feedback to the intervening users and will be 
directly used in current (FINS) and funlre commercial software tools (Scribble), as weU as other European funded 

· initiatives (Ten-telecom. Telematics and ESPRIT). The project concludes that due to the effixt to date in the 
development of both a technelogical and evaluation methodology, they envisage a future in successful Pan-European 
commercial Tele-service and Teleco-operation fer Fashion; Design and Marketing Intelligence in Europe. 
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Abstract 

There are many engineering problems associated with the use of acoustic signals for the study of sea floor 
at aU depths. For limited depths, signal return is fast enough to allow for the use of high frequencies. Still, 
many problems plague the high frequency approach. This paper will outline possible solutions for some of 
these problems. By using a towable platform that could be towed behind a sea vessel. Transducers could 
hence be moved to points of vantage allowing for the collection of more accurate date. The platform 
described in this paper (Tow-body) is one that could be towed at wide range of depths, speeds and distances 
behind the ship. The platform contains all the electronics necessary control of transducers, manage data 
collection and the flight controls of the platform. The on board electronics are also responsible for 
managing the communications with the top-side (the ship). This platform is designed to allow for top-side 
or autonomous flight control. 

This paper outlines the different mechanical and electronic aspects of the Tow-body. The mechanical 
section includes the winch and tow cable. The electronics, on the other hand, will be divided into three 
sections, 

l) Transducers and transducer driver circuitry. 

2) Data acquisition and communication circuitry. 

3) Flight comrol circuits. 

The paper will finally examine the operation of the platform. Problems encountered in operating the 
platform, solutions employed and possible future considerations are included .. 

Introduction: 

The main objective of this project was to provide a platform that will yield high resolution data on the 
spatially changing bottom reverberations, bottom reflectance and bottom clutter. The platform descnbed in 
this paper is one that has been utilized by the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) at Stennis Space Center 
(SSC) in Mississippi. The platform is an aluminum.shell 3.40 min length and 0.40 min outer diameter. 
The shell is designed to be towed behind a ship in such a way that it's spatial coordinates could be 
completely controlled. The shell, or Tow body, consists of five components, the nose section, mid body, 
depressor wing, bulk head, and the tail section. The Tow body is attached to the towing ship via a two cable 
from the center of the depressor wing section. 

The tow body has three moving tabs located in the three tail fins. Stepper motors that are in tum controlled 
by the flight computer control the tab positions. The depressor wings are fixed with the sole function of 
producing a downward force to keep the body in the water. Many sensors may be used in this platform. The 
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type sensor and its location may be varied to optimize the platfonn's perfonnance. As shown in figure I. all 
electronics and control circuitry are housed in the midbody section of the platfonn. 
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Olpressor wings 

Figure I shows a top view of the Tow body. 

The Tow Cable: 

Tail section 

Tall section 

The cable connecting the Tow body to the ship serves as data communication and power link and to pull the 
Tow body through the water. To withstand the towing forces the cable has tow layers of Armor Steel wires 
wrapped around a Polyurethane jacket that houses the conductors. The conductors comprise three 6.25/125 
µm multi-mode optical fibers, three #20 A WG twisted shielded pairs and two 12 A WG power conductors. 
The steel strength member is tenn.inated to a gimbaled tow staff at the vehicle tow point whereas the 
conductors are broken out and tenn.inated with an electro/optical underwater connector mated to a bulkhead 

• connector in the wing assembly. 

Sensors: 

• 4. 

A variety of sensors may be used with this platform. Some of the sensors .available for use are high 
frequency (20KHz to 60K.Hz) acoustic arrays that are designed to measure reverberation and clutter 
characteristics as a function of the spatial variability of shaHow water bottom properties. These arrays of 
transducers transmit and receive acoustic signals. These arrays are designed to allow for control the 
propagation angle of the transmitted beam by controlling the frequency transmitted. 

To assure accuracy, all signals are based on a J0MH7: global clock. Us!Jlg Direct Digital Synthesis, (DDS) 
this clock is used to generate a the acoustic frequencies to be transmitted, and to generate the modulation 
carriers, as signals are modulated with a frequency that is l0K higher than the transmitted signal. By 
modulating and demodulating accurate data may be collected without having to store massive amounts of 
data. 
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Other types of sensors that may be used include, an Optical Absorption-attenuation meter, a Light 
Scattering sensor. and a High Frequency lrradiance/Radiance sensor. The sensor selection depends of the 
type of measurement the platform is used for. 

Power Systems: 

The Tow body is powered by a 150 Volts DC supply that can transmit up to 3.5 Amps through the 12 AGW 
line in the tow cable. Using Vicor DC DC converters the appropriate DC voltages are delivered to the 
various systems. Vicor DC-DC converters ensure that clean and accurate DC power is delivered to the 
systems. Another advantage is that these converters are relatively very small in size. All the Vicor DC-DC 
converters are housed in section 5 of figure 2. 

Control Systems: 

The Tow body is designed with control computers onboard and on the top side allowing for autonomous or 
remote control of the platfurm's flight Section 9 in Figure 2 shows the location of the onboard flight 
control computer. This computer collects data form a variety of flight sensors to generate the appropriate 
signals for the stepper motors that control the fins (Section 12 Figure 2). The sensor outputs are also be 
transmitted to the top side. In the case of remote control, signals to be issued to the stepper motors are 
calculated on the topside 

The flight sensors include a Doppler Sonar Velocity Sensor (DSVS). This sensor measures the platform's 
velocity relative to the water column and the bottom. Data from this sensor may.be transmitted directly 
using RS232 serial communication standard. Another sensor is the Motion Pack (Systron Donner). Thi.s 
system employs three chip gyros and three quartz flexure accelerometers to measure the velocity and 
acceleration of the tow body in all three axis. The DSVS is generally used to correct for drift in the motion 
Pack system. A pressure sensor is used to measure the body's distance form the surface. An electronic 
compass/tilt sensor is also used. this sensor gives the body's heading relative to the geomagnetic field. It 
also gives a measurement for the tilt roll and yaw of the body. Finally a fin position sensor is employed to 
give an indication of the three fin positions at any time. 

Topside Systems: 

The topside systems for this platform comprise the towing equipment, power generators, control electronics, 
and data acquisition systems. Power needs of this system are the 150 Volt DC to power the tow body and 
AC power for the winch. The control electronics comprises the. flight control computer, the pilot's console 
and the acoustic payload computer. the reference clock that runs the DDS systems and the rep rate signals 
are also generated on the top side. Data received from the tow body is passed through AID converter 
circuits to be stored as a digital stream of data. 

Platform Operation: 

The tow body is lowered while the ship is in motion. It is then towed behind the ship at the desired depth 
and position. Since the flight of this platform can be fully controlled, it can be made to maintain a constant 
depth of a constant altitude from the bottom. Both the depth and altitude may be varied to optimize data 
collection. 

Sensors and tran.sducers may be placed in various locations on the tow body allowing it to look up as well 
as look down for a more comprehensive study of shallow water characteristics. The speeds the tow body 
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may be towed at range fonn 3 to over 20 knots. At low speeds extensions are attached.to the fins to allow 
fonn better control. At higher speeds these extensions must be removed tor better.control. 

Using DDS, the exact signals that are transmitted by the transducers may,be generated on the top side. The 
received echo may then be studied in amplitude and phase. Clearly phase data. necessitates high levels of 
stability of the platform. Using longer tow cable would dampen the noise generated by the two process, 
while an intelligent flight control systems further increases the stability of the platform. This makes the 
collection of phase information in high frequency environments possible. 

Apart from problems specific to the tow body, there are the usual problems encountered in any system that 
deals with high volumes of data. These are data storage and analysis. Clearly these problems are a function 
of the state of technology. 

Conclusions: 

There are still many refinements to be added to the platform to render it more stable and to allow for a 
wider range of measurements. Nonetheless, the present stability and versatility of the tow body makes it an 
excellent platform for high frequency measurements in shallow waters. 
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Abstract 

This paper describes a high frequency acoustics platform (Tow-Body) that is flown in the water behind a 
ship for purposes that include the study shallow water characteristics. Using high frequencies necessitate 
high levels of stability for this platfonn. To obtain valid phase information on the reflected acoustic signal, 
the stability of the platform needs to be better that 10% of the wavelength of that signal. In this paper we 
examine some of the techniques used to increase the stability of the Tow-body. 

The primary stabilization system proposed in this paper is a PIO controller. The purpose of the controller is 
to increase the stability of the tow body by minimizing the errors between the set and measured spatial 
variables. The paper would also examine the approximation techniques used to render the controller fast 
enough allowing for active control of the Tow-body without compromising stability. The effect of these 
approximations on the controller performance is investigated. 

The paper will also outline other methods used to increase stability. The theoretical and experimental 
aspects of these methods will be outlined. Some of the difficulties encountered. in implementation are also 
included. Possible implementations using future higher speed technologies are examined. 

Introduction: 

Stability of the tow body in flight is of utmost importance, especially when higher acoustic frequencies are 
used. ln this paper different methodologies that may be employed to increase the stability of the platform 
are discussed. We start by examining a control system for the Pitch Roll and Yaw of the tow body. A look 
at how that inay be incorporated in to a larger control system to maintain parameters such as depth is then 
discussed. Finally, other methods to increase the stability of the platform are investigated. 

A PID Controller Approach: 

The function of the controller described below is to maintain the platform's position relative to the towing 
ship. That could be accomplished by controlling the platform's pitch, roll and yaw. Figure I shows the 
different angles used by the controller in relation to the tow body's movement. 

Pitch, Roll and Yaw Control 

Generally, the tow body is operated from the topside until it is brought to the desired position. At that point 
control may continue to be from the topside. or it may be transferred to the autonomous systems (Autopilot). 
The function of the Autopilot for the tow body is then to maintain the platforms attitude or minimize 
changes in the Pitch, Roll and Yaw (9,ljl,cj,). Although all three fins (Vertical, Starboard and Port) will have 
an effect on each of the angles 9,lj/, and cj,. It will be assumed that the vertical fin will affect the angle cj,. All 
three fins affect the angle 'II, whereas the angle 9 affected only by the starboard and port fins. A simple 
closed loop system for the control of this body may henc·e be described by figure 2. Where 9*, lj/* ,cj,• are the 
set values for the bodies anitude. The controller comprises a PIO transfer function that will generate the 
new fin positions. The output of the controller is supplied to the stepper motor circuitry. 
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The controller receives the error e(9), e(ljl), e(lj)) which are the errors in 9,ljl, and 4> respectively. Or. 

e(x)=x·-x 
The controller may be looked at as three independent controllers. Each controller provides an output for one 
and only one of the fin tabs. 
The outputs m", m' and mP are then given by the equations below. 

6m' = k;e(O)n + K;e(O)n-1 + k;e(0)n-l 

and 

Where 
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6,n•.s.p = m•.s.p - m•.s.p 
n n-1 

run is the change in the fins' tab position, and Jc,, v,s,p are the PID constants. 
The constants are given by: 

k0 = k P + k1T + k1/r 

k, = -kP _ 2k1/r 

k2 =k1/r 

Where kp, k; and k.i are the Proportional, Integral and Derivative constants. The evaluation of these 
constants may be carried out experimentally. 

Control of other parameters 

For the tow body to maintain depth, or its distance form the bottom, another controller will have to be 
employed. Inputs to this controller are obtained form the depth and distance from the bottom sensors (a. and 
~ respectively). Then 

Where Tis the period, A(v) is a velocity dependent proportionality constant and 'I" is given by 

Where '¥0(v) is the pitch when the vertical velocity is zero, '¥0(v) is a function of the bodies translational 
velocity in the water v. 

The controller inay then be described as 

Where Ko. K,. K1 are the PID constants and e{a). is the nth error in distance fonn the bottom. 

Similar argument may used for the beading. Though such a controller would correct for an error after its 
occurrence, for small errors, this algorithm is sufficient., however, for better control a recursive system may 
yield better results. 

Recursive control: 

Many elements such as wind and waves may add noise to the system. Such noise, especially that generated 
by waves. is rather monotonic and should l~nd itself well to prediction. There are standard predictor 
equations that may be employed to predict the systems behavior with high accuracy. These include the 
Kalman and Weiner filters. Equations for such predictor may be obtained pre-coded in a number of 
software packages such as MATLAB. Using such a system would increase the system's stability, however, 
such predictors are computationally intensive. The increase in systems stability over that of a PIO controller 
may be hard to justify when contrasted with the increase in computational needs. The rapid increase in 
computer power may well make the utilization of predictors for this system attractive in the near future. 
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Top-Side Noise: 

The effect of waves and wind on the towing vessel bas a direct effect on the stability of the tow body. The 
tension on the tow cable varies as a result of these two parameters. However, these variations are very 
monotonic and could be dampened on the topside. The oscillatory nature of the waves can be seen on the 
output of most of the tow body's sensors. By mechanically maintaining the tension on the tow cable such 
noise may be dampened. As such a system will be on the top side and hence will not be subject to the strict 
space limitations of the tow body, the design oftbe system should not be very hard. This system will be 
responsible for the elimination of the vertical motion oftbe towing vessel, and to dampen oscillations on the 
translational components in towing. Both the translational and vertical oscillations are primarily a result of 
waves. Due to the lesser restrictions in space and hence computational power on the topside, a recursive 
filter may be used to control this system. Using a topside noise reduction system together with a bottom side 
controller, should greatly enh.ance the tow body's stability. 

Conclusions: 

The PID controller whose constants may be evaluated experimentally may be used to increase the stability 
of the tow body. Such a controller will not require moderate computational powers. The use of recursive 
filters, or predictors may further increase stability of the system. Such an approach would require much 
higher computational powers and hence may not be feasible at this time. Other methods may be employed 
to dampen noise generated at the surface. 
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ABSTRACT 
As science and engineering disciplines become more and more computerized, the volume and 

complexity of the data produced on a daily bases quickly becomes overwhelming. Traditional data analysis 
approaches have proved limited in their ability to generate useful information in such cases. Machine 
learning, knowledge discovery and datamining are some of the artificial intelligence tools that help human 
accomplish the task of retrieval of hidden data embedded in vary large data sets. Researches and 
practitioners realize that in order to use those tools effectively, the data must be pre-processed before it is 
presented to any learning, discovery, or visual algorithm. Daramining algorithms include machine learning. 
Statistical analysis, and pattern recognition techniques that can greatly improve our understanding of 
dataware houses that are now becoming more widespread. In this paper we discuss the pr~ of 
knowledge discovery in dambases, in general. Then, we zoom-in on the basic concep~ of datamining in 
panicular. This paper investigates datamining techniques like cluster analysis, 
phenomenon-based sequence datamining and principal analysis. Additionally, we discuss datamining 
applications in geoscientific field. This research, also, addresses potential pitfalls in datamining and 
suggests some steps to avoid these drawbacks. Finally, we compare the diversity in approaches required to 
apply datamining in scientific field Vs business field. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Knowledge discovery in databases is an emerging field that combines techniques from machine 

learning, pattern recognition, statistics, databases, and visualization to automatically extract concepts, 
concept interrelations, and patterns of intercSt from large databases. The basic task is to extract knowledge 
(or information) from low level data (databases). The basic tools us_ed to extract patterns from data are 
called datam.ining methods. while the process of surrounding the usage of these tools and the interpretation 
of patterns inro knowledge is the KDD process. the use of KDD system alleviates the problem of manually 
analyzing the large amounts.of collected data which decision makers face currently. 

The method of turning data into knowledge relies mainly on manual analysis and interpretation. 
The manual probing of data set is slow, expensive and highly subjective. In fact, such manual data analysis 
is becoming impractical in many domains as data volumes grow exponentially. When the scale of data 
manipulation, exploration, and inference goes beyond human capacities, people look to computer 
technology to automate the book keeping. The problem of know!edge extraction from large databases 
involves many Steps, ranging from data manipulation and retrieval to fundamental mathematical and 
statistical inference, search and reasoning. · . 

Finding useful patterns in data is known by different names in different communities. The 
term data mining is used most by statisticians. database researchers, and more recently by MIS and business 
communities. Here we use the term KDD to refer to the overall process of discovering useful knowledge 
from data. Data mining is a particular step in this prc;>cess. It dcnoteS the overall process of extracting high 
level knowledge from low level data. 

Knowledge Discovery In Darabases(KDP) is the non trivial process of identifying valid, 
novel, potentially useful, anLi ulrimarely un.dersraruiable panems in data. 
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2.0 KDD PROCESS:-
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])Data Preparation :- This includes the relevant prior knowledge and the goals of an 
application. 

2)Data Selection :- This includes selecting a data set or focusing on a subset of variables 
or data samples on which discovery is to be perfonned. 

3)Data Cleaning & Preprocessing :- The basic operations involved here are:-
a) Removal of noise or outliers. 
b) Collecting the necessary infonnation to model or accounting fo_r noise. 
c) deciding on strategies for handling missing data fields etc. 

4) Data Reduction & Projection :- This involves finding useful features to represent the data, depending on 
the goal of the task. Here we use various dimensionality reduction or transform methods to reduce the 
effective no. of variables under consideration or to find invariant representations for the data and projecting 
the data on to spaces in which a solution is likely to be easier to find. 
5) Datamining Task:- This process in\'.olves deciding whether the goal of the KDD process is regression, 
clustering, summarization, dependency, modeling or change and deviation detection. 
6) Choosing The Datamining Algorithm :- This is the main part and includes how to search for the patterns 
or models in the whole data. It plays crucial role, because it is the initial starting process of the datamining. 
7) Data Mining :- It includes searching for patterns of interest in a particular representational form or a set 
of such representations, including classification rules or trees, regression, clustering, sequence modeling, 
dependency and link analysis. . 
8) Proper Interpretation Of Results :- It involves in interpreting the results of datamining. It checks 
whether there are any flaws and takes necessary action i,e backtracking, removing redundant or irrelevant 
patterns etc. 
9) Using Discovered Knowledge :- It includes incorporating this knowledge into the performance system. 
taking actions based on the knowledge, or simply documenting it and reporting it to interested parties, as 
well as checking for and resolving potential conflicts with previously believed knowledge. 

Problems in KDD :-
a) Representation of extracted knowledge. 
b) Search complexity. 
c) The use prior knowledge to improve complexity. 
d) Controlling the discovery operation. 
e) The selection of most appropriate datamining method to apply on a particular data set. 

3.0 DATAMINING :-
Datamining is the search for relationships and global patterns that exist in large databases, but are 

hidden among vast amounts of data. Mining the data means letting the software answer vague questions and 
discover unknowns i,c finding patterns or correlations that haven't been noticed before. It is the opposite of 
querying data, where questions and their answers arc specific in query and targeted in subjecL for example 
any simple querying tool could determine how many fewer batches of polyurethane components were 
produced annually by a chemical plant because key filters were clogging. But only a datamining tool could 
be programmed with every step in the manufacturing process. It would then use that knowledge to draw its 
own conclusions about what was causing the clogs. 

There are two basic ways of performing datamining. One is through supervised learning 
and the other is through unsupervised learning which are as described below. 

Supervised learning :- The basic notion of supervised learning in datamining is that of the classifier. 
Classifiers arc systems that classify input data, in a no. of possible categories. 
A classifier is a system that receives some input and produces, as output, values that encode a classification. 
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Input data Classifier Classifiers 

In supervised learning, classifiers are trained and tested on a set of sample & test data. The 
classifier creates its own "internal structure or rules based on the cases that are presented, The classifier is 
then used to classify inputs that it has most probably not seen before. The classifier then bec9mes 
generalizer, as it generalizes a set of samples to a set of external data. A generalizer is trained to produce a 
set of classification values on a fixed no. of samples. 

Unsupervised learning :- In this type of learning, the patterns are not known and the starting point is some 
description of the type of patterns required. At one extreme, there is the simple data where one single datum 
is located. One level above, there are more complex enquiries where combinations of conditions are 
imposed and all the data tha~ satisfy that combinations are retrieved. There is another level where no 
individual information is specified but only descriptions of relationships between individuals or descriptions 
of sets of individuals are given. In this case the learning algorithm searches 
the database trying to create the partitions that match the described relationships. 

A datamine application must do three things. First it must have access to very large 
databases called datawarehouses. Second, the datamining application must mine the information. Third it 
must reorganize and present the effective information suitable.for particular application. 

After developing datawarehouse, datamining process falls into four steps. 

1) Data selection:- Datawarehouses contain a large variety of data of which some data is useful for a 
·particular application. So, the first step in mining process is to select the target data. The selected datatypes 
may be organized among multiple tables. After selecting the desired tables, the mining operation should be 
performed only on appropriate tables that are· suitable for an application. 
2) Data transformation:- After selecting the desired database tables._transformation methods should be 
applied in order to organize data or to transform one type of data to another type. 
3) Datamining:- The transformed data should be mined using one or more data mining techniques io extract 
the desired type of information. 
4).Result interpretation:- The·resultant mined information should be analyzed according to decision 
support-tasks and goals. This type of analysis identifies the best information. 

There are seven operations associated with datamining; three with verification-driven 
operations and four with discovery driven operations. 

The verification driven datamining operations are:-
a) Query and reporting:- This operation constitutes the most basic form and its goal is to validate a · 
hypothesis expressed by the user through a query, posing query to the database and analyzing the returned 
data to establish whether it supports or refutes the hypothesis. 
b) Multidimensional analysis:- Multidimensional databases organize data along predefined dimensions 
and pr<:,vide specialized languages that facilitate querying along dimensions while expediting query
processing performance. These databases allow hierarchical organization of data with summaries on higher 
level of hierarchy and actual data at the lower levels. 
c) Statistical analysis:- These operations usually execute<luring both query & reporting and as well as 
during multidimensional analysis. Several statistical analy.i;is tools incorporate components that can be used 
for discovery driven datamining. 

The discovery driven datamining operations are :-
a) Predictive modeling:- This operation is used in predicting the future behavior of a product To do this it 
uses pasl historical data collected from database records to automatically generate a model that can predict 
future behavior. 
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b) Database segmentatwn:- This operation deals with partitioning the database into different segments and 
choosing a smaller portion of the database on which to apply different mining techniques to make it suitable 
for a particular application. 
c) Link analysis:- Link analysis operation establishes relations between the records in a database. 
d)_Deviation detection:- This operation helps in detecting the points that cannot be fitted and explain 
whether each such point is a noise or explained in detail. 

Most of the operational data-mining applications employ only a single operation. In most 
of the applications users perform data-mining using verification-driven operations. The two factors that are 
responsible for deployment of applications that incorporate discovery driven datarnining techniques are, the 
effort necessary to develop each datamining application and the inappropriate state of data that should be 
mined. The development of datawarchouses alleviates the problem of inappropriate data. A datawarehouse 
ensures that disparate data is integrated consistently under a single data model and is claimed in the process, 
and that meta data is encoded explicitly. 

4.0 PITFALLS OF DATAMINING: 
a) The data will be hiding all over the place in a data warehouse. If you poke at data to find for the hidden 
patterns, you will be discovering it in different patterns and on incompatible platforms. 
b) As the data is found from datawarehouses. we may not be knowing whether that data is the most suitable 
paradigm to the !Jlodel we expected. There may be some other data which might be hiding in datawarehouse 
which is most suitable than what we have presently. 

5.0 DAT Al'\1INJNG TECHNIQUES: 

5.1 Hierarchical cluster analysis: This method is suitable for reducing the dimensionality of the large 
image datasets, while retaining the structure of important regularities. The idea is to group images according 
to shared special features. The procedure seeks to cluster together many frames of a geophysical field of 
interest generated over time. It builds clusters recursively by starting with each of N frames as an individual 
cluster. The distance between every pair of images p & q is first comP,uted. The sum of all such distances is 
defined as the error of clustering. At each step two clusters are chosen to be merged, namely that cluster 
pair which minimally increases the error. A simple mean image is updated at each step for use in future 
computation of the total error. The resulting tree sa-ucture can be used to reduce the data dim~nsionality by 
identifying cluster images containing most of the important information. 

5.2 Phenomenon-Based Sequence Datamining: A datamining problem that has attracted a lot of interest. 
especially from large corporations, is that of sequential pattern extraction. The main theme of sequential 
pattern extraction is to efficiently sieve through large volumes of data and locate sets of events exhibiting 
some predefined correlation relation ship. 

5.3 An iterative ,successive-refinement process: In this method, initially a coarse model is applied on the 
data, and the outcome of this first experiment is used to refine the model and methods. The process is 
repeated until the hypothesis is dropped or it is refined into one that is fully corroborated by the collected 
data. For such investigations to be practical, we must have a powerful system that supports the easy 
formulation of powerful queries and descriminant decision rules against the database. 

6.0 A SOLUTION FOR THE PITFALL OF DATAMINING: 
According to me, the pitfall of datamining can be avoided by the following approach. We have studied how 
a genetic algorithm works for the highest mountains. Imagine that. we arc looking for the tallest mountain 
on earth. In a particular area, we see that a particular mountain X is the tallest. Then from the top of that 
mountain, we see that there is another mountain Y which is taller than X. From Y there may be another 
mountain Z which might be taller than the present mountain Y. A genetic algorithm balances exploration 
and exploitation. Th.e random component of the genetical.ly driven search combines promising leads, while 
discarding others. In our view, we think the genetic algorithms are well suited for financial modeling 
applications according to their characteristics which are described below: 
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• They are payoff driven. Payoffs can be improvements in predictive power. There is an excellent match 
between the tool and the problem to be addressed. 

• They are inherently quantitative, md well-suited to parameter optimization. 
They are robust, alJowing a wide variety of extensions and constraints that cannot 
be accommodated in traditional methods. 

This method can be applied to avoid the pitfall that is described before. At first it is our 
responsibility to rake care of data that can go into a model and what can be done with it, Initially, the data is 
selected for simplicity. The second rule is to use atleast one substantial hold out-sample, and when there are 
sufficient data, multiple hold out samples. We input this data to mining algorithm to-get certain output. But 
remember we may not be knowing whether this is the actual that give more perfect resuJts. So being this as 
sample of input, we mine data. This helps us in getting the more improved version of data, if at all such data 
exists. We repeat this process until we get the most perfect paradigm of data. This can be achieved by 
looking for stability and consistency of results across in- and out-of-sample periods and across similar 
markets. The in- and out-of-sample data are almost always divided by time. One period is 10 calibrate the 
data and another to test it 

7.0 COMPARISON BETWEEN GEOSCIENTIFIC FEATURE EXTRACTION AND 
DATAMJNING IN BUSINESS APPLICATIONS: 

• The patterns of interest for business datamining applications are generally simple and are fanned by a 
list or sets of alpha-numeric data items. On the other hand, Geoscientific feature such as a cyclone 
track is a complex spacio-temporal object that is derived from massive spacio-temporal data sets 
through a series of computationally expensive algorithms. Scientific datamining is further complicated 
by the fact that scientists often do not agree on the precise definition of a natural phenomenon .. leading 
them to develop similar but incompatible mining routines. Financial forecasting is a sort of datamining, 
as forecasts are based on exploring large sets of past data. The technologies are quiet specific. 
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1. Introduction 

The Suitability of Fuzzy Database Model 
in Information Retrieval Systems 

Adel Ali, 
Yu Cai 

The motivation for application of fuzzy set theory to the design of database and information 

storage and retrieval syste~~ lies in the need to handle im~recise information. The database that can 

accommodate imprecise information can store and manipulate not only precise facts, but also subjective 

ex pen opinions, judgments, and values that can be specified in linguistic terms. This type of information 

can be quite useful when the database is to be used as a decision aid in areas such •as medical diagnosis, 

employment, investment, and geological exploration, where soft subjective and imprecise data are not only 

common but q·uite valuable. 

One of the major concerns in the design of both fuzzy database and information retrieval systems 

is efficiency; these systems must be able to perform quickly enough to make interaction with human users 

feasible, despite large amounts of stored data with their degrees of membership. The implementation of 

these systems is thus strongly dependent on the availability of integrated circuits designed specifically to 

implement fuz.zy logic. In general, it is preferable to store fuzzy information in linguistic form and generate 

the implied membership functions as required or, alternatively, handle fuzzy information completely in 

linguistic form. 

2 The Fuzzy Database Model[ 1 ][ 2 ] 

Database is computer-based system the purpose of which is to store irtformation regarding a set of 

entities and to provide users with the capability of organizing, manipulating, and retrieving the stored 

information as, requested. One of these models, referred •to as a relational , has become predominant. 
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To illuscrate the issues involved in fuzzy databases, we describe one of several known approaches to fuzzy 

databases. 

As we know, The model of a classical crisp relational database consists of a set of 

multidimensional relations conceptualized as tables. The columns of these tables correspond to fields or 

attributes and are usually called domains. Each domain is defined on an appropriate domain base set The 

rows are elements of the relation; they correspond to records or entities, and are called tuples. Access to the 

database is accomplished through a relational algebra such as SELECT, JOIN, PROJECT etc. 

The fuzzy relational database differs from crisp model in two way: 

( l ) elements of the tuples contained in the relations may be crisp subsets of the domain universal 

sec. 

( 2 ) A similarity relation is defined on each domain universal sets. 

As an example of the use of this fuzzy database model and its associated fuzzy relational algebra. 

suppose our database contains the opinions of a group of experts on three policy option, X. Y and Z. Two 

relations are contained within the database: EXPERT, which has domains r-i:AME and FIELD and 

associates the name and field of each expert; and ASSESSMENT, which has domain's OPTION, NAME, 

AND OPINION and associates the name of each expert with their expressed opinions on the policy options. 

These two relations are specified in Table 2. In addition, the following fuzzy compatibility relation is 

defined for the domain OPTION on the domain universal set ( high favorable, favorable, slightly favorable, 

slight negative, negative, and highly negative: 

Question: Whiceh one spe<:ialize in field I sh.are the similar opinion with E 

on the policy Y ? 

HF F SF SN N HN 
HF r 1 .8 .6 .2 0 0 l 
F .8 1 .8 .6 .2 0 
SF I .6 .8 .1 .8 .6 2 
SN I .2 . 6 .8 . 1 .8 .6 I 

.. 
N I 0 .2 .6 .8 1 .8 I 
HN L 0 0 .2 .6 .8 J 
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R2 t-- ( Project ( Select EXPERT where FIELD = 1 ) over NAME ) 

R3 F { Project ( Select ( Join R2 and ASSESSMENT over NAME ) where OPTION = Y ) 
over NAME, OPTION)' 

( Join R3 and RI over OPINION) with THRES (OPINION)>= .75 and THRES (NAME)>= 0 

The specification of a zero similarity threshold level for AME is necessary to allow the merging of names 

inco sets, as shown in the result given by 

3 Fuzzy inf onnation retrieval[ 3 ] 

The term fuzzy infonnation retrieval refers to methods of information retrieval that are based upon 

the theory of fuzzy sets. These methods are increasingly recognized as more realistic than the various 

classical methods of information retrieval. Our aim in this section is to characterize the role of fuzzy set 

theory in dealing with the problem of information retrieval. 

The problem of information retrieval involves cwo finite crisp sets, a set of recognized index tenns, 
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and a set of relevant documents, 

Y = { Yi. Yl,·······• Yo)-

Although these sets change whenever new documents are added to systems or new index terms are 

recognized ( or, possibly, when some documents of index terms are discarded ), they are fixed for each 

particular inquiry. 

In fuzzy information retrieval, the relevance of index terms to individual documents is expressed 

by a fuzzy relation, 

R: X x Y ➔ ( 0, I], 

such that the membership value R( X;. Xi ) specifies for each x; e X and each YiE Y the grade of relevance of 

index tenn x; to document Yi. These grades are detennined either subjectively, by authors of documents. or 

objectively, by some algorithmic procedure. One way of determining the grades objectively is to define 

them in an appropriate way in terms of the numbers of occurrences of individual index terms in titles and/or 

abstracts of the documents involved. This can be combined with other criteria. One possible criterion is to 

discount the grade of relevance involving old 'documents or old index tenns by some rate. Other possible 

criteria in defining the grades of relevance are to disc~inate among different types of documents (journal 

articles, papers in conference proceedings, unpublished reports, etc.), to rank relevant journals, and so on. 

These and other criteria may be specified by the user. 

Another important relation in fuzzy information retrieval is called a fuzzy thesaurus. This is a 

reflexive fuzzy relation, T, defined on X2
• For each pair of index terms< x;, xk> e X2

, T(x,. xk) expresses 

the degree of association of Xi with x"' That is, The degree to which the meaning of index term xk is 

compatible with the meaning of the given i~dex term X;. The role of this relation is to deal with the problem 

of synonyms among index terms. 

The relation helps to identify relevant documents for a given inquiry that otherwise would not be 

identified. This happens whenever a docu~nt is characterized by an index term that is synonymous with an 

index term contained in the inquiry. 

Various methods have been developed for constructing fuzzy thesauri. Fox example, eic:perts in a 

given field of study are asked to identify, in a given set of index terms, pairs whose meanings they consider 
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associated ( or, possibly, to give degrees of association for each pair). Grades of membership in Tare then 

determined by averaging the scores for each pair. Another way of obtaining these grades is to use statistical 

data obtained from the documents or such as frequencies of occurrence of pairs of index terms in the same 

document of frequencies of associations based on citations. When a fuzzy theaurus is updated by 

introducing new index terms, old index terms are usually discounted at some rate. 

In fuzzy information retrieval, an inquiry can be expressed by an y fuzzy set defined on the set of 

index terms X. Let A denote the fuzzy set representing a particular inquiry. Then, by composing A with the 

fuzzy thesaurus T, we obtain a new fuzzy set on X - B, which represents an augmented inquiry ( i.e., 

augmented by associated index terms ). That is, 

A 0 T=B ( 2.1 ) 

where O is usually understood to be the max-min composition, so that 

B (x1) = max min [ A(x;), T(x;. x1 )] 

for all x1e X. The retrieved documents, expressed by a fuzzy set D defined on Y, are then obtained by 

composing the augmented inquiry, expressed by fuzzy set B, With th_e relevance relation R. That is, 

( 2.2) 

Thus ( 2.1) and ( 2.2 ) represent the process of fuzzy information retrieval. 

4. Conclusion 

The paper give a fuzzy database model introduced by Buckles and Petry. There are three 

alternative model developd by Umano, Prade and Testmale, Zemankova and Kandel. Here we don't 

illustrate these model one by one. 

• Problem 

The application developed now seems that they don't use these model. Why? 

( l ) elements of the tuples contained in the relations may be crisp subsets of the domain universal set. 

( 2 ) A similarity relation is defined on each domain universal sets. 

As we all know, feature ( 1 ) is conflict with the conventional relational database theory. 

The similarity relation defined on each domain is hard'to decide and this problem become more 

complicated when the number elements ( suppose is n ) in the each domain is large. How do we represented 
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the n x n relation in the computer, when a new value is added into the relation, how do we adjust the 

relation? 

Besides this. maybe we need to represent this kind of relation for most domains in our table which 

we interests. These are ail problems. 

Similar situation we encounter in the fuzzy information retrieval. Because J.he model is all based on 

the relation matrix. 

• Fuzyy database research may go to another category--approximate string matching. 

The database used in the system are the same conventional database, But in retrivai, it can allow 

some errors, which is called k-difference string matching[ 4 ]. That means that the contents of the database 

items is allowed k differences compared with the pattern you want to search. 

Why this important? because in many cases, we cannot give the exact string that we want to search, 

sometimes we can only give a "possible" string. If we use this feature combined with other similarity 

matching algorithm such as SOUNDEX algorithm and some "or", "and", "not" opration on other domain of 

database cable, this will be very powerful. This is why many database system want to introduce "fquery". 

Maybe this step is easier to implement. 

• How can we implement the approximate string matching: 
. . 

( 1 ) Use a mechanism produce ail possible strings similar to the string we want to search, and use these 

string search in the database. 

( 2 ) Partition the database into many parts[ 5 ), and search the string in one or more particular patitions 

using some approximate string matching algorithm. 

( 3 ) Combine the methods above. 

• Future 

More and more user require databases that features both Boolean and Fuzzy query capabilities. And more 

and more products will come to the market featured fuzzy retrieval and some of more sophisticate:d feature 

such as OODBMS which can contains text, pic~cs. video, and sound files in the future. 
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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this paper is to present ways to incorporate fuzziness in relational databases. We, first, 
describe how imprecise and vague queries can be performed on conventional relational databases. 

In the second part, we give a model for a fuzzy database, i.e. a database in which fuzzy data can be 
stored and manipulated. 

The originality of this model is two-fold. It enables the definition of complex functions for linguistic terms 
and hedges (not just trapezoidal) and aJJuws us to consider a mu/ti-level structure for the definition of the 
linguistic terms, hedges.fuzzy relations and mu/ti-valued attributes (database level, table level. attribute level). 

I - INTRODUCTION 

A lot of emphasis has been placed on databases in recent years especially relational databases. As the gathering of 
data became more and more significant in all domains, databases became more and more widely used. 
A lot of good database management systems can be found, but in all of th~ only well-<lefined and unambiguous 
,-a.Iues can be handled and Boolean querying is the only way to ~ch for information. However, by the way 
humans think, real world data is often ambiguous, vague. Humans see things in shades of gray, not in black and 
white. This is why, in many cases, classical Boolean queries arc not apt to perfonn searches for which vagueness or 
imprecision are involved. 
For instance, classical relational databases cannot properly handle concepts such as tall, hot, intelligent ... Also, 
due to the rigidity of Boolean predicates (true or false}, we might reject records that innritively should have been 
selected. 
Fuzzy set theory can bring an answer to all of these problems. By using fuzzy queries, we can define imprecise 
conditions (whose satisfaction is gradual) and have a more human-<:ansistent approach to the database. 

This paper examines how the fuzzy set theory can be introduced in databases to handle _ambiguities and 
imprecision.It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the concept of fuzzy sets and logic. Section 1I deals with 
the use of fuzzy queries within "classic" relational databases. We will see how to handle queries such as "select all 
the employees who arc rather tall and make slightly more than S20,000." Finally, section m gives a databse model 
in which fuzziness is "built-in". · 

II - USING rozzy LOGIC IN CONVENTIONAL RELATIONAL DATABASES 

.. 
In this section we consider a conventional relational database. The val~es stored in the database are crisp values 
and therefore the relational mod.cl still holds. However, in order to make requests more "human consistent" we will 
allow queries to involve fuzzy concepts such as tall, rather·hot, very old, slightly higher than, almost all ... 

. ll.l - Simplefuz..7 query . 
A basic case of fuzzy query is would be "select all the employees who are tall". This query is based on a single 
condition and is sometimes called "atomic selection'!. 
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Due to the fuzziness of the word "tall", we cannot reasonably put a crisp threshold between tall and not tall. 
Instead, the user can define the membership function to be used when determining the truth of falsity of the 
assertion "is tall" . 

For example, the user can define the following membership function 

µ ,.11 : R+ ➔ [0,1] µ ta11(x)= 0 ifheight(x)<S feet 
(height(x)-5)/2) if 5 feet<=height(x)<=7 feet 
I ifheight(x)>7feet · 

Let us assume we have the records below in th.e database. In order to select the records matching to the query 
"select the employees who are tall", we need to compute, for each record, the degree of truth of the assertion by 
applying the membershi fu · th val f the attnbute "tall" · h d W th ti II wing results IP ncuon to e UCO in eac recor . e get e o o 

'.\'ame Reicht Name Decree of membership 

Bob 6"3 Bob 0.62 
David S"1 David 0.29 
Mary 4"9 Mary 0 
run 7"1 Jim I 

Threshold 
At this point the query returns all the records in the database. The next step is thus for the user to provide a 
threshold for selecting the records. The threshold enables the user to have control on how strictly the condition 
must be satisfied. 
If we set the threshold at O .2 to weed out the very low degrees of_ membership, the query returns the records of Jim, 
Bob and David. Ifwe set it to 0.9, only Jim is selected. 
The degree of membership provides a natural ordering that we can use to display, first, the best matching records. 

Implementation in the database 
The user of the database needs to define the fuzzy concepts used in the database by defining a membership function 
for each fuzzy term. 
A membership function could be declared at different levels: 
• Database level : the membership function is valid for all attributes of all tables in the database (unless 

overridden by a function of the same kind at a lower level) 
• Table level : sometimes a given term might necessitate a different membership function depending upon the 

context. For instance, the notion of tall will have a different meaning in th.e tables "Employee" and "Building". 
• Attribute level : if 2 attributes of a given table need to have a membership function of the same name, these 

functions can be defined at the annoute level. For instance, in the table "Employee", we might have a definition 
of the function "high" for the salary attribute and another for the performance attribute. 

Notes: 

I.Several membership functions LT~ J_n_hltdiml. lShott -
can be defined for a given 
attribute (for example: tall, 
medium, short for the attribute 
height). 

2. The definition of membership functions is so subjective that, some projects might require different functions for 
different users. We do not, however, consider this option in our model. 

3. The membership function used above was very simple (linear). One could define any function (by dragging a 
curve for instance) to be used as a membership function. The' only problem will be the degraded performance of the 
system as the function becomes complicated. However, by approximating the curve by a piece-wise linear curve, 
the computation remains fairly simple. 
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Two-dimensional membership functions 
In some cases, the membership function needs to be based on 2 (or more) attributes. For instance, function _Ll ta11 

could use height and age as parameters ("he is tall for his age"). We then have a 2 dimensional function. 
Let us define the following membership function. 

II.2. - Hedges . 
Hedges are modifiers of fuzzy values. These operations are provided in an effort to provide close ties to natural 
languages. "Very", "rather'', "more or less", ... are common modifiers. 
Like membership functions, the definition of hedges is very subjective and \viii varf from one database, table, 
attribute (or even user) to another. Therefore, we have to consider the definition of hedges at different levels (see 
above) . 
Typically, "very" is represented by the function/(x)=x1 or f(x)=(x-()_J/ for x>0.1 andf(x)=x1 for x<=O.l; whereas 
/(x)=sqrt(x) usually represents "more or less", "rather'', _"somewhat'' .. . These would be default functions used 
unless another function had been defined at a lower level. 
For example : µ01d(Bob)=0 .8 thenµ ,e,yold(Bob)=0.64 andµ ..i-o1d(Bob)=0.89 

The computation of the query is now straightfonva.rd. For each record, the membership function is applied to the 
corresponding attribute. Next, the modifier is applied, resulting in a new degree of membership. The records can 
then, be sorted by degree of membership and a threshold can be applied. 

Using the same example as above and the-function 
(x-0.1/ for the hedge "very", the query "select all 
employee who a.re very tall" will return : 

IJ.3. - Fuzzy relations 

Name 
Bob 
David 
Marv 
Jim 

Dee: of membership 
0.27 

0.03 

0 
0.89 

Fuzzy relations enable the user to perfonn queries with statements such as "inside temperature ABOUT EQUAL to 
outside temperature" or "amount in stock MUCH GREATER TiiAN amount on order". 
The definition of a fuzzy relation is similar to that of a fuzzy value but its universe of discourse has 2 dimensions. 

The membership function can, therefore, be defined as a function of 2 parameters: µ(x,y) : [a,b]2 ➔ (0,1]2 . 

The degree to which the values x and y of 2 attributes Al and A2 fulfill "Al R Al" (where R is a fuzzy reiation) is 
given by the membership degree of)y-xj into the fuzzy set representing R (after scaling). 
The fuzzy relation can also be represented by a matrix. 
For instance, the likeness relation can be represented by a matrix whose elements are µ(x,y)=l - (lx-yj/jb-al) where 
a and b a.re the lower and upper bounds respectively. 
With this definition, we see that this function reaches its maximum (1) when :r-y and its minimum (0) when x and 
y a.re at the extreme limits of th.e domain, which is intuitively satisfying. 
We can define similar functions for relations such as MUCH GREATER THAN, SLIGI-m.. Y LESS THAN, ... 

1/.4. - Combining criteria 
Up to this point, our discussion was limited to a single condition. In most case, however, we want to be able to 
combine conditions with conjunction and disjunction operators (AND and OR respectively) to create a compound 
condition out of seyeral atomic conditions. The negation operator (NOT) will also be used. 
For example, a compound query could be uSelect all employees who a.re (tall and heavy) or old". 
We use the traditional fuzzy equivalents for these boolean operators · · 

• C = A AND B where !-lc(x)=NITN(µ.._(x), µ 8(x)) for all _x in U. 

• C = A OR B where µdx)=MAX(µ_,.(x), µ8(x)) for all x in U 
• A = NOT B where µ_,.(x)== I- µ 8(x) for all x in U 
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Example: The query "Select all employees that are (tall and heavy) or old" could be performed by computing the 
following expression for each record: 

µ == MAX( MIN(~(Bob), µbavy(Bob)), ~1d(Bob) ) 
and subjecting this value to the threshold. 

ill- FUZZY DATABASES 

This section describes a model for a fuzzy database. A fuzzy database is a database where the information stored 
can be fuzzy. We are no longer (as in section III) considering only crisp values in the database. 
We still consider, though. that a crisp primary key exist for each table. 

Ill.I. - Imprecise data types 
Several data types are allowed in our fuzzy database model. 

Ill.I.a. Crisp values 
Some fields may remain crisp. The designer of th.e database decides on the fuzziness of each field. These crisp 
fields behave as in conventional databases. 

Ill.Lb. Fuzzy numerical values 
Numeric fields can different values. 

• Crisp value : a field of the type fuzzy number can be assigned a crisp value. The fact that the type is 
fuzzy numerical means that the data can but doesn't have to be fuzzy. 

• Parameterized traper.oidal function : the user can choose to 
use a parameterized trapezoidal function to give the possibility 
distribution associated with the data. The trapezoidal function is built-in 

the system, the user supplies the parameters (et., P, y, 0)1 Here is the 
graphical representation of a trapezoidal function 

Two special cases on the trapezoidal 

function are the interval (P=y) and 

the approximate (a.=13,~). To the 
right are examples of .. age between 
40 and 50" (interval) and "height 
approximately 170 cm''.. 

40 50 170 

• A linguistic term : linguistic terms can be defined by the designer of the system to reflect a narural 
language expression (such as tall, young, ... ). A membership function is associated with this kind of data to make 
explicit the truth of the linguistic term. In most applications, a trapezoidal function is chosen because of its 
simplicity, but any piece-wise linear function could be used in our model. 

IlI.1.c - Multi-valued types 
The values of this type can take a finite number of discrete scalar values. In order to handle th~ fuzziness· of queries 
on this kind of field, the designer needs to define the list of scalar values allowed as well a likeness relations. The 
likeness relation indicates how similar each scalar is to the others. For instance, the annoute hair color can take 
the following values : "Blond", "Black", "Red", "Grey", "Brown" ; and a query would be "select people whose hair 
color is similar to the one of their father'' . We can define a similarity relation in matrix form. 

IlI.1.d. - Unknown 
This type is to be used when we don't have any idea of the value of an attribute although we know this value exists. 
For instance, we might not have any idea what Bob 's age is, but we know this value exists. We would assign the 
value Unknown. The unknown type is sometimes called unrestricted because any value in the domain is equally 
possible. · ·· 
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ID.Le. - Undefined 
This type is to be used when none of the values in the domain are possible for that attribute. It correspond to the 
notion of "Not applicable". For instance, we would use Undefined for the attribute ~sales commission" if the person 
was not a salesman. 

III.1.f. - Null 
Null would be used when we don't know whether the information is not applicable (undefined) or is applicable but 
we don' t know its value yet (unknown). 

m.2. - Fuzzv database structure 
The key aspect of our model is that definitions of linguistic terms, hedges, multi-valued variables, and relations can 
be defined at 3 different levels : 

• At the database level : if we defined the linguistic term «young" at this leve~ we can apply this term to any 
fuzzy field of any table and its meaning will be consistent across the whole database. Also, we only need to 
define this term once. We don' t have to duplicate the definition for each attribute of each table. 

• At the table level : sometimes a given term might necessitate a different membership function depending on 
the context. For instance, the notion of tall will have a different meaning in the table "Employee" and in the 
table "Building" . In this case, we can define a linguistic term (or hedge, or relation .. . ) for a table. It will 
override a corresponding function defined at the database level. 

• At tlze attribute level : if 2 attributes of a given table need to have a membership function of the same kind, 
these functions can be defined at the attnbute level. I:or instance, in the table "Employee", we might have a 
definition of the function "high" for the salary attribute and another for the performance attribute. In this case, 
we can define a linguistic term (or !ledge or relation ... ) for an attribute. It will override a corresponding 
function defined at a higher level. · 

ill.2.a. The general structure of the database is as follows 

DB ID DB Name LT MV H R 

Table ID Table Name ADribut.eS LT MV H R 

An ID All Name All Type j Fuzziness LT MV H R 

The tables are arranged as a linked list from the database objecL Similarly, the attributes are arranged as a linked 
list from the table object 
The fuzziness field indicates what kind of fuzziness is applied to the attnbute : C : Crisp (no fuzzy values allowed), 
FN : fuzzy numerical attribute ;MV : multi-valued attribute. 
As described before, we see that we can define linguistic terms, hedges, multi-valued variables and fuzzy relations 
at all 3 levels. Each is represented as a linked list springing from the respective element {LT, MV, H, R). The 
structure of these lists is described below. The structure remains the same not matter what level it relates to. · 

III.2.b. - LT : Linguistic terms definition
We allow the definition of 
membership function for linguistic 
term to have any shape (not just 
trapezoidal) and thus any number of 
points. Each such function will 
therefore be associated with a linked 
list of "points" determining the 
discretized possibility distribution. 

... 1 LT L.. 
I 

' I -'~-
LT 10 ! LT ~ame I Level I Distribution I I I. .. 

~~ 
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E.g.: To the right is an example 
of LT structure for the attribute 
"height" . Nqtice that "tall" and 
''short" are membership functions 
defined at level 3 whereas 
"medium" was defined at !eve.I 2 
and is only indicated as being a 
legal linguistic term for the 
anribute height. 

ill.2.c. - Multi-valued attributes 
Attributes of fuzzy type multi
valued will be represented by a 
linked list of all the legal scalar 
values and a matrix 
representing . the likeness 
relationship. Notice that since 
these fields operate on --an 
unordered domain, the notion 
of "greater than", "less 
than", ... does not apply here. 
The figure to the right 
represents the structure used for 
multi-valued attributes 

I 1 I t¥1tl LTI. .. 

Hair 
Color 

I 
I r7 I 

,..........., ..... , 1-aU ..... I -3 "T""I ----.---.1 1 1 lrte 1 21 1 
I 
f r-L-,r-i_c-l 

Gii] ~ ~ 

I 

I 
MV I 

MV I MV I 
Sca lar llkenes1 I 

Scaia, 
name 

LT . 1 ~ [;:.., 1--I ------' 

i 

1 I 

... ru 

' 
E.g.: An example of 
multi-valued attribute 
is "hair color''. The list 
of scalars is assumed 
ro be as follows 
"Blond", "Black ', 
"Red", "Grey", 
"Brown". 

~ I Blom I.-, --,..,,~ la~.1t' ... ~ larown/$! 
Ill.2.c. - H: Hedges 

Hedges are used in queries to construct statements like "very", .. rather'', .. . They are represented by a 
function that can be chosen from a set of predefined functions in the system (square, square root, ... ) or can be 
custom-made. In the latter case, the strucrure for hedges is similar to the one described for linguistic terms (see II!). 

Ill.2.d - R: Fuzzy Relations 
Fuzzy relations specify the relationships between fuzzy values (e.g.: "slightly higher than" ... ). Their definition is 
similar to that of a linguistic term but the underlying domain has ·2 dimensions. The strucrure chosen is therefore 
similar to that described for linguistic terms except that we now have linked lists of linked lists. 

ill.3. Entering fuzzv data 
When data is entered in the fuzzy database, different values• can be entered depending upon the fuzzy type of the 
field. 

♦ Crisp attnbutes: only crisp values can be entered 
♦ Fuzzy numbers : the user can enter 

• a crisp value, 
• a parameterized trapezoidal function TR (a,b,g,d).· Remember this choice 
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includes approximate functions as well as interval functions. 
• a linguistic term that was previously defined for this (at any level) attribute. 
• Undefined, Unknown or Null. 

♦ Multi-valued attributes : the user chooses one of the predefined scalar. 

The structure used is as follows: 
• Fuzzy type : C : crisp ; LT : linguistic term ; TR : trapezoidal ; MV ; multi-valued ; UD : undefined ; 

UK: Unknown ; NL : Null. 
• Level (l,2,3 ) : represent the level at which the given linguistic tenn or multi-value was defined 

(l=database level, 2=table level; 3=attnoute level). 

• a. : represents 
- the crisp value if the fuzzy type is crisp 
- the ID of the linguistic term if the fuzzy type is LT 
- the ID of the multi-value if the fuzzy type is MV. 
- the first parameter of the trapezoidal function when the fuzzy type is 1R. 

• 13, y, 6 : are used only when a trapezoidal function is entered. 

E:.2- : Assume we are entering the data 
on a person who is yowig, whose height 
is between 170 cm and 180 cm 
(interval), whose hair color is black, 
whose salary is $23,547 and whose 
weight we do not know. 

The record looks like this: 
Fuzzy type 

Age LT 
Heigl'lt TR 
Salary . C 
Hair color MV 
Weight UK 

CONCLUSION 

level (1 IJ 
3 1 -
- 170 170 

- 23.547 -
1 2 -
- - -

T 6 

- -
180 180 
- -
- -
- -

Fuzzy set theory should be playing a very important part in the database field in the near future. It relaxes the 
rigidity of databases by allowing a more "human consistent" interfacing with the data. 
In this paper, we have shown ho~ fuzzy queries can be performed on conventional relational databases to answer 
questions involving vague or imprecise terms. 
We, also, gave a model of fuzzy database in which attnoutes of the database can be given non-crisp values. The 
originality of this model is two-fold. It enables the definition of complex functions for linguistic terms and hedges 
(not just trapezoidal) and allows us to consider a multi-level structure for the definition of the linguistic terms, 
hedges, fuzzy relations and multi-valued attributes (database level, table level, attribute level). 
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A b stract 

Binocular stereo vision is a simple and flexible method by which three-dimensional (range) information 
of a scene can be obtained. Phase-based techniques proved to be a promising approach for estimating 
the disparity between two stereo images. The complex-valued Gabor filter responses give the phase 
differences between left and right image and provide a direct measure for the disparity. Th.is paper 
discusses schemes to improve these phase-based disparity estimations. The probabilistic lattice model 
describes the complete disparity distribution instead of represent.ing only a single configuration. An 
evaluation of the probabilistic lattice model was conducted and revealed it's speed limitations and the 
possible loss of fine structures. To solve the problems in this model, A combination algorithm is proposed 
which utilizes both information of phase differences and raw intensities. As for real-time· applications, 
different parallel mappings are also discussed. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Vision provides a robot with a variety of different information sources like depth, size etc. An autonomous 
robot can use sonar-based algorithms for exploration and position estimation. However, for sound-deadening 
materials, this kind of schemes doesn't work, To overcome the partial blindness of sonar-based algorithms, 
this paper investigates some phase-based techniques which get position and size information of an object 
from the disparities between left and right images (stereo vision). 

In stereo vision the view from multiple cameras is used to compute range, or distance from the cameras. 
The principle is simple: points near an observer appear to move a lot when the viewpoint shifts, while points 
far away seem to move less. This apparent shift is known as the disparity. Thus, if we know the precise 
relationships between the cameras (position, focal length, etc.), we can determine range by comparing images 
and finding matching points. 

Therefore, it is not surprising to find that stereo is a very active area of research. However, while human 
vision does this very quickly, it is hard to do with computers. It requires a lot of computation (because so 
many points must be compared between the images) and it is fraught with error (because so much of the 
images look alike, creating false matches.) Therefor, the primary driwback of stereo is the problem with 
image point correspondence. 

From a computational point of view the central challenge .in stereo vision is to determine corresponding points, 
i.e. for each pixel in the left image / L a unique pixel in the right image JR, projected from the same point in 
3D, has to be selected. In this way, a disparity m~p is generated which represents the spatial shift d between 
both stereo images. The computation of a depth map from the disparities is now left as a geometric problem. 
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This paper also discusses the different aspects of implementing the phase-based algorithms. The real-time 
constraints of autonomol.lll object detection and navigation can be fulfilled by implementing the stereo algo
rithm on a parallel computer [l, 4). 

2 BASIC THEORY 

Figure 1 illustrates the basic idea about the relation between disparity and depth. The rule is that the nearer 
the object, the larger the image shift {d). According to this rule, if the right image is Figure(a) (in Figure 
1}, it's easy to tell that the large square is nearer to the cameras while the small square is far away from the 
cameras. However, if the right image is Figure(b) {in Figure 1), the smaller square is nearer to the cameras 
while the larger one is far away. 

Left Image 

b 

Left Right . 

Right Image (a) 

-~--.J I 
' d' 

~-r--..,- - ... 

; , 

, , 
; 

Camera Camera 
Right Image (b) 

Figure 1. The Basic Idea 

To reconstruct the three-dimensional environment from the. two-dimensional projections, Sanger (2) proposed 
to use Gabor wavelets 

. 1 2 2 . 
g(x) = --e-z /2a e•koz 

../f-rrq (1) 

with filter width <T and filter frequency ko for solving the correspondence problem. This product of a 
complex harmonic and a Gaussian envelope yields a joint spatial and frequency representation of an image 
by convolving g with the image intensities h, fR : 

(2) 
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CR(xo) = f !R(x)g(xo - x)dx = PR(xo)i~R(zo) (3) 

The Gabor. filter responses give an estimation of the disparities by exploiting the Fourier Shift Theorem 

f(x + d) ➔ F(k)ikd (4) 

This theorem states that a spatial shift d in the image domain effects a phase shift kd in Fourier domain. 
Since Gabor filters produce a localized frequency description, the normalized phase difference 

d(x) = </>R(X) - ,f>L(x) 
ko 

is supposed to be a suitable approximation for the local image shift. 

(5) 

Note that these depth estimations are computed without searching for corresponding points, and without 
previously identifying the represented scene, thus the robot detects objects without recognizing them. 

3 ESTIMATIONS.OF IMAGE POINT CORRESPONDENCE 

3.1 Probabilistic lattice model 

In spite of its sound theoretical foundation, phase-based techniques alone proved to be reliable only for 
certain image regions, especially for edges and textures. Therefor, more reliable results will be produced by 
directly searching for the most similar point within a given range of disparities D. 

The probabilistic lattice model (3) represents the discretized probability di_stribution of every pixel's disparity 
and thus allows us to model the uncertainty in the estimations. Since the lattice resolution limits the 
granularity of the disparity range, the joint matching measure 

ML(x,i) = p(XL = x,Xn = x -i) (6) 

is used as a compatibility estimation for possible matching points XL, xn, i.e., it states whether the discrete 
disparities i approximate the real one with pixel accuracy. 
Using a Gaussian model 

(7) 

with residual disparities 

(8) 

we can determine the confidence of two points XL and xn being a matching pair. The smaller the residual 
disparity, the more the two points are similar. 

The expectation values of the disparity probabilities will thus predict the position of corresponding points 
with sub-pixel accuracy. In this way, we combine the reliability of a direct search for similar points with the 
sub-pixel resolution of phase-based stereo. 

The single matching probabilities a.re computed individually, thus a subsequent normalization has to guar
antee the uniqueness constraint for the disparity map. This gives us a family of conditional correspondence 
probabilities 

(9) 

which sum up to one for each pixel. Together with the normalization above, we thus realize a cooperative 
stereo algorithm. Final output of such a probabilistic lattice model is the expectation values of its discretized 
disparity distributions. 

d(x) = L iCL(x_, i} (10) 
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3.2 Implem entati on 
In order to easily convert the disparities to depths, we need to position the cameras such that the computation 
of depth from disparity is straightforward. Consider two parallel orientated earner~ with known base length 
b (as shown in Figure ·1) and focal distance /, then the depth belonging to a given disparity dis just 

fb 
z=-

d 
(11) 

First, the cameras can be roughly orientated parallel when attaching them to the pan-tilt. The orientation 
can be checked by visualizing the alternating stereo images on a monitor. The actual fixation point of the 
cameras will be identified by determining those parts of a scene where the overlapping left and right image 
does not flicker. Thus we can align the cameras such that a nearly infinite distant region, e.g. the end of the 
institute corridor, overlaps without flickering. In this way, the "calibration light" can approximate the ideal 
case of a parallel stereo system without depending on time-consuming software corrections or on imp_recise 
screw sets. 

The experimental results in (3] demonstrate that the probabilistic lattice model can extract the rough struc
ture of a disparity map even though it does not reveal every detail. 

3.3 Drawbacks 

The main problem is that the probabilistic lattice model can not detect fine structures like the pictures on 
the wall, and depth discontinuities as produced by the objects on the floor. This problem may be caused by 
using phase information alone. Due to dicretization they probably sample the scene at points with different 
intensities, which of course distorts the filter response of fine structured regions. Hence, one drawback of 
this scheme is that it does not take discontinuities into consideration. 

The other drawback is that the probabilistic lattice· model is too time consuming because it has to evoke 
the exponent function repeatedly and the calculations of the average final results also cost time. Hence, this 
model might not be used in real-time applications, especially for a mobile robot. 

4 IMPROVEMENT AND REAL-TIME APPLICATION 

4.1 Combination Algorithm 

To solve these problems, we present a combination algorithm which combines_ the information of phase 
differences and raw intensities. This two-stage algorithm starts with the calculation of phase-difference mea
surements on the image grid to estimate the disparity range, then use intensity-difference measurements to 
find the matching pair: 

1) Use Sanger's scheme to find the approximate disparity d so that we can estimate the disparity range D. 

2} Within D, we can directly use the information of row intensities to find the matching pairs and the 
accurate disparity: 

d(x) = i (12} 

where lh(x) - fn(x - i)I is minimum. Stage 2) is something like pattern-recognization. For example, 
consider a pixel point on the floor in Figure 2, it's obvious that a "white" and a "black" pixel can't be a 
matching pair and the raw intensity difference is large. By the way, we might even really use the techniques 
of pattern-recognization to help the finding of the matching pairs. 

4.2 Parallel Mappings 

In order to reduce error, we can use m?re than two cameras. Human vision uses a lot of high-level under
standing to make do with only two eyes. But with computers, it' is often best to find "brute force" ways to 
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reduce error, rather than trying to be clever. With more than two cameras, we introduce redundancy, which 
reduces the chance of false matches and increases accuracy. Such an approach has been termed multibaseline 
stereo [1). 

Stereo vision is computationally intensive. Fortunately, the spatially repetitive nature of depth recovery 
lends itself to parallelization. However, for many applications, particularly in the areas of image processing, 
the problem sizes are relatively small and fixed, and not enough data parallelism is available to effectively 
use the large number of processors of a massively parallel machine. Even when adequate data parallelism is 
available, a data parallel mapping may not be the most efficient way to execute a program, if the program 
does not scale well. A complete application often consists of a set of procedures with different computation 
and communication requirements, and different sets of processors may have to be assigned to different proce
dures for the best possible performance. These are some of the reasons to use both task and data parallelism. 

Therefor, for real-time stereo vision, both task and data parallelism must be exploited to achieve the best 
possible performance on a multicomputer. There are many different ways to map a single source program 
onto a parallel machine. The tradeoffs between task and data parallelism are complex and depend on the 
characteristics of the program to be executed, most significantly the memory and communication require
ments. 

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The basic idea in phase-based algorithms is that depth (distance) and size of an object are estimated by 
using the disparity (spatial shift) between left and right images. As for the theoretical foundation, let's 
consider an image of a plain area without any edge or fine structure. The intensities of different pixels in 
such a plain area are the same. Take any point x0 in the left image, do the convolving as equation (2). Note 
that the Gaussian function in equation (1) cuts off information far away from x0. Then do the same thing 
to xo in the right image, which is approximate the left-shift of the left image. 

Since the intensities are the same anywhere in both images, fL(x) is the same as f n(x), hence, the results of 
equation (2) and (3) are obviously produced without any difference. For situation like this, the phase-based 
algorithms nearly can't tell the phase difference and can't estimate the disparities even though there indeed 
exists a spatial shift between left and right images. This is the limitation of phase-based stereo algorithms. 

This research reveals that the probabilistic lattice model perceives the rough structure of a scene. Phase
based stereo vision is a suitable approach for computing the position and disparities of lines and edges 
with sub-pixel accuracy where sonar-based algorithms hardly work. But due to its limitations at plain area 
where sonar-based algorithms work well, we'd better use a combined implementation of both phase-based 
and sonar-based techniques for actual robot applications. As for the combination algorithm and parallel 
mappings, we need further experiments to evaluate them. 
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0 ABSTRACT 

Robot motion planning is concerned with generating collision-free motions of a robot. This paper deals with 
planning morion for stationary robots with no yaw motion. The dimension of the environment as well as object 
motion further complicates the planning process. Many rimes cooperative motion between the two anns is required. 
In this instance, ungrasping and regrasping of the object to be moved. 

Oftline planning requires complete knowledge of the robots, obstaces, objects, and the other environmental factors 
before planning can take place. In this approach the environment is represented algebraically and the planner 
computes a geometric path. In some situations only partial environmencal information is known prior to morion 
planning. In this on-line/local motion planning approach, there is a requirement of some type of sensory feedback. 

Most of the research of the last twenty years has centered around off-line planning in static environments. There are 
numerous planners for a robot with a few degrees of freedom (usually three or less) that always generate either a 
path or report fail= if no paih exists. Although some planners for robots with a greater number of degrees of 
freedom exist. they are not complete but are referred to as practical. On-line planning is much more difficult since 
the time required for planning should be less than the time required for ~e actual morion. 

This paper explores two successful approaches to on-line planning. It also offers an approach for planning for an 
aniculated robot with no yaw morion. The two arms work together using a method of interleaving with each robot 
ann having a neutral configuration to which it moves after-completing its goal. · Environmental input is provided by 
the use of a vision syStem. 

lNTRODUCTION 

Robot morion planning is concerned with generating collision-free motions of a robot. This may be either a mobile 
robot or a stationary robot arm [Lwnelslcy, 1993]. This paper will focus on different stationary robot arms. In some 
instances a path may be planned for movement of the ann in a two dimensional space. In other instances, the path is 
planned for movement of the arm in rhree dimensional space. This paper will also examine both moving and fixed 
objectS to be relocaied by the arm(s). Many rimes an object may be so heavy that multiple arms are required to move 
that single object. Ungrasping and regrasping of the object will also be examined. 

There are basically two approaches to motion planning, off-line and on-li.ne or otherwise known as global and local 
planning. In the first approach. off-line planning, the infonnarion about the robot. obstacles, objectS, and other 
environmental factors are all known ahead of time. This approach is al.so known as the Piano Movers model or 
motion planning with complete infonnarion [Lumelsky, 1993]. In this approach the environment is represented 
algebraically and the planner compuces a g~ metric path. However. in many instances information about the 
environment is unknown or is only partially known. The environment mav be a verv dvnarnic one in which the 
obstacles and objects are moving and changing. This situation· requires so~e rype of s~nsory feedback. This is 
referred co as on-line or local motion planning. On-line planning requires constant generation and execution of plans 
in response co changes in the environment (Lumelslcy, 1993][Li & Lacombe. 1995]. 

:? RELATED WORK 

Most of che research. during the last twenty_ years. has been centered around off-line planning in static environments. 
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As stated earlier, a simple geometric path is computed and the commands are sent to the robot to follow this path. 
This research yielded the idea of a configuration space or C-space [Lozano-Perez, 1983]. There are numerous fast 
planners for a robot with a few degrees of freedom (usually three or less) [Barraquand and Latombe, 
1991 J[Barraquand, et al. 1992}. These are complete planners and therefore always generate a path when one exists 
and report failure otherwise. There are also reasonably efficient planners for robots with a greater number of degrees 
of freedom (Barraquand and Lacombe, l99l}[Faverjon and Toumassoud, 1990}(Gupra and Zhu, l994J(Koga and 
Lacombe, 1994]. These are not complete. They are said to be practical planners. In all instances, these planners are 
still too slow to be used for on-line planning. There are many uses for these off-line planners. Some of which are 
planning collision free paths in nuclear power planes, assembling airplanes, and painting wagons [Faverjon and 
Toumassoud, I 990][Li and Latombe, 1995]. Most of these applications only plan for one robot. This does not 
allpw for cooperative work between robots. 

Most of the successful work regarding planning for multiple robots in a environment seems to be talcing place at 
Stanford University. Jean-Claude Lacombe and his research group are involved in looking at multiple planning 
methods and representations [Li and Lacombe, 1995)[Koga and Lacombe, 1994}. They have experienced quite a 
significant amount of success. This group has developed several on-line planners that yield good results in a 
dynamic environment. These results are very specific to particular robots and siruarions. In this con.figuration the 
paths or trajectories are computed and indexed by time since the environment is changing. The corresponding C
space must be extended by adding a time dimension. It is then called a CT-space or configuration X cime space. 
The obstacles remain static in this configuration. 

There are two approaches to motion planning for several robots: centralized and decoupled. [n the centralized 
approach, all of the robots are treated as a single robot." The C-space becomes a composite C-space made up of the 
Cartesian product of the individual C-space of each of the robots. The forbidden region is the area where a collision 
would occur either with an obstacle or another robot. This approach can be time prohibitive since it must examine a 
large-dimensional space. In the decoupled approach, the robots are planned for one at the time. Robots whose 
motions have already been planned are treated as moving obstacles. This requires the se31"Cbing of the C-space of 
the first robot and the CT-spaces of all of the other robots. This approach is not complete and therefore may fail to 
produce a solution(path) even if one exists. A third technique. velocity runing has been proposed by Gupta and 
does not seem to be as widely used. It plans for each robot separately and tunes their velocities so that no two ever 
collide [Li and Lacombe, 1995][Koga and Lacombe, 1994]. 

Many times it would be helpful if in this process of motion the robots were able to move an object. This is an 
extension of motion planning called manipulation planning. Unlike pure morion planning, manipulation planning is 
currently a hot research topic. This movement consistS of two types of paths. transit and transfer. A transit path is 
on in which the robot movement occurs. A transfer path is one in which an object is being moved by a robot. This 
movement as with others may require ungrasping and regrasping of the object to reach the goal. This combination of 
transit and transfer paths is called a manipulation path. As with motion planning, manipulation planning is more 
complex with multiple robot arms. It may also require grasping, ungrasping, and regrasping by one or more arms. 
This problem is called the multi-arm manipulation planning problem. This seems to be the mosc useful of the 
configurations since it will allow multiple arms to be performing movements at the same time. The arms could 
therefore remove parts from a conveyor and place them in boxes or cooperate with a human ann to perform a task. 
Indeed robots exist that need to work together. This configuration is much more efficient since the object can be 
moved to a greater number of places by allowing the part (object) to change hands.[Li and Lacombe. l 995J[Koga and 
Lacombe. 1994) · 

The first paper on manipulation planning was by Wilfong (Wilfong, I 988j. [t considered a sing.le robot in a two
dimension environment with multiple objects that could be moved. Convex polygons were used to represent the 
robot. objects. and obstacles. Other researchers have represented the robot and objects as discs and the obstacles as 
polygons [Laumond and Alami. 1988]. These represencadons can also be time prohibitive since there is a very large 
(infinite) number of legal grasps. One way to simplify this is to reduce the number of legal grasps. 

Ferbach and Barraquand [Ferbach and Barraquand. 1993] used a technique based on dynamic programming to plan a 
manipulation path. They assume that the object can move without the robot grasping it. They then force the robot 
to move and grasp the object. They must input intermediate goal locations for the objects in order to generate a path. 
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Therefore. the planner is not fully automatic. Other researchers have looked at pushing the objects on a surface 
rather than grasping and lifting the objects [Lynch. 1993]. HANDEY is an system made up of vision, path planning, 
grasp planning, and morion control. It builds an assembly in a three-dimensional environment. It does not use 
multiple arms. It consists of a single PUMA robot arm [Toumassoud et al., 1987][Lozano-P~rez et al., 1987]. 

There is also quite a substantial amount of research on grasping, ungrasping, and regrasping both with single and 
multiple robot arm. There are also grasp planners that allow grasping actions \~ithout crushing or dropping the 
object (Tournassoud et al., 1987]. 

3 LI AND LA TOMBE PLANNING 

This scenario considers two robot arms. a conveyor belt, an overhead vision system. a working table, movable parts, 
and obstacles. Toe arms grab parts as they arrive on a conveyor belt and transfer them to a goal location. The two 
arms are SCARA arms with three links and four degrees of freedom. The SCARA is a RRP type robot with the first 
two joint revolute in nature and the last joint prismatic in nature. The two robots share the same space so dlat either 
arm can grab any one part. This also allows one arm co handover a part to the other ann. 

There are different types of parts which can arrive at any one time in any position or orientation. The vision system 
will detect the part and identify it on the belt. The arms are to grab as many of the parts as possible and transfer them 
to their goal locations without a collision with another arm or an obstacle. The obstacles are static and are lying on 
the rable. They do not interfere with the robot arms since they lie in different planes. However, when an arm is 
gripping a part the part could collide with the obstacles. Parts can only be placed in an intermediate location to be 
regrasped or their goal location. • 

As previously stated. there is no planner that will solve this particular problem. All of them require too much time to 
be used on-line. The problem must be simplificti The optimum amount of simplification must be found. Li and 
La tom be determined that the planning should talce conside_rably less time than the accual movement takes to execute. 
They represented the arms in a 2-D workspace since an arm could only collide with the other arm. A 4-D C-space 
was used to calculate a collision-free motion of the two anns. They then used the decoupled approach to plan and 
assumed that the second arm was_ either idle or executing a previously planned morion. This planner assumes that 
joints can change velocity instantaneously and that joints can follow their planned trajectories perfectly. 

With this planner. an accommodating motion was often required of the second ann in order to avoid collision with 
the first arm carrying the part. Toe single processor devoted to scheduling, was always available. Toe planner 
created a process to pick up a part and deliver it to its goal ar which rime the process would terminate. When 
accommodation was required to take place the process would interrupt or kill itself and a new process would be 
cre:ued to complete the motion. There are only two processes existing at any one time since there is one process for 
each ann. 

Certain heuristics were used to achieve the best-solution. They were: 
"l. The pares at intermediate locations on the table have higher priorities than chose on the conveyor belt, since they 
may obstruct possible paths for these new pares. 
2. The pares that are more advanced on the belt have higher priorities than those which are less advanced, since they 
will leave the arms' workspace earlier. 
3. When both anns_are noc moving, ARM I n_as a higher priority than ARM2. since ARM2 is at the ending side of 
the belt and thus can be used as a backup for ARM!. This means that even if ARM! misses a part and its process is 
killed: that there is still a chance for the part to be grasped and moved by ARM2." 

Since the processor must wait for a process to complete in order to begin a new process. the task of delivery was 
broken down inco cwo subcasks. grasp subtask and deli_ver subtask. A grasp subtask was determined to be more 
urgent since its failure could ultimately result in the part being missed completely and remaining on the conveyor. 
As a result. the planning process interrupts itself between the cwo casks co allow for the creation of a new process. 
This results in a process being in one of three states dutjng.its life: running, on hold. and waiting. This allows the 
ann co place a part at an intermediate location to be grasped by the other arm. This hand-over may happen to a 
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single part more than one time [Li and Latombe, 1995). 

4 KOGA AND LATOMBE SENARJO 

This scenario considers three identical robot arms each with six revoluce degrees of freedom. They are all operating 
in the same three-dimensional workspace. There is onJy one movable object in this environment Th.is object can be 
one of two cypes: it requires two arms to move the object or it requires only one arm to move the object. There is 
not the same time factor associated with this scenario as with the first since there is not a certain window of time in 
which the object can be grasped. With three arms this scenario allows for a greater area of movement for the object. 

Koga and Latombe used a two-stage approach to planning the manipulation path. They first generated subtasks to 
achieve the goal configuration and then computed a cransit or transfer path for each subtask. This yielded a problem. 
How would they know when a task could be completed before it ever Started? They decided to opt for generating 
transfer casks that would also be completed in transfer paths. The planner is written in such a way as to automatically 
generate these transfer paths in the process of generating the sequence of transfer tasks. The planner was also 
designed to report failure if a legal path could not be found. Koga and Lacombe reStricted the grasps by only 
considering ·two cypes of objects: those requiring one arm and those requiring two arms to move. They further 
restricted the grasp set. 

Ko2a and Lacombe used the Randomized Path Planner (RPP) [Barraquand and Lacombe, 1991] as a part of their 
pla~ner. This planner generates a list of adjacent configurations in a grid placed over the C-space of the object RPP 
onlv checked for no collision between two configurations so it had to be modified. The modification also checked to 
see 'chac each configuration was graspable using a grasp from the Grasp set. RPP was funher modified to make sure 
that two consecutive grasps did not require a very large motion and that the two grasps were lcinematicaJly possible. 
This still left the possibility that the arm with the object could be obstructed by the other anns. To alleviate this 
problem, all arms that are not involved in a particular transfer path are put in a position th.at renders them 
unobsrructive to the moving arm. In their particular example, it was pointing straight up. RPP is not a complete . 
planner. It will find a path if one exists; but ics time can not be bounded in advance. It may also run forever if no 
path can be found. · 

This particular planner was written in C and run on a DEC Alpha workstation under UNIX. They used three robot 
arms with six( 6) degrees of freedom each for all of their experimencs. They used several differently shaped objects. 
The L-shaped object required two arms to move it which required handing it through a window. The caJculation of 
the transfer tasks took 45 seconds and 30 seconds to complete the corresponding manipulation path. For a long l?ar 
being moved by two arms. it took 25 seconds to calculate the transfer tasks and 20 seconds to complete the 
manipulation path. · AT-shaped object moved by a single arm required 40 seconds for the planner to generate the 
transfer tasks and 25 seconds to complete the manipulation path. It also required the use of a second ann as an 
intermediate holder of the bar. In order to stop the planner from running forever, it was restricted to three backtrack 
operations at which time it was required to report failure [Koga and Lacombe. 1994]. 

5 PLANNING FOR THE RHINO XR-3 

The Rhino XR-3 robot is a 5-axis articulated-coordinate robot ;um with joints at the base. shoulder, el~ow, tool 
pitch. and tool roll. It is designed to be an educational robot It has a load carrying capacity of2.2 pounds, 
maximum tool tip speed of approximately 25 centimeters per second. horizontal reach per stroke of 62.23 
centimeters. and a vertical reach per stroke of 88.27 centimeters. The Rhino is concrolled by the Mark [V Controller. 
It is an 3-channel controller that interfaces to a host microcomputer through the serial port. Five of the channels are 
for the joincs (axes). one channel is for opening and closing the cool. and rwo sp~ channels 10 control peripheral 
items. Communication rates of 300. I 200. or 9600 bics per second are available. Both robots were connected to the 
same 486DX-33 computer . 

. 'vfost of [he planners mentioned previously are based on very specific situations. They are always used on a certain 
type of robot and simulators that simulate that particular robot. All of the optimization that has been done can not 
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easily be transferred co a different robot. Latombe (1988) states that it is more difficult to find a general solution for 
an articulated robot; the higher the number of degrees of freedom, the more complex the representation of the 
workspace and obstacles. Brooks ( 1984) says that "the find-path problem for ·a manipulator with revolute joints is 
inherently difficult". This is compounded by the fact that the Rhino has no yaw morion. This requires the objects to 
be arranged concentrically around the base (Ali, 1993). This yields another twist to the problem since this limits the 
objeccs that can be picked UlJ by the robot. None of the blocks were placed further than 22.5 inches due to the reach 
constraints of the Rhino. The authors chose co have the two robocs work together co stack a series of blocks. 
Collisions between the two robocs were avoided using a method of interleaving. 1Jle robots pick the appropriate 
block, move it ro a goal configuration and then move co a neutral location; thus avoiding a collision. This required 
that a vision program has first evaluated the scene and returned the number of objects and the centroids of the 
objeccs. I think that a more sophisticated system can be designed. It will require someone who has experience with 
differential equations, topology, physics, and computer engineering. 

6 CONCLUSION 

Having the ability to have robots work cooperatively can be very beneficial for humanity. Robot anns could be built 
to replace limbs and neural network features added to make them move like real limbs. The "vacuuming" robot of 
the future could nor be far behind. General planners are needed that can be implemented for many types of robots 
and for any situation. For the Rhino and other robots of its tyl)e, that seems ro be a little more difficult 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the application of a genetic algorithm to solve the Batch Selection problem 
in Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMSJ. Batch Selection consists of the selection, from a 
production order, of part types which are to be produced during a given shift. The objective is to 
maximize the production efficiency within the system constraints. 

A Genetic Algorithm (GA) consists of 

1. A population of organisms (candidate solution strings) 
2. A fitness function used for selecting organisms . 
3. A crossover operator used on the selected organisms to produce new offspring 
4. A mutation operator to transform the new offspring 

The paper describes generating a random ,x,pulation of n, k-bit organisms where n is a positive 
integer and k is the size of the production order. The fitness function is then defined followed by a 
description of the crossover operator, mutation operator and the steps in the algorithm. Finally 
the results of ten sample problems are displayed indicating the production efficiency and profit of 
each batch solutiion. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The batch selection problem in flexible manufacturing systems (FMSs) consists of the selection 
from a production order of part types which are to be produced by computer controlled machines during a 
given time period. The objective is to maximize the production efficiency and/or profit within the system 
resource constraints. A batch of selected partS is said to be a feasible solution if there is sufficient space 
on all the required machines to load all the required tools and sufficient processing time avaialble on all 
the required machines to produce the parts in the batch. 

Some approaches have been -proposed for the solution of the batch selection problem in FMSs, 
such as integer programming (Steck:E, 1983), non-linear integer programming (Freville and Plateau, 
1986), heuristics (Sarin and Chen, 1987), and expert systems (Khade and Tsacle, 1991). As the size of 
the production order, the number of machines, and the number of tools increases, the complexity of the 
problem grows exponentially, and this makes the currently available approaches impractical to find an 
optimal solution to the problem. In this paper we propose a genetic algorithm (GA) system for generating 
a near optimal solution to the problem in a reasonable amount of time. 

The rest of this paper is organized.as follows. In section 2 we describe the concept of genetic algorithms. 
Our GA-based batch selection system is described in section 3, and the performance of our system is 
presented in section 4. Our conclusion and future research directions are discussecfin section 5. 
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2. GENETIC ALGORITHMS 

Genetic algorithms (GAs) are a type of reinforcement learning techniques. GAs seek to solve 
optimization problems using the concept of swvival of the fittest (Holland 1975). Traditional 
mathematical programming techniques have been proposed for the optimization of structured problems. 
For highly complex or ill-structured problems, such as combinatorial problems or problems with multiple 
local optima, the traditional methods tend to become unpractical or get stuck at some local optimum. 
GAs will probabilistically seek for the potentially promising areas in the solution space, and switch 
stochastically to those promising areas. 

GAs have most been applied to function optimization (Bcrsini and Renders, 1994; Joines and 
Houck, 1994; Hart and Belew, 1995). There are also successful applications in risk management 
(Hedberg 1995), market trading (Kean, 1995; Packard, 1990), pattern recognition (Caldwell and 
Johnston, 1991), and many other industry-related operations (Hedberg, 1994). In addition, many 
emerging applications of this technique are frequently reported across various kinds of industries and 
businesses. 

The composition of a natural organism is called a phenotype, and a phenotype is specified in 
terms of a genetic encoding called genotype (Holland, 1975). One of the important considerations in 
designing GAs is how to encode genotypes for phenotypes. We then have to decide how to select 
organisms for reproduction. Usually, this selection is based on the measurement of fitness, which is an 
indication of an organism's survival ability, for each organism. In order to achieve sufficient genetic 
diversity, the number of organisms in th.e initial population is important, too. 

In order to search effectively in a huge solution space, a search algorithm must be able to not only 
· exploit a promising area but also switch to other promising areas for poSSlble improvement Basically, 

traditional mathematical programming techniques are stationary methods, and usually they will just 
exploit the best solution in a found promising area. On the other hand, GAs cn:,ate a population that 
simultaneously exploit different promising areas in the solution space (Holland, 1975). 

Effectiveness of a GA is mainly determined by the following three processes: Selection, 
crossover, and mutation. GAs solve problems by at first generating a population of individuals or 
organisms. A fitn~ function is then 'defined for evaluating each individual's performance in the 
population. Based on the relative fitness value of each individual in the population, two individuals are 
chosen as parents by some selection strategy. The crossover operator is then performed on the two parents 
to fonn two offspring so that each of the offspring solutions contains some characteristics from its parent 
solutions. Genes of the offspring will be mutated sparingly. The two offspring arc then used to replace 
two of the low-fitness individuals in the population. This process is repeated until a solution is found. 

3. A GENETIC ALGORITHM-BASED BATCH SELECllON SYSTEM 

We designed a system for the batch selection decision based on the GA technique. Batch 
selection actually determines the entire production scheduling. In deciding the batch of parts to be 
manufactured. one needs to determine which product will be processed by which machines using which 
tools. Since each tool occupies a certain space on a machine and each machine has only a certain limited 
space, we need to decide which tools should be mounted on which machines in order to gain the best 
space utilization. In addition, each part needs a certain amount of processing time by certain tools on a 
machine or several machines. We also need to decide how to best utilize each machine in manufacturing 
products. All of these decisions must be made within the constraints of the tool magazine capacity and 
available processing time on each machine. · 

Input to our system includes the following four components: 
l. A machine table indicating the set of computer controlled machines available. Each entry in 

the table contains the machine ID. tool magazine capacity, and the processing time available. 
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2. A tool table indicating the available tools. Each entry in the tool table contains the tool ID 
and the number of slots required to load the tool on any of the machines. 

3. A production table indicating the parts to be produced in a given shift. Each entry in the 
table contains the part ID, quantity to be produced, and the profit pe,r unit 

4, A part table for each part in the production table indicating the operations required to 
produce the part. In our system, an operation is defined as a 3-tuple <machine ID, tool ID, 
processing time>. For example, suppose that the P, part "table contains a 3-tuple <M,, T1, 

. 15> indicating one of the operations requiJ'cd to produce part p·,. This instance of operation 
means that producing part P1 requires .75 minutes of processing time on machine M1 using 
tool T,. 

While building our system, we made several assumptions. We assume that there are sufficient 
copies of each tool for producing parts on different machines. All tools can be loaded on any of the 
machines and the number of slots required by each tool is uniform for all machines. After the batch is 
selected, the tools required to produce the batch are loaded on the machines only once at the beginning of 
the shift and are not changed during the shift. We also assume that if a part is selected in the batch, then 
the entire quantity in the production table must be produced in the shift. 

The core of our system is a GA model. Our GA model consists of a population of organisms. 
Each organism represents a batch of parts to be considered. The fitness of each organism is measured by 
our fitness function in terms of the following two goals: production efficiency of the machine processing 
time utilized and the profit a batch of partS can yield. The third component of our GA model is the three 
genetic operators used to probabilistically select organisms for reproduction, to probabilistically crossover 
the parent organism,;, and to mutate genes of organisms occasionally. 

Output from our system is a near optimal batch of parts to be produced which will make nearly 
full use of the total available machine processing time and yielding the nearly highest profit while 
satisfying all the constraints. 

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GENETIC ALGORITHM-BASED BATCH SELECTION 
SYSTEM 

We investigated ten different scenarios as shown in Table 1, each has different set of parts to be 
manufactured, different machine and tool requirements, and different restrictio~. The number of parts in 
each scenario varies from 12 to 3 9, the number of tools varies from 6 to 12, the number of machines varies 
from 4 to 11, and the available processing time on each machine varies between 240 and 480 minutes. 

Our system begins by generating a random population of size 100 with each organism consisting 
of k bits where k is the size of the production order. The population size was set to 100 for the 
consideration of diversity. In our system we select two organisms for reproduction probabilistically based 
on their fitness values. In other words, the higher fitness value an organism has the higher probability 
that or~ will be selected for rep[oduction. The crossover operator is then applied to these organisms 
in order to generate two new offspring. The crossover rate was set to 0.9 in our system._ Once in a while, 
the mutation operator is applied to the offspring in order to alter their genes., and we set the mutation rate 
to 0.01. A new generation of organisms is created and evaluated by repeating this process until a near 
optimal solution is reached. The result of these ten cases arc summarized in the last two columns in Table 
1. 
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Table 1. Performance of our GA-based batch selection system. 

Problem No. No. of Parts No. of Tools No.of Processing Machine Profit 
Machines Time (min.) Utilization 

(%) 

1 30 10 8 480 94.77 $936.72 
2 20 9 6 480 87.4 $946.31 
3 39 12 9 480 91.99 $1140.72 
4 25 10 6 240 91.69 $462.38 
5 35 11 10 480 91.11 $1426.33 
6 18 7 6 240 92.40 $640.26 
7 15 7 4 240 94.33 $445.57 
8 12 6 4 240 90.87 $464.23 
9 27 11 9 480 90.15 $1189.42 
10 32 12 11 480 91.16 $1423.70 

5. CONCLUSION 

GAs is a stochastic search technique. They search parallelly for optimal or near optimal solutions 
in the solution space. The design and operations of a GA system usually favor the organisms which have 
higher fitness values. Those fitter organisms havc·higher probability to be chosen for reproduction. From 
a long term point of view, the average performance value of the entire population exlubits an up-going 
trend. In our research we also found out the perf onnancc of our GA system affected by the parameter 

. settings for operators and the population. 

In this paper we have successfully applied our GA system to a highly complex decision in 
production scheduling. Further research will be conducted for investigating the effect of different 
strategies for selecting organw:ns for reproduction and different parameter settings for each of the genetic 
operators in our GA system. In addition, the performance of different encoding methods will be 
compared. 
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ABSTRACT 

High Speed Printed Circuit Board, A Comparative Study 

William A. Russell, Jr., Kamal S. Ali 
Computer and Electronics Engineering Technology, School of Engineering Technology 

University of Southern Mississippi, Box 5 13 7. Hattiesburg MS 3 9406 

Printed circuit board (PCB) design has never been simple, but no one knew that it would get so complicated over the 
last couple of years. Designs today must accommodate advanced electronic technologies including extremely fast 
clock speeds, sharp rise times, wider buses, and increased siliconization, with narrowed timing, noise, and t.hennal 
margins. At the same time, to stay competitive, companies are asking design engineers to improve overaJl system 
performance and reliability, to shorten board delivery schedules, and to decrease product costs. The outlook for the 
next couple of years only exaggerates the challenges. 

With rapidly increasing signal speeds, PCB design and fabrication is now a technology of critical imponance, 
presenting a multitude of complexities that are rarely tackled by the academic community. l11is paper will examine 
the impact the PCB has on the circuit performance. Fabrication considerations and cost factors are also examined. 
The paper then looks at the different fabrication techniques and their effect on cost and perfonnance. PCB design 
and fabrication being a critical engineering problem, areas that engineers need to be trained to better handle the 
challenge will finally be included. 

INTRODUCTION 

Printed circuit boards (PCB) are constructed using a dielectric substrate. The dielectric substrate most commonly 
us¢ is made from fiberglass sheets, which have copper foil bonded onto the surfaces of the substrate. 
Epoxy/fiberglass laminate, glass with polyamide, Teflon, triazine resins, or paper covered with phenolic resin are 
also commonly used to fonn the dielectric substrate in PCB. The dielectric substrate must provide t11e design 
engineer with a low cost, rigid base material that will allow good adhesion of the conductor. The main purposes of 
the PCB are: 1.) Provide a suppon mechanism for components. conductors. and cable connections, and 2.) Reduce 
the size of electrical circuits. With .the increased utilization of high frequency, surface mount components, the PCB 
industry has had to develop new dielectric substrates. The new substrates have improved high temperature ratings 
needed for reflow soldering, and.advanced conductor-bonding properties. What follows is a brief description of the 
PCB fabrication techniques used in Engineering Technology, and several new PCB substrate materials. 

ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT FABRICATION TECHNIQUES FOR ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 

Thorough knowledge of PCB design and fabrication is essential for all Computer Engineering and Electronic 
Engineering Technology (CET, EET) graduates. l11e performance of most integrated circuits can be greatly 
enhanced or degraded depending on tl1e PCB on which the circuit is built. It is tl1erefore of prime importance that 
CET/EET students be well trained in the design and fabrication of PCB. In many schools the PCB design is 
introduced theoretically. 111is deprives the students from being exposed to tl1e many facets and intricacies that the 
designer encounters in the real world. Having tJ1e capability of designing and fabricating PCBs not only allows the 
students exposure to the technology, but it directly impacts many other courses in tJ1e CET and EET curricula. 
Current circuit fabrication tecluliques used are (I]: 

• Breadboarding 
• Solderless, Wire Wrapping, Cut-Slash-and-Hook 

• Etchless Printed Circuit Board 
• Single Layer Printed Circuit Board 

• Chemical Etching, Mechanical Milling 

Fabrication of t11e circuit using a breadboarding technique allows the student to easily change tJ1e components and 
interconnections. It is essential to remember that breadboarding produces temporary circuits tJ1at are not capable of 
surviving under severe conditions. l11e student also must be knowledgeable of the electric-.tl properties of the 
breadboard such as t11e breadboard's lligh frequency and power li1nitations. 
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SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD 

The Holey system is a solderless plastic breadboard with hundreds of boles shown in Figure l. The holes have a 
O. l" spacing on a rectangular grid, which facilitates connections to standard ICs . . The.holes have a metal lug-inside 
and the holes are connected together in rows of five. The components can be inserted directly into the holes and 
connected together with 22-gauge single strand wire. The advantages of using solderless breadboards are I. They 
are great time savers, 2. The ciJcuit changes are quick and easy, 3. Few ct:>ld solder joints are found. 4. Components 
can be reused. and 5. Additional boards can be snapped together lo increase tl1e working area. The disadvantages of 
use solderless breadboards are I. The Jugs will deteriorate with time and use, 2. High frequency circuits are difficult 
to create, and 3. Circuit assembly is flimsy. 
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Figure l. Solderless Breadboard 

Wire Wrapping 

Wire wrapping is another solderless breadboarding technique used to produce fast and economical prototyped 
electronic circuits. However, wire-wrapping sockets, posts. and wire are more expensive lhan the solderless 
breadboards. Wire wrapped circuits are secure and strong enough to be used in the finished product The wire 
wrapped circuit starts with a perforated plastic board with holes spread 0.1" apan. Wire-wrap IC sockets, which 
have square post terminals I.hat are longer Uian standard IC leads are placed U1rough the holes of tl1e perforated 
board A special wrapping tool wraps a piece of28-30 gauge wire around the square tenni.oal from one IC to the 
nex't until tlle entire circuit is wired. 1l1e small gauge wire embeds ilSC.lf into the square tenninals eliminating cold 
solder joints. 

Cut-Slash-and-Hook 

Cut-Slash-and-Hook (CSH) breadboarding ~s commonly referred to as point-to-point soldering. Normally a 
perforated plastic board with holes spread 0.1" apart is used with the components leads placed through me holes. 
The leads or a short piece of wire are used to connect the components together. Solder is applied to secure the 
circuit's connections. The advantages of using CSH are l. Skills are quickly learned. 2. Any gauge wire can be 
used, 3. Circuits are easy to trace and troubleshoot, and 4. Circuits are stable and secure construction. However the 
disadvantages of CSH are I. CSH is very time consuming, 2. It requires large amounts of space. 3. ll is very difficult 
to change components, and 4.11lis technique is very unsuitable for large circuits 

Etchless Printed Circuit Boards 

Etchless PCB adds copper traces to U1e perforated plastic board rather than chemically or mechanically removing 
copper. On one side of the perforated board, special pressure-sensitive adhesive traces, and pads are laid out to form 
circuit interconnections. The components are insened on tile other side and soldered in place. Where necessary 
traces can cross over each other by using insulated crossovers. Once completed the etchless PCB looks remarkably 
like a finished prototype. 11,e disadvantages are very time conswning, and materials are expensive. . 
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Single Layer Printed CircuiJ Board 

Printed circuit board design and fabrication are an essential pan of the everyday life of an electronics' designer. 
Throughout our undergraduate and graduate curriculum, students are called upon to design and fabricate PCBs. Our 
current PCB construction method produces a single layered board using chemical etching. A single layered PCB 
board is economical. however, it limits the complexity and routing of the traces (2). A multi-layered board increases 
the complexity of trace routing and offers the designer opportunity to create ground planes, separate data and power 
supply trace layers, to match circuit impedance, and to create microstrip waveguides. Surface mount PCBs are 
generally smaller than conventional through hole and are more suited to automated assembly than conventional 
small quantity teaching designs. However, many of today's integrated circuits are packaged only as surface mount 
Multilayer printed circuit board manufacturing is difficult in the CET/EET instructional environment. A multilayer 
board requires several single layer boards be produced and then sandwiched together to form one board 

The list below is a sample of the procedures needed to create an industrial quality PCB. 

l. A CAD program is used to create the PCB artwork 
2. The •CAD program generates a Gerber data file 
3. NC drill data is included in tlte Gerber data file 
4. ND drill data is coded and stepped for CNC drill 
5. NC Drill racks are prepared with specified tools 
6. Panelized boards are drilled 
7. Drilled panels are chemically cleaned and sensitized 
8. Through-holes are plated 
9. Dry film photo sensitive resist is hot rolled onto plated panels 
10. Laminated panels are registered to Ute photo plots 

· 11. Laminated panels are exposed in a vacuum frame under high wattage sodium lights 
12. Panels are chemically developed 
13. Reactivate copper layers are ci1emically etched 
14. Panels are dried and placed in a chemical flux 
15. Panels are dried and delivered to Q.C. 
16. Final cutting and milling is completed 
17. Final QC on single boards and delivered to shipping department 
18. Customer recei':'es boards and performs acceptance procedure 

Holewall activation, through-hold plating, developing, and etching all require hash environmentally and caustic 
chemicals. Special venting, tanks, and rooms are required for the production of these PCB. 

Mechanical Milling 

Another method of PCB construction not usually discussed in the instructional context is mechanical routing. [2] A 
numerically controlled (N/C) milling machine is used to mill or remove the copper without the use of chemicals. 
Trace separation is the major limitation of mechanical milling. Trace separation is limited by the diameter of the bit 
Another limitation of the NC process is a program must be written before PCB can be milled. Once a double-sided 
PCB has been milled, it must still be chemically through-hold plated before circuit construction. 

New Designs - Built-up PCBs 

A new method of PCB construction being pioneered is called sequential or build-up circuits. lltis new method 
building-up the circuit board accommodates wider buses, more connections per IC. and smaller discrete 
components, thereby reducing the size of tlie PCB. Build-up PCBs have an average of 120 blind vias per square 
inch and the board has a density mat is four to six times that of an equivalent all-Uuough-hole design. (3] Sequential 
lamination, and plasma-drilling are two techniques used in the construction of build-up circuits. The cost estimates 
for this type of board using si'I: to eight layers is running at half the cost of all-through-hole designs.(3 J 
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NEW IDGH FREQUENCY MATERIALS 

Cellular telephones, global positioning systems. pagers, and direct-broadcast-satellites require primed circuit board 
substrate materiaJs to have high performance at frequencies greater than 500MHz. Other_ requirements of high 
frequency PCBs are: they must be economical and they should not require-difficult fabrication techniques. Two 
indicators are used to measure high frequency PCB·perfonnance: the dielectric constant., and the dissipation factor. 
As frequencies increase, selections of lower dielectric constants are preferred. The dielectric constant also 
determines the size of the boa.rd and the speed of the signal. Materials with dissipation factor less than 0.005 are 
desired for high frequency microwave applications. Comparable dielectric constants and dissipation factors are 
listed in Table 1. 

High Frequency 
Substrates Dielectric Constant Dissipation Factor Frequency 

FR4 4.20 0.0200 10GHz 
AR350L 3.50 0.0026 10GHz 
R04003 3.38 0.0020 10GHz 
TLE-95 2.95 0.0028 10GHz 
PTFE 2.40 0.0022 10GHz 

Table L High frequency substrates and their associated properties. 

FR4 

A general-purpose copper dad epoxy/fibergl~ laminates, like FR4, may be used when frequencies are typically 
below l GHz. FR4 offers exceptional stability, high mechanical strength, is fire retardant and is 3 to 4 times less 
expensive than PTFE. FR4 lends itself to highly automated fabrication, therefore, reducing costs even further. 
Applications for FR4 are computer motl1erboards, radar, automotive, and instrumentation. 

PTFE 

Polytetraflouroe·thylene (PTFE)-based substrates have satisfied the dielectric constants and dissipation factors 
needed for high frequency PCBs. However, PTFE sacrifices fabrication cost due to the need for specialized 
processing. PTFE requires sodium naphthalene etchants, which are costly, and highly reactive. 

TLE-95 

Taconic Plastics LID. of Petersburg, NY has created a new microwave material call TI..E-95.[4] TLE-95 
overcomes the conventional PTFE-based I.imitations due to poor mechanical properties. Th.is new material offers 
the microwave PCB designers the opportunity to create multi-layer circuits, which have the same characteristics as 
BT -epoxy and polyam.ide. TLE-9 5 is constructed using a series of PTFE coaled plies of fiber-glass cloth and are 
then laminated together Wlder controlled temperature and pressure. Its dielectric constant is 2.95 and it has a 
dissipation factor of 0.0028 at 10GHz. TLE-95 allows the designer to construct multi-layer circuits under 12GHz 
while maintaining the high frequency properties of PTFE. 

R03003 

A ceramic-filled composite laminate, R03003, offers a reasonably priced high-frequency circuit ma.terial.(5) 
R03003 was created to improve pezformance over standard epoxy FR-4 circuit boards for high-perfonnance military 
microwave circuits. Microstrip patch antennas. bandpass filters, and satellite receivers are all benefiting from 
R03003 . The ceramic-filled composite remains very stable over a wide temperature range unlike PTFE glass 
materials. 

R0-'003 
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Toe R04003 material is a new product that combines the high frequency characteristics of polytetraflouroethylene 
(PTFE) and the ease of construction of glass epoxy.[6] R04003 is a stable ceramic filled thennosel dielectric rigid 
material, which has a dielectric constant of 3.38, and a dissipation factor of 0.0022 at 10GHz. The cost estimates of 
R04003 are S8.00 per square foot for 0.02" laminates in 18":<24" sheets. R04003 ease of processing, high frequency 
characteristics, and stability offer it significant advantages of PTFE-based laminates. 

AR350L 

A different approach to creating high frequency PCBs is to use a series of copper-foil laminates as Arlon of Bear, 
DE did with AR350L.[7) These laminates are less subject to water absorption and damages as compared to other 
low cost materials such as PTFE-based laminates. The dielectric constant of AR350L is 3.5 and the dissipation 
factor is only 0.0026 at 10GHz. The laminates are ideal for global positioning systems, cellular systems, and direct
broadcast-satellites. AR350L offers 30 percent cost savings over epox"Y, BT, or cyanate ester materials. R Squared 
Circuits of Folsom, CA are considered replacing their conventional double-sided, L-band, microwave PTFE-based 
circuit boards with AR350L. 

High-Temperature Thermoplastics 

Since the introduction of hand-heid calculators, surface mount printed circuit boards are finding their way into every 
modem electronic equipment. The soldering temperatures can and often exceed 5001>f". The soldering temperatures 
and the miniaturization of the PCB increase the demand for high-heat thermoplastics.[8) Two companies; Eastman 
and General Electric are marketing new high-heat thennoplastics for use in printed circuit surface mount 
applications. Eastman is producing PCT or polycyclohexylene dimethylene terephthalate with a heat distortion 
temperature up to 500°F for under $3/lb. PCT is also flame-retardant and has low-warp properties. HPA2 is a 
designer polymer resin developed by GE. HP A 2 has a heat distortion temperatw'e of 480°F and is intended for true 
surface-mount products. These high-heat materials meet the tight tolerances needed to permit robotic assembly, and 
wave soldering temperatures. The glass transition temperature of the material is its point where the PCB substrate 
changes from hard and brittle to soft and rubber-like. Table 2 lists some of the more commonly used PCB 
substrates. 

Substrate Material Glass Transition Temperature 
(Fahrenheit) 

Polyamides 518 
PCT 500 
Modified Polvamides 500 
Cyanate Esters ~82 
HPA2 480 
BTEooxies 464 
Multifunctional Epoxies 374 
Tetrafunctional Epoxies 320 
Modified FR-4's 266 
Standard FR-4's 257 

Table 2. Substrate materials and their glass transition t~mperatures. 

Discussion 

Companies are asking PCB design engineers to improve overall system perfonnance. to shorten board delivery 
schedules, and to decrease product costs. 1l1e outlook for the next couple of years only exaggerates their challenges. 
Industry analyst Collett International, for example, estimates tlw.t by 1998, boards operating at speeds below 50 
Iv1Hz will represent only 34 percent of PCB designs-down from 57 percent in 1996. ln comrasL boards running at 
100 Iv1Hz will account for 43 percent of all designs compared witl1 19 percent of board designs today. Processor 
speeds are expected to reach rares of more than 350 !\1Hz. and tl1e competitive pressures for reduced time 10 market 
for PC-based products-now averaging only nine montl1s-will only continue to push companies into shorter design 
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cycles. The PCB designer must overcome current lilµ.itations and meet the four major objectives associated with 
any high-speed board design: 

1. Cost 
2. Schedule 
3. Product performance 
4. In-house engineering expertise. 

Thorough knowledge of PC board design. dielectric materials, and fabrication techniques are essential for all CET 
and EET graduates. The perfonnance of most integrated circuits can be greatly enhanced or degraded depending on 
the PCB on which the circuit is built It is therefore of prime importance that students be well trained in the design 
and fabrication of PCB. 
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Abstract 

Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) are generic devices that contain a vast number of basic digital 
components. Using high-level software tools the interconnections between these components can be defined 
to produce the desired digital circuit. FPGAs are re-programmable devices; hence changing from one digital 
circuit to another is as simple as downloading a new interconnection file. Clearly this greatly facilitating the 
design and debugging of complex digital circuits. 

Today FPGA Integrated Circuits (ICs) hold up to 50,000 gates, the basic building blocks of digital circuits. 
Building a digiral circuit with that many discrete ~omponents in the laboratory is almost impossible due the 
difficulty of maintaining interconnections between the individual components. However with the advent of 
FPGAs such circuits carrbe designed, built, tested and debugged on FPGA ICs by using the appropriate 
tools. 

FPGAs have already proven to be a valuable tool in industry. In education, FPGAs will allow students to 
get hands on exposure to many of the concepts that, using conventional techniques, could only be 
introduced theoretically. This allows for a richer and more in depth curriculum in the area of digital 
systems. Students will also be exposed to the modem tools of industry. The paper will examine the way 
FPGAs can be used in place of the conventional methods, to introduce digital systems. Examples form our 
experience at the University of Southern Mississippi will be outlined. 

Introduction: 

Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) are generic devices that contain a vast number of basic digital 
components. Using high-level software tools the interconnections between these components can be defined 
to produce the desired digital circuit. FPGAs are re-programmable devices; hence changing from one digital 
circuit to another is as simple as downloading a new interconnection file. Clearly, such a tool can simplify 
the design and qebugging of complex digital circuits. 

Traditionally digital logic design in undergraduate courses has been limited to manual implementation using 
TTL and small scale integrated components. Using these standard logic devices have proved to be an 
inexpensive approach. However, this approach requires "wire-wrapping" and other difficult means of circuit 
assembly. As a result, a significant portion of the students' effort is devoted to completing and debugging 
the physical connections between devices. Currently most of the digital logic experiments are limited to no 
more than 5 or 6 components Using Field Programmable Gate Array technology will enable the students to 
perform much more complex digital designs in a timely maJ1!1er. This is be.cause the design is made-using 
higher-level computer languages where the circuit generation is effectively performed by the computer. 

FPGAs can be reprogrammed repeatedly. The user could therefore modify and download the modified 
design on the same device as many times as he/she wishes. Furthermore, the number of basic components in 
single FPGA chip has grown significantly making it possible to realize very complex digital circuits on 
FPGAs. This coupled with their reasonable cost and ease of programming/debugging has recently led many 
firms to adopt this technology. This trend is still growing. 

Presently there are a number of companies that manufacture FPGA devices. With up to 25,000 gates per 
device, with over 500 .such products in the market. Presently, Xilinx is the world's leader in FPGA 
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technology. Due to a comprehensive product line, vast popularity, and a strong University Support 
Program, Xilinix FPGAs were selected for use at the University of Southern Mississippi's School of 
Engineering Technology. 

Toe introduction ·of Xilinx design tools to the School of Engineering Technology has greatly enhanced our 
graduates' knowledge of digital systems, rendering them more employable. F~ermore, having a top of the 
line, industrial quality, digital design tool has increase both faculty arrd students digital research output. 

Goals: 

The primary goals for introducing the use ofFPGAs to the Computer Engineering Technology curriculum 
may be summarized as follows: 

1. Adding a new course in Digital Systems Design Using FPGAs. 
2. Introducing the use ofFPGAs into other digital systems classes allowing for the enhancement 

of course material. 
3. The creation of a digital systems research station where digital systems ideas can be 

implemented and tested locally and a reasonable cost. 
All these goals were achieved at a minimal cost to the University of Southern Mississippi, by utilizing the 
Xilinx University Support Program. The University Support Program offers the complete laboratory 
equipment for the design and building of FPGA systems, coupled with training seminars for faculty 
completely free of charge. 

Equipment needs and Budget; 

Seven laboratory stations-have been equipped for the use ofFPGAs. Each one of these stations have 
Schematic Capture software (Viewlogic), the Xilinx FPGA software, and.a FPGA test board. The cost of 
such a station has a market value of over $2,000: 
As specified by the Xilinx, the minimum computer platform requirements to run the software are: 

• Fully compatible PC 386/486/586 
• MS DOS version 5.0(minimum) 
• Minimum 90MB hard disk space 
• One !SO 9660 type CD ROM drive 
• VGA display 
• One parallel and two serial ports 
• 16 MB of RAM for devices up to XC4008 
• 24 MB or RAM for XC3 l 95, XC40 l 0 
• 32 MB of RAM for XC4013 
• Mouse 

Using FPGA in Introductory Courses: 

At the University of Southern Mississippi, Computer Engineering Technology Department FPGAs were 
initially in~oduced at the upper unqergraduate level. The course CET 472, in which Synchronous and 
Asynchronous Sequential Circuits are introduced, w.as used to launch the FPGA technology. Before the 
introduction ofFPGA technology, laboratory experiments in that course were limited to systems of 8-states 
or less. The reason being that these circuits are in the most part built on protoboards, which are inherently 
unreliable. As the circuit complexity increases the probability of it functioning drops very rapidly. When 
FPGAs were utilized in this laboratory, much higher levels of complexity could be achieved with a high 
success rate. Examples of the project that were designed and built in this lab included a functional 4-way 
traffic light controller. This system was designed in compliance with the national standards. The system was 
built and tested using switches to simulate the road sensors and LEDs to simulate the traffic lights. Another 
project was the design and testing of a complete UART. Over 50 flip-flops and JOO logic gates were used in 
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this design. Clearly such a circuit will be extremely difficult to build on a protoboard. In previous years 
such circuits were introduced theoretically and were never actually built. 

Although our experience with FPGAs at the Wldergraduate level has been most fruitful, it was observed that 
a lot of laboratory time was used up in getting the different FPGA software packages to function as 
required. Most of the FPGA software has been designed for UNIX workstations. The DOS/Windows 
versions were found to be rather buggy. Furthermore, the computing power requirements were pushing the 
limits of the 486 machines being used at the time. These problems, are no longer of concern with the release 
of the newer versions ofFPGA software (Windows 95 compatible versions are now available), and the ever 
increasing power of the newer PCs. 

Attempts are now being made to use FPGAs at the sophomore/Freshman levels. This accomplished by 
generating batch files and other software shortcuts to allow the students to design their circuits on 
Electronic CAD packages that they are familiar with and directly download these designs on the FPGA 
boards for testing. In doing so most of the detail needed to use FPGAs is taken to the background. This is 
expected to allow for a much higher level of sophistication in these laboratories. 

Another expected impact the use ofFPGAs is expected to have on the CET/EET program will be in the 
quality of senior projects generated by the graduating students. Students in the CET and EET programs are 
expected to build and demonstrate the operation of a sizable project that involves a software and a hardware 
component Although FPGAs are not yet utilized in senior projects yet, allowing the students to build test 
and modify much larger circuits in a timely fashion will surely improve the quality of these projects. 

Budgetary constraints: 

The cost of FPGA I Cs is fairly low. With the advancements in technology this cost is expected to drop 
further. Apart from the computing platform, most of the cost in establishing a FPGA station is that of the 
software and the test equipment. An investment of about $5,000 is needed to stan efficient utilization of 
FPGAs. For an educational institution, however, this cost may be born by the FPGA manufacturers. Xilinx, 
for example supports an educational program that can provide all the needed software and test equipment 
for educational institutions at no cost. · 

FPGAs versus A~ICs: 

The realization of an electronic circuit in a single silicon wafer is always desirable. In doing so, reliability is 
increased, power needs are reduced, and performance in enhanced. The drawback, however, is the relatively 
high initial cost, long development time and inflexibility in incorporating modifications on the final product. 
Nevertheless, when an ASIC design is finalized and mass-produced, the Wlit cost drops rapidly making 
ASIC the design platform of choice. 

When a system is prototyped, or when the total nwnber of units to be produced is not very large, FPGA 
quickly becomes the platform of choice. Using FPGAs the time from design to a final product is drastically 
reduced. The initial cost is also minimal relative to that of an ASI.C. Another feature lacking in AS I Cs is 
that the end product may be modified or upgraded suing ~nly software. · 

Generally there is a cutoff of20,000 Wlits beyond which ASICs become the platform of choice. 

Conclusions: 

FPGAs have proven very effective in prototyping and producing electronic circuits when the end product is 
not being produced at massively large quantities. In education FPGAs may be used in the introduction of 
digital systems. In doing so students are exposed to a wider variety of circuits of much higher complexity 
than when conventional teaching methods are employed. 
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In the area of education the cost of using FPGAs in place of the conventional methods in minimal making 
FPGAs the laboratory tool of choice for the future engineering. Our experience at the University of 
Southern Mississippi has already shown the use ofFPGAs to enhance the quality and quantity of the digital 
material delivered to our students. Furthennore, knowledge of this technology renders our graduates mote 
desiz:able to industry. 
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Abstract 

The universally available microcomputer and its ever expanding capabilities have created a situation in higher 
education that can be a tremendous reward or a disaster to a career. As more and more young professors with 
specific knowledge of microcomputer hardware, applications and operating system software, and networking 
capabilities enter tenure track positions, they face a unique challenge: how to balance their research requirements 
with their service requirements. This paper investigates the potentials and pitfalls of being a departmental "guru" -
the person to whom everyone turns when the computers "don't work." It focuses upon the issues that compound the 
guru's headaches - Windows, LANs, and the Internet. This paper identifies specific opportunities as well as traps, 
and offers some suggestions on how to make the best of an often no-win situation. 

INTRODUCTION 
Today's young (and not so young) Assistant Professors, with their doctorates in hand, are entering into an academic 
environment that was unknown just a few years ago. Until recently almost all professors, regardless of rank, tenure 
status, or length of service, depended upon their university's computer support services personnel for access to 
computing facilities. Mainframe computers dominated the scene, and access was permitted through carefully 
controlled., well managed, and well-documented paths. Help was available from computer experts responsible for 
supporting faculty computing efforts. These experts experienced little or no role conflict in providing support 
because suppo~ activities were one of the primary functions of their jobs. 

This mainframe-oriented environment has been replaced by microcomputers which provide the computing power of 
a mainframe or at least a minicomputer of twenty years ago in professors' offices. While the proliferation of 
microcomputers, local area networks, and the Internet offers.many benefits, there are also a number of attendant 
problems. Computers do not support themselves. Software and hardware maintenance requirements are not 
eliminated just because the microcomputers are in professors' offices. 

The new operating environment has changed_ the point of service delivery and has actually increased the amount of 
support required. Support requirements have increased because each microcomputer requires approximately the 
same support effort, in terms of man-hours per faculty member, as the mainframe. In fact. since it is now possible 
to have numerous types of microcomputers and a variety of operating systems and applications software, the 
support requirements are increasing. Computer centers are finding that they no longer have the manpower to meet 
increasing demand for support. Therefore, university faculties, like their corporate counterparts, are now turning to 
"gurus" for support. (3) 

END USER COMPUTING 
There are numerous comparisons that can be drawn between corporate "End User Computing" (EUC) and academic 
EUC. Corporate EUC can be characterized as providing capabilities that pertnit and encourage end users to 
participate ( either partially or totally) in the application development process.· User participation in~es the 
assets applied to application development and ten.ds to reduce user frustra_tion with the process. (3) This 
characterization can be directly applied to academic computing efforts. Applications development in academic 
EUC focuses on the utilization of tools to support academic research. For example, statistical analysis programs 
such as SPSS and SAS that required a mainframe computer twenty years ago can be utilized today in the professor's 
office using the microcomputer versions. SPSS and SAS are quite sophisticated programs that require "application 
development'' (programming) with each research qesign or research project. Through the manipulation of statistical 
analysis routines or programs, professors may gain a better understanding of what the statistical analysis is 
accomplishing. This knowledge and capability reduce frustration often associated with applications in which the 
user is not in direct control. Professors are able to enter data, develop statistical analysis routines or programs and 
run them, and receive the results without utilizing mainframe computer services. Professors can then use word 
processor programs such as WordPerfect or Microsoft Word to develop research papers and print them using laser 
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printers also located in their offices or connected to local area networks. Professors who develop their own 
academic applications are exhibiting characteristics similar to those of .corporate EUC. 

Top corporate managers initially thought end users wouid be capable of supportiJ;lg their own microcomputers after 
receiving several hours training. Therefore, emphasis and funding were diverted from traditional computer suppon 
services departments in favor of microcomputer hardware and software. [7) The result has been that computer 
support departments no longer have the personnel to provide adequate support for many end users. This is also true 
in academia. The "Computer Centers" have bad to face similar resource redistribution as microcomputers 
proliferated on college campuses. The end result is that the traditional computer services are no longer available to 
support faculties at an acceptable level. 

One interesting (and unexpected) result of corporate EUC is the "guru." [7) Typically, the guru is a person so 
enamored with microcomputer technology and applications software that he or she promotes EUC at every 
opportunity. The guru's enthusiasm and expertise often encourage users to adopt the most recent computing 
technology that the user can afford. The rapid evolution in computer technology and lack of resources for 
purchasing computers at one time has resulted in the usage of nonstandard hardware and software. Lack of 
standardization subsequently complicates the support services demanded of computer services personnel and strains 
support resources even further. Due to the resulting lack of support, corporate end users began to rely more and 
more on their gurus. The same situation is occurring in academia. Faculty members who are not knowledgeable of 
hardware and software have no option but to tum to their gurus. These gurus are often assistant professors who 
have, of necessity, learned how to utilize microcomputer hardware and software. 

SURVIVAL SKILLS 
Recent graduates from doctoral programs typically have knowledge of microcomputers, both ~dware and 
software. Doctoral students have to use these tools in order to survive in their classes, as well as perform their 
research assistant duties and conduct research in support of their dissertations. For example, many senior faculties 
rely on graduate assistants' skills in using SPSS or S~S to support faculty research. Students often staff college 
computer facilities and most have purchased their own computers to work away from campus. In short, students 
have had to learn about microcomputers in order to survive in a doctoral program. This knowledge of 
microcomputing becomes second nature to the new faculty, and this knowledge is invaluable to senior faculties who 
do not possess.it. Therefore; what is very difficult for the less computer literate senior faculty member is quite easy 
for the knowledgeable junior faculty. The problems arise when the u.nknowledgeable senior faculties begin to take 
advantage of the knowledgeable junior faculty, to the detriment of the junior faculties' performance of primary 
duties, which include research activities that lead to tenure. 

Microcomputer hardware and software often require additional maintenance efforts because many of the problems 
that occur on a regular basis are self-inflicted (created by the user). For example, faculty members (both senior and 
junior) who consider themselves knowledgeable of computers inadvertently uninstall software on a regular basis. 
Many faculties think nothing of moving ~omputers within their offices or from office to office. Help from the 
university computer services is usually not immediately available since computer services typically serve all 
faculties in the university. In these situations, faculties often turn to the "in-house" guru for help. This is usually 
the knowledgeable assistant professor who should be focusing on research and teaching rather than on helping 
fellow faculty members solve their personal computer problems. This situation often causes a dilemma for the guru 
since "service" is often one of the guru's "duties. Collegiality is also an important consideration for nontenured 
faculties. The senior faculties ·who ask fdr assistance are usually the same faculties making tenure decisions; 
therefore, refusal to offer assistance can cause the guru to be considered a "non-team player." 

THE PLAYING FIELD 
A major problem the guru must face stems from the failure of the reward systems at colleges and universities to 
adapt to technical changes that could be revolutionizing the university. [4] 1'lie existing reward structures at most 
universities are based strictly on the number of students enrolled in our courses, the number of publications and 
citations, and service to the institution and community. "Despite suggestions that service ratings may be improved 
by providing technical assistance to less knowledgeable faculty, the importance of service to performance and 
tenure evaluations has apparently diminished in light of the current American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of 
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Business (AACSB) standards. Studies on faculty performance evaluation standards in the 1970s and 1980s 
reported that in AACSB accredited schools "service" accounted for 21 percent of nontenured faculty performance. 
In nonaccredited schools, service was given slightly more weight, about 25 percent, (5](8] while teaching and 
research accounted for 39 percent and 40 percent in accredited institutions and 56 percent and 19 percent 
respectively in nonaccredited schools. A more recent study reports that in both accredited and nonaccredited 
schools, service currently accounts for only nine to 11 percent of faculty evaluations and service to the institution 
(e.g., committee work, or providing computer assistance) accounts for less than half (43 to 46 percent) of the sexvice 
factor; while sexvice to the community and to professional organizations accounts for more than 50 percent (2] In 
other words, sexvice to the institution counts for only approximately 5 percent ofuntenured faculty performance. 
This redistribution of weights among performance stand;i.rds calls to question the value of investing a great deal of 

. time in helping others with their computer problems when faculties should be investing time in teaching and 
research. 

A problem that new employees in any organization may face is role conflict. Our lives are lived in terms of roles. 
"Roles represent responsibilities, relationships, and areas of contribution ... A clear set of roles provides a natural 
framework to create order and balance." (1) Role conflict occurs when the individual believes that compliance with 
one role will interfere with another role. [6] The authors believe that junior faculty in today's environment are more 
likely to suffer from role conflict than earlier generations. For example, the junior faculty member will likely 
understand that the institutional requirements for promotion and tenure require research productivity; however, 
judgments regarding the adequacy of research efforts are made by the senior faculty who are asking for assistance 
with their personal computers. Consequently, the junior faculties are tom between spending time conducting 
research or assisting more senior faculties, who will Ultimately be judging the worth of the junior faculty member's 
research and teaching efforts. 

To further complicate the situation, the number of terminally qualified applicants far exceeds the number of 
·positions. [9] Therefore, it is imperative to demonstrate productivity in research and quality in the classroom to 
remain employed or at least marketable. 

THE PROBLEM 
It's just too easy for the older, unknowledgeable professors to call on the new, knowledgeable professors to assist in 
solving problems, rather than to wait for computer support personnel to respond. Assistance never takes the 
"minute" that the professors say it will. Any. change or fix, particularly in Windows, precipitates many others. 
Nothing is ever as easy as it seems. For example, when a new printer is installed in a professor's office, his or her 
printing function inexplicably ceases to work properly. The unknowledgeable users do not understand the concept 
of Windows printer drivers and why drivers must be installed each time a new printer is attached. Rather than 
taking the time to determine the cause of the problem and how to resolve it, they call on the guru since it will take 
"only a minute" to fix. The reality is that the solution will probably take a short time, but when one considers the 
interruption, the time required to listen and diagnose the problem, the time to obtain the required software, and the 
time to return to the interrupted work, every solution takes substantially more than "only a minute." What is worse, 
when you multiply this scenario by the number of faculty members requesting this service, you soon run out of time 
to conduct research and publishing. 

This situation assumes added dimensions of complexity and frustration when·a local area network is included. One 
new network printer causes every computer on the network to require a new printer driver installation. This 
requires a substantial amount of installation support time. 

The introduction of the Internet is another example of new technology placing demands upon gurus. While quite 
easy to use, the Internet is a virtual "black hole" in which. uninitiated users can quickly get lost. Further, the 
software upgrades are appearing so rapidly that do.wnloading, installing, and learning how to use them requires 
significant amounts of time. For example, Netscape Communications Corporation regularly posts new or upgraded 
software on its home page. Downloading, uncompressing, installing, and learning how to use this software takes an 
average of about two hours per program. In addition, Ives (4] cites a number of technical roadblocks that cause 
frustration, particularly fQr beginners on the Internet including lack of bandwidth, inadequate hardware and 
software, the burgeoning of different platforms and operating systems, viruses, and maintenance requirements of 
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websites. Solutions to each-of these require substantial assistance and consume the time of the resident guru. 

CD-ROM's also present another time-consuming requirement. It is true that the most efficient way to distribute 
computer-ready material is on CD-ROM. The number of text book publishers that are 'distributing new material on 
CD-ROM -is increasing. Many older microcomputers don't have CD-ROMs instilled and therefore cannot use these 
new materials. So, faculties acquire a CD-ROM and then ask the guru for assistance with the installation. As 
anyone who has ever installed a CD-ROM knows, this is a job that will take a. minimum of four hours to complete. 
Again, multiply this by the number of professors who are acquiring CD-ROMs and the time demand becomes 
significant. 

The end result is that the new assistant professor spends significant amounts of his or her time supporting the new 
computing environment about which he or she is knowledgeable to the detriment of both the short term promotion 
and tenure requirements of publishing and the long term career building aspects of publishing. 

WHATTODO 
The best advice that can be given to new assistant professors is the same advice given to boxers by the referee just 
before a fight begins: "Protect yourself at all times!" Assistant professors should always remember that they arc 
responsible for their OWJ?- careers. They must manage their own careers. 

College deans and department chairs must realize the disservice that they inflict upon a junior faculty by expecting 
them to provide computer assistance to the less knowledgeable. Administrators can reduce or eliminate role conflict 
by: (a) encouraging all faculties to utilize the university's computer support staff, even though their assistance may 
cause delays; (b) very specifically warning junior faculties of the q.recr damage that will occur if they do not 
become actively involved in research from tile beginning of their appointments; and 0 clarifying role expectations 
and the weights that are assigned for research, teaching, and service, noting that service to the institution typically 
comprises a very small percentage of performance evaluations. 

As a junior faculty member, it is imperative to keep your priorities in order. Time management experts all agree 
that the key to time management is to iden.tify what's most important and schedule and engage only in activities that 
support your purpose. [1) Assuming that one of the purposes of a junior faculty member is to obtain tenure and 
promotion, you must not allow yourself to be enticed into activities that thwart your purpose. The following 
suggestions should provide some assistance in managing your time wisely. 

Have clear understanding of specific service duties. If administrators want you to support the new environment, 
then have them put it in writing that your annual performance evaluations, as well as ultimate promotion and tenure 
decisions will include your computer support. The agreement must specify the nuniber of points or percentage you 
will receive for these activities, or the agreement should specify the number of articles each year that will be waived 
due to your support activities. 

Make deans and department chairs understand that requests for computer support interferes with your research 
efforts and that you are reluctant to provide support because you arc pursuing your primary duties. Be in your 
office ONLY during office hours and primarily for interactions with students. Make it clear that you will be away 
from your office at all other times so you can pursue your publishing duties. "Being away" can be something as 
simple as locking your office door and not answering the telephone. 

Learn VERY EARLY to "just say No." One good way to do this is to promise all the help your fellow faculty can 
ever hope to need - right after you have been granted promotion and tenure. Don't fall for the promise that you will 
be included in the colleague's publishing efforts. It rarely happens and it is a disservice to you and your career -
you must develop your own publishing regime early in your career. · 

Say "Yes" ONLY if you can solve the faculty member's problem without leaving your chair in your office. This 
generally works very well since faculties are forced to adequately document their problems before b{inging them to 
you. They never will. It is far too much trouble to properly document a problem in its entirety so it can be solved. 
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You must NEVER become a network system administrator. The pitfalls of this position are numerous: passwords, 
print queue management, user disk directory and space allocation, establishing new users, e-mail problems, and 
numerous ''day to day" management problems. Networks require managing on a continuous basis. Do not think. 
that you can initiate a network and have it manage itself. This also means that you must not be a guru for the 
Intemet. ALWAYS refer any Internet questions to the computer support personnel, even if you could solve the 
problem from your desk with a quick FTP. Faculties who have never used the Internet have no idea what they are 
getting into. Examples of support include home page creation and maintenance, FfPs, downloading and 
uncompressing and installing software, and webmaster managerial duties. 

Don't think that you can keep up with technology. It is changing and expanding too fast for even the computer 
support personne~ whose job it is to keep up. Your focus is upon promotion and tenure, not on new technology. 
Keep up only to the extent that you need to in order to support your publishing. Don't keep up "so the students can 
utilize the latest technology." They don't care. This is a hard fact to accept at first, but accept it you must. They 
will learn the technology necessary to _get and keep their jobs. 

SUMMARY 
Even though you know how to solve other faculty members' personal computer probl_ems, and the solutions are 
easy TO YOU, don't set a precedence 1,y doing it. It is a never ending time warping and consuming vortex that will 
most certainly cause you to look up from your keyboard one day in 2003 and realize that you are not going to be 
granted tenure and promotion. And, as you clean out your office and prepare it for the next new assistant professor 
to occupy it be sure to leave him/her a copy of this article. 
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THE BUSINESS OF EDUCATION: QUALITY IDEAS 

Kaylene C. Williams 
California State Universjty, Stanislaus 

Introduction 

"The formulatio.n of a problem is far more essential than its solution, which may be merely a matter of 
mathematical or experimental skill. To raise new questions, new possibilities, to regard old problems from 
a new angle, requires creative imagination." - Albert Einstein 

Ideas form the "backbone" and the substance of the halls of learning. It is no wonder that ideas are taken for 
granted, that is, an academic may assume that he or she knows what an idea is, how to get an idea. or how to 
improve an idea. Maybe it is more the case that an idea to the academic or to the student or to the business person 
is like air to the bird or water to the fish. That is, an idea is so essential and so basic to who the academic is and 
what he or she does that it evades true detection, full understanding. and extreme gratitude. 

As elucidated by Melvin Anshen (1993), 

"A profound change in the main task of top management is emerging as a result of the accelerating dynamics of 
technologies, markets, information syste~. and social expectations of business performance. Executives best 
prepared to survive this challenge may twn out to be those equipped to think like philosophers - a type of 
intellectual skill not ordinarily _developed in business school or by the common work experiences of middle 
management 

"The main task of management will be a combination of spatial and temporal intellectual vision, with the 
ability to transform vision into operating results through the flexiole administration of physical. human. and 
financial resources in any environment This might be descnbed as applied conceptualiz.ation - or, more simply, as 
the management of ideas. Skill in generating and manipulating ideas is precisely the skill of the great 
philosophers - the ability to universalize from here and now to everywhere and always." (p. 159) 

Additionally, Half (1994) characterizes the creative professional and states 

"Our own misconceptions about how good ideas are generated often are a hindrance to enhanced creative 
thinking. In any profession, certain people are considered the "idea people." They're the ones who always 
seem to have fresh insights and innovative ways to solve problems. ·were these people born with some special 
talent? I think not Every person is capable of generating more and better ideas. 

"The key is a personal commitment to finding new solutions. Once that commitment is made and time is set 
aside specifically for that purpose, ideas inevitably begin to flow." (p. 117) 

The purpose of this paper is t<? (1) define "ideas," (2) e.xamine levels of ideas, (3) examine the creative individual 
and process in te~ of generating quality ideas, and (4) provide suggestions for increasing the level of quality 
ideas.in business education. ·• 

Ideas 

According to Webster's dictionary an "idea" is a "notion, conception, thought. opinion, and even purpose or 
intention." (Webster, 1993, p. 502). Accordingly, an idea is a thing. an object that can be acted upon. It can range 
from the trite or insignifi~t to a level of conception wherein limitless possibilities can result from one good idea. 
That is, if the idea of"table" is known and·understood, it can be twned into possibly millions of different types of 
tables including all varieti~ and styles of end tables, kitchen tables, night stands, work benches, lunch counters, or 
tree stumps. If the student's CWRnt level of idea allows for only the one dining room table in his/her house, then 
the student may understand the idea of table to be only the dimensions of that specific table rather than the more 
substantial, general qualities of table-ness such as sturdiness, function, usefulness, and support 
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Webster also states that "according to modem writers on mental philosophy, an idea is the object of thought, or the 
notice which the mind takes of its perceptions." (Webster, 1993, p. 502) That is, the object can be known by a 
greater faculty of understanding. For example, "service" may be a physical object to some, but to others, service 
has dimensions that an: known perceptually by mind with little or no outer evidence to confirm or disconfirm the 
presence of service. Accordingly, service may be present even when some people an: unable to verify its presence. 

Webster continues with Locke's definition of the word idea, "whatever the mind perceives in itself, or is the · 
immediate object of perception, thought or understanding. that I call an idea." (Webster, 1993, p. 502) Therefore, 
an idea is in mind, is known by mind. and is acted upon by mind and mind's faculties. 

Education's unit of exchange is the idea. Ideas are not just whimsical, fleeting thoughts but ideas arc laden with 
substantial opportunities for the student, the business community, the discipline of marketing. and the public at 
large. 

Levels of [tWU 

One typology (Williams, 1995) recogruzes•five levels of progressively more substantial ideas: (1) surface or entry, 
(2) interpretation and integration, (3) specific use and application, (4) understanding. and (5) revelation. The 
author states "As an idea progresses through these steps, it gains in substance, richness, depth, clarity, breadth of 
application, intelligence, usefulness, P,OWCr, and capability to uplift its users and beneficiaries." 

A surface or entiy level of idea consists of a familiarization with an isolated thought having very little depth or 
detail The focus of this level is on definition and is indicative of the student who crams for the objective exam. 
After the idea enters the person's consciousness, it progresses to the second level where it is interpreted and 
integrated into the student's or trainee's current level of experience. This student should do well on subjective 
exams and in discussions regarding the idea. The third level of an idea_ is specific application. and use. The · 
student or trainee whose understanding has progressed to this level would be prepared for specific applications 
such as case method, internships, and individual study. The next level of understanding includes the generic 
application or extrapolation of the idea to an array of varying situations and rcqui.mncnts. At this level of idea, the 
trainee has become efficient and resourceful in his/her use of the idea. The use of modeling should be beneficial to 
this student (Powell, 1995). In the fifth level of revelation, the previous levels of progression become a fertile bed 
for new ideas. At this level, deeper and more spontaneous knowing or vision occurs in which new seed ideas or 
discoveries become evident This individual would more likely be someone in graduate study whose potent focus 
brings insight, intuition, and leading-edge possibilities that an: flexible and creative. These new possibilities or 
ideas then repeat the five-level cycle again and again in continued, progressive growth. 

As a student or trainee progresses to more evolved levels of idea, the benefit of his/her effort becomes more potent, 
that is, he/she expresses more substance, richness, depth, clarity, breadth of application, intelligence, usefulness, 
power, and capability which can uplift all users and beneficiaries. "A new idea, like a human being, has a life 
cycle. It is born. If properly nurtured, it grows. When it matures, it becomes a productive member of society" 
(Sonnenberg and Goldberg, 1992, p. 65). As such, marketing educators need to support each of their students in 
attaining the highest level of idea and in applying ideas appropriately. 

The Creative Process and Individual 

It does seem to be true that not all individuals are equally adept at accessing higher levels of ideas, e."<pansive 
thought, or creativity. However, aspects of this capacity typically can be developed in a person through training 
and practice. Accordingly, let us examine the creative process and individual to see what promotes creative ideas 
or the shift into level five revelationary ideas. 

The creative process is defined as follows: 

"A and B represent two concepts ( or a problem "A" and a concept "B") that come together to produce a new 
concept, or insight, C. The purpose of exploration and preparation is, given a problem, A, to generate as 
many col)cepts and ideas, Bs, as possible, with the expectation that at least one will provide a useful solution, 
C." (Watson, 1979, p. 194) 
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In the creative process, there are two basic types of creativity (Watson, I 979) that are expressed: primary and 
secondary. Primary creativity is the unconscious process of insight and inspiration. It is seeing things in a fresh 
way, unplanned, and unintentional. It is that once-in-a-lifetime new idea that may occur haphazardly or by chance. 
Secondary creativity is deliberate, conscious planned problem solving. It occurs as a result of logical and scientific 
processe~ of deduction or laborious trial and error. 

To foster an environment that supportS the creative process ~d ing_ividual, it is imponant to understand the traits of 
the creative individual and to build these considerations into the work or educational system to the degree possible. 
A list of the traits of creative individuals (Watson, 1979) follows: 

I . Keeps an open mind, does not take a stand and then seldom change from it 
2. Not a confonnist, establishes and lives by his own standards; is not neurotic, frail, socially inept., or a weirdo; 

values nis own self-respect more than the respect others may have for him (the less creative person seems to 
have a greater need for affiliation and is highly dependent on social nonns and the opinions of others) 

3. Aggressive, self-assertive, and quick with suggestions 
4. Works by his own timetable - when he feels like it 
5. Works nard for long periods of time, does not give up easily on solving complex problems. likely to say that 

he/she must be asking the wrong question or that he/she is going about solving the problem in the wrong way 
instead of saying that there is no solution to the problem 

6. Willing and able to consi!fer and express irrational ideas and impulses, able to reduce external inhibitions 
upon his thinking process, will entertain in his/her mind the bizarre, absurd, and unusual (but does not 
necessarily act that way) 

7. Not bothered by working on problems which may not have clear cut and unambiguous answers, takes 
satisfaction in attacking complex problems and resolving conflict, confusion, and ambiguity 

8. Not a rigid rule follower, may even enjoy working outside the prescribed routine 
9. Likes to toy with new ideas - even if they seem to be a total waste time, enjoys ideational activities which may 

or may not have any practical value . 
l 0. More impressed with what he does not know than with what ne does know, enjoys discovering new ideas. 

concepts, words, and so on 
I I. Does not make black-and-white distinctions, can accept and tolerate ambiguity 
12. Thirsts for new and unusual experiences, often has a background of varied experiences. 
13. Wants and likes freedom to explore new things and ideas on his own 
14. Does not take things too seriously, likely has a sense of humor 
15. Is above average in intelligence (IQ does not guarantee creativity • there is not a simple, positive correlation 

between IQ and creativity) 

Even with these traits or maybe because of these traits. the creative individual and process Still must be supported 
and protected. As such, organizations must avoid several barriers to creativity (Wacson. 1979): 

I. Laziness - work on what is found at nand 
"Everything comes tO him that hustles while he waits" - Thomas Edison 

2. Inability to perceive opporrunities where one can be creative - perceptive powers must be increased to see and 
identify opportunities where creative thinking can. be exercised 
"Many an object is not seen though it falls within reach of our visual view - but because it docs noc come 
within range of our intellecrual view." - Thoreau 

3. Attitude or belief that one is incapable of becoming creative 
" Why is it that the hardest thing in the world is to convince a bird that he is free. and that he can prove it for 
himself if he' d.just spend a little time practicing? Why should it be so hard?" - Jonathan Livingston Seagull 

Watson ( 1979) offers the following ideas regarding how to develop' creativity, or essentially, how to progress to 
more substantial levels of ideas: 

I . Maintain a positive. optimistic attitude - ·•1 am going to work hard. make my brain work toward its potential. 
and find new and better solutions to real problems. I am not going to sit back and wait for the perfect idea to 
come to me. because it probably never will. I will go out. on my own. and discover creative approaches and 
solutions to problems. Moreover. I can be creative if I will try. work hard. and stay with it until I n-iumph." 
(p. 192) 
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2. Select or defiDe a problem, solve specific challenges, focus on what is necessary 
j_ Work hard, not relying on chance - act on the problem rather than thinking it away or worrying about it or 

avoiding it 
4. Gather, refine. digest, and organize knowledge 
;. Use brainstonning, free association, wild thinking, opposite thinking, analytical techniques. forced

relationship techniques - bringing together the unnatural or unusual. listening to gripes and complaints, 
·"stealing" ideas from other areas 

6. Allow time for the incubation of ideas in the subconscious mind 
7. Capture the creative inspiration or illumination when it occurs 
s. Test the soundness and appropriateness of the idea· modify as appropriate 

Increasing tlu! level of Quaiily Ideas in Business Education 

As educators or trainers, each of us want every one of our students to be inspired to greater levels of understanding 
and revealment. The following approaches are provided to aid the educator in supporting each of his/her students or 
trainees in attaining greater levels of ideas and creativiry. 

(1.) ~ j cooperative environment. The basis of a cooperative environment is harmony and mutual respect not 
fear, dysfunction, antagonism, or unconsciousness (Abra, 1993 ). Farnham (1994) contends that a balanced. 
cooperative environment for creariviry must possess the following: accommodate creatives, stimulation. 
recognition and reward - the right way, direct (lightly) and give feedback., protect the creatives, and be creative 
yourself. 

(2.) Conscjously examine tb.c yg Qf a. Time, or at least the belief oftime, seems to be a necessary prerequisite 
for creativity in that time is required to birth, revise. or nurture the creative outcomes. Some authors have compared 
the creative process ro procreatioD and the gestation period necessary after the initial conception of an idea. (Tardiff 
and Stemberg, I 988) Accordingly, teachers need to be patient with their students and their student's time needs. 
Toe instn1ctor alsQ must help students to understand that they need not be bound by time and that they must learn to 
discipline themselves with regard to time. 

(3.) .6.!. rn smd. exercjse deferred judwoent. It is important th.at academics themselves be open to all levels of 
idea. Some prejudgment or triteness may be seen as lack of reinforcement and stop a student from going on to 
greater understanding or even major breakthroughs. The principle of deferred judgment (Osbom. I 96j) is a method 
wherein evaluation is withheld for a given period of time in order to come up with new combinations and patterns 
of possibiliry. 

( 4.) .6.!. .tlwb.ie. Flexibility is also a critical ingredient in arriving at deeper levels of creative idea. Half {I 994) 
notes that some of the most creative moments may happen when one is engaged in a boring, repetitive task. At 
these times, be ready to stop immediately and change gears to attend to the new inspiration. If one is unable to stop, 
it is important not to lose a valuable idea. Write it down or use a small tape recorder. This way, it can be given 
appropriate attention at a later time. 

(5.) .6.!. ill appropriate ewe .m,g_dej. Students learn from wimessing their tea.chers. As role mode!s. academics do not 
just get ideas from others but from their own inquiry and generative processes including self-examination and self
underscanding. According to Osborn (1 963) the major ways in which an existing idea can be conve"ed into a new 
or fresh idea are: ( l) find additional uses for the present idea. (2) adapt an idea to a different field. (3) modify the 
form or characteristics of an idea. (4) magnify the changes that could be instrumented through increased function or 
dimension, (5) subtract or reduce various functions or dimensions. (6) substirute different elements, approaches. or 
processes for those already existing, (7) rearrange the various elements present. (8) reverse a normal situation. and 
(9) combine two or more existing ideas. Summarily, academics need to be alive with the joy of discovery so that 
:heir aliveness will light the student's way to more creative marketing ideas. 

Half ( 1994) gives these suggestions for com ing up with new ideas in new areas, "Creativity flourishes when our 
minds are allowed to work without artificial restraints. If no related ideas emerge during the time set aside fo r 
generating them. think about your personal life. your family, your hobbies and your community. Indulge in tlights 
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of fancy. An idea on solving a minor personal problem often is the genesis for solving a business dilemma." (p. 
117) 

( 6.) ~ acceptjn~ Qf jndjyjdual differences. Instructors must recognize that their students and their abilities span the 
range. Given this range, appropriate and meaningful class requirements and incentives need to be of such a variety 
and complexity that students are engaged and challenged but not excluded due to lack of interest or capability. 
Hennessey and Amabile (1988) note, · 

"There is no doubt that personal qualities of ability and personality have great impact on creative 
behavior. There is no doubt that salient factors of extrinsic constraint in 1he social environment 
can have a consistently negative impact on the intrinsic motivation and creativity of most people 
most of the time ... Fluctuations in any individual' s level of creative output must be examined in 
light of environmental influences on an individual person's perceptions of these influences. Only 
then can the ' conditions of creativity' be understood as complex interactions between and among 
both internal and external conditions." (p. 34-35) 

Additionally, the expanding awareness of multicultural diversity has brought about increased recognition and 
response to individual differences: 

·•counselors, teachers, and other professionals must become more knowledgeable about creative 
behavior. The challenge before educators, psychologists, and others who work with creativity 
and with culturally diverse students is to generate a universally (and culturally) accepted 
definition of· creativity . .--Otherwise, many creative culturally diverse students will 
continue to go· unidentified and, mus, fail to be~ome contributing members of society. When 
the creative potential and abilities of children are nurtured. they become empowered as free 
and independent individuals. Instilling creativity in children creates possibilities for 
solving future problems - problems that educators may not have even begun co envision." 
(Ford and Harris, 1992, p. 196) · 

(7.) Understand t~ different~ 2f ~ indjvjduals. It is important to understand the type of individual with 
which one is dealing and to create the appropriate learning experience for each. For example, Capowski (1994) 
notes two cypes of creatives. The first type likes structure, rules, and organization. They are particularly creative at 
making an existing system work better or more efficiently. Then, there are creatives who operate outside the "box." 
This type of creative is innovative, an agent of change, and likes co try out new ideas. The author notes that most 
individuals will experience low job satisfaction when their personal scores differ greatly from the scores of their 
jobs on the creativity index. He also notes that most effective leaders rate somewhere in the middle of the creativity 
index. 

(8.) ~ ~ laneuaee. To support srudents, the educator must present information in a way that students can 
relate to the communication, Dastoor (1993) notes "Every trainee in a classroom has his or her own learning style• 
a unique mixrure of patterns of thinking and responding to information. but ifa trainer 'packages' new material in 
the specific ways that individual trainees are best able to understand and respond to it, the result can be easier, more 
enjoyable learning." (p. 17) 

(9.) ~.the~ m ~ thjnkin& techniques. Various creative thinking techniques are available co 
students. Tanner (1992) presented five techniques for stimulating creative thinking: lateral thinking, metaphoric 
thinking, positive thinking, association triggers.' and capturing and interpreting dreams. Lateral thinking consists of 
techniques that jar normal problem solving patterns and shift them to entirely new starting points. Metaphoric 
thinking makes new ideas by connecting the current problem to something that occurs in a totally unrelated system, 
e.g .. nature. Positive thinking techniques see a negative from .qifferent angles and tum it into a positive . 
. -\ssociative triggers typically are built through periodic networking across an organization and with experts outside 
the organization. Techniques for capturi!lg and interpreting dreams consist of keeping a pad and pencil at one's 
bedside. writing down dreams. and incerpreting the dreams relevant co the work situation. 

t I 0.) Remove my~ !Q creacjvjcy. Any blocks to creativity need to be acknowledged. reduced. and eliminated. 
Blocks may be personal or internal obstacles. physical road blocks. resistance to change, failure 10 give up habirual 

responses. or mental blocks. According to Biondi ( 1975) mental blocks are of three types: perceptual. emotional. 
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or cultural. To remove or lessen these blocks, the instructor may need to be an appropriate counselor and also a 
clearinghouse for other resources and individuals who can help the student (Hirsch, 1992). For example, Hirsch 
( 1992) suggests one particular approach to resolving mental or creative blocks: "When the artists were unable to 
produce compelling ideas or complete work in progress they required an aanosphere of playfulness and solitude and 
~ opporrunity to reacquainting themselves with their creative attributes. A therapist's goal would be to help them 
identify their negativity and to create an environment which promotes play, solitude, self..;:onfidence and the 
suspension of judgment." (p. 82) Or, as suggested by Half ( 1994), "Open a reference book and skim the page in 
search of an interesting entry. Often, that's all it really takes to trigger a flood of creative ideas." 

( 11.) ~ experiential I~. Srudents learn more by doing than just by listening and taking notes. Keegan and 
Jacobson (1995) describe this process of experiential learning for employees: 

"Trainers shift from behavioral to experiential training. 'Trainers assume that trainees already grasp the 
basic principles of management. During class. trainers consult learners about the challenges they face. 
Trainers help participants learn from their experiences on the job, rather than feeding them learning that 
the trainers think they need. 

·• ... Trainers stress consulting over consistency. Instead of walking participants through lesson plans, 
trainers follow a basic design and let participants identify the issues they want addressed." (p. 39) 

(12.) fu ~ .dl::illwl. If students are lacking inspiration or playfulness, one technique can be to use drama. Leed 
( 1995) uses "Theater for Leaming - content-based training with a theatrical flair." (p. 34) She suggests the PEP 
formula for effective presentations • point. example, and point...but with a dramatic flair. Possibilities include 
costume, song, melodrama. comedy, memorable characters, drawing, improvisation, music, stories. poetry, and 
pictures. 

(13.) ,!he mentoring. Using student mentors may be an effective method to move students to deeper levels of idea. 
Geiger-DuMond (1995) describes the role of mentor as communieator,' counselor, coach, advisor. broker, referral 

agent, and advocat~. The author also provides guidelines for mentors and mentorees and states that ·•mentors and 
mentorees need clear guidelines that provide them with a road map for getting started and for keeping the mentoring 
relationship building. And both parties - along with the (students'] supervisors - need ongoing instruction, 
counseling, support, and follow-through." (p. 54) Kaye and Jacobson (1995) also suggest that mentoring does not 
need to be one-on-one. Rather, it can be a mentor guiding a group through the learning process. The author then 
provides a checklist for organizing learning groups. 

(14.}' ~ ib.e 3-5-3 approach. Petrini (1995) presents the j.5.j method to creative training and gives an example of 
its use. In this method, the author suggests a process wherein the inStructor describes the first l training methods or 
instructional strategies that come to mind; then. these methods are disregarded. Next. the instructor describes j 
additional methods of delivery. Then, the instructor takes at least one previously generated method and describes l 
ways to structure it. It is logical that more creative training methods should end in more creative ideas. 

( 15.) Experiment "'!.iih ri&hI mg WI .lmlin ~ technjgues. The Greek Plutarch said, "The mind is not a vessel 
to be filled but a fire to be ignited." This is the basis of accelerated learning. It is based on Lozanov·s theory of 
"suggestology - the interweaving of various techniques designed to get left-brain and right-brain abilities to work 
together to help people learn faster and better." (McKeon, p. 64) According to McKeon ( 1995) 

·'Accelerated learning is a multisensory, brain-compatible teaching and learning methodology. It uses 
information from brain research to ensure that less time is wasted than in more traclitional learning 
processes. Accelerated learning involves both the packaging of the content and the conditioning of 
the learners so that studentS can absorb and retain material faster through overcoming traditional 
barriers co learning. Accelerated learning is a multidimensional approach in which the learner is 
the focal point of the experience. The learners are in control of the learning." (p. 65) 

The author describes the four-phase process of accelerated leaming as preparation. acquisition. integration. and 
application. One example of an accelerated-learning technique is the use of humor. The author cites a study in 
which two lectures were given - one humorous and one not. There was no difference in initial recall. but the studv 
found that six weeks later. the humor-related lecture was recalled more clearly. · 
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( 16.) Experiment g ~ ~ methods. The increasing reality of virtual organizations will increase the 
need for virtual training. Mcintosh ( 1995) compares traditional training departments with virtual-training 
organizations. The author acknowledges that 

"Virtual training organizations devise flexible structures and systems so that they can respond rapidly 
to their organizations' needs. VT Os operate according to three principles: 

·'-Individual employees - not their organizations - have primary responsibility for their personal growth. 
"-The most powerful learning rakes place on the job, not in a classroom. 
" -Improved performance hinges not on the relationship between a trainer and a class participant, but on 

the relationship between a manager and an employee." (p. 46) 

Summary 

Ideas are paramount in education and training. But, these ideas must be of an appropriate caliber or level to have 
maximum usefulness and benefit. This article has defined "idea" and levels of ideas in the hopes that more creative 
or revelationary ideas will come forward and be expressed. As stated by Half (1994), "Success in every walk oflife 
is the result of good ideas. There are other ingredients, not the least of which is hard work. But it all starts with 
creative ideas. The more of them we have, the greater our chances will be for enhanced career success." (p. 118) A 
description of the creative process and creative individual and the traits of creative individuals also has been 
provided. Thereafter, barriers to creativity and aspectS of developing creativity were presented which then were 
rranslated into actual techniques that can be use_d in the training environment to inspire and support students or 
crainees in attaining greater levels of quality ideas. 
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ABSTRACT 
In recent years, virtual reality (VR) has been employed in engineering, medicine and education for such 
tasks as product design conceptualization, ~-dimensional data visualization. training in complex taSk 
performance and teaching science. This paper provides a brief review on the usefulness of VR for training 
across the named fields. It discusses the use of virtual environments (VEs) to train persons with the intent of 
teaching new skills. enhancing performance on existing tasks, or developing cognitive functions including 
decision-making abilities in, for example, complex, control operations. The paper identifies and defines 
issues of imponance in configuring VEs for training. It presents and reviews the factors intrinsic to VR 
systems, training tasks and environments, as w~ll as users that have been found to influence trainee 
performance. Further, issues that remain to be addressed are named and classified. 

INTRODUCTION 
Recently, there bas oeen an increased interest in the use of computer generated virtual environments (vinual reality) 
for engineering, medicine and education. Within these fields. virtual reality (VR) bas been employed for product 
design realization, three-dimensional data analysis. training in complex systems control (e.g., aircraft), and 
edification in the sciences including chemistry and physics. The named applications have been effective in. for 
example, increasing cusromer product satisfaction, improving surgeon medical diagnoses, enhancing fighter aircraft 
pilot training and motivating engineering student learning. This section reviews the usefulness of VR for training 
across the fields of engineering, medicine and education. 

Virtual environments (VEs) have been used in engineering for training assembly line workers, as well as persons 
who maintain and service assembly lines. Blanchard (1995) presented several examples of VR employed in 
manufacruring assembly operations including Nabisco production of snack foods. Beyond line worker training, VR 
has been used for pre-production examination of parts eliminating the need for physical models, visualization of 
pans to aid in their identification and renieval in actual production operations. and simulation and prototyping of 
product designs for evaluation from an ergonomic perspective (Blanchard. 1995). 

The field of medicine has ·made use of VEs as tools for surgeon training in invasive procedures permitting 
interns to practice operations repeatedly without the consumption of valuable materials, the use of limited medical 
facilities and senior medical staff supervision. An example of such a tool is the gall bladder surgery simulator 
developed by Lasko-Harvill ~t al. (1995). This system fully immerses users in the bladder surgery and provides for 
an extreme level of interaction with virtual anatomical fearures via vinual surgical insmunentS. 

1n education. ihe use of YR has been proposed as a vehicle for developing synthetic learning environments that 
will yield robust. i.ntegraied learning experiences (Rose. 1995). Traditional classroom instruction has involved 
presenting students with clusters of declarative knowiedge often resulting in a fragmented and unintegrated learning 
experience. This has ·had a pronounced impact on the development of higher cognitive functions such as problem 
solving abilities (Glaser. 1990). Winn (1993) claimed. that VR can provide studentS with a basic understanding of the 
physical and intuitive aspects of abstract conceptS before · tnoving them to comprehending the symbolic 
representations of such domains. Therefore. cohesion and integration can be facilitated between different stages of 
learning. For example. a virtual chemistry world could be used to show bow the orbit of electrons around a nucleus is 
a function of the amount of energy involved (Byrne, 1993). Two other example applications include Winn & 
Bricken's (1992) use of a synthetic environment for mathematics education directed at algebra and Dede's (1996) 
development of the ScienceSpace virrual world for learning the mechanics and dynamics principles of physics. 

1n the discussed applications. VEs have been used to train persons with the express purposes of teaching new 
skills, enhancing performance on existing wks. or developing cognitive functions including decision-making 
abilities in. for example, complex.. control ope~ons. Consideration of issues related to the design and 
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implementation of VEs for these training activities are important to ensure an effective experience for the user. Many 
different factors have proven to influence the effectiveness of VEs for engineering and medical operations training as 
well as education. as measured in terms of performance, decision-making and transfer of skills to real-world tasks. 
The remainder of this paper identifies and defines the issues of importance in configuring a virtual environment for 
training purposes. It presents and reviews the factors intrinsic to YR systems, training tasks and environments. as 
well as users that have been found to influence trainee performance. Further, issues that remain to be addressed are 
identified and categorized. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS FOR TRAINING 
Interest in the use of virrual reality for training has been prompted by its associated cost. learning and resource 
benefits. These include: 

I. the ability to learn a new skill or practice an existing skill within a safe environment. 
2. the ability to design and develop a learning tool which can represent aspects of a task or environment not 

possible in real-world scenarios, artd 
3. the ability to provide a learning environment that is often less costly than establishing and supporting a 

comparable real-world training facility. 

However, even given these advantages; success in the us~ of VR for training is not ensured unless those skills and 
abil.ities learned in the virrual world are transferred and retained when the user performs the real-world application 
for which training bas been conducted. The successful transfer and retention of skills from VE training requires a 
focus on the various design aspects of VR systems. Factors that need to be considered in the design and 
configuration of a VE for training purposes can be represented using a framework that classifies them into two 
groups comprising cybernetic factors and experiential factors. These factors can also be further categorized into 
classes that either relate to the user, the environment within which they work. the task(s) they are performing ot the 
system on which the simulation is presented. 

Cybernetic factors are those factors which describe the static characteristics of a synthetic environment 
(including the task and system). They can be manipulated to effect cybernetic fidelity, thereby providing the user 
with the sense of being present within the actual task environment. That is, the simutated task structure and system 
functioning are such that the VE accurately emulates a real-world scenario for a meaningful training exercise. Smith 
& Smith (1989) offered that when the settings of VE cybernetic factors are "compatible with the behavioral
physiological performance capabilities and limitations of the human operator" then users will develop a sense of 
presence in the VE or mental and sensory aloofness of the real-world combined with immersion in the virtual world. 
This feeling of "presence" is believed to promote performance in using VEs as human-machine system interfaces in, 
for example, teleoperations and to improve the tranSfer of skills from YR trainers to real-applications. 

Experiential factors are those user characteristics considered in developing a simulation so as to make the YR 
experience meaningful to the individual. The idea being that attention to the setting of these factors wiU provide the 
user with the sense that they are engaged in actual task perfonnance. That is, the training experience the user receives 
in the VR simulation almost exactly emulates their experience in the real-world task for which training is being 
conducted. This type of fidelity is termed, experiential fidelity. It encourages a sense of presence or projection of the 
user's consciousness into a synthetic environment (Draper et al .• in review). 

Table l presents lists of specific cybernetic and experiential factors thought to influence VE fidelity (cybernetic 
or experiential) and. consequently, user presence and system effectiveness for improving task performance or 
training skill transfer to real-world tasks. The factors have been classified in the categories named above. 

Manipulating the cybernetic factors in Table I contributes to VE cybernetic fidelity, whereas, changes in the 
settings of the experiential factors contribute to experienti.al fidelity. Both cybernetic and experiential fidelity drive a 
user's sense of "presence." This sense of presence is believed to contribute directly to the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the VR training system in terms of skill transfer and retention, as measured by real-world 
performance and decision-making. These relationships are illustrated in Figure l. 

PRESENCE AND ITS RELATION TO VIRTUAL REALITY TRAINER EFFECTIVENESS 
Many definitions of presence have been put forth by researchers working in the areas of virtual reality and 
teleoperations including simple. cybernetic and experiential definitions (Draper et al., in review). A general 
consensus for defining presence is that it is a user's sense of being "in" or "taking part within" a virtual world. 
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Table 1. Cybernetic and experiential factors influencing virtual environment design for real-world task training. 

C bemetic Factors 
I. Task 

I. Number 
2. Complexity 
3. Location 
4. Importance 
5. Attentional requirements 

5. l. Modality 
5.2. Response coding 
5.3. Processing stage 

II. System 
1. Displays 

I.I. Type 
1.2. Content 
1.3 . Consistency with other information 

sources 
2. Sensors 

2. J . Number 
2.2. Bandwidth 
2.3. Modality 
2.4. Consistency with other sensors 

3. Controls 
3.1. Type 
3.2. Number 
3.3. Spatial correspondence 
3.4. Responsiveness 
3.5. Mapping to SE 
3.6. Consistency among controls 
3.7. Modality 

4. Degree of Autonomy 
5. Immersion 
6. Perturbations 

6.1. Temporal 
6.2. Spatial 
6.3. Filtering 

ill. Environment 
I. Manipulability (ability to modify remote 

environment) 
1.1 . Number of changeable system attributes 
1.2. Amount of change permitted 

2. Interactivity ~ 
3. Richness 

3. l. Scene detail (context. texture. resolution, 
lighting, field of view) 

3.2. Perceptual consistency with the objective 
world 

Ex riential Factors 
I. User 

I . Gharacteristics 
1.1. Operator familiarity 

l. 1.1. Training 
l.1.2. Experience 

1.2. Susceptibility to presence 
1.2.1. Predisposition/attitude 

(motivation) 
1.2.2. Expectations 
1.2.3. Imagination 

1.3. Preferences 
1.4. Modalities (representation system) 
1.5. Perspective (perceprual position) 

2. Skills and abilities 
2.1. Spatial perception 
2.2. Perception 
2.3. Understanding 
2.4. Projection 
2.5. Mental model formulation 

3. Attention 
3. I . Resource efficiency 
3.2. Allocation of resources 
3.3. Selective 
3.4. Focused 
3.5. Divided 

Therefore, the higher the le:vel of "presence" experienced by the user, the more they feel that they are an active 
participant in the VE. Many researchers have drawn the conclusion that the greater the sense of presence a user 
experiences. the better he or she will perfonn. Further, some have directly equated (tele)presence with objective 
measures of task performance including time-to-completion and task successfulness (Schloerb, 1995), as well as 
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physiological and subjective measures (Barfield & Weghorst, 1993; Slater & Usoh, 1993). Unfortunately, there is no 
conclusive evidence to suppon these equivalencics. 

Figure 1 indicates that if users believe they are pan of a virtual world, then they will respond to training. If the 
virtual world dynamics match those of the real-world, user performance and skills within the VE should transfer to 
the real-application ultimately leading to improved performance as a result of training. These two events can occur 
independently or in conj~nction with each other. That is, YR trainer effectiveness may be motivated by a high degree 
of simulation fidelity exclusive of the capability to produce in a user the experience of presence, or system 
effectiveness may be driven by fideliry acting through presence to promote training. Similarly, the cybernetic and 
experiential factors that underlie these relationships may influence the different types of fideliry and presence 
independently or presence may be affected by user, system and task variables through fidelity. 

Virtual Environment 

Cybernetic Factors 
(e.g., system and task 
variables). 

Experiential Factors 
(e.g.,_ user issues). 

Cybernetic-F cjellty 
(hef .. ~imulator. . 

ctioning c;_mul 
· system.simula 
. cturcd10.,. 

-task. 

Experiential Fidelitw 
(Ee., uscr;cexperience 
ii{ simulated.task . 
approximates real,:;. · 
world task 

! Real•World A~plication 
: (e.g., complex. ynanuc 
! control task.) 
I 
I 
I 

' ' ' ' ' 

Figure I. Relationships of virrual environment design factors and fidelity with user presence along with trained 
skill transference and retention for real-world applications. 

RESEARCH BACKGROUND ON CYBERNETIC AND EXPERIENTIAL FACTORS 
The majority of previous research in designing for simulation fideliry to promote training transfer has examined the 
impact of cybernetic factors on simulator and VE development. These studies have been performed in the context of 
complex, dynamic systems control including aircraft (Hawkins, 1987; Lintem et al., 1·987; Lintern et al., 1990) and 
air traffic control (Hopkin, 1987), and in complex tasks requiring high performance, such as video games simulating 
space combat (Fabiani et al., 1989; Mane et al., 1989). The factors investigated have comprised display features 
(e.g., visual motion (Warren & Riccio, 1985), simulated object fidelity (Lintem ct al., 1989), virtual scene detail and 
texturing (KJeiss & Hubbard, 1993; Wolpen, 1988)), as well as controller characteristics (e.g., manual control stick 
shape and functionality (Warren & Riccio, 1985)). These studies have demonstrated ambivalent results, as to the 
effectiveness of optimizing cybernetic factors and, consequently, simulation fidelity to improve human training and 
ultimately performance. For example, KJeiss & Hubbard (1993) found that insufficient visual cues in virtual flight 
for pilot training reduced advanced knowledge of impending events causing poor performance (impacts with forward 
terrain). Conversely, Warren & Riccio (1985) stated that too many visual cues in flight simulation can act as 
intrusive· information and serve to distract a pilot's attention from relevant input; thus, inhibiting effective perceptual 
processing training. 

These results lead to the question as to whether cybernetic fidelity is the ~ving factor in training performance 
and, consequently, transfer and retention of skills. With respect to this question, Wickens ( 1992) states that the 
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answer is no because high realism tends to increase cognitive workload and can divert attention from critical skills to 
be learned. Hawkins (1987) states that added (cybernetic) fidelity in training simulators adds- little to their 
effectiveness for transfer of skills to real-environments. Also in regard to this question, researchers (Holding, 1987; 
Singley & Andersen, 1989; Warren & Riccio, 1985) have noted_ the need to understand the importance of training 
variables other than cybernetic factors, including experiential factors, to achieve maximum transfer. 

With respect to cybernetic fidelity driving presence as a possible° catalyst for transfer of training, studies have 
been performed to investigate the relationship between synthetic environment. system and task factors and their 
effect on user sensations of being a part of the environment. Hendrix & Barfield (1996a) examined the relationship 
between presence and visual display parameters of a VR system. The specific display parameters considered were 
the use of head tracking and stereoscopic cues, as well as the size of the geometric field of view. Separate studies 
revealed that significantly higher levels of presence were obtained with either head tracking or stereoscopic cues, as 
compared to no tracking or cues, and with sq or 90-degree fields of view (FOY), in comparison with a 10-degree 
FOY. Hendrix & Barfield (1996a) also reported in their study a positive relationship between the ·sense of presence 
and the fidelity of the simulation (supporting the relationship expressed in Figure 1). Work by Prothero & Hoffman 
( 1995) also supports a positive relationship between a widening FOY and an increased sense of presence by users. In 
another cybernetic study by Hendrix & Barfield (1996b), they reported that the use of auditory cues improved 
presence within stereoscopic virtual environments in the context of navigational tasks, but did not enhance virtual 
world realism for the user. 

FUTURE RESEARCH ISSUE'S 
Instead of focusing on trai~ing system, task and environmental factors towards cybernetic fidelity, which have not 
been conclusively demonstrated as motivating the transfer of skills to actual system or task performance, there is a 
need to evaluate the impact on training effectiveness of experiential fidelity and in specific the factors listed in Table 
l including human familiarity with real-world system functions and tasks to be trained, operator preferences in VE 
system representation, operator suscepti_bjlity to training through simulation, and individual abilities. These 
experiential factors have been speculated as being critical in the effectiveness of virtual environments to cause, in a 
user, the sensation of presence and, consequently, encourage learning of skills for actual performance. Funher, 
expetiential fidelity is thought to be dependent on user predisposition or attitude towards simulations (Draper et al .. 
in review), expectations (Draper et al., in review), imagination and concentration plus attention (Psotka & Davidson, 
1993), as well as situation awareness (Draper et aJ., in review) impacted by spatial perception. As an example. the 
effectiveness of a virtual flight simulator for facilitating training ttansfer to real-aircraft combat scenarios may be 
evaluated in terms of how serious a pilot interprets the simulator setting to be. Funher, simulator effectiveness may 
be assessed by considering pilot preconceived notions or conceptual understanding of the structure of the virtual 
flight ~nvironment based on real-experiences and instructions. Steps to be considered in VE development for 
experiential fidelity and training include ensuring that user predisposition· to training is based on how they perceive 
ac,tual performance, and that perceptual consistencies exist between user expectations and training environment 
setups. 

Unfortunately, none of the named experiential factors have been empirically assessed as to their effect on 
presence for enhancing training of, for example, decision making in VEs. Funher, no guidelines have been 
established for experiential factor settings in VE design to facilitate experiential fidelity and transfer and retention of 
training skills. 

CONCLUSIONS · ... 
The application of VR for training in diffen:nt fields is continuing to grow, -and as in the past. research into 
cybernetic factors will continue to maintain the 'interest of researchers, practitioners and VR system vendors. 
However, in order to maximize ·the usefulness of this new technology, there needs to be an expansion of research 
efforts to explore the relationships between the experiential factors identified here and the design of VEs for transfer 
and retention of training. This expansion may require empirical srudies to develop guidelines for customized, flexible 
VR training syste'm designs considering user issues including characteristics. skills and abilities. 
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Abstract 

Complex games tend to have extremely large decision trees that render any exhaustive search to be 
inefficient or even useless. The oriental game of Go is probably the most complex of all board games. 
Despite of the success of computers in Chess, computer Go programs are very weak. In thls research a 
new approach to develop computer Go program is proposed. The new approach is based on knowledge
guided search and heuristic evaluation. The proposed program chooses promising move candidates, and 
prunes unpromising ones. 

1 WHY COMPUTER GO? 

The study of computer games will lead to insight into general problem solving[I-3J. In the past, much effort 
has been put into computer Chess study and great success has been achieved. Despite of the success of 
computers in Chess, computer Go programs are very weak. In games such as Chess, brute force search 
techniques have proven superior to knowledge based;'intelligent' programs. Because of its complexity, Go 
seems to resist any brute force approach. As a domain, Go is rich for research in AI and cognitive science. 
Computer Go has become the research subject for some AI researchers. 

The rules of the game of Go are simple. Two players alternately place black and white stones on a board 
with 19 x 19 intersections. The goal is to surround more territory than the opponent. 

Horizontally or vertically connected stones of the same color form a string. Single stones can also be de
scribed as strings which are referred to as unitary strings.' Empty points that neighbor a string are called its 
liberties (points marked L in the Figure). Any string which has no liberties is captured and removed from 
the board. This is the only instance in which stones, once placed, are moved. 

2 KNOWLEDGE-GUIDED SEARCH 

The expert system approach [4-5] to computer Go makes use of standard move data bases and heuristic rules. 
This approach may produce beautiful moves in most situations. However, one bad move in case of life&death 
may lead to the loss of the game. Unfortunately this approach is weak in life&death. The limited number of 
move trees and patterns in the database can not cope very well with the numerous possibilities in the actual 
game. In addition, because of the long range effect, a local good move may be a bad move for the whole board. 

In knowledge-guided search, the program chooses promising move candidates,'and prunes unpromising ones. 
Here knowledge is used to select moves, and to control tree growth. 

One challenge for any problem solver is deciding when to stop, and how to evaluate each terminal node. In 
tsumego (life or death) problems, several natural outcomes are.common. The most obvious are Black Lives, 
Black Dies, and Seki. It is straightforward to assign a transitive set of values to these outcomes. 

This same kind of reasoning is also needed in a very common situation: when the search can't resolve the 
problem in a reasonable length of time. The depth of search in many tsumego problems is not bounded in 
any useful way. Any line of play that involves a possibility like ''black escapes" immediately brings the entire 
board and the entire rest of the game into the search. Furthermore, many searches without a territorial 
"escape" situation never the less require excessively deep searches in some branches. In many cases, these 
deep searches could be avoided if the correct line of play were already known,• but that would be begging the 
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question. While searching for the correct line of play, it is easy to fall into a deep search and never get out, 
unle~ other heuristics intervene. 

So, for all practical purposes, there has to be a limit on the depth of search, and this becomes an additional 
terminal condition that has to be evaluated along with the natural outcomes. Tbere is no natural place in 
the ordering for inconclusive, except that it must be less desirable than winning outright. For example, if 
black is losing the game, be might prefer to escape (or continue to complicate the game) rather than form a 
seki and simplify it. If black were ahead, a seki might be preferable to an inconclusive result. 

Alpha-Beta Pruning Technique 

Classically, alpha-beta tree pruning is used, because it finds the same answer as a complete search, but with 
greatly reduced effort. The basis of alpha-beta pruning is simple; in the process of searching, remember the 
results that can be obtained elsewhere. When, locally, the results are good enough for one player that the 
other player will avoid the current line of play, then both players should avoid t~at line of play. 

The effectiveness of alpha-beta is known to be very sensitive to the exact ordering of the positions evaluated, 
so the most obvious way to improve the its effectiveness is to improve the initial ordering. With a reasonably 
good ordering, alpha-beta reduces the search by big factors. 

Ad-hoc techniques improve the initial ordering based on knowledge about go. They are very. important, but 
they are insufficient to guarantee efficient searches. The "good" ordering used based on a balance of all the . 
factors you might expect, including liberties, eye shapes, connectivity, cutting points and so on. 

Another standard technique to improve alpha-beta's initial ordering is known as the killer heuristic. Simply 
stated, moves which have proven to be "good" in "similar" situations are promoted in the ordering among 
siblings, based on the hope that the killer move will be more effective in the current situation. 

Deciding what is similar, and remembering which moves were useful in those circumstances, is an open 
problem. 

Result Caching 

1n Go, the same positions tend to arise over and over in the search tree. A large saving can be achieved by 
caching and reusing results. 

Caching results is also an enabling technique for iterative searches; for example, OD\? might consider a "quick 
search" with severely restricted width and depth, followed by a wider, deeper search to confirm the prelim
inary result. Note that the value of iterative searches i; not in the work saved by caching previous results, 
but in ordering the alternatives better the second time around. 

Inadmissible Techniques . 

The remaining techniques are inadmissible, because they may change the result of the search. You could get 
the wrong answer, and not know it. Accordingly, one should use these techniques gingerly. 

Forward pruning is when you eliminate whole branches of the tree without evaluation. The most reliable 
way to do this is to eliminate moves based on very specific knowledge about the game. The least reliable is 
to simply remove branches based on width, depth, or time constraints. 
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In a race to capture, it frequently occuts that small groups are cut off from all hope of support, but left on 
the board. Just as it is not useful for the owner to try to resCl,le them, it is not useful for the opponent to 
finish them off. One technique is to eliminate useless capturing moves. Principally, these are snap backs, in 
which you capture one stone and are then recaptured, and mercy killings in which you capture a group that 
is not causing an immediate threat and cannot escape. 

IT small differences in the value of terminal nodes are ignored, better alpha.-beta cutoffs can result. For 
example, if winning in 3 moves or winning in 4 moves are considered to be the same, then whichever is found 
first will be the principle variation, and whichever is found second will cause an alpha-beta cutoff. If they 
are considered to be different, and if the better move· is found first, the less preferred move won't cause a 
cutoff, and more alternatives will have to be examined. 

It is always tempting to simply stop looking after a certain number of alternatives have been examined; for 
example, after a "width limit" is reached. The problem with such arbitrary limitations is that they don't 
consider the consequences of not finding the better move. Frustration cutoffs occur when looking for a better 
move, which if found, would cause both players to avoid this line of play. 

3 EVALUATIONS 

Full Board Evaluati on 

The approximate algorithm is as follows: 

1. Make a preliminary pass to guess which areas are absolutely alive using a zero-entropy move generator, 
whose objective is to fill all empty spaces, avoid capturing anything, and avoid changing connectivity 
among grqups. At the end of this process, groups which have two eyes are considered absolutely alive. 

2. Make a second pass, considering each of the not-absolutely-safe groups, and classify each as alive or dead 
based on several heuristics (such as "surrounded by a live group") or by invoking a problem solver to 
actually try to capture it. ·A key idea in this phase are that you can make something alive by connecting 
to any group previously determined to be alive. The order in which you t ry to secure groups has a lot 
of effect on the time required, but not on the outcome. 

3 . Fill all the dame, which are now well defined as the empty area adjacent to live groups of both colors. It's 
important that the dame filling process be fair enough to allow ataris to be answered and connections 
to be made, without i:tllowi.ng extra eyes to be formed. 

4 . As the dame are filled, some groups may become capturable, making it necessary to play inside territory 
(and change the score). The final phase looks for occurrences of this by running a tsumego solver on 
all groups with few lib_erties. This is usually the slowest phase. 

T he f!IOSt difficult-aspect of the problem is keeping control over the problem-solver, once you decide to invoke 
it. It's important that the scope of the problem be allowed to expand "as necessary" until a stable state is 
reached, while at the same time, expanding the problem to include adjacent life-and-death struggles tends 
t~ make the process exponentially slower. 

An Eye Shape Li b7:0ry for the P roblem Solver 

When solving life-and-death problems, one of the hardest things for a computer to determine is when to stop 
a search. A practical problem solver should stop when a group is safe assuming best play. Safety heuristics 
can be pretty reliable if the number of liberties is large enough and the position is simple enough, but it 
is useful to have a library of solved positions to bridge the gap between the absolute safety and the highly 
probable safety for groups with lots of liberties. 
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There are only 164 distinct "eye shapes" up to size 7 (533 up to size 8), but we must also consider the 
orientation and location of the shape, the connectivity of the stones surrounding it, the number of outside 
liberties, the player to make the first move, and the status of the stones that would be the capturing stones 
if the shape is dead. Many small scale life-and-death problems involve KOs, and a few shapes can be played 
either for a Ko or for a . Seki. In these situations, the status of a particular shape can't be considered in 
isolation from the global situation. When all these factors are considered, the number of distinct positions, 
with possibly different solutions, is very large. 

The raw information in the shape library can only be used when the external conditions assumed by the 
library are actually present. In addition to recognizing the shape and characterizing its position on the 
board, we also need to know the connectivity and liberty count of the surrounding stones, and must have a 
reliable estimate the status of the capturing stones. 

H the capturing stones form an impenetrable wall, and there is no room to make additional eye shapes, and 
the the library says the existing eye shape is dead, then searches can be terminated immediately, even if the 
connectivity of the surrounding stones is imperfect. If the surrounding stones coµld be connect as expected 
by the library, the shape would still ~e dead. 

If the database says a shape is alive, and the surrounding stones are simply connected, then searches can be 
terminated. 

4 SUMMARY 

Highly complex games have extremely large decision trees that render any exhaustive search to be useless. 
In this paper we use the oriental game of Go as an example to show bow to prune the huge full game tree 
(100100 leaves} using heuristic; human knowledge. 

In this research a new approach to develop computer Go program is proposed. The new approach is based on 
knowledge-guided search and heuristic evaluation. The basic idea is useful in general decision tree modeling. 
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ABSTRACT 

Weibull is a probability distnbution function widely used to represent reliability and failure of machinery and 
equipmcms, particularly for mechanical components. The wide acceptance of the Weibull distribution can be attnbuted to 
its capability of repxescnting the weakest link concept In this article. a simple heuristic procedure is developed that uses 
real life dam to estimate the Wabull' s shape and scale parameters. The model assumes that fimctional relationship indicated 
by the data will be followed beyond the dam set It starts by calculating the coefficient of variance and uses an iterative 
goodness-of-fit error reduction technique to construct a hazard function that nearly best-fits the given data. 

INTRODUCTION 

If the 11:q,cxwtial distribution is~ most familiar and frequently used distribution in reliability, the Weibull at 

least ties for second place. It is widely applied to electronics. semicooductors, electron tubes, optical devices, electro
mechanical and mechanical devices. Within the past 15 years, Weibull bas been found to be particularly useful fur 
representing gro~ at the machinery and equipment level (Klion. 1992). 

'Ihti Weibull distribution .baa a very important role to play in tho statistical analysis of experimental data (Kapir 
and Lmiberson, 1977). n.-~ few observed failure rates that cannot be accurately described over a significam range 
of time by the Weibull function (Dai and Wang, 1992). Weibull distribution bas been used to model failure caused by 
degradation proocu such as fatigue, corrosion. diffusion. etc., and mechaoical abrasion such as failure of a ball bearing 
and matorial stiength. . 

From tho point of view of the mechanism of failure, most electro-mechauical machinery and equipment can 
essentially be considered as a series system. This means that all componeots mJSt operate in order for the system to 
function properly, and the system fails when the first component fails. Weibull distribution is known to represent this 
failure clmacteristic of :macbioery and ecpipment, known aa wealust-linlc phmomenon. In this article, a simple heuristic 
is developed that uses field data to estimate tho Weibull parameters that provide a good fit for the hazard function. 

PROCEDURE 

The procedure for estimating the best fit parameters for the Weibull distribution consists of the following eight steps. 

Step 1: Assume the real life data is from a field audit and is presented in the form of 

No. offailurcs 
Time interval 

Sec Table I, in which 50 components are put in a life test 
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Table l. Time and corresponding number of failure 

Total up time 

Number of failures 

300 S00 700 900 1100 

2 8 9 10 13 

0.04 0.16 0.18 0.2 0.26 

1300 

6 

0.12 

1S00 

2 

0.04 

Usingtbe data, lhcmcan (µ) and~ deviation (a) of the two-panmctcr Weibull distnbution an: estimated as follows: 

where: P1z:N11N. 

E(t/)- t'ti 1-Pi 
i-1 

T1 "" i-th time to failure, i"' 1,' ... , n , T0-0 
N1 = number of failure including the i-th failure 
N.= total number of failures 

(1) 

(2) 

St.ep 2: Use the ertirnatcrl values ofµ and a from the previous step to dctcaninc the Coefficient Of Variance COV as 
the ratio of a/µ. To identify the source of the estimated value, a subscript d will be attached to the notation to represent 
the coefficient of variance calculated from data. · · 

COV,=a/µ (3) 

To accurately IDC8SUl'C COV • six significant digits aft.er the dccim.al poiu1 arc used. For the sample data, CO V , .. . 33S548. 
One advantage of umi.g this point cstima.tor is that unbiased cstirnatcs of a and µ arc used in its calculation. This estimator 
will be refined in the later steps of the proccdurc. 

St.ep J: Create COV1 table. For the Weibull distribution. µ and a arc related to the parameters p and 8 via: 
. ~~ 00 

a-6.Ai (S) 
where: A,=-r(l+l/P) 

A,_=/r(1+2tp)-r(l + l/P)1 

I1s the Gamma probability distribution function. and P and 8 arc known as shape parameter and characteristics 
life, respectively. 

Tables 2a and 2b represent segments of A, and A,. values°: 

Table 2a. Semnent of A, table 

~ - 0.05 0.07 0.01 -
- - - - - -
l.1 - 0.19JT71 0.19391),t Q.894031 -· 
3.2 ·- 0.193771 0.19S247 o.m3n -
3.3 ·- 0.196471) 0.196606 0.1516742 -
- - - - - ... 

Dividing the two equations results in: 
COV,=a/µ =A,./A, 

when: COV1 indicates the table values of coefficient of variance. 
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Table 2b. Semncnt of A,. table 

p - 0.Cl6 0,07 O.OI -
- - - - ·- -
3.1 - Q.31~12 o.309679 0.30IIS2 ·-
3.2 - D.302405 0.301620 0.JOlll39 -
3.3 - D.2947S4 D.l940l2 o.mm -
.. ... . .. ... ... . .. 

(6) 



Using this relationship, a new table, called CO Vt will be constructed. Th~ ratio A/A, is free of 8, and is only a function of 
13. Such a table will have values ofCOV1 nr different values of 13, and will be used to find the appropriate 13, the same wr; 
normal table is used to find right Z from the area. Table 3 rcprcscnts a segment of the COV1 table: 

Table 3: Scgmcut of the COV1 table. 

~ - 0.06 0.ff1 O.OI -
- - - - - -
3.1 - 0.346191 0.34S!IIS O..J.44931 -
J.l - 0.337321 0.336401 O.JlS,CIO -
3.3 - 0..321294 0.327411 0.326S47 -
- - - - - -

Step 4: Use the COV, to look for the 13 value in the CO¼ table, for which l(COV)e-{CO~I s lo-'. This initial estimate 
of 13 is noted as Pr Two situatiom may arise: 

a) The exact value is in the table, in which case select the exact value and proceed to next step. 
b) The exact value is not in the table, in which case for the time being select the lower value and go to step 5. 

Step 5: Calculate the first estimate of the characteristic·life 8 1 from equation (4) and (5) using I}- t\ . In general this 
procedure results in two values. If they are same (at least integer portioo) then start calculation with these 13. aiid 81 • 

Otherwise use the l<JWC'valucafl30 generated in step 4 which is -0.01 away from the first 13 .. and recalculate a .. This time, 
cquatioo.(4) m:l(S)willprodncc the same intcgcrportionof8r Select this 13. and8r Even though the calcular.cd value of 
l31 aod a. can be used to gi:u:ntc a Weibull dislnbuticn that may imitate the real life data, the following steps will help refine 
these values that results in a better fiL 

Slep 6: Haz.ard rate is one afthe most relevant criteria of life distn'bution. In this step, the theoretical and empirical !ward 
functions arc calculated as follows: 

a) Plugging l30 and 8 0 in the following equation. the theoretical hazard rate h(tJ1 will be calcuJatcd as: 
h(fJi :s[P/(8. llo)].(t;) !lo• I (7) 

b) Using the following equation. calculate the empirical ha:zmd rate, h{ft),. from data: 
h(tJ, = Nit (N'"o.t) 

where: N1 =(N.-½Ni.,) 

N1= instant.ancous numoer of failure 
o.t = ti - ti., 

(8) 

Step 7: Calculate the diffi:n::ncc bc:twa::n tbcactical hazard rate and the empirical hazard i;ate from data at all failure points, 
i.e., di =-I h(ti), - h(t1).I andfuid the square root of sum of errors squared. i.e., SSE=v'r. d11• 

The quantity SSE is used ID check the proximity of theoretical estimate to real life data. One main reason for using hazard 
fimdim is that it bas a uoiquc feature that can be used to identify the stage of life in which the components or machinery is. 
Dcpe:nding on the value of p, h(tj may show decreasing, constant, or inacasing failure rate representing infant mortality, 
longevity, and wear-out phases of life. 

Step 8: The last iterative step focuses on the optimmn valw:s of P and 8 that minimizes SSE. For 0.1 s P. s 1, search 
new shape parameter P."" ~~::..01 and calculate new scale parameter a. from equation (4) and (5). Using this approach, 
there will be two a.for each P •. Calculating a. using equation (4) assumes that µ is kept constant while allowing a to 
vary in the process of finding the least SSE. On the other hand. using equation (5) to calculatc a. assumes that o is 
kept constant while allowingµ to VBr'f. Similarly, For I.0lsP.s3.5; search new shape parameter 13.= P.::..02, for 
3.51 s 13. s6.00; search new shape parameter 13. = 13,±.05 and follow a proccdurc similar to the case of 0. ls 13. s I. The 
interval and amount of the increments used were chosen based on optimizing computational time vcnies accuracy. 
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While searching, comply with the following steps: 
a) Calculatc P.• P.±inacmcnt. For example if l.0lsP.s3.5; then P.= 13;!:.02. 
b) . Far each P., gmi:nm two a. values from equation ( 4) and (5). This ~ gem:rat.es four sets of p., a. values. 
c) CalcuJ•tc ~SE for each set. 

d) If this SSE is larger then the initially calculated SSE using P .. stop branching for that set 
e) Take the P values whose SSE is dcc:reasing and repeat steps (a) to ( d) 
f) Contimlc until all the branches result in increasing SSE values, at which time-, tr:mrinatc that branch. . 

1be p_ aod e. value resulting the least SSE will be used as the final P,and 8,. 

Slep8: Apply1h:Kolmogalov-Smimovtt:stto 8SSU[C that cumulative distributionfunctioo, F(t). statistically fits the Weibull 

dislributioo. 

RESULTS AND CALCULATION 

Aa sample Ctield•tion, ti» data of Teble l is analyzed u bellow: 
1) µ.-900.00, mi 0=-301.99 
2) COV,=- 0.335548 
3) and4) 

p I 8 

using equation ( 4) 3.28 1003.63 

1003.84 

ming equation (5) 3.27 1003.78 

1001.24 

5) Select: P.=3.28 and a.=1003.63 
6) The values of h(t1 ) 1 and h(t;), using the above P. aod 8, are shown graphically iu Fig. 1. 

11Uardn111 

~ Q.00ll00030 

O.D011110tQJ 
Q.Cll7IIOOIXI 

o.axmo 
,=- Cl001501XD1 
'1! Q.0IMCXIIDI 

0.Cl030)000 
o.c:mmcoo 
Q.COUXICXIO 

Q.CXXICXICXIO 

1111• 

Figure 1. Compuiaon between theoretical mi empirical hazard mt.o. 

Thi, initial SSE:a0.004065168. 

7) Some or the iterations are shown bellow: 
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a. 
3.28 1003.63 

I ~ 
. - 0.004065168 

usizia eqa (4) uail!I oqa (4) uail!I oqa (S) uaiq 

13. 6. SSB IJ. e.. IJ. I). a. SSE I). 

3.26 1003.93 .003910 3.30 1003.34 .004211 3..26 998.64 .00411 3.30 

3.24 1004.24 .003777 llop II.Op t II.Op II.Op t 3.32 

3.22 1004.55 .003636 3.34 

3.2 1004.SS .003497 3.36 

3.18 1005.15 .003360 3.38 

3.115 1005.46 .003225 3.4 

3,14 lOOS,76 .003091 ·- 3.42 

3.12 1006.06 .002960 3.44 .. 
3.08 1006.71 .001701 3.48 

3.1 1006.37 .002830 3.46 

3.06 1006.94 ,002j77 3.5 

3.04 1007.42 .001448 3.52 

3.01 1007.61 .002330 3.54 

3.00 1007.61 .002212 II.Op 

2.98 1008.18 .001092 

Thia portion of the table sho"".5 itenl.tions related to decreasing P. and using equation (4) only. 

uaina oqa (4) uiiDi oqa (4) uaaa oqa (4) uaaa 
I). a. SSB IJ. e. SSB I). a. SSE I). 

2.96 1008.4 .001979 2.86 1009.87 .001438 2.76 1011.23 .000984 2.66 

2.94 1008.74 .00186.5 ·~2.84 1010.21 ,001337 2,74 1011.58 .000908 l.154 

2.92 1009.08 . 001753 2.82 1010.44 . .001243 2.72 1011.79 .000842 2.62 

2.9 1009.31 .001646 2.8 1010.67 .001152 2.7 1012;03 .000'78S 2.6 

2.81 1009.6 .001540 2.78 1011.01 .001064 2.68 1012.26 .000739 5IOp 

Select ~r = 2.62 and 8r = 1013.06. 

8) Tho Kolmogooov-Smimov test shows that tho theoretical Weibull distribution fits tho data. 

The values ofh(tJ, and h(tJ, using tho above~, and 8r are shown graphically in Figure 2. 
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oqa (S) 

e. SSB 

1008.99 .004055 

1014.06 .0039SS 

1019.SS .003890 

1014.39 .003846 

1029.63 .0037aa 

lo:M.92 .003788 

10'.39.91 .0'.3677 

104S.31 .003611 

lOSS.54 .003499 ' 

10.S0.4 .003556 

1060.73 .003439 

1065.6 .00'.3439 

1070.89 .00350'.3 

II.Op r 

eqa (4) 

a. SSB 

1012.&3 .000704 

1012.83 .000684 

1013.06 .000678 

1013.28 .000687 

5IOp r 
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Figuro 2. Comparison between theoretical and empirical hazard rate. 

For the data of Table:! the UNlFIT gives tho value of P, = 3.36 and 8, = 1004.45. 
the valuea ofb(tJt and h(t,)4 using tho ~e Pr and 8, are shown papbically in Figure 3 . 

.... 
F'tgmo 3.Compuison between tlmoretical .md. empirical hazard rate. 

Reduction.in. SSE from (13., 8.) to <13r- 8J is 83.3%. 
Reduction in. SSE compare to UNIFlT ((13, 8) is 85.2%. 

CONCLUSION 

Tmditiooelly, die Weibull pamme(erS an, e8timated by ma.rimnm libl.ihood function. But in re.liability analysis, gainmg 
& good represmatim of the true hazard rate i,, important. From the comparison of the empirical bazud fum;tion with tbe 
tbeoretical hazard fuucti.on. obtained. by using UNIFIT, it is seen that there ii a significant difference at the tail of the 
pmduc:t/macbino Ji1i,. 'Ibis proposed heuristic m«hod will help to decrease that differmce .md. give a beUcr picture of the 
true hazard rate throughout tu life of the productfrnacbine 
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RCS - A Queue Network Simulation Language 
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Traffic simulation raises a number of modeling problems associated with time and space that are generally referred to 
as Resource Constrained problems. From a typical discrete-event simulation modeling approach, a traffic intersection 
can be viewed as a resource (space) that multiple automobiles desire to allocate concurrently (time). One vehicle 
leaving the intersection, opens up space for another vehicle to enter the intersection. Too many vehicles in limited 
resources at one time is a safety hazard. One way to decompose this problem is to break up the intersection resource 
into several smaller resources. A route can be defined as a sequence rules and resources that when followed, will 
allow a vehicle to traverse the intersection. A section of road that is fully allocated, blocks additional vehicles from 
traveling through this resource until it becomes free. Implementing such resource constrained problems as simulation 
based models is a time consuming problem requiring extensive experience in simulation modeling languages and 
software. 

The simulation language RCS (Resource Constrained Simulation) was designed to solve a family of resource 
allocation problems. Input scenarios are developed using simple natural language commands. The underlying 
simulation object is a Resource, which acts like a prioritized queue. Routes, define the sequence of Resources and 
resource allocation rules. Cycle generators are used to constrain resources on a cyclical basis and are used for 
creating traffic lights. Collision and Close-Call statements define safety violations by Resource proximity. Entity 
generators create vehicles that follow rules and resources defined by Routes that ultimately flow through the network. 
A statistical object underlies each Resource and Route object and are used for statistical output. Simulation logging 
provides detail down to the event level. 

This paper is a presentation of RCS as a simulation tool and how it was used in a traffic intersection experiment. A 
traffic problem was selected because it is interesting and for it's complexity level. From (Law and Kelton 1993) 
"Most real-world systems are too complex to allow realistic models tQ be evaluated analytically, and these models 
must be studied by means of simulation." Model data was artificial but reasonable, for the purpose of demonstrating 
the language. Real traffic data would likely produce more accurate results. 

DEFINITION BY EXAMPLE 

Writing an RCS simulation is a straight forward process of defining r~sources, connecting them with routes then 
adding object and cycle generators. Figure 1 is an example RCS program of two one way streets. In this example. 
where for simplicity no turns are allowed, North bound traffic must yield to East bound traffic. A 15 minute 
simulation is defined (Figure·! lines one and two) with detailed event tracing disabled (line three). 

The· fundamenti object in ·kcs is the R~ource Object. As resources become fully allocated, they become 
constrained, hence the name Resource Constrained Simulation. The resource object is a composite of a queue object 
and a statistical object. The queue component of a resource maintains order while the statistical component tracks 
usage. Five resources define the example traffic intersection (lines four through eight). North!, North2, Eastl and 
East2 will hold four cars each and are 200 feet long. Speed will remain unchanged (multiplied by 1.0) through use of 
these resources. The intersection (resource l) is 50 feet long witi1 room for one car with no speed modifications. 

Routes define a sequence ·of rules and resources for entities to follow and also maintain a statistical object. The East 
route (line 13) defines the serial use of resources East I, Intersection and East2. When the path is impeded by traffic, 
cars will maintain order and simply wait for the traffic to clear before proceeding. The North route also follows serial 
use of three resources. but after traveling Nonhl. entities "CHECK" for East! to clear before proceeding. All 
resources in a CHECK statement must be clear of use before the vehicles can proceed. Cars will also wait before 
entering the intersection ifit is busy, it is defined with room for only one vehicle. 
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STAA'l'_'l'IME O minutes 
S'l'OP 'l'IHE 15 minutes som_~ OFr FI.LE_'l'RACE ON 
RZSO'ORCB North1 4 200.0 t-t l.O 
RZSOORCZ North2 4 200.0 f-t l.O 
RZSOORCZ Eastl 4 200 . 0 f-t l. 0 
RZSOIJRCZ East2 4 200 . 0 t-t l. 0 
RZSOORCE I l SO. 0 f-t l. 0 
ROOD North OSI: Northl !!ND_OSE 

cna Eastl !!ND_ cm:a 
OSE Intarsaction North2 !!ND_OSE 
QOI'l' !!ND ROOT!! 

1lOO'l'E &ast USE Eastl I .ntarsaction East2 !!ND:osz 
QOI'l' !!ND ROOT!! 

OBJ GEN Go North EXP 20. 0 SEC North UNI 29. 3-44. 0 fps 
oBJ:<JEN ao):ast ED 6.0 SEC East UNI 29.3 44.0 fps 

Figure 1 - RCS Intersection Example One 

15 minuta simul.ation 

minimal output 
Northl 
North2 
Eastl 
East2 Eastl 
Intarsaction 
start at Nl 
Claar to =oss? 
'l'ravel I, N2 
Don• 
'l'ravel El, I, E2 
Done 
Generat• Northbound 
Generata Eastbound 

INo~ 
tJ 

D 

► -4- East2 

iNorthl 

Two object generators create and send cars along their respective 
routes. "Go _North" creates a new car at a exponential rate of one car 
every 20 seconds. Each car will then travel the North route at a fixed 
speed determined by a uniform distribution of 29.3 to 44.0 feet per 
second (20 mph to 30 mph). 

,~ , 
To,,oCCHECK!ist I . 

Time Management and Simulation Execution 

RCS is an event based simulation because the clock is advanced to the 
time of the next simulation event. Events in RCS are of three types: 
Object generator events, resource completion events. and cycle events. 1 

Internally RCS uses generic time units. Time can be defined in terms 
of seconds, minutes. hours, days, weeks, months or years. Time units 
are defined through a combination of START_TIME, STOP _TIME 
commands, units applied to the size of resource definitions and the rate 
which resources are consumed (speed of vehicles). Example One 
simulates 190 cars for a 15 minute period in about 2 seconds. The two 
hour simulation discussed below takes approximately 60 seconds. RCS 
is a 32 bit MODSIM III/MFC application that can be started from a 
DOS prompt or directly from Windows95/NT. The user supplies an 
input file name containing RCS commands plus the name of a file to 
store event tracing and the simulation statistical summary. The user 

i 

Wait Far j 
Rcsoun.c t • 

( 
I 

\ 
Gctnat ..,._ 

0on. I 
All resources 

1 an:liai 
II same tim.C" 

Figure 2 • Multiple Resource 
Contention 

will see "Staning Simulation" almost immediately(~ 1 second) followed by summary statistics. 

Random Number Generation 

~ 

t7 

1:::1 

-

The use of random numbers and specific underlying algorithms define RCS as a stochastic simulation (LAW 1991 ). 
The MODSIM random number generator used is the same multiplicative congruential pseudo-random number 
generator as used for SIMSCRIPT 115. Its period is 232(CACI, 1995). Random number seeds are carefully 
distributed to each object generator to provide synchronization across all models under study. As long as the object 
generator order remains unchanged, an uitlimited number of intersection configurations can be simulated with 
idemical input vehicle traffic. Two simulation runs with identical input files will generate identical output files. 
Control of random number generation allows simulation results of different traffic intersection configurations to be 
the result of different model configurations and not different random number streams. For replication runs. the order 
of the object generators can simply be randomized. 

1 RCS cycle commands, not used in Example One, provide time stepped events for constraining resource and event 
. logging output at regular intervals. 
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RESOURCES Min Max Mean Count 
Northl CHECK 0 . 00 0.00 0.00 0 

WAIT 0 . 00 0 . 00 0.00 0 
USE 4.55 14.20 8. 64 51 

North2 CHECK 0.00 0.00 0 . 00 0 
WAIT 0.00 0.00 0,00 0 
USE 4.55 6.78 5 . 44 51 

Eastl CHECK 0 . 32 6 . 35 3.39 30 
WAIT 0 .12 4. 71 2.52 12 
USE 4.56 7.45 5.69 139 

East2 CHECK 0 . 00 0.00 0.00 0 
WAIT 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 
USE 4.56 6.82 5.54 139 

! (intersection) CHECK 0.00 0.00 0 . 00 0 
WAIT 0 . 03 3.98 1.27 65 
USE 1.14 l. 70 1. 38 190 

PENDING 
Resource Mean Variance Maximum WtdMean WtdVariance 
Northl 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 
North2 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 
Eastl 3.32 10 . 05 14 0.49 2.96 
East2 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 
Intersection 0.68 0.46 · 3 0.09 0 . 12 

ROUTES Min Max Mean Count 
North 10.24 22 . 03 15.43 51 
East 10.26 19.76 12.84 139 

Figure 3 - Summary Statistics 

Summary Statistics 

The summary statistics report is divided into three sections: RESOURCES, PENDING and ROUTES. The 
RESOURCE section provides statistics given for time using (USE), checking on (CHECK) and waiting 0N AIT) on 
resources. Safety violations close call and collision are also displayed although are not used in this example. 
Reso1:1rce North! had S1 accesses from USE commands with a minirm1m, maximum and mean of 4.55, 14.20 and 
8.64 seconds respectively. Recall that after using North 1, the North route checked Eastl before proceeding to the 
il:ttersection and Nonh2. The maximum time of 14.20 seconds includes travel time on Northl plus time checking on 
Eastl plus any time waiting t.o use the intersection. This figure is the total time a vehicle allocated part or all of a 
resource. These three time components only increment count by one. When a resource is fully allocated, time 
elapsed waiting to access it is tallied in the WAIT row of each resource. Likewise. time elapsed checking on a 

(TotalNorthTra:veiTime) + (Tota/F.astTraveiTime) (51 * I 5.43) + 139 * 12.84) 3 S -----------'-----------=----------I . 4sec 
- (T.qta/NumberOJCars) 139 +? I 

Equation 1 - Average Travel T_ime 

resource is tallied in that resources CHECK row. 

Resources. when fully allocated, tally statistics under the PENDING section. In addition to four vehicles allocated to 
East 1, 14 vehicles were waiting to enter the resource or were waiting for it to clear. Throughout the simulation, the 
resource queue averaged 0.49 vehicles. Without consideration of time and based strictly on queue transactions, the 
mean queue size was 3.32 cars with a variance of 10.S. · · 

The ROUTE section shows that travel time for the SI vehicles assigned to the North route averaged 12.84 seconds 
with a minimum and maximum of 10.24 and 22.03 seconds respectively. From Equation I, the average travel time 
for all vehicles was 13 . 54 seconds. 
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EXAMPLE TWO • THREE WAY TRAFFIC INTERSECTION 

Figure 5 shows a highly congested intersection. Over a two 
hour period, 6202 vehicles travel through this intersection. 
Figure 4, shows highlights of RCS code employed. Eighteen 
resources were used. East bound resources begin with the 
letter E', West bound begin with 'W', North and South use 
' 'and 'S'. 

Eight routes direct traffic to and from five staning and ending 
resources. West bound traffic turning South, checks East 
bound lanes before continuing into the intersection. North 
bound traffic ruming left checks for East bound and West 
bound oncoming traffic before entering the intersection. The 
order of resources in a CHECK list will-not statistically impact 
simulation output, although it is more computationally efficient 
to list the most congested resources at the beginning of the list 
(Figure 2). 

Compact cars, midsize cars, full size cars and trucks -are 
generated at the East entrance with an exponential distribution 
of one vehicle every 6 seconds with a constant speed 
unifonnJy distributed between 51.33 and 80.67 feet per second 
(~35 to 60 MPH). Every 1.5 seconds a vehicle is created at 
the West entrance and every 30 seconds a vehicle is created at 
the South entrance with the exception that Trucks are not 
allowed to leave or· enter this intersection. Speeds vary for 
vehicles originating from each generator. In total, 28 object 
generators were used to create four different vehicles at seven 
different locations. 

Single Vehicle Event Trace 

START TIME 0.0 hours 
STOP TIME 2 . 0 hours 

RESOURCE NZ 2 50 feet 1 . 0 
RESOURCE W23 1 24 feet 1 . 0 

ROUTE North West 
USE Nl N2 END USE 
CHECK El4 E24 El3 E23 E12 

E22 W22 W23 W24 
END CHECK 
USE- N3 W24 W25 END USE 

QUIT END ROUTE 

ROUTE West South 
USE W21 W22 W23 END USE 
CHECK W24 Sl E23 El3 E12 E22 
END CHECK 
USE W24 Sl SZ END USE 

QUIT END ROUTE 

OBJ GEN West South COMPACT 
EXP 375.00 SEC 
West South UNI 44.00 66.00 fps 

Figure 4 • R~S Highlights from Example Two 

The example two simulation requires 60 wall clock seconds. When full event tracing is enabled, 84,000 lines of 
ASCD data are generated totaling more then 5 megabytes. Using a simple text editor, any vehicle can be traced 
through the simulation to verify behavioral accuracy. 

The following event trace shows the life of vehicle West_South_COMPACT_l. Note the waiting at resource W23 . 
After the vehicle has traveled the length of W23, at time 223.32 it begins looking (CHECK statement) for an opening 
to cross the East bound traffic, finally able to proceed at time 228.61 with a total delay of 5.3 seconds. This vehicle 
took 32.36 seconds to complete the route as compared to the 53.42 seconds for all vehicles traveling this route. 
Also note a travel speed of 59. 51 fps was on the high end of vehicles traveling trus route. 

206.119336 -> West_South_COMPACT_l Following route West_South at rate 59.514179 fps 
206.119336 -> West_South_COMPACT_l USE ofW21 for 8.401359 until 214.520695 
214.520695 -> West_South_COMPACT_l W21 available 
214.520695 -> West_South_COMPACT_l USE ofW22 for 8.401359 until 222.922055 
222.922055 -> West_South_COMPACT_l W22 available 
222.922055 -> West_South_COMPACT_l USE ofW23 for 0.403265 until 223.325320 
223.325320 -> West_Somh_COMPACT_ l Check Not Busy-> W2{ SJ, £23. £13, Check Busy-> Ell 
228.372091 -> West_South_COMPACT_l Check Not Busy-> W24, SI, E23, Check Busy-> ED 
228.607003 -> West_South_COMPACT_l Check Not Busy-> W24, Sl, E23, El3, El 2, E22 
228.607003 -> West_South_COMPACT_ l W23 available 
228.607003 -> West_South_COMPACT_l USE ofW24 for0.806530 until 229.413534 
229.413534 -> West_South_COMPACT_I W24 available 
229.413534-> West_South_COMPACT_I USE ofSl for0 .672109 until 230.085642 
230 085642 -> West South COMPACT I SI available 
230.085642 -> West)outh=COMPACT=I USE ofS2 for 8.401359 until 238.487002 
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Experiment Design 

Now that we have the basic intersection, wouldn't it be nice if we could get a feel for how variations of this traffic 
intersection would impact traffic? Six factors were selected and are shown in Figure 5. Most modifications, such as 
right tum lanes, have obvious function and require little explanation. Factors e andf. a limitation on left hand turns, 
are made more complex by interaction with the factors. North bound traffic desiring to travel West must fi~t tum 
East, using a right tum lane if it is available. After looking for an opening in traffic, vehicles skip across lanes E 15 
and E25 then wait for West bound traffic to clear, make a U-tum and finish up with the string of resources from W21 
through W25. Note that factors for no left tum and traffic light and stop sign are disjoint, a fact shown in the 
experiment results. 

A key to any experiment is to clearly define exactly what is to be measured. Any one of the statistics discussed above 

w 

-------------------------------------- 60°/4 ___ _ 

Factor a - East/South tum lane (E03) 
Factor b - North/East tum lane (N02) 
Factor c - West/South pause in intersection (S 11) 
·Factor d - Traffic light(=l) or stop sign(=O) 
Factor e - No West/South left tum. must U-turn 
Factor f - No North/West left turn, must U-turn 

Figure 5 - Traffic lntenection with six modifications 

could be used as a measure ~f effectiveness. For this experiment, overall throughput was chosen as calculated by 
Equation l . Now that we have factors and a measu·re of effectiveness. the next decision was to determine how many 
simulation runs we could afford· to make. A full factorial 26 experiment would take 64 simulation runs and take 
approximately one hour of compute time. For simulations taking significantly longer, a screening experiment such as 
a fractional factorial experiment would have been run to first discq~er the key factors with a fraction of the number of 
simulation runs. Then based on these key factors, subsequenJ simulation runs would be made. The faster-then-real
time capability in RCS is a .big advantage when faced with a large numbers of simulation runs. A full factorial design 
will not only allow us to see which factors are most significant. we will be able to see any interactions among the 
factors. The high order inter:actions can also be used to estimate a standard error. · · 

Scenario Generation 

Each RCS file is fairly simple yet the combination of writing all 64 becomes a large project. A C++ scenario 
generator was written to solve the problem. Given six command line arguments. one for each factor, the scenario 
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' 

. 

response effect factor response effect factor response effect factor 
76.65 46.94 YBar 76.65 0.00 e 37.51 -16.03 f 
76.45 2.20 a 76.45 2.53 ae 37.47 -2.27 af 
62.92 -3 .68 b 62.92 0.00 be 37.51 3.67 bf 
62.72 0.04 ab 62.72 0.00 abe ! 37.47 -0.04 abf 

I 

79.76 0.26 C I 79.76 -0.04 ce ! 37.51 -0.26 cf 
-2.64 I 77.41 -2.64 37.47 2.64 acf 77.41 ae ace I 

I I 63 .82 -0.24 be 63 .82 0.00 bee 
r 

37.51 0.24 bcf 
62.04 0.04 abc I 62.04 0.00 abce 37.47 -0.04 abcf : 
39.73 -13 .85 d I 39.73 0.00 de 40.39 16.70 df 
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39.72 l.84 bd i 39.72 0.00 bde £ 40.39 -1.83 bdf 

I 

39.67 -0.04 abd 39.67 0.00 abde ! 40.29 0.04 abdf 

I 39.69 -0.28 cd 39.69 . 0.00 cde I 40.39 0.28 cdf I 
39.64 2.76 acd I 39.64 2.53 acde I 40.29 -2.76 acdf 
39.68 0.24 bed I 39.68 0.00 bcde 

i 
40.39 -0.24 bcdf I 

39.64 -0 04 abed 39.64 0.00 abcde ! 40.29 0.04 abcdf ' 

Table 1 - Experiment Results 

generator was executed one time for eacb experiment. A DOS batch file with 64 lines 
of the form: " ScenGen I 0 I O I O > tl0I0IO.rcs" allowed rapid generation, 
modification and tracking of each scenario. A very similar 64 line DOS batch file of the 
form "res tl010 IO.res tlO l010.out", executed RCS for each input file. 

Experiment Results 

Experiment results in standard Yeats order (Box & Hunter 1978) are shown in Table l. 
Standard error was calculated with the assumption that five and six way interactions 
were negligible, with their differences attributable mainly to experimental error (Box & 
Hunter 1978). Of the main effects, / (forced Nonh/West U-tum) and d(traffic light) 
are most significant at -16. 03 and - l 3. 85 seconds. The main effect for each factor is 
the difference between the average of that factor at the high and at the low. Compared 
to the standard error of 1.35, factor b(Nonh/East tum lane) at -3 .68 is possibly 
significant. Second order interaction provided the corresponding d/interaction of 16.7. 
These two factors do not behave additively and consequently " interact". The results 
are certainly not conclusive, as this is only one experiment based on rough models, this 
example does show the concept of using experimentation with simulation. 

CONCLUSION 

' response effect factor 
37.51 0.00 ef 
37.47 -2.53 aef 

i 
37.51 0.00 bef 
37.47 0.00 abef 

I 

37.51 0.00 cef 
r 

37.47 2.64 acef 
! 
! 37.5 I 0.00 beef 

i 37.47 0.00 abeef 
I 40.39 0.00 def i 
I 40.29 2.53 adef 
! 
; 40.39 0.00 bdef 
r 40.29 0.00 abdef 
I 
I 

40.39 0.00 cdef . 
I 40.29 -2.53 acdef 

40.39 0.00 bcdef 
! 40.29 0.00 abcdef 

factor 
abed 
abce 

!abde 
acde 
bcde 
abcde 
abcf 
abdf 
acdf 
bcdf 
abcdf 
abef 
acef 
beef 
abcef 
adef 
bdef 

effect 
-0.0355 
0.0000 
0.0000 
2.5277 
0.0000 
0.0000 

-0.0355 
0.0355 

-2. 7604 
-0.2403 
0.0355 
0.0000 
2.6441 
0.0000 
0.0000 
2.5277 

-0.0029 

effect 
0.0013 
0.0.000 
0.0000 
6.3893 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0013 
0.0013 
7.61981 
0.0577 
0.0013 
0.0000 
6.9910 
0.0000 
0.0000 
6.3893 
0.0000 

· abdef 
Designed to solve a family oftime and space problems, RCS is an easy to used tool for · cdef 

0.0000 0.0000 
00000 0.0000 

attacking difficult problems and teaching the basics of event based simulation. acdef -2.5277 6.3893 
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abcdef 0.0000 0.0000 
sum 33 .8415 

0'2::: 33.841½0 = 1.6921 

u = ✓1.6921 == 1.30 l 

Table 2 - Standard Error 
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Abstract 

In this paper a subband-based approach is 
employed for enhancement of a periodic signal in . broadband 
noise. In particular. results ·are presented in application of 
evoke potential EEG signals for tracking cenain harmonics of 
interest. The proposed structure provides superior 
performance compared to the conventionally used fullband 
algorithm known as Fourier Linear Combiner (FLC). 

I. Introduction 

Enhancement of periodic or almost periodic signals 
in noise is of great interest in many applications. Given the 
apriori knowledge of the fundamental frequency or its 
estimation thereafter, one can construct adaptive signal 
processing techniques to accomplish the enhancement [l], [3] 
and [5]. In recent years, a technique better known as Fourier 
Linear Combiner (FLC). developed by Widrow [l] and further 
investigated by Vaz et. al. [5] bas received considerable 
attention in removal/enhancement of periodic noise/signals. 

In the FLC structure presented, the reference signal 
to the adaptive filter consists of a parallel bank of sin(.) and 
cos(.) components at ·the selected harmonics each being 
multiplied by an adaptive weight. Thus, given N selected 
harmonics, the length of the adaptive filter will be 2N. 
Moreover. the adaptive filter in the steady-state acts as 
bandpass filter at each selected harmonic; However, owing to 
the very close resemblance of this structure to a sliding OFT 
[4], _the adaptive scheme is considerably more immune to a 
colored interference whose frequency components are closed 
to the selected harmonics. 

Glover [3] also proposed a structure in which a 
reference signal consisting of sum of sinewaves of equal 
amplitude (corresponding to desired harmonics to be 
canceled), is applied to an adaptive filter whose desired signal 
is the acoustic echo plus engine noise. By employing a purely 
detenninistic approach. Glover [3] bas shown that the 
adaptive filter in the steady-state will to a bandpass filter 
having the correct amplitude and phase at the selected 
hannonic frequencies. The bandwidth at each harmonic is 
directly proportional to the product of the length of the 
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adaptive filter and step size parameter when using LMS 
algorithm. This scheme, however, suffers from two major 
drawbacks: (i) the length of the adaptive filter should be large 
enough to ensure the required frequency resolution; this leads 
to more excess mean square error as well as to the emergence 
of zero eigenvalues; and (ii) in the presence of interference 
noise whose frequency components are closed to the selected 
harmonics, the adaptive filter's convergence to the optimum 
bandpass nature will be severely undermined. 

In this paper, a subband extension of the FLC 
algorithm is proposed. In contrast with the fullband FLC, the 
subband structure makes explicit exploitation of narrowband 
spectral components of interest. The subband structure in 
tum offers further suppression of the broadband component · 
within the signal spectrum. Moreover, owing to the presence 
of a central error in the fullband FLC, failure to specify_ the 

· correct number of harmonics would lead to interference noise 
produced by excluded harmonic components. In the subband 
structure, in contrast, we have individual errors associated 
with tap updation of each individual adaptive filer. In short, 
a serial adaptive structure in the fullband FLC is reduced to a 
parallel bank of single pole adaptive filters in the subband 
FLC. 

In this paper, results are presented for an evoke 
potential EEG signal. Comparisons between the fullband 
and subband based FLC structure are also provided. 

II. Adaptive Tracking of Periodic Signals 

The fullband FLC structure for adaptive tracking rJ. 

periodic signal is shown in Fig. l . This adaptive strucnue 
updated by least mean square (LMS) algorithm provides a 

convenient means of cleaning each harmonic component and 
as a result, enhancing the overall periodic signal. The signal 
x(n) consists in periodic (namowband) as well as broadband 
components. The output signal y(n) adaptively synthesized 
by the FLC structure is the broadband suppressed version of 
x(n). That is the error signal contains only the 
component. From a system point of view, the adaptive fL( 
structure from the input x(n) to the output e(n) is a comb 
filter with notches at the selected harmonics desi!?13ted b!' 



sine and cosine rails in Fig. l. The LMS algorithm for 
updation of each tap weight for the k-th harmonic is given as 

W k(o+l)= Wk (o)+ µ e(n) cos( 21tfk n) (la) 

where µ is the adaptive step size controlling the convergence 

speed of the algorithm, fk is the normalized k-th harmonic 

frequency with f0 being the fundamental frequency. 

Moreover, it can be shown the 3-dB bandwidth of each notch 

at a selected harmonic is µ rad/sec [l), [5) . Indeed, it can 
be shown [5) that each notch is a second order filter. Thus, 
the tighter the filter, the stronger the noise rejection at the 
expense of longer convergence time. 

Ill The Subbad Approach 

The structure for the subband FLC is shown in Fig. 
2. The input signal is first split into subbands each 
containing a specific harmonic of the periodic signal 
component of x(n). This approach is built around the multi
rate signal processing concept. Multi-rate techniques (2) 
offer the possibility of system identification in individual 
frequency bands by splitting the desired and reference signals 
into subbands via a set of filters known as analysis filters. 
Adaptive filters are relegated the task of tracking the spectral 
characteristics in each subband, thus, leading to a smaller 
eigenvalue spread and hence faster convergene:e speed when 
using LMS algorithm. Furthermore, since subband signals 
posses a comparatively small bandwidth, they can be down
sampled (DS) so that the adaptive processing can be done at a 
much lower rate. The subband output signals are then up
sampled (US) and passed through a set of filters know as 
synthesis filters in order to produce the broadband enhanced 
signal x'(n). 

We consider a subband structure with K non

overlapping subband analysis filters, H~ (z) (i=O, .. . , K-1). 

These subbands are constructed using polyphase OFT filter 
bank approach. Each analysis filter is a complex modulated 
version of a lowpass prototype filter. The DFT filter bank 
approach consists in analysis polyphase components 
p0 (n), ... , pK_, {n) which are constructed from the low-

pass prototype filter, h(n}as P;(n) = h{nK - i) (i=O, ... , 

K-1), Likewise. the subband adaptive filter outputs are then 
processed via IDFT followed by a bank of polyphase synthesis 
tilters. The polyphase synthesis filters are given as 

g, (n) = h(11K + i) (i=O, ... K-1). 

The k-th subannd single tap adaptive filer is 
Updated using LMS algorithm as 
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W k(o+l)= Wk (n)+ µ X1r. (n) (2) 

where Xk (n) is the k-the subband signal consisting of the 
k-th harmonic component and noise. Owing to the subband 
nature of the proposed structure. the broadband noise 
component is filtered by the analysis section and reduced to a 
narrowband noise at each subband with substantially reduced 
average power. Therefore, each subband signal enjoys a 
higher signal-noise-ratio. Assuming a stationary periodic 
signal, the problem is reduced to estimating a constant in 
noise. Indeed, Eq. (2) demonstrates a single pole low-pass 

filter with a 3-dB frequency of µ. Owing to a smaller noise 
power at each subband, the step size parameter can be made 
significantly larger in comparison to the fullband FLC case, 
implying a faster convergence speed. Moreover. as opposed 
to fullband FLC, if one does not desire the enhancement of 
cenain harmonics, the exclusion of these harmonics does not 
cause interference noise for the selected harmonics. 

IV. Simulation Results 
An evoke potential EEG signal coD.SIStJ.ng of a 

fundamental frequency of 25 Hz is considered. For the 
subband FLC a prototype filter . with pass band frequency of 
5 Hz and stopband frequency of 25 HZ is employed. The 
tracking results for the fundamental and the second harmonic 
using fullband and subband approach are shown in Fig. 3 and 
Fig. ~ As expected, it is seen that the subband scheme yields 
better tracking characteristics with substantially reduced noise 
for the both harmonics. It should be pointed 0ut that the 
step size parameter used in the fullband case is 
µ = 1 x 10-1 in comparison with µ = 1 x 10-3 used in 

the subband approach. Thus, concomitant in the 
subband scheme is a faster convergence speed and more 
broadband signal (noise) suppression, leading to faster 
tracking and superior enhancement of the desired 

harmonic components. 

V. Conclusion 
In this paper, a subband structure for enhancement 

of evoke potential EEG signals is proposed. The subband 
scheme provides faster convergence speed and superior 
enhancement in comparison to the fullband FLC. As opposed 
to the fullband case, the subband scheme does not suffer from 
interference noise engendered as a result of excluded 
harmonics. 
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ABSTRACT 

The traditional way to determine a recycling policy is based on the economic effectiveness of recycling: if 
the retmn on recycling and reconditioning is larger than manufacturer ' s acceptable return, a recycling policy may be 
adopted. The impact to environment is omitted. In environmentally conscious design & manufacturing, the 
environmental impact is considered at the design stage. To determine the recycling policy, we deal with a societal 
loss which consists of a loss to the customer. a loss to the producer and a loss to the environment. That is ·an 
innovative way to consider the economic effectiveness from a societal viewpoint. Based on this concept. the decision 
on recycling policy can be made at the product design and development stage. The ultimate gQal is to minimize the 
societal loss. The so-called "design for disassembly" is only an extension of the concept in reducing the loss to the 
manufacturer - or making disassembly easier through design. · 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With increasing· concerns in environmental protection over recent years, the design engineering and 
manufacturing industry have been challenged nationally and internationally in the aspects of reAucing material waste 
as well as extracting the maximal value from materials. Indeed, every country in the World must accept certain 
responsibilities for the global environment [1-3]. Thus, it is not surprising that leading manufacturers have realized 
the importance of reducing the potential environmental impacts of their products and enthusiastically participated in 
various environmental programs [4.5]. For instance, as an international agreement, nations must eliminate the 
industrial use of Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), and phase out the production of CFCs [6,7]. Other examples include 
the fact that some European co1D1tries have proposed the legislations that require manufacmrers to take their products 
back after the products are retired. 

In industries especially small business, however, design and manufacturing have been left behind in the 
respect of considering environmental impacts in product.and process development activities. This has remained so 
because it is the consumers or the society, rather than manufacturers, that have to deal with the disposal cost such 
that the manufacturers are not concemed about the environment effects. Their goal is usually set as that of designing 
products or processes to obtain high-quality performance and low production cost so that the product can be 
competitive in the market. No doubt these concepts and ideas made significant contn"butions to the creation of wealth 
in the past, but on the other hand, industries also generate billions of tons of hazardous or non-hazardous industrial 
waste each year. This waste has adversely affected the environment. The direct cost of handling hazardous waste in 
the United States alone is six billion dollars per year LS]. Thus. using recyclable materials, extracting maximal value 
from materials, is accordingly, one of the most challenging problems confronting manufacturing and engineering, at 
the time of moving into the 21st century [9]. 

In many respects, totally waste-free approaches are impossible. Nevertheless, effective actions can be taken 
to minimize the impacts and haz.:uds. As a result, the concept of 3 Rs has been developed to deal with these wastes: 
Reduction, Reuse and Recycle [10-12]. Reduction refers to the reduction of waste. Reuse is refemd to using used 
products, such as refillable bottles, used cars, used Cameras, TVs, VCRs. etc. While, Recycling includes recycling 
products (remanufacturing or reconditioning), recycling materials or pans such as melting aluminum cans. Driven by 
the concept of 3 Rs. we have developed the model for recycling products and/or materials thereby minimizing the 
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societal loss. Thus, less waste will be associated with product retirement This article is organized as follows. At 
first. the concept of environmentally-conscious product design will.be discussed in next section. In addition, the 
concept' of societal loss will also be introduced. The design criterion is based on the goal of minimizing this societal 
loss. Following that discussion, the models of product value will be addressed and presented, which reflect the marlcet 
value of the product Finally, the economic models for recycling will be developed, aimed at minimizing the total 
societal loss. 

2. ENVIRONMENTALLY-CONSCIOUS PRODUCT DESIGN 

The concept of environmentally-conscious product design originates from the challenges for environmental 
protection. Its goal is to minimize the total societal loss associated with a product when the product is shipped (see 
also Fig. 1). The procedure includes the integration of environmental concepts for material selection menus in 
preliminary design or system design, for material reduction models in detailed design or parameter/tolerance design 
(13]. In this paper, however, we will focus on the models for product and material recycling pol.icy. 

Basically, the total loss to society (fL) can be modeled as three parts: Loss to Customer (LC). a loss 
occurring to the customer; Loos to Producer (LP). a loss occurring to the producer; Loss to Environment (LE), a loss 
occuning to the environment According to quality engineering, in many cases, LC and LP may be combined as one 
term: quality loss or loss to product value (L V) which has a minimal value at the break-even point of LC and LP. 
The LE model relates the dollar amount to the environmental impact associated with reuse, recycle or disposal of the 
product These models can be used to evaluate the societal loss that is mathematically described by 

TL=LC+LP+LE 

In the case that LE and LP can be combined as a L V, the total societal loss is given by 

TL=LV+LE 

(1) 

(2) 

The environmental concepts and models can be integrated into the traditional paradigmatic design approach 
for material selection at the preliminary design or system design stage, for material reduction at the parameter design 
and tolerance design stages. A schematic description of the general idea of the integration is briefly outlined in Figure 
1. Weight, cost, stiffness, hardness, strength and other mechanical properties should be considered when selecting 
materials. These can be incorporated through a material selection menu based on a computer data base. The 
environmental impact of a product is assessed by the industrial waste and the method of handling retired products, 
such as disposal, recycle. reuse, remanufacturing or re~nditioning. 

The goal of material reduction can be obtained by including material usage in the design model. The term 
maten'al usage employed here may imply dimension, machining allowance, weight or other material characteristics 

· (depending on the narureofthe project). Traditionally, the designers intentionally set the material usage at the most 
economic value in order to' achieve the best effectiveness. Environmental impact is ignored. For instance, if a cast 
product needs further machining finish, a machining allowance should be designed for the pattern. This allowance is 
about 3 to 8 mm for boring process [14,15]. Apparently. larger allowance will lead to more industrial waste, while 
small allowance may not achieve the high-quality requirement In design specification, a nominal value of material 
usage is usually used where.the most economic effect or the maximum product value can be achieved. In designing 
plastic panels or.plastic bottles, for example, thicker panels or bottles can build in higher strength but need more 
materials and generate a grca'ter threat to the environment. Traditional design considers only economic effectiveness 
and quality performance. The environmental impact is not considered. 

3. PRODUCT VALUE OVER TIME 

As a function of time t, .the product value is given by V(t). Let V 0=V(O) be the original value or the book 
value of a new product, SV =V (n) be a salvage value at time n. The product value can be described by the book value 
at th~ ~pecific time if a deple~on model is used, such as Straight-line (SL), Declining Balance (DB), Double 
Declining Balance (DDB), Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System (?-,1ACRS) or Switching Models (16,17]. 
However, these models are designed for depreciation purposes. They may not reflect the actual market value of the 
product. In this paper, a model of product value over time will be developed. 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of environmentally-conscious product design. 
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In developing the model, itis assumed that the decreasing rate of product value at time t is proportional to 
the product value at that time. This assumption is reasonable because the market value of a· new product decreases 
faster than that for a used one. For instance, the market value of a new car may decrease by $3000 for the fir.it year. 
Ho~ever, five years later, the value of the same car may decrease only S1000 per year. Similar facts cao be observed 
for common commercial products, such as TV sets, VCRs, appliances, or even daily merchandise. Based on this 
assumption, the derivative of V(t) with respect tot, or the decreasing rate of value, can be modeled by 

dV(t) .. - aV(t) 
dt 

where "a" is a positive constant value. As a result, we have the integral 

V(tl l t 

f -<N - - f ad"t 
V V 0 

0 

(3) 

(4) 

It will lead to an exponential function given below (see also Fig. 2), which may be used to describe the dynamic 
product value. 

V(t) = V 0e-at for l ::!: 0 (5) 

The two points (0, V 0) and (n, SV) can determine the model parameters. The model parameters can also be 
determined by linear regression after a logarithm is taken on Eq. (5). 

Product Value V(t) 

Vo 

sv 

0 D time 

Figure 2. Product Value versus Time (an exponential model). 

4. ECONOMIC MODELS OF REUSE OR RECYCLE 

Assume that the cost for reuse, recycle, recondition or remanufacture is denoted by CR; the product value 
generated by remanufacture or recondition through recycle is VR. From the traditional manufacturer's viewpoint, 
recycling may be adopted for a product if the net profit V R-CR cao bring a return larger than the minimal acceptable 
rerum, The environmentaJ loss is not considered. In environmentally-<:onscious design, a recycling policy model, as 
given in Figure 3, is used for the decision making. The basic criterion is based on the minimization of-societal loss. 
If the societal loss for reuse or recycle, denoted by TLR, is smaller than the societal loss for disposal, denoted by 
TL0 , reuse or recycle policy will be adopted. 
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Figure 3. Recycling Policy . Model (MARR is the Minimum Acceptable Rate of Return). 

For disposal model, since LV is the product valu~ we will lose, TL0 will be given by: 

TLo =LV +LE 

=V0e-al+LE (6) 

For reuse/recycle model, assume that the product value can be fully recovered or realized through recycle. Thus, L V 
will be equivalent to the cost for recycle and LE= 0 such that TLR is given by 

(7) 

If CR < V 0e-at+LE. reuse or recycle policy should be adopted If CR is very high, reuse/recycle policy may not be 
used For instance, the cost of reusing the beer bottles imported from Europe may be high. It may not be worth to 
ttansport the bottles back to Europe for reuse or recycle. 

Example: A new car sells for $20,000. The decreasing rate "a" is 0.40 year-1 and LE is estimated to be 
$200 as the direct and indirect disposal cost. It will take about $500 to disassemble the car and recycle necessary parts 
as well as materials. Thus, CR is $500. As a result, at the time of retirement after 1O-ycar usage (t=lO years), the car 
has a TLo = $2O,()()()e-0.4-0•IO+ $200 = $566 while TLR = $500 so that the recycle policy should be used. It is also 
noticed that if TL0 does not include a LE (loss to environment). the manufacturer is not willing to recycle this 
product. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The innovative way to determine reuse/recycle policy proposed in this paper is based on an objective of 
minimizing a societal loss. This societal loss consists of three parts: a loss to customer, a loss to producer and a 
loss to environment. Traditional reuse/recycle decision is made according to whether or not the return is larger than 
the minimum acceptable return. The reuse/ recycle models developed in this paper considers an environmental 
impact. By using these models in des,ign and manufacturing, we can minimize the total societal loss. This will 
benefit not only customers/producers but also the entire society including the environment everybody lives in. To 
demonstrate the methodology. a simplistic example is given for illustrative discussion. 
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ABSTRACT 

A lot of vendors provide decision-support tools. What we have aied was to design and develop a Decision Support 

System (DSS) specific to the activities of Electric Power Company of Macedonia (EPCM), chat will access, integrate 

and represent data important to the management team and other users. 

DSS is based on a complex information system that covers all EPCM units and departments. It consists of several 

subsystems (some of them specific for power-generation unics): unification and coding of assets and. docwnencation. 

production and standstill analysis, maintenance, production of spare parts, warehousing, finance. planning and 

analysis. 

Local databases are used for operational processing. They're created and distributed in every EPCM unit using 

horizontal fragmentation technique. A central database is created with integration of a local operational data and 

other corporate sources. It plays a role of a data server in a DSS client/server environment. 

The server system was implemented under Open VMS (using V AX/Rdb relational database system). PC compatible 

machines under MS Windows were used as ctiencs. 

DSS application generates sophisticated DSS analysis and reportS and makes infonnation more available and useful 

at all levels in the organization. 

The paper will explain in details the process of developing the DSS in EPCM, utilizing dismbuted and client/server 

techno logics. 
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. DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM IN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY OF MACEDONIA 

INTRODUCTION 

Electric Power Company of Macedonia is a public company for electric power generation, transmission and 

distribution. As one of r:he largest companies in the country, it plays a significant role in Macedonian development 

and economy. The Company is organized in 6 departments: Generation & Dispatching Center, Transmission & 

Distribution Operations, Development & Investments. Economy & Finance, Commerce, Legal & Regulatory, and 

controls 38 unitS: 4 coal-fired stations (with mines), one oil-~ station, 4 hydroelectric stations, Transmission and 

28 Distribution Centers, with over 8000 employees. 

With 20 employees, IT Services (ITS), as a part of Economy & Finance department, provides support to over 600 

users. ITS are organized in two groups: Software Development and Hardware Installation and Maintenance. 

Software Development Group is responsible for development of new applications, implementation of new 

technologies and maintenance of legacy systems, such as: system for maintenance ofEPCM facilities, that consists of 

several subsysrems: · unification and coding of assets and documentation., production and standstill analysis, 

maintenance, production of spare partS, ecology; accounting and finance: general ledger, accounts payable, accouors 

receivable; billing system; warehousing; payroll and employee recordkeeping; fixed assets. 

They were all developed under VAX/VMS operating system, with COBOL and V AX/Rdb relational database and 

RMS files. Data was distributed using horizontal fragmentation technique according to unique unit's code that served 

as a key identifier. Databases were then distributed on 38 locations, on MicroVAX 3100 or DEC Alpha machines. 

All systems, with DECnet, were connected via leased lines in the EPCM computer network. 

The number of desktop machines in our Company, increases every day. PC users involved in process of decision 

making, needed access to the corporate data stored on mainframe systems. They all expected to get quality 

information on their PC's with Windows GUI, to improve effectiveness of their work and power of their decisions. 

Following their needs and new trends in computer technology, we have decided to implement Client/Server 

architecture, and establish an environment where old mainframe systems and desktop computers will funcrioo 

together. 

DSS DEVELOPMENT 

w_e have decided to start ~ith a project in r:he area of planning and analysis of power generation (production) and 

distribution of electricity. 

Development team was formed of one IS designer, two system analyStS, one programmer -all of chem already 

involved in development and maintenance of mainframe systems and familiar with V AX/Rdb relational database 

system. 

As consultants. we have invited people from accounting and planning and analysis services. experienced users of 

financial system and Microsoft Office applications. 
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The most important was to understand and decide what data is relevant in the process of making decisions in this 

area, find the sources and methods for extracting and making data available to DSS users. 

W.H.lnrnon (4), defines DSS development cycle as a heuristic process. We don't know all user's requirementS at the 

beginning. The first Step is to collect and integrate data from legacy systems. Users have to know what data is 

available to them and analyze it to see if it fulfills certain requirements. This is an iterative process until we arc 
certain that collected data could answer user's questions and requesrs. 

We have started with definition of a data model: main subject areas were identified with their characteristics 

(attributes, keys, etc.). The team had to review alt reports, new user's requests and possible reports and analyses. It 

was obvious that most of data comes from financial and sysrem for maintenance ofEPCM facilities. 

Because all legacy systems were already connected to the DECnet computer network, the easiest solution was to 

integrate data from local disaibuted systems int~ relational database (V AX/Rdb) and place it on DEC Alpha 

machine on the central site of the network (Fig. I). This was a process of implementing a Hybrid Disaibuted 

Centralized Sysrem Structure for transaction processing [I]. 

According to this model, local systems are only responsible for operational processing. Central database could be 

accessed from all local mainframe systems, and with a slight modifications of the existing financial application, users 

from distant sites could get global view of the corporate data from their character-based terminals. 

• DS& 
processing 

Cliem/Server 

- -□ g ~· -, ---::: --c:a. 
/ Hybrid System 

,;c=a\ 1· Structure 
--------------~'---~·-----~--------

Operational 
processing 
{write, modify , 
read,erase) 

Local 
Database I 

--, I : 

----~ 
·-·-- ·- ' - .. 

1: ;,-

Central Database : 

(Data Server) ! 

Local 
Database 2 

i: 

Figure I. Operational and DSS processing 
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Data is replicated from local databases and written in the .central database, with VAX Data Dismbutor, a Digical's 

product for automated cransfer of data between Digital systelDS"via DECnet This tool is a V AX/Rdb option, and it 

was very easy for experienced Rdb users to understand the commands to define and perform simple transfer 

procedures. 

Transfers are under control of a database administrator. They are performed independendy, according to previously 

defined schedule. in periods of minimal network traffic and communication costs. In case of interrupt (because of 

unreliable network lines), transfers are repeated automatically after few minutes or hours. 

In order to enable DSS processing and access from desktop computers located on the central site (connected with 

Ethernet), the next step was to implement two-tier Client/Server architecture. It has three componentS: Presentation, 

Processing and Data. Presentation is Windows GUI oriented and under control of the client computer. Processing of 

data is performed on a client and on a server. Data is rcaieved from the central database, now in a role of data server. 

Considering the existing technology (Open VMS, V AX/Rdb), the Client/Server system is realized with the 

implementation of SQUServic~, a client/server component of V AX/Rdb that allows client applications running on 

various cypes of remote computers to access databases supported by DEC SQL on an OpenVMS server system. 
Client access can be achieved using the SQUServiccs client API or DEC ODBC driver for MS Windows software. 

Microsoft Windows 

Microsoft 
ODBC - Driver Manager 

Application: Function SQL'Sc:rviccs +---~ 
_O_D_B_C....z;...D_n __ v_e_r E Calls i>' __ C_li_cn_t__ . 

Open VMS_ 

Dynamic SQL - -----------;'>' SQUServiccs - --Server 
X A 

PC Network 
Transpons: 

DECnet 
TCP/IP 
!PX/SPX 

------

Open VMS 
Transpons: 

DECnet 
TCP/IP 
CPX/SPX 

RMS Files 
- - - -=M DEC DB lntegrawr ------➔~ :., 

Gateway for RMS 

ORACLE database 
DEC DB' Integrator _______ ..,. Gatewav ------➔~ 

forORACLE 
----

. -.lL.. -- - · -- DB2 database 
~ 

DEC Rdb database 
- ·-> DEC DB Integrator~ .. __ . _ ---->~~ 

Gateway for D82 

Figure 2. ODBC and SQUSl!rvices components 
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As shown in the Fig2, The OOBC application perfonns processing and calls ODBC functions to submit SQL · 

statements and reaieve results. The Driver manager loads drivers -dynamic link libraries that use SQUServer client 

and server software to submit requests to and receive responses from the data source. Communication between 

SQL/Services client and SQUServices server is established by DECnet communication protocol. 

The server component of SQUServices consists of communication server and execution server. When a message 

from the client system arrives, the communication server accepcs it Then the execution server process reads . the 

incoming message request, calls dynamic SQL, and passes to the dynamic interface an interpreted fonn of the 

message request for execution against a supported database. After receiving execution results from dynamic SQL, 

che execution server convercs che results to a response request and sends it to the communication server for dispatch 

to the waiting client applicarion. This cycle of activities is repeated for every message request received from the 

client system by the communication server. 

After data server being established and access methods defined, next phase of the project was a process of analyzing 

gathered data. 

Users pointed out several subjectS of interest: production perfonnance, capacity plan and scheduling, coal reserves 

and exploitation. production costS estimate and analysis, stocks analysis and optimization, purchll$e, quality of 

decoic energy, profit/loss, etc. 

They needed flexible system that could give them opportunity for analytical view of data from different perspectives 

(unit by unit, by profit centers, by months, etc.). 

Mose of the users were already familiar with spreadsheet products, and we thought that it would be very convenient 

ro implement some of the DSS functions directly in one of the spreadsheet tools. 

We bave developed SQL procedures, and routines in MS Visual Basic and implemented chem in MS Excel. These 

routines access daia on the data server and bring results back co che client. AJthough this was a simple solution. it 

proved itself to be an efficient one. 

The results from die routines and procedures, can further be manipulated with the MS Excel functions (tables, 

graphs, scenarios) and other MS Office applications. 

Higher performance of the system was achieved with preaggregation and precaJculation of particular data. This way, 

some results have already been calculated and ready to be accessed from clients. 

This was one of the easiest solutions at the moment, because we alrl:ady have established the computer network and 

we did not have to purchase any special software tools to develop the DSS. We also had a necessary hardware (DEC 

Alpha) with enough space to put the large DSS database. 

The sysrem was first tested by people from Planning and Analysis Services. They have Died most of OSS functions 

in order to prepare some relevant reports. analyses and figures to make strategic plans for our management team. 

DSS was very well accepted by them. because if earlier. several days were necessary to collect aJI unit's reports and 

enter data manually co prepare a specific corporate report. now. by a "press of a button". data was gathered and 

report was generated aucomarically. This not only saves time and human resources. but also improves the qualiry of 

users work leaving them time and place for more :;ophisricaced work and research. Moreover users become very 
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confident and self-reliant in using new technology. With o~ help, they could easily adjust the model co serve other 

specific needs and rcqucstS. 

The system was accepted by the management team too. We have their suppon to continue with our work, in 
integrating more functions in our system and finding new solutions to improve quality of business processes in 
common. 

CONCLUSION 

According to K.C.Laudon [6], DSS belongs to the group of Management-Level Systems, that is above Knowledge 

Systems and Operational Systems, in the hierarchy of lnfonnation Systems. The system gives answers co people 

responsible for making strategic and tactical decisions. 

The quality of decisions depends on quality and accuracy of corporate information. We have built a system for 

integrating operational data. We have implemented client/server technology allowing PC users access to the 

mainframe database, and we have developed procedures for some decision suppon functions. 

Foundations of the Decision Support System were established, but the research group has not stopped looking for 

new solutions. We have ~ngly taken into consideration some of the Oracle's products that might leads us to 

implement the intemet/intranet technology coo. 
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ABSTRACT 

A Decision Support System for the Selection of BPR Projects 
with High Impact on Strategic Objectives 

Thomas J. Crowe, Krishnakaot R. Ratbi, and Joseph D. Rolfes 
Department of Industrial Engineering 

University of Missouri - Columbia 
Columbia, Missouri 65211 

Business process reengineering (BPR) has become a popular. yet controversial method for 
business improvement. Popular because successful BPRprojects have boasted 200% to J00O"A, 
improvements in key business processes; controversial because studies have shown that two-thirds of BPR 
attempts/ail. The research reported in this paper develops a BPR decision support system designed to 
reduce the risks while maintaining the rewards. 

One of the main reasons why many BP R projects are unsuccessful is that companies do not 
choose business processes to be reengineered that maximize the positive impact on their overall strategic 
objectives. An extensive search has shown that no BPR method specifically addresses the issue of selecting 
business processes for reengineering based on the processes • impact on the firm 's strategic objectives. 

Focusing on strategic business units (SBUs) within the electronics and electrical components · 
industry (SIC Major Group 36), the research reported in this paper develops (I) a generic set ofSBU 
strategic objectives. (2) a generic set of SBU business processes. and {3) a decision model that assesses the 
performance and improvement potential of each business process with respect to the SBU's collective 
strategic objectives. The decision model, which contains both deterministic and stochastic elements, is 
based upon the concepts of decision tree analysis and influence diagramming. The set of strategic 
objectives and the set of business processes have been validated through field study evaluations at U.S. SIC 
36 companies. The decision model is cu"ently being applied at ftve Missouri and Pennsylvania SIC 36 
firms. Preliminary results from these frve firms look very promising. 

INTRODUCTION 

Business process reengineering (BPR) is a recent phenomenon in which, through radical process 
redesign, some companies have boasted orders of magnitude improvements in vital measures of business 
performance. With BPR's potential for tremen~ous improvement comes the high degree of risk that a 
project will fail; recent surveys have shown that up to 70% of firms who try BPR are unsuccessful [7], [8]. 
One reason for this high failure rate is that there are no formal methods for identifying and assessing 
reengineering opportunities. 

The goal of this research is to develop a decision aid that will help businesses identify BPR 
oppommities that will have the largest impact on their strategic objectives, thus increasing the chances for 
a successful projecL 

With the large number of businesses undertaking BPR projects, it is disturbing that so little 
research has been conducted in this area. Business process reengineering is radical and disruptive in 
nature, and if a project fails, the potential for disaster is enormous. Research into BPR is necessary to 
establish proven methods and techniques that firms can use to help ensure success. The research described 
in. this paper establishes methods for choosing business processes, one of the first steps in any 
reengineering en~eavor. A decision support system is developed in which business processes are evaluated 
based on current perfonnance and overall importance with respect to strategic objectives, and the process 
with the most potential for improvement is highlighted. 

BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

Busi11ess Process 
A business process is a set of logically grouped activities that takes one or more types of inputs 

and creates an output that is of some value to the customer [5]. Although it is widely accepted that 
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business processes exist, and that companies can become more successful by streamlining them, most firms 
do not operate under their framework. Traditional businesses are comprised of functional departments that 
focus on singular activities rather than an entire business process. This is a very inefficient way of running 
a company because decisions made during one activity can greatly effect the perfonnance of subsequent· 
activities, and with isolated departments, this is not always taken into consideration. 

The literature supports the idea that most business processes were never designed, rather they 
merely evolve over the life of a company and usually consist of quick fixes and special cases that are 
passed on from one generation of workers to the next [ 4 ], [ 13). For this reason, simply automating an 
existing process will have a less than significant impact on a firm's perfonnance. 

Business Process Reengineering 
Michael Hammer and James Champy are the two most famous pioneers in the area of business 

process reengineering, and their 1993 best selling book "Reengineering the Corporation: A Manifesto for 
Business Revolution," provides the definition ofBPR used in this research: 

Reengineering is the fundamental rethinking and radical redesign of business processes to 
achieve dramatic improvement in critical, contemporary measures of performance, such as cost. 
quality, service and speed (5). 

BPR differs from traditional process improvement programs, such as TQM, because it is discontinuous in 
nature. Reengineering encourages a complete redesign of business processes to align with a company's 
strategic objectives rather that attempting to make small, incremental changes to existing processes, many 
of which were never designed to begin with. Reengineering projects are also expected to yield large scale 
improvements compared with considerable smaller expectations (10% - 20%) for continuous improvement 
programs. 

Although the origin ofBPR is in information technology (11), reengineering has been extended to 
every facet ofbusiness, and often does not involve computers [2] [5). BPR is about fundamentally 
changing the way firms conduct business; IT can be a key enabler in this change, but should not be the 
primary focus ofBPR projects. 

W!,y BPR is Difficult 
One of the largest reasons why BPR can be a difficult task is because most companies are 

structured by functional departments, where each department performs seemingly isolated tasks. This 
paradigm has been so ingrained in corporations over the years that it is often difficult to conceptualize how 
these isolated activities are related. For this reason, many companies don't know where to begin and often 
fail to consider an entire process when choosing a reengineering project. The research described in this 
paper not only provides·a complete taxonomy of business processes, but also provides a decision support 

. system for choosing business processes that have large impacts on a comp!l;Ily's strategic objectives. 

FRAMEWORK DEVELOPMENT 

Targeted Industry 
The initial focus of this research is on firms at the strategic business unit (SBU) level in the 

Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Major Group 36 - Electronic and Other Electrical Equipment and 
Components, Except·Computer Equipment (12). While the research has only focused on this industry, we 
feel that the underlying framework will prove to be applicable and become a valuable tool to a wide variety 
of discrete components manufacturers. 

Taxonomy of Generic Business Processes 
One of the first, and most difficult, steps in any BPR project is to -define the business process chat 

is in most need of reengineering. The choice of a business process that is inappropriate or of relatively 
little importance (with respect to overall business strategies), will surely reap results that are less than 
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anticipated. Many companies also focus their BPR efforts on individual activities, departments, or 
functions rather than considering a business process in its entirety. 

The idea that companies within the same industry perform the same business processes is rooted 
in Michael Porter's premise that the value chains of firms in the same industry look the same [IO]. 
Realizing that most firms tailor the activities of their business processes to meet certain objectives, the 
focus of this search for a taxonomy centered on what companies do without delving into how they do it 
For instance, when studying the process "raw material to shipped product," the emphasis was on proving 
that, at the SBU level, firms within the SIC 36 industry acquire raw material, transform them into 
marketable products and ship these products to customers, not how these individual functions were 
performed. . 

One important aspect about this taxonomy is the fact that certain activities were specifically 
omitted. Activities such as maintaining information systems, human resources and facility maintenance are 
considered infrastructure activities, which are indirectly involved in every business process. Porter referred 
to these as secondary activities.because he claims that they are not value adding activities, and therefore 
should not be included in the primary vaJue chain. 

The taxonomy of business processes was developed through survey and field studies at five 
different SIC 36 manufacturers (three in Missouri and. two in Pennsylvania). We started by obtaining an 
organization chart from each firm in order to determine typical deparonents and how they were related. 
Next, a compilation of activities and responsibilities within each deparnnent was assembled and 
subsequently modeled using IDEF-0. By modeling a typical business system, we were able to ignore 
departmentaJ boundaries and observe the interaction of activities needed to produce desirable outputs. A 
logical grouping of related activities, into w.hat we termed "function chains," became to predecessor to the 
validated taxonomy. The complete list of business processes can be viewed in table I. 

Table 1. Formal definition of business processes 

1. Knowledge of Market to Orders - the process of ta.king preliminary knowledge of a product market, 
analyzing it to fmd the target audience, increasing the awareness of this audience through product 
promotion, for the purpose of winning orders. 

2. Customer Order to Processed order - the process in which a customer order is received and all of 
the necessary paper work, etc. is processed so the order can be filled. 

3. Concept to Successful Design/Redesign - the conversion of a product id.ea (or product improvement 
idea) into a complete set of verified product plans. 

4. Unpriced Product to Final Price - to compile all of the direct and indirect factors used that add cost 
to a product to detennine how much the product sh9uld sell for. 

5. Need for Resources to Payment - the process of acquiring all goods and services needed for 
production, and sending payment to the suppliers. 

6. Raw Material to Shipped Product - the conversion ofraw material into a finished product which is 
then packaged, stored and then shipped to a customer. 

7. Shipped Product to Payment Received - the process of collecting payment for all products that have 
been shipped to a custon:ier. 

8. Customer Feedback to Serviced Customer - to provide support to a customer before or after a sale. 

Set of Strategic Objectives 
The generic set of strategic objectives used in this decision support system was developed through 

previous research conducted by Crowe and Nuno; the following is a brief synopsis of their work (see [I]). 
This set of strategic objectives can be divided into two main categories: Order Winning Criteria (OWC) 
and Environmental Coping Criteria (ECC). Order Winning Criteria is defmed as the characteristics of a 
product that compel a customer to select that product over a competing product. The OWC only includes 
factors that are visible and important to the customer. The Environmental Coping Criteria include all 
attributes that allow a firm to remain competitive in the marketplace in which their product is sold. These 
attributes are characterized by a range and response; the range gauges the span of possible values while the 
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response measures the time base variability of the attribute within the range. It is a combination of the 
owe and ECC that represents a business's overall strategic objective. 

BUILDING THE MODEL 

Model Overview 
The decision support system, rooted in the concepts of influence diagramming, was developed for 

the purpose of aiding decision makers when choosing reengineering projects. The model considers a 
firm's overall skill and current performance of its business processes, as well as their relative importance 
with respect to the company' s overall strategic objectives. In order to acquire the necessary data, an in
depth survey of key decision makers at the target company is performed. The first part of the survey 
presents the taxonomy of business processes to the decision maker who is then asked to rank them 
according to their company's abilities. Part two focuses on the strategic objectives; the participant is asked 
to give a numeric weight to each objective according to its importance with respect to the firm's overall 
goals. Finally, the participant is aske~ how each business process performs with respect to each strategic 
objective. Once all of this information is gathered, then a decision analysis software package, DPL from 
ADA Decision Systems, is used to link the business processes and the strategic objectives. When the 
model is run, the business processes that needs to be reengineered the most is highlighted. 

Influence Diagramming 
Influence diagramming (ID) was developed in the 1970' s as a way to communicate with 

computers about the structure of decision problems in hopes that the solutions to decision problems could 
be partially automated (9]. What grew from this was an effective way to model problems in which 
decisions are made under uncertainty. 

Influence diagramming is a graphical representation of a decision problem. An influ.ence diagram 
depicts the probabilistic dependencies among _the various aspects of a decision analysis and specifies the 
states of information for which independencies can be assumed to exist [6]. According to the rules of ID, 
there are three components ofa decision problem: decisi_ons, uncertainties (chances), and values, each of 
which is represented by a node in an influence diagram. 

The arcs between the nodes represent conditioning relationships; if an arc flows into a node, then 
that node is conditioned by another event. Each variety of node in an influence diagram contains a 
different type of infonn~tion; decision nodes have states while chance nodes have states and probabilities 
associated with these states. All nodes have numbers associated w ith them; both decision nodes and 
chance nodes may have a value or expression tied to each state, but a value node must have only one 
expression [3]. 

One of the main reasons for the selection of influence diagramming as the modeling method for 
this project is because if gives a formal defmition to a problem that can be readily handled by computers 
.and the representation is-be easily understood by people of all degrees of technical proficiency [6]. This is 
important because of the cross-functional nature of most BPR teams. 

,~odel Formulation 
The influence diagram describing the relationship between the business processes and strategic 

objectives is quite simple. A single decision node represents the business processes; this node includes 
eight states, one for each business process. Each of the strategic objectives is represented by a chance 
node. An und.erlying assumption that was made during the creation of the model was that each SBU has 
established an overall strategic objective and the perfonnance of their business processes directly affects 
their ability to meet these objectives. It is also assumed that business processes vary in their level of 
perfonnance. Evidence of this is the fact that typical business performance measures, such as productivity, 
do not remain constant. These assumptions were critical in the selection of nodes for each portion of the 
model. The decision node represents what the firm should reengineer-and consist of eight states, one for 
each business process. This decision node conditions the sixteen chance nodes representing the different 
strategic objectives. To represent this conditioning • arcs lead from the decision node into the chance nodes 
causing the chance events to have eight different probability distributions - one for each state of the 
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decision node. This is true because every business process has a potential relationship with every strategic 
objective. 

The probability distribution chosen for this model is a triangular distribution. This distribution 
was chosen because of its ability to handle the previously mentioned assumption that business processes 
perfolTll at different levels, and because of its discontinuous nature. The perfonnance of business processes 
on good. bad and typical days provide the minimum, maximum and mode points (respectively) needed for 
the triangular distribution. 

DPL chooses the business process in most need ofreengineering by determining which processes 
detract most from strategic objectives. The perfonnance of each business process relative to each strategic 
objective is calculated; the res.~lts of these calculations are places in an objective function which also 
contains the importance weightings for the strategic objectives. The business process which maximizes 
this objective function is highlighted by DPL and is subsequently chosen for the reengineering project 
Our decision aid also ranks the remaining processes according to their need for reengineering. 

Survey to Obtain Data 
Obtaining the data to fill the model is extremely important and must be done accurately for the 

decision support system to be of benefit to the user. As previously stated. a three part survey has been 
developed to aid in the data elicitation process, and is intended to be administered to decision makers with 
a thorough understanding of all aspects of their fum 's operations. The survey was designea such that 
numerical data can be obtained directly without interpretation or. scaling by the administrator. For 
example, the weights given to each of the strategic objectives in part two of the questionnaire define a 
portion of the model's objective function for the overall strategy. 

The importance of the probability distribution necessary to describe the relationship between 
processes and objectives was the main consideration in the design of section three of the survey. It was 
decided that the most accurate way for a decision maker to convey the performance of business processes 
on a good. bad and typical day was through the use of a Likert Scale. This type of survey fool presents the 
participant with a rating scale which they use to express their opinion about a situation [14]. A typical 
question asked on our survey was "How much does the process Knowledge of Market to Orders detract 
from your company's ability to be price competitive?" The respondent places three marks on the scale 
corresponding to a good bad and typical day. 

MODEL VALIDATION 

The research described in this paper can be broken into three main sections: the taxonomy of 
strategic objectives, the list of business processes, and the decision model. The validation effort for each of 
these sections was performed at the SBU·level of organizations within the SIC l\ilajor Group 36. The first 
phase of this research was performed by Crowe an4 Nuno, and a full explanation of the validation can be 
found in [I]. To validate the taxonomy of business processes, decision makers at five different companies 
were surveyed. These participants were presented with the eight business processes and asked to comment 
on whether their company perform~d each of them. The representatives at each company agreed that our 
list was inclusive. To further validate our research, we turned to the literature and discovered a document 
published by the American Productivity and Quality Center (APQC) which provided a framework for 
process classification [11]. This publication not only contained primary business processes, but also higher 
level activities, such as vision and strategy development which is norma.lly performed at the corporate 
lev_el. A large portion of the paper was dedicated to secondary activities, such as the development and 
management of human resources, which we have omitted from our model. The framework developed by 
the APQC was discovered after our taxonomy was created and has been used to ensure that our research is 
complete. 

The validation of the final phase, the fonnulation of the decision support system, was performed 
at three of the five companies interviewed in phase two. The survey described above was used to 
determine the relationship between the business processes at each particular company. Using the data from 
the survey, the model was run for each company and the business processes were ranked according to their 
need for reengineering. Several days after an interview, decision makers were sent a follow-up page in 
which they were asked to rank their business processes according to how well each was currently 
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performing with respect to their company's overall strategic· objective. This page was then compared to the 
results of the model. [n all cases, the decision maker agreed with the model about the selection of the 
business process to be reengineered. There was also general agreement about the ranking of the remainin_g 
processes. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Two main conclusions are drawn from this research: similar business processes are performed at 
companies within the same industry and a decision support system can be used to determine which 
business, process needs to be reengineered. It was also found that the survey used to gather data for the 
model was a good decision aid, causing the decision makers to thoroughly analyze their firm's strategic 
objectives as well as their current performance of core business processes. 

The development ofa generic set of business processes will be, in its own right, an excellent tool 
for company's undergoing BPR endeavors, providing project leaders with a starting point. The decision 
support system ensures that BPR teams will take into consideration their firm's strategic objectives during 
process selection, which we feel will dramatically increase the success rate ofBPR projects. 
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ABSTRACT 

Knowledge ex:traction from dambascs is a need sban:d by decision maxc:s in diverse fields. Algorithms and tools. 
sucit as Sr:rucmred Query unguage (SQL), Query by Example (QBE), mu.ltivarwc data analysis.. and discriminant 
analysis. have had some success in marketing, medicine. business. and ocean modeling. These aigoriibms lead to 
initial answers. but tbey require incensive scarclles dw may not be approprialt for timely decision making. These 

tools need to be enhanced • so ll13I tbey can use domain Jcnowled.gc.. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Information storage capacity has increased beyond CXl)CCtarions in last de::ade. Almost simulcm.eously, the gathering 
of ~ has also grown to liil up these new ~ty levels: in fac:. it has been estimated that dJc amoUDt of 
infonnation in tbe world doubles every 20 months (Pwcsk:y-S~iro. 1991 ). Thus. the effe::rivc use of tbese data 
has become mon: and more difficulL The problem has changed from one of "bow do we collect and smre data" (lace 
iO's, early 80's) tO one of "what do all these daia mean" (lau: SO's to present): i.e. the problem now COD.SisG in 
e:macting relevant informarion out of these extensive databases for timely decision making (Han. Cai. and Cercone, 
1993). 

Knowledge e...-iraction from stored data is a need s~ by decision makers in diverse fields. Maibcmaricians and 
computer scientisG have continuously searched for new means to support this acrivicy. Their many effons have led 
to some powerful :iigorithms and tools sucil as Sa-uaured Qu.ery Llnguage (SQL) and Query by Example (QBE'J. 
two robUSt query approacaes n:aciiiy availabie in most Dataoase Managemenr System (DBMS) pacic:lges. Other 
methods such as disc:iminant analysis and mu.ltivariatc data analysis have been successfully used in medical and 
geograpilic dar.abascs. However, queries and smristical rests posses inherent iimita.r:ions when used in isolation. . 
Queries lead to initial answen. but usually tbey require iritenSive se:irci!.es. Statistical. analyses allows for verific:u:ion 
of onJy those hypotheses tested and requires tbe user to evidence the need for the le:Sting. Thus. these cools mostly 
provide usc.,.s only witb information that was already suspected by them. leaving many pieces of useful information 
hidden in !he database. and in moSt cases they lact resuits interpretation capabilities. 

Information exmiction has i:Je=n awroaciled as a process known :is KD.owledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) or 
data mining. Piatesky-Shapiro and Matheus (1992) define KDD as " ... a system cha[ comprises a collection of 
components that cogether can efficiently ide::1cify ud extraet in.teresting and useful new paru:ms form dam Stored in a 
database.~ Thus. it consists of operations supported by various te::hniques such as rule induction. neural nerworlcs. 
::onc:prual clustering. J.SSociarion discovery. c:xpen sysu:ms. and ocher similar aninc:ial. intelligence (Al) based 
tecnniques. Various KDD algorithms have be:n used suc:.::ssiuily in business ~lic::uions. In chis paper. we discuss 
vanous issues 10 :uuomatiolly ;ippiy !0)0 techniques 10 utilize :m enginc..-ring daI.lbase. Tne Shop Fioor Control 
<S-rC) dacai:iase ll l<u:nnedy Space Center (K.S.C.) is used~ an ex:implc. This database c:onwns iniomw.ion from 
.he maintenance ;md :isscmbiy shops perfonning work on the v:irious ori>it~ launched from K.S.C. 

: Thiscffon 11:s b= iUDdcd by :iNASA/ FAR Gr.mi NAGl0-0150 
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Section 2 provides an overview of KDD and !he various issues ·that an engineering dacabase challenges a KDD 
wilh. Section 3 presents a brief review of some relevant work. Section 4 gives an overview of a dacabase !hat we are 
using to study !he integration of KDD algorithms for engineering decision making and of !he framework we are 
implementing. 

2 KDD IN ENGINEERING DECISION MAKING 

The objective of KDD is to provide the user with knowledge that would otherwise remain trapped in the dacabase. 
KDD has been applied successfully in various functions of the business domain (Anand, 1995). Only a handful of 
packages have been directed to some aspect of engineering decision making. For example, Knowledge Seeker 
(Angoss Software) is a package that uses statistical tools to derive knowledge from a process control dacabase. One 
of the reasons why KDD has not been widely used in engineering decision making is that in an industrial setting a 
KDD system should also integrate domain knowledge to facilitate the discovery and interpretation of knowledge. 
Domain knowledge varies significantly from industry to industry, from engineering activity to engineering activity. 
The use of domain knowledge restricts the versatility of a KDD syStem, but it greatly improves the knowledge 
discovery process for the·domain. Bur before domain knowledge can be incorporated into the KDD, there are 
several issues that must be addressed. 

Designing and implementing a KDD system requires an answer to the question "Whal knowledge is consukred 
interesting?" The level of interest depends on the type of daca accumulated in the dacabase and the analysis and 
modeling objectives. For example, it may be desirable to extraet knowledge about who or what crew unit is (or is 
not) doing excellent work for the purposes of escablishing a reward system. In this case, interesting knowledge will 
be that one that points out cowards beneficiaries or guilty parries. On the other hand. if the objective of the analysis 
and modeling is to identify the causes for low level performance, interesting knowledge will be that one that provides 
the guilty parries as well as what are the factors conaibuting to such situation. 

Another issue-to address is "what algorithms and/or methodologies should be utilized?" The heart of any KDD is 
!he pattern derivation function or algorithm. These algorithms can fall in four categories, depending on how they 
extraet knowledge (Matheus et al., 1993): · · 

• I) Dependencv Analvsis identifies dependency among dacabase items (fields), 

2) Class Identification identifies groups of tuples in a database, 

3) Concept Description identifies a class of tuples by creating an abstract set of characteristics of inclusion or of 
exclusion; i.e. which records should be or should not be in a given class, and 

4) Deviation Det~ction identlties extreme pa~ern deviations (outliers) and permanent changes in data setS from 
one time period 10 another. · 

·For each one these derivation approaches, there are different algorithms to choose from. 

Once it is known what set of algorithms will be used in the KDD ·system. it is necessary to deal with the issue of 
knowledge representation. piscoveries made via inter field or inter record patterns can be qualitative or quantitative. 
Qualitative discoveries are logical relationships among fields, whereas quanticative discoveri~s relate som~ of me 
numerical fields on a record !prough equations. In engineering, most of lhe discovered knowledge is quantitative; 
however, we need to include domain knowledge so lhat the knowledge is represented in a format that allows for 
straightforward human interpretation. 

Depending on the area. an engineering database may suffer of 100 little data or too much data. Regardless of the 
area. engineenng data may include noise and itS reliability may be uncenain. As outlined by Matheus et al. (1993), 
data is dynamic. noisy, uncertain. sparse. and even redundanL For KDD. lhese facts present the following 
challenges: 
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:, Dvnamic Data is. lhe result of on-line, real time data acquisition. For a KDD it means that knowledge derived 
with a data set collected d.uring the time interval tlt1 may not longer be true at a later time interval. 

:, Noise and Uncenainn• reflect lhe existence of patterns within the database that are not necessarily true for 
every single record in the database. 

:, Redundant Information mat lead a KDD to declare as knew knowledge functional dependencies. For instance, 
lhc schema of the table may include a field C31led interval, while at the same time include two fields 
(starttime, endtime) from which the value of interval could be computed. If the issue of redundancy is not 
properly addressed. the KDD may "think" that these three fields are totally independent of each other, so it may 
treat the item (endtime - starttime) as a distinct piece of knowledge as that found in interval. 

:> Sparu Dara is commonly foun!i in engineering processes mat have long lead times (space applications, 
aeronautics, and so forth). A KDD may fail to deteet any pactcrn among these data samples because it may find 
it hard to detect its existence. On the other lland. large data volumes may inhibit the KDD from completing 
lhe process if it has to do exhaustive data analysis; thus, sampling methods are necessary. 

The key to develop useful KDD systems for engineering databases is to steer the search process by including user 
preferences (domain knowledge). However, a KDD developed under this approach will be limited to the domain 
under consideration, a trade-off that may lead to good payoff if the decision making is significantly improved. 
Domain knowledge enables the development of KDD procedures that clusters data in sets of interest and non
interest From a computational point of view, domain knowledge may significantly reduce the search space. For 
example, a typical SQL approach to knowledge derivation will have to search all the records in the table(s). If a 
record has 10 attributes (fields), and each of these attributes can take any of three values, then there are up to 310 

records to examine. An SQL approach may not be able to decide if a piece of knowledge (relation or dependency 
exists or not exists unless aU possible records exist in the database. Domain knowledge may reveal that there is a 
combination of either values or of operational conditions that make the existence of some records is not feasible. 
Thus, the KDD no longer has to search all the records or to wait for the existence of all the records (Zytkow and 
Baker, 1991). 

Domain knowledge may range from knowledge about the characteristics of the database under study to knowledge 
about the various data cnay processes used to populate the database. It is imponant to realize that typical 
engineering databases are designed for daily control and supervision of operations. If the data entry process involves 
a human. the issue of data reliability must be raised. Many KDD systems assume that the records in the database are 
i00% reliable. A human operator may decide not to enter records ifs/he fears that such data will be used against 
him/her in any fonn (pay cuts for example). So a valuabl~ piece of domain knowledge pertains to how much training 
regarding data entry procedures the human operators have received. Some of our research efforts have led us to 
conclude that new engineering database applications go through a transition period during which good and bad data 
is collected. To deal with it, the KDD system should have access to domain knowledge that infonns it of the daces of 
the various stages of the transition period among other things. 

3 RELATED WORK 

With the development of the relational database. the ease to develop applications grew to create what we find 
today as mass storage of data. From the perspective of the relational model. this large amount of data implies a 
significant amount of relations or tables. Finding useful infonnation within a relational database has been a complex 
task despite the robustness of the data model itself. Thus. many rese:irchers have had to assume that the data entry 
processes have reached steady and stable conditions as well as the records themselves are reliable. 

Many of the algorithms require the user to specify a query and a concept hierarchy, in addition to the structure of 
the database. These algorithms are known as generalizations algorithms or as attribute induction algorithms. Cai cl 
al. ( 1991) proposed two auribu1e-induccion algorithms for detecting classification rules. The Leaming from 
Characteristics Rules (LCHR) algorithm generalizes lower levels concepts to higher level concepts and eliminaces 
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identica.l tuples that result from this generalization process. LCHR uses a tree ascension technique to achieve the 
desired level of generalization. A similar algorilhm, the Leaming Oassification Rules (LCLR) algorithm improves 
on LCHR by using bolh positive and negative examples to detect classes (Cai et al., 1991). 

Han. et al. ( 1993) have proposed the Attribute Oriented Induction (AOn algorithm to overcome some of the 
limitations of attribute induction. The goal of AOI is to derive characteristic rules based on user' s learning request. 
expressed in tenns of a query. AOI is robust. effective. and relatively simple to implemenl AOI is very effective in 
scenarios where the database is comprised of terms that have several conceptual breakdowns. Yoon and Kersch berg 
( 1993) present learning from examples algorithm based on an initiaJ query from the user. The query produces two 
sets of records: satisfy query (S) and its complement ("S). By analyzing S and -s through a series of join operations, 
the algorithm is capable of deriving knowledge that characterize the target attribuces of the initial query. But the 
major contribution of this algorithm is that it opens the door for rule hannonization to avoid ending up with rules that 
contradict each other. GRG is another approach that has been proposed by Shan et al .. (1995). GRG encompasses 
information generalization, information reduction. and rule generation through the use ofEGIS (AOI approach), 
GENRED (minimum set of attribuces), and qENRULES (maximum set of rules). A concept hierarchy is required to 
represent the domain knowledge. In addition, the algorithm requires the user to set thresholds for generalization; i.e. 
s/he decides to whac levef will the '.11gorithm generalize an attribute. 

Tsumoto and Tanaka (1995) have proposed a probabilistic rule induction method. The Probabilistic Rule 
Induction Method based on Rough Set the9ry (PRIMEROSE) is designed to extract rules and feed an expert system. 
PRIMEROSE' s major contribution is the usage of probabilistic infonnation to derive the rules. Other works that 
have anempted to incorporate stochastic knowledge arc CRIS (Liang, 1992), Knowledge Seeker (Angos Software), 
and KDW (Piacesky-Shapiro and Matheus. 1992). Statistical efforts by Chan and Wong (1991), Anand (1995), 
Owrang and Grupe ( 1996) have demonstrated how to incorporate domain knowledge to numerical and categorical 
analysis tools. 

In summary, many effons can be found in the literature regarding algorithms to extract knowledge from a variety 
of databases. Only a handful of efforts have focused on engineering databases. However. alJ these effons concur in 
that the key for a KDD to be successfully implemented is the incorpo.ration of domain knowledge. 

4 A PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR INTEGRATION 

The Shop Floor Control (SFC) is one of four clusters that make up !he Integrated Worlc Conttol System (IWCS). 
The latter will imegrate the shuaJe processing databases at ~nnedy Space Center (KSC). The IWCS framework 
enables communicaoon among the four clusters. There are approximately 20 distinct databases within IWCS 
forming the four clusters of infonnation. The SFC module has been operational since 1992. SFC revolves around a 
DB/2 database with PFORMSJ acting as lhe database management system (DBMS); however, there is an on-going 
effort to convert it to an ORACLE database. Tables in the SFC dar.abase are popli.lated either from the IOS~ database 
or directly by the user. The main dynamic entity in the SFC and IOS database is a task (WAD); thus, the physical 
storage location and update privileges are driven by the staru.s of the WAD. Technicians enter information regarding 
work duration as well as stoppages. Delays are entered by the teehnician using :i. pre-established delay code 
ta.xonomy. This ta.Xonomy has been given to the technicians in th~. fonn of a bar coded list. Once the technician 
realizes !hat s/he cannot continue working on the wad, s/he changes the status of the wad and enters the appropriate 
delay code. Thus. SFC contains data regarding the operations on all three orbiters processing facilities (OPF), the 
vehicle assembly building (V AB), and the launch pads (Pads A and B ). 

The SFC database has several characteristics that make it an appe:i.Jing test bed for a KDD system. Many of the 
fields included in it arc of the nominal type such as shift codes. delay codes. wad types. :md wad names. Nominal 
data c:i.nnot be manged or ranked in :i. meaningful ordinal order and has no me:mingful numeric:i.l value. This limits 
the applicability of existing analytical techniques since they are targeted towards .numerical statistics. In addition. the 

PFORMS: Pl:1111 Floor ()pennons Requirements Man.igemen1 System. 
IOS • lntegr:11ed Oper:i.uons System. IOS is p:irt oi the CASPR module. 
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SFC database has sparse data which renders some of the data inconsistent. 

We proposed a framework co integrate various KDD approaches and algorihtms. This framework has been 
tailored for our test database and is called the Shop floor Modeling. Analysis, and Reporting Tool (S.M..A.R.T.) 
S.M.A.R.T. is a framework d.csigned to provide suppon to NASA engineers in inferential analysis and other 
modeling activities. This framework has been devised under the premises that it musr be an open sysrem, so as co 
avoid re-inventing the wheel. Figure I provides a representation of S.M.A..R.T. It is rooted on a relational database. 
upon which a series of commercial and customized software cools act. The various commercial tools are integrated 
!hrough a customized user interface written in Visual Basic. 

The various capabilities of S.M.A.R.. T. have been devised to accommodate various data modeling needs of three 
types of users: l) the designer user, 2) the statistical user, and 3) the modeling user. Tb.e Desienu User: interacts 
wich S.M.A.R.. T. through the various commercial cools integrated under it to modify the historical and support 
database of S .. \.f.A.R.. T., develop new "canned" reports, develop new data entry forms. add new users. The 
Sratisrical Usu is a ~srudent" of S},1.A.R.T. (to learn about statistical analyses), and/or it can be a user who needs 10 

generate a descriptive and/or inferential summary by using one of the capabilities already automated within the 
framework.. The Modeling User uses existing S.M.A.R.. T. canned procedures in conjunction with customized ones to 
support a new modeling activity. 

The framework is seating on two main relational databases: a suppon database and a historical data.base. Each of 
these databases contains tables to store data for diverse capabilities. However, for KDD purposes. lhe database of 
interest is the suppon database. The support database contains information that makes the various KOO algoriduns 
knowledgeable about the various transition stages that the SFC database has experienced. CU1TCntly, this database 
enables S.M.A.R.. T. co assess the usefulness of each record retrieved from SFC based on the data entry conditions 
during the time frame that the records were entered. For example, during the early stages, there many records 
entered as trial records. The only way to identify these records is by inspecting the value of the attribute wadname. 
Anocber example is the cable invcodes which stores data regarding delay codes that are no ionger in use. As time 
passes. the delay code structure changes. Some codes arc added, some codes arc deleted. S.M.A.R..T. needs -to 
"know" when a code is no longer in use, so that it can handle downloaded data properly. The key to the domain 
knowledge is to incorporate an effective date and an expiration date for each piece of domain knowledge. 

Through the use of Visual Basic, S .. \i.A . .R.. T. will be able to have combined KDD algorithms because some 
statistical algorithms may be implemented (STATMOST) to feed the suppon expert systems written in M4. Current 
implementation demonstrates thac domain knowledge can be handle by both the rel.ational support database and the 
knowledge base managed by M4. Communication through. these various heterogeneous tools is being achieved via 
two ways: direct or indirecL To implemenc an AOI algorithm using the bi-sectional cross-tabuJation approach. we 
had to use an ACCESS table to establish an efficient communication between STAT.MOST and Visual Basic. 

SM.A.R.. T. is currently under developmenL At this stage, lbe proposed framework looks very promising because 
it incorporates commercial software, and its design is modular. Any of the commercial packages may be substituted 
causing just a minimum impact of the framework performance. The framework's ability to know when a piece of 
domain knowledge is valid makes the outputS of KDD algorithms more meaningful to the end user. 

5 SUMMARY 

KDD systems applied on engineering databases require the use of domain knowledge to extra.et me:ini.ngful 
knowledge. Representing domain knowledge. however. remains a challenge due to the great variation of such 
knowledge from engineering application 10 engineering .1pplicarion. Funhennore, our preliminary efforts indicate 
that such domain knowledge needs co have an effective and an expiration date for the KDD system to account for the 
time varying characteristic of engineering domain knowledge. 
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Figure 1: Th.e SMART Framework 
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ABSTRACT 

McClellan Air Force Base implemented a four-phased organizational redesign effort in 1975 using cross
functional teams to change employee orientation from a functional to a product perspective. The redesign 
came from the inability of the existing sln.lcture to handle environmental changes and complexjty. Toe 
effort improved communications. lowered the decision-making level, built a corporate perspective, and 
enhanced long-range planning. This paper describes the program, its implementation. and its eventual 
institutionalization over the 21 -year period. 

INTRODUCTION 

Cross-functional teams. are gruning increased recognition as a way to improve both the quality of work 
arid the quality of work life. These teams take a holistic view of the total process rather than just a 
narrow portion of il. They offer the advantages of better integration and coordination or work along with 
increased flexibility . They are based on the assumption that teamwork leads to a better product and more 
operational efficiency. The cross-functional team identifies with the completed final product rather than 
the individual tasks they accomplish in their jobs (Hodge. Anthony, and Gales: 368-369). 

This paper exarrunes an 21-year organizational change effort al McClellan Air Force Base (AFB), Air 
Logistics Center (ALC). The motives for the change were to improve the quality of work life and 
increase worker participation. What makes this effort so unique is that it took place in a most unlikely 
environment While the Air Force has a reputation for innovation and creativeness in 1ts management, 
few would have expected a change effort of this magnitude in a highly structured organization like the Air 
Force Material Command (AFMC). Fewer still -.yould have given it much chance of success. Such a 
change effort would be more characteristic of an organic organization. One that consistently faces a more 
dynarruc and rapidly changing environment like the research and development area (Thurber: 16-21). 

McClellan AFB is the largest employer in Northern California. When this effort began there were more 
than 17.000 civil service and military personnel employed. It is a major industrial site charged with 
managemen1 responsibility and repair of assigned Air Force systems. The initial impetus for the change 
was in response to changing technology with its concurrem effects on personnel, productivity, and 
organizational structure. Toe existing organizational structure was having trouble coping with an 
increasingly complex environment with growing uncertainty. 

BACKGROUND 

In the early 1970s. the Air Force reorganized its depot repair functions by cencralizing technologies al 
various ALCs. This move was prompted by budgetary concerns and was an auempt to eliminate cosily 
duplication of expensive specialized labor skills and equipment at the five existing major depot locations. 
Repair responsibility for designated technologies was thus transferred and cenrralized at specific ALCs. 
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Inventory management responsibility, however, remained decentralized across all ALCs with the systems 
that utilized the individual technologies. Significant communication and coordination problems resulted 
between inventory managers and repair centers. The problem was further exacerbated by the increasing 
technological complexity of the systems and items involved (O'Leary: 20). 

At the time. each ALC was organized into four standardized mission directorates that were functional in 
orientation. This existing functional structure was causing some of the problems generally attributed to 
that organizational form, i.e., tunnel vision within the functional areas, competition between functions, 
coordination difficulties. slowed interfunctional decision making, and loss of top management visibility 
over the overall operation (Stuckenbruck: 16-17). 

What appeared necessary was a system'ic approach that considered the situation in its entirety and 
examined both task and human inputs in designing a basic structure to correct these problems (Dalton, 
Lawrence, and Lorsch: 4). The cross-functional team was the logical candidate, and some form of cross
functional team appeared to be warranted because it is a hybrid form which contains characteristics of 
both product and (unctional structures. and jointly allocates responsibility to each (Hodquetts: 59; 
Struckenbruck: 394). It provides a product orientation and focus that emphasizes a horizontal view 
across the organizational units providing support rather than a vertical one up and down the functional 
hierarchy. This is how the repair process actually operates. 

The hierarchical management organization found in a functional structure cannot cope with high 
complexity and a high information processing volume (Stuckenbruck: 71). Sacramento ALC at that time 
was experiencing several trends which favored a product orientation. For example, there were rapidly 
changing systems and technologies. increasing interdependencies among functional areas, situations 
requiring diverse technical expertise to be closely and quickly coordinated, unique, nonrepetitive tasks to 
be accomplished, and an increased need for responsiveness to the operational commands (Galbraith and 
Kazanjian: 78-79; Green. Adam, and Ebert: 42). 

Another idea called Integer was combined with cross-functional. teams. The Integer concept was to form 
an organizational structure around an integer or "whole" that encompassed all the resources needed to 
complete a given job from beginning to end within one organizational unit. Muller-Thym, the originator, 
felt that the reintegration_ of a number of tasks into one complete work unit would improve group 
efficiency because the members could see the relationship among themselves and the total job to be done 
(Muller-Thym: 1961). 

The resulting progra_(1' at Sacramento ALC was a combination of the Integer and cross-functional team 
concepts. The initial program was entitled Integer of Logistics and the implementation was in four 
phases. Phase I was a' pilot program in 1975. Phase II was the first actual implementation with five 
product teams in the Communications-Electronics Division of the Materiel Management Directorate in 
1976. Phase ill was the-formation of seven more teams in the Item Management Division of Materiel 
Management in 1979. Phase IV, the last step was the establishment of "small companies" in both of these 
divisions in 1986 when the concept was legitimized and became part of the formal organizational 
structure. At that point, Integer as a program ended, buf 'the transition was permanent. The functional 
structure had been .officially replaced by a team-oriented product structure. 

THE PILOT IMPLEMENTATION (PHASE I) 

As with any change. there were problems to solve. The existing organizational culture can often act in a 
negative way to attempt to block effective problem solutions (Steiner: 66). AFMC required a standard 
functional organizational structure throughout the ALCs which meant that limitations had to be placed on 
the cross-functional team's authority. The cross-functional teams could be used, but on an experimental 
basis. At this point in time, the structure could not be formally changed because AFMC wanted to 
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maintain a standard structure in all five depots. The Sacramento ALC Commander authorized the 
program to attain the following objectives: (1) to facilitate the logistics process by focusing on the task to 
be performed and grouping the functional skills around it; (2) to foster a corporate viewpoint in problem 
analysis and decision making; (3) to reduce operating costs by better utilizing personnel and involving 
team in the decision and problem-solving process; and (4) to improve the using commands' (i.e., 
customer) logistic support (O'Leary: 26). 

A lead division approach was used during implementation. This is a recognized alternative to an all out 
product organization because it vests in the lead division the responsibility to ·coordinate the actions of the 
cross-functional team, but it severely Limits its au!hority to direct the activities of other affected divi.sions 
(Stuckenbruck: 19). However, this approach maintained the standardized functional structure that AFMC 
wanted at all ALCs intact and operated with Materiel Management as lead division. This structural choice 
necessitated the designation of a coordinator who could keep top management informed; however, the 
coordinator was given no formal authority over team members. The composition of the typical Integer 
team consisted of 12 to 15 members depending on the product involved. Members were drawn from all 
four of the ALC's mission directorates involved with the particular product The team coordinator came 
from the lead division. The pilot teams operated under the following ground rules (O'Leary: 28-29). 

(I) The existing organizational structure and formal appraisal system would remain unchanged; 
(2) No authority was granted to the teams other than fonnal recognition: 
(3) Team _members were encouraged to communicate face-to-face with other team members horizontally 

across functional lines; 
(4) Team members were selected based on current job assignment rather than "loading" the teams with 

the best functional specialists. 
(5) Funding for teams was based on past management policies with no additional funds provided; 
(6) Teams selected their own management indicators to determine team effectiveness. 

The decision to introduce a cross-functional team in any organization is difficult because what it really 
entails is a power balance between functional department managers and coordinators each with a different 
set of goals (Gailbraith: 163). The cross-functional team means more and more decision making and 
responsibility is being driven down to employees at lower levels. Theoretically, this should result not 
only in better decisions, but also in greater involvement and participation by individual team members 
which necessarily leads to more commitment to team goals and objectives (Davis and Lawrence: 120). 
Thus, a more organic, participatory, and huma~ relations orientation tends to exemplify the management 
style and ideology at the organization's operating levels (Khandwalla: 497). _Many of these characteristics 
are exactly what advocates of employee involven:ient issues seek to instill within the organization. 

The ALC Commander requested an evaluation of the program after approximately one year. Overall. it 
was judged to be a success, but several problems were highlighted. The coordinator was lower in grade 
than some team members, members were unable to provide quick answers to highly technical issues due 
to lack of expertise, and in. some limited cases members were not authorized by their functional 
supervisors to commit their functions to action. This impeded team responsiveness, and is characteristic 
of management's unwillingness to decentralize decision-making authority down to the worker level 
allowing greater worker participation. Finally, there was also some structural misalignment between units 
that further exa.cerbated the problems encountered during the pilot effort. 

The most impressive pilot program accomplishments were the general lowering of the overall decision
inaking level. the institution of a systemic advocate for lite product across the ALC, and significantly 
improved lateral communications among the functional areas involved in the repair process. The Integer 
team served as a mechanism that enabled team members to formally interact on a regular basis with those 
individuals who had a direct impact on their ability to successfully do their job. The daily interaction and 
face-to-face communication allowed individuals to see how their decisions affected the total logistics 
process, and to recognize, in many cases for the first time, how their function fit within the overall 
logistics process. 
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WIDESPREAD IMPLEMENTATtON (PHASES II AND ill) 

From 1976 through 1986, the Integer program was in full force. First, the Communication/Electronics 
Division's workload was reorganized around "integers of work," and then the Item Management Division's 
workload followed in 1979. The author was involved in planning the Item Management conversion, 
acting as a coordinator for an Integer team, and administering the overall program duri.ng part of this 
period while assigned to this installation. There was a great deal of similarity in the planning and 
implementation of the Integer concept and cross-functional teams within these two dfvisions, and so they 
will be discussed concurrently. Although, in truth, many of the lessons learned in the Phase II effort 
eased the conversion in Phase III. 

The interdependence pattern that had been used as the basis for determining pilot team composition was 
continued into Phases II and ill because it is a key to successful implementation (Galbraith: 53). The 
focus also remained on the team coordinator's role as system integrator with the prime functiolil of 
coordinating the efforts of various cross- functional team representatives so that the goals of the team 
were met and the ALC's customer i'n the field were satisfied (Stephanou and Obradovitch: 56). When 
even a modified form such as the Integer or cross-functional team is adopted, its purpose is to provide 
concentrated management"attention on the complex and unfamiliar effort that a product focus requires. At 
the same time, however, it must allow the remainder of the organization to proceed with routine business 
while the cross-functional team ~nctions (Sherman: 173). This is much more easily said than done. 

With widespread implementation came some significant developments. The first of these was the use of 
team building workshops to develop cohesiveness, loyalty, and understanding among members. Workshop 
participants described their job responsibility and outlined what they intended to do for the team. Other 
members used questions to clarify functional interrelationships and specify what they thought the 
member's commitment ought to be. What resulted was a verbal contract on what each member's duties 
and responsibilities were to the team which · was arrived at by consensus. This broadened the functional 
member's perspective and permitted a better understan~ing of where one's job fell in the overall scheme of 
things. · 

The second significant development was a partial co-location of some team members. The coordinator, 
item managers, product managers, engineers, and equipment specialists from within the Materiel 
Management area wee~ pulled out of their functional units and physically co-located in the same work 
area. Many functional managers who were less than enthusiastic about the resulting role confl ict between 
themselves and the coordinator, and were further threatened by having subordinates moved out from under 
their direct supervision. Team members affected by this action however were quite positive about its 
benefits. This marked a significant transitional step in the transition from a functional organizational 
structure to· a product Structure because it represented the first concrete step towards physically 
consolidating team members. 

The final development was the formalization of specific coordinator/team authorities. Most important was 
that the team was empowered to decide which projects it would work on. It established its own priorities. 
Additionally, the team scheduled its own meetings, taske'd its individual members, established its own 
schedules, and, through the coordinator, had immediate access to any organizational level necessary to get 
a problem resolved." There was also a formal requirement for at least a quarterly briefing on progress and 
problems to the highest organizational level. Most team members were extremely enthusiastic about what 
these authorities meant in terms of control over their job accomplishment and a sense of increased 
participation in decision making. 
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ESTABLISHMENT OF SMALL COMPANIES (PHASE IV) 

The final phase occurred in 1986 with the institutionalization of what up until then had not been pan of 
the formal organizational structure. With AFLC removal of the requirement for a standard functional 
structure common to all ALCs, McClellan was free to revamp its structure 10 reflect the reality of the 
cross-functional teams which had served for so many years as a bridge until a permanent product 
organization could be created. Functional supervisors at the GM- 13 were assigned to replace the 
coordinators as heads of the small co-located companies. Cross-functional teams were thus incorporated 
into the formal organization. Team leaders were the high graded fonner functional managers who now 
supervised the complete array of skills and functional specialties on the cross-functional teams within the 
Materiel Management area . . Integer as a program had ended. 

The change effort had come full circle. What had originally been an informal arrangement blessed only 
by the legitimacy of recognition and constrained by all sorts of restrictions. now moved to center stage as 
the recognized and legitimate structure. These small companies were designed to focus on work and the 
worker, built on the integer of work concept. aligned to the natural cross-functional work flow across 
functionaJ specialties, and keyed to specific technologies. Thus, although the program had ended, the idea 
of its legacy now lived on in the formal organization. Changes were still occurring three years after the 
small companies concept was implemented and became part of the formal organizational structure. The 
changes, however, represent more a refinement thari a decrease in commitment to the underlying concept 
of emphasizing system and process over function. The concept has been institutionalized to such an 
extent that AFLC was considering extending the concept to its other ALCs. 

There was only one more step to take and in August 1990 Sacramento ALC established its first formal 
product line unit, the _Commodities Directorate. By mid-September of that year, all four of the ALC's 
product directorates were in place. The core of the old functional structure was gone, officially replaced 
by the new product structure. Events had come full circle and the redesign effort was complete. In the 
process, the structure became much more organic and worker involvement in decision making increased 
significan1ly. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Unfortunately conclusions can only be anecdotal with no statistical or survey data to support their validity. 
This makes it difficult to definitively analyze and discuss the results of this 21-year effort because 
management was unsuccessful in their anempts to develop objective measures of productivity 
improvement and could not survey the participan_ts in the program because of union objections and for 
fear of violating civilian personnel regulations; however, some conclusions are still possible: 

(I) Lateral communications were improved. 
(2) Decision making was delegated to lower functional levels within the organization. 
(3) There was a reduction. in bureaucracy both in terms of levels and formalized rules. 
(4) Team members' satisfaction grew as a result of their increased influence, control of work 

assignments, and greater input into the decision-making processes. 
(5) The structural change created a single point of responsibility for the product a.cross the ALC. 
(6) The number of items managed increased, the suppon levels improved, and the number of people 

employed at the ALC decreased. This would seem to indicate that people had become more 
productive. Fewer employees were now providing bener support for a larger number of more 
technically sophisticated items. 
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USING THE COMPETING VALUES MODEL OF ORGANIZATIONAL 
CULTURE IN A TOTAL QUALITY INITIATIVE 

T. Roger Manley, Gerald F. Goldberg and Wade H. Shaw 
Florida Institute of Technology 

ABSTRACT 
This paper describes how Quinn's competing Values model is 

applied to a methodology for characterizing organizational 
culture. The authors- assert that a necessary first step for any 
attempt to design and implement a planned organizational change · 
is to first achieve an understanding of the organization's 
culture. A case example is provided that shows how the Competing 
Values model was used to characterize the cultures of a major 
division of a large corporation and that of its most important _ 
customer. The data reported in the paper were collected as part 
of a TQ "teaming" initiative. 

INTRODUCTION 
Implementing transformational change to total quality (TQ) 

involves disruption of existing social systems. A common failing 
of architects of unsuccessful change attempts is that they 
conceive and conduct change programs as if they were logical, 
mechanistic applications of universal principles to closed 
systems. Working with these assumptions they fail to determine 
the compatibility of what they are trying to do with the way 
things are done around here. When we talk about the way things 

·are done around here we are referring to something that is more 
powerful than the dictates of any one person or formal system, we 
are talking about organizational culture. 

ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE 
Westbrook (1993) refers to culture as the "hidden agenda of 

TQM," describing it as underestimated and often overlooked, 
subtle yet powerful, difficult to measure, but capable of 
exacting a costly toll if it i-s not positive. 

For purposes of our work we adopted the definition of Manley, 
Shaw and Zammuto (1994) and defined organizational culture as: 
the ways of perceiving, thinking, believing and behaving that 
members of an organization have in common. This definition 
underscores the importance of culture in that it clearly 
indicates how increased understanding of an organization's 
culture can provide valuable insight as to how present and 
future challenges will be perceived and dealt with by 
organization members. 

ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE CHARACTERIZATION 
The assessment of organizational culture is a controversial 

topic among researchers. Many authors write about cultural 
assessment, measurement, evaluation, or audits, and often seem to 
imply that culture can be measured with precision. In addition, 
some seem to suggest that certain cultures are "better" than 
others. In our opinion, a more considered view is that culture is 
not something an organization has, but rather it is something 
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that an organization is (Smircich,· 1983). Therefore, our approach 
to understanding an organization' s culture is one of 
characterization rather than measurement. 

Another controversy focuses on the relative merits of 
quantitative versus qualitative techniques. Quantitative 
techniques such as structured interviews and standardized 
questionnaires integrate well-established social science 
constructs with sophisticated m~asurement technology (McCoy and 
Tucker, 1991.) Others argue for ethnographic techniques used by 
anthropologists or clinical techniques used by psychologists 
(Schein, 1990, 1991.) 

Advocates of qualitative methods caution against the 
seductiveness of numbers and the illusion of precision sometimes 
conveyed by quantitative approaches. On the other hand, critics 
of qualitative techniques argue that such approaches are too 
subjective, .neither replicable nor generalizable, not empirical, 
lack internal validity, and i'nvariably yield trivial conclusions. 

The authors have settled on an approach that makes use of a 
questionnaire (Zammuto and O'Connor, 1992) and lexical analysis 
of unstructured qualitative data (Manley and Shaw, 1992.) 

COMPETING VALUES MODEL 
Quinn (1988) has provided a perspective for examining how 
different value orientations underlying organizational cultures 
affect decisions and behaviors of organization members. The model 
was developed to explain differences in values underlying models 
of organizational effectiveness (Quinn and Rohrbaugh, 1983.) 
Quinn demonstrated how models- of organizational effectiveness 
could be characterized using a force field to reflect four 
different value orientations. Figure 1 depicts the quaternity as 
a four-cell model of value systems in which each cell represents 
a different means-ends emphasis. 

The vertical forces represent a flexibility-control dimension 
and the horizontal forces an internal-external focus. The 
flexibility-control dimension reflects preferences about 
organizational structuring. Flexibility-oriented value systems 
emphasiz~ decen~ralization and differentiation , whereas 
control-orientea value systems emphasize centralization and 
integration. The internal-external focus dimension reflects 
whether an organization's value systems emphasize the maintenance 
of the organization's sociotechnical system or the improvement of 
its competitive position within the . environment. 

Quinn describes the characteristics associated with each of 
the four value systems' . quadrants. 

1. The Cooperative Tealll (TEAM): This culture is bounded by 
axes which include flexibility-spontaneity and internal 
focus-long time lines. It emphasizes human resource development 
and places importance on morale, concern, consensus, cohesive
ness, commitment and teamwork. The preferred means for achieving 
desired ends include discussion, participation, and openness. 
Empowerment and self-managing work teams are highly compatible 
with this culture. Team performance is recognized and rewarded. 

2. The Responsive Adhocracy (OPEN SYSTEMS): This culture is 
bounded by axes which include flexibility-spontaneity and 
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external focus-short time lines. It emphasizes expansion and 
transformation; placing importance on innovation, insight, 
adaptation and entrepreneurism. The preferred means for achieving 
desired ends include growth, competition, and acquiring external 
support and resources. The matrix organization is highly 
compatible with this culture. 

3. The Rational .. Firm (PRODUCTION) : This culture is bounded by 
axes which include control-predictability and external 
focus-short time lines. It emphasizes productivity improvement, 
and places importance on achievement, production, competence, 
profit and logic. The preferred means for achieving desired ends 
include goal setting, planning, rational action, clear lines of 
authority, direction, and decisive action. People are clearly 
instructed by an authority figure and are rewarded for individual 
performance. 

4. The Stable Hierarchy (HIERARCHY): This culture is bounded 
by axes which include control-predictability and internal 
focus-long time lines. It emphasizes stability and 
predictability; placing importance on.continuity, standard · 
practices, familiar processes, and "playing by the rules". The 
preferred means for achieving desired ends include measurement, 
information systems, documentation, information management, and 
well-defined roles and jobs. The major reward for members' 
efforts is job security. Hierarchies function best when the task 
to be done is well understood and time is not an important 
factor. 

Figure 1 

Competing Values Framework: Culture 
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COMPETING VALUES AND TOTAL QUALITY 
Framed against a backdrop of the generic elements of 

organizational culture (basic assumptions, values, beliefs, norms 
and patterns of behavior) and the competing values axes (Figure 
1), basic core values and beliefs of Total Quality cultures can 
be drawn from the Malcolm Baldrige Award Criteria and related to 
the competing Values. framework (Figure 2.) 

Team 

lnlamal Focus 

Figura 2 

Competing Values: , Baldrige Award Criteria 
~ 

Open Systems 

ExlematFocus 

Conn,I Production 

CASE STUDY: A TQ TEAMING INITIATIVE 
The importance of the customer to TQ practioners is widely 

appreciated. ~e recently had an opportunity to participate in an 
effort tq build a teaming relationship between a large division 
of a major aerospace company and its customer, a government 
agency. Both management teams were aware that "differences" 
existed between the two organizations, and they believed that a 
better mutual understanding of the two organizations was an 
important first step in building the confidence and trust that is 
essential to the success of a teaming arrangement. Working with 
both groups, _the authors interviewed members of both management 
teams and administered Zammuto's (1992) Organizational Culture 
Characterizatj,.on (OCC) questionnaire. The means· scores -for 
groups were: 

TEAM 
OPEN SYSTEMS 
HIERARCHY 
PRODUCTION 

Coapany 
14 
26 
17 
43 

customer 
23 
22 
23 
32 

Figure 3 presents the Organizational Culture Characterization 
(OCC) profile for the two organizations. 
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Figure 3 

Comparison of Aerospace Co. with Customer 
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Examination of the mean scores and profiles draws attention 
to several points. The centers of mass for both profiles are 
below the horizontal axis (emphasis on values associated with 
integration, continuity, measurement, and standards) and on the 
right side of the vertical axis (emphasis on t~e external 
environment, short time l ines, planning and production.) In 
examining the mea.n scores for each group, two differences were 
meaningful: the company's greater emphasis on production and the 
customer's greater emphasis on team. 

When asked to des~ribe the company team at the start of the 
effort, customer personnel described company team members as 
aggressive, hard charging, argumentative, and bottom-line 
oriented. While considered to be lacking in interpersonal 
sensitivity, the company team was nevertheless respected for 
their ability to produce quality products and live up to 
commitments. For their part, company management team members 
considered customer personnel to be more conservative and 
rule-oriented than them. When the data were shared with both 
groups at an off-site, company personnel expressed surprise that 
customer's profile was so "touchy-feely" and did not place the 
same emphasis on production as they did. One senior member of 
the company team was heard to say, "If I was the customer, our 
company ·has the exact values and priorities that I would want 
them to have. 
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DISCUSSION 
The first step in developing initiatives that will enhance 

the effectiveness of teaming two distinct organizations is -to 
ident ify the inherent strengths of the organizations. By doing 
this each organization can come to understand the following 
phenomena. 

1. How and why the other is different, and that the 
differences are legitimate. 

2. How each organization, and the challenges it faces, looks. 
through the other's eyes. 

3. How each organization needs and complements the other. 
4. How the act of teaming can be effected so that the 

strengths of both are protected and may even compensate 
for the weaknesses that the other might have. 

The two organizations in the example shared a number of 
similarities. Differences appeared to be more an issue of 
degrees of emphasis than radically different world views. 
Members of both organizations expressed the opinion that they 
were helped at the start of the teaming initiative by being 
helped to see through the others' eyes, accept the differences in 
emphasis as legitimate, and recognize how teaming will serve the 
fundamental goals of both organizations. Clearly, success for 
one organization cannot happen if the other fails. 
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•The Association Between Employment Externalization and Organizational Perfonnance: The Moderating 
Roles of Competition and Firm-Specific Knowledge" 

Edward H. Hernandez 
California state University Stanislaus 
School of Business Administration 

Introduction 
A small but grov.1ng body of literature provides evidence that v.ork externalization is becoming more 

prevalent as a human resource (HR) ~rategy for organizations (e.g. Tsui et al., 1994; Abraham, 1988; 
Golden & Appelbaum, 1992; Fierman, 1994; Pearce, 1993; Pfeffer, 1994). Although there is no generally 
accepted definition, externalization generally refers to employment arrangements 'lvhere the employee
organization relationship and expectations for job security and long-temi salaried employment are 
minimized. According to Pfeffer & Baron (1988), this minimizing may occur, for example, in terms of 
duration of employment (e.g. part-time and on-call v..orkers), administrative control (e.g. contract v..orkers 
and agency temporaries) and geographic location (e.g. telecommuters). 

Most of the research on externalization has focused on examining externalization trends and 'lvhy• 
they are occurring but has not addressed organizational outcomes associated v.1th employment 
externalization. Thus, v...e now know more about why v-.ork externalization occurs but less about how 
externalized v..ork arrangements influence the organizations using them. There is a surprising lack of 
empirical research investigating the organizational outcomes aSSOciated v.1th v..ork externalization. · 

A formal examination of the association between employment arrangements and organizational 
performance is important for several reasons. First, organizational decision makers are basing much 
strategy on the premise that they may obtain both a competitive advantage and improved performance, in 
part, ~suiting directly from how they manage their human resource. They are designing employment 
arrangements on the assumption that these arrangements 'MIi provide some desired outcomes, such as 
flexibility in HR employment and deployment, reduced employment costs and increased competitiveness. 
Second, the increase in prevalence of externalized v-.ork arrangements implies that many organizational 
decision makers expect positive organizational outcomes resulting from their use. Hmwver, some recent 
research developments on how organizations obtain competitive advantages through the human resource 
may challenge the accuracy of this expectation (e.g. Pfeffer, 1994; Tsui et al. 1994; Freeman, 1984). 
Further empirical research v.111 provide some evidence to help settle this debate. Finally, HR practice 
requires a more complete understanding of the relationship between decisions and outcome variables. The 
viability of HR theory is detennined, in part, by its ability to predict outcomes that matter to practicing 
managers. An empirically validated model specifying the relationship between HR practices involving 
externalization and organizational outcomes 'MIi' provide much needed guidance for organizational decision 
makers. 

One problem v.1th existing literatures disclissing externalized v..ork arrangements is that they 
address efficiency and not effectiveness outcomes: A theoretical discussion about the viability of 
employment externalization as an HR strategy requires a frame\o\Ork for both effectiveness and efficiency 
indicators of organizational perlonnance. For example, Transactions Costs Economics [TCE] is the most 
'Mdely cited model providing insight into the relationship between the use of "contract" v-.orkers and 
organizational efficiency (e.g. Williamson, 1990). In general, TCE proposes that the relationship between 
the use of contractors and outcomes is contingent upon several situational factors (these 'MIi be specified 
later of this paper). H~ver, TCE discussions focus on efficiency (e.g. the reduction of transaction-costs) 
and avoids discussing effectiveness outcomes. 

· Many assumptions about the viability of externalization as an HR strategy are challenged 'lvhen one 
considers organizational effectiveness rather than efficiency. Some recent discussions, using variables 
SUch as v-.orker flexibility and commitment, propose that externalized v..ork arrangements may be 
problematic for organizations trying to survive in highly competitive environments (e.g. Pfeffer, 1994). The 
basic argument is that the current economic environment rewards organizations that are capable of 
managing change (e.g. Isabella, 1993; Jick, 1993). Organizations v.1th l~r v..orker flexibility and 
commitment, conditions associated with the use of externalized v.orkers, have more difficulty surviving 
highly competitive and changing environments. One problem 'Mth this literature, again, is that there is very 
little empirical support for the predictions. 

The follo'Mng research questions v.111 guide this study: 
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1. What is the association between employment externalization and organizational 
performance when performance is defined in terms of effectiveness? 

Transaction.cost economics holds that the appropriateness of employment externalization is 
contingent upon the situation. That is, there are some situations where a ·non-specific· market-,:nediated 
employment relationship (e.g. contract labor) is a more rational organizational choice {rational in terms of 
minimizing transaction.costs) than a "highly specific" hierarchically-mediated employment relationship 
(Williamson, 1990; Williamson, 1975; Williamson, 1981). Application of a similar contingency approach 
should prove useful in this research. 

A contingency frame'M>rk is important for both theoreticians and practicing managers. First, a 
contingency frame....ork specifies the situations where various outcomes are associated .....;th various forms 
of ....ork arrangements. Second, practicing managers need to know if and how the various forms of 
externalization may support achieving strategic and competitive goals. The existing theoretical 
development on employment externalization does not offer managers much guidance. 

Hov,,,ever. a contingency frame....ork based entirely on efficiency optimization may be dangerous. 
The current status of our knoVviedge increases the risk that organizational decision makers 'MIi attempt to 
optimize efficiency through the use of externalized arrangements 'Nith little knoVviedge about the effects on 
organizational effectiveness. Clear1y. research is needed to specify the circumstances where various 
outcomes are associated 'Mth differing forms Qf externalization. Thus, the second research question is 
warranted : 
2. What factors will change (i.e. modify) the relationship between externalization and· 
organizational performance (in terms effectiveness)? 

Previous research on employment externalization 
This paper ....;11 discuss the existing research literature on the phenomenon of v.ork externalization . 

. Surprisingly, there are very few empirical studies on this issue. Generally, the research treats mrk 
externalization as a dependent variable (e.g. Abraham, 1988; Davis-Blake & Uzzi 1993), where researchers 
have attempted to predict the extent of externalized mrk arrangements. Hov,,,ever, there is very little 
research treating employment externalization as an independent variable. We generally do not know how 
externalization influences an organization's performance. This is important to know because the increased 
use of externalized v.ork relationships implies that organizations expect positive outcomes. Hov,,,ever, as wl 
be discussed below, it is possible to argue for both positive and negative outcomes associated 'Mth the use 
of externalized employment relationships. 

The follO'Mng sections ....;u address several important issues. First, some important evidence "Mil be 
presented demonstrating that employment externalization is a rapidly gro"Mng and prominant HR strategy. 
This discussion 'Nill show·that many organizations are utilizing mrk externalization as a significant 
component of their HR strategy. The problem is that there is little empirical evidence to show that 
organizational performance ....;11 be positively influenced by externalization. Following this ....;11 be a review d 
the literature addressing evidence about causes or predictors of mrk externalization. Finally, the problems 
and benefits of employment externalization mentioned in the literature ..... 11 be detailed and analyzed. 

Employment Externalization as a Competitive Strategy 
Although there is. evidence sho"Mng that the way organizations manage their human resource may 

influence organizational performance, how they actually do this is a more difficult question to an~r. Some 
organizations may choose to emphasize the human resource as either an investment or as an asset some 
indicators of an 'investment' mindset may include established training programs. intensive selection 
procedures, career development. and a general orientation towards flexibility in deployment - the ability to 
move individuals to other jobs or responsibilities as conditions require (e.g. Donaldson & Scannell, 1979; 
Carnevale, 1983: Bolman & Deal, 1984; Morgan, 1988; Tsui , et al. , 1995). Some indicators of an 'asset' 
mindset include the routine hiring and firing of individuals, efficient selection procedures. limited career 
development and a general orientation towards flexibility in employment - the ability to hire individuals wth 
the skills needed and the ability to eliminate individuals 'MIO have become obsolete. 

Based on the above analysis, the externalization of the employment relationship is more consistent 
'Ni th an 'asset' perspective. That is, externalized v.orkers are often treated like assets that may be used or 
dropped depending on how useful they are.• There is little reason to uinvest• in an externalized 'M'.lrker given 
the fact ttiat many of these 'M'.lrkers 'Nill be employed for short periods of time and may take their new 
kno\-'Jedge to benefit other organizations. 
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Treating 'M)rkers as assets may be contrary to the notion that competitive advantage and sustained 
organizational perfonnance is obtained through investments in the human resource. For example, Pinchot 
& Pinchot (1993) argued that investments in the kno..-Aedge and skills of employees results in a variety of 
positive organizational outcomes induding the ability to deal more effectively 'Mth multiple competitors, to 
deal v.1th more issues simultaneously and to learn from experience. However, treating 'M)rkers as assets 
may give the organization more flexibility to optimally relate resources to needs. Thus, each choice in HR . 
focus may have both positive and negative outcomes. · 

There are other streams of thought relating investments in employment kno..-Aedge and training to 
organizational performance. Porter (1990), Marshall & Tucker ( 1992), Thurow (1992) all argue for the 
benefits of training investments. For example , Porter (1990) states that "There is little doubt from our 
research that education and training are decisive in national competitive advantage ... What is even more 
telling is that in every nation, those industries that were the most competitive 1N0re often those 'Mlose 
specialized investment in education and training had been unusually great... Education and training 
constitute perhaps the single greatest long-term leverage point available ... to upgrading industry". 

The literature argues that investments in employees may result in a variety of positive 
organizational outcomes. However there are still some unanswered issues. When organizations externalize 
employment relationships, e.g. use temporary v.orkers to complete specific tasks, there is little or no HR 
investment being made. That is, in the case of using internalized 'M>rkers to complete specific tasks, an HR 
investment may involve the training and development of existing 'M>rkers. There is very little or no formal ' 
training for externalized 'M)rk.ers but often considerable investments in new or existing internalized 'M>rkers. 
Thus, the use of temporary V1.0rkers may be a specific choice not to invest in existing or new internalized 
'Mlrkers. There is a dilemma. Externalized oork arrangements are believed to offer cost savings and 
increase employment flexibility. However, if the use of externalized arrangements reduces HR investment, 
how is it possible that these arrangements 'Mil result in positive organizational outcomes? Is it possible to 
argue that externalized employment relationships may simultaneously achieve some positive and negative 
organizational outcomes? Further empirical evidence should help settle these issues . . 

Theoretical Framework 
This section begins by discussing the terms implied in the research questions. One problem in 

previous research may be 'Mth the definition and measurement of employment externalization. There is 
little consistency in the definition of major theoretical terms between existing studies. This section ....;11 then 
discuss issues related to the use of organizational performance. Recent research emphasizes the problem 
wth using organizational performance as a dependent variable in organizational research. FollO'Mng this is 
a related discussion on organizational effectiveness as a dependent variable. There is a large body of 
literature on organizational effectiveness. However, there are many problems and pitfalls that must be 
addressed before effectiveness may be used as a dependent variable. 

Defining Work Externalization 
Employment externalization has been formally defined and conceptualized in several ways. There 

is little consistency between terms used in different studies. Davis-Blake & Uzzi (1993), for example, 
utilized an "internalization-externalization" dichotomy focusing on the differences between internal versus 
external labor markets. Althauser and Kalleberg (1981) offer several defining characteristics of internal 
labor markets: job ladders ar~ located ....;thin a single employer, entry is limited to the bottom of the ladder, 
and movement up the ladder is associated ....;th the development of knO'Medge or skills. Externalized labor 
markets generally have the follMng characteristics: little or no job security for the job holder, lack of job 
ladder for promotion or upward career mobility, entry occurring at many different levels ....;thin the 
organization, movement up a ladder is associated with getting one's 'M)rk internalized (gaining entry into the 
organization's internal labor market), and limited duration of employment 

Employment externalization has also been discussed 'Mthin the context of the marl<ets versus 
hierarchies debate (e.g. Pearce, 1993; Coase, 1937; Williamson, 1975). Externalization more closely 
approximates the 'M>rk arrangements found ,,..;th market-mediated employment relationships. Within 
markets, labor arrangements are characterized by high labor mobility between organizations and open labor 
market forces determining wage rates. An organization's ability to control labor is in large part determined 
by its relative ability to find replacement 'Mlrkers. Within hierarchies, bureaucratic arrangements specify 
more formal personnel rules and regulations, emphasize long-term employment relations, and use internal 
labor markets, as an alternate to the open labor market. as a way of securing and controlling 'M)rkers. 
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Pfeffer and Baron (1988) have proposed threa-different types of externalized v,,ork relationships: 
part-time v,,orkers, independent contractor/temporary 'v\Orkers and telecommuters. Telecommuters are 
externalized by being physically located outside of main headquarters or corporate office. The authors refer 
to this arrangement as externalization by place. Part-time 'v\Orkers are generally screened, hir~ and paid 
by the employing firm. A very common form of part-time labor involves seasonal v..ork at department stores 
(e.g. Christmas time). The authors have referred to this 'M>rk arrangement as externalization by reducing 
the duration of employment. The final relationship is referred to as externalization of administrative control, 
or the use of independent contractors and temporary 'v\Orkers. There are some differences between 
temporary and contract 'v\Orkers. Both temporary 'v\Ork and contract v,,ork., as used here, involves v..orrkers 
'M'IO may be employed by an agency (e.g. temp or personnel agency), and are sent to or hired by the hiring 
organization to v,,ork for a limited duration either part-time or full-time. Temporary v,,ork.ers usually must be 
given more direct instructions or direction than full-time employees for their 'v\Ork. This instruction and 
direction is required more often as temporaries leave an organization and are replaced by other temporary 
v..orkers. Contract 'v\Ork. is generally associated v.ith individuals contracting for positions 'M'\ere the 
organization is externalizing more administrative and direction control over the way the job is perfonned. 

Abraham (1988) defined externalized arrangements into four separate groups: agency temporaries, 
short-term hires, on-call 'v\Orkers and contract v,,orkers. Agency temporaries include individuals employed 
through a temporary help agency to 'v\Ork for.an organization. Examples include accountants, clerical. help 
and nurses. Short-tenn hires are put on a company payroll either for a specific period of time or for a 
specific project. Examples include seasonal hires and students hired for the Summer. This classification 
includes freelancers hired by the hour or day, but does not include individuals in an "on-call" pool. On-call 
IMlrk.ers are individuals in a poor of v..orkers 'M'IO are called in on an as-needed basis. One example includes 
retirees 'M'IO 'M:lrk. for a few days a months. Contract 'v\Ork involves production or service operations and 
administrative/business support activities performed under contract by other firms or individuals. Contract 
production/service operations include any 'v\Ork performed to your specifications that contributes directly to 
the products or services your organization sells. All other contract v,,ork is reported as 
administrative/business support activities. Examples of other contracts include: cleaning, maintenance, 
security, foOd service, printing, duplicating, mailing, payroll processing, engineering, accounting, proouct 
testing, marketing studies, other management consulting, wareho1,1sing, shipping and billing. 

Issues of definition are important and do pose problems for researchers. The definitions in most of 
the categories are con'fusing and are not representative of the many hybrid employment relationships in 
actual use. For example, it is difficult to formally distinguish part-time, seasonal v..orkers v.ith contract labor 
hired by the employing agency. In both cases, individuals are hired on for limited duration. However, it may 
be generally underst~ that there are qualitative differences in the type of 'v\Ork involved. It is also difficull 
to completely differentiate between temporary and contract 'v\Ork. Both may involve being hired by an 
agency 'M'lile v,,orking for the employing organization. Also, there is usually some expectation that the 
employment relationship is of limited duration. Contract 'M>rkers have more control over wage negotiation 
than do temporary v,,ork.ers. They more directly negotiate wages v.ith organizations 'M'lile temporary 'v\Orkers 
have their 'Nages negotiated by the employing agency. 

For the purposes of this study, the categories by Abraham.(1988) v.ill be used. There are several 
reasons 'M'ly the Abraham (1988) categories are used. First, these categories were created based on pilot 
IMlrk examining the typ_es of externalization as reported by human resource professionals. The categories 
are the most commonly mentioned in industries, as reported by Abraham (1988). This is advantageous 
because this categorization has reasonable face validity. It v.ill also facilitate data gathering if the 
categories used to measure extent of use match categories in use by companies. Second, some other 
categorizations, e.g. Pfeffer & Baron (1988), have grouped contract 'v\Orkers wth temporary v,,ork.ers. This 
makes it more difficult to capture .differences in usage between the tv.o categories. One advantage of a 
Pfeffer & Baron categorization is that they organize the types of externalization by purpose rather than 
action. For example, contract v,,orkers and agency temporaries are categorized as ·externalization of 
administrative control". This may facilitat_e theoretical development to some extent, however, their 
categorization simply doesn't capture the many forms of externalization in use. Ultimately, a categorization 
by purpose may prove useful but wll need to be more refined. Finally, the purpose of this study is to 
understand under 'M'lat circumstances positive and negative outcomes are associated v.ith externalization. 
Given this goal, it is more important to capture different types of externalization rather than purposes. A 
categorization of purpose may be confounded v.ith the outcomes expected. Further, a categorization of 
type cannot be easily extracted from a more general category of purpose. In summary, employment 
externalization, as used here, refers to organizational arrangements v.tiere organizations utilize agency 
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temporaries, short-term hires, on-call v,,orkers, or contractors and contract services. If an organization is 
involved in any one , several or all of these v,,ork relationships, they are participating ir. employment 
externalization. · 

organizational Effectiveness 
There has been much theoretical discussion on the issue of organizational effectiveness (e.g. 

Cameron & \Nhetten, 1983; Ford & Schellenberg, 1982; Keely, 1984; Zammuto, 1982; Goodman & 
Pennings, 1977; Pfeffer, 1977; Yuchtman & Seashore, 1967). Ear1y definitions of organizational 
effectiveness lasted through the 1950's and generally revolved around this basic idea: organizational 
effectiveness is defined as the degree to 'M'lich an organizational realizes its goals (Goodman & Pennings, 
1en). The problem vvith this ~.efinition is that it never specified 'M'lose goal it was refening to. Also were 
the goals long-term or short-term? 

Another definition holds that survival is a necessary condition for an organization's success (e.g. 
Kimberly , 1979). It is easy to defend the notion that organizations seek to survive. However, survival as a 
criterion presumes the ability to.identify the death of an organization. The problem is that organizations do 
not die as cleanly as humans. 

Throughout the 1960s and 1970s there were large numbers of studies claiming to measure 
effectiveness. Campbell (1977) lists thirty unique definitions of effectiveness found in the literature vvithin 
this period. Many of these measures are uncorrelated vvith each other and reflect the interests of the 
evaluator. Thus, it is difficult to advance organization theory unless progress is made developing 
appropriate measures for organizational effectiveness. 

For this research, an internal operationalization of effectiveness 'Nill be used. Three variables 
(organizational commitment, v,,orker flexibility and employment transaction-costs) were chOsen to represent 
important internal variables that indicate internal organizational effectiveness. The logic and theory behind 
this choice 'Nill be explained below in greater detail. 

The follovving section addresses theoretical issues of the organizational performance construct. 
This is necessary because much of the research relating externalization to perfonnance uses efficiency and 
not effectiveness indicators. This section 'Nill discuss problems vvith the use of the organizational 
performance and the importance of using considering organizational effectiveness as a dependent variable. 

Organizational Performance as Dependent Variable 
Meyer and Gupta (1994) argued that there is a void of research using organizational perfonnance 

as a dependent variable. Studies using organizational perfonnance as a dependent variable were more 
frequent in the 1960's v-ihere ty.o main streams of this research existed. In the first stream, research looked 
for correlates of effectiveness (e.g. Price, 1968). In the other stream, the research focused on the match 
between the organization and environment as a determinant of organizational effectiveness (e.g. Lawence 
& Lorach , 1967). 

Since then, organizational performance and effectiveness research has dramatically declined >Mth 
reasons including the multidimensionality of organizational effectiveness and performance, low inter-rater 
agreement on more subjective measures, and some public declarations that organizational effectiveness 
and performance do not belong in legitimate organization research (Hannan & Freeman, 1977; pp. 108, 
127). 

Organizational performance has been used extensively in research in the field of strategy. Meyer & 
Gupta (1 994) acknO'Medge th"is but note that there is little consistency in the use of perfOfTTlance, v.tlere 
there may be four or five unique measures of performance in one single issue of a major empirical strategy 
journal. Also, performance in this field is generally measured in efficiency terms and not effectiveness 
terms. 

Efficiency versus Effectiveness. An organization's perfonnance is not exclusively determined by an 
organization's efficiency. Perfonnance may also be determined by an organization's effectiveness (e.g. 
Cameron, 1984; Robbins, 1987; Cameron & \Nhetten, 1983; Ford & Schellenberg, 1982; Keely, 1984; 
Zammuto, 1982; Goodman & Pennings, 1977; Pfeffer, 1977; Yuchtman & Seashore, 1967). For example, 
profits or'revenue per employee are examples of efficiency perfonnance measures. They provide 
commonly used indices of organizational performance. However, an assessment that a particular magnetic 
computer hard-drive manufacturer produces better or more reliable storage devices is an assessment of the 
effectiveness of this organization. This assessment is as important and viable as efficiency assessments in 
determining overall organizational performance. 
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One unanS'wered question is v,,nether the TCE prediqtions, using efficiency criteria, 'MIi be the same 
v,,t,en using effectiveness criteria. This question v.ould not be interesting if efficiency and effectiveness 
indicators were perfectly correlated. However, it may be possible to demonstrate that effectiveness and 
efficiency indicators of pertormance may not be perfectly correlated to each other. It is not uncommori for 
an organization's stock price to drop 5 to 10 percent immediately folloong a report that profits for a quarter 
are equal and even slightly better than the previous year pertormance. This occurs v,,nen major stock 
brokerage firms or leading investment economists do'M"'tgrade a stock because it did not meet expectations 
or projections for a dramatic increase over last years pertormance. In this situation, the efficiency indicator 
of pertormance indicates strength, but the effectiveness indicator (e.g. reputational assessment of viability 
of company) indicates weakness. 

Another example v,,nere efficiency and effectiveness indicators of performance may not correlate 
can be found 'Mth the manufacturing of personal computers. Efficiency indicators of pertormance may 
indude number of units produced per employee, cost per unit, percentage of cost accounted for by labor 
costs and speed to market (in terms of time it takes to manufacture the computer). Thus, a more efficient 
manufacturer may be judged as a high pertormer if it can minimize each of these efficiency indicators. 
However, the recent problems 'Mth Intel _and its Pentium chip has shov,,o that the relentless pursuit of 
efficiency performance (time to market in Intel's situation) may result in dramatic decreases in effectiveness 
performance (Los Angeles Times, 1994; Ramirez, 1994). Intel released the Pentium chip to market before 
all product tests could be performed. Intel minimized transaction-rosts making it more competitive 
compared to Motorola, the Power PC chip manufacturer. However, the discovery that the Pentium ch.ip 
may produce errors 'M"lile attempting high level mathematical computations dramatically reduced Intel's 
performance on some major effectiveness indicators (e.g. trust in the company and management, 
perceptions of their ability to product a reliable product). Thus, Intel 'N3S a high performer on efficiency but 
was perceived as a low performer on effectiveness. 

A final example deals 'Mth the effects of a layoff on performance. An organization may dramatically 
increase performance on efficiency indicators after a layoff. For example, revenue per employee, revenue 
to costs ratios, lowered ovemead costs etc. may all be improved. The problem is that some important 
constituents may perceive that an organization is less effective after a layoff. For example, constituents 
may perceive that the organization may have diluted its ov,,o talent pool, reduced morale or commitment 
and wasted training investment. Also, there may be reduced quality of customer servicce and longer W'aits 
experienced by customers. Thus, efficiency and effectiveness indicators differ. 

The reason for the above three examples is to demonstrate that efficiency and effectiveness 
indicators of performance may not be positively correlated to each other. If this is so, it v.ould be suspect to 
use TCE predictions on effectiveness measures. It may be even possible to show that increasing efficiency 
performance is associated 'Mth decreasng effectiveness pertormance. 

Transaction-cost economics offer much insight into the possible relationships between employment 
externalization and organizational performance. The next section deals directly VI.1th TCE and discusses 
issues that need to be addr~ssed in order to appropriately apply lessons from TCE. 

Relationship Between Wotk Externalization and Organizational Performance 
The firS't research question asks about the association between employment externalization and 

organizational performance 'Mien performance is defined in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency. 
As noted ear1ier, the literature suggests that some problems associated 'Mth employment 

externalization include strategic disadvantages, lack of employment commitment and decreased 
deployment flexibility. The benefits include improved perfo,mance ratios, increased employment flexibility, 
focus on core competence, costs savings and union avoidance. 

The analysis up "to this point clearty indicates that the relationship between externalization and 
organizational performance is very complex. It is fair to derive from the above analysis that externalization 
may be positively related to organizational performance in some situations and negatively related in others. 
Thus, in addition to proposing overall main-effect hypotheses for the relationship betv,,,een externalization 
and organizational performance, it may be interesting to address the factors that moderate the relationship 
between externalization and organizational perfo,mance. 

Given the above analysis, the folloong hypothesis is proposed: 
Hypothesis 1: Intensity of externalization will be negatively associated with perceived 

worker commitment to the organization and perceived work.er flexibility but 
will be positively associated with perceived employment transaction-costs. 
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How competitive Strategy Moderates The Relationship Between Externalization and Organizational 
Effectiveness 

This section proposes one factor that may moderate the relationship be~en employment 
externalization and organizational performance, where performance is defined more roadly in terms of 
effectiveness and efficiency. This factor involves an organization's choice of competitive strategy. 

Competitive strategy. It may be possible that the interaction be~en the HR contribution and 
organizational strategy influences upon organizational effectiveness. 

In order to make any contingency analysis of this type productive, it is important to have a 
framev-.ork for viewng competitive strategy as a construct. For the purposes of theoretical clarity, 
competitive strategy Vv'ill be divided up into ty,o distinct types: differentiation-based competitive strategy and 
cost-based competitive strategy·(similar to the distinction proposed by Porter, 1980, 1985). 

Organizations pursuing a differentiation strategy attempt to produce a product or service that is 
considered unique (Porter, 1980). The primary focus is to create something that is perceived as unique 
through superior product features, customer service, brand image and/or performance. In general, in 
producing a unique product, knowledge of means and ends is low, so by definition, the task of producing and 
marketing a unique product implies tow task programmability. 

The key success factors for an organization using a differentiation-based strategy include creativity, 
strong basic research, and product engineering (Porter 1980). Success in accomplishing these factors , 
defies a focus on short-term output measurement and, rather, requires focus on behavior control of v.orkers. 
Thus. organizations choosing this strategy wll concern themselves more wth specific °behaviors of 
employees (behavior control) rather than wth numerically based indicators of financial and efficiency-based 
performance (cost-control). 

Organizations choosing a differentiation strategy may be doing so because of the nature of the 
competitive environment they face. For example, one such type of environment may be referred to as 
"hypercompetitive". D'Aveni (1994) has attempted to define the characteristics of "hypercompetitive" 
environments. In these environments strategic maneuvering among global and innovative combatants is 
high. Competitive pressures rapidly escalate based on competition to create new know-how and establish 
first-mover advantage, competition to protect or invade established product or geographic markets, and 
competition based on deep pockets that supports extensive and expensive innovation activities. There is 
frequent and dynamic movement by competitors that accelerates to create a condition of constant 
disequlibrium and change. This disequilibrium and change is frequently caused by new innovations by 
competitors. Market stability is threatened by short product life cycles, short product design cycles, new 
technologies, frequent entry by unexpected outsiders, repositioning by incumbents, and radical redefinition 
of market boundaries as diverse industries merge. Hyper-competitive environments escalate toward higher 
levels of uncertainty, dynamism, and heterogeneity of competitors. 

Organizations choosing a differentiation strategy wll require an HR contribution that supports the 
strategy. The literature strongly suggess !hat these organizations Vv'ill likely require HR flexibility and 
commitment (Pfeffer, 1994). This is because organizations desiring superior product service, customer 
service and high effectiveness performance require an HR contribution v.here ..-.orkers provide extra
ordinary perfomiance w'tere they are wiling to provide innovative soluions to problems, make important 
decisions and perform v-.ork outside of their presclibed job duties if necessary. For example, an 
organization may need to adjust its customer service strategy in reaction to a major competitor move or 
based on analysis of industry changes. The organization may need to retrain ..-.orkers to change their 
behaviors to become even more customer focused and Vv'illing to solve customer problems, no matter how 
strange or diverse. This change requires flexibility (flexibility to do ..-.ork outside of formal job duties), 
commitment (wllingness to act in the organization's best interests) and support from the organization in 
terms of resources and support for successes and failures. Major changes in organizational process 
inevitably require changes in individual behaviors (e.g. Lewn, 1951; Chin & Benne, 1969; Huse & 
~ummings, 1985). The research discussed ear1ier in this paper strongly suggests that organizations using 
internalized employment relationships are more likely to obtain an HR contribution characterized by high 
commitment and flexibility (e.g. Tsui et al, 1994; Pfeffer, 1994). It is then reasonable to expect that 
organizations providing this form of employment relationship Vv'ill more likely obtain the committed and 
flexible v-.ork contribution that facilitates both major organizational process changes and differentiation 
strategy implementation. Thus, organizations choosing a differentiation strategy may require an HR 
contribution that wll support this strategy. This is more likely to come v.hen organizations internalize 
employment relationships. This match betv-£en organizational strategy and HR strategy ..-.ould appear to 
support the achievement of effectiveness goals. 
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While it v.ould then seem reasonable to predict that internalization of the employment relationship 
for organizations adopting a differentiation strategy may lead to both high organizational commitment and 
....orker flexibility, it also may reduce employment costs (e.g. transaction-costs). The reason for this is 
because it ....ould simply be too costly to manage externalized v.orker relationships 'Mlere their differentiated 
kno\'\4edge and skills v.;11 be lost to competitors upon termination of the employment relationships. It is less 
costly to retrain salaried 'M>rkers because they 'MIi iikeiy possess higher levels of commitment and flexibility 
and , thus, v.,;11 be more v.,;mng and able to be retrained as competitive forces demand. Higher trained 
v.orkers require less direct supervision and control from managers as they are more ~pable of doing their 
v.ork. 

Organizations choosing a differentiation strategy may experience problems associated v.1th their 
choice to externalize a significant portion of their 'M>rkers. For example, these organizations hope to obtain 
competitive advantages through their ability to offer unique and value-added products or services. This 
value-added component shows itself 'Mlen, for example, v.orkers provide extra-customer service, v.ork late 
hours, offer input for how to improve processes etc. These behaviors often require v.orkers to go beyond 
their formal job descriptions. The problem is that many externalized v.orkers (e.g. temporary v.orkers) are 
not allowed to go beyond their formal job descriptions for many of their assignments. They may choose to 
do this in the hopes of being hired in a salaried or more internalized position. Usually temporary v.orkers are 
instructed by their agencies not to do v.ork other than W1at is originally contracted for. In this case , the 
....orkers v,,;11 not provide the type of HR contribution needed to support a differentiation strategy. 

The other type of competitive strategy used here v,,;11 be referred to as the cost-based competitive 
strategy. Porter (1985; 1980) describes the follO'Mng as characteristics of organizations v.1th a cost-based 
strategy: (1) vigorously pursuing cost reduction, (2) practicing all possible economies of scale, (3) acquiring 
process engineering skills, or the skills needed in order to design an efficient plant, (4) routinizing the task 
environment, and (5) producing a standard, undifferentiated product. A standard product v.1th a routine task 
environment implies that the knO"Medge of ends and means is relatively high, 'Mlich indicates high task 
programmability. The primary focus of an organization ....;th a cost-based strategy is cost control. Incentives 
motivating the decision makers of such organizations are typically based on costs measures. 

Cost-based competition refers to more traditional types of competition w,ere organizations obtain 
competitive advantage based on their ability to provide a lower cost, higher quality product. D'Aveni (1994) 
has referred to this as obtaining 'cost-quality advantages'. This type of competitive strategy 
can be put on a dimension·from high to low indicating high versus low levels of this strategy. 

When organizations choose cost-based strategies there is less economic justification to use 
internalized v.orkers. Organizations choosing this strategy do not require the same HR contribution, v.1th the 
same urgency, as those Qrganizations choosing differentiation-based strategies. The need for highly flexible 
and committed employees, although generally preferred, is not as urgently required. Obviously, this form of 
HR contribution may provide many positive benefits to these organizations. However, these organizations 
are afforded more time to select these individuals W1en needed (e.g. Ginsberg & Buchholtz, 1990). This 
luxury of time is not always afforded organizations choosing differentiation-based strategies w,ere 
competitive reaction times may be evaluated in shorter time periods. An organization choosing to compete 
on costs may discover that it may obtain the cost-saving benefits of using externalized 'M>rkers v.1thout 
facing the competitive disadvantages resulting from the lack of committed and flexible HR contribution 
required if competing based on differentiated products or services. Also, for these organizations, 
internalized workers, and their respective HR contribution, may be less appealing because the costs to 
employ them are higher (e.g. salaries, retirement benefits). These organizations may simply choose to 
externalize 'Mlrk to obtain cost savings. 

As mentioned ear1ier, organizations choosing a differentiation strategy may also choose to 
externalize v.or1c. However, these organizations may experience higher transaction-costs associated ....,;th 
competitive pressures requiring mor.e frequent additions and changes to employment levels (e.g. 
transaction-costs associated 'Mth search and selection of new employees). Thus, using purely efficiency 
criteria, an organization (a) choosing a cost-based strategy and (b) utilizing externalized 'Mlrkers, v.,;11 be at 
no competitive disadvantage to, and may experience greater efficiency performance than , an organization 
choosing a differentiation strategy. 

Another related point to consider is that organizations facing cost-based competitive pressures are 
more likely to focus their efforts on achieving efficiency ratherthan·effectiveness. In these situations. 
organizations are more likely to obtain competitive advantages from their ability to be low-cost producers 
(e.g. Porter, 1985). That is, these organizations are afforded more time to invest in efficient manufacturing 
procedures or service delivery mechanisms. These investments v.,;11 likely have a longer shelf-life because 
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the time span needed before new manufacturing or service processes must be changed is lengthened. 
organizations choosing a differentiation strategy may not rely as strongly on efficiency as a means for 
obtaining sustainable competitive advantage. Thus, major investments to improve efficiency are less 
rational choices for these organizations because these investments may become obsolete more quickly. 

The above predictions may be different v.tlen you consider organizational effectiveness rather than 
efficiency. It is argued above that an organization choosing a cost-based strategy will likely obtain cost 
savings from the use of externalized Y.Orkers. However, there may be qualitative and quantitative 
differences in the output of the v.ork of externalized employees. If the commitment of externalized ""°rkers 
is lower, their ""°rk output may less likely be characterized as creative and innovative. Creative and 
innovative behaviors involve spending personal resources to generate unique and useful ideas to benefit the 
organization (Amabile, 1988; Amabile, 1983). Externalized ..-.orkers do not have much of an incentive to be 
creative or innovative because the organization is not affording them job security or any benefit for their 
contribution to the long-term success of the organization. This may be the case for many internalized 
.....orkers as 'M:!11 , but the point is that internalized ..-.orkers are much more likely to receive incentives for their 
creative or innovative output. Externalized ..-.orkers are generally rewarded for doing only their ..-.ork as 
defined by the contracted relationship. Thus, an agency temporary derical 1MJrker has little incentive to 
offer suggestions to improve record keeping procedures. This individual may do so out of pride, ho'M:!ver, 
there is little formal incentive to do so. It is even possible to show that such a 'M:>rker may receive some 
benefits for not offering suggestions. That is, the less efficient the record keeping procedures, the longer 
this clerical 'M:>rker may be kept on the assignment and , thus, the more money this person will earn. In this 
example, the organization may experience effectiveness probl~ms with customers and important · 
constituents associated with the inefficient record-keeping procedures. In contrast, an internalized IM)rker 
may have more incentive to suggest improvements. Since they are more likely to be participating in 
internal labor markets, they are more likely to receive recognition for their suggestion and be rewarded 
through pay raises or increases on job responsibility. Thus, it is possible to argue that organizations 
competing on cost, and v.tlo are heavy users of extern~lized 1MJrkers, may obtain cost savings (e.g. higher 
efficiency) but v.ill suffer in terms of lower effectiveness (e.g. lower commitment and flexibility and higher 
transaction-costs). 

It may also be possible to argue that organizations choosing a differentiation-based strategy wll 
suffer both in terms of efficiency and effectiveness associated v.ith their use of externalized ""°rkers. These 
organizations will be burdened v.ith a lower HR contribution, in terms of flexibility and commitment, and v.ill 
be burdened with increased employment or transaction-costs associated v.ith the need to continually hire or 
replace for optimally skilled 'M'.>rkers. Also, Pearce (1993) suggests that organizations using externalized 
'Mlf'k.ers may face problems with their remaining internalized 1MJrkers associated with the use of externalized 
'Mlf'k.ers. It is reasonable to expect that these problems (e.g. perceived loss of job security) will tend to hurt 
those organizations choosing a differentiation strategy more than those facing choosing to compete on 
costs. This is because these types of problems tend to reduce v.orker flexibili_ty and commitment and. thus. 
reduces an organization's ability to change as competitive circumstances demand, something important for 
all organizations, but more critical for organizations choosing to differentiate. 

Given the above analysis, the follov.ing hypotheses are proposed: 
Hypothesis 2a: The relationship between externalization intensity and both perceived worker 

commitment to the organization and perceived worker flexibility will be more 
negative for firms pursuing a differentiation strategy than for firms pursuing a 
low-cost strategy. 

Hypothesis 2b: The relationship between externalization intensity and perceived employment 
transaction-costs will be more positive for firms pursuing a differentiation 
strategy than for firms pursuing a low-cost strategy. 

How Firm-Specific Knowledge Moderates The Relationship Betvveen Work Externalization and 
Organizational Effectiveness 

The relationship between externalization and performance outcomes may depend on the nature of 
the 'Mlrk being performed for specific jobs. Firm-specific knov-Aedge (FSK) refers to the extent that 
knO"Medge, skills and abilities (KSAs) of particular jobs are unique and specific to a firm or are not highly 
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generalizable to many firms. A job high on FSK requires KSAs that are specific to one organization. 
Individuals holding these jobs may have difficulty applying their skills to other companies or in other 
employment circumstances. An example of a job high on FSK may be some programmers for the U.S. 
Space Shuttle program. For the Space Shuttle, completely new computer programming languages were 
invented to facilitate highly complex, multivariate tasks to run the shuttle. Some programmers found that 
they 'M.'.lrked on these computer languages exclusively for many years. Since this language was unique to 
one organization and one major task, they found it difficult to transfer their KSAs to other organizations. 

A job low on FSK requires KSAs that are easily transferable to other organizations or employment 
situations. Individuals 'MIO hold these jobs find it easy to move between organizations as their skills are 
generally required by many organizations. Examples -include school teachers, typists and data entry 
persons. 

Organizations may .....ant to protect job holders 'Mth jobs high on FSK. The loss of these individuals 
may require significant and extensive retraining to get a new job holder to possess the KSAs necessary to 
perform the job. For these individuals, the organization may generally .....ant to design the employment 
relationship 'Mlere there are expectations of job security and other benefits typical of a more internalized 
employment relationship. In exchange, you might expect that individuals in this situation \'\OUJd be more 
committed to the organization and 'MIi' afford the organization more flexibility to be deployed as 
circumstances require. Also, these individuals are less likely to voluntarily leave the organization because 
they are given more job security in their positions. This 'M.'.luld reduce employment transactiOf"KOsts as 
replacing this type of v.orker may be costly. 

The situation may be different for individuals in positions low on FSK While an internalized 
employment relationship may increase their commitment to the organization, this ability to transfer skills and 
change employers is critical. It is easier for individuals to migrate to other organizations Y-Ath less impact on 
their O'Ml careers. Thus, organizations may choose to avoid investing too many resources "'1th internalized 
employment relationships for these types of IM>rkers. Internalization may increase commitment and 
flexibility, but le$S so in low FSK situation than in high FSK situations. Thus, the relationship betvveen 
externalization intensity and both commitment and flexibility 'MIi iikeiy be moderated by FSK The following 
hypotheses are proposed: . 
Hypothesis 3a: The relationship between externalization intensity and both perceived worker 

commitment to the organizati~n and perceived worker flexibility will be more 
negative for firms requiring higher levels of firm-specific knowledge than for 
firms requiring lower levels of firm-specific knowtedge. 

Hypothesis 3b: The_ relationship between externalization intensity and perceived employment 
transaction-costs will be more positive for firms requiring higher levels of 
firm-specific knowtedge than for firms· requiring lower levels of firm-specific 
knowtedge. 
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Abstract 

This paper describes some examples where human resource (HR) laws are making life 
difficult for HR professionals. The field has great potential for contributing to organizational 
perfonnance. However, HR professionals are finding much of their time in a defensive 
posture, protecting their organizations from p!Jtential lawsuits. 

Introduction 

Employment law has been controversial and confusing for over a century. There is 
significant evidence that the it is becoming more confusing and difficult to manage 
the human resource given the changes in employment law. This paper briefly 
discusses several of the most common confusions making the management of the 
human resource difficult. 

Conflicting regulation · 

There is no single agency or branch of government that has exclusive jurisdiction 
for regulating employment and employment law. This is making it difficult for 
managers who must often rely on gov~rnment sources for guidance. Often the 
differing agencies provide different advice for managers. 

Overlapping Jurisdict~on · 

There are cases where different parts of government have overlapping jurisdiction 
over one issue. This confuses the issue for managers. Usually, Federal takes 
precedence over State and local governments in HRM issues. 

Conflicting Appellate Court Rulings 

There are 12 U.S. Courts of appeals in different regions of the country. These 
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different courts often rule differently in similar types of cases. Thus, a manager is 
often put into a situation where he/she must design policy to simultaneously satisfy 
two separate court rulings. For example, it may be possible that persistent date 
asking behaviors is considered sexual harassment in one court while grabbing 
private parts is not considered sexual harassment in other courts._ 

Confusing Regulation 

Many regulations are written in very complex legal language. This causes many 
problems for HR managers who must read and interpret these regulations. 

It is fair to state that the human resources managers are being troubled, if not 
strangled, by rapid change in the area of law. There is a recent, very recent, trend 
indicating that the balance of court decisions in employment related lawsuits is 
leaning towards the companies. The reason is unknown. One possible reason is 
that there is an abundance of frivolous lawsuits. The purpose of many lawsuits is 
to cost a company money. They must defend the lawsuit or settle. Also, many 
plaintiffs are _being teased with the promise of being a test case, where the test 
theories are too extreme or vveird. Thus, these cases make it to court and are 
thrown out or lost on their merits. 

Even cases that seemed solid in the recent past are being challenged. For ex
ample, a recent defamation case decided in the favor of the plaintiff was chal
lenged by another case deciding in favor of the company. In the first case it was 
found that it is potentially illegal for an organization to escort a fired worker out of a 
building. Organizations choose to do so out of protection or fear of damage to 
valuable items or to individuals. The court ruled that this was defamation of char
acter and awarded damages to the plaintiff. A recent court case in a different 
region of the country ruled the exact opposite. Another related case has found a 
company liable for not protecting its employees from a potentially dangerous ex
employee who was making threats. In a sense, it is a lose-lose situation. If you 
escort a potentially dangerous worker out of the workplace you are liable for defa
mation. If you don't, you are potentially liable in case if injury to other workers. 

The most confusing of all laws is the Americans with Disabiliti~s Act 

Most of the 'airtime' on legal issues seems to be focused on understanding the 
many implications of this law. What is and isn't considered a disability changes 
weekly, and in many cases, daily. For example, a rece.nt 1997 court ruling held 
that having AIDs, in some cases, is not a covered disability. 
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Arbitration is a very strong alternative to going to court. 

There is statistical evidence indicating that arbitration is favorable to organizations. 
That is, the statistical variance in awards against companies is dramatically 
smaller. This means that there is less fear that a company will be punished se
verely in arbitration. In court, this fear is legitimate. Also costs for arbitration are 
significantly lower. A 1997 report by the SHRM has estimated that a typical court 
case through completion costs a company approximately $250,000 to defend. 
Given this pressure, many organizations are seeking alternates to court. 

Compliance with federal and California ergonomics regulations. 

CTDs account for 50% of all workplace injuries and cost business $200 billion _ 
annually just in the worker's compensation expenses, according to the Occupa
tional Safety and Health Administration. 

California leads the nation on new legislation and the ergonomics area is very 
active. Human resource managers are often the professionals charged with the 
responsibility for ergonomic programs. HR managers, supervisors, and employees 
all need to be trained. They need to be aware of the weak parts of the anatomy 
and learn the risk factors than contribute to ergonomic injuries. 

Corporate Codes of Conduct and business ethics are becoming dramatically more 
important. 

When Congress passed the Federal Sentencing Guidelines in 1991, more organi
zations adopted codes of conduct and· established corporate compliance depart
ments. Although corporations have been subject to criminal liability for the acts of 
their employees for more than 100 years, it was not until recently that state and 
federal prosecutors began taking a closer look at assessing corporate criminal 
liability. . 

In addition to providing harsher penalties than under previous sentencing guides, 
the Guidelines are designed to induce companies to develop effective internal 
crime-reduction systems and respond appropriately if, nevertheless, its employees 
become involved in misconduct. This approach is effected by providing for: 

• More severe sentences if the company is particularly culpable or if higher 
levels of management participate in, condone, are willfully ignorant of, or , in some 
cases, tolerate the offense; and 
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• Less severe sentences if the company has in place an effective compliance 
program and promptly reports to, and cooperates with, governmental authorities, 
once the commission of the offense is detected. 
There will be a decline in the use of employment interview as a selection tech
nique. 

Employee Violence is Causing Problems 

Employee violence against third parties 

Increasing evidence that company may be liable when employee threatens or 
harms third parties. "Acting within the scope of employment" is being cited as the 
standard to ~etermirie liability. For example, is an employee traveling to and from 
his place of employment "acting within the scope of employment" ? 

Negligent hiring and retention 

Numerous cases are showing that companies need to address this issue seri
ously. They are at risk if they know before hand that an employee may cause 
harm to others. 

Drug Testing and alternative tests 

The legal problems with drug testing causing headaches. There is another pos
sible solution that is a recent trend. This involves "impairment tests" .... also called 
performance tests and "fitness for duty" tests - are computer-based products that 
measure users' eye-hand coordination or cognitive skills. They are designed for 
just-in-time dete~ion of \NOrkers who - for whatever reason - are performing poorly 
on a given day. The ACLU, whict:, opposes drug testing; supports impairment 
tests. 

The human resource function has tremendous potential for positively influencing 
the performance of an organization. The problem occurs when HR professionals 
must spend significant portions of their time defending or protecting their organiza
tion from potential liabilities occurring from the employment relationship. There is 
historical precedent to demonstrate that many of the legal problems occur be
cause of past organizational actions. That is, many of the lawsuits are justified to 
right past wrongs. However, the situations is such that managers are prevented 
from acting proactivety and are forced to make decisions just to avoid liability. The 
laws are creating a jungle that is confusing and threatening for HR professionals. 
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Tolerance design is a critical link between design and manufacturing. Decisions of tolerance design will have a 
significant impact on the product· quaJity, cost, and manufacturability. In order to provide today's design engineers 
with knowledge about the engineering process and manufacturability of the designed parts, the current research is to 
develop intelJigent CAD systems embedded with knowledge-based design advisors. They offer design review and 
advice to assure that the parts meet standards across eng.ineering disciplines, and improve the design performance. 

Figure 1. Knowledge-based Intelligent CAD Advisor 

Designer 

I 
CAD Knowledge-based ~ Knowledge 

System Advisor Base 

1 
Part Design 

The intelligent design advisor usually consists of a number of intelligent modules representing various 
manufacturing considerations. Yet the research to develop optimal tolerance design has been very limited. Most 
intelligent design advisors so far developed have no tolerance design module, especially for the injestion moJded 
pans where a tolerance design requires more complex.considerations. The demand for injection molding tolerance 
design advisor, as indicat.ed by the locaJ manufacturing professionals, is high and obviously present This paper 
describes a research project in this area to fill in the gap, and to develop modules that can provide users with 
tolerance design advice in the area of injection molding. 

MULTI-CLASSIFICATION OF TOLERANCE DESIGN 

UsuaJly in manufacturing, tolerances are applied strictly on a dimensional basis. That may overlook the tolerance 
design purpose and requirements, and leads to a dissatisfactory tolerance design. On the other hand, if we design 
toleran1=es according to their functions, more considerations can contribute to the final design. In this project, 
tolerance functions will be classified according to: (1) perfonnance requirements, such as running fit, sliding fit, and 
gear tooth contour, etc.; (2) assembly requirements, such as to accommodate parts with their own tolerances; and (3) 
appearance requirements. Each class can have further detailed classifications. Based on the classification, the 
modules develop tolerance design advice. 

Besides tolerance function, other classifications such as material used (low-density polyethylene, nylon, etc.), 
quality requirement (commercial or fine quality), and mold dimension-related or not, all can become factors in the 
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tolerance design. The "intelligent design advisor" should have integrated features from Expert System (ES), 
Decision Support System (DSS) in order to provide designers with an intelligent and interactive design tool. 

SYSTEM STRUCTURE 

Intelligent tolerance design modules will be developed to consider manufacturing consequences of tolerance design 
and to provide users with a feasible design. A system structure is designed to perform such a function. In the 
structure, the tolerance design module can serve both as a design tool and a manufacturability advisor. The 
structure consists of: (1) tolerance design, (2) tolerance verification, (3) design for manufacturing knowledge bases, _ 
and (4) tolerance optimization. The input to the modules is mainly part design data. The rules collected in the 
knowledge bases will support the tolerance design and verification modules. The output generated by the module 
includes the tolerance data, design warnings, manufacturing impact, and improvement suggestions. The module can 
be invoked both during and after primary part design process. 

Overall Structllre Design 

The overall system structure, including the function models and their linkages is illustrated in Figure 2. The module 
will integrate function models including knowledge archiving, knowledge reasoning and coordination; tolerance 
design, and tolerance verification. These models will be separately developed, yet there will be link.ages built among 
them. That allows the module to perform knowledge processing, tolerance design and manufacturability evaluation 
in different stages, and facilitate concurrent interactions among different models. Furthermore, the modularized 
function models can be easily transplanted to other applications if it is so desired in the future. 

Figure 2. The Systems Structure oflntelligent Tolerance Design 

Tolerance Design Module 

Tolerance design, 
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Knowledge Representation 

Geometric tolerances are critical in many phases of product and process design, linking design goals and 
manufacturing capabilities. The tolerance design module will generate the tolerance specifications for an injection 
molded part based on the primitive part design information as well as manufacturing experiences. The primitive 
part design information will include part function infonnation, manufacturing requirements, and part geometric 
information, which is included in a CAD part model. Manufacturing experiences are the knowledge and rules 
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developed through the prior experience to evaluate the rationality of a pan design from the manufacturing point of 
view. Part with the tolerances generated by the proposed module should satisfy the functional requirements, and 
should be manufacturable. 

Functional requirements are critical for tolerance design. Users will be asked to input necessary information . 
regarding function representations of the pan and their individual features. To make the system user-friendly, a 
system for the classification of functions of injection molded part will be established. User will be asked to select 
the suitable function descriptions from the listbox for different pan form-features. Some pop-up windows will be 
designed to provide user a direct and friendly access. 

Tolerance Verification Module 

If a part design does not include tolerance information, it will be added by above-mentioned module. While a part 
model already contains tolerance information, the tolerance verification module will be used to evaluate its 
manufacturability. In addition, during the process of pan design, the tolerance verification function will be 
activated simultaneously to support tolerance design module. · 

The verification module consists of two main components, tolerance error detection and tolerance feasibility 
evaluation. Tolerance error detection is to find tolerance design errors in a part design and ask user to modify them. 
For example, a tolerance of a diameter is assigned to 0.0, this is an 'invalid specification and should be detected by 
the module. In general, tolerance errors are irrelevant to manufacturing environment and one can see tolerance error 
detection as the first step of tolerance verification. The other component of tolerance verification is tolerance 
feasibility evaluation. Tolerance feasibility covers various manufacturing-related concerns regarding part tolerance 
specifications. It is a critical indicator to the pan manufacturability, and closely reflects the real manufacturing 
environment To implement this task, knowledge bases should be established to represent the relationships between 
tolerance and material, tolerance and dimension, tolerance and machine capability, tolerance and shrinkage, etc. It 
is important to note that, for most cases, these relationships and constraints should be taken into consideration 
simultaneously to promise a successful part design and manufacturing. 

Knowledge Bases to Support Intelligent Tolerance Design and Verification 

The use of polymeric materials and their composites for engineering applications has been continuously increasing 
since the early 1970's. Injection molding is recognized as the most effective batch-manufacturing process to 
produce net-shape, precision parts with complex geometry at low cost. This project will develop a knowledge 
acquisition and updating process through a case srudy related to design molded parts. In this study, the relationship 
of design paramete~ to the injection modeling process will be identified as the needed knowledge. As stated 
before, tolerance design in injection molding involves a large amount of information from material selection to flow 
path control. The establishment of knowledge bases including collection, representing and managing design rules, 
regulations and manufacturing experiences fonns a key step to build a design-for-manufacturing (DFM) 
environment Knowledge software is used to provide capabilities of knowledge processing in the module. 
Following functions will be developed in this task. 

Knowied~e jdenrificarion: The intelligent manufacturing design advisor in many ways acts like the human expert 
It will provide advice during the design process on bow geometry should be configured, wh·cb one is the optimum 
selection in a particular context, and how to achieve a specific result. The CAD system, besides designing the parts, 
will be able to determine the design geometry to meet manufacturing requirements, and review the design to 
identify any potential manufacturing problems, and generate advice to the designer for their resolution. The 
embedded knowledge-based system wants to provide a powerful support to the implementation of concurrent 
engineering, and reduce the number of time-consuming design iteration. For that purpose, ~e knowledge_ base 
should incorporate the manufacturing and assembly rules and knowledge to assure the designed part will be 
compatible ~ith the intended manufacturing process. In this project, the tolerance data and knowledge are 
categorized into appropriate classifications and levels depending on the features, such as part fonn-fearures, feature 

functions, molding dimensions and materials. 
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Source of knowfedge: Knowledge used by tolerance design for injection molding comes from various sources. 
Knowledge base to be built will include the tolerance design rules and tables found from sources such as Injection 
Molding Handbook, as well as rules from the empirical data and personal experiences Knowledge can ~ collected 
from various sources like the following. 

I . Expert designers: The primary source of knowledge comes from the domain expert. In this case, the expen 
designers and manufacturing engineers whose primary job is to deal with tolerance design for injection molding. 

2. Documents and lite.rature: Knowledge may come in the fonn of documents such as reports, reguJations, 
guidelines and books. They may provide insight into the major issues you will need to address. 

3. Previous experience: Many documented previous experience may allow one to avoid the same error. 

Knowledge representation :. It is difficult, if not impossible, to represent all kinds of knowledge, from simple facts to 
fuzzy logic, in a uniform format. Th~ conventional knowledge representation techniques (such as rules, frames and 
semantic networks) do not provide effective representing tools in this respect For that reason, fuzzy representation 
method will be adopted. Most tolerance design knowledge will be interpreted as a collection of elastic or, 
equivalently, fuzzy constraint on a collection of variables. As a combination of frame and semantic network-based 
methods, the knowledge structure in the module will have some special slots for describing certainty qualifications, 
fuzzy relationships and knowledge. It is believed that this representation can be used for fuzzy conditions, 
conclusion matching as well as reasoning tracing and explanation. 

Knowledge _reasonjng and coordination: Like an expert system, the module can perform knowledge reasoning based 
on the tolerance requirement and the initial design information, such as part structure and dimensions. Each step of 
the reasoning process will be traced and logged. Module can provide the reasoning development process upon the 
request of the user. Furthermore, complicated problems can be solved by knowledge coordination from different 
perspectives. 

Tolerance Optimitation 

There have been some tolerance optimization methods developed for manufacturing mechanical metal products. 
Injection molded parts,. on the other hand, few effon has been found to develop optimum tolerance design. This 
may be due to the course that tolerance design in injection molding is complex, and sometimes such a design will 
become the bottlen.eck of whole part design process. In general, close tolerance is not recommended because the 
tighter the tolerance, the more precise and expensive will be the injection machine. This leads to a wider tolerance 
zone for the part However, within the tolerance zone, not all the tolerance values can satisfy both part functional 
and economic requirements. Tolerance design finds the tolerance that will meet the functional requirements, and 
also make the· part most e-conomic for both customer and producer. Statistical and fuzzy logic decision methods arc 
used for such multiple optimization objectives. 

Taguchi method considers three stages in a product's development: system design, parameter design, and tolerance 
design. In system design, the engineer uses scientific and engineering principles to detennine the basic 
configuration. In the parameter design stage, the specific values for the system parameters are detennined. Usually, 
these parameters' nominal values are selected in order to minimize variability transmitted from uncontrollable (or 
noise) variables. Tolerance design is used to determine the best tolerance for the parameters. It is utilized when the 
effort of parameter design has not proven adequate in reducing variation. While parameter design 'is usmg low cost, 
and widely varying components or factors, tolerance design requires the use of tighter tolerances or higher-quality, 
higher-cost materials to reduce variations to appropriate levels. In tolerance design, the loss function is used to 
substantiate the increased costs of higher-quality components by lower loss. For geometric tolerance design in 
injection molding, Taguchi's tolerance design method can be an effective tool of optimization. 
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JntegraJion of Tolerance De.sign Module with Oti,er "Design Advisor" Modules 

The intelligent tolerance design module is just one module of an intelligent design advisor. It has to be integrated 
with other design advisor's modules in order to develop a real DFM environment for injection molded part designs. 
Data transfer and linking coordinating programs will ensure reliable and efficient data input/output operations. 

CONCLUSION 

It is well recognized that injection molding is one of the dominant and cost-effective methods to produce net-shape, 
precision parts with complex geometry in the manufacturing industries. The traditional CAD portion involves a 
typical design process from conceptual to detailed design 'including engineering analysis, and possibly optimization 
procedures. The CAM portion will consider the mold design, manufacturing and process control. In order to avoid 
too many iterations between the CAD and CAM departments, the concurrent engineering concept suggests that the 
designer should consider mam,1facturing factors during the design process. That includes the specification of 
tolerance for the parts. Yet to arrange CAM engineers sittiing with designers to develop designs are often not 
feasible. One solution is to include manufacturing intelligent design advisors into CAD systems. Designers wiU be 
provided with necessary manufacturing and polymetric material knowledge during the part design process. Their 
designs will get intelligent advisors' review during the design process to validate if the . design is considered 
acceptable from the manufacturing engineer's point of view. This paper describes a project to create a concurrent 
design environment with the focus on the tolerance design for the injection molded parts. 
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APPENDIX 

Examples of Rules on Shrinkage: 

In injection molding, shrinkage deeply affects tolerance design. In general. the higher the shrinkage is, the 
looser the tolerance should be. The following examples of rules are used for our model to evaluate the shrinkage 
value and give designer the WARNING information: 

(1) IF: 
THEN: 

(2) IF: 
THEN: 

(3) IF: 
THEN: 

(4) IF: 

TIIEN: 
(5) IF: 

TIIEN: 

The dimension is about overaH part size, 
It is not much of a limiting factor of shrinkage. 
The thickness of a piece is more than 1/8 in, 
The shrinkage value will be on the high side of data. 
The thickness of a piece is less than l/20 in, 
It will have a lower shrinkage value. 
The material are most high-shrinkage crystalline material, and when the material is edge- or 
side-gJted, 
A larger shrinkage occµrs in the direction of flow and a ~mailer one perpendicular to it. 
The material is crystalline plastics, 
Generally it has different rates of shrinkage in the longitudinal and transverse direction of melt 
flow. 
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ABSTRACT 

In a computer integrated manufacruring (CIM) environment, good planning, control and operational 
process require both expert knowledge of the area and powerful decision support capabilities. Toe 
application of information technology has proven to nave a significant impact on productivity, and 
results are usually enco~g. This paper will study the information systems used in manufacturing 
shop floor for the control activity and the operation execution. and will discuss the functional 
components, the potential benefits and the limitations of Manufacturing Execution System (MES). 

INTRODUCTION 

Computer information systems have made a great impact on today's.manufacturing practice. From business planning, 
manufacturing resource planning (MRP) to factory coordination and production activities contro~ information systems 
have been implemented at various levels in the computer integrated manufacturing environment. However, for years 
there is a missing link. The shop-floor control system that is capable of collecting manufacturing data is unable to make 
intelligent real-time decision for execution. To remedy this deficiency, new technologies aiming at shop-floor control 
are _highly demanded. That is where Manufacturing Execution System (MES) has emerged. 

This paper will first study the traditional manufacturing requirement planning systems and the gap between the 
planning and control levels. Then the paper will discuss about the functional components and contributions of MES, 
and how does the implementation of MES in the plant floor fulfill the missing link between planning and control in the 
past. 

MRP and MRP II 

Manufacturing planning and control functions were mainly hand.led manually until the sixties when practitioners started 
to adopt information systems in the manufacturing enviro[l{llent IBM developed an important concept called COPICS 
(Communication Oriented Production Information and Control System), which significantly influenced the further 
development of computer-based production planning and control systems. One group of the early information systems 
was referred to as Material Requirements Planning Systems (MRP) which generated material requirement information 
for manufacturing production lines. MRP systems are built to convert a discrete plan of production for a product into a 
time-phased plan of production or orders for its component items. In practi.ce, this is achieved by exploring the 
requirements for the product through the Bill of Material (BOM) of that product to generate component demands. The 
projected gross demands are then compared with the available inventory and open orders, and a plan for phased 
purchasing and supplying components over the required time horizon can be established. 

With the progress of the MRP system, various operational functions have been added to extend the range of tasks that 
MRP ·software systems support. The extended version, which offered an integrated approach to the management of 
manuf~g resources, was then labeled Manufacturing Resource Planning ~ II). MRP and ~ II p~arily 
deal with management planning in the plant work shops. They plan producn,n to meet demand with mlllllllwn 
inventory. The concern is with the logistics of the manufacturing process. MRP II takes the estimated custom 
requirements and breaks them down into time-phased requirements for processing. In the process, "standard" lead 
times and yields are adopted for planning purposes. The systems are not designed to react in real-time. In case a 
change in manufacturing environment is found, it will take days, if not wee.ks, for the systems to update their planning. 
The main reason for these limitations is due to the weak link to what is actually happening on the shop floor. To 
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remedy this deficiency, Manufacturing Execution System, whfch aims at the "execution" of manufacturing activities 
rather than just "planning", was introduced to the industry. 

MES 

Regardless how carefully one plans, from time to time there are problems such as machine failures, material delivery 
delays and labor blue fever. Shop floor operation controls are created to deal with the unexpected and/or to improve 
the efficiency and effectiveness of the whole operation. Often the process requires real-time information about the 
status of orders, work-in-process, machines, tools and others in order to do the adjustments. In the past, to whatever 
extent of sophistication the manufacturing industry has refined its performance through the information technology, 
there still is a missing link between the manufacturing planning and control activities. Production requirements and 
details cannot be transferred among management planning, engineering operation and control in real time. Yet the 
recent progress in information technology makes a significant change in that area, and real-time control becomes 
possible. 

The fast progress in database technology since the seventies provides an effective tool to monitor and keep track of the 
shop floor data. Collected data, such as quality conformance, will be used for indications and analysis. Database 
technology provides the means· to manage a significant amount of data with the ability for creating, changing, deleting 
and displaying them. Language interface standards such as Structure Query Language (SQL) makes it easy for users to 
access and use the database through the non-procedure approach. 

The problem of isolated automation caused by the lack of communication standards has gradually alleviated when the 
data communication protocols are widely accepted by the manufacturing industries. Open system concept allows direct 
communication between platforms and decreases the degree of dependency on hardware types available for 
networking. With Ethernet, Internet and others, corporations no longer have to be confined to investing in limited 
systems manufactured by the same company that sold them their existing ones. 

The philosophy of management also underwent changes through the eighties. Th.e planning sector was the one used to 

do the planning while the shop floor would execute'the plan accordingly. Yet often times accidents at the shop floor 
can make the original plan unrealistic. Instead of doing some quick patch up work at the shop floor or sending back the 
plan to the planning sector, the shop floor information systems will be given some degree of autonomy to make 
adjustment decisions. A modified plan will be generated to reflect the timely shop floor starus. Such decentralization 
of decision making process gives the shop floor the agile ability for quick response and flexibility. Along with the 
technological progress in the database and data communication areas, here comes the birth of a new kind of shop floor 
information systems called Manufacturing Execution System (MES). 

FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS OF MES 

MES (Manufacturing Execu~ion System), as defined by Advanced Manufacturfug Research (AMR), is a new class of 
infonnation systems which complements and bridges the gap between resource planning systems such as MRP, and 
factory equipment control, such as the programmable logic controllers (PLC). Different from MRP, MES does not 
begin by predicting material needs in the future, but orchestrating the here and now. It takes the responsibility of a very 
complex coordinating task on the shop floor. MES tracks all the equipment's' positions and conditions, telling them 
when they are out of step, and explaining how to get back in step. It provides the operators and managers with current 
views of all manufacturing resources, including people, equipment, materials, facilities and customer requirements. 
The manufacturing information systems will act like a data warehouse that interacts with three levels of-computing. At 
the high level, there are plant-wide management systems such as MRP IL At the lower level, there are data-collection 
devices and equipment controls. In the middle, MES represents the execution layer between the planning and control 
activities. It does the job tracking and scheduling, and bandies time and attendance management It provides the real· 
time operational environment information. The development of production schedules will consider the statUS of 
orders, equipment availability and worlc in process in order to reflect the actual capabilities of the shop floor. With the 
availability of MES, the manufacturing management system is now shifting from a planning system, such as MRP ll, to 
a execution system which focuses on the development of executable plans on the shop floor. 
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functional Components of MES 

A typical MES will include five functional modules: finite capacity scheduling, shop floor tracking and monitoring, 
quality improvement, technical services, and CIM interface. Tasks within each module can be briefly summarized as 
follows. 

Elottc capacity schedulioe 

Finite capacity scheduling provides one of the most desirable features. Whereas MRP II typically assumes infinite 
resources, which is not realistic, ~is module is designed to provide the optimal schedule, given existing constraints in 
machine capacity, materials, labor and time. This module also handles dispatching of resources. 

Shop Qgor trackioe & mooitodoe 

Process model provides flexible modeling of manufacturing process, which includes the definition and control of 
operations, specifications, parameters, and instructions. 

WIP tracking tracks all material through the production process, which is done by on-line operation through terminal or 
bar code entry. Information about process in production will be stored in a database. That will serve as a_ record to 
show the product's confonnance to specification. 

Real-time Production Monitor provides the on-line snap-shots of current throughput and yield results. It tracks 
production unit starus, including downtime, maintenance, and utilization. With its help, operation schedules will always 
reflect the real-time production status. A new schedule will be generated automatically when a problem occurs. The 
real~time view of the shop floor status can thus enhance and optimize the floor opex:ation process. Rework Tracking 
maintains and updates the information about rework that occurs in the manufacturing process. 

Supplier/Receiving monitors the material flow to the factory floor and provides feedback to the supplier through 
EDI(E]ectronic Data Inr.erchange). 

OgaHty improyementlmanagem,:ot 

Quality Data Collection collects and edits any user-defined quality, test, or parametric data from the process. These 
data can be associar.ed with lots/batches, units, or resources. Such information can be used for process improvement or 
ISO certification. 

SPC (Statistical Process Control) analyzes and monjtors the quality data for a specific parameter, and identifies the out
of-control conditions through various user-defined control charts. It also provides trend analysis and Pareto analysis. 

Material Review checks the properties and quality of the incoming materials against the Bill-of-Material (BOM) to 
make sure that they are compatible ·within the design specification. Supplier Rating tracks and evaluates the 
performance of suppliers, and ranks them for the quality assurance purpose. 

Itthnlcal servjc.es 

Work Instruction provides detailed information about the procedures to accomplish a specific task or job functions. 
Multimedia can be utilized for better man-machine interface. 

On-line docwnentation makes help handy for the production personnel when they request it. It can be just a pop-up 
manual or through the client/server networ:k. 

Expert System Inr.erface provides easy-to-configure interface to allow external expert system for both trouble shooting 
and scheduling. 
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CIM interface 

MRP Interface allows easy connecting to MRP systems. It also provides a gateway to the higher level manufactwing 
management system. However, besides material, lvIBS also considers the availability of manpower and equipment, 
work-in-process and other real-time shop-floor information. The planning under MES becomes more realistic. 

Automation Module is responsible to communicate with the cell or machine controller for automated exchange data and 
information. It uses full client/server interface for executing information transactions or retrieving data from a remote 
(client) computer system. 

Supporting Areas 

The above mentioned applications are developed to support execution at the shop-floor level. The supporting areas can 
generally be categorized into three groups: the resource management, operation management and quality management 

Resource rnanaeerneot 

While 'MRP and MRP II focus on the resource planning at the higher levels, MES does the real-time resource 
management at the shop-floor level. The resources include machine and equipment, material and labor. At the shop
floor, the environment is more dynamic· than the one provided for higher level planning. Machine and equipment may 
shut down anytime because of various reasons. The essential material may be short of supply therefore halting 
production. Labor may have blue fever. Management has to find a way to cope with the unexpected situation. 

1. Machine and equipment: The machine and equipment component of MES helps to maximize their use while 
balancing the requirements for manufacturing and maintenance. MES provides information about capacity, service 
trends and utilization. On one hand, MES develops effective scheduling, efficient equipment allocation for an 
optimum machine/equipment usage, while on the other hand, MES predicts the maintenance and service 
requirements and reduces the maintenance downtime. 

2. Material/parts management Both MRP and MRP II aim to reduce the material/part inventory, whether they are 
raw material, work-in-process inventory or finished goods. Material/part management applies to material, parts and 
supporting functions such as product packaging. MES strives to reduce and eliminate excessive inventory by 
providing material tracking and control in the work-in-progress management. With its real time feedback and 
information collection, the decision making will be based on the real life information of material distribution, 
work-in-progress, inventory levels and latest yield rates by product and operation. 

3. Labor management ~ successful shop-floor scheduling depends on the knowledge of individual employee's 
abilities and availability, and job skilL reql,lirements. MES gathers information of employee and ranks them 
according to their job skills. It directs the maintenance and production employees in real-time. The work force is 
required to follow specific operation instructions and procedures. The observed benefits include that of cross• 
referencing of specific personnel with specific jobs to ensure productivity and quality . 

.. 
4. Scheduling/dispatching. The function of scheduling and dispatching is to fulfill the job order requirements based 

on the availability of machine/equipment, labor and material/parts. MES receives production plans from MRP, and 
incorporates the plans into the current production plan based on real life information. MES will ~eep .track of job 
orders and resource availability to determine if modifications are needed. The ability to change schedules in the 
event of machine/equipment problems or lack of resources makes scheduling more viable. This kind of process is 
used to be time consuming and MES is able to reduce it from hours down to minutes or seconds, avoiding to be the 
cause of bottleneck in the production flow. 

Operations rnaoaeement 

In the area of operations management, MES addresses the conformance issues throughout the whole process, from 
start-up to shutdown procedures. MES also monitors the material movement through production operations, and 
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contnbutes to develop an optimum efficient process. It will take corrective action when a deviation from specification 
is found. Under MES supervision, the shop-floor can operate semi-automatic or fully automatic in operations such as 
material handling and product inspection. 

Quality manae;ement 

Toe quality management function in MES provides users with graphical reporting tools for analyzing production trends 
and analysis. Qualitative data are collected and available through plant-wide communications. History of process and 
specification changes are maintained and available through the on-line service. Information collected and maintained 
by MES can be used to fulfill the requirements such as to meet the ISO 9000 standards. To maintain the proper 
documentation and paperwork as· proof of compliance requires significant amount of effort and labor, but that can be 
significantly reduced by adopting MES. With MES, documents and technical information can be managed 
electronica!Jy with revision contro~ approval routing and audit trails. 

CONTRIBUTION BY MES 

For years the manufacturing practitioners realize there is a gap between what should happen as presented by the 
requirements planning systems and what actually happens on the shop floor as indicated by the infonnation collected ' 
from the automated operations. The inconsistency between the two causes inefficient resource utiliz.ation, low 
productivity, wasted time and subsequently curtails the company's ~ompetitiveness in the market. To illustrate the 
problem, the production scheduling can be used as an example. To develop executable plans on the shop floor requires 
three levels of scheduling. The first level from the plant's point of view addresses on how to achieve a production target 
by developing a time-phase production plan. Most MRP D and similar packages have the capabilities to hanp.le this 
function well. The second level of scheduling involves particular work orders moving through manufacturing, and 
foqises on the individual ·runs and pieces of equipment against other individual runs and pieces of equipment. Some 
MRP II systems can handle a part of the job. Others will have to purchase additional packages called finite capacity 
scheduling systems to perform the scheduling at this level. Then at the equipment level, split second decisions have to 
be made based on the process control variables such as the temperarure, pressure, etc.. To perform this level of 
scheduling, it needs to install additional supervisory and process control systems. MRP IJ's batch orientation has a 
difficult time dealing with real-time decision making required at the equipment level. 

Filling the Missing Link 

lfwe look from the integrated manufacturing point of view, at the upper level, MRP ll and other systems follow the 
master production plan and standard paramete.rs such as th~ lead time, yield, waste and standard capacities to develop 
plans of what to make and when to make it. The time-phased plans are scheduled in terms of weeks ( or even days in 
lbe least). At the lower leve4 the process is operated on a second-to-second basis. Operations are under real-time 
monitoring. and control requires continuous feedback for split second decisions. Between the corporate/plant level and 
worlcstation/equipment level, there should be a cell/workshop level to tie up the production planning with the real-time 
operations. That is the missing link, and of which MES is developed to fill in. 

MES receives the plans and schedules developed from MRP II and other corporate/plant level systems, and also gamers 
continuous feedback and real-time information regarding the actual processing conditions at the shop floor. Combining 
the information. MES develops executable production plans, generates reports concerning work orders, equipment 
performance and inventory consumption. To achieve such objectives, MES integrates shop floor information systems 
with an execution control module and a data acquisition system. In the process, MES unites plant management, quality 
management, supervisory control and monitoring, and plant engineering together. 

CONC~USION 

In order to retain a competitive edge in the g.lobal economic market today, effective factory floor automation_ and 
control play a critical role in the manufacturing industry. Achieving this end, infonnation technology has been widely 
used at all manufacturing levels. Manufacturing Execution System (MES), in particular, has been developed to support 
the operations and management at the shop-floor level. 
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Manufacruring technologies have evolved from two separate levels: the manufacturing planning level, and the 
manufacturing operation and control level. In the past, there was a missing link between the two levels . .With MEs, 
these two levels are now being merged so that an integrated manufacturing system can be developed for better factory 
floor management and operation in terms of quality, productivity, and cost. Among all these developments, 
information technology has played a vital role. By implementing MES, manufacturing operation plans can be executed 
or modified based on real-time infonnation regarding the shop-floor status, and allows the shop-floor management 
making the proper decisions even facing the dynamic fluctuations in the plant. That will greatly improve the shop-floor 
performance and make a profound impact on the development of computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) in meeting . 
today's challenges in the manufacturing industry. 
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Abstract 

Hemy Ford is known for his novel approach to assembling automobiles. He realized means for 
eliminating waste in the scattered movements of workers, searching for, comparing, finding 
objects, and conveying objects from the assembly processes. Observing the success of the, 
approach to the assembly line, others decided to apply the Ford principles not only to assembly 
~. but to machining processes as well. The result is a one-piece flow (OPF) production 
system, which is conceptually different from the traditiorial push system. This article focuses on 
the basics of one-piece flow production as a market-oriented just-in-time (Jl'I) production system 
that strives to fulfill all the requirements of total quality management (TQM), reduce product 
changeover ti.me, increase productivity, reduce work-in-process inventory, and eliminate all 
sources of waste. In this article the concept of one-piece flow production system will be reviewed, 
the requirements of a system for OPF applicability will be listed, and a few guidelines to its 
implementation will be presented. 

Introduction 

We have come a long way from the traditional mass production system which exploited the 
product layout, lining up different machinery and equipment along a line, and connecting them 
by a conveyor system, to produce a product, For a while, the product layout seemed to be the 
most efficient way of setting up the system to produce a given high volume product. But, then 
came the competition, and the customer welcomed more options. Markets are diversifying and 
customers expect a product tailored to their individual needs. 

The capability of a manufacturing system to be flexible enough to respond to the changes in the 
market-place and customer's needs is a crucial element of survival. One essential prerequisite to 
such a capability is the ability to reduce the machining changeover time to zero, to be on-line with 
the suppliers and users, and to have goods brought to the site on a daily basis and shipped 
immediately. Another requirement for competing in a tight market place is to eliminate all 
SOUrces of waste. These changes are symbolized in a new type of manufacturing system, known 
as one-piece flow production system, in which the machinery are smaller size general purpose 
machines that are lined up in a U-shape cell and are managed by only a few operators. The one
piece flow (OPF) production system is a hybrid of the best of all the traditional production 
systems that insists on waste reduction as the base for improvement. 
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The literature is filled with articles on the advantage;· of zero defect production system. They all 
endorse the same concept: build a thorough inspection system into the production line, so that 
parts are conveyed, processed, and inspected one at a time, and make sure that the · human element 
of the production/inspection system is trained to appreciate the significance of maintaining a high 
standards of quality in his/her work-cell. In the next section a brief description of OPF and · 
several recommendations on its implementation is presented. 

Requirements of One Piece Flow 

According to Sekine, to achieve a OPF production, the following rules need to be followed: 
Rule 1. Abolish the planning-centered production. The first step is to realize that unlike 

the traditional MRP production systems, OPF prescribes a next-stage demand
based pr09uction. 

Rule 2. Abandon the batch production system. The second step is to move to batches of 
size one. But such a change requires machines and fixtures that need minimal 
changeover time ·and are adoptable to low volume production. We have to seek to 
remove any kind of waste and any system that hides the waste. We need to 
redesign the line so as to remove the causes of flow retention. 

Rule 3. Discontinue the automated warehousing system, which by design encourages over
production, and therefore contradicts the OPF philosophy. One piece production 

· approach simply goes .against the grain of autoµ,ated warehousing, which .is 
invariably designed for batch production factories. Biggest drawback of automated 
warehouses is that they tend to hide . waste. · 

Rule 4. Develop an on-line quality controlprocedure. Get ride of the traditional sampling 
techniques and adopt an on-line quality control system that assures zero defect as 
an integ-ral part of OPP production. In one piece production lots are reduced to 
size of a single work-piece or lots no longer exist. So there is no need of quality 
control in terms of random inspection of lot samples or statistical quality methods. 
Only quality control method appropriate for one piece production is that through 
inspec,tion should be built into the production lines so that work-pieces are 
conveyed, processed, and inspected one at a time. Mistake proof devices should 
be built .into the production line. 

The .rules and conditions governing one-piece production are: 
Rule 1. Base the · .cycle .time · on market ~uirements. . The OPF production should be 

initiated by coordinating the timing of production with customer needs. 
Rule 2. Base equipment capacity utilization on cycle time. For a new product, select 

machinery that require no changeover time. For an existing production line, 
modify the equipment to make them adaptable to batches of size one. 

Rule 3. Center production on assembly processes. Apply the pull system, that is, base the 
daily production on the goods used up by the assembly processes during the 
previous day. · 
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Rule 4. 

Rule 5. 

Factory layout must be conducive to one-piece production. The layout of OPF 
should have several characteristics. The most important one is to incorporate 
several U-shaped cells, each consisting of several machines operated by just one 
or a few operators. Other characteristics are: the existence of clear pathways; 
minimum in-process inventory; and thorough inspection of the incoming and 
outgoing parts from each cell. 
Goods must be conducive to one-piece production. Finally, recognize that owing 
to the waste in the setup, positioning, and removal, very · small work pieces are not 
suitable for OPF production. 

The reorganization of the existing plants into multiple factories within a factory can help achieve 
ultimate productivity. The idea of focus factories brings about the flexibility, productivity and 
quick response time to customer needs that is vitally important for any company to survive. The 
whole world is faced with a global market. More and more companies in many countries compete 
for the same business. This simple, yet complex idea of one piece flow made possible by focus 
factories and cellular work station layout may well be their key to the future. The most important 
secrets to success are setting high goals, discarding old· ways of working and inventing new, 
simpler, and lower cost methods. A few examples of such methods are presented next. 

Simplification is the k(:y to productivity. Companies need to reduce the number of components 
in the product. With fewer components, the product is not only easier and less costly to produce, 
it will likely have better reliability and require less repair. The number of steps in the process 
flow should be minimized and the emphasis should be on eliminating those steps that do not add 
ID the value of the product. Similarly, the number of components in the ~tores and tooling used 
for machining should be minimized. 

Reduction or elimination of changeover costs is one of the most important techniques required to 
achieve superior productivity. Higher than necessary changeover cost have three drawbacks: 1) 
they demand long production runs, which is . impractical to quickly respond to customer 
requirements; 2) large production runs result in siz.able amounts of inventory; and 3) large 
inventories require plant and stores or warehouse space and people and equipment to transport, 
stock, retrieve, and distribute them. 

Reduced inventory translates to lower inventory investment costs. This frees up money for better 
investments, improves space utilization, and reduces capital investment and depreciation expense. 
In addition, companies need to look beyond just reducing work-in-process. They need to look at 
the root causes. Improvements can be made in quality flexibility and supplier programs to keep 
inventory down in the long term. 

Whenever machines and equipment can increase both short and long tenn profitability, they should 
be used to replace manual work. One should be careful not to blindly invest in automation only 
to find it increased product cost and lowered profitability with little hope of future improvement. 
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The attempt to achieve one-piece flow needs the full attention of all departments within the 
company. It starts with top management commitment to change. A few other areas that have an 
influence on one-piece flow are product design, process engineering and scheduling. Tlie design 
engineer needs to keep his internal and external customers in mind while designing the final 
product. The simpler the design, the easier to assemble and with the fewest parts. Using a pan 
or material that eliminates a process reduces lead times and shortens the process cycle. This 
makes it easier to achieve one-piece flow. The design engineer needs to use the latest tools 
available to him such as Design of Assembly, QFD, DOE, FMEA. 

The process engineer needs to design the process using the latest technology available to achieve 
the ultimate layout for each product. A srudy of the existing process needs to be conducted. All 
tasks need to be categoriz.ed as either value or non-value-added. All or as much as possible of the 
non-value-added time needs to ·be e~ted. Examples of these are long distances traveled 
between value-added prQCesses, scrap and ·the time parts wait in a queue. 

The scheduler needs to continually work to a tighter schedule and work with purchasing, 
marketing, and others to streamline the schedule. The schedule needs to be firm for a few days 
out and be more subject to change the further into the future. Use of modem tools such as 
computer-aided process planning system which takes production capacity, machine capability, and 
operation cost into account to determine feasible process plans for a product mix can be 
instrumental in achieving the flexibility needs for one piece flow. 

The quality function needs to identify the rcx:>t causes for all scrap/reject parts. In order to achieve 
one-piece flow, each part needs to be to specification at every point in the process. They need 
to use capability studies to identify problems and keep processes in line. They need to work with 
external and internal suppliers to achieve six-sigma or better. Their work helps keep only good 
parts making it to the assembly line. 

Finally, the purchasing needs to work very closely with their suppliers. They should purchase 
parts that are to specification 100% of the time. In addition, they should make arrangements to 

have their suppliers sh.\p the products in smaller lot sizes, more ~ften and in a smaller window of 
arrival time. A supplier is expected to ship within a two to four hour span without being late or 
early. 

Layout Objectives 

The primary objective in the design of the factory layout should oe increase or maintain 
profitability. Other objectives include improved quality, customer service and employee 
satisfaction. A few guidelines are: 
1. Reorganize the factory into subplants. This may be accomplished by utilizing the concept 

of cellular layout, group technol<;>gy, or focus factory. · 
2. Provide maximum access for receiving and shipping materials around the perimeter of the 

cell. 
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3. Cluster all subplants dedicated to a product or product family around the final process 
subplant for the product family. 

4. Locate supplier subplants of common components in a central location. 
S. Minimize the size of the factory. 
6. Eiminate centralized storage of purchased and manufacrured material. 
7. Design a comprehensive factory organization capable of handling future changes and 

growth. 
8. A void locating offices and support services on the factory perimeter. 

The new layout of the assembly line should adapt a cellular design to achieve one-piece flow. 
Careful consideration must be taken in determining the type of cell.. The production should keep 
pace with the cycle time. A .U-shaped cell is ideal for the same person to work at the entering and 
exiting processes, controlling the quality of the process. A void having the workers sit w_hile 
working. The new thinking is to have them standing and moving while working. The process 
engineer needs to set up the process such that the workers feet and hands move in harmony with · 
each other instead of apposing. The workers need to have the authority to· stop a line when a 
problem occurs so that it can be addressed immediately. The work within the cell needs to 
balanced between the work stations to avoid idle time. Where possible machines should replace 
manual labor. Any devices that can be 'installed to prevent mistakes should be implemented. One 
such example would be an electronic eye to count whether the operator grabbed a part from the 
tote. This would eliminate any missing parts. In order to achieve maximum flexibility, 
changeover time must be minimized. · 

Careful consideration to pan storage is important. There are two areas of storage that need to be 
considered. The first is at each work station. Parts must be easily accessible by the operator. 
Second, the cell should store inventory for only a day or two and close at hand. Until your m 
goals are met, any inventory above this should be stored elsewhere in a central storage. Large 
buffer stock reduces your ability to be flexible. If you have one worker per each work station, 
you need to work towards eliminating all buffer stock. You can not produce consecutive part 
differently very easy when you have. this buffer ·stock. 

The cell strucrure simplifies what equipment is needed to move material. Where large fork lifts 
were needed to move material about, small hand carts or workers hand carrying parts are 
primarily used. A small tote weighing a few pounds may cover a complete shift of a part. Fork 
lifts would only be needed to bring the material from receiving or the warehouse to the line. 

In summary, successful transition to a flexible factory capable of one-piece flow, the whole 
Ol'garu7.ation needs to be committed to this end result. It starts with the up front work of 
marketing and product development and continues through out the process to shipping the product 
out the door into the customers hands. One piece operations can be extended from one piece of 
ordering to one piece flow , one piece production, one piece inspection, and one piece delivery. 
This type of production system can be applied to production lines as well as assembly areas. 
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CONCLUSION 

Resources were always plentiful in the United States in the mid 1900's and quite often in the 
manufacturing environment they seemed to be somewhat unlimited. With this demand, companies 
felt stocked shelves of finished goods and components was a path toward improved profits and 
market share. Unfortunately, there has always been a great deal of waste in our manufacturing 
environment. A significant portion of this was driven by the past practices of the mass production 
philosophy. It was the belief that as long as parts were being produced, money was being made. 
No one ever took the time to fully analyze the issues and determine the true operating and 
manufacturing costs. 

An effective definition of waste is anything other than the minimum amount of equipment, 
materials, parts, space and workers time, which are absolutely essential to add value to the 
product. This effort in process improvement and waste reduction has helped many companies 
achieve production efficiencies and improved product quality. · 

Single piece flow drives the improvement toward the total elimination of waste in a given process. 
It reduces the throughput of the product because of streamline flows and operations. Productivity 
is increase4 due to the reduction of waiting or idle time associated with major rework or re
manufacturing of scrapped product. Non-value added labor is reduced because_ of less material 
handling and paperwork. The lines generally are balanced relative to cycle times which yields 
additional capacity and flexibility. Workplace organization becomes a vital part of the operation 
and should be maintained to help keep operator morale at its highest level. Defects in the products 
~ discovered much sooner which avoids major scrap cost to the operation. The benefits to single 
piece production are numerous. Ultimately, the overall cost to manufacture is reduce, thus 
allowing for the price to the consumer to be maintained or reduced as well. The value to the 
customer is increased· which drives repeat business and/or increased sales. This entire process 
provides the means to increase business and profits for the company while providing total 
customer satisfaction. 
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Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) , a well known method of 

efficiency measurement based on linear and fractional programming, 

provides benchmark estimates of fully-efficient inputs or outputs 

for decision-making units (DMtJ's). Often, owing to economic and 

management constraints, inefficient DMU's cannot feasibly be moved 

immediately and fully to the efficiency frontier. This paper 

integrate·s DEA with index-number theory to provide decision-makers 

with a practical decision-support system, based on partial 

productivity indexes. We show how to derive optimal, feasible 

policies for partial improvement of efficiency, using the factor 

decomposition of possible increase of efficiency based on original 

meted GIM (Generalized Index Method). A numerical illustration is 

given. 

DEA - DATA ENVELOPMENT ANALYSIS 

DEA is · a Linear and Fractional Programming based method 

oriented to evaluation of relat i ve efficiency of objects (DMU's -

Decision Making Units) and their separation into 'efficient' and 

'inefficient'. For each of inefficient DMU' s DEA finds optimal 

values of parameters, their weight coefficients and "peer 

objects", examples of better performance, Charnes, A. et al 



(1978), Banker, R.D. et al (1984). 

DEA - GIM PROBLEM STATEMENT 

DEA considers DMU' s as objects that produce 'outputs' ( Y. 1 , i , 

1 .. r) using 'Inputs' (X , j = 1. .s) and measures efficiency of 
J 

each DMU as ratio of i ts 'Outputs' to 'Inputs': 

Ek= ( f u lky l k): ( f VJkxJk), 
i:l j: l 

where 'k' is DMU under analysis, k = l .. n. DEA allows each DMU ~ 

turn to give its own values to uik and vJk' so that to achieve 

(input minimization prob l em): 

E = max, s ~t. E ~ 1 and E ~ 1 for all other DMU's. 
le ~ p 

In practice it is hardly possible practically to increase 

outputs together with decrea·se of inputs so it is proposed in this 

paper to operate with ratios of inputs and outputs instead of 

their abso 1 ute values, that al lows to obtain 'trade-off' inputs 

and outputs. 

We start from reorganizing inputs and outputs in a table, where 

they are ordered by importance (controllability). 

output-1 
(Y ) 

1 

Input-1 
(X ) . 1 

Output-1 

output-2 

Input-1 

Input-2 

(Y) 
1 - Onl y lower part of the i ndex matrix 

(Y 2) 

(X ) 
l 

(X2) 

g~y 1 , Y 2 

gYt,Xl 

gY1,X2 

- is used. -
Note: gY1,lC2 = (Y l /Y~): (X2/ X~), etc. 

Then we reorganiz~ DEA eff i c i ency index as follows: 
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.. 
{X / X

0
) 

s s 

E = X 
s . 

l W {X / X
0

) x: 
J=t J J . J 

(X I x0
) 

s s 

r-

\ (u Y0
) L 1 1 

i=t = s l {W XO) 
J = 1 J j 

+ W XO 
s s 

and use Generalized Index Method (GIM), Vaninsky, (1980} for 

decomposition of possible increase of efficiency index by these 

ratios. 

llE = l llE[ gY,X] + ' llE ( g ) . L X,X 

This decomposition .represents well known problem of the Index 

Number Theory. The novelty is the presence of interrelations 

between ratios: 

gYl,Rl = gYl, Y2 gY2,R1 

gY2, R2 = gY2, Rl gRl, R2 

To solve the problem we use the following theorem, Vaninsky 

(1980}: 

Theorem: Additive partition of the increase in the objective 

function 

z = f (X) = f ( X IX· I • . •• 'X ) I 
1 2 n 

on a curve A connecting initial and final points, with factors 

subject to constraints: 

<P ( X) = ( <Pk ( X) ) = ( <P 1c ( X 1 , X.2 , • •. _- , X n) ) = 0 , k = l. . M, 

is given with the formula: · 

llZ[Xl<P1A] = Jf:(E - lxt:> diag(dX), 
. A 

where . fx = (8f/8X1,8f/8X2, ... ,af/8Xn), Ix = ({<Px)1J) = (8~J/8X1), 

·diag(dX) - diagonal matrix with elements dX1,dX2, ... ,dXn, E - unit 

matrix, (X) is an ith coordinate of a vector, upper symbol "T" 
1 

denotes transpose and symbol '+' generalized inverse of a 

matrix . . Th.e curve is generated by assumption, that each ratio 
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changes in ~ime as: 

The proof of the theorem is based on a set of axioms 

formalizing principal properties of factor index decompositi on. 

Analysis of decomposition allows to propose measures 0 

efficiency improvement, as shown in examples given below. 

EXAMPLES. 

Example 1: Bank Branches 

Branches of a bank were compared due to efficiency of 

operations. Below are data for one of them with efficiency index 

equal to 39.68%. 

Variables Actual Optimal Weights 
value value X 1000 

Accounts (Yl) 34 7 5.0 3475.0 0.0482 
Services (Y2) 6.0 6.0 37.2700 
Commissions ( Y::i) 348.1 348.1. 0.0000 
QRServices (Y4) 7277.0 7277.0 0.0007 
Wages (X1) 61.1. 2 242.5 0.6021 
Area (X2) 31.6.0 125.4 2.0000 

The following formula was obtained for ef~iciency evaluati on: 

E = 
0.1676 g + 

Y1,X2 0. 2236 g YZ, X2 + 0. 0056 gY4 ,X2 

0.3680 g + '0.632000 
Xl,X2 

Decomposition with GIM gave the following results: 

Contributio'n to the Branch Inefficiency 

Ratio Actual Optimal Contribution, 
value value % to total 

Services/Area LOO 2~52 24.5 
Clients/Area LOO 2.52 20. 4 
Clients/Wages 1.00 2.52 14.7 
Clients/Wages 1.00 2.52 14. 7 
Others 25.6 

Total 100. 00 
. . 
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The following conclusions were 6btainedf 

Volume of services does not correspond to resources occupied by 

the branch. To increase efficiency it has: 

OR (1) To combine diminishing of Area w-ith increase of Clients 

and Services, OR (2) To decrease Area and Wages. 

Example 2: Hotels. 

A group of hotels was compared based on number of clients and 

volume of services as outputs and capital and labor as inputs. 

Inputs, Outputs, Weights and Efficiencies 

OMU Effi- Visitors Services Capital Labor 

. ciency Actual! Opt . Actual I Opt. Actual! Opt. Actual! OP:t· 

A 0.720 60.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 40.0 24.0 30.0 21.0 
B 0.600 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 35.0 18. 9 35.0 21.0 
C 0.833 50.0 50.0 45.0 50.0 18.0 15.0 20.0 13. 5 
D 0.486 27 • . o 27.0 18.0 27.0 25.0 8.1 15.0 7.3 
E 1.000 100. 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 30.0 30.0 27.0 27.0 

Partition of possible increase of efficiency gave the following 

results (%to total): 

Ratio 

Visitors/Capital 
Visitors/Labor 
Services/Capital 
services/Labor 
Visitors/Services 
Capital/Labor 

Total 

I DMU A I DMU B 

-20.5 
61.9 
39.8 
49.8 

-21. S 
-9. S 

I 100.0 

24.8 
-8.6 
55.2 
32.7 
o.o 

-4.l 

100.0 

I DMU C 

49.4 
65.4 
39.0 

-12.1 
-11.8 
-29.9 

100.0 

The following conclusions were derived for Hotel A: 

I DMU D 

56.2 
53.5 

-53.8 
56.1 
-6.0 
-6.0 

100.0 

Hotel A tries to serve a number of clients in excess of its 

capital possibilities. To become more efficient, it has to 

increase the quantity and quality of services w-i th simultaneous 
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decrease of number of clients and intensification of labor Use 
I 

i.e. Hotel A should be moved to higher service class. 
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Multimedia syStems (MMS) have the potential to change the nan.are of teaching and lea.ming furthe benefit of all 
involved in education. However. to date, most commercial MMS have relied heavily on the emotional aspectS 
of the different media as well as the motivational capabilities of the learners as methods of enhancing learning. 
Developers ofMMS have been slow to incorpome sound psychological learning principles into th_eir systems. 

This paper focuses on the essential themes in education, providing an oyerview of the impact of MM:S to date 
and an assessment ofrelevam rcscarchon the c:ffeasofdilferentmedia and combinations thereofoa learning. The 
main concern will be on the learner-driven design aspectS which it is felt should be incorporated. to enhance 
cognition and learning with the emphasis throughout on developing commercially viable MMS. 

The key to unlocking the possibilities ofMSS is to envision modem education as an omnipresent activity. As 
technology permeates home, work and ail other locations; all social functions should be integrated into a 
seamless web ofleaming. The challenge aow is to decide on a unifonn approach to incorporate MMS into 
education. This methodology will be discussed. This new approach co compUler aided learning can 
undoubtedly enrich srudents' learning. MMS can be integrated into the heart of the curriculum and not just be 
an interesting adjunct if the students have the time or the inclination. Developers must overcome th.e diffiwlties 
in realising educational ~S. and transfer these systems from prototypes used only as workbenches for the 
computational anaiysis of the educational processes to commercially-viable systems. 

Research into the effectivenessofMMS is needed if the efforudevo1ed 10 putting intelligence into these systems 
is not to be wasted. Imeracrive Learning Systems can certainly provide opportunities for teachers and learners. 
but designers muSt ensure quality information and coursewa.re. good design practices. guidelines on I egal issues 
and improved perfi:mnance. A better understandiitg of the real values of these alternative technologies is badly 
needed to ensure the role of these systems is realised: to serve the user and improve educational standards for 
every individual. This paper will address these issues. 

INTRODUCTION 
Multimedia systems (MMS) have the poten_tial to change the narure of teaching and learning fonhe benefit of all 
involved in education. However, to date. most commercial l\lfM:S have relied heavily on the emotional aspec-.s 
of the diifermtmedia as well as the motivational capabilities of the learners as methods of enhancing learning. 
Developers ofMMS have been slow to incorporate sound psychological learning principles inro their systems. 

This paper wiil focus on the essential them.es in education. providing an overview of the impact ofy{MS co 
date and an -assessment of relevant research on the effects of different media and combinations then:ofon learning. 
The main concern will be on the leamer-<iriven design aspects which it is fcit should be incorporated co enhance 
cognition and learning with the emphasis throughout on deveioping commercially viable ~- F'or the 
purpose ofrhis work. a MMS is defined as: 

. ·<l compmerised datahase 1ha1 aiiows 11sers 10 ucr:ess i11formauo11 in multiple forms. i11dutii11g 1exr. audio, 
~-idea und ammal/011. .'vllvlS ure specifical~v cies1g111:d with linked mxks of ittforma11011 /0 al/uw users /0 

ur:cess the i11/orma11011 11c:cordi11g to their 1111,que llt!l!ds arul imerest ·_ (Reeves. 1992) 

With 1he growth in popularity of multimedia. it is widely e.."<peaed that new MMS can enhance leamin~ 
e~perii:nces oased on 1e.xt. graphics. sound. animation and video . Certainly, both industry and the academia are 
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promoting the development of multimedia in the belief that multimedia programs can provide unparalleled 
learning environments. Taylor (1990) states: 

'Multimedia brings 10 bear dynamic visual informa1io11 i11 the form of /11/J~otion vid1to that give you a dir1tc1 
pipeline into th!! brain. We. as human b1tings, process tJuu daia v1try efficiently. The pow1tr of fa/I-motion 
video combined with interactivity allows 1tVl!ry person 10 discover knowledge in the pattern that fits lh1tir 
paradigm for learning - the way 1hey learn best, individualised'. 

But, can multimedia per se transfurm education? 

A REVIEW OF MULTIMEDCA IN EDUCATION 
In the lase ten years there have been many talse predictions about the coming impact of multimedia in education 
and training. Ambron (1990) notes. many enthusiasts failed to highlight the significance c:i (i) the technology, 
(ii) the cost, (iii) the complexity and (iv)teacher-oriemated methods. 

Some of these problems are being overcome with the advances in comemporary technology. For example. large 
capacity srorage media (e.g. CD-ROMS), high quality compression techniques, for pictures and decompression 
techniques fast enough for television quality films thus allowing an increasing media mix on wide-spread 
hardware plarl'orms. Accompanied by the rapid market-penetration ofine:tpensive high-quality graphics cards 
and monitors along with its reduced complexity, tb.is combination oflaaors has helped pave the way for a. new 
era in edu.carion. 

However, the pedagogic approaches to MMS have not advanced with the changing face of education where 
students are now seen as independent learners who take more responsibility for what they learn. There is no 
longer a teacher-oriented approach to education (Wagner & McCombs, 1995). This is an imponant diversion 
in an era where skills and knowledge learned in the formative years will not necessarily equip a person for there 
lifetime. The emphasis is on teaching students how to learn so that they are provided with the faculties 
necessary to enable continual acquisition ofknowledge throughout their lives. It is not teaching which is a.t the 
cea:tre ofinterest but learning. Leaming is no longer thought of as a passive reception of information but as an 
active acquisition ofknowledge. 

It appears :vfMS have a poor reputation in educarion already (Galbraith et al. 1990). This disdain probably 
comes from the disappointing outcome of previous instructional tecbnologi~ such as programmed inStrucrion 
a.nd CB L. :Many commercially available multimedia programs still rely on the captivating n.amre and high 
production benefits of television and film to Stimulate learning, however research-has shown that these factors do 
not in themselves guaran1ee learning. In fact, it can be argued that in a world where the amount of information 
increases exponentially each year, new technologies such as multimedia simply a.dd to the overabundance a 
data. 

INTERACTIVE LEARNING SYSTEMS 
One crucial aspect in designing effective learning systems is interactivity. Today, inany multimedia syStems can 
only be effective when users perceive and interpret them. that is. a meaningful imeracrion occurs between the 
compucer and the user. Interactivity has been defined as 

'/he i111egrat1011 of its physical and ~'og,,irive dimem;jon as a c:011seq11enc:1t of 1he differem possible c:ontac:ts 
shared by the leaT11f!r and 1he :.ys1em IO progress quic:k}y through 1hl! 111tnvork of availahle information ·. 
(Giardina, 1992) 

Some MMS are ~bed as interactive when. in reality, this is limited to the technical aspect.S of the syStem. 
The interaction necessary to enhance learning must focus on the learner fcarures of the system. The definition 
above illusuates how the student's_ cognitive choices are as important as how they can physically manipulat«:_ 
the information. The system muSt not only allow the student to make choices from a pre-defined set ct 

possibilities but also must allow the computer to respond interactively with the student. Thus interactiviry is a. 
bi-directional relationship in which the machine is aware of what it i.s doing and what is to be do~e. 

The qualiry of the interaction is detennined by the motivation and experience of the learner and tlie degree 10 

which !he system and interface have been designed to support the interaction. The ~ent ofinteracrivitv of the 
system de;,ends on various factors such as the degree of adaptation to the individual needs of the learner. the 
c::aent ofle:,,mer control of the 1v1.lvtS and how the multiple media forms are incol'l)Orated into the system for the 
best results. This in rum depends on ( I) !he developmental tools. (2) modelling the individual learner. (3) 
presentation strategy of the learning system and (4) the user interiace design. All th.ese different aspects must be 
understood and used eifecrively in order to ma."<imise the computers potential for promoting human learning. 
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Incorporating lntdligence into MMS 
ln order to accomplish this interactivity it is useful to look to the field of anificial intelligence (AI) and in 
particular to intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) where many of these concepts have been explored. The main 
difference between ITS and MMS is the fact that ITS are intended to incorporai:e 'intelligence· into a learning 
system. An ITS typically includes a student modelling component. a domain modelling component. a tutoring 
modelling component and a user interface module. The moSt important distinction between the two types r:f 
syStems is how they treat knowledge (Duchastel. 1992). ITS use an explicit knowledge representation structure 
often in the fonn of rule-based structuring or saucrured frames wnerea.s in 1v1MS knowledge remains fairly 
unsuucrured. In MMS although the infonnarion is saucrured in the sequencing of the nodes and associated 
links betWccn them. it is referndto as unsaucrured because it has no internal semantic meaning. As Duchastel 
(1992) explains. ·in MMS the knowledge is not computational and thus cannot be imerpreted by the 
computer' . Another important differ-ertceis the ability of ITS to model the individual student. So, as well as 
knowing· what they teach ITS also know who they teach and so are capable of adapting to each user. MMS 
generally do n.ot include a student model and thus, unlike intelligent systems, these syStems cannot adapt to the 
learning situation. MMS systems are therefore closer co the notion of leam.c:r control. lnStead of a tutoring 
consultation. a MMS instead will otferthe student an opportunity to learn of his/her own accord by relying on 
the individual student's intelligence and motivation. 

LEARNER DRIVEN ASPECTS IN MULTIMEDIA SYSTEMS 
Incorporating the feawres discussed in the previous section into the design of ~S so that they become 
interactive and intelligent syStems is especially appropriai:e at a time when alterations are taking place in the 
concept ofinstruaional design. The cognitive psychology .approach to learning is now in vogue (McBeath. 
[994). An important aspect ofthe cognitive theory is individual. interactive learning and this, it is feit. must 
be incorporated into any didactic design to ensure a worthwhile !earning experience for each learner. For !earning 
to be effective. the consensus is that new approaches to the design aspects ofMMS must be considered.. In order 
to achieve this. the following learner driven design features should be incorporated into the ~S. (i) user 
modelling, (ii) a pedagogy smu:egy and (iii) user in,terface design fearun:s. 

User-Modelling in Mu/timaiia Sy:.1ems 
The main attraction of interactive MMS is their ability to guide the ~dem throush a path of instruction 
individually tailored to meet the needs of each person. Indeed true intelligent tutoring cannot occur without 
undemanding the individual user and thus the system must contain information about each learner using the 
program. This information is held in what is termed the user or studem model. The user model. refers to the 
rlynai,,ic repn:senwion of the emerging knowledge and skill of each learner gleaned by the system as the learner 
progresses through the program. Whilst it has generally been accepted that the interaction must focus on the 
learner and that some degree of user modelling is required to ensure individual stimulation and motivation. 
there is little agreement on to what extent modelling is necessary and what the commercially viable options arc. 
In the area of user-modelling. not all the experts an: in agreement. Magarry, ( 1988) for example. believes that. 

'The role of the compmer should be orga11isi11g wui represeming k11owled~ to give easy access a11d comrol. 
rather than trying to create a model of the learner and 'seeking to prescribe her way through ii·. 

Modelling each individual user involves keeping a trace of'the interactions of the user with the system and then 
imerpreting these movemems so the system can adapt to· that user. It is certainly feastble to incorporate a 
tracking fearure into a MMS however it is more difficult to analysis the results. lmerprewion involves 
converting this trace of the user's actions into 'a represemarion of levels and rypes of knowledge possessed by 
the srudem' (Duchastel 1992). The construction of this user model is then compared co the model of the 
subject matter or the expert's knowledge model. Therefore chis knowledge model mUSt be formally sauaured. 

Another solution to the problem of individual tailoring of a tutoring session is seen in a system called the 
MagicBox developed by Du Plessis et al (1995). It is based on a constructive problem-solving and problem 
centred approach. [t works by building a history of the srudent and evaluating the problem-solving capabilities 
of that learner. The syStem incorporates various cools to help the srudent solve problems. for e.,:ample, a 
graphics cool to display points on a graph and a calculator. It also provides dynamic on-line intelligent help or 
guidance in the form of clues co stimulate the cognjfr•.e and metacognirive learning skills of the individual. The 
model also supports the teacher by analysing the capabilities and smu:egies of the srudcnt. This model is seen as 
an alternative to an ITS wnich the developers feel is not commercially viable at present. 

A more simplistic approach to chis enigma is a lavered or level svstem utilised in some American museums. 
Herc. information common co more than one laye~ (i.e. one user· group) is shared between those layers and 
iruormation only appropriate to one group ofusers is ·ept separate. This provides diiferern views of information 
based on different user groups and is often designed through hypermedia systems. This cype of modelling is 
similar ,o. but more elementary than. the concept of Stereotyping developed in the late ;o·s. -~Y interactive 
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learning system· employing stereotypes must also exploit methods for updating the user model i.e. 
nonmonotonic reasoning. However stereotyping has had problems. These include exaggerated negative 
predictions about some groups of people and a lack of revision of initial predictions when subsequem direct · 
observation of an individual is available. The resulting adaption of these !\4MS through the use of a user model 
is normally used to tailor the interface or the information to encourage the user to make well-informed choices 
and no~ as is often the case with ITS, to explicitly direct or teach the user. 

Pedagogy or Presentation Strategy 
The pedagogy or presentation strategy enables the learning systems to provide explanations and questions ttr 
users. It conrrols the selection and sequencing of the material to be presented. determining when srudems need 
help throughout the program and what sort of help is needed. For this an explicit presentation ~egy is 
necessary. It is vital that any explanations provided are both understandable and acceptable to the user. 

I 

The fundamental concept ofhypennedia. an integral part of contemporary M1v1S. is that the learner is in control 
and can wander through the database learning as they browse. This type of learning can be incidental or 
deliberat~ depending upon the accessibility of the information in the program and the intellecrual and 
motivational capabilities and experiences. of the student. However, when MMS are designed specifically to 
support learning, the system should contain an interactive pedagogic strategy. For successful learning, any good 
teacher. will tty to adapt the method of delivery, i.e. what information is shown and when. to suit the needs cf 
each learner. 

To date. by farthe most common method of teaching is to large numbers of students in leaure halls with the 
only technical aid being an overhead projector. This situation. even for very conscientious teachers~ is hardly 
conducive to individual. interactive learning. In this situation. teachers cannot adapt the method of delivery to 
suit each srudent and so have little need for diff~ pedagogic strategies. MMS. on the other hand, can achieve 
this personalised learning, however, only if different pedagogic strategies are incorporated into their systems. 
There is · little point in developing new technologies such as ~S and then . limiting their usefulness by 
instilling the restrictive learning strategies of traditional educational methods. 

One pedagogic strategy used in ITS development is to tailor the text based on the user model and possibly 
intended goals. More specifically for MMS, it is argued that different media can be used and tailored to enabie 
more effective learning for .each student. Even if this is so, it is probably best that the responsibility ta
pedagogy is shared, with the system attempting to do its best to guide. encourage and choose information 
appropriate to that user yet with the user given plenty of opportunity to intenupt and ask follow-up questions 
whenever necessary. In order for both the user and the system to best . funher the user's understandin~ the 
explanation should be interactive, with the system checking user's understanding and asking what they knows, 
and the ~ asking for clarification when appropriate. This type of interaction will also help the system to 
continually update its user model. an~ so ideally give better explanations as time progresses. 

User Interface Design in 1\,fu/timedia Systems 
The interface is probably the most singularly important feature of a MMS with regards to interaction between 
the user and the system. Instructional design techniques incorporated into pedagogic strategies are all .very well 
but oflimited value if the user caruiot access them through the intertace. 

.... 
There are unique problems with regards to the user interfcu;:e design aspect of hypermedta systems (H?vfS), and 
thus MMS. A common problem for novice users of such MMS is one of disorientation 'or getting lost · in 
hyperspace · (Reeves. 1992). Related to this is the amount of guidance the system should provide to the user. 
Some MMS give the user too much control when guidance is needed. This appears to be particularly relevant 
fa- novices and poor achievers where recent research points to the need for greater system control ( Giardina. 
1992). When accessing such comple,c HMS, the students have to examine each visited node one by one in a 
sequential manner. In· other words. they have to stop to c.'CaII1ine the contents of each· node in detail and then 
determine where to go next. Students must engage in meta-level decision making about subsequent moves. 
Thus using hypermedia requires greatermenta! eff'oitthan using the linear documen,t. 

Other systems address the navigational problem by providing toois such as keyword searching.· recent history 
and document markers. Each of these methods requires the user to either understand the words used in the 
hypenext document or to know the organisation of the hypene."<t document. Keyword search methods are only 
useful if the user has a knowledge of the words used in the system. Through research (Misanchuck & Schwier. 
1992) found that aithough these methods have gone some way to reducing the disorientation conce:-ns. to be 
really etfec:ive. cWTent ·systems need to have i111el/ige111 means of finding specific information in ~ts. One 
proposed method to achieving this is to use concept graphs in conjunction with a browser to represent the 
information in che hyperte.1a documents. A user can ask a natural language question regarding a topic and the 
system finds the nodes in the document that answer the question. English lan!,ruage queries posed by users are 
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converted to conceprual. graphs. Users can at any time follow hypertext links or pose a narural language 
question. This type of interface is useful because users may wish to browse or simply carry out a fact finding 
exercise. 

The area of interface design in general, needs much more research so that the most can be made of the 
information within each system. As mentioned before it is pointless incorporating techniques such as user 
modelling and learning suacegies if the user cannot access the information. Thus effons must be maintained and 
increased to ensure more effective. engaging interfaces. The user interfaces of the furure must be invisible and 
transparent. The user mu.st be able to reach right through them (Brown, 1995). 

THE FUTURE 
One cause for delay in establishing MMS into the classroom is the lack of standardisation of svstem 
configurations and the resulting problems ofincorporating multimedia into the e:cistin'g technologies. Th~e is 
a plethora of new technologies including CD-ROM, the Compact Disc Interactive system (CD-I)] by Philips. 
Along with decisions on what multimedia-PC specification to chose. the selection of multimedia technology is 
a dau.nring task. Incorporating lvtMS into the classroom is also a major financial commitment which in the 
present economic climate makes the decision forthose in education all the more difficult. For these reasons the 
Internet is often heralded as the way forwa.rdforeducaring the masses. Certainly, it contains a vast diversity cf 
different types of inforinarion. in multiple media forms which can be readily accessed all over the world. To 
date., (March 1997) there are approximately six and a half million host computers linked to the Internet with the 
number increasing by approximately 300,000 per month. 

The Internet uses hypermedia linkages to allow non-linear browsing through a wealth of information and so has 
the same advantages but also disadvantages associa1ed with HMS as discussed above. A major disadvantage, ·is 
the time wasted waiting on popular World Wide Web (WWW) addrdsses without being able to first identify 
whether the information will be relevant and up-to-daie or not. Also the Internet assumes considerable prior 
knowledge with the documents rarely written by teachers or srudenrs for studenrs but by researchers ltr 
researchers. Overall many users complain of significant frustration when using the Internet. 

One concern with the expansion ofleaming over the Internet is how to incorporate stnuegies to help minimise 
the delays often encountered by users. In order to reduce these bottlenecks it is suggested that indexing cf 
infonnarion and local and national caches are developed. Another concern is that, although the Internet is often 
described as implicitly free, there can be quite substantial COStS incurred by educational bodies. More studies 
into methods of security and availability oflntemet resources are necessary. 

The area of agent-based softwareengineering and agent oriented programming too has important implications ltr 
the field of HMS and in particular. the £ntemet. Agent software components are programs that facilitate 
communication with other programs. often written by different people.. at different times and in different 
languages. through message exchange. Instead of exchanging passive data.. computer systems communicate by 
exchanging active programs. According to Thomas, ( 1 ?95) an agent performs three tasks. (I) aas as a personal 
assistant sharing the same workspace as the user. (2) completes tasks in the background while the user is 
otherwise engaged. and (3) perfonn tasks tha1 require considerable strategy and expertise. Intelligent agems also 
actively support construction and management of a user'~ personal infonnarion space. Possible agent tasks 
include supporting navigation and browsing; simplifying infonnarioa retrieval; sorting. organising, and 
indexing user jobs; and filtering information from large databases. This agent-based computing is gaining 
widespread support and credence and should probably play an important pan in imelligent educational MMS in 
the fumre.. 

It is essential that all involved in education can choose to ignore the resources of the fntemet. hoping that 
students discover the necessary information themselves. It can help learners develop their skills of deduction. 
adaptability and lateral thinking. The teacher's role will be as a guide, strucruriag what is useli and how it is 
to be used. This is indeed a major challenge to traditional teaching methods. However the rewards for the 
educators could be substantial with the ability to draw on ,many more new and varied types of resources. to 
engage their srudents in new rypes of learning experiences and to encounter new sources of community and 
protessional support. • 

CONCLUSION 
· · Many educationalists see the multimedia technology as the answCT to these challenges of the learning 

environment tor the new millennium. lfMMS are used in the same way as the majority of traditional classroom 
teaching has taken piace the net gains of using this technology will be minimal. It is vital that the 
educationalists rise up to this enonnous challenge and ~nsure iirst of all that the pedagogic principles necessary 
tor impro~l!d learning are understood and developed and secondly that these are the issues that drive MMS 
development forward.. i.e. 1hat it is the pedagogic principles that lead the way and not the technology. For this 
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to happen the teachers role will be affected. It is reasonable to expect both resistance through fear of the 
unknown and scepticism from teachers and so it is essential to provide adeq~e support and training. 

The advantages ofMMS can be tremendous. They can tirstly, enable individual self-paced learning to take 
place in a less strucrured and more open manner. Secondly, enable collaborate. distance learning. Thirdly, allow 
each individual student's learning and testing to be tracked and marked objectively, Fourthly, allow various 
learning strategies to be incorporated within one system and finally, allow teachers/lecturers more flexibility. 

Everyone can learn in a one-to-one environment with a certain learning strategy to suit them. MMS can pl.ay an 
important role in realising this objective. The key to lmlocking the possibilities of MMS is to envision 
modem education as an omnipresent activity. As the technology permeates home, work and all other locations 
all social functions should be integrated into a seamless web ofleaming. The challenge now is to decide on a 
unifonn' approach to incorporate MMS into education. This new approach to computer aided learning can 
undoubtedly enrich students' learning. tviMS can be integrated into the heart of the curriculum and not just be 
an interesting adjunct if the students have the time or the inclination. Developers must overcome the difficulties 
in realising educational MMS, and transfer these systems from prototypes used only as workbenches for the 
computational analysis of the educational processes to commercially-viable systems. More research into the 
effectiveness of'MMS is needed if the effons devoted to putting intelligence into these systems is not to be 
wasted. The Internet can certainly provide opporrunities for teachers and learners but designers must ensure 
quality information and ~are. good design practices, guidelines on legal issues and improved perfonnance 
strategies. A better understanding of the real values of these alternative technologies is badly needed to ensure 
the role of these systems is realised: to serv~ the user and improve educational standards for every individual. 
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A~stract 

The tremendous growth of the Internet and World Wide Web (WWW) is well docwnented. There arc now an 
estimated 60,000,000 destinations, or home pages, worldwide. Establishing a home page is becoming easier and 
less expensive, making it possible for anyone wanting a home page to have one. Current indications are that this 
growth rate will continue. A consequence is "that t1i.e number of home pages with which users must interact will 
increase significantly, placing a premiwn on time and efforts. Well-designed home pages that convey information 
in a concise and easily assimilated manner will enhance users' utilization as well as make maintenance easier. This 
paper addresses some of the basic concepts of µome page design. A design paradigm is developed to provide a 
framework for home page development. 

INTRODUCTION 
"Users of multimedia computer documents don't just look at information, they interact with it in novel 
ways that have no precedents in paper document design. Excellence in interface design - designmg how 
the user is able to access the information in your document -- is crucial to the successful design of World 
Wide Web 0NWW) pages and systems." [6] 

The advent of the WWW has created a new and unique situation for home page users and designers alike. How do 
home page designers create and maintain documents that utilize the capabilities of the multimedia, yet maxnnize the 
utility for users? _lbis paper attempts to answer these questions by developing a home page design paradiiµn The 
focus is upon several key concepts that, if followe_d, will maximize user utility and designer efficiency. This paper 
does not address the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). There are many excellent sources, such as "A 
Beginner's ~de to HTML," (1] to guide developers in the .use ofthe·HTML. 

FOCUS ON CONTENT AND STRUCTURE, NOT ON STYLE 
The key to effective home page development is to focus initially upon content, then use the capabilities of HTML to 
develop the style of the presentation. You must start with good content and logical structure, then add images and 
links as required to enhance the content of the page. Always choose content and structure over physical markup and 
appearance. A good ruie is to focus docwnent development on "what it is" rather than "how it looks." "'Ille trust 
you must have (when developing a home page) can be summarized by the following rule: if you _mark up a 
document so that your information is labeled as what it is instead of how it should be displayed, then browsers will 
render it in a way that is appropriate and professional looking. (11] : Developers must remember that, "lITML is a 
content markup language, not a desktop publishing or page presentation environment If you start out with good 
content, you can use tables, images, and other elements to enhance the appearance dramatically. If you start with a 
'look and feel' concept, it may be too late to pour in_ coherent content" (10) 

CONCEPTS FOR DEVELOPING HOME' PAGES USING IITh1L 
There are two concepts associated with using HTML to develop home pages. They address problems associated 
with H1ML and home page development that are derived directly from the characteristics and capabilities of HTML 
and the WWW itself. These concepts, suggested by Lynch [6], are: 

I. A design paradigm for H1ML documents 
2. A user navigation paradigm to facilitate navigation through complex. linked documents 

Because of the nature of HTML and its capabilities regarding linking to and from other pages, possibilities of 
numerous fonts as well as styles and sizes, colors, inclusion of in-line graphics, and document length and width 
specifications, specific home pages can be developed in an infinite variety of fonnats . Any one, two, or more of 
these capabilities can be utilized to create home pages that can range from a simple, single page listing of a 
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document, to a highly sophisticated and multi-linked, image filled page that encompasses a large number of subjects 
and formats. Because H1ML is not a page dependent medium, the variations are endless. 

Toe first problem with home pages is that users can quickly become confused, particularly if there are varieties of 
styles of pages within one site. Home pages that utilize a consistent and clearly defined and formatted framework 
are easier for developers to design and maintain, and are easier for users to read, comprehend, and navigate through 
in search of specific information. 

Toe second problem with home pages is a direct result of the very power of the Internet and the WWW. Being able 
to link pages from other developers from anywhere in the world can cause problems. Unlike books, home page 
designers cannot rely upon users to enter pages from any specific place. Any page can link directly to any other 
page. This capability demands that every page must have enough information to allow users to understand the 
purpose and content of the page. This "stand alone" req_uirement dictates that every page have a minimum set of 
elements to facilitate user utilization. The contents of the page should not depend upon user arriving from another 
specific page. [8] Failure to provide these elements can cause user confusion and frustration. resulting in the user 
abandoning the entire home page completely. 

Recognizing these problems permits us to identify specific concepts to address and alleviate, if not eliminate them. 
Toe balance of this paper is devotc;d to developing these concepts and methods to implement them. Experience has 
shown that developers, when using these concepts to guide the development of home pages, will enhance the 
design. functionality, and usability of their home pages. · 

METHODS TO ADDRESS PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH DEVELOPING HOME PAGES 
Design Paradigm:.Focusing on.Formatting Issues 
The best way to maximize ease of access to information is to apply basic page design principles which provide 
consistency and predictability for the user. Developers must remember that HTML is a content markup language, 
not a desktop publishing tool Zimmerman and Conrad [12) provide some specific guidelines for desktop 
publishing that are applicable to home pages. These principles, modified for HTML ..yhere necessary, arc discussed 
in detail in subsequent sections of the paper. 

Do not use more than two typefaces (or fonts) per page - be conservative in the use of unusual typefaces. 
Integrate words and graphics - tic them together. 
Use size and type variations within a typeface - headers should be larger type than text 
Use italics rather than reverse video or underlining. 
Limit the use of all capital letters to headings. 
Make the length of a line approximately two times the width of an alphabet list: 

(Abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwx.yzabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz) 

Page Presentatwn Format to Facilitate User i nteraction 
Toe presentation of a home page to a user shares certain characteristics with the design of Management Information 
Systems. As with MIS design, an organized des.ign grid facilitates use and user utilization of the page . . Davis and 
Olson [3] provide guidelines for the formatting of text and graphics within a MIS screen. 

.. 
Provide only information that is essential to making a decision or performing an action. 
Provide all data related to one task on a single screc;n. 
Place items together that logically belong together (name and address). 
Place items in customary processing order (in the U.S. city, followed by state followed by postal code). 
Position most important items (preferably) at the left side and arrange in importance from top to bottom. 
Leave sufficient space so that items do not get confused. 
Position items across close enough that the eye doesn't change rows when moving across. 

This screen design concept is what Lynch [6] refers to as a "design grid." The purpose of the grid is, as with MIS 
design, to provide a consistent and predictable format to the user. This format enhances user identification of 
information and increases the user's confidence that he or she is using a logically organized collection of 
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information. 

Elements of a Home Page 
In order to facilitate Lynch's design grid, he has identified a minimum set of elements for each page, or document, 
in a home page: a headingj a body, and a footer. 

Heading: A uniform beading provides consistency from page to page. It consists of a (graphic) banner if desired, a 
(relatively large) title, and any subtitles necessary to indicate the page's content. The goals of the heading are to 
provide users with consistent appearance and to facilitate users' use of the pages as a source of information. 

Body: The primary contents of the page constitute· the body of the page. This is the information the designer 
wishes to provide to users. The focus should be on content rather than appearance. Using the screen guidelines 
developed by Davis and Olson and Lynch's design grid concepts will ensure a well fonnatted_and presented body. 
Users will be able to quickly identify the desired information and be able to seek further information if des.ired. 

Footer: The footer typically consists of the author's name, affiliation, E-mail address, and the date of the last 
update. It can include a "Mailto" facility to provide access to the developer. Lynch a.lso suggests that the Universal 
Resource Locator (URL) be included for identification. It also identifies printed pages if the browser does not print 
the URL. 

Individual Page Design Considerations 
As with the printed media and desktop publishing, visual contrasts can enhance the appearance of home pages. 
Contrasts between different font sizes and contrasts between fonts and white space can call a user's attention to 
specific elements of a page. Headings should be (relatively) large, subheadings somewhat smaller, and the content 
of the page should be an easily read font size. Consistency of text color is an issue in desktop publishing to which 
HTML cannot strictly adhere. When text is utilized to form a link to another page it' is displayed by the browser in a 
different color (usually one of two shades of blue). This violates the color consistency concept, but it is unavoidable 
if the developer uses text as a link. A page should never consist of ALL CAPITAL LETTERS which defeats the 
purpose ofus'ing size for emphasis. It looks like YOU ARE SHOUTING! lbis is irritating and will. cause users to 
avoid the pages. A more effective way to achieve contrast is to use bold and/or italic text for emphasis to create 
visual contrast without changing_ font size or mixing fonts. 

Page Length Issues 
Like the "Below the Fold" portion of the front page of a newspaper, users will usually stop reading at the end of the 
screen, even though they can easily scroll down to view the rest of the P,age. [5] 1bis suggests that developers 
should include all important information in one screen that does not require scrolling. 1bis will ensure, or at least 
increase th.e probability, that users will read the important elements ·of information on the page. When a page 
exceeds th.e size of a screen a scroll bar appears and provides access to the remainder of a page. The problem with 
scrolling is that it requires users to remember information that is no longer on the screen. lbis is critical if 
instructions, such as referring 10 a printable document or how to communicate with the developer, are not on the 
screen. As a "rule of thumb," a page should not exceed two to three full screens. This size facilitates scrolling up 
and down, but does not overwhelm the user with too much infonnation. Pages that exceed three screens full should 
be broken into smaller pages with an index page that provides access to each page. [6][5] Two exceptions may 
occur. First, in situations where the users are actively seeking information and no or few alternatives exiljt, users 
will usually tolerate any page length in order to get what he or she needs. [S] Second, home pages often consist of 
numerous related pages that users may wish to print. Rather than have the users go to each individual page and 
print it, a separate page with the entire document included for printing purposes is desirable. 

Page Width Issues 
There is no printed page equivalent to horizontal scrolling. People do not have to slide pieces of paper to the left or 
right in order to read a document. Care should be exercised when designing a page since horizontal scrolling is so 
difficult for users. The default width of most browsers is 480 pixels. Any graphics or combination of graphics and 
aligned text that exceed this width will cause the horizontal scroll bar to appear at the bottom of the screen and force 
the user to scroll horizontally to see the entire page. Developers should therefore limit in line graphics to 470 (or 
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so) pixels in width. -qtis width will accommodate most browsers without_ forcing ~orizontal scrolling. Developers 
should use the "height'' and ''width" specifications to ensure that the 470 pixel width is not exceeded. 

Navigation Paradigm: Linking Documents and Navigation Issues 
The linking capability of the WWW is one of its most p~werful attributes. Being able to directly access pages 
provides flexibility and ease of use found in no other medium. This capability does require some thought and 
management ifit is to be effective and provide ease of navigation within your site. Every page should be able to 
exist on its own. Understanding the contents of a page should not depend upon how the user arrived at the 
document (5) Every page should communicate information clearly and succinctly, without any requirement for any 
external reference. You should always try to present the information in a manner that doesn't require links. Write 
about the subject as if no links are present in the page. (7) Don't insert links "just because you can." [5] Too many 
links make pages difficult to read and to use. Always create a context for links. Links should exist for a specific 
purpose, and that purpose should be clearly explained by the text of the page. 

When links are required, they should follow these guidelines. The size, color, and context of links should be 
consistent within all of your pages. Always proviqe a large enough target for the user to reference, particularly 
when a mouse is being used. One letter or word may not be large enough for users to point to with a mouse. 
Phrases or entire sentences provide sufficiently large targets. Consistent color also facilitates user identification of 
links. This also suggests that the use of colored fonts f~r non-link text be minimized in order to reduce or e liminate 
confusion about what is and what is not a link. Don't use the phrase "Click On" to refer to links. This assumes that 
the user is using a mouse. Many text browsers, such as Lynx. don't-require a mouse. Users can't "click on" a 
graphic or text link. Rather, integrate the I.inks and their references into the text of the document It is a good policy 
to develop the text as if no link were present, then develop the link from the pertinent text. Graphic images are also 
good links. However, you should indicate with text that the graphic is the link. Explain what link is accomplished 
by the graphic. A picture may be worth a thousand words, but unless the picture conveys exactly what the link 
accomplishes, it should be accompanied by an explanation. 

The freedom to link from any page to any other page often causes unexpected results. This is particularly true when 
menus have links to pages that contain links to other menus. A type of"circular" structure results, and users quickly 
get confused when they can exit a logical structure by linking to another menu which sends them into another 
logical structure. It is best to "force" structure discipline. First, have only one "main menu" page that is the source 
of links to the rest of the pages. The main menu page should link 2ll.iy to major submenus. The submenu pages can 
then link to the various pages that logically belong to it. Second, do not include 1.ink.s that permit direct linking to 
another sub-menu structure. "Force" users to "walk back up the chain" of pages, either by using the "Back" button, 
or by using a link in each page that directly returns to the site's main menu or to the menu from which the page was 
originally reached. 

Forcing structure sometimes can cause problems for users who don't "enter" the site from the main menu. 
Remember that users may link to pages other than your main menu. This situation creates a problem since the 
browser's "Back" button will not take ~ers through your logical structure. To make navigation easier and make a 
visit to your entire site possib\e, each page should have links to go back one page and forward one page, as well as 
a link directly to your submenu or main riicnu. Never have a "dead end" document - always.have a "forward," 
"backward.," and "top" navigation option in each document to facilitate specific navigation. 

Forcing structure leads to another design consideration. How "deep" or "broad" should your site be? Main menu 
pages that arc allowed to grow without any thought to organization often end up as a "hodgepodge" of unorganized 
and unrelated topics that are difficult to use. Main menu options should Iinlc ~o submcnus that identify groups of 
related pages. The main menu link sqould clearly explain the contents of the link so the user can decide ifhe or she 
wants to pursue it without having to actually link to it. · Having too few main menu options can be just as bad as 
having too many. A main menu that has all ( or most) of its references to stand alone documents that are themselves 
related is probably too shallow. Menus can have as many as twelve links and still be effective. [6] The key to menu 
design is one of organization. The menu options should direct the user to a specific, related subset of information. 
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Performance 
Graphics are great, but they take time to load. Home page designers should consider the tradeoffbetwcen the 
enhancements to the information in the page provided by graphics and the time it takes to load the graphics. 
Remember, not everyone has a Tl line. Below are some guidelines for using graphics within home pages. [5} 

Avoid using large graphic i;nages for your opening menu page. The time to load an initial full page graphic is 
going to cause most users to abandon the document. A good example of this is the White House home page 
(www.whitehouse.gov). Recent visits to this site using a 28.8 modem required an average of 94 seconds to load. A 
good rule of thumb is to try to limit all graphics on a page to no more than 30K. [5] Be certain that the graphic 
contnbutes to your information presentation. A graphic should help explain or demonstrate the point you are trying 
to make. A good way to increase graphic performance is to include a very small version of the graphic, then 
provide text that explains the graphic and its relevance to your information. Users can then decide if they want to 
load the graphic. Also tell the users the size of the graphic so they have some idea of the time required to load the 

· graphic. Use the HEIGHT and WIDTII parameters when loading a graphic. Many browsers can maxmrize the 
loading of text because the document can be formatted and text displayed immediately. 

Don't use graphics that you reference from other sites. There are two problems associated with doing this. First, 
you cause an unwelcome (and probably i.µiauthorized) load on the server where the graphic is located. Second, if 
the server is unavailable, the graphic won't load and your page will be delayed also. Further, if this happens the 
default graphic that the browser displays may or may not be compatible with the space your document had reserved 
for the graphic image. The results will be unpredictable and probably undesirable. [5] 

When possible, utilize interlaced GIF images. This permits some browsers to immediately display a-low resolution 
graphic and the text of the page. Users can then begin to read the text while the browser completes the loading of 
the image, usually in four more passes. The net effect is a faster loading of the page from the user's perspective. 
There are several programs available that will convert images into interlaced GIFs. One is Paintshop Pro, available 
from JASC, Inc. (http://www.jasc.com/). 

Visual capiibilltic._s such as animated GIFs, blinking, and use of the status bar as a marque are possible. We strongly 
suggest that you vi~w some home pages with these capabilities before including them. They are, fof the most part, 
irritating and actually detract from the presentation of the information. Use these features only if their effects are 
essential to the presentation of your home page. Including them simply "because you can" is not a valid reason. (5} 

Quality Issues 
Test every link that you have included in your page. Nothing causes user frustration faster than invalid links to 
promised information. Periodically test the links. Don't assume that a link will work tomorrow ifit is working 
today. You should test your links at least once each month and either correct or eliminate the ones that don't work. 
Verify HTML syntax and construction. [9] Use an HTML verifier or one of the many editors that will let you test 

your pages by invoking a browser. This method permits immediate verification of your syntax., as well as 
permitting evaluation of the overall effects of yolll' efforts. Edit your pages. It is preferable to get someone else 
(like your spouse, who will have absolutely no regard for your feelings!) to proofread and edit your pages. Just 
because you understand what you are trying to say doesn't mean everyone else does. Write for ALL Browsers. Try 
to avoid browser specific HTML, such as tlie extensions provided by Netscape or Explorer. Try to utilize only the 
HI'ML 2.0 or the proposed HTML 3.2. By doing so you ensure (or at least maximize the probability) that all 
browsers can read and successfully display your home page. [10} Similarly, try to avoid including a 
recommendation that your home page is "best viewed" using a specific browser. Everyone who doesn't have the 
specified browser is probably going to avoid your page. [7] Test your home page, including all sub-pages and links, 
on at least two browsers. For example, try your page on Netscape and Explorer. If results are consistent then you 
can assume that your home page will be successfully utilized world wide. [l I] Watch your language. Besides the 
obvious exciusion of profanity and unfavorable ethnic or racial references, try to avoid words and phrases that are 
redundant, imprecise, incorrect, or irritating. Jutta Degener' s "What is Good Hypertext Writing" has a list of 
"Dangerous Words" that should be avoided. Each word or phrase is examined and the reasons for excluding it are 
provided. (4} 
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Further Considerations 
"Authoritativeness has always been a fallacy, except when read as author-itativeness; whatever claims to authority 
you or your organization have ultimately boil down to status and reputation within the community. One becomes a 
reputable source not by being non-refutable, but by putting a stamp on what you write; by claiming authorship, and, 
thereby, author-ity. This means that readers must take greater responsibility for critically analyzing what documents 
they come across. But it also means that you must be responsible in establishing credentials for what you claim. 
providing source material and raw data to justify your conclusions." (11) This statement has always been true, and 
it is particularly appropriate for home page developers. The ability to cite any other home page in the world places 
a burden of responsibility on you to validate all referenced information. 

Summary 
The World Wide Web provides a unique and rich environment for publishing of home pages. However, the 
capabilities of this environment require management if it is to be utilized effectively. It is the responsibility of every 
home page author to consider his or her audience and the way his or her infonnation is presented. The user should 
be able to quickly, conveniently, and efficiently navigate the home pages within a site and locate information with a 
minimum of effort and without having to have knowledge of the physical structure of the entire site. Following the 
design paradigm will contribute toward the goal of effective home pages. Effective home page design will 
compliment the auth!)r and encourage users to return again and again to search for information. 
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Abstract 

The Naval Oceanographic Office (NAVOCEANO) Mission Analysis and Planning System 
(MAPS) is a distnbuted visualization and model ope.rating system. Commercial web browser technology, 
such as .simple hypertext links and Common Gateway Interface (CGn scripts is used to allow access to 
static text and image information as well as making first contact with data sources for interactive 
presentation or modeling operations. 

To allow for interactive display of data and information, or to launch models and view post
processed modeled output. a Component Object Model (COM) based client/server subsystem bas been 
developed. The server object model was designed utilizing modern object-oriented methodologies. The 
design concept was driven by a need to create extensible and scaleable client/server applications which 
can be written to a CD-ROM for delivery to remote users with no network connectivity, or distributed on a 
network for a remote access with roioiroal modifications the source code base. Distributed systemS also 
allow for the utilization of computer n:sources which best meet a specific requirement, such as MSRC 
supercomputers or NA VOCEANO'S IDBMS. The three tier model of client/server systems allows for 
independent development of client and seJVer software components. The client user ipterface (UI) exposes 
the rendering swmce to the SCIVer objects. It also allows for generic functionality such as zoom, pan, or 
resize. The simplicity of the client UI allows for rapid, low-cost implementation in a number of formats 
such as stand-alone Windows, X/Moti( or Java applications., or embedded in a web page as a Java applet 
or ActiveX control. Several features of the MAPS system were developed using commercial off-the-sheJf 
software. 
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Mission Analysis and Planning System (MAPS) 
The Naval Oceanographic Office is assimilating data and information at an ever increasing rate. 

At the same time new models for predicting the physical behavior of the ocean and environmental effects 
on underwater sound propagation are being introduced. The need for a system which can rapidly 
assimilate simple te."<t and image information and allow user-friendly access to data bases and models is 
urgently needed. The MAPS system attempts to address some of these needs. 

Commercially available web browser technology, utilizing hyperlinks and the Common Gateway 
Interface (CGI), allows for easy distn"bution of static text and image information. However, current CGI 
technology limits the ability to perform industrial strength interactivity. The recent announcement by 
Netscape of an agreement with Visigenic for inclusion oft.heir CORBA 2.0 compliant ORB in Netscape's 
next browser release indicates that distnbuted objects are moving to the forefront of network 
technology[7]. 

Utilization of object-oriented techniques enable the software developer to recognize and 
encapsulate attn"butes and methods common to a particular class of data Since many data types can be 
abstracted into a single class. these techniques allow for development of applications which limit the 
number of interactive controls exposed to the user. Distributed object technologies such as Microsoft's 
Component Object Model (COM) or the Object Management Group's (OMG) Common Object Request 
Broker Architecture (CORBA) provide another level of abstraction to the software developer. These 
technologies allow the developer to implement objects utilizing any programming language desired [I], 
[2], [3]. The standardization occurs at the interface level. By defining interfaces reusable software 
components can be created which deliver predefined capabilities. These objects can be accessed in
process, locally or remotely across networks. Objects can also be aggregated to synthesize other objects 
with increased utility [6]. This componentware concept allows developers to obtain objects from outside 
sources, minimizing development time and cost Extremely cost efficient, lean, robust, and exteDS1ble 
systems can be developed utilizing these technologies. 

MAPS Overall Architecture 
The structure of the interactive system is client/server with all type-specific characteristics of the 

objects captured in servers. The client user interface (UI) only C."CJ)OSCS the image rendering surface and 
provides for generic functionality This allows the MAPS. developers to implement the client UI as a stand
alone Windows, X/Motif, or Java application, or to embe4 the UI in a web page as a Java applet or 
ActiveX control (5]. The client UI can also be developed in such a way as to leverage Compound 
Document Architectures such as Microsoft's Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) or the OMG's 
OpenDoc. This would enable the users of MAPS to embed the client UI into a document and customize 
the rendering of the desired information. The design of MAPS is open so that new server objects can be 
obtained or developed incrementally, and added to the suite of existing objects [11, [2], [3), [6}. Many 
popular, NAVOCEANO products can be generated and distnouted utilizing the technology of MAPS. 
These include NA VOCEANO STOICS, and Mine Warfare Pilots. 

Since information about .hyperlinks and CGl's are readily available, the rest of this document 
focuses o~ the interactive subsystCJp which is the heart and soul of the MAPS system. 

Oient User Interface 
Introduction 

The client user interface exposes the rendering surface to the server objects. It also allows for 
generic functionality such as zooming, panning, and re-sizing. The simplicity of the client UI allows for 
rapid, low~ implementation in a number of formats such as stand-alone Windows, X/Motif, or Java 
applications, or embedded in a· web page as a Java applet or ActiveX control. 

Functional Overview 
Version 1.0 client UI is an ActiveX control, that was designed and coded using Microsoft's 

Visual C++ 5.0 lntegrated Development Environment (5]. The MAPS vl.0 client UI was designed to 
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function with Microsoft's Internet Explorer. The client UI is embedded. in a web page with dynamic COM 
links to any supponing data servers. Figure l shows the overall user interface. 

Figure 1: Client User Interface (UI) 

The following subsection gives a brief overview of the client application's role in the MAPS system. 
1) Initial contact with MAPS vl.0 is made through Microso:fts' Internet Explorer. The user can 

select areas and datasets that are currently supported. This information is passed to the 
appropriate data servers which produce the display data. This data is communicated back to 
the client where it can be viewed by the user. The display graphic can be modified by using 
other available features such as zooming, panning, re-sizing, printing, etc. 

2) A multiple selection list box is filled with user-friendly strings and displayed to the user 
when the contents menu is selected. Several data or information types ·can then be selected. 
The client then sends a structure of ge~eric information (screen pixel resolution, map 
projection desired, etc.) to all the appropriate servers. 

3) After each server finishes processing, a notification flag is sent to the client. When all flags 
have been received. the . client exposes a rectangular window to each server in a 
predetermined order. Using the OpenGL graphical language as a generic rendering tool, 
each server draws directly on the client's window. 

4) To modify one layer of information presented by the client. the user selects the generic 
modify option for the menu. A single se1ection list box is displayed showing all data or 
information types initially selected. After a selection has been made the clienr sends a 
modify flag to the appropriate server. The server responds by sending a structure of 
information containing the current state of the type-specific attnbutes to the client The 
client then launches a dialog through which the user can directly modify any desired 
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attnbutes. After completion, the server with the modified atttjbutes redraws itself on the 
client window. 

5) To obtain information about some feature presented in the client display window, the user 
selects the generic select option from the menu. The same siJ!gle selection list box procedure 
as described for the modify option is performed. When the user selects the sensitized feature 
displayed in the client window, a select flag is sent to the appropriate server which responds 
in a type specific manner. A dialog box is launched which displays the selected information 
in a predetermined manner. The user may be able to perform a limited set of operations on 
the selected information. 

6) All print, and copy-to-clipboard operations are supported. 

Server Model Architecture 
Model Components 

The overall architecture for the MAPS system can be viewed as a visualization network. Figure 2 
shows an example of one dataset server visualization network The network can have more or less 
visualization components depending on the dataset. The network consists of components to represent 
information (data objects), components to operate on the data (process objects), and components that 
display or store the image (mapper objects). · 

~ 
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Figure 2: Dataset Server VISUali2ation Network 

Technology 
The distnlnrted object model chosen for MAPS 1.0 is Microsoft's COM Currentlv COM is 

Microsoft' s Corporation proprietary technology but a move has recently been made to establi~_h an open 
standards group [4} . The other available distributed object technology is OMG's CORBA. OMG is an 
open consortium which was established in 1989. Unfo~tely CORBA is very expensive. A developers 
kit can cost from $3,000 to $5,000. Also. a runtime license is required for every machine using the 
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distributed system. Alternatively, COM comes already built-in to Microsoft's latest operating system -
WindowsNT -to. 

MAPS vl.O will be restricted to WindowsNT operating environments, obviating the need for a 
cross-platform distributed object technology. Later releases, however, may require this capability. The 
implementation language for the MAPS system is C++. C++ is a rnarure language which has nearly 
universal support. Many C++ vendors offer visual building tools with extensive class lll>rary resources. In 
the future, if another· language such as Java or Ada become widely supported, MAPS can be re
implemented to meet evolving standards. 

MAPS uses object oriented inheritance and encapsulation to insulate the system from technology 
and requirement changes. An abstract platform independent distributed object class was designed to 
define the interface for client/server communication [4] (see figure 3). For the current version of MAPS, a 
concrete subclass of this distnl>ution object was implemented using Microsoft's COM technology. 
Additional subclasses can be added to the inheritance hierarchy that implements CORBA or direct TCP/JP 
communication when expansion to heterogeneous operating platforms is required. This inheritance 
hierarchy is the cornerstone of the MAPS model and is important to multiple platfonn dependence 
throughout the system. 

Pure Abstract Coomwnication Object 

COM Compliam Coaimuaicatioa Object CORBA Compliant Communication Object 

Figure 3 Platfonn Independent Distributed Object Communication Architecture 

This architecture allows for independent development of future dataset servers and clients. Each 
can be written in one or both COM and CO~A protocols depending on functional utility. The main 
advantage is, once these servers and clients are developed, the end user is completely oblivious to the 
communication details required for viewing a dataset or· launchlng an acoustic model. All the user knows 
is the dataset or acoustic model appears in the selection dialog box on the client window. The user makes 
a selection, the servers do all the work, and the client displays the results. 

Future development will involve using artificial intelligence to probe what dataset server software 
is currendy available on a given machine and what its intelface requires. Knowing this infonnation, the 
client web page (Figure 1) can be built dynamically on the fly. This is a tremendous flexibility. The user 
would have no knowledge or control on what goes on behind the scenes. What this really will mean is that 
new client applications will no longer have to be developed each time a new dataset server is made 
available ( unless the user needs a different viewing area ). The client can auromaticaJly make the new 
dataset server available 10 the user from the selection dialog box. There is no end to perfection! 
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ABSTRACT 

The study reported in this paper involved the suitability and effectiveness of natural language enquiry systems based on 
Latin l.anguages which are used to process a non-Latin language such as Arabic. In addition, the paper presents the 
drawbacks and limitations of these systems and suggests the methodology to solve the problems oflexical complexity in 
Arabic language. 

INTRODUCTION 

:rite term Natural language refer to languages in common and every day use such as: Arabic, English, and French. NL is 
the most important mediwn for human co~unication. As a result, It is very useful to have man-machine interfaces that 
are capable of communicating in NL. NLP is a sub-field of Al that deals with processing of NL. It can be divided into 
two categories: General NLP and Applied NLP. General NLP is to generate models of the use of the language (between 
humans) which are both psychologically plausible and computationally effective. Applied NLP is more concerns with 
communication interfaces between human a.pd computers. Applied NLP can be divided into subsystems: NL 
understanding, and Machine translation (MT). 

A 'natural language understanding system' is a computer system that tries to map sentences given in natural language 
onto some relevant action in a specified domain. The type of mapping usually varies from one application to another. It 
may be one-to-many, many-to-many, many-to-one or one-to-one. The type of mapping greatly influences the complexity 
of the system. To perform the mapping, tl1e system should first analyze the entence at the lexical and syntax level. A 
semantic module is then used to give a useful, relevant meaning to the sentence: This is the most difficult part because 
natural language is usually ambiguous. The same word may have different meanings depending on the context The 
system tries to select the most relevant meaning usin·g a given set of attributes. To perfonn lexical and semantic analysis 
some fonn of dictionary is needed. The structure of the dictionary varies from one application to another but generally 
each entry in the dictionary includes a proper word in the language witll several attributes. The dictionary is sometimes 
called the lexicon. In order to arrive at the appropriate action required by the sentence, a knowledge base is required in 
some applications. The knowledge base usually encodes the necessary infonnation relevant to the problem domain. In 
most cases the information is formulated a rules and facts. To summaries, a natural language understanding system may 
typically consi t of the following: a dictionary or a lexicon that consists of all words allowed by the system and their 
attributes a lexical module to pe1form word analysis, a syntax module that makes sure that the sentences are 
syntactically acceptable, a semantic module to associate actions and meaning with the given sentences, and knowledge 
bas containing intelligent information about the domain of application. This may greatly help with semantic analysis. 

Natw·al Language Enquiry Systems (NLES) act as a front-end query sy tern to a database containing information about 
a specific domain. Most of the existing Natural Language Enquiry Systems (NLES) are based on languages that 
descends from Latin. This research is directed towards measuring the suitability and effectiveness of these system if 
their techniques are used to process a non-Latin language such as Arabic. This paper examines the model developed by 
Elkareh, Cote , and Mannouri. This paper demonstrates the dm~backs of this system and others like it which is based 
on languages from different origin: The paper shows the limitations of these systems in implementation of variety of 
que11• types such as embedded and imperative ones. This paper emphasis the major difference in lexical complexity 
betwt:en Arabic and Latin descend language and addre·ses the methodology to solve this problem efficiently. [ 2, 165-
179 l 

COMPONENTS OF NATURAL LANGUAGE E QUlRY SYSTEMS (NLES) 

In l 970s, LUNAR was developed as a natural language enquiry sy tern to a database containing information about the 
rock samples brought back from the Apollo mission to the moon. LUNAR was the first natural language syst~m to 
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demonstrate extensive coverage in a realistic application domain, and many _of the tec~iques that are common in the 
field today either originated or were developed to an advanced stage in this system. 1, 419-420] 

Natural Language (NL) intertaces to databases can be evaluated on some important c1iteria such a : degree of lexical, 
syntactic and semantic coverage, the ability to perfonn inferences, robustness, and'domain- specifications. Figure I 
illustrates an architecture of NLES. NLE i composed of: the parser, the fmmal query generator, and the database 
access procedures. 
The user will interact with the system through the dialog. The query proces or part of the system will process the user 
query. Then, the parser will produce the parse tree of the user request The parser uses the grammar, full vocabulary, and 
the data dictionary components of the sy tem to generate the parse tree. The interpreter then will access the database 
through the database access procedures to extract the required information. The query control will send the result of the 
query back to the user through the dialog. If there are no results extracted, the sy tern will print an appropriate message. 
(5 , 113-116 ] 
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There are mainly three different approaches lo communicate with database through an Arabic intertace. The first 
approach is the hand-crafted expert-system which is most useful in diagnostic problems. The second approach is mainly 
ba ed on modifier logical grammar verific~tion associated with very little semantic extraction. This approach is 
complex but interesting in the c<;mstitution <?f databases. The third approach is being implemented through intelligent 
dialogue interactions with the u er. Several sy·tems were proposed using the third approach. • • 

The characteristics of particular language have a great impact on the design and implementation of any computer 
application in general and in the design of an enquiry system in particular. Special characteristics of the Arabic language 
make it difficult to deal with. Among these characteristics are the left to right orientation, the vowelizability, and the 
morphological system. 

The usual thought in the field of natural ianguage processing i to consider four phases: the morphological analysis, the 
syntactic analysis, the semantic analysis, and tl1e factual analysis. The main pw-po e of morphological analysis is to 
identify a given word by producing its basic components. Morphological analysis is an essential stage in many Arabic 
language related applications such as language understanding , text-compression , semi-automatic vowelization , text 
generation , spell checking, machine translation, and information enquiry . 
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The Arabic language belongs to the Semitic language group. These languages have a common grammatical system 
ba ed on a root-and-pattern structure. Such structure shows its fullest and most pervasive development in Arabic. Most 
Arabic words are morphologically derived from a short list of generative roots. The root is the bare verb form; it can be 
trilateral, quadrilateral, or pentaliteral. There are about 1200 roots. Roots are considered to be th.e unlimited source of 
Arabic words. A stem is a combination of a root and derivational morphemes to which one or more affixes can be 
added, A trilateral bare verb generates fourteen verb forms, while quadrilateral bare verb generates three verb forms. 
Arabic words are classified into three main categories, nouns, verbs, and particles. AU verbs and some noWlS are 
derived from root verbs. Some of the root letters may be deleted or modified during morphological inflection. Also a 
word may change its inflectional form when preceded by certain prefixes or prepositions or followed by certain suffixes. 
Some nouns, known as solid nouns, have no verb origins. Pa1ticles can be found in the fonn of prefixes and/or suffixes 
attached to verbs or nouns. Sooie particles can be found in isolated fonn. Particles include preposition particles, 
negative particles, answer particles, interrogative particles, conjunction particles, etc. Affixes can be added to the 
beginning, the end, and the middle of a word. Affixes fa ll under four categories: particles, pronouns, inflectional 
morphemes. and derivational morphemes. It is very common to find the verb, the subject, and the object contained into 
a single word. 

Many m rphological analysis algorithms has been uggested and imp) mented. The first stage for all the algorithms is 
the isolation of any suffixes and/or prefixe· from the word before proceeding to deeper analyses. In principle. there are 
two approaches to develop an Arabized computer applic,ilion; the first approach is to develop the applicationfrom 
scratch and put in mind the characteristics of the Arabic language. Trye second approach is based on building an VO 
interface for existing application software's built for non-Arabic languages. The first approach is costly and time 
consuming; the second approach is easy to implement at the price of abandoning some Arabic language characteristics. 
The Arabization effort, however, is limited to the internal representation of the text, and the translation of the menus and 
messages to Arabic. When designing an Arabic enquiry system, one should consider the morphological structure of the 
language. In this paper, we evaluated a system that does not take into account th~ morphological structure of the Arabic· 
language. The system has several drawbacks due to tJ1e limitations in recognizing·Arabjc words in questions. [ 3, 475-
478 J 

A CASE STUDY OF ARABIC LANGUAGE E QUCRY DATABASE SYSTEM 

The model presented is to provide an Arabic inte1face for databases. The model makes a technological transfer of 
GENlAL, a tool kit for the rapid construction of robust French natw·al language interfaces. A simple transfer of GENIAL 
to Arabic.was not possible mainly because of the differencc:s between Arabic and French. The differences were far loo 
important to enable to benefit directly from GENIAL The formal grammar of GENIAL has been completely rewritten. 
The model is composed of five different sub-modules. The fir ·t module is the lexical analyzer, and it used the Modified 
Logic Gramroar(MLG). The second moduJe transform tbe production rules of the grammar into PRO LOG clauses. The 
thfrd and fourth modules are respectively reserved to co er the organization of the lexicon and the fonnal grammar for 
the recognized syntactic structures. Finally, the fifth module presents the semantic component of the parser. 1n addition, 
the fifth module describes the different functions needed by the user to run the program. For testing purposes, the model 
has been implemented on a mini-database which deals witJ1 wuve1""ity environment Furthermore, the interface to 
databases has been developed using prolog with an Ar~bic M -DOS 3.3. 

SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

• Semantic Component: 
The semantic component pe1fonns semantic analysis through certain predicates. 

• User's Modules. 
This component will help the user who is not c1cquuimcd with prolog to perfonn analysis or enquiry. It is 

composed of three modules. The first module is the inh!n-ogative module which will read the question, performs the 
syntactic analysjs and translate it into a logical formula. The fonnula then will be mapped into the database, and then the 
answer will be shown on the screen. The second module is called synt. Module. This module reads the sentence and 
perfonns the syntactic analysis and displays the derivation tree. The third module is the system module in which it will 
read in the que tions. Perfonns the syntactic analysis and th.: ~cmantic analysis, and displays the derivation tree and the 
con-esponding formula. 
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• The Grammar: 
A simple modifier logic grammar(SMLG) has been used to implement the grammar for the system. The S.MLG is 

a simplified version of the MLG in which the grammar as a whole is not used. In~tead only needed productions are 
used to deal with question/answer n Arabic. Furthermore, the system proposed retained some of the idiosyncratic 
features of the French language. The grammar is composed of two parts: the dictionary and the Syntactic component. 

The Dictionary of the original system has been changed completely with verbs, particles, and diverse. Everybody word 
in the vocabulary bas been associated with a predicate on which the logical formula representing the meaning of the 
sentence is based on. The system then relates these predicates to the database. The lexicon component of the system 
implemented the part of speech for the verb, nouns, particles, pronouns, and determiners. Furthermore, the system 
proposed adopts a simple frame-work to determine the affixes that are potentially joined to forms and try to find · 
generalizations and to formulate certain productions. This was a solution presented to recognize words in Arabic 
language. The system also dealt with the format of their normal position in the sentence. 

Syntactic Component outputs a syntax tree which keeps track of the dominance and the scope of the quantifiers and 
determiners, and a logical foimula generated based on the analysis of the tree which is required by the semantic 
component of the system. In addition, adding two arguments to every non-terminal symbol in the productions to 
represent the part of the sentence dealt with, was the most important modification to the production of the MLG. 

The grammar component of the prese'nted system is able to process the following types of questions: Yes/No Questions 
and Open Questions. Yes/No Questions are introduced by pa1ticles followed by either a verb or by a nominal sentence. 
The nominal sentences (thematic group) are of the following types: particles, predicative, prepositional phrase, and noun 
phrase. Open Questions represent the other types of questions that user could ask the system. 

The proposed system has the following drawbacks and limitations: the system doesn't handle the proper nouns correctly, 
Embedded and imperative questions are not covered best by the grammar of the system, the system doesn't include a 
morphological analyzer that will help in recognition of Arabic words, the grammar part of the system doesn't cover all 
the interrogative structures, and the System doesn't have the module whose function is to display the source of error in 
the user request. (4, 693 -705]. 

These drawbacks and limitations of the proposed system and other like it can be solved by applying a morphological 
analyzer is used to reduce each word to a corresponding route in the dictionary. This method can solve the problems of 
the lexical complexities in Arabic comparing to Latin descend languages. This solution will be based on a bitmap 
representation-of the dictiona1y. The method is a very efficient compression method that reduces the size of the 
dictionary while allowing easy access to its cle~ents. This methodology can be found in detail in [3]. The 
morphological analyzer will reduce each word to a COITesponding route in the dictionary which is suitable in the case of 
Arabic language. 

CONCLUSION 

The aim of this research is to measure the suitability and effectiverress of natural language enquiry systems based on 
Latin language that are used to process a non - Latin language such as Arabic. The paper evaluate a model which is 
based on a language from a different origin. The system developed has several drawbacks and limitations. These 
disadvantages and limitations are because of the lexical complexities between Arabic and French. A morphological 
analyzer could be use to solve this problem efficiently because it will reduce each·word to a corresponding route in the 
lexicon. 
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While the multimedia technology is used on the Internet and the number of the users is 

increased explosively, the information transferring on the Internet is doubling monthly. 

The Internet is becoming busier and busier. Facing this fact, should the very important time 

sensitive infonnation, such as medical infonnation, have to compete in using the Internet 

communication lines with commercial advertising or Internet games? In this paper, we 

analyze the Internet transfer model, Transaction Control Protocol / Internet Protocol 

(TCP /IP) . Then, we introduce a new approach to provide priority in the Internet, using IP 

V4 and IP V6. In the ordinal design of IP V6. There are several Prefix's of IP address which 

are still remained for further usage. In our approach, we use one Unassigned Prefix for 

setting priority purpose. Finally, to face the explosive increment of the Internet, we 

proposed. 
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The Problem Erisud In Internet 

The Internet is a world wide electronic media source for rcaieving and sending information 
between bases. The World Wide Web enables electronic data devices to take advantage of the vast 
information store which makes up the IntemeL A great portion of this information requires management, 
most of which is provided by. database systems. Databases in the past were only able to be used across a 
company with th.e use of Local Arca and Wide Arca Network (LAN's and WAN's). But now, the internet, a 
global network, allows the companies to provide access to databases from anywhere in the world. 

Medical Information Record Database is a fast growing area, with the characteristics of Very 
Large DataBases (VLDB). It will have millions of distributed sites over the world in the near furure. 
However, questions are raised by more and more local medical database systems connected with intemeL 
First, in most cases, medical information needs bulk data transfer, such as CR, MR and CT images. In order 
to avoid losing the crucial information, it is very hard to compress the image data. Second, medical 
information sometimes is required on occasions of emergency. Therefore, it has to be obtained at greater 
speed than that of the other information transfer, such as the commercial and entertainment information . 
All of the above discussion will lead to only one focus which is the comm.on problem in the computer field 
- the speed! Does the query for medical information need to compete on the internet co~unication line 
against the commercial advertising or the qitemet games? 

Study Of Internet Transfer Model 

It is argued that everybody has equal rights when he or she is driving on the road, which is 
considerd the public system and shoud have no restricted access to the people. But such occasion still 
exists when the individual right should give way to the priority of such transportation as the ambulance. The 
ambulance and thefire engine will certainly be given the priority. Why? Because they will provide help for 
people in emergency. Nothing can be more important than saving life in the world. Because of the same 
reason, the answer to the question in last section should cenainly be "No". Life is much more important 
than commercial and entertainments. So the medical information should get higher priority than commercial 
and entertaio:ment through the interneL · 

To find out how can it get higher priority I have to study on the Internet transfer model. 

TCP/IP is a set of network protocols for information packets transfer though network that is the 
foundation of the InterneL 

To deliver message to a remote computer, TCP/IP first breaks the information into chunks called 
packets, and sends the packets to the remote computer where they are re-assembled into the original 
message. Each packet contains a piece of th.e information (or document, sound, or image) plus an ID tag, 
such as the addresses of the sending and receiving computcx:s, and sequencing information that indictate 
where the package should fit in the whole message. 

Since each packet has its own addressing information in its ID tag, it can travel independently in a 
network. Because the Internet is a "huge" n.etwork of interconnected thousands of "small" networks (not 
hierarchical), each packets may travel different paths to reach their destination according to the destination 
address. The packets may arrive out of order, or may be damaged by some transfer mistakes happen in the 
way to destination and have to require resending. On the destination computer, all the packages will be 
reconstruct th message according the sequencing information. 

TCP/IP Model 
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There arc four layers in the architecture of the TCP/IP model. Each layer performing different 
tasks. 

Network Level establishes virtual paths between nodes in a network. The specifics of this layer arc 
usually determined by the network equipment and software used by a spccific_networlc. 

Internet Level - IP (Internet Protocol) IP is a connectionless datagram protocol that describes how 
to find the one computer out of millions of interconnected computcrS, and defines standards to transmit 
messages from one computer to another. The IP hierarchically bandies the naming, addressing, and routing 
of packets. Data is organized in IP packets with destination addresses. The use of the packet addresses 
allows for the responsibility of error free transmission to be shifted from communication links to computers 
on an equal peer-to-peer basis. · 

Transmission Level responsible for tf!lnSporting packets between network· nodes. TCP 
(Transaction Control Protocol) - concerns itself with acknowledgments, error checking, and error recovery 
protocols. UDP (User Datagram Protocol) - is a connectionless transport protocol that docs not contain an 
error recovery attribute. 

Application Level client/server application protocols designed for file transfer, database queries, 
etc. Examples include HypcrText Transport Protocol qrTI'P), Internet File Transfer Protocol (FI'P). 

We want to set the priority for some sites so that the packages from or to these sites can get higher 
priority than others when they are transfer though each node. The problem is how can the nodes tell which 
package is sending from or to the site which hold the higher priority. From the study above, we can know 
the crucial point should be in Internet Level - IP. 

IP V4 And IP V6 

1. IPV4: 

Now all the Internet address is according to IP Protocol version 4. 

lpv4 Addresses are 32 bits in length divided into two parts - a network prefix address and a host 
computer address within that network. Each IP addresses consist of four numbers sep~ted by decimals (for 
example. 204.251.122.127). Each number is called an octet because they represent an eight bit binary 
number that may be arranged in 256 unique ways. 

Due to the explosive increment of internet. most licenses of 1Pv4 have already been assigned. 
Therefore the new version of IP protocol have to expand the width of addresses. In latest version of IP 
protocol, version 6, which is supposed to be used in 1998, addresses arc 128-bit. 

2. IPV6: 
-. 

The specific type of an IPv6 address is indicated by the. leading bits in the address. The variable
length field comprising these leading bits is called the Format Prefix (FP). The initial allocation of these 
prefixes is as follows: 
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Allocation Prefix Fraction of 
(binary) Address Space 

Reserved 00000000 1/256 

Unassigned 00000001 1/256 

Reserved for NSAP Allocation 0000001 1/128 
Reserved for IPX Allocation 0000010 1/128 

Unassigned 0000 011 1/128 
Unassigned 00001 1/32 
Unassigned .. 0001 1/16 
Unassigned 001 1/8 

Provider-Based Unicast Address 010 1/8 

Unassigned 011 1/8 

Reserved for Geographic-
Based Unicast Addresses 100 1/8 

Unassigned 101 1/8 
Unassigned 110 l/8 
Unassigned 1110 1/16· 
Unassigned 1111 0 1/32 
Unassigned 1111 10 1/64 
Unassigned 1111110 1/128 
Unassigned 111111100 1/512 

Link Local Use Addresses 1111111010 1/1024 
Site Local Use Addresses 1111111011 1/1024 

Multicast Addresses 1111 1111 1/256 

This allocation supports the direct allocation of provider addresses, local use addresses, and 
multicast addresses. The remainder of the address space is unassigned for future use(c.g., we can use it for 
setting the priority). Fifteen percent of the address space is initially allocated. The remaining 85% is 
reserved for future use. 

A Solution Of Tiu Probkm 

As we know from the study above, that there is no prefix for the priority purpose at the original 
design of IP V6. However there arc several Prefix's arc remained for further using. So we suggest that use 
one Unassigned Prefix Pattern for setting priority pUipOse so th.at we can solve.the problem we have 
mentioned at the beginning of this paper. 

Since very package send through internet have to have the information of both original IP address, 
from where it is sent out, and the destination IP address, where it supposed to go. So after we set the priority 
prefix. the package can be check first at once it reach each no4e in the route of the internet to see how high 
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priority it has, and according to this priority, the node will decide how much resource will allocate 
to it. Therefore the highest priority will get the most resource include the· transfer time and transfer band. 

We may select '0000 l' as the Priority Format Prefix. Use the three binary followed the prefix to 
set the level of priority. We may use '0000 1000' represent the highest level o(priority, while use '0000 
1111' represent the lowest priority. · 

To keep the as much as possible the Prefix unassigned for the further using, we may select '0000 
000 l ' as the Priority Format Prefix. Because the number of computerS with priority should much less than 
the computers without priority, otherwise the priority will have no sense. Therefore we also can Use the 
three bit, which are not in FP, followed the prefix to set the level of priority. We may use '0000 0001 000' 
represent the highest level of priority, while use '0000 0001 111' represent the lowest priority. 

For geting the priority, I suggest that each computer, which want to get higher priority, has to apply 
for it to IP Address Allocation Commitee, which will be in charge of assign the priority. 

Now we get a solution to let the medical information get the higher priority to go through the 
whole internet. Imagine how many life will be save just by this simple method of setting priority! 

·. 
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ABSTRACT: 

Medinet: An Internet Medical Database 

Mir Hossain. Dia Ali. David Ray. Philippe Tulula. Alhena Fairchild 

Tne University Of Southern Mississippi~ 
Hattiesburg. MS 39406-5106 

A centralized medical database has many advantages associated with it. However, connecting all the health 
organiz.arions to a centralizcti daralPse system is virtually impossible. The cost of establishmg connections with all 
the health organizations will be enormous. Only one simple way to avoid this problem is to use the computer 
network that already exists. that is. the Internet. A centralized medical database on the lnrrmet will allow all the 
health Ot"gan.izarions tO get to the database system. We have already created a working prototype of such a database 
syStem. Tne purpose of this paper is t0 examine this prototype that can be accessed through the Internet. 

WHY INTERNET? 

The need for a computerized medical database is not something new. Computers can be used very efficiently to 
handle large quantities of data. Searching a patient record will become much easier and less time consuming. Since 
all the data will be stored in digital form, it will prevent ambiguity that may arrive from hefty handwritings. Other 
advantages are beyond the scope of this project. 

A centralized medical database also has some benefits associated wiqi it. Local health organizations or family 
doctors usually keep a patient record. In an emergency, problems arises when the patient is away from home. 
Sometimes collecting that patient's record from his or her local doctors is impossible. A centralized medical database 
is a solution to that problem. 

A centralized medical database sounds very promising. However, connecting all the health organizations to a 
centralized database system is virtually impossible. The cost of establishing connections with all the health 
organizations will be enormous. Only one and simple way to avoid this problem is to use the computer necwork that 
already exists, that is, the Internet. We can simply put the medical database on the Internet that will allow all the 
health organizations to get to th~ database ~,:'stem. 

MEDINET 

Overview: 
Medinet is a web site that is linked to a large database containing doctor and patient records. With the proper user id 
and password, access is granted to the medical history information. ~rtain user id and passwords allow varying 
degree of access. For example. a patient only have read access to their files while a doctor might have both read and 
write access to the record. By cc.ntralizing the location of patient information. doctors all over the world,will have 
faster and more accurate information at their disposal. Patients needing immediate care from an unknown doctor can 
feel more confident knowing that the doctor has access to their medical history. This information could be the 
difference in life and death in certain circumstances. Security on the database is provided through the use of user id 
and passwords. Doctors will have to know the patient's number. which only a patient would know. thus limiting the 
doctor' s access to any files. 
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Accessing Medwt 
Medinet can be accessed from any computer that bas access to the Internet. The following address will place you at 
the main menu of Medinet: http:llsushi..sr.u.srn.llillf-mediMt. 

1. Enter this address int0 your web browsCT'. You will sec a screen coni:ai.ning selections for doetors and patientS. 
2. Select either docror or patient by clicking (with a mouse) on the appropriate circle. NeJCI a user id and a 

password must be entered to gain access co the database. 
3. Type your user id inro the spac: provided. Tab down co the password field (or click on the field with a mouse). 

Now enter your password associated with the user id. The information will be used to grant proper access co the 
database. 

4. Click on the co~cr button co send your rcqucst. Depending on the doct0r/patienc selection you ma.de. you will 
either sec a menu for patients or a menu for doctors. To skip over the patient menu section of this manual. go co 
step 8. The patient menu consists of two selections that you can make. The first selection allows you co change 
your own personal information. The second selection allows you ro view your medical records. 

5. Select one of the twO options by clicking in the appropriate circle and pressing submit. You will now see a 
listing of docror visits (if any) showing the date of the visit along with a short description. The shore description 
is a hyper/inJc that (when clicked with a mouse) will retrieve a more derailed record of your vi.siL 

6: Select a visit by clicking on the short description. The next screen will show you a derailed ~ord of your visiL 
There are two Jryperlinir.s on chis pag~ that will retrieve additional information. 

7. Click on the Doctor ID field lryperl.inJ:.. You will sec your doctors name along with his address. phone number. 
medical specialty, and medical instiwtion he is associated with. To skip the next sectiqn on Doctor menus, go co 
step 11. 

8. If you are not at the main menu. press the back button until you amve back at the main screen. 

9. Click on the circle for docror selection. You will now see the doctors' menu that allows you to select either view 
or add medical records. 

IO. Enter a patient id number and select either view or add medical records by clicking in the appropriate circle. 
Next click OD tbe submit button. You will DOW see tbe same screen that you viewed in step 5. Go to step 5 to 

continue with tb.e vi.sit screen or continue to step 11. 
11. You can exjt tbe site at any time by quitting your web browser program. 

The simple intcrfaa: is designed so that anybody can follow the instr11ctions. A flow diagram of this package is 
presented below. Eacb field inside tbe squares is the web page_ a patient or a doct0r can vi.sit and each field inside the 
circles rep~nts tile corresponding html file that will process the user request. 
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Fig 1: A complete flow diagram of M_edineL 

LIMITING ACCESS OF THE USERS 

Medinet will be accessed by two different typeS of user: The doctors and the patients. In order to maintain a perSOC 
record confidential Medi net provides limited access to users by requir:ing user id and password infonnation. It is 1 

user's responsibility to keep their user id and passwords in a safe place. 

A doctor can: ·-• 
• 
• 

view a patient entire medical records. Date and shon description of each visit will be shown. The short 
description is a lryperlink that (when clicked with a mouse) will retrieve detailed record of that visit 
add new records. Successfully completing the blank form will add a new record to the existing ones . 
change some of the existing patient personal information (new address, phone number, insurance provider, 
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A patient can: 
• view his personal information (i.e., name, address, phone number, etc.) 
• view personal medical records. Date and shon description of each visit will be shown. The shon description is a 

hyperlink that (when dicked with a mouse) will retrieve detailed record of that visit. 

How Medinet Is Implemented? 

Medinet is implemented using mSQL. Necessary libraries required to implement this project are easily obtained with 
mSQL. Simple html script is used to create various web pages. WWW-mSQL is the scripting language that is used 
because of its simplicity. Hughes Technologies and Dr. Ray Seyfarth provided us with all necessary instructions and 
assistance with this project A relational data model for MEDINET is described in the following table: 

Seic 
Addre:: 
Addres;_2 
City 
Zio 
Contact 
Contact__phone 
Contact_1el 
Home_phone 
Bus_phone 
Ale!o,e:: 
CU11ent_med 
Blood_type 
PaS$word 
Comment: · 

Fig 2: A relational data model of Medi net 

ADVANTAGES 

Easy access: Doctors' can look up a patient file from any places in the world. It is a very efficient and less time 
consuming way to gather a patient's records. Current medical records of the patient will help to diagnosis the patient 
correctly. · 

Peace of mind: Patients needing immediate care from an unknown doctor can feel more comfortable knowing that 
the doctor has access to his medical history. Thi~ information couJd be the difference in life and death in certain 
circumstances. 

Medical research: A centralized medical database will also change the practice of medicine dramatically. One may 
access data on all patients with a given diagnosis or receiving a given therapy. Epidemiological trends may be 
explored; much new knowledge will come once the data for thousands or millions of.patients is uniformly available 
to researchers. · 

Low maintenance cost: Creating a medical database will be uncomplicated and practical if all the hospitals follow a 
standard to computerize their medical records. Updating a patient record will be simple also. With the proper 
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authorization code from the health organization, our system can update or add a new record automar.ically. Since the 
health organizations will do most of the work. the cost to maintain this system will be very economical. . 

Security: Doctors and patients are provided with separate user id and passwofd. Changing and updating the database 
is only limited to the doctors. Once a patient record is created, nobody will be abl~to change the diagnostic 
information unless otherwise ordered by the court. This will prevent editing existing files for insurance fraudulence. 
On the other hand, a patient can only view his own personal records. 

LIMITATIONS: 

Currently this software does not accept graphical data. However, storing graphical data in our system is possibl~. Just 
for simplicity reasons we made our prototype version text only. 
Searching the database for research purposes is not implemented yet in this package. In our future version, we are 
hoping to fix this limitation. 

Since we authorized all the health organizations to access and add records co cut down the total maintenance costs, 
unauthorized uses of this system are possible. Any corrupted authorized health organization personnel can probably 
add false records. This in no way will affect the decision made by insurance companies. since the insurance company 
.wants a patient original record before they process any claims. 

Internet is still vulnerable to hackers. However, the advancements in ne·twork security system will soon make it 
impossible for somebody to break the system. 

CONCLUSION: 

Any systems that currently exis~ on the Internet are not completely foolproof. However, the recent advancements in 
encrypted data transfer through Internet will soon solve many problems that exists now. Given the advantages of 
establishing a medical database on the Internet. one should not disagree with this idea. The major point is that the 
entire medical community will be benefited from this project. 
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ABSTRACT 

THE FUNDAMENTALS OF CHANGE 

Kaylene C. Williams 
California State University, Stanislaus 

Change is fundamental across all areas of business. All company stalceholders need to better understand 
the basis of change: (1) what is change, (2) fallacies of change, (3) the change process, and (4) key 
responsibilities of change sponsors and change agents. 

INTRODUCTION 

Business is about markets. Markets are about people ... and people change. Consequently, markets change 
and, in tum, business and business practices change. In some very basic way, business is all about 
change. 

As the turn of the centu.ty is approached, more attention seems to be given to the topic of change. ls 
change occurring at a more accelerated. rate? (Schriner, 1996) Do people and things have to change? 
How can change be made easier? Can change be managed? Each business educator as well as his/her 
own students, stakeholders, business associates, and fellow colleagues have questioned the notion of 
"change" in one way or another. 

One point is clear, change seems to be a fact of life. It seems to be something that always must be dealt 
with in one way or another. To many individuals, change means sometlting new or something to fear and 
avoid because "we might not like it,. But, if there was no change, there would be no cars or TVs or 
refrigerators or places to go or things to do or new ways to be or think. 

We believe that change is manageable. 
But how good are the processes we have for managing it? 

Is current practice in change management falling victim to the very process 
It seeks to manage? When incremental shifts aren't cutting it any longer, 

Is any current approach to change adequate? 
ITraining and Development 1992, p. 24) 

The purpose of this paper is t9 explore four questions: (1) what is change, (2) what are the fallacies 
regarding change, (3) what is the fundamental process involved in making a change, and ( 4) what are 
th.e key managerial responsibilities of change sponsors and change agents. 

WHAT IS CHANGE? 

Noah Webster (Keystone Publishers, 1993) defines many aspects of change as numbered below: 

1. "To cause to turn or pass from one state to another; to alter, or make different; to vary in e.'demal form. 
or in essence; as, to change the color or shape of a thing; to change the heart or life." (p. 151) 

In business, products and services are changed continually. Every organization knows that changing their 
products and services may generate new interest, increase market share, and raise profits. When 
something is altered in business, it may be an external change or it may be a more substantial, essential. 
or fundamental change. Relatively easily, company's can change the external fonn or peripheral levels of 
a product or service offering. However, change at some essential leveJ may not be as easy or fast Break
through products and services. for example, may represent a change in essence,. a substantial shift in how 
things are known or done, or a significant technological progression, i.e., light bulb, radio, TV, and 
computers. More substantial change typically requires more substantial effort, time, resources, 
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commitment, and understanding. An external change may be more like rearranging the furniture while 
essential change or passing from one state to another may be more like moving to a new house. By 
analogy, ice to water to steam would exemplify a substantial change while more peripheral changes would 
be exemplified by ice in various forms, i.e., icicle, popsicle, slippery drive. ice sculpture., or ice cube. 
Hence, external change seems to be easier than an essential change ... "to cllange the heart or life." But, all 
change is based on some difference, variation, shift, or alteration. By analogy, it takes less energy to 
shuffle on a step than to raise oneself up to a new step, less resources to move the furniture than to change 
houses, or less time to have new thinking in our current mind set than to change mind sets. Or, it takes 
less to get a new CEO than to start an operation from scratch (Well, 1993; Winters, 1993). 

Most business activity by quantity seems to be a function of external change while business activity by 
~ seems to be a result of essential, substantial, domain shift wherein a new step is talcen ... typica.lly. 
into the new, unfamiliar, and risky. Since production capability has allowed business people to become 
adept at business activity by quantity, it makes sense that now businesses in general arc focusing on the 
quality aspect of change, i.e., quality service and customer value. 

One aspect of this first definition of change is "to cause to tum or pass from one state to 
another" (p. 151) ... State" comes from the Latin root "status, from sto, to stand, to be fixed" (Keystone 
Publishers, p. 952). So, our state is where we are fixed or standing. right in the middle of our current way 
of thinking. At some point, this thinking may not be progressive and may need to be dropped for another 
level or domain of thinking, another mind set In turn, this min~ set eventually will be outgrown and 
discarded. 

2. A second definition of change is "To put one thing in the place of another; to shift; as to change the 
clothes." (p. 151) 

Fashion is an excellent example here. What is in one season is out the next, quite literally, we change 
clothes. But; business people do this as well with new and improved products, fads, trends, and substitute 
ingredients. One thing is put in the place of another. Hopefully, the consumer will put our brand in 
his/her cart and take out our competitor's brand. The consumer will do this according to the belief. If 
he/she believes the new competitor's product might be better, then he/she might try it If he/she believes 
the current product is best, then he/she will go with that product. If he/she believes in a need for variety, 
novelty, or experimentation, then he/she might switch due to the need for variety, novelty, or 
experimentation. A shift is "turning from one thing to another" (Keystone Publishers, p. 902). A shift 
also means "refuge; last resource" (p. 902). So, often individuals are forced to shift as a last resort 
because nothing else will work or satisfy the need. 

3. A third aspect of change is "To quit one thing or state for another; followed by for; as persons educated 
in a particular religion do not readily change it for another." (p. 151) 

People do not change until their belief-system changes. There was an interesting story told by Mazy Baker 
Eddy (p. 245). A young girl was seve~ly traumatized by her young lover's death. The impact was so 
strong for her that she eventually stood looking out the.winqow in a mental institution day by day waiting 
for her young lover to return. It is as if her belief system was frozen in time. An interesting consequence 
was that she did not appear to age looking like twenty when she was eventually seventy or eighty because 
she completely believed herself to be the young girl waiting for her lover to rctum. .. frozen in time. 

Deepak Chopra tells an interesting story: A mine caved in and several people were trapped alive. They 
figured that they had just so much air and if they were not rescued within X nwnber of hours that they 
would die. There was one watch and so a fellow was chosen as time keeper. He was to tell everyone 
whenever one hour passed. He knew the.re was not enough air so he decided to tell them that one hour 
had passed every two hoUIS instead of every hour. The result: all lived except the time keeper. He could 
not raise himself in belief above the evidence of the watch. 
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4. "To give and take reciprocally; as, will you change conditions with mer and "To give one kind of 
money for another, to alter the form or kind of money, by receiving the value in a different kind" 
(p. 151) 

The core of business is exchange or reciprocal give and take. This form of change is very familiar to all 
business people. Basically, it says, ''I'll change this unit of value for your unit of value." The measure of 
value depends on the perceptions of the giver and taker or, really, whether they believe it is a change of 
value they want to make or not Sometimes customer's know that they are paying too much money for an 
item but they believe other things like service, image, time constraints, or special needs are more 
important and they buy the item in spite of the cost because they believe the value of the overall exchange 
to be the best value for them. 

5. "To quit, as one place for another; as, to change lodgings." (p. 151) 

Another form of change occurs when we quit something. If we go to the gym but then quit going, our 
bodies are liable to change accordingly. Ifwe go to college but then quit, we will have certain life 
experiences based on this decision to quit, to not go ahead. Consumers make decisions to quit sodium, fat, 
calories, tobacco, meat, alcohol, coffee, additives, and potentially, anything and everything. Marketers 
and business people make decisions to quit certain ads, products, campaigns, images, positionings, 
expenditures, and markets. People change their ideas - they quit one idea, give it up for another. 
Whatever the current accepted idea may be, that is their reality, their experience. If their idea is that 
majority rules or chance predominates, then their thinking and, hence, reality arc subject to these beliefs. 
What we think is what we get When we give up one idea for another, we get the results of the new idea. 
When we give up one belief for another, we get the results of the new belief. Or, once again, change is a 
function of an individual's belief. And, the belief changes with new evidence or proof that makes the old 
belief irrelevant 

6. A sixth aspect of change is "To become acid cir tainted; to tum from a natural state of sweetness and 
purity; as, the wine is changed; thunder and lightening arc said to change milk." (p. 151) 

When the TV networks show a candy bar with wonns wriggling around in it, the manufacturer must 
change and change immediately as in recalling all its candy bars. When the car brakes do not work, gas 
tank explodes, the drug is tainted, or a misuse of the product harms or kills a user, then the manufacturer 
must change immediately. Change can be reactive or proactive. In the above listed cases, the companies 
had to react to a change in the product or the belief about how a product would operate or be. When 
change is reactive, however, new evidence or proof from the external environment and/or the consumer's 
experience has come along to shift consumers' beliefs about the product. The company then must do 
whatever is necessary to get consumer beliefs back into a mode of supporting the company/product or 
must adjust to match the consumer's belief system, i.e., the essence of business and consumer research. 
Not all change is seen as bad, e.g., wine and cheese ages, and new uses, like baggy overalls for teens., can 
increase sales. Acid-washed jeans were viewed as good when at the top of the fad cycle, but not so good 
when seen as out-of-style, old fashioned, and not worn by Cindy Crawford. A proactive stance is when a 
company knows the pulse of the market or when it sees a flow in a certain direction, it anticipates what is 
coming and changes according to what it believes will come or what it anticipates rather then to what has 
al.ready occurred. 

7. A further definition of change is "The dissolution of the body; death." (p. 151) 

The ultimate degree of change is death, i.e., the company goes out of business, the product fails, the 
market moves on, the company fails to change, and old ideas die. Every belief (like every thought) has a 
life cycle, It is born, maintained, and dies. Everything and everyone in life seems to follow this pattern: 
something is created, it is maintained for awhile, and it goes. Everything in the world goes through this 
cycle. Since a belief is a function of one's th.inking and all ideas follow this three-fold cycle of 
birth/maintenance/death, then all beliefs also are subject to the cycle of birth/maintenance/death. The 
shifting of a belief to a new belief occurs when there is new evidence or proof. New evidence/proof or a 
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higher form of evidence/proof causes the old belief to die. By analogy •. when we.are in a dam room and 
turn on the light, the light makes the dark irrelevant. gone. A new, greater belief will do the same, i.e .• a 
greater degree of truth replaces and even annihilates the untruth of the lesser belie( In truth. there is 
more light. · 

8. A final aspect of change is "In arithmetic, permutation; variation of numbers. Thirteen numbers admit 
of6,227,020,800 changes, or different positions." (p. 151) 

The emphasis in this definition is that change appears to be endless or eternal because of all of its poSSlble 
permutations or variations. But. as with the variation of 13 numbers, it is seen that the number of 
variations is fixed. limited. or finite. Just so with change, because of the poSS1bilities of permutations, 
change seems limitless, but it docs have a limit. The limit is just so f.ar out there that it never seems to 
exist or to be expcriena:d. Consequently, a belief of limitless change is maintained. We believe that 
change is the only constant available and the only permanence. To date, religious or spiritual 
understanding seems to be the primary means for rectifying this question. 

FALLACIES REGARDING CHANGE 

One reason that change in business can seem so d.ift\cult is that certain fallacies or erroneous beliefs 
regarding change are believed and acted upon. According to Morgan (Burgher, 1979), twelve major 
fallacies stand out 

"1. All people resist change. 
"2. Only large or momentous changes are worthwhile. 
"3. Only large or momentous changes need serious attention. 
"4. Everything is changing overnight. 
"5. Change means improvement 
"6. Change brings hardships for some. 
"7. Change brings rewards for the instigators. 
"8. Change is always uncxpectcd. 
"9. No change is p0SS1ble in a bureaucracy. 

"10. Technological change should and can be slowed. 
"11. Change usually comes by chance. 
"12. Man, infinitely adaptable, can stand any change." (p. 51-52) 

Morgan states and gives proof that these ~tements are "misleading, deceptive, or false. Yet many 
managers believe some or all of them. Unwise actions stemming from such beliefs probably lie at the 
bottom of most mismanagement of change" (p. 52). 

THE CHANGE PROCESS 

The author proposes seven fundamentil steps involved_ in a change: 

1. Understand that change is a function of variability and imperfection. 
2. Understand that there are degrees of change. 
3. Integrate the variability by starting with and maintaining a constant base. 
4. Manage the change and not the chaos. 
5. Use e.'<aDlination and proof to g\lide change. 
6. Remember that the darkest hour precedes the birih of newness. 
7. Recognize that before and after a change, there will be a different consciousness, 

state of being, or state of affairs. 

Each of these steps is discussed below. 
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1. Understand that change is a function of variability and imperfection - If the world were perfect. then 
there would be no need for change. But products do change and so do consumers. Essentially. change is 
a function of imperfection. Secondly and practically, change is a function of variability. If the world were 
at perfection. there would be no need for variability. It would stay at perfection. a perfect homeostatic 
state. Since the world does not appear to be at perfection. variability is the action or process to get to 
perfection and, hence, business people create a proliferation of new product and service offerings. A first 
step of change may be to understand that imperfection has been acknowledged. humans and things arc not 
perfect and, hence, need to change. But, remember, the belief that the world is not perfect makes the 
world appear not perfect. Because the world is seen as imperfect. it will always be subject to change and, 
in tum. businesses will always have plenty of opportunities. George Bernard Shaw (1903) noted that 
reasonable people adapt themselves to the world; unreasonable people persist in trying to adapt the world 
to themselves ... implying that all progress depends on unreasonable people. 

2. Understand that there are degrees of change - There are degrees of change. Some changes are simple 
with little variability. e.g., red on the package instead of blue. Other changes arc complex requiring the 
shifting of many variables. For example, hiring an advertising agency would seem to be easier than 
creating and implementing a new marketing strategy. Additionally, change has degrees of radical-ness. 
For example, Blake and Mouton (Burgher, 1979) have categorized change as a continuum with the two 
poles being creeping change by evolution and revolutionary upheaval. Some changes are not as radical as 
other changes, e.g., adding a new product flavor to the line as compared to adding another strategic 
business unit. Change in individuals also may occur in varying degrees on the physical, emotional, 
mental, and spiritual levels. Individuals including employees and customers will adjust to these change 
levels differently, some requiring more time or support than others. 

3. Integrate the variability by starting with and maintaining a constant 1>ase - Since change is a function 
of variability, that :variability must be assimilated into the foundation or basics of the business. The 
starting point is not the variability but the constant basis, fundamental support, the supportive structure of 
the business, core competencies, or the primary market strategies. From this stable, steady. firm position 
the variability can be integrated in a manner which will not shake, or rather threaten, the foundation of 
the business. If employees are overwhelmed, increasingly sick, subject to emotional outbursts, co.ntinually 
not available, late, living in fear, "biting" each other. or numb, then the integration is not properly paced, 
i.e., ~e place is "quacking at the knees" or "cracking at the seams" and some balance of constancy needs 
to be restored. If customers are complaining, not buying or repurchasing a product. not frequenting our 
stores, or not using positive word-of-mouth communications, then some balance of constancy must be 
restored. (Bramer, 1992; Conner, 1992; Lewis, 1993) 

4. Manage the change and not the chaos - It is easy to maintain a mentality of putting out the fire rather 
than planting a new forest when it seems that the world is coming down around one's shoulders. But 
business people must resist this temptation to manage the chaos or the flying sparks and, instead, keep 
focused on the new product or market or prograµi being forgeci on the anvil. Managing change requires a 
focus on basics or essentials as well as disciplined integrations into that basic essence. It requires 
planning and implementing a series of steps to make an orderly progression rather than one fearful "giant 
step" that may tum into a disastrous misstep. Accordingly. test markets attest to the fact that marketers 
understand the importance of this managed progression and know not to blindly enter a national rollout 
but to research and manage that rollout step-by-step. (Goldberg, 1992; Steinberg, 1992) One general 
process of managing change was proposed by Shirley (Burgher, 1979): (1) recognize the need for 
change, (2) respond to the need for change, (3) establish change goals, and (4) determine change targets 
and techniques. 

As an example of managing change, 3M's successful management philosophy and style has been 
epitomized as a "people-centered entrepreneurial model" wherein individual entrepreneurs are able to 
present their ideas directly to management and to discuss them in facc-to..face meetings. Top 
management's role has been seen as less directing and controlling of employee's activities but more 
focused on developing their initiatives and supporting their ideas. Chairman and CEO Livio D. 
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DeSimone believes: "Senior management's primary role is to create an intcmal environment in which 
people understand and value our way of operating ... Our job is one of creation and destruction - supporting 
individual initiative while breaking down bureaucracy and cynicism. It all depends on developing a 
personal trust relationship between those at the top and those at lowcr"levels" (p. 133). (Bartlett and 
Ghoshal, 1995) -

5. Use e:rnroination and proof to guide change - New evidence or proof shifts current beliefs and. hence, 
brings change. Marketers know this. That is why they look so continually and firmly at marlccting 
research. Marketing research gives them new proof or evidence on which to base marketing decisions. 
Essentially, there is enough proof and examination when the next step of the decision or action becomes 
clear. Remember, successful managers have a visionary component that allows them to sec or somehow 
sense a new truth above and beyond confidence levels in marketing research. It appears to be a propensity 
of successful business people that they can sec the "gestalt" earlier and clearer than others. Maybe it just 
means that the individual can sec, hear, or sense outside of the normal range of most people. This should 
not seem unusual. A chef is probably functioning outside the normal range of taste or smell and a concert 
violinist is probably functioning outside the normal range of hearing or feeling. Continued examination 
and step-by-step growth bring about progressive change. This is why and how a company or business 
effort changes as well as why the chef has a more pronounced sense of taste and smell ... thcy practice and, 
in this practice, they prove a greater degree ofwhat_is true. (Kotler, 1992; Land & Jarman, 1992) 

6. Remember that the darkest hour precedes the birth of newness - Many people seem to be hesitant or 
even afraid of change (American Demographics. 1994). That is probably due to the darlcncss preceding 
the light. During this step, it feels like one is alone and lost. One feels out of his/her element but has 
worked and wopced and nothing seems to be co~g from it. It seems like a standstill and very quiet 
outwardly, but inwardly, unseen workings more than likely arc zipping away ... the pregnant pause as some 
people call it This dark hour is when most people bail out - physically and beyond physically. It would 
be equated to labor in child birth, not finishing the last chapter in the dissertation, leaving the monastery 
the day before realization.; or dropping our dream because it is too hard and not moving - just as it is about 
to break open, i.e., like a hen who leaves the nest and accordingly, the eggs never hatch. Individuals need 
strength and support at this step. For example, marketers encourage consumers to change and even give 
incentives to the customers to get them to try new product offerings. Or, something so simple as viewing 
a sunrise may be very inspirational in the midst of the dark hour of change ... what has even been referred 
to as the dark night of the soul in another context In this case, the individual is responding to a change of 
"heart or life" - a deeper, more essential level of change and ... the light will come (Keystone Publishers, p. 
151). 

7. Recognize that before and after a change, there will be a different consciousness, state ofbeing, or state 
of affairs - Before and after a sunrise, the state of consciousness or state of being i$ quite different For 
example, the consumer may be very fearful before a major purchase but very pleased after SU0CCSSfully 
using it for awhile. This difference in state would be similar to the metamorphosis of a butterfly. It gets 
such a size and its bursting up against ·the limited cocoon. Then, in an instant, it shows its newness which 
acrually has been incubating for quite some time. All change has an equivalent step wherein the newness 
or regeneration - the new light - destroys the old level 6f consciousness, the previous mind set, or system 
of beliefs. For e."Calllplc, no person is ever the same before and after having a child, finishing the 
dissertation, restructuring an organization, eating that first Snickers bar, or even reading an article. At 
this step, the fruit of the effort of change is witnessed and celebrated or replanncd. The business person 
uses research to measure the before and after of change and to continue on: with his/her successful 
business activity. 

KEY MANAGERIAL RESPONSIBU.ITIES OF CHANGE SPONSORS AND CHANGE AGENTS 

A change sponsor is "someone who has the authority and responsibility to order a change" (LaMarsh. 
1995, p. 75). Change agents are " the people who plan and support change ... anyone and everyone who 
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takes responsibility for figuring out how to make the changes happen and how to suppon the targets" 
(LaMarsh, 1995, p. 91) 

Change sponsors and change agents are both instrumental in the change process. As noted by Soltis 
(Burgher, 1979): 

" l. Barriers to change arise primarily from the perceptions of people and relationships among and 
between 

them. 
"2. Genuinely common goals can be established only by a participative negotiation process - no matter 

what the authority structure suggests to the contrary. 
"3. An independent change agent. a properly qualified person acting as a catalyst or linking pin in a 
group, 

can effectively stimulate productive change. Acting as a catalyst, the change agent has no personal 
bias or involvement in any specific portion of the problem." (p. 133) 

Because of the importance of change sponsors and change agents, Moore (Burgher, 1979) states the 
following groundrules that are helpfil:l in introducing new procedures or work patterns: 

" 1. The manager seeking to bring about a change should recognize that his own beliefs may not be shared 
by bis subordinates and his attitudes may not meet with their approval. 

"2. The beliefs and attitudes ofltis subordinates should be seen as having a functional utility. They are 
habit patterns that have helped the subordinates perform without stress or anxiety under the old way 

of 
doing things. 

"3. Any change should be looked at from the point of view of those who will have to use the new system 
or procedure. This will help to anticipate difficulties in getting acceptance and help in devising ways 
to make the transition more acceptable. 

"4. Sweeping changes arc disruptive, and should not be introduced without considering carefully all the 
consequences. It is usually better to bring about changes gradually, one step at a time. 

"5. Any significant change triggers emotional tension - either because old behavior is found to be 
inadequate or because new behavior must be acquired. The dissipation of these tensions may take a 
considerable period of time. A clear incentive to change helps those affected to do so. 

"6. The severity and duration of the frustrations caused by the change will determine whether subsequent 
problems arise." (p. 164) 

Moore (Burgher, 1979) further states some techniques that have been used successfully in managing 
change: 

" l. Make the change rewarding at an early time. 
"2. Make adherence to the old ways unrewarding, but be careful not to generate resentment 
"3. Get acceptance of the change by leaders of the group affected. 
"4. Relate the change to existing routines. Tie the new to the old and familiar. 
"5. Introduce all changes with the fullest possible consent and participation of those who will be affected 

by them. In other words, spring no surprises." (p. 164-165) 

Essentially, change sponsors and change agents must understand the changes they are supporting, manage 
the resources required for change, and deal with people involved in the change (LaMarsh, 1995). 

SUMMARY 

As a new century is approached, change seems to be a constant companion for-business people as well as 
for the soci~ty as a whole. The basis of change is variability. This variability must be managed to ensure 
efficiency, effectiveness, individual well-being, and upliftment for society as a whole. This paper 
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examines the definitions of change, fallacies regarding change, the change proocss, and key managerial 
responsibilities of change sponsors and change agents. Change seems to be continual However, if 
change is managed consciously with respect and right understanding, \t will be beneficial for all 
individuals concerned in the endeavor. 

"Change comes these days whether we want it or not, 
Sweeping through our lives and institutions like a fast train on a straight track. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper offers a sttucrured framework for the effective and efficient implementation of change consisting of a step 
by step path to follow. The basic idea behind the step-by-step path is to create both will and ability to change and to 

offer employees an opportunity to change. The paper introduces critical success factors that must be correctly 
implemented during different phases of the change project. Critical success factors vary from hard project 

management issues to communication, empowerment, reward systems and other softer factors. Action research and 
benchmarking was used for locating the best practices. 

INTRODUCTION 

This research paper clarifies different factors involved in companies' change projects. The paper offers a sttuctured 
framework for. the effective and efficient implementation of change consist~~g of a step by step path to follow. The -
framework includes both the change management and project management sides of organizational development. 

MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND 

The dynamic business environment today requires frequent changes both in the way organizations operate and in the 
organizational sttucture. Better quality products and processes, shoner throughput times and better delivery 
perfonnance are examples of the typical goals of operative changes. Changes in organizational sttucture lead towards 
process ·organization, lean organization and team-based organization. The change bas become an integral pan of 
everyday life and the ability to change one of the critical success factors of most organizations. 

One of the main weaknesses of the organizational development (OD) tradition is its failure to connect social issues 
with the technical and operational side of the change. On the other band, project management literature usually pays 
very little attention to the social and organizational dimensions of change projects. The effective implementation of 
changes and establishment of new processes requires great competence in both of these disciplines (Figure l ). 

FIGURE 1: The social and operational aspects are integrated in change projects. 

Project managers need a practical and simple method to be able to successfully manage complex change projects in 
the dynamic. continuously changing business environment of today. 
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RESEARCH METHODS 

The study was carried out according to the principles of constructive research. First, an initial model for an 
improvement project audit was constructed on the basis of a comprehensive literature review. It was then refined 
after interviewing people having participated in a change project and carryi'ng out several case studies and action 
research in Finnish companies. -

The results presented here were received through a research program, where different types of change projects were 
implemented in eight Finnish manufacturing companies in co-operation with Helsinki University of Technology. The 
change project cases forming the empirical background for this paper come from different fields of industry and their 
goals vary from building an empowered manufacturing team to planning a new manufacturing strategy for a 
complete new factory. The research is based on case and action research methodology. In addition, benchmarking 
was used for locating the best practices. 

CHANGE PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK 

The basic idea behind the step-by-step path is to create organizational conditions which enable and support effective 
change. Change resistance and practical problems in change projects may take different forms depending on personal 
and organizational characteristics. Thus, the main focus here is placed on the feelings employees have prior to 
problems, as well as to the organizational structures and procedures which jeopardize the success of the project. 
From this point of view, the conditions that are required .to achieve development can be divided into three categories: 
will to change, ability to change and opponunity to change (Figure 2). 

FEELINGS OF PEOPLE OR 
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES 

AND PROCEDURES 

• Uncertainty of the project 

• Fear 

• Not understanding the basic idea and goals 
of the project 

• Not understanding the need of change 

• Frustration 

• Slipping from schedules 

• Lack of belief In the success of the project 

• Lack of personal benefit and incentives 

• Negative atmosphere 

• Diminishing authority 

• Insufficient understanding pt one's own role in 
the project · 

• Lack of knowedge 
• Lack of guiding incentives 

• Insufficient resources 

• Poorly managed project 

• Remaining old strucrures which don't support 
· the desirea development ~ 

• Lack of support from top management 

• Project not in line with company vision and 
strategy 

• Unclear rules of the game for development 

• No clear Improvement potential 
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FIGURE 2: Feelings and organizarional structures behind problems 
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Will to change 

All employees that are expected to panicipate in the change project must have personal motivation and a sincere will 
to engage themselves in the development. The will is expressed as willingness and readiness to take concrete actions 
for the development and even make personal sacrifices. Will does not occur unless real effort at developing the 
organization can be perceived. 

Ability to change 

The level of knowledge and skills of those who are involved in a change project needs to be high enough to really be 
able to contribute to the project. Basic skills embracing factors dealing with project and change management in 
general, as well as job specific skills enabling employees to use new tools and machines and to act according to new 
procedures must be adequate. Ability requires comprehension of project vision and understanding one ' s own role in 
implementing the change as well. 

Opportunity to change 

Even though employees would have the will and ability required, no major development will occur without a 
supporting environment and sufficient power to implement the changes. Top management support and commitment 
are essential to giving everybody the feeling that change and development can be achieved . Supporting reporting 
relationships and organizational structure, clearly delineated responsibilities as well as the rules of the game of 
development are also key elements for offering people an opportunity to change. 

To be able to successfully implement a change project it must be·noted that, 1) all three key elements - will, ability 
and opponunicy to change - must be fulfilled. If something is missing, it is difficult to achieve project'-s goals; 2) key 
elements are interrelated to each other: for example, growing ability may increase the will to develop ; 3) the 
sequence of the elements may vary from one project to another: sometimes the will. to change comes first, but it is 
also possible that it is µie last element to develop among employees. 

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS 

The three oi:ganizational conditions are refined to a more practical level in order to develop a step by step path to 
successful change project implementation. Each of the conditions can be divided into several critical success factors 
that fundamentally determine the success or failure of a change project. All critical factors must be correctly 
implemented during different phases of the change project. 

The approach of success factors in itself is not new and has in fact been used as a basis for project audit methods, 
such as the Project Implementation Profile (Pinto and Slevin, 1988). There are, however, some distinctive features in 
change and development projects which have restricted the applicability of traditional project management methods 
in change projects. These include lack of experience from similar projects, difficulties in determining resources and 
time required, induced new change needs in other parts of the organization, imponance of learning pr ocesses. part
time project organization including the project manager and competition with day-to-day operations. (Boddy and 
Buchanan, 1992; Mikkelsen et al, 1991) The effect ~f these and some other features of change projects is that their 
critical success factors are somewhat different from the success factors of traditional external projects. 

While traditional methodology concentrates on the hard dimensions of project management, change project 
management needs to emphasize the human, organizational and political aspects of the change as well. Case studies 
reveal that factors such as commitment of top management, participation, relation to line organization and 
consolidating the improvements are crucial to effective and efficient change project management. The role and 
personal leadership skills of the project' manager are also of great importance. The actions concretizing the critical 
success factors of change projects are presented in Figure 3. 
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Think of suitable tools for 
measuring development. 

Do SWOT-analysis. 

Prepare preliminary 

Share the vision. 

Design the project and its 
sta es. Involve employees. 

n the project in broa 
e. 

uate the change 
tance. 

gn key roles and play 

FIGURE 3: The relation of the change project impleme,uationframework and the actions needed to implement the 
critical success factors of change projects. 

STEP BY STEP MODEL 

The effective management of consecutive change projects requires a general model of the critical steps of change 
project managemenL In the nineties, the paradigm of process management together with principles of total quality 
management have gained relatively wide popularity. Although unjque by definition, projects and project 
management can gain a lot from process oriented thinking. Regarding projects as a continuous process enhances 
organizational learning and enables the development of change projects management as a strategic capability. Thus 
change projects following and often even intersecting each other should be seen as a continuum of change (Figure 4). 

FIGURE 4: Project Management Process. (adapted from Sieli, 1991) 

An effective project management process consists of the critical ste.ps or success factors which are aggregations of 
che actions presented in Figure 3. The actions "Set objectives for the project", "Create a vision" and "Communicate 
the vision" for instance form the critical success factor "Defining vision and goals" which also includes such things 
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as ensuring that the goals are realistic, concrete enough and measurable. The authors' experience is that the success 
factors are interrelated to each other and the sequence of the elements may vary from one project to another. 
Nevertheless the step by step path consisting of the success factor can be illustrated as a process loop, where certain 
factors usually follow each other in certain sequence like the stages of a project (Figure 5). The factors enabling 
change which should be present during the whole project form the outer circle. The critical steps are introduced on 
the inner circle and the desired organizational conditions in the middle of the model. 

WILL 

ABILITY 

OPPORTUNITY 

FIG URE 5: Step by step path to successful implementation of change. 

CO CLUSIONS 

The step by step path to successful implementation of change is a general model that helps the project managers to 
plan, manage and control operational changes in manufacturing organizations. The model bas been successfully 
implemented in several real life cases. It should be borne in mind, however, that the model is a generalization and 
that the sequence and importance of individual success factor's varies according to project, environment and 
organization-specific circumstances. 
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The Aesthetics of Technologies and the Technology of Aesthetics 
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Abstract 

This paper examines the reciprocal nature of technologies and the aesthetic locus of the societies within which 
they are developed and marketed, and explo.res marketing implications of this dynamic. 

Introduction 

The marketing literature is replete with testaments on the nature of the movement of product: what sells to whom, 
through which channel. with what subtle or overt manipulations on the part of the marketer. Seemingly infinite 
typologies of product guide the scholar through myriad contexts: industrial vs. consumer product, convenience vs. 
specialty product, durable vs. nondurable product, and so on. Two types of product which have attracted much 
interest in marketing and consumer behavior in the last two decades have been technological (or so-<:alled 
high-tech) products, and aesthetic (or cultural, or hedonic) products. 

Interest in technological product marketing and consumption issues has been a natural outgrowth from both the 
long-standing tradition of new product and diffusion of innovations research in marketing (see Mahajan et al. 
1990; Midgley, 1987: Gatignon and Robertson 1985), and the need for addressing emergent market-oriented issues 
during a period of astonishing growth in the consumer electronics industry (e.g. personal computers, video games, 
compact disc and video laser-disc players, and the World Wide Web). 

Meanwhile, interest in aesthetic products is largely a development of the recent wholesale incorporation of 
culturally-focused sociological and anthropological perspectives in the study of consumer behavior, with their 
coincident focus on consumers' exhibiting acquisition-, consumption-, and disposition-oriented behaviors based on 
aesthetic or hedonic criteria, antithetical to those of the rational actor described by market researchers of the more 
traditional economic school (see Sherry 1991; Holbrook and Zirlin 1985; Hirschman 1983: Holbrook and 
Hirschman 1982; Hirschman and Holbrook 1982, Kassarjian 1980). 

To date, these streams of research remain dynamic ones. But at the same time, the potential nexus of these two 
ostensibly disparate spheres remains unaddressed. Can technologic and aesthetic coincide in the same product, or 
in the same use-instance for the consumer? Does technology create an aesthetic, or an aesthetic derive a 
technology? We create terminological boundaries which separate the two into distinct constellations of product, but 
is this construction or reality? 

Technology or Aesthetic 

A perusal of dictionary definitions informs on the presumed boundary between aesthetic and tec.hnologic, these 
from Webster's Collegiate Edition. · 

aes thet ic la: of, relating to or dealing with aesthetics or the beautiful <- theories> 
b: artistic <a work of~ value> 2: appreciative of, responsive to, or zealous, ~bout the beautiful. 

technology 1: technical language. 2 a: applied scie!)ce b:a technical method of achieving a 
practical purpose 3: the totality of the means employed to provide objects necessary for human 
sustenance and comfort 

On first perusal, the boundary is clear. Technologies derive from the world of the practical. they are produced from 
some practical need, to serve some utilitarian purpose. In recent years we've distorted its meaning in reference only 
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to sophisticated machines and electronics, but in essence a technology may be mundane activity, such as the 
manipulation of mortar and pestle, or toying with ingredients of a 
recipe. Aesthetics serve some higher purpose, arc distinct from the mundane, are of ephemeral value. thus provide 
no directly measurable utility: we can appreciate a Puccini aria. an Ansel Adams photograph, a Christo 
macrosculpture, and that appreciation is often inexpressible in concrete terms. 

Each concept shares a relationship to value. One's value is connected to the transcendent. personal., ephemeral; 
the other's to the functional and utilitarian. A technology is valued ooly for its function devoid of pleasurable 
qualities, while an aesthetic product is isolated from function, valued only for the hedonic qualities its consumers 
obtain in its consumption. We often discuss these two qualities as if they existed at polar ends of some continuum, 
any given product allowed so much function and so much aesthetic quality.. But arc they two ends of a continuum 
- do fun.ction and aesthetic play off one another in some :zero-sum game ? Let us consider the potentially 
inextricable linkages resident in product. 

Firstly, we might consider technology reduced to an aesthetic unto itself . The recent history of marketing in 
western societies is awash with examples of product sold on spurious connections to technological value: e.g. 
Sputnik-era automobiles sporting chrome-laden, rocket-style fins, or Aquarian snack-food homages to the space 
race in the form of ration-packeted Space FQOd Stix or alien-touting Quisp cereal. Here the technology becomes 
the aesthetic: the beauty of the object is inherent in its ability to mimic or extrapolate meaning from technology. 

Secondly, a given technology and a prevalent aesthetic may directly affect one another. When this relationship is 
explored. the explanation given usually proceeds in some structuralist form: using the billiard-ball approach of 
strict causality, we typically paint a picture of technology somehow constrained by an aesthetic world view. For 
example, technological anthropologists explain the limited, ceremonial . 
role of gunpowder in medieval China as a function of that society's aesthetic locus' (sec Basalla 1988) .. 

A poststructuralist perspective allows an even broader representation of the interaction between technology and the 
aesthetic. Rather than relying on strict causality, poststructura_lism proceeds from a notion of greater 
i.nterrelationship among societal factors. Lincoln and Guba (1985) describe a poststructuralist alternative to strict 
causality in the concept of mutual shaping: no longer do individual factors act one on the other, unidirectionally 
and in isolation. The proffered model of factor relationships is likened to spaghetti on a plate, each strand 
representi.Qg a factor, each responsible in part for the condition of the others, and the others on it in return. 
Among factors there is a dense reciprocity, such that a change in one factor creates a cascade effect not on a single 
factor but on all factors, with the still further, probable result of a change in the original factor. 

Aesthetic.,.. Technology and Mutual Shaping 

Now consider again the relationship between aesthetics and technology. Each strand on our plate of spaghetti 
represents a societal factor in the production and dissemination of prpduct: a strand for technology, a strand for the 
shared societal aesthetic - and a strand for polity and economy and all the many other factors impinging on 
producers and consumers and facilitators alike. When the a shift in the aesthetic locus occurs, there will be, no 
doubt, an effect on the technologic. And the economy, and so forth. But as each of the positions of technologic and 
economic strands shifts, these shift induce a change in the position of the aesthetic locus. Reciprocity is the key to 
this model; no longer do we expect an aesthetic to impact technology without technology to act on the aesthetic in 
return. Can we document actual situations where such reciprocity in the relationships between technology and the 
aesthetic have occurred? 

An aesth.etic locus is an arbitrary boundary between an and non-an, agreed upon by a society within a given 
time frame, manifested in actions of elites toward sponsorship and collection of objects located within the locus 
(Maguet 1987). A contemporary Western aesthetic locus legitimizes plastic ans such as music, painting and 
sculpture, and relegates the majority of other creative product to the rank of profane craft. 
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Jazz and technology. Consider the progression of jazz forms since its inception as an ait form at the tum of the 
century: regional variations gave way to what have been called the "Dixieland" and "~hicago" styles, then to a big 
band form. to Bop, to Neo-bop, to Free Jazz, and to Fusion. Each shift in aesthetic form coincides with 
socio-political change, but also with changes on the technological frontier. The shift-from regional form to 
widely-diffused forms coincided with three major technological innovations (electronic recording. cinematic 
soundtrack recording, and broadcast radio) and sociological trends like the migration of blacks from Southern rural 
areas to Northern cities. As technology, through radio broadcasts and recordings, provided a means for greater 
access to the music, this greater access in tum precipitated greater demand for live performance. This greater 
demand in tum age). The appearance 
necessitated of network broadcast 
changes in aesthetic television coincided 
fonn: bands playing with ethnic 
to ever•larger confrontations in the 
audiences needed social, leading to 
either more fragmented formal 
instruments (thus co-optation as TV 
the Big Band era) put a white face on 
or a means of extant forms of jazz 
amplifying existing ~~I expression. This 
ones (gradual co-optation in tum 

changes leading • 1111~~.. led to 
eventually to use of countermovement as 
electric and disempowcn:d black 
electronic •--.ii••• artists' experimented 
instruments, ..._iiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiii,ii,iiiiiiii,iiiiia_. with form, 
typified in Fusion culminating in Bop, 
variants of the rock . Neo-bop, and - with 
yet another social change providing blacks greater access to education - atonal jazi/New Thing/Free jazz (sec 
Figure One). No single action results in a pure reaction: any style or technology frozen at one point in time is the 
reflection of the dense reciprocity of a number of factors 

Photography and technology. Though the principles were applied by artists centuries earlier in the form of camera 
oscura, formal modem plate photography began as a technological response to a need for -verite visual recording. 
The introduction of photographic technique in the mid•l800s prompted a Modernist response in the art community 
away from strict representational forms, from impressionism to post•impressionism to cubism to fauvism to 
expressionism - all leading away from what the ~era did best. By the next mid-<:entury, the weight of countless 
Modem responses gave way to a new cynicism and avant-garde counter-response, made explicit in the Postmodern 
self-referentialism evident in Pop An and Photorealist schools: the photo had become the subject. At the same 
time, popular rccogniti.on ·of photography as an art fonn in itself; populated by recognizable auteurs such as 
Adams, Stieglitz, Cartier-Bresson, and Avedo~. More recent developments in photographic art, including, 
ironically, a shift away from rep~ntationalis_m, have mandated a response in the fonn of new photographic 
technology (sec Figure Two). -

Other examples. While interesting, these two examples are far from the only instances of factor confluence and 
dense reciprocity between technology and aesthetics. An inspection of the household technology literature in the 
field of gender studies, for example, yields one further instance. As technology invaded the domestic sphere on the 
pretense of alleviating homemaker drudgery, aesthetic ~dards of cleanliness and appearance were raised, 
initiating a vicious circle of technology c~ by ever-increasing standards (Cowan, 1983). Likewise. the portable 
radio, along with the automobile and postwar prosperity, influenced the formation of a discernible youth culture 
premised on a disposable, go-anywhere lifestyle which has in tum reinforced portability in product design and an 
emphasis of self.definition through consumption among Western consumers (see Schiffer 1993). 
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Marketing Implications of the Aestbetic-Tecbnologic Nexus 

If we acknowledge the pervasive nature of these dense reciprocities between the aesthetic and technologic aspect of 
products, what. then, are the implications for marketers? 

Necessity of focus on nonuti/itarian attributes of technological product. There are quite likely to be multiple 
aspects of even the most functionally-oriented products. Identification of the aesthetic in your product may inspire 
the next innovation in that product category. Consider this to be yet another step in environmental scanning -
what is the prevalent societal aesthetic which defines your product, and what would be the potential outcome if 
that aesthetic were to change? 

Creation of product aesthetics. Even if the aesthetic in your product is elusive, there may be an opportunity for 
the marketer to create one. One way this might be done is via anthropomorphizing the product through the image 
ofits creator. It's French haute 
relatively simple to cuisine. The ritual 
think of connection of art 
charismatic leaders with artist becomes 
of artistic an effort 
movements, as economizer of a 
embodiments of a sort. helping the 
cenain aesthetic: consumer redUC% 
Manet leading th.e often-col:Jlplex 
Impressionists in ideas to 
their break with personality. But 
Academy norms, can it be done 
Warhol and with more 
Liechtenstein technological 
imbuing their an product? How 
with critique of many people knew 

mass-marketed· ~~fflfili ~-- absolutely nothing 
society, even Julia about how a 
Child with her computer works, 
popularization of yet responded to 
the entrepreneurial flair of Apple Computer founders Jobs and Wozniak, or Microsoft's Gates? How many people 
couldn't check their own oil, yet bought a Chrysler from Lee Iacocca? 

Adoption of the Technology vs. Adoption of the Aesthetic. Marketers also have to be careful when gauging 
consumers• adoption of new product. If a product supports both technologic and aesthetic aspects, how does the 
marketer know which the potential customer is responding to?· Special attention should also be paid to the models 
by which we've charted the course of diffusion of past innovations, since these models were based on experience 
with highly-utilitarian products such as farm equipment and birth control devices. Does a consumer evaluate a 
product with a strong perceived aesthetic component with different criteria than would be used to more-utilitarian 
product? Licvrouw and Pope (1994) suggest the Roger's categories of relative advantage, compatibility, 
complexity, trialability, and observability take on different meaning when applied to anistic products; for example, 
complexity may manifest itself in the product or the idea behind the product. and thus can take on positive valence 
- a product can be judged uninteresting if it cannot muster some threshold level of complexity. Compatibility in 
the traditional utilitarian categorization scheme relates the successful diffusion of the new product to its 
compatibility with extant product. whereas compatibility concerns with artistic product relate to its ability to 
resonate with elite culture and differentiate itself from mass culture. And. where tri~ility (product's capacity for 
trial before consumer commitment) is seen as universally positive in the realm of utilitarian product, common 
availability is seen to lessen the worth of more-aesthetic product. 

Aesthetic vs. Utilitarian in Identification of Market Segments. Certainly predisposition toward the aesthetic 
component of a product may be determined demographically; innovators of the utilitarian-derived denotation are 
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typically described as young, affluent and male. Would this profile still hold true for iruiovators responding to the 
aesthetic component of the product? The difference between aesthetic and tcchnologic may also pervade 
behavioristic segmentation variables: for example, who is the .. heavy user" of an aesthetic product? When we think 
of more pure-form aesthetic products such as art or recorded music, durable it.ems the heavy user consume over an 
extended period of time. While the consumer of nondurable utilitarian product consumes only to replace with new 
consumables, the heavy user of durable aesthetics is more likely to compile and derive pleasure not only from 
distinct consumption experiences but also from the e.xperiencc with the compiled whole. The heavy aesthetic user, 
then , is likely to be similar - if not identical - to the collector, for whom the consumer behavior literature has an 
extensive profile (see Belk, et al. 1988). 

Layers of Interpretation and the Inclusion of New Actors in the Diffusion of Product. A product devoid of 
aesthetic quality supports few interpretations: it either works or does not work. As a product embraces aesthetic 
qualities, that product is left open to alternative interpretations. As the density of product alternatives increases 
and the complexity of interpretations mount, professional intervention may be nec:essacy. Autonomous facilitating 
agents, unlike producer-affiliated change agents or consumer-associated opinion leaders. have been identified in 
some highly-aesthetic product c.hannels (Solomon 1988). Some evidence exists to suggest that several types of 
autonomous intermediaries are supported within aesthetic product channels, differentiated by their predisposition 
toward - and expectations of - innovative product, their evaluative idiosyncrasies, and patterns of interaction 
with commercial entities and consumers in the channel (Petrosky 1992). As competition increases, differentiation 
by product function will naturally be superseded by aesthetic considerations, guaranteeing conditions whereby 
these types of intermediaries will flourish; markete~ need to know more about how they function in the channel. 

Coda 

The basic argument in.this paper is that marketers of technology-based products need to recognize the inherent 
aesthetic qualities in their product, and the effect of these qualities on how consumers react to the product, which 
conswners are core consumers, and how the increased emphasis of aesthetic quality may affect the dynamic and the 
type of players resident in the channel. The assumption of a market orientation has been a hard lesson for many 
technology-based companies to learn. Understanding the importance of aesthetics and their effect on consumer 
behavior and channel activities is just an extension of a market orientation. 

·. 
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ABSTRACT. 

Artificial Neural Network in Image Filtering 

Mir Hossain and Adel Ali 

The University Of Southern Mississippi 
Hattiesburg, MS 39406-5106 

Main aims of image processing are improvement of pictorial information for human 
interpretation and processing of scene data for autonomous machine perception. Several 
techniques are in use to process images using _computers. But these techniques will not 
work when the image received from some source is corrupted. Images are often corrupted 
by random variations in intensity values, known as noise. To identify erroneous image we 
need some sort of filtering technique that will get rid of the noisy data. Several filtering 
techniques are available to eliminate incorrect data from an image. This paper will briefly 
describe some common filtering techniques available now and why their application is 
limited in pattern classification. The purpose of this paper is to find out some other 
filtering technique that might be helpful in most pattern classification problems. We will 
propose the use of back propagation neural network to solve many pattern classification 
problems. We are hoping that the use of artificial neural network will open new 
possibilitie·s to deal with many complex pattern classification problems. 

INTRODUCTION 

Computer vision or machine vision is a new field that uses computers to process images. . . 
Machine vision techniques are applied in areas ranging from medical imaging'to remote 
sensing, industrial inspection to document processing, and nanotechnology to multimedia 
databases. With the present image processing technology, the image needs to be accurate 
in order to identify it as a recognizable object. When a camera or other imaging system 
acquires an image, often the vision system foi: which it is intended is unable to use it 
directly. The image may be corrupted by rando.m variations in intensity, variations in 
illumination, or poor contrast that must be with dealt in the early stages of vision 
processing. Several filtering techniques are available to eliminate these undesirable 
characteristics. Most of the filtering techniques available now are not completely 
foolproof and the resulting image is intended for viewing by human observer. However, 
in some advanced pattern classification application, the computer may need to filter the 
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image to form an identifiable pattern without any direct help from a human operator. In 
such applications, we need a filtering technique that will guarantee accurate results every 
time without the help from a human operator. Right now nothing sounds more promising 
than the use of artificial neural networks in image filtering. Just like a human, well
connected neural networks can solve this problem. Since accuracy in pattern recognition 
is our intended goal, we propose a modified version of back propagation method in image 
filtering. In this modified version of back propagation method, we still have the 
advantage of supervised training of the network. Moreover, current computer power will 
make this network much faster. Since we supervise the learning process, it will guarantee 
more accurate results. Before introducing these filtering techniques, first let us see how 

. image is processed using computers. 

COMPOSmON OF AN IMAGE 

An image is composed of pixels, and the pixels are arranged in a two-dimensional array. 
A pixel is a sample of the image intensity quantized to an integer value. The image 
intensity is also known as gray level represents an image. The most commonly used 
number of quantization levels for representing image intensities is 256 different gray 
levels. Th_e information in an image is in these gray values. Frnquently a pixel is 
represented in the.computer as an unsigned 8 bit in the range Oto 255, with 0 
corresponding to black, 255 corresponding to white, and shades of gray distributed over 
the middle values. To interpret an image, the variations in the intensity values must be 
analyzed .. The row and column indices [i, j] of a ·pixel are integer values that specify the 
row and column in the array of pixel values. 

COMPLEXITffiS IN IMAGE PROCESSING 

Identifying sub-images that represent different objects, is one of the most important 
problems in image identification. This operation, which is very easy and natural for 
humans, is surprisingly very difficult for cornput~rs. Recall that, an image is a two
dimensional array of pixels. To identify an image, this ·array of pixels needs- to be 
processed. However, several difficulties arise even when computers try to identify an 
image with only one object. Firstly, depending on the distance from the camera, an object 
may be presented as different sizes (more or fewer pixels may be occupied by the same 
object). Writing algorithms to identify an object with different sizes is much more 
difficult then identifying the same object if it has fixed size. Secondly, the location of the 
image in the image plate also makes it complicated to identify an image. Where the image 
is located in the image plane has to· be calculated. Thirdly, an image is a two-dimensional 
representation of the three-dimensional world. So, the position of the object is also very 
important. The image of the same object varies depending on the position of the camera. 
And, finally one of the most important areas in identifying images is able to identify the 
regions of the objects first. A region in an image is a group of connected pixels with 
similar properties. Regions are important for the interpretation of an image because they 
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may correspond to objects in a scene. An image may contain several objects and, each 
object may contain several regions corresponding to different. parts of the object. For an 
image to be interpreted accurately, it must be partitioned into regions that correspond to 
objects or parts of an object. There are two approaches to partitioning an image into 
regions: region-based segmentation and boun~ary estimation using edge detection. 

CORRUPTION OF AN IMAGE 

Often it is true that, the image that needs to be processed is not exactly same as the real 
objects. The image may be corrupted by random variations in intensity, variations in 
illumination, or poor contrast. An image might also become corrupted during the file 
transfer process from a remote place. When an image is corrupted, often the vision system 
for which it is intended is unable to use it directly. Most commonly images are often 
corrupted by random variations in intensity values, called noise. There are mainly three 
different types of noises found in a corrupted image. If the image contains random 
occurrences of both black and white intensity values then the image is corrupted with Salt 
and pepper noise. If the image contains only random occurrences of white intensity 
values then it is corrupted· with Impulse noise. Otherwise, if the image contains variation 
in intensity values (i.e., poor contrast) then it-is corrupted with Gaussian noise. There are 
some other types of noise also exist, but due to the scope of this paper we are not going to 
describe them. 

PROCESSING OF A CORRUPT IMAGE 

Processing an accurate image by using computer is very difficult, and processing a 
corrupt image is beyond anyone's imagination. But this can be done very simply if we can 
somehow ~et rid of the noises from a corrupt image. Several filtering techniques are 
available to get rid of the noises from an image. Some of them are very useful in getting 
rid of salt and pepper noise, some other are useful in getting rid of impulse noise and the 
rest is useful to get rid of the Gaussian noises. The simplest filtering technique available 
now is size-filter. The idea is very simple and the implementation is also easy. There are 
some regions in an image that are due to noise, but usually such regions are small. In 
many applications, it is known tharobjects of interest are greater than T pixels... So we can 
remove all components below T in size by changing their corresponding pixels to 0. But 
if the image has poor contrast then we can not use the size-filter. In such cases Histogram 
modification is used. Many images contain unevenly distributed gray values. It is 
common to find images in which all intensity values lies within a small range. Histogram 
equalization is a method for sketching the contrast of such images by uniformly 
redistributing the gray values. Histogram modification enhances the subjectivity quality 
of an image. It is useful when the _image is intended for viewing by a human. Linear · 
smoothing filters are good filters for removing Gaussian noise and in most cases, the 
other types of noise as well. A linear filter is implemented using the weighted sum of the 
pixels in successive windows. Typically, the same pattern of weights is used in each 
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window. Other well known filtering techniques that are just som_e variations from a linear 
filter in the techniques about how the weights are calculated: Mean filter, Median filter, 
Gaussian smoothing and variations of Gaussian smoothing. 

LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT FILTERING TECHNIQUES 

Most of the filtering techniques available now require the help of a human observer who 
decides the threshold value for filtering. Depending on the threshold value, the filtering 
image may represent the original image or not. The following figure is an example that 
shows what kind of error might be resulting from a poor choice for a threshold value. 
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Figure 1: The possible error resulting from a poor choice of threshold value for the size 
filter (T = 25). Note that the "dot" is missing from the letter "i" 

Also, we have mentioned earlier that, in histogram modification the resulting image is 
intended for viewing by a human operator: Constant requirements of human observance 
made it difficult to use image-filtering techniques in many advanced applications of 
pattern classifications. The purpose of our paper is to find a filtering technique that can be 
used without the help of a human operator. If we succeed, then we can automate many 
image-processing applications . . 

THE ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK APPROACH 

Identifying an image is considerably very easy for human and in most cases a human can 
even identify the correct objects represented in a noisy image. But a machine does not 
work the same way as our brain does and identifying a corrupt image using machines is 
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very difficult. If we can build a machine that can imitate how our brain filters the correct 
object from a noisy image, the job of identifying objects froin.a noisy data will become 
very easy. This is only possible if we can use the concept of artificial neural networks in 
image filtering. The recent advancements in artificial neural network technology are 
showing some great promises in many areas and we are hoping that we can also use this 
technology in image filtering. 

We have studied several artificial neural network methods that are available now and how 
they can be used in image filtering. Our goal is to achieve accuracy in pattern 
classification without the help of a human operator. This goal can be achieved by using 
the back propagation network. In back propagation networks, the learning process will be 
supervised. The network will be trained to output the correct answer for some given 
input. The network itself will adjust its weights according to the learning rules. The main 
attraction of back propagation is that implementing is simple and this technique can be 
used in combination with many other networks. Once learned properly, a back 
propagation network will be able to recognize ·noisy objects from an image without any 
help from a human operator. A ·main r~ason for choosing·back propagation method is 
that, it can be used to get rid of all kinds of noises if the network is trained properly. Then 
we can use this network to get rid of the noisy data from a corrupt image without the help 
of a puman operator. This technique, if successful, will automate many pattern 
classification problems. The main limitation with back propagation technique is that, to 
get accurate results, we cannot teach the network many different patterns. Because more 
patterns will cause the network to forget the earlier taught patterns. The connection 
established earlier will be replaced with the new established connections. Another 
limitation is that back propagation technique is much.slower. Since the computation 
powers of the computers are increasing rapidly, we are not too much concerned about the 
slow processing of back propagation network. We are concentrating m<?re on how to 
improve the back propagation technique so that we can teach the network many different 
patterns. . 

CONCLUSION 

We are still looking at this project from theoretical aspects. More studies need to be done 
to find out whether back p·ropagatioh should be used along with other networks to get 
accurate and fast results. May be a different variation· of the back propagation network 
will give us the minimum required performance. Back propagation technique was 
considered ·because of its simplicity. Most important, if the learning process is well 
supervised then this network can probably recognize objects from noisy images without 
help from any human hand. 
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ABSTRACT 
Users today are interested in data retrieving in the form of text, image, sound. and video. In addition, intelligence can 
be coupled with such a multimedia to answer a wider range of queries. Funhennore, several interesting applications 

can be build using the three concepts: database, knowledge-base, and multimedia. An Intelligent Entertainment 
Database System (IEDS) is an example of an application that requires database, knowledge-base ,and multimedia. 
This paper examine a prototype ofIEDS. In addition, a consideration of implementing such a system using Visual 

Basic has been proposed. 

INTRODUCTION: 
Information plays a vital role in the success of any organization. As a result, database system have gained popularity 
in the domain of infonnation management. Database systems make it possible to mange large data and necessary 
information in an orderly fashion. Indeed data processing is an essential activity in many organizations. Many firms 
are employing database oriented systems. In order to get the maximum benefit from the database and to answer a 
wider range of queries with intelligence, the system should be coupled with knowledge-base and inferencing 
capability. This makes it possible ro deduce new facts from existing ones. Funher, the database can be integrated 
with a multimedia processor to allow audio, video, and image representations and to extract information about them. 
With such a multimedia database. interesting applications can be managed efficiently and in a useful way. 
In this paper, we will provide an attempt to design a generic system which integrates a relational database, a 
knowledge-base, and a multimedia processor. This system will be used develop appropriate applications that handle 
siruations that can be decribed best using multimedia together with intelligent databases. There are many application 
areas in which such a system can be applied. Some of the areas are education, fashion design, crime control, and 
sales and marketing. An Intelligent Entertainment Database System (IEDS) is an example of a system that integrates 
a relational database, a knowledge-base, and a multimedia processor. We will examine in this paper a prototype of 
the system. In addition, we will discuss the implementation of IDES using Visual Basic. 

MOTIVATIONS 
There are applications in different disciplines where both database and multimedia are required. Conventional 
database does not suffice to handle those applications. Moreover, such applications become interesting when it 
requires intelligence to facilitate a Question-Answer dialog with prospec~ive users. One, therefore, think of 
alternatives to deal with such siruations. The issue of intelligence induces the idea of combining database system 
with knowledge-base system. The presence of other media such as images and speech requires specialized systems 
such as multimedia processors or generators. Thus, a natural extension to the combination of database and 
knowledge-base is the addition of multimedia.processing. Such combination made the idea of investigating the 
development of a system capable of dealing with. the siruation mentioned above very exciting. 

PROBLEM DEFINITION 
As said before, our paper is about combining three of the computer tenninology namely database, knowledge-base, 
and multimedia. There are five basic components namely data, knowledge, and images, videos, and audio on which 
the system will be based. The texnial data wiff'tepresent entities of a nonnal database where information and data are 
represented and we will refer to it as texrual database. The knowledge-base wil I be a set of rules that will direct the 
user to an appropriate choice, if it exist , and which meets his implicit requirements. lmages, videos, and audio will 
be treated as data in a form of image, video, or audio respectively. 
Those three componentS will interact with each other in a direct or indirect manner. This interaction will give the 
system its value and make the goal achievable. The texrual database will be accessible through the normal database 
operations (select. insert, update, and delete) from both sides, the knowledge and the multimedia. Each Entity will 
have at least one image. video. and audio related to it . The user interface will know the corresponding multimedia 
element when an entity is checked or selected. The multimedia itself will be managed by the multimedia processor 
through which it is access. altered. and deleted. The knowledge-base rules are about the entities of the textual 
database and it will be prompted by the dialog processor which will use the Question-Answer dialog approach. The 
KB (Knowledge-Base) will learn from the user and it will adjust itself automatically when a new entity is entered to 
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or an old entity is removed from the textual database. It is clear from the previous discussion, that the textual 
database will be the system key which all other parts are effected by it . 
There are so many applications of such systems. We plan to apply this hybrid approach to implement an Intelligent 
Entertainment Database System (!EDS). The IEDS will deal with movies, audio, and games. The textual database · 
in IEDS will contain information about the three constituents. Each movie, album, or game will have a 
corresponding image, video, and audio that represents it. We need the intelligence through the KB to direct the user 
to the best choice which almost meet his requirements, and learn about the user's behavior and other aspects of 
knowledge which make up the system intelligence. 

OBJECTIVES 
The possibility of combining systems that deal with intelligence, multimedia and textual data to make up a system 
usable for a class of problems where intelligence, multimedia and textual data are required. 
Furthermore, we would like to identify such a class of problems. To make our project concrete, a special case has 
been identified to be handled with our sought system. We hope to develop a good user interface. 

PROBLEM APPLICABILITY 
Hybrid systems constructed by the methodology presented in this papar may be applied in 
the following areas: 
1-) Education: In this application, the information that we are going to educate the child with are stored and 
organized in the textual database. Since the images, videos, and audio are the best approach in child's teaching, the 
system should be capable of storing and managing these multimedia components along with the textual database. 
The need for intelligence comes from how the system will act. For example, if a picture for a chicken is displayed, 
the system can show the child the individual components of the chicken body, the voice of the chicken, and the 
movement of the chicken. 
2-) Fashion design: 
The information of the fashion like the designer, year of designing, and address of the designer are stored in the 
textual database. The image of the fashion is stored in the multimedia database. The system can ask the user if she 
is not satisfied with the design . to make her modification. Then, the system should be capable of showing her the 
changes that have been made to the design . 
3-) Crime control: 
All the information about any criminal such as his name, height, and color of his hair are stored in the textual 
database. An image and audio of each criminal is stored and managed. The system will take the information about 
the criminal that are given by wimesses and try to match these propenies with the existing database and compare it 
with the images that correspond to those who are under suspicion. 
4-) Sales and marketing: 
The data about all goods such as available sizes, colors, and company are stored and manipulated by the textual 
database. Each product will have a corresponding image. The customer will be directed through a question-Answer 
dialog to meet his requirements. For example the system can ask a question like: What kind of trade mark you 
prefer?. In addition, there are more problems that are classified under this class, for example our Entertainment 
System. 
lEDS DESIGN: 

In the following section, we will discuss the theoreticat pan of the IEDS. First, we will specify the 
requirements. Then, the overall structure of the system will be demonstrated. After that, the three components of the 
!EDS: TDB, MP and KBS will be illustrated. 
J. Requirements 

We are required to build a methodology for combining a textual database, a knowledge base, and a 
multimedia database and to develop an Intelligent Entertainment Database System (!EDS) as an application of that. 
The !EDS consists of three components namely textual database, multimedia, and knowledge. The !EDS will deal 
with movies, audio, and games. Each entity in the system will have at least one corresponding image, video, and 
audio. There will be a Question-Answer dialogue to direct the user to the appropriate choice if he has nothing clear 
in his mind. Also the system should allow the user to enter, update. and retrieve information from the textual 
database. 

2. 011eru// structure of the system 
The three major component of the system are 
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User 
Interface 

■ l:he Textual Database System (TDB). 
■ The Knowledge Base System (KBS). 
■ The Multimedia Processor (MP). 

Dialog 
Processor 

Figure 1 

MuJtimedia 
Processor 

Textual 
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Knowledge 
Base 

Image 
Processor 

Video 
Processor 

Audio 
Processor 

As in figure I, the texrual database (TDB) is the main component of the system in which all other 
components will access it in a way or another .. Through the user interface one can access the textual database (TDB) 
directly to insert. update and delete records. The retrieval will be either through a Question-Answer dialog which 
will access the knowledge Base (KBS) to end up with the appropriate choice with the help of textual database 
(TDB) and the multimedia processor (MP), or directly through the textual database (TDB). Each entity in the textual 
database (TDB) will have a corresponding image, video, and audio representative which will be access by the 
multimedia processor. The TDB - KBS link is for updating the rules in the knowledge base when a new type of 
entenainment material is entered. So as depicred above, the intelligence of the system comes from 
1. The question-answer dialogue. · 
2. If the system fails to meet the customer requir~ment , it will learn and know the type of the user it is dealing with . 
So later, if the system face a user from the same type, the system will know how to deal with him. 

• Textual Database system rTDB) 
The TDB is the real representation of the data in the system. We take an example of !EDS since it fits in this type of 
problems that need the support of database. multimedia. and Knowledge base. The sample database consists of the 
following four tables: Movies(table I), Actors (table 2), Multimedia (table 3),and Users(table 4). 
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Attribute 

Descri tion 
Table I. Movies Table 

Attribute e 
Movie !D fNT 

Actor 
Gender 

Table 2. Actors Table 

Attribute 
Movie ID 

Attribute T 
User lD C 

User Password C 
IA C 
2 A Ch 
3 A Ch 
4 A Ch 
5 A Ch 
6 A Ch 

Q 7 A Ch 
8 A Ch 

Table 4. Users Table 

In addition. the TDB will be responsible of retrieving the data fonn the four tables in order to be used by the other 
two components of the system KBS and MP. · 

• Knowledge Base System (KBS) 
The K.BS will contain rules that help to direct the user to get the appropriate choice that meets his implicit 
requirement. The structure of the KBS will reflect the structure of the database as depicted in the categorization. 
The user will have a Question-Answer dialog which will direct him. In order to identify the user requirements, we 
have the following classes of movies in !EDS : Family. Ch ildren, Adu IL and General . 
We also need to know to which type the user belongs to. in order to direct him to the suitable choice. Some 
examples of the questions that the system will ask the user are as follow: 

■ What is the class of the movie (family, children, adult, general)? 
■ What type of video system that you have (VHS or BET AMAX) ? 
■ What is the language of the movie ? {Arabic, English, French, Other, Not important) 
■ How recent is the movie you looking for? (Current year. last year, last three years old). 
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■ How many coloring system your system have? (2, 3, more) 
■ Are there any preferable actor /actress ? 
■ Are there any preferable director ? 

■ Are there any preferable producer ? .. 
Then, the system will display a list of all movies that meet the requirement and give an indication to each 

one depending on the rating that each one have. If there is no movie that meet the requirement, the system will 
display an excuse message . In the last case the system will know this new type of user and it will know how to deal 
with him again and with those types of users who have the same behavior. So the system monitors the behavior of 
the user. In addition, all the user's answers will be stored in the TDB in table Users in order to be used by the KBS . 

• Multimedia Processor (MP) 
The MP is divided into three major components. Image Processor (IP) is the part of MP that will be responsible of 
displaying and manipulating images that correspond to every entity in the TDB. The TDB will be a useful tool in 
the retrieve operation. As said, one picrure worth hundreds of words. When anything is described using images, it 
will provide easier and faster understanding of the subject and it will be efficient in demonstrating the purpose. Each 
tuple in the Movies table in the system will have i_t's own image, and IP will handle displaying the image. Video 
Processor (VP) is the component of MP that will be responsible for playing the video clips that correspond to every 
tuple in the Movies table in the TDB ,if there exist any. Audio Processor (AP) is the part of MP that will be 
responsible for playing the audio clips that correspond to eyery record in the Movies table in the TDB ,if there exist 
any. Furthermore, all the three componen~s of MP will access the table Multimedia in the TDB in order to display 
and manipulate the videos, images. and audio. 

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF IEDS USING VISUAL BASIC: 
Integrated with Visual Basic 4.0 is the powerful JET Datatiase Engine. The JET Engine is a set of OLE automation 
objects that make creating multimedia database applications an easy taSk . The Jet Engine is the same relational 
database that ships with Microsoft Access 2.0. The interfaces for using the JET Engine also allow connectivity to a 
variety of desktop cjatabase formats and can use ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) drivers to access client/server 
databases. The native format of the database in Visual Basic is MDB. Other desktop databases that can be used are 
Paradox, dBASE Ill and dBASE IV, FoxPro, and Btrieve. ODBC connectivity provides access to SQL client/server 
databases such as SQL Server, Oracle, Sybase and lnformix database servers. There are two methods for accessing 
and storing multimedia data in a database system: a file-based method or a BLOB (Binary Large Object) method. 

A tile-based method can be used where the multimedia content resides somewhere on the hard disk or LAN. The 
name and path of the file are then stored in the database. When accessing the file, the file° specification is retrieved 
and sent to your multimedia manipulation routines. This method is The very straightforward and easy to implement. 
With a BLOB-based method. all of the multi~edia data is stored in a field within database tables. This system treats 
multimedia data the same as related alphanusneric data. All related record data is stored together. By using BLOB 
fields, all of the data is located in one place, within a set of database tables. There is no need to worry about files 
being deleted or moved. 
Both methods the file-based and BLOB-based have advantages and drawbacks that need to be carefully examined 
before implementing the multimedia databas<! application. 
The following are the advantages and disadvantages of using a file-based multimedia database: 

Advantages: 
• Easy to implement; multimedi3: field is a standard text field. 
• Can be supported by any database type including text files and spreadsheets 
• Fast storage and retrieval of multimedia data 

Disadvantages: 
• Difficult to move multimedia data to different locations without changing all database records 
• Leads to data being located everywhere (local hard disks. LANS, remote PCs) 

The following are the advantages and disadvantages ofusing BLOBs for multimedia applications: 
Advumages: · 

• All data is centrally located. 
• Easy to move database files 
• Data is accessible and shareable by all users. 
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Disadvantages: 
• Slow st0rage and retrieval 
• Only database systems with BLOB suppon can be used. 

Integrating· multimedia technology in applications through the use of the Visual Basic Data Access Objects is widely · 
used nowadays. We have chosen Visual Basic to implement the integration of the components of our !EDS because 
of the built-in support for both multimedia and database technologies. Also, we have chosen the file-based method of 
storing the multimedia data in the database. 

FUTURE DIRECTION OF IMPLEMENTATION IEDS USING VISUAL BASIC: 
Visual basic can be further used to implement applications similar to !EDS because of its support for both 
multimedia and database technologies. In addition. Visual basic is now a very useful tool to write applications on the 
World Wide Web. An extension 10 !EDS will be to building a video and audio library on the Web using Visual 
Basic. 
Conclusion 
Evidently, Combining Texrual,Multimedia and Knowledge databases will make a system usable for solving a 
family of problems which deals with situations requiring intelligence, multimedia and textual data. We pickup one 
of these problems which is the Intelligent En1enainment S.ystem (IEDS). 
Integration of these database systems involves many major advantages. Some of them are·listed below: 

• All the system components·can be built using well-established methodologies. 
• It allows reusing of already compiled and stored data. 
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ABSTRACT 

We present a novel tour planning wizard. This sofware enables travel agents to help their client in 
choosing tours that match their tastes. A client profile is built to determine the client 's needs. Next, this profile is· 
matched against tour profiles and the list of tours is sorted by closeness of match. 

· The client can also specify some season preferences as well as financial limitations and let SMARTOUR 
compute a schedule or itinerary that fulfill these conditions. 

SMARTOUR offers an innovative interface to build the client profile : the client is subjected to a 
multimedia presentation and clicks to indicate what he likes or dislikes. This, in our opinion, is a much more 
attractive method than !he traditional question-answer method 

INTRODUCTION 

In surveying the travel industry, we came to the conclusion that often people travel to foreign countries without 
really knowing what to see, what would correspond to their tastes, ... Travel agents offer a number of organized· 
circuits (e .g.: Tour of Europe .. . ) on which you are taken to a series of places chosen by the tour operator. For 
many, this approach is not satisfying : they prefer to pick and choose each tour or excursion they are going to take 
so that these tours best match their needs. Unfortunately, most travel agencies don't have enough material or time 
to make personalized and detailed suggestions on which tours will suit best their clients' requirements. 
Smartour was designed to solve this problem. The project originated as a "classical" business management 
software for a wholesale travel agency. The software was able to handl_e most of the agency's daily business needs 
such as client management, accounting, statistical reports, hotel inventory and reservation wizards designed to help 
the wholesale agency take and manage the various bookings. 
The reservation wizard was, then, improved to include features enabling the operator to assist his client choosing 
tours. This novel tour planner and its interface are presented in this paper. Please note that the wizard is not 
destined only for the .:vholesale agency but can also be installed in detail travel agencies to help each travel agent in 
plan trips for his individual clients. · 
The first part of this paper explains how each tour is created by the wholesale agency and how a profile of each 
tour is specified. 
We, then, show how the client profile is built. Two methods are given : a classical "question-answer" method, and 
a multimedia reaction sampling method. . 
Next, we describe how ~ours are matched with-~the client profile. The following part shows how a complete 
itinerary can be built, based on the client profile and his financial and time constraints. 

Notes: 
■ This program is designed to suggest tours and excursions from a given starting point. For example, the 

client stays in Paris but wants to take a number of tour in or from Paris. Otµ experience with agents has 
shown that the largest demand is for this type of tours. Pre-organized circuits tours are usually not 
customizable. 

■ All examples in this paper relate to France, since this is a country familiar to the author. However, the 
program can be used for any destination. 
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I - CREATING TOUR PROFILES 

The tour profile is a series of scores describing towards which fields of interest the tour is geared (architecture, art, 
castles, history, wine ... ). This profile will be matched against the client profile in order to determine the tours best 
suiting his/her needs. The profiles are created by the wholesale agency which knows the characteristics of each 
tour. 
The first task of the wholesale agency is to create records of each tour with their description, days and times when 
each tour is offered, rates, . . . · 
Also, the agent will create categories (architecture, art, religious, history, wine ... ) for which each tour will receive 
a score. 
The next task is to assign scores to each tour for each category. 

Example: 
The categories created could be architecture, bistory, castles and wine, and the following tours would be graded as 
follows (scores out of 100) 

Tour: ·Toe Loire valley casues· 
architecture: 90 
history: 70 
castles: 100 
wine: O 

Tour. "The French wineries• 
a.rchitecture: 0 
history: 20 
castles: 0 
wine: 100 

Although the previous examples are fairly simple, because they contain only a few categories, there is -no limit to 
the number of categories possible. 

An extra category is also added to the tour profile : the customer satisfaction. After, completion of a tour, each 
client is asked to fill out a satisfaction survey. The results.of the survey are then compiled to produce a satisfaction 
rating for each tour. 

II - BUILDING THE CLIENT PROFILE 

II.1. - Classical method 

The first thing that has to be done before the program can attempt to match the needs of a client is to determine 
what those needs are. Our first approach to building a client profile was based on a classical "question-answer" 
technique. 

The client is asked to rate each pre
defined category (see tour profile) 
according to his/her taste. A score 
out of 100 is given to each category. 
A client interested in the history and 
architecture ofFrance will give high 
scores to these 2 categories and 
relatively low scores to the others. 
In addition, the client indicates 
whether he/she wants to take the 
results of the satisfaction survey into 
consideration. 
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After specifying his needs, 
the client can indicate time 
and financial constraints. 
Financial constraints are 
presented in the fonn of a 
maximum amount of money 
for the whole trip plus a 
tolerance. For instance, the 
client will say "I would like 
to spend less than Sl0,000 ; 
Sll,000 at the very most''. In 
this case the maximum is 
$10,000 and the tolerance is 
$1,000. 

Time constraints can be 
indicated by specific dates, a 
date range and a maximum 
duration or a preference of 
seasons and a maximum 
duration. Preference of 
seasons is indicated by scores 
(out of 100) for each seasons. 

11.2. - Multimedia reaction sampling_ method 

Often, the client does not really know what he wants. He has heard of the country but finds it difficult to attribute 
scores to each category as is suggested in the .classical method. To overcome this probletn., we present an 
alternative method for building the client profile. 
This method consists of a multimedia presentation (series of pictures with descriptive comment, or video) displayed. 
on the monitor. The client watches this presentation and clicks on button on the screen to indicate if he likes what 
he sees. 
We believe that this method will be more attractive, Jess boring and more accurate than the classical method. 

Each picture (or portion of the video) features a specific theme and the clicks of the user are used to construct a 
profile by computing the score for each category. 

The figures below represents the screens used. 
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· Multimedia sampling :pictures plus audf o comment Multimedia sampling : video presentation 

ID MATCHING TOUR AND CLIENT PROFILES 

Now that we know what the client likes, whether by direct scoring or multimedia sampling, we can find, in the 
repository, the tours that will best match his/her needs. 
A tour will be considered a close match if the interests of the client are close to the contents of the tour. Therefore, 
the program will examine the absolute difference (cliff) of each category. The smaller the difference, the closer we 
are to a perfect match for this category and this tour. We define diflas follows: 

diff(client ID, tour ID, category) = I ctient_profile(category ID, client ID) - tour_profile(category ID, tour ID) I 

where the function client _profile(category,client) returns the weight given by this client for this category and 
tour _profile(category, tour) returns the score of this tour for this category. 

We , then, define the match closeness as (100-diff) which gives a score out ofa 100. 

Match_closeness(client ID, tour ID, category)= (100 - diff(client ID, tour ID, category)) 

Next, for each tour, we compute the matching degree as being the average of the match closeness. 

Match_degree(tour ID, client ID)= (1/n•1) ~~atch_c!oseness(client ID.tour ID.category)+ satisf(Tour ID) ] 

where n is the number of categories and satisf (tour) returns the client satisfaction score for this tour. 

Each tour, now has a score out of 100. The match_degree is used to provide an ordering of the tours according to 
the client's needs. 

A list is presented to the user giving the names of the selected tours, the basic rates and the matching degrees for 
each tour. (see figure below). Various thresholds can be applied to the results to limit the number of tours : 
• absolute degree threshold (minimum matching degree) 
• relative degree threshold (tours within :c % of the highest degree) 
• absolute quantify (e.g.: 10 tours maximum) 
• relative quantity threshold (e.g. : top 20 %) 
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From this screen, the user can choose to view (or even print) a detailed description of each tour with possible 
pictures. 
After reviewing the description of the tours, the user can override the calculated score by his own score. By doing 
so, he can reorder the list of tours. He can weed out a tour by giving it a score of zero or favor a tour by giving it a 
high score. 

IV • BUILDING A CUSTOMIZED ITINERARY 

Some clients \viii want to stop at the previous stage; take the descriptions home and make ~p their own itinerary. 
However, others will want the agent to suggest a combination of tours and a schedule (which we will refer to as 
itinerary) matching their requirements, time and financial constraints. 
The program can produce such an itinerary by using ~e information provided in the client profile. 

Basically, the algorithm will select the tours with best matching degree and will keep building a schedule resolving 
the time conflicts until the duration or financial limit has been reached. 

. . 
We assume that each tour is offered at least one~ a week and it is offered the same weekdays every week (for ·a 
given season). For example, a tour will be offered every Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Sunday during the 
summer. Therefore, for each tour we usually have a number of possible dates. 

IV.1 . • Method: 
We create and maintain a structure that will hold the itinerary: basically, it's an array with 1 cell for each½ day of 
the vacation. We recursively try to place tours in the itinerary. Priority is given to touts with the highest score. If a 
tour is in conflict with already placed tours, it i,s skipped and the next one is tried. The process is repeated until no 
tour can be placed within the time and financial limits. · 
If more than one itinerary suggestion is sought, the itinerary built is given a score (see below) and the process 
continues until another viable itinerary is fowtd and so on, until we have the required number of itineraries or we 
have exhausted every combination of tour/dates. The customer can then print each itinerary along with its score. 
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IV.2. - Algorithm 
We assume a function ends on return. MAX_ T represents the total number of tours. 

Function Try_Tour (T, VAR price, VAR duration, VAR ill□) 

If (T > MAX_ T) Then 
return TRUE 

end if 

If (price+ price(T) > MAX_PRICE + TOLER) OR (duration+ dur(T) > MAX_DUR. NB_FREE_DAYS) Then 
Return FALSE 

end if 

d=0 
Repeat 

d++ 
Place Tour(T) with Date(T,d) into itinerary 

until (no conflict) OR (No more dat_e) 

If {No connlct) then 
price = price + price(T) 
duration ,. duration + dur(T) 
Repeat 

T++ 
Until Try_tour(T) 

else 
return FALSE 

end if 

end function 

IV.3. - Computing itinerary scores 
In order to compute the score of each itinerary, the user· needs to give weights to each parameter involved in the 
score: 

■ tour weight : weight given to the average score of the tours selected in the itinerary. 
■ price weight : weight given to the price score (see below) 
■ time weight : weight given to the score describing how well the itinerary matches the client's time 

prefex:ence (see below). 

Financial constraints 
As mentioned earlier, the client is asked for a maximum sum and a tolerance (which can be zero). Also, he has the 
choice between finding itineraries within the maximum budget or the cheapest possible. 

Score Score 

100 1-------- 100 

Max Max price Tour price 
price Tole~ance . 

"'ax price 
+ 

Tolerance 

Within budget Cheapest 
To take into account the financial factor, a price score is computed for each itinerary as follows: 
within budget 
Price score = 100 

= 100 (MP+ T- IP)/f 
=O 

ifIP<=MP 
if rvfP < IP < rvfP + T 
ifIP>=MP +T 
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cheapest 
price_score = 100 [ 1 - IP/(MP +·n] 

=O 
ifIP<MP+T 
ifIP>=MP+T 

where MP = maximum price, T = tolerance, IP = itinerary price 

Time constraint 
Each itinerary examined also receives a time score, dependent on the client's preferred dates or seasons. 
If the client has some specific dates, the search will be restricted to those dates, therefore the time score will be 
100. 
If the client has given scores to each season or if he does not care about seasons (all season scores = 100), the 
program will compute prices (and price scores) for each season and compute the itinerary score as follows for each 
~ 

Itinerary score(season) = 1/N [Avg(tour score)*tour_weigth + price_score(season)*price_weigth + 1oo•season_weilgh)I 

where N = tour_weigth + price_weight + season_weight 
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ABSTRACT: 

The automation of the professional office environment has been one of the challenging innovations of the past IO 
years. This has recently culminated in many offices taking on the characteristics of traditional factory operations. 
The influence of technology on the office place is currently seen best in the organizations ability to take advantage 
of its computer systems. The well-developed custom systems of the 1990's directly drives the organization's 
processes and outputs. The design, development and implementation of these technology systems has become one 
of the next challenges as this directly affects the success of the "paper factory" by transforming it toward a paperless 
environment. This case study follows the transformation of a traditional legal office environment beyond mere 
computerization towards full automation and the paperless office. 

BACKGROUND 
The Stanislaus County Court Information System is an internally developed application defined by the Superior and 
Municipal Court's administrative and judicial team, the District Attorney's office, the Public Defender's office, 
Sheriffs Department and County Management Information Services. The system is based on industry standard 
enterprise server tools and developed for future growth and flexibility. 

Prior to full implementation, each of the numerous justice departments had their own independent systems. Many 
of the data elements were common to multiple systems, with resulting redundant data entry. Each of these 
departments were at different levels of automation.· The County's justice departments are: District Attorney, DA 
Family Support, Probation, Public Defender, and Sheriff. Within the department of the court, there were multiple 
systems, as well, for different units: The County's court units lire: Appeals, Evidence, Juvenile, Municipal Civil, 
Municipal Criminal, Search Warrants, Small Claims, Superior Court, and Traffic. 

OVERVIEW 
For the Court System, process management was emphasized in the conversion of manual procedures into an 
automated environment in a service sector operation, from a "paper factory" office to an automated service center. 
The term "paper factory" will be used here as a means of comparing the operation and transition of the industrial 
factory environment to that of the professional office environment of the Stanislaus County Courts. Through this 
system, the Court will become more cost-effective, decrease process cycle time, and become a service quality 
(customer focused) organization. 

The primary objective in the automation of the court was the development and implementation of a case 
management system. This software is used to collect, organize, process, store, and distribute case, people, and time 
information within the court and to external organizations. The system was designed along three basic types of data 
that is maintained by the courts. These three are cases, parties, and events. The secondary objective of automation 
was court logistics (scheduling of judges, court rooms, cases, lawyers, and mediators). 

THE MANUAL OFFICE 
The functions of the judicial process have always required an enormous amount of paper work in the form of 
documents, transcripts, evidence, schedules, notes, and more. In order to accommodate this mass of paper, the 
emphasis in the manual office is on the case folder, procedural paper and work flow. Each Court is responsible for 
administering multiple areas oflaw. To accomplish this, they have balanced the workload by splitting into wtits, 
each with a specific area of law and procedural work flow. The staff in each unit have become proficient in the 
work flow of their unit but ignorant of any others. Differences vary from unit to unit and function to function 
between the procedure and document requirements, content and structure. This has caused units and staff to 
sp~cialize in a specific areas, which causes more isolation and specialization. 
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In general, each unit's functions revolve around the color-coded case folder and the documents it contains. 
Incoming documents are submitted to the court, time stamped, and filed in the folder to be acted upon. Frequently, 
these folders leave the Court unit areas. This often results in problems for both judges and staff. Since the case 
folder is the ultimate legal authority, when it is needed by more than one person at the same time, misplaced, or lost, 
much time can be wasted trying to locate or recreate it. · 

In the manual office, when a court appearance is scheduled for a case, the folder must be located, reviewed for 
completeness and sent to the judge with a synopsis of the case and matter at hand. With many cases scheduled for 
many judges each day, this job has become overwhelming. After the hearing, the case folder is returned to the unit, 
along with the results of the hearing. This wiU at the least. include a minute order to be filed in the folder and may 
include the need for multiple actions, including notification of attorneys and/or agencies. 

SYSTEM FEATURES 
In eomputerizing many of the tasks of the Court, the objective was to automate them as well. Computerization does 
not always lead to reduced human effort immediately or in every arena. With this in mind, the system features that 
have been computerized are those that will lessen the current manual effort over time, provide required statistical 
infonnation, as well as synergize with the professional'l<nowledge of the court staff. The primary functions of the 
Court case management system are: case management, party management, event management, and reporting. 

GOALS OF AUTOMATION 
Over the years of automating tasks that had been mBI}ual, there have been six specific benefits identified. Knowing 
these potential benefits priorto development of the system has allowed emphasis to be placed on design and 
implementation to maximize these areas. The automation benefits are: reduction of repetitive tasks, enhancement of 
data quality, increased information accessibility, increased oi:ganizational integration, enhanced statistical 
monitoring, and inc~ed effectiveness. The ultimate result of these benefits is an increase in productivity. 

Reduction of Repetitive Tasks: On~ of the initial objectives of the earliest automation efforts was the reduction or 
even elimination of repetitive tasks. Factories were able to achieve quantum leaps in productivity through 
automation. One of the goals of automation in the legal office environment is also the reduction of repetitive tasks. 
The Court calendar and scheduling is much more efficient since computerization. Process analysis had detennined 
that there was considerable redundance of data entry throughout the Court units. This has now been eliminated. 

Enhancement of Data Quality: An on-line, real time case file is much less prone to errors . . Images of pertinent 
documents are always attached to the file. The system also sets required fields and table edits numerous fields 
where codes are to be entered. With an on-line record, there is not only an expectation. but a perception of 
increased service quality. Computer audit trails allow any transaction or file to be audited quickly. On-line 
historical infonnation provides effective, as well as efficient, validation and retrieval. 

Increased Information Accessibility: Complete infonnation on all appropriate cases is available in real time to all 
appropriate parties. Security has been set so tha~ certain types of cases and infonnation are only available to 
restricted parties or department offictals. 

Increased Organir.ational Integration: One of the by products of computer system implementation is the 
standardization oftenns and processes. The system by its nature establishes set procedures for each specific 
process. Organizational integration is achieved as each group in the organization is required to use the system if 
they are to complete their required processes. 

Enhanced Statistical Monitoring: Prior to a~tomating the legal operations office environment, many measures and 
monitors were not even available. With a comprehensive computer system, operations may be continuously 
monitored and improved. -

Increased Effectiveness: The true effectiveness of ~is type of automation is that it allows the court staff members 
to become experts in the complete processes. The system is able to take care of the repetitive tasks, quality control, 
finding data, the enforcement of standards, and monitoring. The staff become decision-makers. 
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PROJECT GOALS & SYSTEM PRINCIPLES 
Prior to the design and development of the Court System, discussions were held and project goals and systems 
principles agreed upon. This process has proven to be quite valuable as it not only set the tone for the project, but 
also established a set of hard guidelines and rules for the team and stakeholders to follow. 

Project Goals: 
* Comprehensive county judicial data base. 
* Consolidation Municipal & Superior Court 
* Integration of: 

Court units, Other County Justice depts, 
Other non-County law enforcement 

* Improve Court program operations. 
* Reduce fonns and paper. 
~ Immediate on-line access to any required data 
* Public access to appropriate information. 
* Accurate and comprehensive court scheduling. 
* Reduce the need to access physical files. 
* Remote access of appropriate infonnation. 
* Management activity reporting. 

THE COMPUTERIZED ENVIRONMENT 

System Principles: 
* System audit trail & "Slice-of-time" data retention. 
* Relational Data Base, 0B2 tables and files 
* User interface through CICS. 
* Desktop PC or IBM terminal for access. 
* Optimized system response. 
* Remote printing for reports and documents. 
• On-line, real-time access to all system infonnation. 
* lntegrated county justice data base. 
* Secured files and records by owner department 
• Design for basic process, then enhance for user 

convenience. 
• Data base designed and data stored at elementary level. 
* Modular program design ("re-usable code"). 

The automated legal office environment is defined as the total on-line record, available to the appropriately defined 
functionaries in real-time, for retrieval, update, or output. The prime functions of the system are case management 
(including on-line record archive), scheduling, and reporting. In the Stanislaus County Court system the data base 
architecture is structured around three main files: the case file, the party file; and the event tile. 

Cases: ln the Court System, a case is considered the basic structural piece. A case defmes the major category of law 
under consideration, where the physical file is maintained, and the court of jurisdiction and the confidentiality level 
are established. 

Parties: Any and all the players in a case are defined as parties. The only requirement is that a party must have a 
name. A party is to be defined to·the system only once. Parties are connected to a case via a role. There is no limit to 
the number of parties that may be involved in a case or the number of roles one party may have in a case. The 
beginning, and ending dates of involvement of every party in a case are tracked for historical purposes. 

Events: Once the issues and parties in case have been defined the case moves through the justice process by events. 
Events are categorized into hearing, reporting and status events. 

Initiating Issues: Court action or involvement for a case begins with initiating issues. There are two types of 
initiating issues for a Case. These issues are causes for a civil case and charges for a criminal case. Either a Civil 
cause of action or a Criminal complaint will result in 'a court case being created to deal with the process. 

STRUCTURE OF THE COURT ARCIDTECTURE 
Relationship of Files: In a relational data base, the primary files are related by a key reference. In the Court System 
the keys are the case number and effective date in the case file. The case number in the case file is associated with 
the case number in the event file and the case number in the parties file, as well as in all other secondary files. 
Charges are connected to cases by party and also attach sentence, priors and enhancement, and bail. Civil cases are 
not driven by charges, but by the cause of action file instead. Hearing events are associated with a case and could 
have a specific party attached. · 

IMPLEMENTATION & TRAINING 
Training: One of the principles of the system was to phase in the implementation over time by unit, as well as 
features. Training on the new system for each of the unit's users was set as each was scheduled to be implemented. 
All training was by small groups within each unit. Instruction was in the office and hands on, in the tutorial mode. 
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Implementation Process: A project management principle of MIS is to keep Developme~t projects from spanning . 
more than six months. The features of the system were phased-in as each of the portions were completed. This 
"phased-in" development approach was also advantageous for implementation. In the new automated environment, 
the system users were only exposed to a few features and functions in a given time period. 

Much of the effort during implementation was focused on process changes. This included training, new procedures, 
policy changes, and timing expectations. Each unit had its own unique and special needs. The technical staff needed 
to be aware of these so that they could be met within the system principles and project goals. 

The system design concepts made programming easier. The programmers were able to start with the case 
management function as the base component. The party management function was then coded and associated with 
the case file. The same process was followed for the events management function. All subsequent pieces were built 
on previous components. The same concepts were used with different data elements. Some design features have 
evolved from_ a gradual improvement in functionality, for example, slice of time processing. 

OUTSTANDING ISSUES 
Each unit still desires that their own needs be met completely without consideration of the total needs of the Court 
System. Implementation was initially by unit, with subsequent release by feature. This has caused the units to 
become less respondent as they had come to expect direct support and tutorial for all of their system needs. 

There is still the need for a primary liaison within the Coun that is responsible for system management and 
administration. This has affected the complete ownership of the system by the Court. Contention between units 
over an approach or process is currently unresolved. Policy decisions are being made by individual unit 
supervisors, rather tpan one person who would be looking ou~ for the total needs of the Court. 

QUALITY IN THE AUTOMATED SERVICE CENTER 
The move of the County Court from a manual office environment to that of an automated service center is more 
than computerizing the case files and documents. To fully realize the benefits of the Court System, processes within 
the office structure also need to change. The Court System's implementation will have acted as a catalyst, as well as 
a labor-saver for the organization, in the move toward service quality. 

Role Change for Staff: Each court team member is able to handle the complete spectrum of the necessary services 
provided by the Courts. The Court System provides the structure for process flow. Team m_embers understand their 
unit's suppliers and customers and how their unit fits into the "big picture". People are encouraged to communicate 
directly with their p~ers in other units. 

Decision Makers: All decisions are made at the working level due to the establishment of systematic processes, 
office standards, and principles for doing business. Supervisory levels may be eliminated, adding to the number of 
team members actually performing productive activity. Each team member becomes a decision-maker and 
accountable for the required services. Customer needs and concerns dominate business decision-making. 

Management Role: The.role of management becomes one of serving the needs of the staff and "man.aging the white 
space". The staff serves the needs of the customers, both internal and extemal. Managers, their departments, and 
staff are measured on their contributions to process effectiveness and efficiency. Departtnents become partners, not 
competitors. Managers allocate people and resources based on process needs. 

Quality Service: Quality service becomes the primary product of the Court operations. Focus of operations is on 
quality through the measures set in place by the automated system. The staff themselves are able to see tlteir 
performance through visible measures of the processes. Continuous monitoring and improvement is only attainable 
through the staffs understanding and willingness to improve. Problem-solving focuses on finding and removing 
the root causes of discoMects in the system, not on addressing symptoms or fixing blame. 

Fulfilling Needs: In the automated service center the needs of all stakeholders are met: customers, judges, legal 
community, taXpayers, and Court staff. 
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Customers at the window and the community using the services of the Court, are able to have documents processes 
quickly and effectively. Internal customers find that dealing with the Coun staff is both pleasant and fruitful. 

~ find that they are unencumbered by administrative issues. All records are available at any time. Schedules 
are established, yet flexible enough to meet the needs of the many situations that occur in trials. 

The legal community fmds the Court staff effective in meeting their needs. When unusual requests are made, the 
staff is able to quickly respond, without disrupting the nonnal process. 

Taxpayers are able to see their investment is being used to serve the needs of the community. Perception is that all 
county residents have equal access to the County's legal environment and quality service will be given to all. 

. . 
Law Enforcement is benefited through integrating other systems with the Court System to create a comprehensive 
.criminal justice system in the county. This produces a clear and effective law enforcement process. 

Other Countv Departments & Staff are perceived by customers of the County as having high quality and excellent 
service. Interdependency within departments becomes possible. Sharing of functions is available. 

The Court Staff is transfonned from paper factory clerks into legal office professionals. 

PRODUCTMTY AND QUALITY MEASURES 
In the automation of the professional legal operations in Stanislaus County it was anticipated that some sorts of 
measures would resuit that should indicate the level of effectiveness of the operation. Productivity and quality in 
professional and office sectors have traditionally been a challenge to measure. lnserting the Court System into the · 
process, however, ailows for productivity measures that have been absent in.the professional legaI office 
environment. As there is no direct competition to the Court or within the Court to maximize productivity, much of 
the emphasis on the services of the Court have to be on quality of service. 

Measures provide data that can be used to monitor, control, and improve procedura.l perfonnance. These measures 
can only be effective if they are: driven by customer requirements, quantifiable, understandable to the-staff, and 
expressed in units which enable actual performance to be effectively tracked. Measures are used for three outcomes 
in an organization: productivity, quaiity, and cost. Though cost is certainly an issue in all organizations, the focus of 
measures in this professional environment will be quality and productivity. These measures can be defined and 
managed by organization, process, and individual. All three levels are interdependent. They are linked together as a 
system that ultimately determines the quality and productivity of the Court's se.rvices. 

Organizational Quality & Productivity: An organization's quality requirements are its customer's quality 
requirements. In the case of the Court, a customer is anyone who receives one or more of the organization's 
products or services. Customers may be within the Court, within the County organization, or customers of the 
County. Productivity within the Court is a function of the requirements placed by the stakeholders. For example 
the state of California requires that certain cases be tried within a set period. Expectations are also set by the legal 
community regarding release of judgements by the Court. 

Organizational Measures: Traditionaily, organizational measures in the court environment have been aggregate 
totals such as number of cases per unit. In order to maximize productivity and quality, however, service sector 
organizations need to determine the strategic and system requirements that their final customers demand. Only in 
this manner can the organization establish the necessary policies, budgets, goals, and measures. The emphasis in 
any measure of the Court needs to focus on the aggregate quality of services performed. Quality to the customer 
involves timeliness and availability, as well as accuracy. The separation of quality, productivity and cost 
measurements is only an internal convention. All are translated into customer quality. The customer requirements 
translated into specific measures can eventually be converted into organizational performance standards. 

The Court System is able to effectively measure the aggregate quality services of the Court. One of the primary 
stakeholder requirements of the Court is timeliness with minimal cost. For organizational quality, the Court System 
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measures the number of hearings per case for each of criminal (felony and misdemeanor) ~d civil (superior and 
municipal. 

Process Quality & Productivity: An organization is less a series of functions and departmental units, but more a 
series of processes. A process is a flow of activities which results in a product or service. The Court's outputs are 
produced through processes. Most significant processes are cross-functional. As most managers and supervisors 
strive to optimize those pieces of the process which fall into their domain, the entire process is suboptimized. 
Cross-functional processes are key to organizational performance. 

The keys to process management are defmition and establishment of process owners. Defming process quality 
begins with the fmal customer requirements for the process. That set of measures drives the intema.1 measures for 
the overaU process and cascades throughout the subprocess levels. These measures serve as the basis for monitoring 
each step' s contribution to process quality and troubleshooting. Process mapping is the typical tool used to 
implement process defmition. A requirement of process quality is the constant search for improvement. Most of the 
improvements that are made through quality-type programs are at the process level. 

Process Measures: Process measurement in the Court is only available through the Court System. The system
generated measures, as defmed by the Court's management and process owners, are the primary means of managing 
the processes and performance. Disconnects are deviations from desired activities. Some of the best measures are 
process flow disconnects. The three types of process flow disconnects are output (missing, late, substandard, 
redundant), input (missing, late, substandard, redundant), and process logic flow (missing steps, redundant steps, 
unneeded steps, bottlenecks, illogical sequence of steps). By def ming , then setting up a matrix of these potential 
disconnects within the Court System, processes may be managed. 

The Court System is able to effectively measure the process quality of the Court. There are numerous examples of 
process measures in the Court System. Exception reporting captures many of the above mentioned disconnects. The 
responsible units and processes effected are clearly identified. 

Individu al Quality & Productivity: Individual performance, at a micro level, mirrors the organization and process 
levels. The human performance system is also based on inputs. and outputs and adapts based on feedback. 
Management needs to communicate performance expectations based on outputs. The feedback loop is when 
performance gaps are identified and conseque.nces carried out 

Individual Measures: Defining individual quality requires developing standards for each ofth·e individual's key 
outputs. These standards should be derived from the standards established at the organizational and process levels. 
The Court System is able to effectively measure the individual quality of the Court .. The charter of the Court is the 
resolution of disputes. The Court System is able to'measure each judge's effectiveness at resolving issues. Disputes 
that are resolved early and not drag on cost the taxpayers a lot less. The Court is also more available for additional 
disputes and cases. The audit trail feature of the Court System is extremely useful for individual quality. All system 
transactions include the identification of the user, along with time and date. 

CONCLUSION 
The development of the Court System has moved the Stanislaus County professional legal operation toward the 
Paperless Office. Both the processes and automation z:equired for a Paperless Judicial System have been injected 
into the organization . . The final Paperless objective is clearly some years away, but the process has begun. The 
Court has already become more accessible, accurate, and timely. The Court is moving to become a service quality 
organization. More emphasis is being made toward customer-focus, as well as, intemal·processes. As such, the 
roles of the Court staff and management are changing. The needs of all stakeholders are now under consideration. 

Process management is a tool that is now available due to the Court System's ability to provide the required data 
The insertion of the Court System into the process allows for the productivity measures that have been absent in the 
professional legal office environment. The automated system was developed with a global view of total justice 
needs, not just the Court's needs. The system has increased current organizational quality while still providing easy 
expansion and flexibility for future needs. 
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TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE: 
AN INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON 

Tom Brarnorslci 
University of Wisconsin-Whitewater 

ABSTRACT 

In the 1990's the countries of Eastern and Central Europe have recorded a significant increase in criminal 

activities. At the same time the inefficiencies of police, the justice system and prison overcrowding have 

resulted in only a small percentage of committed crimes leading to a full-term prison sentence. In this paper we 

examine how the prevention techniques originating from the principles of Total Quality Management (TQM) 

could help streamline the process of justice administration,. We present the US experiences with TQM in this 

area that could be used by the government agencies of Central and Eastern Europe in improving their justice 

systems. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the 1990' s the countries of Eastern and Central Europe have recorded a significant increase in criminal 

activities. Practically every day readers interested in the development in the region can find news reportS 

about the activities of well organized and heavily anned organized crime groups. This is paralleled by . 

similar increases in the categories of crime activities threatening individual life, personal well-being and 

freedom, as well as morality. Significant increases have also been recorded in the eategory of crimes 

against personal and public property. It should also be noted that the chronic underfunding of the legal 

infrastructure bas produced inefficiencies that severely undermine the credibility of the justice system. As a 

result of a lack of trust and confidence in the justice system a significant percentage of committed crimes 

.remain unreported and. as a result, are not included in the published crime statistics that were used in this 

research. Toe crime Statistics for Poland and the US are presented in Figures 1 and 2. 
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Figure I. The number of serious crimes per 100,000 residents in the US and Poland. 
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Figure 2. Categories of serious crime in Poland. 
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Experts in the US have determined that only one serious crime in five that are committed leads to the arrest 

of the suspect while only 50 percent of the arrests result in a prison sentence. For the purpose of this 

research serious crime is defined as falling in one or more of the.following categories: homicide, rape, 

bodily injury, brawl and beating. In addition, cenain crimes against private and public propeny specifically 
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including theft using weapons and extortion. Only 5 percent of those sentenced actually spent some time in 

prison whi.Je the expected length of prison time was only 30 percent of that stipulated in the sentence. 

We note that in the US over 60 percent of the federal prison population consists of individuals sentenced in 

the I 980's to long prison terms in excess of 10 years exclusively for possession or selling of drugs. Many 

of them were sentenced for the first time in their life for possession of a small quantity of cocaine and do 

not pose any threat to the society. Consequently, dangerous criminals manage to avoid prison time all 

together or have their terms significantly reduced due to prison overcrowding. The result is the well 

publicized frustration of an average American citizen with the justice system that fails to effectively protect 

the society from dangerous criminals. 

THE ELEMENTS OF TQM IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF .nJSTICE 

ln the process of transition from communism to capitalism the countries of Eastern and Central Europe 

have started simultaneously transforming their investigative, legal and prison systems in an effon to meet 

new political and social policy objectives. This process requires that existing and pr6posed Jaws, policies 

and procedures be reviewed for internal and external consistency. However, the legislative and executive 

branches of the government frequ~ntly fail to conduct such a review process. Consequently, it is not 

uncommon that several contradictory and mutually exclusive laws, policies and procedures have to be 

simultaneously complied with. This makes possible the selective and inconsistent implementation of 

arbitrarily subsets of legal acts selected by the local administration. This, in tum, leads to widespread 

corruption that further undermines the credibility of the system. 

The magnitude of inconsistencies referred to above can be quantified by calculating the vari_ability amongst 

the valid legal acts. If the variability is high, significant operatipnal difficulties arise. A business 

organization or an individual operating in a system characterized by high variability does not receive from 

the system reliable information about w~at is allowed and what is not allowed under the law. 

Consequently, this leads to the emergence of a significant gray area of business and individual activity 

under which choices have to be made that are simultaneously in conformance with some (typically recent) 

set of laws and not in conformance with some other (typically older) ones. 
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The elements ofTQM in the administration of justice should be applied primarily to nonviolent criminals. 

This approach will create the necessary capacity within the existing prison system ~o effectively house 

dangerous criminals without the possibility of early release. Such indirect approaches are being tried in 

Oregon, Georgia and Florida where the prison population is exploding. The system of indirect sanctions 

typically consists of the following components: 

(a) Dailv fees are being used to punish nonviolent criminals who are able to afford them in lieu of prison. 

This allows the individual to maintain contact with the family and friends and allows the justice 

system to make significant income without serious expenses. 

(b) Intensive supervision, requires a strict supervision of the criminal who is expected to pay compensation 

to the victims, to secure a pennanent job, to accept mandatory employment in public 

infrastructure programs (e.g. road construction), to undergo random testing for drugs and alcohol 

and to reimburse the state for a portion of the program cost. The program cost is estimated at 

S40/person/day. 

(c) Electronic monitoring/house arrest have become attractive from the cost point of view due to advances 

in electronics. Non-violent criminals are allowed_ to leave home only to get to and from work or to 

attend to other necessary business. Research has shown that about 75 percent of the population 

considers this alternative more effective to prison for nonviolent criminals. 

(d) Compulsory work program lasting from I to 6 months that resembles a high discipline military camp is 

typically used for criminals sentenced for possession and distribution of narcotics. The program 

offers sports activities, team building skills, vocational training and .~thics. Application of 

alternatives ( a ) through ( c ) in these cases is to risky to the society as the individuals involved 

are typically young and with no prior criminal record. Currently there are 41 such programs 

operating in 26 states. Graduates of the program typically receive assistance in finding 

employment and free program to prevent drug/alcohol abuse. 

The average cost of the program described above i~ items (a), ( c) and ( d )is $7/person/day compared to 

S40/person/day for the traditional prison· system. Research also shows that the participants of such 

preventive programs have a lower rate of repeated offenses compared to the general prison population over 

the period of 12-30 months after release. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

It follows from the above presentation that an effective program of crime prevention cannot focus 

exclusively on putting criminals behind bars. [nstead, such program must emphasize prevention and be 

based on the following TQM elements: 

1. Education, to create a proper system of values, attitud~s leading to desired behaviors, 

2. Prevention. to help identify, analyze and correct undisirable individual behaviors, 

3. Treannent, to help break the pattern of dependence on alcohol and drugs, 

4. · Indirect sanctions. to minimize the societal cost of incarceration and readjustment to life in a free 

society, and 

5. Prison. to remove from the society individuals who are dangerous and who do not othetwise qualify 

for the program of indirect sanctions. · 

In order to be effective, such a preventive program must incorporate consistent, efficient and professional 

cooperation between police, the legislative system, the courts and the local community. 
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